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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE present volume contains 33 papers numbered 384 to 416 published

for the most part in the years 1865 to 1872; the last paper 416,

of the year 1882, is inserted in the present volume on account of its

immediate connexion with the papers 411 and 415 on Reciprocal Sur-

faces. ^

The Table for the six volumes is
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III. 159 222.
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384]

384.

ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF PLANE CURVES.

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. I. (186.5—1866), No. ill.

pp. 1—11. Read Oct. 16, 1865.]

1. The expression a " double point," or, as I shall for shortness call it, a " dp,"

is to be throughout underetood to include a cusp : thus, if a curve has S nodes (or

double points in the restricted sense of the expression) and k cusps, it is here regarded

as having £ + « dps.

2. It was remarked by Cramer, in his "Thdorie des Lignes Courbes" (1750),

that a curve of the order n has at most ^(ra — l)(w— 2), =^(w^ — 3w) + l, dps.

3. For several years past it has further been known that a curve such that the

coordinates {x : y : z) of any point thereof are as rational and integral functions of

the order n of a variable parameter ^, is a curve of the order n having this maximum
number J(n— l)(n — 2) of dps.

4. The converse theorem is also true, viz.: in a curve of the order n, with

J (n— l)(n — 2) dps, the coordinates {x : y : z) oi any point are as rational and integral

functions of the order n of a variable parameter 6—or, somewhat less precisely, the

coordinates are expressible rationally in terms of a parameter 6.

5. The foregoing theorem, as a particular case of Riemann's general theorem, to

be presently referred to, dates from the year 1857 ; but it was first explicitly stated

only last year (1864) by Clebsch, in the Paper, "Ueber diejenigen ebenen Curven deren

Coordinaten rationale Functionen eines Parameters sind," Crelle, t. LXiv. (1864), pp.

43—63.

6. The demonstration is, in fact, very simple; it depends merely on the remark

that we may, through the ^ (n — 1) (« — 2) dps, and through 2n — 3 other points on the

given curve of the order n, together \{n'^ + n) — '2., =^(n — l)(n+ 2) — 1, points, draw
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a series of curves of the order n — 1, given by an equation U + 6V = 0, containing an

arbitrary parameter 0; any such curve intersects the given curve in the dps, each

countmg as two points, in the 2/i — 3 points, and in one other point; hence, as there

is only one variable point of intei-section, the coordinates of this point, viz., the coordi-

nates of an arbitrary point on the given cui-ve, are expressible rationally in terms of

the parameter 6. The demonstration may also be effected in a similar manner by

means of curves of the order n — 2,

7. Before going further, it will be convenient to introduce the term " Deficiency,"

viz., a curve of the order n with ^{n — l)(n—2) — D dps, is said to have a deficiency

=B : the foregoing theorem Ls that for curves with a deficiency = 0, the coordinates

are expressible rationally in terms of a parameter 0. Since in such a curve the

different points succeed each other in a certain definite order, viz., ia the order

obtained by giving to the parameter its different real values from — x to oo , the

curve may be termed a unicursal curve.

8. Riemann's general theorem, as applied to plane curves, is stated, but not in

its complete form, by Schwarz, in the Paper, "De superficiebus in planum explica-

bilibus primorum septem ordinum," Crelle, t. LXiv. (1864), pp. 1—17: to complete the

enunciation it is necessary to refer to page 137 of Riemann's own Paper, " Theorie

der Abelschen Functionen," Crelle, t. LIV. (1857), pp. 115—155, viz., the enunciation

will be:

9. For a curve of any order with a given deficiency D, the coordinates may be

expressed as follows

:

Z) = 0, rationally in terms of a parameter 0, or what comes to the same thing,

rationally in terms of the parameters (^, rj), connected by an equation of

the form (1, f)(l, t;) = 0.

D>0, rationally in terms of the parameters (f, t)) connected by an equation of

a certain form, viz.

:

D = l, the equation is (1, ^y(l, '?)-=0, or (what comes to the same thing)

7) is the square root of a quartic function of ^.

D = 2, the equation is (1, ^f (1, rjY = 0, or (what comes to the same thing)

ri is the square root of a sextic function of f.

7) > 2, viz.

:

D odd, =2^—3, the equation is (1, f)^(l, 7^)^ = 0, and is besides such,

that treating (f, rj) as Cartesian coordinates, the curve thereby

represented has (fi — 2y dps.

D even, =2/jl — 2, the equation is (1, ^Y {1, >?)'' = 0, and is besides such,

that treating (^, t;) as Cartesian coordinates, the curve thereby

represented has (/* — 1) (/* - 3) dps.

e ~
10. To see more clearly the meaning of this, write -

, -L in place of (^, t]), so
V s

that the coordinates {x : y : z) are expi-essible rationally and homogeneously in terms
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of (f, 7), f), connected by an equation of the form (f, ^Yi^, t}Y = 0. Such an equation,

treating therein (f, 17, f) as coordinates, belongs to a curve of the order 2/tt, with a

/i-tuple point at (^ = 0, 5'=0), a ^-tuple point at (77 = 0, f=0), and which has besides

(/t - 2)' or (/i - 1) (/i - 3) dps, according as D = 2^ - 3, or 2/a - 2. The coordinates {x:y: z)

of a point of the given curve are expressible rationally in terms of the coordinates

(f : 7; : f) of a point on the new curve ; and we may say that the original curve is

by means of the equations which give (x : y : z) in terms of (^ : 17 : f) transformed

into the new curve.

11. A curve of the order 2/i may have ^ (2/t - 1) (2/i — 2), =2/i=- 3/^ + 1 dps;

hence in the new curve, observing that the /t-tuple points each count for \ {fi^ — /it) dps,

we have

In the case Z) = 2^ — 3,

Deficiency = 2/i= — 3/i + 1

— ft' + 4/x — 4

2^-3, =Z)

In the case D = 2/x — 2,

Deficiency = 2/x'- — 3/i + 1

2/A-2, =D

Moreover for Z) = 0, the transformed curve is a conic, with dps, and therefore ^vith

deficiency = ; in the case D ={\., it is a quartic with 2 dps, and therefore deficiency

= 2 ; in the case D—2 it is a quintic with a triple point = 3, and a double point

= 1, together 4 dps, and therefore deficiency = 2. Hence in every case the new curve

has the same deficiency as the original curve.

12. The theorem thus is that the given curve of the order n, with deficiency B,

may be rationally transformed into a curve of an order depending only on the

deficiency, and having the same deficiency with the given curve, viz. : Z) = 0, the new
curve is of the order 2{=D + 2); B = l, it is of the order 4(=Z) + 3); i)=2, it is

of the order 5 (= 2) + 3) ; and D>2, it is for D odd, of the order Z) + 3 ; and for Z)

even, of the order Z) + 2. It will presently appear that these are not the lowest values

which it is possible to give to the order of the new curve. Riemann's object was,

not that the order of the transformed curve might be as low as possible, but that the

equation in (f, t)) might be in each of these parameters separately of the lowest

possible order; and this he eifected by giving to the transformed curve the two /tt-tuple

points.

13. It is to be noticed that the theorem that for any rational transformation of

one curve into another the two curves have the same deficiency is in effect given (as

a consequence of Riemann's theory) by Clebsch in the Paper, "Ueber die Singularitaten

algebraischer Curven," Grelle, t. LXlv., pp. 98—100. I have, by the assistance of a

formula communicated to me by Dr Salmon, obtained a direct analytical demonstration

of this theorem.

14. I remark that (ar, y, z) being connected by an equation, if {x : y : z) are

given rationally in terms of {^ ' rj : ^), then it follows that (?:'?:?) are also

1—2
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expressible rationally in terms of {x : y : z): it is convenient to consider the trans-

formation from this point of view, and I now proceed to the independent development

of the theory, as follows

:

15. We have a given curve U=(x, y, ^)" = 0, with deficiency D, which is by the

transformation f : ij : f= P : Q : -K (where P, Q, R are given functions (x, y, zf each

of the same order i) tmnsformed into the curve T = (f, t\, ?')'' = 0. The transformed

curve has, as we know, the same deficiency X> as the original curve.

16. To find the order of the transformed curve, we must find the number of

its intersections with an arbitrary line af + fr»7 + cf=0. Writing in this equation

^ : ri : ^=P : Q : R, we obtain the equation aP+bQ + cR = 0, and combining there-

with the equation U = 0, the two equations, being of the orders k and n respectively,

give kn systems of values of (x : y : z), and to each of these, in virtue of the

equations ^ : rj : ^=P : Q : R, there corresponds a single set of values of (f : t; : f),

and therefore a single point of intersection ; hence the number of intersections, that is,

the order of the transformed curve, is =kn.

17. If, however, the curves P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0, meet in an ordinary point of

the curve U=0, then it is easy to see there is a reduction =1 in the foregoing

value ; and so if they meet in a dp of the curve U= 0, then there is a reduction

= 2. More generally if the curves P = 0, Q = 0, R=0 each pass through the same a

<lps and /S ordinary points of the curve f7=0, then there is a reduction =2a + ;S. In

fact the curve aP + bQ+ cR = 0, meets the curve U= 0, in kn points ; but among
these are included the a dps, each counting as 2 intereections, and the /3 points ; the

number of the remaining intersections is = kn — 2a — /8, and the order of the trans-

formed curve is equal to this number.

I assume that we have k<n:

18. A curve of the order k may be made to pass through ^k (k + 3) points ; it

is moreover known that if any three curves, P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0, of the order k each

pass through the same ^k (k + .3) - 1 points, then the three curves have all their inter-

sections common, the equations being, in fact, connected by an identical relation of

the form aP + 0Q + yR = 0. To make the order of the transformed curve as low as

possible, we must make the curves P = (), Q = 0, R = 0, meet on the curve ^7=0 in

as many points as possible, and it appears from the remark just made, that the

greatest possible number is =^i(A; + 3) — 2 ; in particular, for k = n—l, n — 2, »i — 3,

the number of points on the curve U=0 will be at most equal to ^(n' + n)—3,
^(n'-»0-3, i{n^-Sn)-2, respectively.

19. Hence, considering the curve U= mth deficiency i), or with |(n* — 3») — Z) -|-

1

dps, first H k=n—l, we may assume that the transforming curves P=0, Q = 0, i2 =
of the order n — 1, each pass

through the ^ (n" -Sn)-D+1 dps,

and through 2n +D—4i other points,

together ^(n^ + n) —3 points of the curve U=0.
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This being so, each of the three curves will meet the curve U—0

in the dps, counting as n^ —Sn —21) + 2 points,

in the 2n + D — i points,

and in D + 2 other points,

together n' — n points

;

whence the order of the transformed curve is = D + 2.

20. In precisely the same manner, secondly, if k = n— 2, then we may assume
that the transforming curves P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0, of the order n—2, each pass

through the ^(n'-3n)-D + l dps,

and through n +X) — 4 other points,

together ^ {n^ — n) — 3 points of the curve U=0
;

and this being so, each of the three curves will meet the curve Z7 =

in the dps counting as n^ — 3/i — 2Z) + 2 points,

in the n+ D — 4 points,

and in D + 2 other points,

together w* — 2n points

;

whence the order of the transformed curve is also in this case = D + 2.

21. I waa under the impression that the order of the transfonned curve could

not be reduced below D+2, but it was remarked to me by Dr Clebsch, that in the

case D >2, the order might be reduced to D +1. In fact, considering, thirdly, the

case k=n — 3, we see that the transforming curves P = 0, Q = 0, R = of the order

n — 3 may be made to pass

through the ^ (n" -3n)-D+l dps,

and through D — 3 other points,

together ^ (n' — 3m) — 2 points of the curve t/" = ;

and this being so, each of the three curves meets the curve U=0,

in the dps counting as (n* - 3n) — 2D + 2 points,

in the D—3 points,

and in D + 1 other points,

together n' — 3n points

;

whence the order of the transformed curve is in this case =Z)+1.

22. The general theorem thus is that a curve of the order ?i with deficiency D,

can be, by a transformation of the order n—1 or n—2, transformed into a curve of
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the order Z) + 2 ; and if D>2, then the given curve can be by a transformation of

the order n — 3 transformed to a curve of the order D+1: the transformed curve

having in each case the same deficiency D as the original curve.

23. In pai-ticular, if Z)=l, a curve of the order n with deficiency 1, or with

i^ (n' - 3?i) dps, can be transformed into a cubic curve with the same deficiency, that

is with dps ; or the given curve can be transformed into a cubic. This case is

discussed by Clebsch in the Memoir "Ueber diejenigen Curven deren Coordinaten

elliptische Functionen eines Parameters sind," Crelle, t. LXiv., pp. 210—271. And he

has there given in relation to it a theorem which I establish as follows:

24. Using the transformation of the order n — I, if besides the 2n + Z) - 4 (= 2?i — 3)

points on the given curve [/" = 0, we consider another point on the curve, then we
may, through the ^ (n- — 3n) dps, the 2?i — 3 points and the point 0, draw a series of

curves of the order n—1, viz., if Po, Q„, Bo, are what the functions P, Q, R, become

on substituting therein for {x, y, z), the coordinates («„, y^, z^ of the given point 0,

then the equation of any such curve will be aP + 6Q + cii = 0, with the relation

aP:) + 6Qo + ci^o between the parameters a, h, c; or (what is the same thing) eliminating

c, the equation will be a {PRq — PJi) + b {QR„ — QJt) = 0, which contains the single

arbitrary parameter a : b. In the cubic which is the transformation of the given curve

we have a point 0' corresponding to and if (^o. Vo, ?o) he the coordinates of this

point, then corresponding to the series of curves of the order n — 1, we have a series

of lines through the point 0' of the cubic, viz., the lines a^ + br}+c^=0 with the

relation afo + br/o + cfo = <^ between the parameters ; or, what is the same thing, we

have the series of lines a (^fo — ?fo) + b (rj^o ~ ^Vo) = 0; containing the same single

parameter a : b. By determining this parameter, the curves of the order n—1, will

be the curves of this order through the dps, the 2n — 3 points, and the point 0,

which touch the given curve U=0 ; and the lines will be the tangents to the cubic

from the point 0'; as the number of tangents to a cubic from a point on the cubic

is = 4, it is clear that the values of the parameter a : b will be determined by a

certain quartic equation ; and there will of course be 4 tangent curves of the order

n—1 corresponding to the 4 tangents to the cubic. Now by Dr Salmon's anharmonic

property of the tangents of a cubic, if on the cubic we vary the position of the

point 0', the absolute invariant /' -h J^ of the quartic in (a : b) remains unaltered

;

that is the absolute invariant /'-=-/- of the quartic which determines the 4 tangent

curves of the oi-der n—1 is independent of the position of the point on the given

curve 17= 0, and since the tangent curves in question have the same relation to

each of the 2n — 3 points and to the point 0, it follows that the invariant is also inde-

pendent of the position of each of the 2ii — 3 points ; that is, we have the follo\ving

theorem, viz.

:

25. Considering a curve of the order n with deficiency = 1 ; we may, through the

i (n'— Sn) dps, and through any 2/i — 2 points on the curve, draw so as to touch the

curve, four curves of the order n — 1 ; viz., these are given by an equation aP" + bQ' = 0,

where the ratio a : 6 is determined by a certain quartic equation (• ^a, b)* = ; then

tlieorem, the absolute invariant P-i-J^ of the quartic function, is independent of the
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positions of the 2n — 2 points on the curve U =0, and it is consequently a function

of only the coefficients of the curve U = 0, being, as is obvious, an absolute invariant

of the curve U=0.

26. And, moreover, if the curve U=0 is by a transformation of the order n — 1,

by means of 2n — 3 points on the curve as above, transformed into a cubic, then the

absolute invariant P -^ J- of the quartic equation which determines the tangents to

the cubic from any point 0' on the cubic (or, what is the same thing, the absolute

invariant S' ^ T' of the cubic, taken with a proper numerical multiplier) is independent

of the positions of the 2» — 3 points on the curve ^7=0, being in fact equal to the

above-mentioned absolute invariant of the curve U = 0. The like results apply to the

transformation of the order n — 2.

27. Suppose now that we have D>2, and consider a curve of the order n with

the deficiency D, that is with ^ (n^ — 3n) — D + 1 dps, transformed by a transformation

of the order n — fi into a curve of the order D + 1 with deficiency D ; then, assuming

the truth of the subsidiary theorem to be presently mentioned, it may be shown by

very similar reasoning to that above employed, that the absolute invariants of the

transformed curve of the order D + 1 (the number of which is = 4Z) — 6), will be

independent of the positions of the D — S points used in the transformation, and will

be equal to absolute invariants(') of the given curve U=0.

28. The subsidiary theorem ' is as follows : consider a curve of the order i) + 1,

with deficiency D, that is, with ^ D(D — 1) — B = ^(D'—SD) dps; the number of

tangents to the curve from any point 0' on the curve is =(D + 1) D—(]y —SD) — 2,

= 4tD — 2, (this assumes however, that the dps are proper dps, not cusps,) the pencil of

tangents has 4D — o .ibsolute invariants, and of these all but one, that is, iD — 6,

absolute invariants of the pencil are independent of the position of the point 0' on

the curve, and are respectively equal to absolute invariants of the curve.

29. To establish it, I observe that a curve of the order D + 1 with deficiency B,

or with ^{D'-SB) dps, contains ^(B+1){B + 4'}-i(B^-SB), =4>B+2 arbitrary

constants, and it may therefore be made to satisfy 4Z)+2 conditions. Now imagine a

given pencil of 42) — 2 lines, and let a curve of the form in question be determined

so as to pass through the centre of the pencil, and touch each of the 4Z) — 2 lines

;

the curve thus satisfies 4Z) — 1 conditions, and its equation will contain 4Z) + 2 — (4Z) — 1), = 3

arbitrary constants. But if we have any particular curve satisfying the 4-B — 1 conditions,

then by transforming the whole figure homologously, taking the centre of the pencil

as pole and any arbitrary line as axis of homology, so as to leave the pencil of lines

unaltered (analytically if at the centre of the pencil x = 0, y = 0, then by writing

(uc + ffy + yz in place of z) the transformed curve still satisfies the 42) — 1 conditions,

and we have by the homologous transformation introduced into its equation 3 arbitrary

constants, that is, we have obtained the most general curve which satisfies the conditions

in question. The absolute invariants of the general curve are independent of the

' It is right to notice that the absolnte invarianta spoken of here, and in what follows, are not in general

rational ones.
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3 arbitrary constants introduced by the homologous transformation; and they are

consequently functions of only the coefficients of the given pencil of 42) -2 lines;

this being so, it is obvious that they vnU be respectively equal to absolute invariants

of the pencil of 4D-2 lines. The number of the absolute invariants of the general

curve of the order D + 1 is =^ (Z) + 1) (i3 + 4) + 1 - 9, but there is a reduction = 1, for

each of the dps, hence in the present case the number is ^ (D + 1) (-D + 4) - ^ (i> - SD) — 8,

= 4/) _ (J ; and there are thus 42) — 6 absolute invariants of the curve, each of them

equal to an absolute invariant of the pencil ; that is, of the 4i) — 5 absolute invariants

of the pencil, there are 4Z) — 6, each of them equal to an absolute invariant of the

curve, and consequently independent of the position of the point 0' on the curve

;

which is the theorem which was to be proved. I believe the reasoning is quite

correct, but there are some points in it which require further examination, it is

therefore given subject to any correction which may hereafter appear to be necessary.

30. The general subject may be illustrated by considerations belonging to solid

geometry. If we imagine the original curve and the transformed curve as situate in

different planes, then joining each point of the original curve with the corresponding

point on the transformed curve, we have a series of lines forming a scroll (skew

surface): if the two curves are of the orders n, n' respectively, then the complete

section by the plane of the original curve is made up of this curve of the order n,

and of n' generating lines ; and similarly the complete section by the plane of the

transformed curve is made up of this curve of the order n', and of n generating

lines. Conversely, given a scroll of the order n + n', any two sections of this scroll,

being in general curves of the same order n + ?i', are rational transformations the one

of the other; but for the general scroll of the order n + n', it is not possible to find

sections breaking up as above.
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385.

ON THE CORRESPONDENCE OF TWO POINTS ON A CURVE.

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. i. (1865—1866), No. vii.

pp. 1—7. Read April 16, 1866.]

1. In a unicursal curve the coordinates (x, y, z) of any point of the curve are

proportional to rational and integral functions of a variable parameter 6. Hence, if

two points of the curve correspond in suchwise that to a given position of the firat

point there correspond a' positions of the second point, and to a given position of

the second point a positions of the first point, the number of points which correspond

each to itself is = a + a'. For let the two points be determined by their parameters

6, ff respectively—then to a given value of 6 there correspond a' values of 6', and

to a given value of ff there correspond a values of 6; hence the relation between

{6, &) is of the form {6, \Y{ff, 1)»' = 0; and writing therein ff = 6, then for the points

which correspond each to itself, we have an equation {d, 1)"+"' = of the order a + a'

;

that is, the number of these points is = a + a.

2. Hence for a unicursal curve we have a theorem similar to that of M. Chasles'

for a line, viz., the theorem may be thus stated

:

If two points of a unicursal curve have an (a, a') correspondence, the number of

united points is = a + a',

3. But a unicursal curve is nothing else than a curve with a deficiency D = 0,

and we thence infer

Theorem. If two points of a curve with deficiency D have an (a, a!) corre-

spondence, the number of united points is = a + a' + 2kD ; in which theorem 2k is a

coefficient to be determined.

4. Suppose that the corresponding points are P, P' and imagine that when P
is given, the corresponding points P' are the intersections of the given curve by a

c. VI. 2
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curve (the equation of the curve will of course contain the coordinates of P
as parameters, for otherwise the position of P' would not depend upon that of P).

I find that if the curve has with the given curve k intersections at the point P,

then in the system of (P, P'), the number of united points is

a = a + a' + IkD,

whence in particular, if the curve does not pass through the point P, then the

number of united points is = a + a, as in a unicui-sal curve.

4*. The foregoing theorem is easily proved in the particular case where the k

intersections at the point P take place in consequence of the curve 6 having a i-tuple

point at P. Taking U = {x, y, z)"^ = as the equation of the given curve (which for

greater simplicity is assumed to be a curve without singularities), then if we suppose

{x, y, z) to be the coordinates of the point P, and {x', y, z') to be the coordinates

of the point F, write U=(x, y, zy^, U' = {x', y', z'f, U' being what U becomes on

writing therein {x', y', z') in place of {x, y, z) ; and

© = (x, y, zY («', y', z'Y iyz' - y'z, zx' - z'x, xy' - x'yf,

viz., is a function of the order k in yz' — ysf, ax — six, xy — x'y, the coefficients of

the several powers and products of these quantities being functions of the order a in

{x, y, z) and of the order a' in (*•', y', z'), which functions are such that they do not

all of them vanish, identically, or in virtue of the equation U = 0, on writing therein

{x', y', z') = (x, y, z). Taking for a moment {x, y, z) as current coordinates, suppose

that the equation of the given curve is U=0 ; then if (x, y, z) are the coordinates

of the point P, we have U=0, and similarly if (x', y', z') are the coordinates of the

point P' we have IT = 0. The equation = 0, considering therein (x, y, z) as the

coordinates of the given point P (and so as parameters satisfying the equation U=Q)
and {x', y', z') as current coordinates, will be a curve having a A;-tuple point at P,

we have thus the case above supposed; and P being given, the corresponding points

P* are given as the intersections of the curves U' = 0, = 0, which are respectively

of the orders m and a' + k; the total number of intersections is thus = m (a' + k),

but inasmuch as the curve = has a A-tuple point at P, k of these intersections

coincide with the point P, and the number of the remaining intersections, that is

the number of positions of the point P', is = ma' + (m — l) k. Similai'ly when P' is

given, the number of positions of the point P is = ma + (m — 1) k : and we have

therefore

a + a' = m(a + a') + 2(m-l)k.

To find the united points, it is to be observed, that upon writing («', y', z') = {x, y, z),

the function becomes identically = ; but if we suppose, in the fii-st instance, that

P, P, are consecutive points on the curve [7 = 0, then we have

ys! — y'z : zx' — z'x : xy' — x'y = B^U ; Byll ; S^U;

and the equation = assumes the form

e = (x, y, zY{x, y, zYiKU, S^U, B,Uf ^ 0.
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which, (x, y, z) being current coordinates, is the equation of a curve of the order

a+a' + {'m — l)k; the united points are the intersection of this curve with the given

curve U=0, and the number of the united points is thus

a = m(a + a^)+ m(m — l)k.

Hence attending to the above-mentioned value of a + a', we have

a = a + a' + (m - 1) (m - 2) ^-.

But in the case of a curve 17=0, without singularities, we have 2Z) = (to — 1) (m — 2),

and we have thus the required formula

a = a + a' + 2kD.

The investigation in the case where the k intersections at P arise wholly or in

port from a contact of the curve ©, or any branch or branches thereof, with the

given curve U, is more difficult, and I abstain from entering upon it.

I apply the theorem to some examples

:

5. Investigation of the class of a curve of the order m with 8 dps. Take as

corresponding points on the curve two points, such that the line joining them passes

through a fixed point 0: the iunited points will be the points of contact of the

tangents through 0; that is, the number of the united points is equal to the class

of the curve. The curve is here the line OP, which has with the given curve a

single intersection at P ; that is, we have k = l. The points P' corresponding to a

given position of P are the remaining m — 1 intersections of OP with the curve

;

that is, we have o'=m — 1; and in like manner a = m— 1. Hence the class is

= 2(ni-l) + 2Z), viz., this is =(2«i-2) + (m2- 3m + 2 - 2S), which is =m=-m- 28, as

it should be.

6. It is in the foregoing example assumed that the dps are none of them cusps;

if the curve has S + k dps, k of which are cusps (or what is the same thing, B nodes

and K cuspe) ; then the number of united points is equal 2 (m — 1) + 2D, = m* — m — 28 — 2k
;

but in this case each of the cusps is reckoned as a united point, and we have, therefore,

class + K = m' — m, — 2S — 2k, that is, class =m' — m— 2B — Sic. This will serve as an

instance of the special considerations which are required in the case of a curve with

cusps, but in what follows, I shall assume that the dps are none of them cusps and

thus attend to the case of a curve of the order m, with 8 dps, and therefore of the

class n = m' — m — 2B, and of the deficiency Z) = J^ (m — 1) (m — 2) — 8, = ^ (n — 2m + 2).

7. Investigation of the number of inflexions. Taking the point P' to be a

tangential of P (that is, an intersection of the curve by the tangent at P), the

united points are the inflexions, and the number of the united points is equal to the

number of inflexions. The curve is here the tangent at P, having with the given

curve two intersections at P ; that is A; = 2. P' is any one of the m — 2 tangentials

of P, hence a' = m — 2; and P is the point of contact of any one of the m — 2

2—2
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tangents from F to the curve, that is, a = m - 2. Hence the number of inflexions is

= {m - 2) + (n - 2) + 4i), = m + w - 4 + 2 (n, - 2ni + 2), = 3 (n - wi), which is right.

8. For the purpose of the next example it is necessary to present the fundamental

equation a = o + c? + 2kD under a more general form. The curve may intersect the

given curve in a system of points P' each p times, a system of points Q' each

q times, &c., in such manner that the points (P, P'), the points (P, Q'), &c., are pairs

of points corresponding to each other according to distinct laws; and we shall then

have the numbers (a, a, a), (b, /8, /8'), &c., belonging to these pairs respectively; viz.

(P, P') are points having an (a, a') correspondence, and the number of united points

is =a; similarly (P, Q') are points having a (jS, /3') correspondence, and the number

of united points is = b ; and so on. The theorem then is

/) (a - a- a') + ?(b - ^ - ;S')+ ••• = 2^-0.

9. Investigation of the number of double tangents :—Take P', an intersection with

the curve of a tangent drawn from P to the curve (or what is the same thing, P, P'

cotangentials of any point of the curve) ; the united points are here the points of

contact of the several double tangents of the curve ; or if t be the number of double

tangents, then the number of united points is =2t. The curve is the system of

the ?i — 2 tangents from P to the curve ; each tangent has with the curve 1 inter-

section at P, that is, A; = ra — 2 ; each tangent, besides, meets the curve in the point

of contact Q' twice, and in (m — 3) points P'. Hence, if (a, a, a') refer to the points

(P, Q'), and (2t, ^, ^') to the points (P, P'), we have

2 (a - a - a') + 2t - ;8 - ^' = 2 (n - 2) D.

Moreover, from the last example the value of a — a — a' is = 4Z), and the formula thus

becomes
2T-;S-/3' = 2(n-6)D;

but from above it appears that we have /3 = /S' = (n — 2){m — 3), whence

2T = 2(?i-2)(m-3) + 2(n-6)A
= 2 (m - 2) (m - 3) + (w - 6) {n -2m + 2),

= ri'-10n + 8m,

which is right ; in fact, observing that i (the number of inflexions) is = Sn — 3m, the

formula is equivalent to 2t + 3t = n- — n — m, that is, m = w^ - ?i — 2t — 3t.

In the foregoing examples the curve is a line or system of lines; but I give

an example in which is a system of conies, and in which, as will appear, we have

to consider the two characteristics (/a, v) of the system.
•

10. Investigation of the number of conies which can be drawn, satisfying any

four conditions, and touching the given curve; or say of the number of the conies

(4Z) (1). Take P', an intersection of the given curve by a conic (4Z) passing through

the point P, then the number of the united points is equal to that of the conies

(iZ) (1). The curve is here the system of the conies (iZ) which pass through P;
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hence, if (ji, v) be the characteristics of the system of conies (4Z), the number of the

conies through P is =/n; each of these has \vith the given curve 1 intei"section at

P, and consequently k = /i. Moreover, each of the conies besides meets the curve in

(27K — 1) points, and consequently a = a' =/i(2m — 1). Hence the formula gives the

number of united points

= 2/1 (2m -l) + fi{n-2m+ 2),

= fi(n + 2ni)
;

or, as this may be written,

= fin + vm +m (2/* — v).

But the system of conies {iZ) contains {2fj,
— v) point-pairs (coniques infiniment aplaties),

each of which, regarded as a pair of coincident lines, meets the given curve in m
pairs of coincident points ; that is, the point-pair is to be considered as a conic

touching the given curve in m points ; and there is on this account a reduction

=m (2/t — v) in the number of the united points ; whence, finally, the number of the

conies (4Z) (1) is =/Ln+vm. It is hardly necessary to remark that it is assumed

that the conditions (4Z) are conditions having no special relation to the given curve.

11. As a final example, suppose that the point P on a given curve of the order

VI, and the point Q on a given curve of the oi-der m', have an (a, o') correspondence,

and let it be required to find' the class of the curve enveloped by the line PQ.

Take an arbitrary point 0, join OQ, and let this meet the curve m in P', then

(P, P') are points on the curve m, having a {m'a, mi') correspondence ; in fact, to a

given position of P there correspond a' positions of Q, and to each of these m
positions of P, that is, to each position of P there correspond mot positions of P'

;

and similarly to each position of P' there correspond m'a positions of P. The curve

© is the system of the lines drawn from each of the a' positions of Q to the

point 0, hence the curve does not pass through P, and we have k = Q. Hence the

number of the united points (P, P'), that is, the number of the lines PQ which pass

through the point 0, is = mo' -I- m'a, or this is the class of the curve enveloped by PQ.

12. It may be remarked, that if the two curves are curves in space (plane or of

double curvature), then the like reasoning shows that the number of the lines PQ
which meet a given line is = ttio' + m'a, that is, the order of the scroll generated

by the line PQ is = ma! -I- m'a.
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386.

ON THE LOGARITHMS OF IMAGINARY QUANTITIES.

[From the Proceedings of the London Matliematical Society, vol. ii. (1866—1869),

pp. 50—54. Read Dec. 12, 1867.] .

The theory of the logarithms of imaginary quantities admits of a remarkably simple

representation.

Let P denote at pleasure the imaginary quantity x + iy, or else the point the

coordinates of which are {x, y); viz., P regarded as a quantity will denote x + iy;

but we may also speak of the point P.

Writing thus
P =x +iy

,

and similarly

P = x'+ iy",

we have of course

P _x +iy
P'~xTiy"

p
an imaginary quantity X + iY; and the point -p; will be the point the coordinates

of which are {X, Y).

We have
P = re'»,

viz., r is =Var' + y', the radical being positive, and ^ is an arc such that

cos d = , sin ^ = -
T

"
,

V «" + y^ Wofi + y^

and moreover ff may be taken to be an arc between the limits — tt, + tt. The arc

so defined may be denoted by tan~' - , so that we have 6 = tan~* -

.
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It is to be observed that has always a determinate unique value, except in

the single case y = 0,x negative, where we have indeterminately ^ = + tt.

It is further to be remarked that, taking A for the origin of coordinates, we have

^ = angle xAP, considered as positive or as negative according as P lies above or

below the axis of x.

Starting from the equation

we have similarly

and

P^ r

p
where ^ is derived from -pj in the same way as 6 from P, or ff from P'.

Consequently

»

and therefore — 6' — <(> a multiple of 2ir, say

^-^-^ = 2m7r,

and in this equation the value of m is determined by the limiting conditions above

imposed on the values of 0, 0',
<f).

To see how this is, suppose in the first instance

that the finite line or chord P'P, considered as drawn from P' to P, cuts the negative

part of the axis of x upwards ; P is then above, P" below, the axis of x ; that is,

0,-0' are each positive ; and drawing the figure, it at once appears that the sum
+ {— 0'), that is — 0", is a positive quantity greater than tt. And in this case the

angle <j> will be equal to 2w — (0—0') taken negatively, that is, ^ = — {2-7r — {6 — 0')},

or — 0'—<f) = 27r. But, in like manner, if P'P cut the negative part of the axis of

X downwards, P will be below, P' above, the axis of a; ; — and 0' are here each

positive, and the figure shows that the sum -0 + 0" is greater than tt ; and in this

case the angle ^ is =27r — (— + 0'); that is, we have — 0' — (j>= — 2ir. In every

other case, (that is, if the chord P'P either does not meet the axis of x, or if it

meets the positive part of the axis of .-c,) 6—0' and <^ are each in absolute magnitude

less than tt, and we have — 0' —
<f>
= 0. So that we see that, according as the chord

P'P, considered as drawn from P" to P, meets the negative part of the axis of x

upwards or downwards, or as it does not meet the negative part of the axis of x,

the value of^— ^ — ^i8= 27r, = — 27r, or = 0.

Taking now log r to represent the real logarithm of the positive real quantity r,

we may, as a definition of the logarithm of the imaginary quantity P (= x + iy), write

log P = log r + 10.

The value so defined is of course one out of the infinite number of values of the

logarithm, and it may for distinction be termed the " selected " value. In all that

follows, the symbol "log" is to be understood to denote the selected value. We have

log P = log r + 10,
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and similarly

logP'=logr-' + t^',

and
P r

log-p = log-> + t<^.

Hence

logP-logF = Iogp + t(^-^-<^),

so that, by what precedes, logP- log P', if the chord FP, considered as drawn from

P
P' to P, cuts the negative part of the axis of x upwards, is = log -p + 2i-rr ; if the

p
chord cuts the negative part of the axis of x downwards, it is = log -p - 2i-ir, and

P
in every other case it is = log -p .

It is to be remarked that log P, as above defined, is a continuous function of

P(=x + iy), with the single exception that, if the point P move from above to below

or from below to above the negative part of the axis of x, the imaginary part of

the logaiithm changes from + iir to — ivr, or from — i-ir to + in, in the two cases

respectively. And we are thus led to another mode of looking at the question.

Consider the integral

fP dz

I.pi z

The value of the integral may depend on the series of values assumed by the variable

2 as it passes from the limit z = P' to the limit z=P, or say it may depend on the

path of the variable z; in order to give the notation a precise signification, we must

therefore fix the path of the variable z; and I do this by taking the path to be

the right line P'P. Write now z = P'.u, we have — = ; z=P' gives m = 1; z =P
Z til

p
gives M = -g; ; and it is easy to see that, the path of z being along the right line

P /
P' to P, that of u is along the right line 1 to -p (that is, from the point the

P\
coordinates whereof are x = l, y = 0, to the point -pi j

.

We have thus

J pr Z ~ Ji U '

the path in each case being a right line as above. The indefinite integral / — = log tt

;

P
and as u passes from 1 to -p , there is no discontinuity in the value of log u ; the
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value of the right-hand side is thus =\og-p. As regards the left-hand side, the

indefinite integral is in like manner =log^:; but here, if the chord P'P cuts the

negative part of the axis of x, there is a discontinuity in the value of log z, viz.,

if the chord P'P, considered as drawn from P' to P, cuts the negative part of the

axis of X upwards, there is an abrupt change in the value of log z from — iv to + itt ;

and similarly, if the chord cut the negative part of the axis of x downwards, there

is an abrupt change from + iV to — i-rr ; in the former case, by taking the definite

integral to be log P — log P", we take its value too large by 2iv, in the latter case

we take it too small by 2iv ; that is, the true value of the definite integral is in the

former case = logP — log P' — 2iir, in the latter case it is = logP — log P' + liir. But

if the chord PF does not cut the negative part of the axis of x, then there is not

any discontinuity, and the true value of the definite integral is = log P — log P". We
have thus in the three cases respectively

logP-logP'=logp+2w,

p

= log
P"

which agrees with the previous results.

It may be remarked, that it is merely in consequence of the particular definition

adopted that there is in the value of log P a discontinuity at the passage over the

negative part of the axis of x ; with a diflferent definition of the logarithm, there

would be a discontinuity at the passage over some other line from the origin ; but a

discontinuity somewhere there must be. For if, as above, the chord P'P meet the

negative part of the axis of x, then forming a closed quadrilateral by joining by right

P P
lines the points 1 to P, P to P', P' to p> , and -5; to 1 ; the only side meeting the

[dz
negative part of the axis of x is the side P'P ; the integral I — , taken through the

closed circuit in question, or say the integral

\J P J P' J P-i-P' J

1

I z

has, by what precedes, a value in consequence of the discontinuity in passing from

P' to P ; viz., this is = — liir or = 2t7r, according as the chord FP, considered as

drawn from P' to P, cuts the negative part of the axis of x upwards or downwards

;

but this value — 2i7r or -I- liir must be altogether independent of the definition of

the logarithm ; whereas if, by any alteration in the definition, the discontinuity could

be avoided, the value of the integral, instead of being as above, would be = 0. The
foregoing value — 2i7r or -J- 2t7r is in fact that of the integral taken along (in the one

c. VI. 3
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or the other direction) any closed curve surrounding the point z = for which the

function - under the integral sign becomes infinite : but in obtaining the value as
z

above, no use is made of the principles relating to the integration of functions which

thus become infinite.

The equation

log P = log r 4- i6

gives

or say

(a; + iyy- = »••» e"'"*,

where, m being any real quantity whatever, r'" denotes the positive real value of r"*.

We have thus a definition of the value of {x + iyY^, and the value so defined may

be called the selected value. And similarly, for an imaginary exponent m = p + qi, we

have

(x + iyY+i^ = e *+'" iiogr+i*)

__ gplogr—59+i' (p9+jlogn

_ ^p g-q»
_

gi (pS+jlogf)

which is the selected value of {x + iyY'^i^.

It may be remarked, in illustration of the advantage (or rather the necessity) of

having a selected value, that in an integi-al iZdz, taken between given limits along

a given path, it is necessary that we know, for the real or imaginary value of z

corresponding to each point of the path, the value of the function Z; and consequently,

if Z is a function involving logz or z'^, the indeterminateness which presents itself

in these symbols (considered as belonging to a single value of z) is, so to speak,

indefinitely multiplied, and \Zdz is really an unmeaning combination of symbols, unless

by selecting, as above or otherwise, a unique value of log z or z'^, we render the

function to be integrated a determinate function of the vaiiable.
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387.

NOTICES OF COMMUNICATIONS TO THE LONDON MATHE-
MATICAL SOCIETY.

[From the Proceedimjs of the London Mathematical Society, vol. ii. (1866—1869),

pp. G—7. 25—26, 29, 61—63, 103—104, 123—125.]

DScember 13, 1866. pp. 6—7.

Prof. Cayley exhibited and explained some geometrical drawings. Thinking that

the information might be convenient for persons wishing to make similar drawings, he

noticed that the paper used was a tinted drawing paper, made in continuous lengths

up to 24 yards, and of the breadth of about 56 inches ('); the half-breadth being

therefore sufficient for ordinary figures, and the paper being of a good quality and

taking colour very retidily. Among the drawings was one of the conies through four

points forming a convex quadrangle. The plane is here divided into regions by the

lines joining each of the six pairs of points, and by the two parabolas through the

four points ; and the regions being distinguished by different colours, the general form

of the conies of the system is very clearly seen. (Prof. Cayley remarked that it would

be interesting to make the figures of other sy.stems of conies satisfying four conditions;

and in particular for the remaining elementary- systems of conies, where the conies pass

through a number 3, 2, 1 or of points and touch a number 1, 2, 3 or 4 of lines

:

the construction of some of these figures is, however, practically a great deal more

difficult.) Other figures related to Cartesians and Bicircular Quartics. One of these

was a figure of a system of triconfocal Cartesians ; and deiived from this by inversion

in regard to a circle, there was a figure of a system of quadriconfocal bicircular

quartics: in the assumed position of the inverting circle, each quartic consists (like

the Cartesian which gives rise to it) of an exterior and an interior continuous curve,

and the general aspect of the figure is that of a distortion of the original figure of

the Cartesians. Another figure was that of the bicircular quartic, for which the

> Sold at Me88T8 Lechertier-Barbe's, Begent Street, at 6(2. per yard, or 98. the piece.

3—2

b
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algebraical sum of the distances of a point thereof from three given foci is = (this

was selected for facility of construction, by the intersections of circles and confocal

conies). The quartic consists of two equal and symmetrically situated pear-shaped

curves, exterior to each other, and including the one of them two of the three given

foci, the other of them the third given focus, and a fourth focus lying in a circle

with the given foci: by inversion in regard to a circle having its centre at a focus

the two pear-shaped curves became respectively the exterior and the interior ovals of

a Cartesian. There was also a figure of the two cii'cular cubics, having for foci four

given points on a circle ; and a figure (coloured in regions) in preparation for the

construction of the analogous sextic curve derived from four given points not in a circle.

March 28, 1867. pp. 25—26.

Professor Cayley mentioned a theorem included in Prof. Sylvester's theory of

derivation of the points of a cubic curve. Writing down the series of numbei-s

1, 2, 4, 5. 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, &c., viz., all the numbers not divisible by 3,

then (repetitions of the same number being permissible) taking any two numbers of

the series, we have in the series a third number, which is the sum or else the

difiference of the two numbers (for example, 2, 2 give their sum 4, but 2, 7 give their

difference 5), and we have thus a series of triads, in each of which one number is

the sum of the other two. The theorem is, that it is possible on a cubic curve to

construct a series of points, such that denoting them by the above numbers respectively,

then for any triad of numbers as aforesaid the points denoted by the three numbers

respectively lie in lined. And the theorem gives its own construction: in fact the

series of triads is 112, 224, 145, 257, 178, 248, &c. Take 1, an arbitrary point on the

cubic, then (by the theorem) the triad 112 shows that 2 is the tangential of 1

;

224 shows that 4 is the tangential of 2 ; 145 that 5 is the third point of 1 and 4

;

257 that 7 is the third point of 2 and 5. So far we have no theorem ; we have

merely, starting from the point 1, constructed by an arbitrary process the points

2, 4, 5, and 7. But going a step further; 178 and 448 show, the first of them, that

8 is the third point of 1 and 7, the second of them, that 8 is the tangential of 4.

We have here the theorem that the third point of 1 and 7 is also the tangential

of 4. Similai-ly, 10, 11, 13 are each of them (like 8) determined by two constructions

;

14, 16, 17, 19, each of them by three constructions, and so on; the number of con-

structions increasing by unity for each group of four numbers. And the theorem is,

that these constructions, 2, 3, or more, as the case may be, give always one and the

same point. Prof. Cayley mentioned that on a large figure of a cubic curve he had,

in accordance with the theorem, constructed the series of points 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11,

13, 14.

Ap7-il 15, 1867. p. 29.

Prof. Cayley communicated a theorem relating to the locus of the ninth of the

points of intersection of two cubics, seven of these points being fixed, while the eighth

moves on a straight line.
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March 26, 1868. pp. 61—63.

Prof. Cayley made some remarks on a mode of generation of a sibi-reciprocal

surface, that is, a surface the reciprocal of which is of the same order and has the

same singularities as the original surface.

If a surface be considered as the envelope of a plane varying according to given

conditions, this is a mode of generation which is essentially not sibi-reciprocal ; the

reciprocal surface is given as the locus of a jwijit varying according to the reciprocal

condition-s. But if a surface be considered as the envelope of a quadric surface

vaiying according to given conditions, then the reciprocal surface is given as the

envelope of a quadric surface varying according to the reciprocal conditions; and if

the conditions be sibi-reciprocal, it follows that the surface is a sibi-reciprocal surface.

For instance, considering the surface which is the envelope of a quadric surface

touching each of 8 given lines; the reciprocal surface is here the envelope of a quadric

sur&ce touching each of 8 given lines; that is, the surface is sibi-reciprocal. So

again, when a quadric surface is subjected to the condition that 4 given points shall

be in regard thereto a conjugate system, this is equivalent to the condition that 4

given planes shall be in regard thereto a conjugate system—or the condition is sibi-

reciprocal
; analytically the quadric surfiice aa^+ hif + cz^ + dw^ = is a quadric surface

subjected to a sibi-reciprocal system of six conditions. Impose on the quadric surface

two more sibi-reciprocal conditions,—for instance, that it shall pass through a given

point and touch a given plane,-^the envelope of the quadric will be a sibi-reciprocal

surface. It was noticed that in this case the envelope was a surface of the order

(= class) 12, and having (besides other singularities) the singularities of a conical point

with a tangent cone of the class 3, and of a curve of plane contact of the order 3.

In the foregoing instances the number of conditions imposed upon the quadiic surface

is 8; but it may be 7, or even a smaller number. An instance was given of the

case of 7 conditions, viz.,—the quadric surface is taken to be ax^ + by^ + cz^ + dvf' =
(6 conditions) with a relation of the form

-46c + Bca + Cab + Fad + Obd -f Hcd =

between the coefficients (1 condition); this last condition is at once seen to be sibi-

reciprocal ; and the envelope is consequently a sibi-reciprocal surface—viz., it is a

surface of the order (= class) 4, with 16 conical points and 16 conies of plane contact.

It is the surface called by Prof Cayley the " tetrahedroid," (see his paper " Sur la

surface des ondes," Liouv. torn. xi. (1846), pp. 291—296 [47]), being in fact a homo-

graphic transformation of Fresnel's Wave Surface.

{Prof. Cayley adds an observation which has since occurred to him. If the quadric

surface aa:^ + by'+ cz' + dui' = 0, be subjected to touch a given line, this imposes on

the coeflBcients a, b, c, d, a relation of the above form, viz., the relation is

A'bc + B'ca+G'ab + F'ad + G'bd + H'cd = 0;

where A, B, C, F, G, H are the "six coordinates" of the given line, and satisfy

therefore the relation AF+BG + CH=0. It is easy to see that there are 8 lines for

which the squared coordinates have the same values A^, B', G-, F-, G'', H'; these

8 lines are symmetrically situate in regard to the tetrahedron of coordinates, and
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moreover they lie in a hyperboloid. The (jiiadric surface, instead of being defined as

above, may, it is clear, be defined by the equivalent conditions of touching each of the

8 given lines : that is, we have the envelope of a quadric surface touching each of

8 given lines ; these lines not being arbitrary lines, but being a system of a very special

form. By what precedes, the envelope is a quartic surface. It appears, however, that

in virtue of the relation AF+ BG + OH = 0, this is no longer a proper quartic surface,

but that it resolves itself into the above-mentioned hyperboloid taken twice. That

is, restoring the original A, B, &c., in place of A^, R-, &c., the envelope of the

quadric aaf + by^+ cz" + Aw^ = 0, where a, h, c, d vary, subject to the condition

Ahc + Bca + Gab + Fad + Obd + Hcd = 0, (which is in general a tetrahedroid), is when

A, B, C, F, 0, H are the squared coordinates of a line (or, what is the same thing,

when 'JAF + "JBG + '^GH = 0) a hyperboloid taken twice, viz., this is the hyperboloid

passing through the given line and through the symmetrically situate seven other lines.)

November 12, 1868. pp. 103, 104.

Professor Cayley gave an account to the Meeting of a Memoir by Hen- Listing,

"Census raumlicher Complexe oder Verallgemeinerung des Euler'schen Satzes von den

Polyedem," published in the Gottingmi Transactions for 1862. The fimdamental theorem

is a relation a — (6 — «) + (c — «' + tt) — (d — «" + tt' — co) = existing in any figure whatever

between a the number of points, b the number of lines, c the number of areas,

d the number of spaces, and certain supplementary quantities «, k, k", tt, it', a. In

an extensive class of figures these last are each = 0, and the relation is a — 6 + c — d = 0;

thus, in a closed box, a = 8, 6 = 12, c = 6, d = 2 (viz., there is the finite space inside,

and the infinite space outside, the box): if the box be opened, a = 10, 6 = 1.5, c = G,

d=\; if the lid be taken away, a = 8, 6 = 12, c = 5, d = \; in each case, a — b + c — d = 0.

If the bottom be also taken away, a=8, 6 = 12, c = 4, d=l; but here one of the

supplementary quantities comes in, «" = 1 , and the theorem is a — b+c — {d— k") = 0.

The chief difficulty and interest of the Memoir consist in the determination of the

supplementary quantities k, k, k", tt, tt', w.

December 10, 1868. pp. 123—125. Appended to Paper by Mr T. Cotterill "On a

Correspondence of Points etc."

Observations by Professor Cayley and Mr W. K. Clifford on the connexion of the

transformation with Cremona's general theory, and the analytical formulae.

According to Cremona's general theory,—taking {xi, yi, Zi) and (x^, y^, z^) as

current coordinates in the two planes respectively,—if we take in the first plane, an}'

three points 1, 2, 3, and any other three points 4', 5', 6', then if Xi = 0, Fj = 0, Zi =
are quartic curves, each having the double points 1, 2, 3, and the simple points

4', 5', 6', we have a transformation x., : y., : z.^ = Xi : Yi : Zi leading to a converse

system

^1 Vi '
'^i
= X. : F„ : Z.,

of the like form ; viz., there will be in the second plane three points 4, 5, 6, and

three other points 1', 2', 3', such that X^ = 0, Fa = 0, Z., = 0, are quartics having the

double points 4, 5, 6, and the simple points 1', 2', 3'.
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Analytically, Cremona's transformation is obtained by assuming the reciprocals of

^j. ys< z., to be proportional to linear functions of the reciprocals of x^, 3/1, z^—(of course,

this being so, the reciprocals of x^, y,, ^, will be proportional to linear functions of

the reciprocals of x.., y.^, z.,). Solving this under the theory as above explained, write

iJi

Pi = ayiZi + bZiXi + cxjyi,

Qi = dyiZi + ezix^ +fahyi>

Ri = gyiZi+hziXi-\-ix^yi.

x.-.y.- z,^Q,R, : R^P, : P,Q,.

Q,iZ, = 0, &c., are quartics, or generally aQ,i?, + /3ii,Pi + 7P, Qi = is a quartic, having

three double points (y, = 0, ^, = 0), {Zi = 0, ^j = 0), {x^ = 0, 3/1
= 0), and having besides the

three points which are the remaining points of intersection of the conies (Q, = 0, iZj = 0),

(iJ, = 0, P, = 0), (P, = 0, Q, = 0) respectively ; viz., these last are the points

- : — : - = ei — hf : fg — id : dh — ge, &c. &c.
*i y-i ^1

The double and simple points are fixed points (that is, independent of a, /3, 7), and the

formuls come under Cremona's theory. It is, however, necessary to show that if the

points 4', .5', 6' are in a line, the points 1', 2', .3' are also in a line. This may be

done as follows

:

Hence

Let there be three planes A, B, G, and let the points of the first two correspond

by ordinai-y triangular inversion in respect of the triangle flj on the plane A, and /81

on the plane B. Let also the planes B, C correspond by ordinary triangular inversion

in respect of the triangle /3j on the plane B, and 72 on the plane G. Then the corre-

spondence between A and G is the one considered, the points 12 3 forming the

triangle a, and the points 4 .5 6 forming the triangle 72. The points 4'5'6' and 1'2'3'

in the planes A, G respectively correspond to the triangles Ai A; and the conditions

that 4', o, 6' shall be in a line and that 1', 2', 3' shall be in a line, are the same

condition, namely, that the triangles /9i, ^3 shall be inscribed in the same conic.

Analogous properties must apparently belong to Cremona's other transformations, and

the investigation of them will form an interesting part of the theory.

It is important, also, to notice the relation of the transformation to Hesse's "Ueber-

tragungsprincip," Crelle, torn. LXVi. p. 15, which establishes a correspondence between

the points of a plane and the point-pairs on a line. If Aaf + 2Bxy + Gy' = is the

equation of a point-pair, the coordinates in the plane are taken by Hesse directly,

but in the present Paper inversely proportional to A, B, G.
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388.

NOTE ON THE COMPOSITION OF INFINITESIMAL ROTATIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. viii. (1867),

pp. 7-10.]

The following is a solution of a question proposed by me in the last Smith's

Prize Examination

:

" Show that infinitesimal rotations impressed upon a solid body may be compounded

together according to the rules for the composition of forces."

Definition. The "six coordinates" of a line passing through the point (xt,, y^, z„),

and inclined at angles (a, fi, y), to the axes, are

a = cos o
, f = y(, cos 7 — ^'o cos /8,

b = cos yS, g = Z(, cos a — x„ cos 7

,

c =0037, A. = «„ COS /3 — yo COS a

.

I use, throughout, the term rotation to denote an infinitesimal rotation; this

being so,

Lemma 1. A rotation w round the line (a, b, c, f, g, h), produces in the point

{x, y, z), rigidly connected with the line, the di.splacements

8a; = <u( . cy — bz +f).

By = a){—cx . + az + p),

Sz = a)( bx— ay . + h).

Lemma 2, Considering in a solid body the point (x, y, z), situate in the line

(a, b, c, /, g, h), then for any infinitesimal motion of the solid body, the displacement

of the point in the direction of the line is

= al \-bm + en +fp +gq + hi;
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where I, m, n, p, q, r are constants depending on the infinitesimal motion of the solid

body.

Hence, first, for a system of rotations

cDi about the line (oi, bi, Ci, fi, g^, fi^),

o)„ „ „ (a^, b.„ Ca, /o, g.i, h^),

&c.

the displacements of the point (x, y, z), are

hx = . 3/2ca) — zZha + S/io,

hy = — x^ca> . + zXaeo + ^gm,

Bz = xXbca + y%aco . + SAaj

;

and when the rotations are in equilibrium, the displacements {hx, hy, hz) of any point

{x, y, z) whatever must each of them vanish ; that is, we must have

2ffla = 0, 2o)6 = 0, 2ft)c = 0, 2<u/=0, 2&)^ = 0, 2a)^ = 0,

which are therefore the conditions for the equilibrium of the rotations toi, w^, &c.

Secondly, for a system of forces

Pi along the line (oi, 6,, Cj, /„ g^, h^),

&c.

the condition of equilibrium as given by the principle of virtual velocities is

SP (aZ + 6to + en +/p + gq + hr) = 0;

or, what is the same thing, we must have

2Pa = 0, 2P6=0, 2Pc = 0, 2P/=0, 2P</ = 0, 2PA = 0,

which are therefore the conditions for the equilibrium of the forces Pj, P^, &c.

Comparing the two results we see that the conditions for the equilibrium of the

rotations wi, Wj, &c. are the same as those for the equilibrium of the forces Pj, P^, &c.

;

and since, for rotations and forces respectively, we pass at once from the theory of

equilibrium to that of composition ; the rules of composition are the same in each case.

Demonstration of Lemma 1.

Assuming for a moment that the axis of rotation passes through the origin, then

for the point P, coordinates {x, y, z), the square of the perpendicular distance from

the axis is

= ( . —y cos 7+0 cos yS)^

+ ( X cos 7 . — z cos a. y

+ (-a;cos/S + ycosa . y,

c, VI. 4
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and the expressions which enter into this formula denote as follows ; viz. if through

the point P, at right angles to the plane through P and the axis of rotation, we
draw a line PQ, = perpendicular distance of P from the axis of rotation, then the

coordinates of Q referred to P as origin are

— y cos 7 + z cos /9,

X cos 7 . — z cos a,

— X cos /9 + y cos a . ,

respectively. Hence the foregoing quantities each multiplied by m are the displacements

of the point P in the directions of the axes, produced by the rotation w. Suppose

that the axis of rotation (instead of passing through the origin) passes through the

point (ajo, yo, Zo) \ tbe only difference is that we must in the formula write

(x — x^, y — yn, z — z^ in place of {x, y, z): and attending to the significations of the

six coordinates (a, h, c, f, g, h) it thus appears that the displacements produced by the

rotation are equal to <u into the expressions

. -cy+bz +f,

ex . —az +g,

— bx + ay . +h,

respectively.

Demonstration of Lemma 2.

For any infinitesimal motion whatever of a solid body, the displacements of the

point (x, y, z) in the directions of the axes are

Bx = l . —ry+qz,

By = m+rx . —pz,

Bz =n —qx+py . ,

and hence the displacement in the direction of the line (a, /3, 7), is

Bx cos a-{- By cos +Bz cos 7,

which, attending to the signification of the six coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, h), is

= al + bm + en +fp + gq + hr,

which is the required expression.

It is proper to remark that the last-mentioned expressions of {Bx, By, Bz) are in

fact the displacements produced by a translation and a rotation. If we assume that

every infinitesimal motion of a solid body can be resolved into a translation and a

rotation, then, since a translation can be produced by two rotations, every infinitesimal

motion of a solid body can be resolved into rotations alone, and the foi'egoing expressions

for the displacements produced by a rotation, combining any number of them and

writing (laa, 2&)6, '2we, ^cof, ^teg, 2<bA) =(-/), — q, —r, I, m, ?i) respectively, lead to the

expressions for the displacements Bx, By, Bz produced by the infinitesimal motion of the

Bolid body.
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389.

ON A LOCUS DERIVED FROM TWO CONICS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. viii. (1867),

pp. 77—84.]

Required the locus of a point which is such that the pencil formed by the

tangents through it to two given conies has a given anharmonic ratio.

Suppose, for a moment, that the equation of the tangents to the first conic is

{x — ay) {x — by) = 0, and that of the tangents to the second conic is {x — cy) (x — dy) = 0,

and write

A=(a-b)(c- d),

B ={a-c)(d-b),

C =(a-d)(b-c),

so that

A+B + C = 0,

write also

z -^ ^ -^
A' A '

then the anharmonic ratio of the pencil will have a given value k if

{k-k)(k-L) = 0;

that is, if

l^' + k + ^^^O.

or, what is the same thing, if

A" {2k + iy + 45C- 4= = ;

that is, if

A" {2k + If- {B-Cy =0,

4—2
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where
A^ = (a-by(c-dy,

B-C = (a + b)(c + d)-2(ab + cd),

are each of them symmetrical in regard to a, b, and in regard to c, d, respectively.

Let the equations of the two conies be

U =(a, b, c, f, g, h~^x, y, zy = 0,

U' = {a', b', c',f,g', h'\x, y, zf = (i,

and let (a, /9, 7) be the coordinates of the variable point. Putting as usual

{A, B, C, F, 0, H) = {bc-f\ ca-g\ ab-h\ gh-af, hf-bg, fg- ch),

K=abc- ap - bg"" - ch? + 2fgh,

the equation of the tangents to the first conic is

{A, B, C, F, G, H\X, Y, Zf=0,
where

X = yy — 0z, Y = az — jx, Z=^x—ay,
and therefore

aZ + /87+7^=0.

Hence substituting for Z the value — (aX + ^Y), we find, for the equation of the
7

tangents, an equation of the form aX''+ 2hXF+bF'= 0, which has, in effect, been taken

to be {X — aY){X — bY) — 0; that is, we have

l:a + &:a6 = a:-2h:b;

and, in like manner, if the accented letters refer to the second conic

1 : c + (i : cc^ = a' : - 2h' : b'.

Substituting for a, h, b their values, and for a', h', b' the corresponding values, we find

\ : c + d : cd

A'rf-IO'rftlJfC'a?

: - 2 (.ffV - Fay - (?'/37 + C"a/3)

: B'ry'-2F0y + C'0\

I : a + b : ab

= Ay^-2Gya+Ca?

: - 2 (HY - Fay - G0y + Ca/3)

: £7= - 2J^;87 + C/S=.

We then have
(a - by = {a + by- 4a6,

= 4 (Hy' - Fay - G^y + Ca^y

- 4 (Ay^ - 2G7a + Go?) (By' - 2F^y + C/3=),

= -4^^BC-F\ ...$«, /3. 7)^

= -irfK{a. ... $a, ^, 7)=,
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and similarly

(c ~dy=- 4>j'K' {a', . . .Ja, yS, 7)=.

We have, moreover,

(a + 5) (c + d) - 2 (ai + cd)

= 4 {H^- - Fay - G^y + Ca/3) (H'^f - Fay - G'^y + O'a/3)

-2(By'-2F^y +C^ ){A''f-2G'ya+Ca')

-2(R'f-2F^y+C'^ )(Ay'-2Gya + Ca.%

= -2rf (EC + B'G - 2FF, . . .Ja, /3, yf,

and substituting the foregoing values, we find

^{^2k^\fKK\a, ...^a, A -y)Ha', ...$a, /9, yf-{{BG-^BG-2FF, ...\o., /3, 7)t = 0,

or putting for shortness

e = {BU + B0- IFF, ., ., OH' + G'H - AF - A'F, .. .$a, 0, yy,

the equation of the locus is

4 (2k + lyKK .UU'-@' = 0,

where (a, 0, y) are current coordinates. The locus is thus a quartic curve having

quadruple contact \vith each of the conies U=0, U' =0; viz. it touches them at their

points of intersection with the conic © = 0, which is the locus of the point such that

the. four tangents form a harmonic pencil.

The equation may be written somewhat more elegantly under the form

* (2k + iy . KU . K'U' - &' = ;

viz. in this equation we have

KU=(BC -F,... $0, 0, yf,

K'U'=^(B'C'-F\ ... $a, 0, y)\

= (BC + B'G - 2FF, . . . Ja, 0, yf.

In the last form the equation is expressed in terms of the coefficients (A, ...), (A', ...)

of the line equations of the conies, viz. these may be taken to be

(A, ...l^,v, ?)' = 0, (A', ...$?, ^, ?)==0.

In particular, if each of the conies break up into a pair of points, viz. (I, m, n) and

(p, q, r) for the first conic, (I', m', n') and (p', q, r') for the second conic, then the

line equations are

2(1^ +mv +n^)(p^ +qr,+r^) = 0,

2 (Z'f + m'v + n'r) (p'^ + q'v + r'O = 0,
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A = lip, ..F= mr + nq, . .

A'=2rp',..F = mY + n'q',..

(BC -F^, ...) = - ("*»* —nq.np -Ir , Iq -mp )»,

(B'C -F\ ...) = - (mV - n'q', n'p' - I'r', I'q - m'pj,

BC + B'C- 2FF = 2 {(mn - m'n) (qr' - q'r) - (mr' - tmO (m'r - n'q), ...},

and substituting these values the equation is

a, ys, 7 '-[

I', m , n

P' q, r'

a. 0, 7
1

1

I, m, n

v, m'. n

(2A;+1)^ a, ^, y

I, m, n

P, q , r

which, if ^, B, C denote

a, /3, 7

I , m, n

p, q, r

respectively, {A + B + C= 0) is, in fact, the equation

(^2h + \YA^-{B-Cf = Q,

a. ^, 7 - a, /3> 7

P, q, r I , m, n

p, q', r' p', q, r'

a. 0, 7

r. m'. n'

P> q >
r

F=o,

a
, /8. 7 i

I', m'. n'

P' q'> r'

a, /3, 7

I, m, n

I'. m'. n

a, /S, 7 >
a, ^, 7 a, /3, 7

P'>
?'. r' «, m, n r, m', «'

P> 9. r P'> ?'. r'
i^. ? .

r

or, what is the same thing.

that is

'-l){'-i}">-

k= -r or A; = -r
,A A

either of which expresses the anharmonic property of the points of a conic in the

form given by the theorem ad quatuor tineas.

Reverting to the case of two conies, then if these be referred to a set of con-

jugate axes, the equations will be

a'a^ + jy + cV = 0,

we have K = abc, K' = a'h'c',

= {he' + h'c) aa'af- + (ca' + c'a) hh'if + {aV + a'h) cc'z^,

and the equation of the quartic curve is

4 (2A; + 1y ahca'h'c' {aa? + hf + cz") {a'a? + 6y + c'^')

- \{hc' + h'c) aa'a? + (ca' + c'a) hh'y^ + (ah' + a'h) cc'z'}' = 0.
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I suppose in particular that the two conies are

a? + mf -1=0,

ma? + 2/- — 1 = 0,

the equation of the quartic is

4 (2i + ly m" (a;» + my" - 1) {rtia? + y^ - 1) - {(m= + m) {a? + y-") - m- - 1 j^ = ;

. ^ {m -t- ly ... .

or putting X==
^^^^^^y

, this 13

m» + 1 N"

l^ar' + 2/» - ^a_^_^j -{!»? + my"- - 1) (??ia;= + y- - 1 ) = 0.

To fix the ideas, suppose that m is positive and > 1, so that each of the conies

is an ellipse, the major semi-axis being =1, and the minor semi-axis being =-j-—r .

For any real value of k the coeflBcient \ is positive, and it may accordingly be assumed

that X is positive.

m' -t- 1 1
We have —-, rx > — < 1, or the radius of the circle is intermediate betweenm(m -1-1) in \

the semi-axes of the ellipses, hence the points of contact on each ellipse are real points.

Writing for shortness

m? + \«= —% ,

the equation is

{a? + mf-l) {ma? + 3/' - 1 ) - X (a^ -(- y- - a)' = 0.

For the points on the axis of x, we have

(a!» - 1) {mx" -\)-\{a?-CLf^O,

that is

(m - X) a;* -h {- (1 -f m) -t- 2Xa} ar" -H (1 - Xa2) = 0,

and thence

(m - X) a? = i (1 -f- m) - Xa + i V {(«! - 1)' + 4X (1 - a) (1 - ma)],

or, substituting for a its value, this is

X(m-f-—
)

y, _,v

{rn-X)a? = Hm^l)-\^±'^-^{^Ai-^ + ^y-^^]-

Remarking that the values ifa '"^' l{m+iy are in the order of increasing magnitude,

Km)
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and considering successive values of \ ; first the value \ = — ,
= -—

, we have

(m-X)ar' = ^(m + l)- '^^ ±
1 4("^-i)("^-ii

IV'm+-

m,-^— m +m V mml

(m + l)i(m + i-2)±Km-l)(m-^)

or observing that

(m+ 1) fiM +- - 2) = (m + 1)- (m- 1)^ = - (m - 1) (m= - 1) = (m - 1) fm - -) ,

this is

(wi- \)a^' = 0, or

ni-\ m
or, what is the same thing,

,^ / . o „ ix (m— l)(m ) (m* .

(m-l)K + 2m'-l) ^ -5^^, ^ = 0, or ^-^^ ,,

m m H— 1 m-\—
V m/ m

The next critical value is X = m. The curve here is

(id' + rtwf - 1) {ma? + if -\)- m {x'^ + y"- - a)- = 0,

that is

m («* + 2/^) + (1 + m=) a.Y - (to + 1) («" + 2/') +

1

-m{a;*+y*)- 2m afy''+ 2ma (a? +y-)-mct' = 0,

that is

(m - 1)2 a?y' + (2?n.a - m - 1) (ijr' + 3^-) + 1 - «ia= = 0,

or, substituting for a its value,

2ma-m-l= -r--(m+l) = '> ^

l_ma'' = l-

m + 1 ^
'^ m + 1 '

(m''+l)=' _ (m-iyitnP + m+l)
_

m(m + iy m(m + iy

the equation is

or, as this may also be written,

V m + 1/ V "1+ 1/ m
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which has a pair of imaginary asymptotes parallel to the axis of x, and a like pau-

parallel to the axis of y, or what is the same thing, the curve has two isolated points

at infinity, one on each axis.

lines

The next critical value is \ = ^(m + iy; the curve here reduces itself to the four

{x + yy-
m + 1

m
|<._,,_-=±i} = „;

and it is to be observed that when X exceeds this value, or say \>\(m+lf, the

curve has no real point on either axis ; but when \ = oo , the curve reduces itself to

(a? + y*— o)* = 0, i.e. to the circle x' + y^— a = twice repeated, having in this special

case real points on the two axes.

It is now easy to trace the curve for the dififerent values of X. The curve lies

in every case within the unshaded regions of the figure (except in the limiting cases

after-mentioned); and it also touches the two ellipses and the four lines at the eight

points k, at which points it also cuts the circle ; but it does not cut or touch the

four lines, the two ellipses, or the circle, except at the points k. Considering \ as

varying by successive steps from to ao

;

\ = 0, the curve is the two ellipses.

\< ^ -^, the curve consists of two ovals, an exterior sinuous oval lying in the

four regions a and the four regions b ; and an interior oval lying in the region c.

c. VI. 5
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(m + iy
X = ^^ y~^ , there is still a sinuous oval as above, but the interior oval has

dwindled to a conjugate point at the centre.

\ > ) ~,<m; \ = m; \>m<

-

—-r~ ; there is no interior oval, but only a

sinuous oval as above; which, as \ increases, approaches continually nearer to the four

sides of the square. For the critical value \=m, there is no change in the general

form, but the curve has for this value of \, two conjugate points, one on each axis

at infinity.

X= J(»i + l)', the curve becomes the four lines.

\ > J (m + \y, the curve lies wholly in the four regions a and the four regions e,

consisting thereof of four detached sinuous ovals. As X deviates less from the value

\{m + Vf, each oval approaches more nearly to the infinite trilateral formed by the side

and infinite line-portions which bound the regions d, e to which the oval belongs.

And as X departs from the limit \{m->r Vf, and approaches to qo , each sinuous oval

approaches more nearly to the circular arc which sepai-ates the two regions d, e, which

contains the sinuous oval.

Finally, X = 0, the curve is the circle twice repeated.
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390.

THEOKEM RELATING TO THE FOUR CONICS WHICH TOUCH
THE SAME TWO LINES AND PASS THROUGH THE SAME
FOUR POINTS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. viii. (1867),

pp. 162—167.]
I.

The sides of the triangle formed by the given points meet one of the given lines

in three points, say P, Q, R; and on this same line we have four points of contact,

say Ai, At, A,, A^; any two pairs, say A^, At; A,, At, form with a properly selected

pair, say Q, R, out of the above-mentioned three points, an involution ; and we have

thus the three involutions

{Ai, A^; Aj, Ail Q, it),

{Ai, A^; Af, A.^; R, P),

{.Ai, A^; A^, A3; P, Q).

To prove this, let a; = 0, y = be the equations of the given lines, and take for

the equations of the sides of the triangle formed by the given points

hx + ay— ah =0,

b'x + a'y-a'b' =0,

b"x + a"y-a"b" = 0:

the equation of any one of the four conies may be written

Lab L'a'b' L"a"b"
+ ,'J,'

^" !."» ,ffKff ">
bx + ay - ab b'x + a'y - a'b' b"x + aJ'y - a"b"

and if this touches the axis of x, say at the point «= a, then we must have

La L'a L"a" -K{x-aY-
X— a x—a X— a" (x — a)(x— a') {x - a")

'

5—2
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or, assuming as we may do, K = — (a' — a") (a" - a) (a — a), this gives

L a ={a -ay (a' -a"),

L'a' =(«' -ay (a" -a ),

L"a"=ia"-ay{a -a' ).

But in the same manner, if the conic touch the axis of y, say at the point y = ^,

we have

Lb ={b -$y{h' -h"),

L'b' ={b'-^y{b"-b ),

L"b"^(b"-0y(b -b');

b{a-ciy{a'-a") : b' (a - ay (a" - a) : b" (a" - ay (a - a')

= a{b-0y {b' - b") : a' {b' - yS)^ (b" - b) : a" (b" - 0y (6 - b').

P =ab (a' -a")(b' -b"),

P' = a' b' (a" - a )
(6" -b),

F' = a"b"{a -a')(b -b').

we have

(a-a)^| : (a'-a)^^[ : {a," -ay^^ = {b- &y{b' -b'J {b'-^y{b"-by : (b" - l3y (b - bj

;

and thence

Putting

and thence

(a- a) ^^^ (a -a) ^-^ : (a" - o) ^^^^
U U C(

= (6-/3) (6' -6") : (6'-/9)(6"-6) : (b" - ^){b-b'),

which gives

and we have in like manner

but the first of these equations is alone required for the present purpose. Putting

for shortness

P = a'X, r = a'^X', P" = a'^X",

the equation is

(a - a) V (X) + (a' - a) V (Z') + (a" - a) V (Z"),
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and by attributing the signs + and — to the radicals, we have, coiTesponding to the

four conies, the equations

(a - a,) V iX) + {a' - ar,) V (Z') + («" - a,) V {X") = 0,

- (a - 0,) V (Z) + (a' - 0,) V (Z') + {a" - a,) V (Z") = 0,

(a - a,) V (Z) - (a' - a,) V (Z') + (a" - a,) V (^") = 0,

(a - a^) V (Z) + (a' - a,) ^ (Z') - (a" - a,) V (Z") = 0,

where a,, a,, a,, Oj are the values of a for the four conies respectively.

Eliminating a" we obtain the system of three equations

(2a - a, - 0,) V (Z) + (a, - a,) V (Z') + (a, - a,) V {X") = 0,

(a,-a,)V(Z)+ (2a'-a,-a3)V(Z') + (a, - a,) V (X") = 0,

(a, + a„-a3-a4)\/(Z) + (a,+a3-a,-a,)V(Z') + (ai + a4-a,-as)\/(^") = 0,

and then eliminating the radicals we have

2a — o, — Oj a, — a,

a, -a, , 2a'-a, -aj
,

aj-aj

ai + aj-Oj-a,; ai + a^-a, -a^, a, +a4-a,-a3

= 0.

which is in fact

-4 1, a +a', oa'

1, a, + a4, aia^

1, ^2 + fls. ataOa

= 0,

as may be verified by actual expansion ; the transformation of the determinant is a

peculiar one.

The foregoing result was originally obtained as follows, viz. writing for a moment

a^/{X) + a' V (Z') + a" V (Z") = 0,

V(Z)+ V(Z')+ V(Z") = <I>,

the four equations are

these give

e - oi ^ = 0,

0-a3 4> = 2(a -<i.^'^{X ),

©-a3* = 2(a'-a3)-v/(Z'),

0-a,* = 2(a"-a,)V(^");

(o,-a,)0 = 2(a -a,)V(Z),

(a,-a,)* = 2(a'-a3)V(Z').

(«,-o,)* = 2(a"-a4)V(Z").
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From the last equation we have

(a,-a,)«I.= 2 {©-a VW- fi' V(^')l - 2a4{* - VW - V(^')}

= 2 (a. - a,) 0- 2(a - a,) V(X) - 2 (a'- 84) V(^');

that is

(a,-a,)^-2(a-a,)VW-2(a'-a,)V(Z') = 0;

or substituting for »J(X), 1/ (X') their values in terms of <i>, we find

{
a-a,)(a,-a^) (a' - a«) (g, -a,) _^

ai — 04 > u,
a — a^ a —as

which may be written

(aa-gOK-aQ
,

(a, - aQ (ata - 04) _
that is

a., + Os - Ml - a^ +
a — au

+
a —a.

0;

or agam

that is

or finally

(«=-''-)(>+l^)+(--)(i+l^)-«'

(•.-'):-^+<--«-):-^:-<'^

(«2 - aO (a - «<) (ci' - Os) + (Os - a4) (a - <h) («' - a,) = 0,

which is a known form of the relation

1, a + a', aa' = 0,

1, ai + Sj, ajtti

1, cut+a^, a^3

which gives the involution of the quantities a, a'; cii, a*; «.; *•

We have in like manner

1, a' + a", a'a"

and

1, tti + a„

,

ajOs

1. fla + ^4

,

a8a4

1, a" + a

,

a"a

1, a, + a„ a,a.,

1, ^2 + ^4, a^cCf

0,

= 0,

which give the involutions of the systems a, a"; a^, a^; a^, 04 and a", a; cci, a^; a^, a*

respectively.
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It may be remarked that the equation of the conic passing through the three

points and touching the axis of x in the point a; = a is

{a-af{a'-a")b {a' - a)Ha" - a)h' {a" - oCf {a - a) h"

bx + ay-ab '^ h'x + a'y-a'h'
"^

h"x + a"y-a"h" '

and when this meets the axis of y we have

^ {a -ay {a' -a") ~, {a -ay {a" -a) K; {a" - ay {a - a')

y-h + y-V + y-b"

Hence, if this touches the axis of y in the point y = ^, the left-hand side must be

R (a - ay (a' - a") + ^, (a' - ay (a" - «) + ^ (a" - <»)' (a - a') {y-^r

(y-b){y-b'){y-b")

and equating the coefficients of —
, we have

- (a - o)' (a' - a") + -. (a' - ay (a" -a) + K, («" - «)= (« - «')

CL CV CL

= [- (a - ay (a' - a") + -'
(a' - ay (a" - a) + ^I (a" -ay (a- a')] (6 + 6' + 6" - 2^),

or what is the same thing,

^^^'D(a-ayia'-al^'^^^^\a'-ayia''-aH''^^^^(a''^
Q, €i Ct

^20\-ia-2y(,a'-a")+-,{a'-ay{a"-a) + K,(a"-ay(a-a')\,
|_fl ft ft J

which gives ^ in terms of a, that is jSi, ySa, /Sj, /Si in terms of a^, a^, as, a^ respectively.

Cambridge, 30 November, 1863.
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391.

SOLUTION OF A PEOBLEM OF ELIMINATION.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. viii. (1867),

pp. 183—18.5.]

It is required to eliminate x, y from the equations

a^ , a?y, a?y'', xf, y*^

This system may be written

if for shortness

Or putting

we have

6 , c , d , e

a , b' , c , d'

,

e'

a", b , c , d
,

a^ = SXa,

x>y = SX6,

a?y'= 2\c,

a? y* = "ZXd,

y*=1\e;

e"

= 0.

2Xa = Xa + \'a' + V'a", &c.

y
-k.

X\{a + kb) = 0,

2\(6 + fe;) = 0,

2\(c+M)=0,

2\(d + *e) = 0;
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or, what is the same thing,

X (a + kb) + X' (a +kb') + X" (a" + kh") = 0,

X (6 + kc) + X' (6' + kc') + X" (6" + kc') = 0,

X (c + M) + X' (c' + kd') + X" (c" + kd") = 0,

X(d + ke) + X' (d' + ke')+ X" (d" + ke") = 0;

and representing the columns

a b, a' v. a" b",

b c, b' c', b" c",

c d, c' d'. c" d".

d e, d' e, d" e".

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

by

each equation is of the type

X (1 + k2) + X' (3 + /fc4) + X" (5 + yfc6) = 0.

Multiplying the several equations by the minors of 135, each with its proper sign,

and adding, the terms independent of k disappear, the equation divides by k, and

we find

X 2135 + X' 4135 + X" 6135 = ;

operating in a similar manner with the minors of 246, the terms in k disappear, and

we find

X 1246 + X' 3246 + X" 5246 = ;

again, operating with the minors of (146 + 236 + 245 + A;246), we find

X {1236 + 1245 + k (2146 + 1246)}

+ X' {3146 + 3245 + k (4236 + 3246)!

+ X" {5146 + 5236 + k (6245 + 5246)} = 0,

where the terms in k disappear, and this is

X (1236 + 1245) + X' (3146 + 3245) + X" (5146 + 5236) = 0.

We have thus three linear equations, which written in a slightly different form are

X 1235 +X' 3451 +X" 5613 =0,

X (1236 + 1245) + X' (3452 + 3461) + X" (5614 + 5623) = 0,

X 1246 +X' 3462

and thence eliminating X, X', X", we have

1235, 1236 + 1245, 1246

3451, 3452 + 3461, 3462

5613, 5614 + 5623, 5624

C. VI,

+ X" 5624 = 0,

= 0,
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which is the required result. It may be remarked that the second and third column

are obtained from the first by operating on it with A, J^A^, if A = 28, + 48, + 685. Or

say the result is

(1, A, iAO 1235

3451

5613

= 0.

In like manner for the system

a? , ah), a?if, ct^f, xy*, f
a , h , c , d , e , f
a' , b' , c' , d' , e' , f
a , b , c , d , e , f
a , b , c , d , e , f

if the columns are

then the result is

where

= 0,

a b, a b, a , a b ,

be, be, be, be,
e d, e' d', e" d", e" d"',

d e, d' e', d" e", d'" e'"

,

e f, e' f, e"f", e'" f",

= 1,2, 3,4, 5,6. 7,8;

(1, A, iA», ^AO 12357 = 0,

34571

56713

78135

A = 281 + 483 + 685 + 8X7.
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392.

ON THE CONICS WHICH PASS THROUGH TWO GIVEN POINTS
AND TOUCH TWO GIVEN LINES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, voL Vlii. (1867),

pp. 211—219.]

Let a; = 0, y=0 be the equations of the given lines ; 2 = the equation of the

line joining the given points. We may, to fix the ideas, imagine the implicit constants

so determined that a; + y + ^ = shall be the equation of the line infinity.

Take x — my = 0, x—ny=0 as the equations of the lines which by their inter-

section with z = determine the given points. The equation of the conic is

y (m) + \/ (n)] V (xy) = x + y<^ {mn) + 70,

or, what is the same thing,

{x — my) (x — ny) + 2{x-\-y ^J {mn)} 7^ + ^^z^ = 0,

so that there are two distinct series of conies according as V {mn) is taken with the

positive or the negative sign.

The equation of the chord of contact is

x+y 'J {mn) + 7^ = 0,

which meets z = in the point [x-\-y n/{mn) = 0, z = (i] that is in one of the centres of

the involution formed by the lines (a; = 0, y — 0), {x — my = 0, x—ny= 0). It is to be

observed that the conic is only real when nun is positive, that is (the lines and points

being each real) the two points must be situate in the same region or in opposite

regions of the four regions formed by the two lines : there are however other i-eal

cases; e.g. if the lines x = 0, y = are real, but the quantities m, n are conjugate

imaginaries; included in this we have the circles which touch two real lines.

6—2
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To fix the ideas I take m and n each positive and mn > 1 ; also I attend first

to the series where \J {mn) is taken positively. At the points where the conic meets

infinity, we have

{V (to) + V (w)} V {xy) = x + y>J (mn) -y{x + y),

which gives two coincident points, that is the conic is a parabola, if

(1 - 7) {V (mn) _ 7} = i {V (m) + V (n)]\

that is

7= - 7 (1 + V (mn)} = J {V (m) - V (n)p,

or

7 = H1 + \/(mn) ± V {(1 + mXl+n)}],

where it is to be noticed that

7 = i [1 + V (mn) + V {(1 + m) (1 + n)}]

is a positive quantity greater than V {mn), say y =p,

7 = i [1 + V (mn) - V {(1 + m) (1+ n)}]

is a negative quantity, say y = —q, q being positive.

The order of the lines is as shown in fig. 1, see plate facing p. 52.

7 = — 00 to y = — q, curve is ellipse; y = —q, parabola Pj,

y= — q to p, curve is hyperbola; y=p, parabola Pj,

y=p to 7 = 00 , ellipse.

Resuming the equation

{x — my) {x - ny) + 2 {« + y V {mn)] yz+ 7V = 0,

the coefficients are

{a, b, c,f, g, h) = {l, mn, y\ y ^J {mn), 7, -^{m + n)],

and thence the inverse coefficients are

{A, B, C,F, 0, H) =

[0, 0,-i{m-ny, - i7 {V (m) + V {n)Y, - J 7 V {mn) (V (m) + V {n)Y, WW(m) + ^/ (n))^].

K=-iy'W{m) + ^/{n)Y,

or, omitting a fector, the inverse coefficients are

{A, B, C, F, G, H)= k 0. ~ y{m) - V(n)}^ 1, '^ {mn), -7I

.

Considering the line

7^M+fiy + vz = 0,

the coordinates of the pole of this line ai-e

X : y : z= — 7/* + V (mn) v

: — 7\ + J/

: V (mn) X + /t +—
}V (m) - ^ (n)p j/,
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or (what is the same thing) introducing the arbitrary coefficient k, we have

kx + y/i — V y/ (mn) = 0,

ky + yX — p = 0,

kz — \<J (mn) —fi—^ {V (m) — V (w)}" v = 0;

the first two equations give

k : y : — 1 = v {/i — X V (wi'O} • v [y >J{mn) — x] : Xx — fiy,

that is

, _ — V {fi —\ s/ {mn)\ _ — v[y>J(mn) — x]

\x — fiy
' \x — fiy '

or, substituting this value of y in the third equation,

MM--XV(m«)U + {^ + xV(m».)l+ ^-fy ,
(V(m)-VW ^o

\x — fiy
' » \ /J x-ynj(mn) 2

that is

(Xa; - /*y)» . i {V (»») - V («)}' + [a: - yV imn)\ (Xx -fj.y){/i+\^ (mn)}

-\-z\x — ys/ (mn)] v[fji, — \>J (mn)] = 0,

which is the equation of the curve, the locus of the pole of the line Xx + fiy + vz =
in regard to the conic

(x — my) (x — ny) + 2 {a; + y V (mn)] yz + 7V = 0.

In particular, if X = ^=i'=l, then for the coordinates of the centre of the conic,

we have

X : y : z = -y-^ kJ (mn) : - 7 + 1 : \/ (mn) + 1 + 5- {V (m) - V (n)}'

;

and for the locus of the centre,

(X - y)\ J y(m) - V(n)}' + (x-y){x-y >/(mn)] {1 + >/(mn)} +z[x-y y/(mn)} [1 - y/(mn)} = 0,

so that the locus is a conic, and it is obvious that this conic is a hyperbola. Putting

for greater simplicity

x-y =X,

x — yy/ (mn) = Y,

z =Z,

the equation of the curve of centres is

Z» . i {VW - VWP +XF {1 + V (»i«)} + FZ {1 - V (»n»i)} = 0,

or, writing this under the form

7L^ {1 + V (mn)] + Z [1 - V (mn)}] + HV (m) - V («)}' ^' = 0,
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the equation is

where
X = x-y,

Y= x — y>J (mn),

2
^ " {V(m)-VWF '^^ "*"

^ ^"*"^^ (a; - y) + {1 - V (mn)} ^] :

these values give S

x-y =X,

a; — 2/ V (mn) = F,

{1 - V (tow)} 2 = {V (m) - V («)}= Q + 2 {1 + V (mn)} X,

or, what is the same thing,

{1 —V (mn)] x= - V (mn) X+Y,

{l-V(TOn)}y= -X + Y,

(1 - V (mw)} 2 = 2 {1 + V (mji)j X + IV (m) - V (»01'Q.

whence also

{1 - V (mn)] (x + y+z)={\+s/ (mn)] Z + 2F+ (V (m) - V (n)Y Q,

or the equation of the line infinity is

{l + ^(mn)]X+2Y+W(m)-s/(n)]'Q = 0,

a formula which may be applied to finding the asymptotes and thence the centre of

the conic

FQ + X» = 0.

In fact we have identically

{2kx + 2ky -(2k + l) z]' - (1 + 4fc) (2kx - zy = 4:J<^(x + y + zj - 4/fc (1 + 4/fc) (ka? + yz\

that is

- 4A; (1 + \k) (ka? + yz) = [2kx + 2% - (2k + 1) 2}= - (1 + ^k) (2kx - zf - ^k? (x + y -\- z)\

which, if x + y \- z = is the equation of the line infinity, puts in evidence the

asymptotes of the conic ka? + yz = 0. Hence writing ax, ^y, 72 in the place of x, y, z

respectively, and ^ = k', that is, A = -^ k', we have

_ *4' i. (1
+
*4^ i-) ^, (f^ + ,,) . {If? i.. + ^j)' ^,- (2f i- +

1)
,.}
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that is

- 4;8V^' (a" + 4^7^) (A;'a;" + yz) = {2a/97^•'« + 2/3=7i'y - {^^rfk' + a=) 7^]"

- (a°- + 4/37A;') {2&yl<fx - a-yzf - 4,8^7^P (okc + /3y + 7^)^

or, what is the same thing,

- 4/S^i' (a^ + 4/37^') (AjV + %jz) = [2a^k'x + 2^-k'y - (2^yk' + a=) z^

- (a^ + 4:^yk') (2^k'x - azj - ^^k'"- (ax + ^y + yzf,

which, when ax + ^i/ + yz = is the equation of the line infinity, puts in evidence the

asymptotes of the conic k'x' + yz = 0.

Now writing X, Y, Q in the place of x, y, z; k' = l, and a= {1 + \/ (mn)}, /3 = 2,

7 = {V (m) — V (n)}', we have

- 16 [{1 + V {mn)Y + 8 {V (m) - V WP] ( 7Q + X')

= [4 {1 + V (mn)} Z + 87 - (4 {^/ (m) - V (n)Y + {1 + V (mn)]') Q]^

- [{1 + V (mn)p + 8 {V (»i) - V {n)Y] [4X - {1 + V (wui)} QP

- 16 [{1 + V (mn)} X + 2Y + W (m) - V («)}= QP,

and the asymptotes are

4 {1 + V (»ift)j Z + 8F - [4 {V (m) - V (n)}» + {1 + V (mn)p] Q

= + V{1 + V (mn)}' + 8 {V (m) - V (n))» [4Z - {1 + V (mw)} Q].

At the centre

4 (1 + V(»"i)} Z + 87- [4 {V (m) - V (w)}= + {1 + V (mn)p] Q = 0,

4Z-{H-V(nJ«)}Q = 0,

but the first equation is

(1 + V (m«){ [4Z - Q {1 + V (wft)}] + 87 - 4 {V (m) - V (w)}' (2 = 0,

80 that we have

4Z = {1 + V {mn)} Q, 27 = {V (»i) - V (n)}' Q,

the first of these is

2 {V (m) - V («)}• (« - y) - {1 + V (»i«)P {x-y)-{l-mn)z = 0,

and the two together give

2Z {V (m) - V {n)Y - {1 + V (mw)} 7=0,

so that we have

2 {V (m) - V (w)}" (a; - y) - {1 + V (mre)} {« - 2/ V (mn)} = 0,

[{1 + V {mn)}' -2W{m)-s/ (n))^] (x-y)+(l- mn) z = 0,

to determine the coordinates of the centre.
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The equation of the chord of contact is

x + y ij (mn) + 70 = 0,

which for 7=1 is parallel to y = and for 7 = V (mn) is parallel to x = 0. But the

coordinates of the centre are

X : y : 2 = — 7 + v' (mn) : - 7 + 1 : V (mn) 4- 1 + 5- {V (m) — V (n)P.
^7

which for 7 = 1 give '

y = 0, X : z = -l +^(mn) : V(mn) + l4-i {V (m) - V («)}^ = - 2 + 2 ^ (mn) : 2 + m + n,

and for 7 = V (mn) give

x = 0,

y : z = l-^(mn) : V (mn) + 1 + ^-^i^ {V (m) - V (n)}^ =2-2V(mn) : 2V(mn) + ^t^^.

The line drawn from the fixed point on the chord of contact to the centre has for

its equation

^ + 2/ V (mn) + 'y'z = 0,

where, writing for x, y, z the coordinates of the centre, we have

- 7 {1 + V (mn)} + 2 V (mn) + 7'

that is

V (mn) + 1 + A {V (m) - V («)}=] = 0,

'_ 7 jl +V(m7i)} — 2\/('™w)

or, what is the same thing.

^
1

1 + V (mn) + 2- {V (m) - V (n))^

-7[V(m)+.\/(n)l°
^ ^ {V(m)-V(n)l=+27{1 + V(mn)}'

and consequently 7' = 7 only for 7 = 0.

It is now easy to trace the corresponding positions of the chord of contact through

the fixed point {a; + y V (mn) = 0, ^; = j, and of the centre on the hyperbola which is

the curve of centres: see fig. 2 in the plate facing p. 52.

The lines OP^, OL, 0©, OPi, OX, OG, OH are positions of the chord of contact,

and the points Pj, L, ©, Pj, X, 0, H, on the hyperbola which is the curve of centres

are the corresponding positions of the centre.
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Chord of Contact.

392]

OP,.

OL (z = 0).

OB.

OP,.

OX [a;+yV(mn) = Oj.

OG (parallel to y = 0).

OH (parallel to a; = 0) and so back to

OP,.

49

Centre.

Pn, at infinity on hyperbola.

L, {z = 0, x-y = 0).

0, the line joining this with being always

behind 0©.

Pi, at infinity on hyperbola

X {x^O, 2/=0).

G (on line y = 0).

H (on line x=0) and so on to

P..

I have treated separately the case >i/(mn)=l.

Consider the conies which touch the lines y — x = 0, y + x — and pass through

the points

The equation is of the form

. y'-af^ + kix-af^O,
and to determine k, we have

l-c--l+k{l-a)- = 0, and therefore k =

The equation thus becomes

{l-ay(y'-af) + d>{x-aY = 0,

that is

(1 - a)» I/' + {c= - (1 - o)'} a^ - l&ax + <?a? = 0,

(!-«)=

or as this may be written

{y-arf^\e-{\-OLf\\x-
c'^OL Y cV(l-a)!'

= 0.
c=-(l-a)2j (?-{\-af

Hence the nature of the conic depends on the sign of c" — (1 - a)-, viz. if this be

positive, or a between the limits 1 + c, 1 — c, the curve is an ellipse,

a;-coordinate of centre = c'a.

which is positive,

a;-8emi-axi8

y-semi-axis

&-{\-ay'

+ ca (1 - OL)

c»-(l-a)»'

COL

V!c'-(l-a)r

The coordinate of centre for a = l+c is =+m (the curve being in this case a parabola

Pi) and for a = 1 — c it is also = + oo (the curve being in this case a parabola P^). The
coordinate has a minimum value corresponding to a = V (1 — c°), viz. this is = ^ {1 + V (1 — <?)\.

c. VI. 7
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Heuce as (a) passes from 1+c to \J{l—c% the coordinate of the centre passes

from 00 to its minimum value ^{1 + V(l — c°)} ; in the passage we have a=l giving

the coordinate =1, the conic being in this case a pair of coincident lines {x — \y = 0.

And as (a) passes from the foregoing value \/ (1 — c") to 1 — c, the coordinate of the

centre passes from the minimum value | {1 + V(1 — c")! to °o •

The curve is a hyperbola if a lies without the limits 1+c, 1 — c,

^-coordinate of centre = ,^ . ^

—

-
,

which has the sign of —a,

_ + ca (1 - a)
a!-semi-axis

{l-af-c^'

y-semi-axis =^p-^)T^|.

semi-aperture of asymptotes =tan~' a /]l — /
\jf >

which for a = 1 + c is =0 (parabola), but increases as 1 — a increases positively or

negatively, becoming = 45° for a = + oo (the asymptotes being in this case the pair of

lines y'^-x^ = 0):

a = -I- 00 , coordinate of centre is = 0,

a = 1 -1- c, „ „ = - oo

,

so that a diminishing from oo to 1 + c, the coordinate of the centre moves constantly

in the same direction from to — x

,

a = 1 — c, coordinate of centre is = — oo
,

a = 0, „ „ = 0,

the hyperbola being in this case the pair of lines y- = {\ — (?) a?.

o negative, the coordinate of centre becomes positive, viz. as a passes from a =
to a = — V (1 — c"), the coordinate of centre passes from to a maximum positive value

^ {1 — \/(l — c')l, and then as a passes from — V(l — C) to — oo , the coordinate of

centre diminishes from \[\ — \/ {!—&)] to 0. It is to be remarked that a being

negative, the lines y^ — x'=0 are touched by the branch on the negative side of the

origin, that is the branch not passing through the two points a; = l, ?/= + V(l— c')-
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393.

ON THE CONICS WHICH TOUCH THREE GIVEN LINES AND
PASS THROUGH A GIVEN POINT.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. viii. (1867),

pp. 220—222.]

Consider the triangles which touch three given lines; the three lines form a

triangle, and the lines joining the angles of the triangle with the points of contact of

the opposite sides respectively meet in a point S: conversely given the three lines and

the point S, then joining this point with the angles of the triangle the joining lines

meet the opposite sides respectively in three points which are the points of contact

with the three given lines respectively of a conic; such conic is determinate and unique.

Suppose now that the conic passes through a given point; the point S is no longer

arbitrary, but it must lie on a certain curve ; and this curve being known, then taking

upon it any point whatever for the point S, and constructing as before the conic

which corresponds to such point, the conic in question will pass through the given

point, and will thus be a conic touching the three given lines and passing through

the given point. And the series of such conies corresponds of course to the series of

points on the curve.

I proceed to find the curve which is the locus of the point S.

We may take a; = 0, y = 0, 2=0 for the equations of the given lines, and

X : y : z=l : 1 : 1 for the coordinates of the given point. The equation of a conic

touching the three given lines is

a V («) + t V (^) + c V (2) = 0,

and the coordinates of the corresponding point S are as -^ '
j-^

' -, that is, taking

(x, y, z) for the coordinates of the point in question, we have

, _ 1_ 1 1

" • -'"VC^)- V(y)" V(^)'

7—2
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the condition in order that the conic may pass through the given point is a + b + c = 0,

and we thus find for the curve, which is the locus of the point S, the equation

1 1 1 «+ -77-^+ -77-^ = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

^/(yz) + ^(z!c) + ^/(xy) = 0,

the rationalised form of which is
y

y'z' + z^a? + x'f - Ixyz (a; + y + 2) = 0.

This is a quartic curve with three cusps, viz. each angle of the triangle is a cusp

;

and by considering for example the cusp (y = 0, ^ = 0) and writing the equation under

the form

!>?{y- zf - 2a; (?/2r= + fz) + yV = 0,

we see that the tangent at the cusp in question is the line y — z=0 ; that is, the

tangents at the three cusps are the lines joining these points respectively with the

given point (1, 1, 1). Each cuspidal tangent meets the curve in the cusp counting as

three points and in a fourth point of intersection, the coordinates whereof in the case

of the tangent y — z=(i, are at once found to be x : y : z=\ : ^ : 4i, or say this is

the point (1, 4, 4) ; the point on the tangent z — x = Q is of course (4, 1, 4), and that

on the tangent x — y = is (4, 4, 1). To find the tangents at these points respectively,

I remark that the general equation of the tangent is

(Z8.+ 78. + ^«{^^ + ^|^ +
-ij^}=(,,

that is

X Y Z ,^

a;» y^ z^

or for the point (1, 4, 4) the equation of the tangent is 8X + Y+ Z = 0, or say

8x + y + z = 0; that is, the tangent passes through the point a- = 0, x+ y + z=0, being

the point of intersection of the line x = with the line x+ y + z = 0, which is the

harmonic of the given point (1, 1, 1) in regard to the triangle; the tangents at the

points (1, 4, 4), (4, 1, 4), (4, 4, 1) respectively pass through the points of intersection

of the harmonic line x+ y + z = with the three given lines respectively.

In the case where the given point lies within the triangle, the curve the locus

of S lies wholly within the triangle, and is of the form shown in fig. 3 in the plate

opposite ; it is clear that in this case the conies of the system are all of them ellipses

;

there are however three limiting forms, viz. the line joining the given point with any

angle of the triangle, such line being regarded as a twofold line or pair of coincident

lines, is a conic of the system. The discussion of the two cases in which the given

point lies outside the triangle, viz. in the infinite space bounded by two sides produced,

or in the infinite space bounded by a side and two sides produced, may be effected

without much difiiculty.



Plate I

^face /7. 52.
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394.

ON A LOCUS IN RELATION TO THE TRIANGLE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. viii. (1867),

pp. 264—277.]

If from any point of a cirtile circumscribed about a triangle perpendiculars are

let fall upon the sides, the feet of the perpendiculars lie in a line ; or, what is the

same thing, the locus of a point, such that the perpendiculars let fall therefrom upon

the sides of a given triangle have their feet in a line, is the circle circumscribed

about the triangle.

In this well known theorem we may of course replace the circular points at

infinity by any two points whatever; or the Absolute being a point-pair, and the

terms perpendicular and circle being understood accordingly, we have the more general

theorem expres.sed in the same words.

But it is less easy to see what the corresponding theorem is, when instead of

being a point-pair, the Absolute is a proper conic; and the discussion of the question

affords some interesting results.

Take (ar = 0, y = 0, z = 0) for the equations of the sides of the triangle, and let

the equation of the Absolute be

(a, h, c, f, g, h\x, y, zf = 0,

then any two lines which are harmonics in regard to this conic (or, what is the

same thing, which are such that the one of them passes through the pole of the

other) are said to be perpendicular to each other, and the question is:

Find the locus of a point, such that the perpendiculars let fall therefrom on the

sides of the triangle have their feet in a line.

Supposing, as usual, that the inverse coefficients are (A, B, G, F, G, H), and that

K is the discriminant, the coordinates of the poles of the three sides respectively are
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{A, H, 0), (H, B, F), (G, F, C). Hence considering a point P, the coordinates of which

are (x, y, z), and taking {X, Y, Z) for cun-ent coordinates, the equation of the perpen-

dicular from P on the side X = is

X, Y, Z

a: , y , z

A, H, G

= 0,

and writing in this equation X=0, we find

( , Ay-Hx, Az- Gx)

for the coordinates of the foot of the perpendicular. For the other perpendiculars

respectively, the coordinates are

(Bx-Hy, , Bz-Fy),

and

(Cx -Gz, Cy-Fz , ),

and hence the condition in order that the three feet may lie in a line is

, Ay-Hx, Az-Gx =0;

Bx -Uy, , Bz - Fy

Cx-Gz, Cy-Fz,

or, what is the same thing,

(Ay - Hx) {Bz - Fy) {Gx - Gz) + {Az - Gx) {Bx - Hy) {Gy - Fz) = 0,

that is

2 {ABC - FGH) xyz

+ A{ FH- BG)yz' + A {FG - GH) fz

+ B{ FG - CH) zx' + B {GH - AF) z'x

+ G{ GH- AF)xy' + C{HF-BG)afy = 0,

which is the equation of the locus of P ; the locus is therefore a cubic. Writing

for a moment

{BG-F\ CA-G\ AB-H\ GH-AF, HF-BG, FG-GH) = {A', B', C", F, G', H'),

and K' for the discriminant ABC— AF^ — &c., the equation is

2 {ABC - FGH) xyz + Ayz {H'y + G'z) + Bzx {H'x + Fz) + Cxy {G'x + Fy) = 0,

or as this may also be written

^^,^XABC-FGH)xyz + ^yz[^,^'jj) + l,zx{^^+'^)^ + 9^,xy(^ + ^) = 0,
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that is

r 2 ,.r,n r./>rrN ABC] I

A

B G \ f X V z\ ^

and the cubic will therefore break up into a line and conic if only

FWH' ^^^^ ~ ^^^^ ~F^~ G"' ~ H''
" ^'

and it is easy to see that conversely this is the necessary and "sufficient condition in

order that the cubic may so break up.

The condition is

n = 2FG'H' {ABC- FGH) - AG'^H'" - BH'^F'- - GF'G'^ = 0,

we have

AA' + BE + CC = SABC - AF^ - BG' - GH\ =K' + 2 {ABG- FGH),

and thence

n = FG'H' (AA' + Bff + GG' -K')-A G''H'' - BH'^-F' - GF^G'\

that is

n = -A G'H' (G'H' -AF)- BHF (HF' - B'G') - GFG' {FG' - G'H') - KF'G'H',

= -AG'H'KF- BHFK'G - GFG'K'H-KFG'H',

= -K' (AFG'H' + BGHF + CHFG' + FG'H'),

so that the condition fl = is satisfied if K' = 0, that is if the equation

{A, B, C, F, G, H^l V, O' = 0.

which is the line-equation of the Absolute breaks up into factors ; that is, if the

Absolute be a point-pair.

In the case in question we may write

{A. B, G, F, G, H^l %^' = 2 (af + /3, + 7?) {oi^ + /8'^ + 7'r)>

that is

{A, B. G, F, G, H) = (2aa', 2^/3', 277', 0y' + ^y, ya' + y'a, a0' + a'0),

whence also, putting for shortness,

{^i-^y,ya'-y'cL,a^'-ai^)=^ {\, fL, v),

W6 nftV6

(A'. E, G', F, G', H') = -Q,\ /.^ v\ ^v, v\, Xfi),

and also

K' = 0, 2 (ABG- FGH) = AA' + BB'+GG', = - 2 (aa'V + /3/9y -1- 77V=).
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The original cubic equation is

(aa'X^ ^ y9y3y + -y^V) tryz + aa'\yz {fiy + vz) + ^^'fizx (\x + vz) + fl'^^y 0^ + f^y) = 0.

and this in fact is

{aa'Xyz + ^ff'fizx + ff'vxy) (Xa; + fiy + vz) = 0.

The equation \x + (ly + vz = is that of the line through the two points which

constitute the Absolute ; the other factor gives

aa'Xyz + ^^'iizx + "y^'vxy = 0,

which is the equation of a conic through the angles of the triangle (« = 0, y = 0, z = 0),

and which also passes through the two points of the Absolute ; in fact, writing (a, /3, 7)

for {x, y, z) the equation becomes «/37 (a'X + ^'fi + y'v) = 0, and so also writing (a, /S', 7')

for (x, y, z) it becomes a'/SV (aX + /3/i + 71/) = 0, which relations are identically satisfied

by the values of (X, ft, v). Hence we see that the Absolute being a point-pair, the

locus is the conic passing through the angles of the triangle, and the two points of

the Absolute ; that is, it is the circle passing through the angles of the triangle.

But assuming that K' is not =0, or that the Absolute is a proper conic, the

equation fi = will be satisfied if

AFO'H' + BOH'F + CHFG' + FG'H' = 0,

we have F, G', H' = Kf, Kg, Kh respectively, or omitting the factor K-, the equation

AFgh + BGhf+ CHfg + Kfgh = 0,

which is

fg%' - hcg-h- - cah^p - ahfy-+ 2ahcfgh = 0,

or, as it may also be written.

ahcfyh^ ^4 7i - h - 4^ + Ti) = 0-
•' ^ \abc a}^ hg^ ch- fgh)

I remark that we have ABC — FGH = K {abc —fgh) ; substituting also for F, 0', H'

the values Kf, Kg, Kh, the equation of the cubic curve is

2 {aJbc -fgh) xyz + Ayz {hy + gz) + Bzx {hx +fy) + Cxy (gx +fy) = 0,

and the transformed form is

ufgh
we have

2, ^ ,, A B C] (A B C \fx y z\ ^
{ahc-fgh)-j:-~,-^,\^xyz+l^^yz + -zx + j^xy^l^y+-^ + j^'j

= 0;

2,, .,, A B C
J f

1 1 1 12\
fgh

60 that the foregoing condition

06c af bg- ch- fgh '
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3D 'U Z
being satisfied, the cubic breaks up into the line •>+ - + r = 0, and the conic

f 9 h

A B G ^
-^ yz + - zx + ^ ooy = 0.f-g h "

It is to be remarked that in general a triangle and the reciprocal triangle are

in perspective ; that is, the lines joining corresponding angles meet in a point, and

the points of intersections of opposite sides lie in a line ; this is the case therefore

with the triangle (a; = 0, y = 0, z= 0), and the reciprocal triangle

(aa;+ Ay + 5r«= 0, hx-^hy+fz = 0, gx+fy + cz = 0);

and it is easy to see that the line through the points of intersection of corresponding

OC 'U z
sides is in fact the above mentioned line -^ + ^ + ^ = 0. It is to be noticed also that

f 9 h

the coordinates of the point of intersection of the lines joining the corresponding

angles are {F, G, H). The conic

A B G ^
-jyz-\— zx-\-j-xy = \j19"'

is of course a conic passing through the angles of the triangle (« = 0, y = 0, ^ = 0)

;

it is not, what it might have been expected to be, a conic having double contact with

the Absolute (a, h, c, f, g, h\x, y, zf.

I return to the condition

J L_ l_i. A
abc af^ b<f ch- fgh

0,

this can be shown to be the condition in order that the sides of the triangle

{x = 0,y = 0, z = 0), and the sides of the reciprocal triangle {ax + hy + gz = 0, hx+by +fz = 0,

gx+/y + cz = 0) touch one and the same conic; in fact, using line coordinates, the

coordinates of the first three sides are (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) respectively, and

those of the second three sides are (a, h, g), (h, b, f), (g, /, c) respectively; the equation

of a conic touching the first three lines is

L M N ^

and hence making the conic touch the second three sides, we have three linear

equations from which eliminating L, M, N, we find

= 0,
1 1 1

a' h' 9

1 1 1

h' b' 7
1 1 1

9' /' c

which is the equation in question.

C. VL
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We know that if the sides of two triangles touch one and the same conic, their

angles must lie in and on the same conic. The coordinates of the angles are (1, 0, 0),

(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and (^4, H, G), (H, B, F), (0, F, G) respectively, and the angles will

be situate in a conic if only 111
= 0,

1 1 1

A ' H' G

1 1 1

B' B' F

1 1 1

G' F- C

an equation which must be equivalent to the last preceding one ; this is easily verified.

In fact, writing for shortness

V = 1

a'

1

h'

1

9
,

= 1

A '

1

H'
1

G

1

h'

1

b'

1 1

H'
1

B'
1

F
1 1 1 1 1 1

.9' /' c G ' F' G

we have

-n = ^^iBG-F^)^^^^.^iFG-GH) + ^^^iHF-BG).

K
= ABGF^G-H^

^''^'^' + ''^^^^ +fl'C^^n

and the second factor is

= aGH {AF+ Kf) + AFhBG + AFgCH,

= AF(aGH + hBG + gGH) + KafGH.

But
aGH + hBG +gCH= G {aH + hB) +gCH=G-gF+gCH,

= G-gF+gCH,

= -g{FG-GH),

= -ghK,

so that the second factor is

= K(afGH-ghAF),
which is

=K (/yA- - hcg%^ - cah?f- - ctbfY + 2abcfgh),

= Kabc/yh^^,
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80 that we have identically

- ABCF'O'H' a = K^abcfyh^V

,

and the conditions V = 0, D = are consequently equivalent.

The condition

abc ap bg°- ch^^fgh~ '

is the condition in order that the function

5»

S' ^ \'j' \' ih'^y' ''}'

may break up into linear factors ; the function in question is

he ca cJ)

which is

/ , be ca abY \{a,b,c,j,
J. -i^l^,y,zy,

= (a, h, c, / g, h\x, y, zf+ 2
(^j

yz + - zx +
j^
xyj

,

so that the condition is, that the conic

fA B C \
(a, b, c,f, g, hjx, y, zy + 2l^jyz + -zx+ ~xyj =0,

(which is a certain conic passing through the intersections of the AbsoluteABC
(a, b, c, f, g, K§x, y, zf = 0, and of the locus conic -;fyz-\- — zx+j-xy = 0) shall be a

7 9"'
pair of lines. Writing the equation of the conic in question under the form

be ca ah( , be ca abV \„ „

the inverse coefficients A', R, C, F, G', H' of this conic, are

f_Abc _ Bca _ Cab _ abc „ abe ^ abc „\

so that we have F' : G' : H' = F : G : H. Hence, if in regard to this new conic we
form the reciprocal of the triangle (a; = 0, y = 0, z= 0), and join the corresponding

angles of the two triangles, the joining lines meet in a point which is the same

point as is obtained by the like process from the triangle and its reciprocal in regard

to the Absolute. But I do not further pursue this part of the theory.

It is to be noticed that the conic

A B C ^yyz + ~zx-irj^xy = (i,

8—2
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contains the angles of the reciprocal triangle, and is thus in fact the conic in which

are situate the angles of the two triangles. For the coordinates of one of the angles

of the reciprocal triangle are (A, H, G) ;
we should therefore have

} 9 ^

which is

^ {QHgh + BGhf^ GHfg) = 0,

or attending only to the second factor and writing

GH = Kf+AF,

the condition is

Kfgh + AFgh + BGhf+ GHfg = 0,

or substituting for K, A, B, C, F, G, H their values and reducing, this is

which is satisfied : hence the three angles of the reciprocal triangle lie on the conic

in question.

Partially recapitulating the foregoing results, we see in the case where the Absolute

is not a point-pair, that the locus of a point such that the perpendiculars from it

on the sides of the triangle have their feet in a line, is in general a cubic curve

passing through the angles of the triangle : if, however, the condition

aba of" bg^ ch? fgh

be satisfied, that is, if the triangle be such that the angles thereof and of the

reciprocal triangle lie in a conic (or, what is the same thing, if the sides touch a

conic) then the cubic locus breaks up into the line -%+ - + r = 0, which is the line^ f 3 ^
_

through the points of intersection of the corresponding sides of the two triangles, and

into the conic

A B G ,^

which is the conic through the angles of the two triangles.

The question arises, given a conic (the Absolute) to construct a triangle such that

its angles, and the angles of the reciprocal triangle in regard to the given conic, lie

in a conic.
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I suppose that two of the angles of the triangle ai'e given, and I enquire into

the locus of the remaining angle. To fix the ideas, let A, B, C be the angles of the

triangle. A', H, C those of the reciprocal triangle ; and let the angles A and B be

given. We have to find the locus of the point C : I observe however, that the lines

AA', BR, CC meet in a point 0, and I conduct the investigation in such manner

as to obtain simultaneously the loci of the two points C and 0. The lines G'B', G'A'

are the polars of A, B respectively, let their equations be x = 0, and y = 0, and let the

equation of the line AB be z = 0; this being so, the equation of the given conic will

be of the form

(a, b, c, 0, 0, k^x, y, zy = 0.

I take (a, fi, y) for the coordinates of and (x, y, z) for those of 0; the

coordinates of either of these points being of course deducible from those of the other.

Observing that the inverse coefficients are

{be, ca, ab — h\ 0, 0, — ch),

we find

coordinates of A are ( b, — h, 0),

B „ {-h, a, 0).

The points A' and B" are then given as the intersections of AO with G'A'{y = 0) and

of BO with CRix^O); we find

Moreover,

coordinates of A' are (ha + b0,

R „ { ,

coordinates of C are (0, 0, 1),

„ («, y, z).

, hy),

aa + A/3, hy).

The six points A, B, G, A', R, G' ai-e to lie in a conic; the equations of the

lines CA, G'B, AB are hX \-bY=0, aX +hY=0, Z = 0, and hence the equation of a

conic passing through the points G", A, B is

hX + bY ^ ZaX + hY

Hence, making the conic pass through the remaining points A', R, G, we find

aQia + b^) h{ha + bfi) hy

h{m + h0)
"^

b {aa + h0)
"^
hy

L M.N
= 0,

ax + hy lux + by + 7 = «'
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and eliminating the L, M, N, we find

1

a

1

h

1

h

1

h

1

Aa + 6/3

aa + h0

hy

z

= 0,

cuc + hy' hx + by'

or developing and reducing, this is

»_ {ab - h') y 1 aa + h^ 1 /la + 6/3

Aa6 2 h ax + hy Ti hx+ by

_ 1 ag + A/3 _ 1 Aa + 6/9 ^ ^
a hx + by b ax+hy

We have still to find the relation between (a, /3, 7) and («, 3/, z); this is obtained

by the consideration that the line A'B\ through the two points A', B the coordinates

of which are known in terms of (a, ^, 7), is the polai" of the point G, the coordinates

of which are («, y, z). The equation of A'B is thus obtained in the two forms

and

(aa + A/3)Z + (;.a + 6/3)F- ^^°' +^y+^^) ^ = 0,

(ax + hy)X + Qix + hy) Z +

and comparing these, we have

cz Z=0,

X : y : 2 = a : ^

or what is the same thing

a : : y = X : y

- (gg + A/3) (ha + 6/3)

chy

— (ax + hy) (hx + by)

(where it is to be observed that the equation a : ^ = x : y is the verification of the

theorem that the lines AA', BB', GC meet in a point 0).

We may now from the above found relation eliminate either the (a, ^8, 7) or the

(x, y, z) ; first eliminating the (a, /3, 7), we find

ab-h^ Y 2 1 ax + hy 1 hx + by

where
hab Z h a hx + by b ax+by '

Y_ (ax + hy) (hx + by)

Z
~

chz^

or, completing the elimination,

ab - h^ (ax + hyy (hx + hyY ,,, , , >- , 7 . 7 n- a—/— ^ ^ ^-^=(hb, -ab, ha\ax+hy, hx+ by)' = Q,

which is a quartic curve having a node at each of the points

(^ = 0, ax + hy = 0), (z=0, hx+ by = 0), (aa>+ hy = 0, hx + by = 0).
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that is, at each of the points B, A, C. The right-hand side of the foregoing

equation is

= — (ab — h*) (ha, ah, hh\x, y)-, = — (ab — Jv') h(ad'+ by^ + -r- xy)
,

80 that the equation may also be written

(ax+ hyf (hx + byf + ch'^z'' (aa? + bf- + °! xy\ = 0.

Secondly, to eliminate the (x, y, z), we have

where

ab-h? Y 2 _ 1 aa + h^ _ 1 ha + b^
Z'^h aha + bfi b aa + h^~ 'hah

Y
Z'

cAy*

(aa + h^)(hi + b^)'

or, completing the elimination,

(ab-h')chy''= (hb, - ab, haj^aa + hff, ha + b^f

that is

= -(ab-h'')h(aa.^ + b^ + ^a^Y

ab")
{a,^,c, 0, 0,^][a,/3, 7)^ = 0.

Writing (x, y, z) in place of (a, /3, 7), the locus of the point is the conic

)= = 0,

which is a conic intersecting the Absolute

fa, b, c, 0, 0, -^jia;, y, z

(a, b, c, 0, 0, h^x, y, zf = 0,

at its intersections with the lines x = 0, y = 0, that is the lines CR and CA'.

In regard to this new conic, the coordinates of the pole of G'B' (x = 0) are at

once found to be (—h, a, 0), that is, the pole of G'B' is B ; and similarly the coordi-

nates of the pole of C"A' (y = 0) are (b, — h, 0), that is, the pole of C'A' is A. We
may consequently construct the conic the locus of 0, viz. given the Absolute and the

points A and B, we have C'A' the polar of B, meeting the Absolute in two points

(a,, a,), and G'B" the polar of A meeting the Absolute in the points (6, and b.2); the

lines C'A' and G'B' meet in G'. This being so, the required conic passes through the

points ft,, Oo, 6,, b,, the tangents at these points being Aa^, Aa^, Bbi, Bb„ respectively;

eight conditions, five of which would be sufficient to determine the conic. It is to be

remarked that the lines G'R, C'A' (which in regard to the Absolute are the polars of

A, B respectively) are in regard to the required conic the polars of B, A respectively.

The conic the locus of being known, the point may be taken at any point

of this conic, and then we have A' as the intersection of C'A' with AO, B' as the

intersection of G'B' with BO, and finally, G as the pole of the line A'B' in regard
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to the Absolute, the point so obtained being a point on the line CO. To each position

of on the conic locus, there corresponds of course a position of C; the locus of G
is, as has been shown, a quartic curve having a node at each of the points C, A, B.

The foregoing conclusions apply of course to splierical figures ; we see therefore that

on the sphere the locus of a point such that the perpendiculars let fall on the sides of a

given spherical triangle have their feet in a line (great circle), is a spherical cubic. If,

however, the spherical triangle is such that the angles thereof and the poles of the sides

(or, what is the same thing, the angles of the polar triangle) lie on a spherical conic

;

then the cubic locus breaks up into a line (great circle), which is in fact the circle

having for its pole the point of intersection of the pei-pendiculars from the angles of the

triangle on the opposite sides respectively, and into the before-mentioned spherical conic.

Assuming that the angles A and B are given, the above-mentioned construction, by

means of the point 0, is applicable to the determination of the locus of the remaining

angle G, in order that the spherical triangle ABG may be such that the angles and

the poles of the sides lie on the same spherical conic, but this requires some further

developments. The lines G'B\ G'A' which are the polars of the given angles A, B
respectively, are the cyclic arcs of the conic the locus of 0, or say for shortness the

conic ; and moreover these same lines G'W, G'A' are in regard to the conic 0,

the polars of the angles B, A respectively. If instead of the conic we consider the

polar conic 0', it follows that A, B are the foci, and G'A', G'B the corresponding

directrices of the conic 0'. The distance of the directrix G'A' from the centre of the

conic, measuring such distance along the transverse axis is clearly = 90° — distance of

the focus A ; it follows that the transverse semi-axis is = 45°, or what is the same

thing, that the transverse axis is = 90° ; that is, the conic 0' is a conic described

about the foci A, B with a transvei"se axis (or sum or difference of the focal distances)

= 90°. Considering any tangent whatever of this conic, the pole of the tangent is a

position of the point 0, which is the point of intersection of the perpendiculars let

fall from the angles of the spherical triangle on the opposite sides ; hence, to complete

the construction, we have only through A and B respectively to draw lines AG, BG
perpendicular to the lines BO, GO respectively ; the lines in question will meet in a

point G, which is such that GO will be perpendicular to AB, and which point G is

the required third angle of the spherical triangle ABG. In order to ascertain whether

a given spherical triangle ABG has the property in question (viz. whether it is such

that the angles thereof and of the polar triangle lie in a spherical conic), we have

only to construct as before the conic 0' with the foci A, B and transverse axis = 90",

and then ascertain whether the polar of the point 0, the intersections of the perpen-

diculars from the angles of the triangle on the opposite sides respectively, is a tangent

of the conic 0'. It is moreover clear, that given a triangle ABG having the property

in question, if with the foci A, B and transverse axis = 90° we describe a conic, and

if in like manner with the foci A, G and the same transverse axis, and with the foci

B, G and the same transverse axis, we describe two other conies ; then that the three

conies will have a common tangent the pole whereof will be the point of inter-

section of the perpendiculars from the angles of the triangle ABG on the opposite sides

respectively.
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395.

INVESTIGATIONS IN CONNEXION WITH CASEY'S EQUATION.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. viii. (1867),

pp. 334—341.]

In a paper read April 9, 1866, and recently published in the Proceedings of the

Royal Irish Academy, Mr Casey has given in a very elegant form the equation of a

pair of circles touching each of three given circles, viz. if 17= 0, F = 0, W — be

the equations of the three given circles respectively, and if considering the common
tangents of (F=0, W=Q), of (Tf = 0, U=Q), and of (f^=0, F=0) respectively, these

common tangents being such that the centres of similitude through which they

respectively pass lie in a line (viz. the tangents are all three direct, or one is direct

and the other two are inverse), then if /, g, h are the lengths of the tangents in

question, the equation

'J{fU) + ^{gV) + s/(hW) = 0,

belongs to a pair of circles, each of them touching the three given circles. (There

are, it is clear, four combinations of tangents, and the theorem gives therefore the

equations of four pairs of circles, that is of the eight circles which touch the three

given circles.)

Generally, if Z7=0, F=0, W— are the equations of any three curves of the same

order n, and if/, g, h are arbitrary coefficients, then the equation

^{fU) + ^{gV)+s/{hW) = Q,

is that of a curve of the order 2n, touching each of the curves IT=0, V=0, W=0,
n' times, viz. it touches

U = 0, at its n' intersections with gV—hW=0,
V=0 „ „ hW-fU = 0,

W=0 „ „ fU-gV=0.
c. VI. 9
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If however the curves U=0, V=0, W=0 have a common intersection, then the

curve in question has a node at this point, and besides touches each of the three

curves in n'—l points ; and similarly, if the curves U= 0, F = 0, W=0 have k common

intersections, then the curve in question has a node at each of these points, and besides

touches each of the three curves in n' — k points.

In particular, if 17 = 0, V=0, W = are conies having two common intersections,

then the curve is a quartic having a node at each of the common intersections, and

besides touching each of the given conies in two points ; whence, if the coefficients

/, g, h (that is, their ratios) are so determined that the quartic may have two more

nodes, then the quartic, having in all four nodes, will break up into a pair of conies,

each passing through the common intersections, and the pair touching each of the

given conies in two points; that is, the component conies will each of them touch

each of the given conies once. Taking the circular points at infinity for the common

intersections, the conies will be circles, and we thus see that Casey's theorem is in

effect a determination of the coefficients /, g, h, in such wise that the curve

(which when U=0, F=0, W = are circles, is by what precedes a bicircular quartic)

shall have two more nodes, and so break up into a pair of circles.

The question arises, given U—0, V—O, W=0, curves of the same order n, it is

required to determine the ratios f : g : h in such wise that the curve

^/(fU)+^(gV) + ^/(hW)=0,

may have two nodes; or we may simply inquire as to the number of the sets of

values oi (f : g : h), which give a binodal curve, ^J {fU) + \J {gV) + ^ QiW) = Q.

I had heard of Mr Casey's theorem from Dr Salmon, and communicated it together

with the foregoing considerations to Prof Cremona, who, in a letter dated Bologna,

March .3, 1866, sent me an elegant solution of the question as to the number of the

binodal curves. This solution is in effect as follows

:

Lemma. Given the curves [7 = 0, F = 0, W = of the same order n ; consider the

point (/, g, h), and corresponding thereto the curve fU'+gV+ hW = 0. As long as the

point (/, g, h) is arbitrary, the curve fU+gV+hW=0, will not have any node, and

in order that this curve may have a node, it is necessary that the point (/, g, h)

shall lie on a certain curve 2 ; this being so, the node will lie on a curve J, the

Jacobian of the curves U, V, W; and the curves J and 2 \vill correspond to each

other, point to point ; viz. taking for (/, g, h) any point whatever on the curve 2,

the curve fU + gV-\-hW=0 will be a curve having a node at some one point on the

curve J; and conversely, in order that the curve fU-\-gV+hW=(i may be a curve

having a node at a given point on the curve J, it is necessary that the point (/, g, h)

shall be at some one point of the curve 2. The curve 2 has however nodes and

cusps ; each node of 2 coiTCsponds to two points of J, viz. the point (/, g, h) being

at a node of 2, the curve fU + gV + hW = 0, is a binodal curve having a node at
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each of the corresponding points on J ; and each cusp of S corresponds to two coincident

points of J, viz. the point (/, g, h) being at a cusp of S, the carve fll +gV+hW =
is a cuspidal curve having a cusp at the corresponding point of J. The number of

the binodal curves fU+gV + hW = is thus equal to the number of the nodes of 2,

and the number of the cuspidal curves fU + gV+ hW = is equal to the number of

the cusps of 2. The curve 2 is easily shown to be a curve of the order 3 (n — 1)^

and class 3n(n — 1); and qua curve which corresponds point to point with J, it is a

curve having the same deficiency as /, that is a deficiency = ^ (3n — 4) (3n — 5) ; we

have thence the Pliickerian numbers of the curve 2, viz.

:

Order is = S{n- If,

Class = 3n(n-l),

Cusps = 12 («-!)( n-2),

Nodes = f (n-l)( ?i-2)(3?i=-3?i-ll),

Inflexions = 3 (n — 1) (4n — 5),

Double tangents = |(?i-l)( ?i - 2) (3?i= + 3n - 8).

Remarks. The consideration of the foregoing curve 2 is, I believe, first due to

Prof Cremona, it is a curve related to the three distinct curves ^7=0, V= 0, W=0,
in the same way precisely as Steiner's curve P^ is related to the three curves

dxU=Q,dyU=0,dzU=0. (Stein^, "Allgemeine Eigenschaften der algebraischen Curven,"

C'relle, t. XLVii. (1854), pp. 1—6 ; see also Clebsch, " Ueber einige von Steiner behandelte

Curven," Crelle, t. LXIV. (1865), pp. 288—293), and the Pluckerian numbers of P.,

(writing therein n + 1 for n) are identical with those of 2. The foregoing expressions

f (n — 1) (n — 2) (3n'— 3n — 11) and 12 (w — 1) (w — 2) for the numbers of the binodal and

cuspidal curves /U +gV+hW=0, are given in my memoir "On the Theory of Invo-

lution," Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, t. xi. (1866), pp. 21—38, see p. 32, [348]

;

but the, employment of the curve 2 very much simplifies the investigation.

Passing now to the proposed question, we have as before the curves U=0, V—0, W=0,
of the same order n ; and we may consider the point (/, g, h), and corresponding thereto

the curve >J {flT)-¥sf {gV)-\- >J {hW) = 0, say for shortness the curve fl, which is a curve

of the order 2m, having ri' contacts with each of the given curves U, V, W. As long

as the point (/, g, h) is arbitrary, the curve Ci has not any node ; and in order that

this curve may have a node, it is necessary that the point (/, g, h) shall lie on a

certain curve A ; this being so, the node will lie on the foregoing curve J, the Jacobian

of the given curves U, V, W; and the curves J and A will correspond to each other,

point to point, viz. taking for (/, g, h) any point whatever on the curve A, the curve

fl will have a node at some one point of /; and conversely, in order that the curve D.

may be a curve having a node at a given point of J, it is necessary that the point

(/> 9> h) shall be at some one point of the curve A. The curve A has however nodes

and cusps; each node of A corresponds to two points of J, viz. for (/, g, h) at a node

of A, the curve fl is a binodal curve having a node at each of the corresponding

points of J; each cusp of A corresponds to two coincident points of J, viz. for (f, g, h)

at a cusp of A, the curve fl is a cuspidal curve having a cusp at the corresponding

9—2

b
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point of J. The number of the binodal curves il is consequently equal to that of

the nodes of A, and the number of the cuspidal curves fl is equal to that of the

cusps of A ; we have consequently to find the Plilckerian numbers of the curve A

;

and this Prof Cremona accomplishes by bringing it into connexion with the foregoing

curve S, and making the determination depend upon that of the number of the conies

which satisfy certain conditions of contact in regard to the curve S.

Consider, as corresponding to any given point (/, g, h) whatever, the conic

•^ + ^ + - = which passes through three fixed points, the angles of the triangle
X y z

x = 0, y = 0, z = 0. For points (/, g, h) which lie in an arbitrary line A/+Bg+Ch = 0,

the corresponding conies pass through the fourth fixed point x : y : z = A : B : G.

Assume for the moment that to the points (/, g, h) which lie on the foregoing curve

A, correspond conies which touch the foregoing curve S. Then 1°. to the points of

intersection of the curve A with an arbitrary line, correspond the conies which pass

through four arbitrary points and touch the curve S ; or the order of the curve A
is equal to the number of the conies which can be drawn through four arbitrary

points to touch the curve 2 ; viz. if m be the order, n the class of S, the number
of these conies is =2ni + n, or substituting for m, n the values S(n—iy and Sn{n—1)
respectively, the number of these conies, that is the order of A, is = 3 (« — 1) (3w — 2).

2°. To the nodes of A correspond the conies which pass through three arbitrary points

and have two contacts with S, viz. if m be the order, n the class, and k the number

of cusps of S, then the number of these conies is =^(2m + ny—2m-on — ^K, or

substituting for m, n their values as above, and for k its value =12(n— l)(n — 2),

the number of these conies, that is, the number of the nodes of A, is found to be

= f (»i - 1) (27w» - 63n2 + 22« + 16).

3°. To the cusps of A correspond the conies which pass through three arbitrary

points, and have with S a contact of the second order ; the number of these (m, n, k

as above) is = 3w + «, or substituting for n and k theii* values as above, the number

of these conies, that is the number of the cusps of A, is = 3 (n — 1) (7n — 8). We
have thence all the Plilckerian numbers of the curve A, viz. these are

Order = 3(n-l)( Sn- 2),

Class = 6 (n - 1)»,

Nodes = f (re-l)(27?i=-63?i^ + 22re + 16),

Cusps = 3(n-l)( 7« -8),

Double tangents = §(«-!) (12n^ - 36/i^ + 19w + 16),

Inflexions =12(m-1)( w-2),

and as a verification it is to be observed, that the deficiency of the curve A is equal

to that of the curve J, viz. it has the value ^ {3n — 4) (3>i — 5). The foregoing

numbers include the result that the number of the binodal curves

'J(flT) + s/(gV) + ^(hW) = 0,

ia

= f (n - 1) (27»i» - 63n.» + 22rt + 16).
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The proof depended on the assumption, that to the points {f, g, h) which lie on

the curve A, correspond the conies -^ + " + - = which touch the curve % ; this
"^ X y z

M. Cremona proves in a very simple manner: the points of / con-espond each to each

with the points of S, or if we please they correspond each to each mth the tangents of

S. To the 6n (n - 1) intersections of / with any curve fi (viz. V {fU) + \J {gV) + ^^J {hW)=0)

^ n h

correspond the 6n {n — 1) common tangents of S and the conic - + - + - = ; if H has
X y z

a node, two of the &n{n — \) intersections coincide, and the corresponding two tangents

^vill also coincide, that is il having a node (or the point {f, g, h) being on the

curve A), the conic touches the curve S. But it is not uninteresting to give an

independent analytical proof Write for shortness

dU = Adx +Bdy + Cdz,

dV =A'dx +B'dy + C'dz,

dW = A"dx + E'dy + Cdz,

and let {x, y, z) be the coordinates of a point on J, (X, Y, Z) those of the corre-

sponding point on S, (/, g, h) those of the corresponding point on A. Write also

for shortness
^

BC-RC, CA'-CA, AB'-A'B = P : Q: R,

then we have

AX + BY +CZ =0,

A'X +FY +G'Z =0,

A"X + B"Y+C"Z=Q,

A'

A"

+ B'

+ B"

+ C"

+ 0"

0,

0,

giving A , B , C =0, which is in fact the equation of the curve /; and moreover

A', F, C
A", B", G"

giving X : Y : Z = P : Q : R, to determine the point {X, Y, Z) on S ; and

^iS)^/{^)^/{w>^<^'^
or, what is the same thing, f : g : h = P^U : Q^-V : R-W, to determine the point

(/> 9> ^) o'l ^- Treating now (/ g, h) as constants, and {X, Y, Z) as current coordinates,

the conic ^ + ^-(-^=0, will touch the curve 2 at the point (P, Q, R), if only the
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equation of the conic is satisfied by these values and by the consecutive values

P + dP, Q + dQ, R + dE; or what is the same thing, if we have

^ + ^ + ^ =0.
h

Q ' R

that is

fdPadQ^hdR _-
P' ^ Q' ^ R'

~"'

S

^ : 4 : ^=QdR-RdQ : RdP-PdR : PdQ-QdP.

If the functions on the right-hand side are as U : V : W, then these equations give

f:g:k=P'U:Q'V: R'W,

that is (/, g, h) will be a point on the curve A. It is therefore only necessary to

show that in virtue of the equation J'=0 of the curve /, and of the derived

equation dJ=0, we have

QdR-RdQ : RdP-PdR : PdQ-QdP=U : V : W.

Take for instance the equation

V(QdR - RdQ) - U(RdP - PdR) = 0,

that is

dR{UP+VQ+ WR)-R{UdP + VdQ + WdR) = 0,

and this, and the other two equations will be satisfied if only UP + VQ+ WR = 0,

UdP+ VdQ + WdR = ; we have, neglecting a numerical factor,

U ^Ax+A'y + A"z,

V = Bx+B'y + B"z,

W=Cx +C'y +C"z,

whence, attending to the values of P, Q, R, we have

UP+VQ+WR = zJ=0;
hence also

UdP + VdQ + WdR + (PdU+ QdV+ RdW) = 0,

so that

UdP + VdQ + WdR = 0,

if only

PdU+QdV+RdW = 0,
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and substituting for P, Q, R, dll, dV, dW their values, the left-hand side is = — Jdz,

which is = ; hence the equations in question are proved, and (/, g, h) is a point

on the curve A.

It is to be noticed, that the two curves 2, A are geometrically connected through

the three arbitraiy points as follows : viz. taking as axes the sides of the triangle

formed by these three points, then starting from any point (/, g, h) of A, we take the

point (->, -, t) , the harmonic line thereof fx + gi/ + hz — 0, and finally the

inverse conic - + - + - = 0, which by what precedes touches 2 in the point corre-
X y z

spending to the assumed point (/, g, h) of A : and conversely starting with an assumed

point on S, we take the conic - + - + - = which passes through the angles of the
X y z

triangle and touches 2 at the assumed point ; the inverse line fx + gy + hz = 0; the

harmonic point (-., -, r) of this line; and finally the inverse point (/, g, h), which

will be on the curve A, the point corresponding to the assumed point on the curve 2.

inverse
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396.

ON A CERTAIN ENVELOPE DEPENDING ON A TRIANGLE

INSCRIBED IN A CIRCLE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. ix. (1868),

pp. 31—41 and 175—176.]

Considering a triangle and the circumscribed circle, and from any point of the

circle drawing perpendiculars to the sides of the triangle ; the feet of the three

perpendiculars lie on a line ; and (regarding the point as a variable point on the

circle) the envelope of the line is a curve of the third class, having the line infinity

for a double tangent, and being therefore a curve of the fourth order with three cusps,

see Steiner's paper " Ueber eine besondere Curve dritter Klasse und vierten Grades,"

Grelle, t. lux. (1857), pp. 231—237, which contains a series of very beautiful geometrical

pvopertiea

Mr Greer, in a paper in the last volume of the Journal, has expressed the

equation of the line in a very elegant form, viz. if a, ^, 7 are the perpendicular

distances of the point from the sides of the triangle; A, B, G the angles of the

triangle; {\, fi, v)=i-' , ^ , j; and {X, Y, Z) certain current coordinates,

viz. these are the perpendicular distances from the sides, multiplied by sin^l tan .4,

sinJ3tan£, sin (7 tan (7 respectively; then the equation of the line is

X\ (X - ii){X-v) + Yijl{ijl - v){ft. -\) + Zv{v - \) {v-fi) = 0,

where the parameters \, fi, v are connected by the equation \ tanA+ ft tan B + v tan (7=0,

or say by the equation

Xa + /Lib 4- w; = 0.
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We have a cubic equation in (X,, fi, v) with coefficients which are linear functions of

{X, T, Z), and the required equation is that obtained by equating to zero the

reciprocant of this cubic function, the facients of the reciprocant being the (a, b, c)

of the linear relation ; the reciprocant is of the degree 6 in (a, b, c) and of the

degree 4 in the coefficients of the cubic function, that is in {X, Y, Z). But I remark

that the equation in (\, fj.,
v), regarding these quantities as coordinates, is that of a

cubic curve having a node at the point \ = ^ = v, or say the point (1, 1, 1) ; the

corresponding value of \a + yub + i/c is = a + b + c, and the reciprocant consequently

contains the factor (a + b + c)^, or dividing this out, the equation is only of the degree

4 in (a, b, c). The equation of the curve thus is

(a + b + cf
recip. \X\{\-iJi.){\-v)+Yti.{fi,-v){iJi--\) + Zv{v-\){v-ii)]=0,

being of the degree 4 in (a, b, c), and also of the degree 4 in {X, Y, Z), that is,

treating (X, Y, Z) as current coordinates, the envelope is as above stated a curve of

the fourth order.

A symmetrical method for finding the reciprocant of a cubic function was given

by Hesse, see my paper "On Homogeneous Functions of the Third Order with Three

Variables," Cavtb. and Dubl. Math. Jour., vol. i. (1846), pp. 97—104, [35]; the

developed expression there given for the reciprocant is however erroneous ; the correct

value is given in my "Third Memoir on Quantics," Phil. Trans., vol. CXLVI. (1856), see

the Table 67, p. 644, [144] and we have only in the table to substitute for (^, rj, f)

the quantities (a, b, c), and for (a, b, c, f, g, h, i, j, k, I) the coefficients of the

cubic fianction of (\, fi, v), viz. multiplying by 6 in order to avoid fractions, these are

( a , b, c, f , g, h, i , j , k

,

I )

= (6X, 67, 6Z, -2F, -2Z. -2X, -2Z, -2X, -2Y, X+Y + Z)

respectively. The substitution might be performed as follows, viz. for the coefficient of

a", we have

b-c^ + 1 . 1296 P.^2 + 1296

bcfi-a. 144 Y^Z^- 864

lyi> + 4 . - 48 YZ' - 192

c/3 + 4 . - 48 Y'Z - 192

fh^ -3. 16 Y'Z^- 48;

= -192YZ{Y-Zy,

and so for the other coefficients; but I have not gone through the labour of per-

forming the calculation. Omitting the numerical factor — 192, the coefficients of

a', b', c* are of course

YZ(Y-Zy, ZX{Z-Xy, XY(X-Y)';

C. VI. 10
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and I find also that the coefficient of b'c (the factor — 192 being omitted) is

= ZX (3Z» + ^Z' + ZYZ- 6ZX + oXY),

whence those of the terms c'a, &c. are also k^o^^nl.

I denote the result as follows:

(YZ{Y-Z)'', ZX{Z-Xy, XY(X-Yf, ...$a, b, c)« = 0;

this equation divides as we have seen by (a + b + c)^, and the quotient is

{YZ(Y-Zy, ZX(Z-Xy, XY(X-Yy, ...^a, b, c)* = 0;

and it may be remarked that the coefficient of b'c in this quartic function of (a, b, e) is

= ZX (X"- + Z^ + SYZ- 2ZX + oXY.

The last mentioned equation, if the calculation were completed, would be analytically

the best form for the equation of the envelope ; but in view of what follows, I will

change it by writing aa;, by, cz in place of (X, Y, Z); x is therefore = j -^> t'^^.t
tan A.

is, it is = perpendicular distance x sin A ; or, what is the same thing, the new

coordinates {x, y, z) are proportional to the perpendicular distances from the sides, each

distance divided by the perpendicular distance of the side from the opposite angle,

the equation of the line infinity is thus x + y + z = 0. I write also (a, b, c) = (-, j- , -j,

that is, we have (a, b, c)==(cotA, cot 5, cot 0). The system of equations is therefore

\ U, V n- + T + = 0,
a c

giving for the envelope the equation

bcyz {cy — hzf + cazx {az — cxY + ahxy (bx — ayY + &c. = ;

and in this function, corresponding to the term

h'cZX{X^ + Z'- + 3YZ-2ZX + oXY),

we have the term

azx (bd'x" + a-bz^ + Sa'cyz — 2abczx + biKfxy).

It may be noticed that, arranging in powers of {x, y, z), the several portions of

each coefficient are distinct literal functions ; thus we see that the coefficient of z^x

is = a?c + d'b + other combinations of (a, 6, c) : this is material in order to the

comparison of the foregoing equation of the envelope in a different form which will

be presently mentioned.
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I proceed to find the tangential equation of the envelope. Representing the

equation of the line by

^x + r)y + ^z = 0,

we have

^ • V • ^=-'>^0^-H')(^-v) ^fi(fi-v){iJ,-\) : -v(v-X){v-fi),

or, what is the same thing,

^4,1\ 1 ft 1 V

a fi—v ' b v — \ '

c X — fi'

where as before

a c

and eliminating X, ft, v, we find

In fact we find at once

.{v-\)lJ.\-v{fl-v)--^X{\-fiyr

: {\- H) v\-X{v-X)-j^n{n-v)\,

and the sum of the three expressions on the right-hand side is

= -(^-^)(.-X)(X-^)g +
J
+

^)
= 0,

which verifies the result just obtained.

The tangential equation of the envelope is thus

or the envelope is a curve of the third class havmg as a double tangent the line

f= i7 = f, that is the line infinity; in fact for these values the equation fa; + 7;y + fs =
becomes x + y-^z = 0, which is the equation of the line infinity. The curve is therefore

a curve of the fourth order, the equation of which is

(a: + l + 2f
"-^^iP- ['^Hv-^+h,(X- ^r + c2:(f

-

r,y] = 0,

10—2
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where the reciprocant in question may be calculated from the before mentioned table

67, viz. multiplying by 3 in order to avoid fractions, the coefficients of the table are

(a, b, c, /, g, h, i, j, k, I )

= (0, 0, 0, c, a, b, b, c, a, —a — b — c)

respectively, and for the facients (f, r;, ^) of the table we have to \vrite (x, y, z).

The expression of the reciprocant is

= 6Va^ + &aY + a^ftV + «fec.

,

and dividing by (x + y + zf we have the equation of the envelope in the form

t^cV + (faY + a'6V + «&c. = 0,

which must of course be identical with the former result

hcyz (cy — bzy + cazx (az — cxf + aJboey {bx — ayy + &c. = 0.

Instead of discussing the curve of the third class

af (^ - ?)» + ^77 (?- ^y

+

cfif - vr = 0,

it will be convenient to write {x, y, z) in place of (^, t), f), and discuss the curve

of the third order, or cubic curve

U=ax{y — z)- +by (z — «)- + cz{x — yf = 0,

which is of course a curve having a node at the point (x = y = z), or say at the

point (1, 1, 1), and having therefore three inflexions lying in a line. The equation of

the tangents at the node is found to be

a(y-zy + b{z- xy + c{x-yy = 0,

that is, at the node the second derived functions of U are proportional to

(b + c, c + a, a + b, —a, —b, — c).

The equation of the Hessian may be found directly, or by means of the table.

No. 61, in my memoir above referred to. It is as follows:

{b + c)[a{b-^c\+2bc\a?

+ (c + a) [b (c + a)+ 2ca} f
+ {a + b) [c (a + 6) + 2ab] z^

- (3a» + 26c + 2ca + 2ab) (cyH + byz"" )

- (36'' + 26c + 2ca + 2a6) {as^x + czi^ )

- {1i& + 26c + 2ca + 2a6) Q)(i?y + axf)

+ {4 (60= + 6»c + coC- + c^a + a¥ + cCh) + 6a6c} xyz = 0.
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I find that in the function 6Va* + &c. the term in z^x is

= a (ia% + 4ffi-c + iab'^ + 4a6c — 2b-c),

whence in the function l^ifx* + &c. the term in i^x is

= 2^xa (4a»6 + 4a^c + 2a¥ + iabc - 2b''c),

a portion whereof is = iz^x {a^b + a'c) ; and we thus obtain the numerical factor = 4,

and thence the identity

h^(?x* + (fi(?y* + a?}fz* + &c. = ^bcyz {cy - bzf + . . . + &c.

which equation I represent by

Ao(? + Bf + Cz' + 3 {Fy-z + Oz^x + Ha?y + lyz^ + Jza? + Kxy"") + 6 Lxyz = 0,

or
{A, B, C, F, G, H, I, J, K, L-^x, y, zy = 0,

viz. writing for shortness

M=bc+ ca + ab,

the values of the coefficients aie as follows

:

A = S(b + c){bc+M), F = - c {Ha' + M), I = -b{Sa'+ M),

B = S(c+a){ca + M), G=-a(W + M), J = -ci3b' + M),

C = 3{a + b){ab + M), H = - b {Sc' + Af), K a(3c^ + iO.

i = 2 (a + 6 + c) i/ - 3abc.

I remark that the cubic having a node at the point (1, 1, 1), the Hessian has

at this point a node with the same tangents. The second derived functions Jor the

Hessian are therefore at the node proportional to those of the cubic ; it is easy to

verify that we have in fact

A-^H + J-^(b + c)M, L+F-\-I = -aM,

K + B + F = ic+a)M, J +L +G=-bM,
G +1 +C = ia+b)M, H+K+L=-cM,

these values give also

A +K+G + 2L + 2J + 2H= 0,

H + B + I +2F+2L + 2K = 0,

J +F +C +21 +2G + 2L=0,

equations which merely express that the fii-st derived functions vanish at the node. If,

by these equations we express A, B, C in terms of the other coefficients, and substitute

these values in the equation of the Hessian, this may be expressed in the form

(y-zfl Lx+(2F+ I + L)y + ( F+2I + L)z]

+ {z-a!y{( G+2J + L)x+ L y+(2G+ J-{-L)z]

+ (a!-yy{{2H+ K+ L)x + { H+2K + L)y+ L z] = 0,

a form which puts in evidence the node (1, 1, 1).
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I write

X = y — z, Y= z — x, Z= x — y,

so that we have identically

Z + F+ -^ = 0,

and that the equation of the tangents at the node is

aX^ + hY"- + cZ"- = 0.

I write also for shortness

F'=-2F-^I+L, I'=F+2I+L,
G' =2G +J + L, J' =G +2J + L,

H' = 2H +K + L, K' =H + 2K+L,

the equation of the cubic is then

U = aa;X^ + byY- + czZ", =0,

and that of the Hessian is

HU=X"-(Lx + F'y + I'z) + P {J'x + Ly + G'z) + Z' (H'x + K'y + L z).

Now observing that we have

Z + 3ai/ = i-3(/ +F +L) = -F' -r ,

L + SbM = L-S(G +J +L) = -G' -J' ,

L + ScM = L-S(H+K + L) = - H'-K',

we find

iiU + 3MU = Z= (/'F - F'Z)

+ Y'{J'Z -G'X)

¥Z'{K'X-H'Y),

which shows that the function HU +3MU' is a cubic function of y — z, z — x, x — y,

decomposable therefore into three linear factors; and the equation HU+3MU= 0, is

consequently that of the three lines drawn from the node to the three inflexions of

the cubic (or the Hessian). We know also that the Hessian of the three lines is the

pair of tangents at the node('), viz. that regarding any one of the variables X, Y, Z
as a linear function of the third of them (in virtue of the equation X+ Y+Z=0),
then that the cubic function of X, Y, Z has aX" + bY- + cZ- for its Hessian.

> Taking as the canonical form of a nodal cubic U=i^+ y'+ 6lxyz=:0, then we have HU=3fi + y'-2lxyz=0

;

a^+ y''= is the equation of the hnes from the node to the inflexions, and the Hessian of tlie binary cubic

3?+y^ is xy, where •n/ = is the equation of the tangents at the node. We obtain as the only linear functions

of U, HU which are decomposable, x^ + j/" and xyz, the equation xyz = gives xy — which belongs to the

tangents at the node or else z=0, which is the equation of the line through the tluree inflexions : this line

is 80 obtained a little further on in the text.
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It is interesting to verify this ; I write Z = — X — Y, the cubic function then

assumes the form

(a, y9, y, B^X, Y)%

where (a, /3, 7, 6) have the values presently given.

The Hessian is

(207 - 2/3-^ X^ + (aS - I3y) . 2XY + (2;88 - 27") P,

or writing 2XY=Z--X'-- P, this is

= (207 - 2y8-- - aS + 0y) X- + (2/3S - 27^ - oS - /37) P + (oS - /87) Z".

We find after some easy reductions,

Jo= Z'+ i^', =-3 (a + c) (ac + if),

^=-H' + 2K' + r + F', = Sa(a + c){b +c ),

- y = -K' + 2H' + J' + G', ^ 36 (a + c) (6 + c ),

-^= i?'+ J', =-3 {b + c){hc + M),

and hence

oS - ;87 ^ 81 (a + c) (& + c) {(oc + Jl/) (6c + ilf) - a6 (a + c) (6 + c)),

where the expression in
{ } is

= (06 + 2ac + 6c) (a6 + ac + 26c) - ah {ah + ac + 6c + c%

= c [ai (3a + 36) + c (6 + 2a) (a + 26) - a6 (a + 6 + c)},

= 2c (a + 6) (6c + ca + ah),

and therefore

o5-/97 = - 162(6 + c) (c + a)(a + 6)ilfc

;

the other coefficients may be similarly calculated, and omitting the merely numerical

factor, we have

Hessian = (6 + c) (c + a) {a + b)M (aX- + 6P + cZ^),

which is right.

I write next

HU+SMU-^U= X'i-a'^x + I'Y -F'Z)

+ Y' (- h-^y + J'Z -O'X)

+ ZU-a'^z+K'X-H'Y),
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or writing x = z—Y, y = z + X, this is

HU+3MU-'^U= -'^ziaX^ + bT' + cZ')

+ X^ {(/' + a'^)Y- F'Z\

+ Y-'[J'Z-{0' + h^)X}

+ Z'{K'X-H'Y },

we may determine ^, so that the cubic function of X, Y, Z contains the factor

aX' + bY^+cZ'; writing Z = - X - Y, then

Contains the factor

(a -+ c) X"-

+ 'ic XY
+ (6 + c) Y^

Quotient is

- .3 {ac + M) X
+ 3 (6c + M) Y.

Z» ( A"+ F' )

+ Z»r(- H' + IK' + F' + I' ^ a^)

+ .YP( K'-2H'-G'-J'-b'St)

+ P i-J'- H' )

We have seen that

K' + F' = ~S{a + c)iac + M),

J' +H' = -S{b+c)ibc+M),

whence the quotient is, as above stated,

=- - S(ac + M) X + 3 {be + M) Y.

Comparing the coefficients of X-Y, we have

a^ = - (- F' + 2K' + F' + I') + 3 (a + c) (be + M) - 6c (ac + M),

= 9a(a+c)(6+c) + 3(a + c)(o& + ac + 26c)-6c(a6 + 2rtc + 6c),

= 12a (6c + ca + a6) = 1 2aJ/,

that is ^ = 12if; and the same vahie would have been obtained by comparing the

coefficients of XY\ Hence HU-^MU divides by aX' + bY"- + cZ", the quotient being

-l2Mz-S(ac + M)X+3{bc+]\f)Y,

= - 12Mz -S(ac + M){y-z) + S{bc + M) (z - x),

= - 3 {{bc+M)x+{oa + M)y + (ab + M)z},

which is

or, finally it is

and we thus have

HU-'i,MU=--S (aX^- + 6P + cZ') x {(be + M)a> + (ca + M)y + (ab + M)z}.

so that the three inflexions are the intersections of the cubic curve by the hne

(6c + M)x + (ca + M)y + (ab + M) z = 0.

It may be noticed, that if we write

x+ y + z = u,

hex + cay + abz — — Mu,

ax+by+ez= v,
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then x, y, z will be as

{h-c)\{tM-hc)u-av\

: (c-a){(2M-ca)u- bv}

: {a-b){(2M-ab)u-ev},

and substituting these values in the equation

aa;{y — z)' + by(z — xf + cz(x — yY =

of the cubic, we have a cubic equation for the ratio {u : v); and thence the values

(x, y, z) for the coordinates of the inflexions.

It may be added, that we have

12MU= - 3 (aZ» + 6P + cZ') {(be + M)x + {ca + M)y + (ab + M)z]

+ {X' (FY- F'Z) + P {J'Z - G'X) + Z^ (K'X - H'Y) = 0,

which is the equation of the cubic expressed in the canonical form.

Pp. 175—179. Effecting the process indicated p. 73, but writing for greater con-

venience {x, y, z) in place of {X, Y, Z), so that the substitution to be made is

{a , b, c, f , g , h, i
, j , k, I )

= i6x, 6y, 6z, -%, -2z, -2x, -2z, -2x, -2y, x + y + z),

respectively (where I have corrected a misprint in the formula as originally given) I

find the equation of the envelope to be

4y^ {y - z? a*

+ ^zx (z — xf b*

-f- 4ixy (x — yf c*

+ 4izx {z^ -\- a? + 3yz — 2zx + axy) b'c

+ ^xy (a? + y' + ^zx — 2xy + byz) c'a

+ ^yz (y' + il' + ^xy — 2yz + ozx) a'b

+ 'txy (sfi + y^ + 3yz — 2xy + 5zx) be'

+ 4y^ (y' + z' + Szx — 2yz + ^xy) ca?

+ 4izx {z'' +0? + Sxy — 2zx + oyz) ab'

+ x(x'- 2x'y - 2!x?z + xy"" + ^%ayyz + xz'' + \2y''z + \2yz^) b»c'

\-y{f- 2y^z - 2y'x + yz" + SSxyz + ya^+ 12z^x + 12zaf) c'a'

+ z(z^ - 2z'x - 2z^y + zofi + SSxyz + zy^ + 12x''y + 12xy') a=b=

+ 2yz (llaf + y^ + z^ - 2yz + 2'^xy + 2^zx) a=bc

+ 2zx (lly' + z' + x' - 2zx + 24,yz + 2'kcy) b'ca

+ 2xy (Hz' + a? + 2/^ - 2xy + 2^zx + 2^yz) c'ab = 0.

C. VI. 11
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The function on the left-hand side is the quotient by — 48 (a + b + c)' of the

sextic function, Table 67 of my third Memoir on Quantics, [144]; the foregoing quotient

was calculated without using the coefficient of the term in a'b'c' (f i;'?") of the table,

but by way of verification, I calculated from the table the term in question, and found

it to be

(x + y + z)*

— 2(x + y + z)- {yz -h 2x+ xy)

+ 296 {x + y-{-z) xyz

- 8 {y'z'' + ^W + a?y%

and this should consequently be equal to the coefficient of a^'c* in the product of

(a+ b + c)" into the foregoing quartic function of (a, b, c) that is, it should be

= x {a?- la?y - 2a?z +xf + HSxyz + xz^ + 12y''z + 12yz')

+ y (f- 2y'z - 2y''x + yz^ + ^Sxyz + ya?+ 12z^x + 12za?)

+ z (z'- 2z'x - 2z'y + zoe' + SSxyz + zf + 12x'y + 12xy')

+ 4:yz (llaf + y^ + z^ — 2yz + 2^xy + 24^a;)

+ ^zx (lly* + z'^ +a? -2zx + 2^yz + 24a;y)

+ ^xy (11^^ + ar* + y - 2xy + 2^zx + 2^yz ),

which is accordingly found to be the case.
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397.

SPECIMEN TABLE i/= a^fi" (MOD. iV) FOE ANY PRIME OR
COMPOSITE MODULUS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. ix. (1868),

^p. 95—96 and plate.]

If iV be a prime number, and a one of its primitive roots, then any number M
prime to N, or what is the same thing, any number in the series 1, 2, ...iV— 1, may
be exhibited in the form M = a°- (Mod. N) ; where a is said to be the index of M in

regard to the particular root a. Jacobi's Canon Arithmeticus (Berlin, 1839), contains a

series of tables, giving the indices of the numbers 1, 2, 3...iV^— 1 for every prime

number N less than 1000, and giving conversely for each such prime number the

numbers M which correspond to the indices a=l, 2, ...(iV-1) (Tabulce Nwmerorum ad
Indices datos pertinentium et Indicum Numero dato correspondentium). A similar theory

applies, it is well known, to the composite numbers ; the only difference is, that in

order to exhibit for a given composite number N the different numbers less than N
and prime to it, we require not a single root a, but two or more roots a, b,... and

that in terms of these we have M = a'b^ ... {Mod. N). For each root a there is an

index A (or say the Indicator of the root), such that a'' = 1 (Mod. N), A being the

least index for which this equation is satisfied ; and the indices a, b, ... extend from

1 to' A, B, ... respectively; the number of different combinations or the product AB...

,

being precisely equal to <^{N), the number of integers less than N and prime to it.

The lea.st common multiple of A, B..., is termed the Maximum Indicator, and repre-

senting it by /, then for any number M not prime to N, we have M' = \ (Mod. N), a

theorem made use of by Cauchy for the solution of indeterminate equations of the

first order. Thus iV=20, the roots may be taken to be 3, 11; the corresponding

exponents are 4, 2 (viz. 3* s 1 (Mod. 20) 11''= 1 (Mod. 20)), and the product of these

is 8, the number of integers less than 20 and prime to it ; the series [go to p. 86]

11—2
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NOS. 1 2 3 4 5

2

6

5

7

3

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

BOOTS 1 i 3 3.0 2 3 2 6,7 6 3 2,11 3,7 10 5 10 3,11 2,13 7 10 6,7,13 2

20

7 2 3,13 10 7,11

DCD. 1 2 2l4
1

2 6 2,2 6 4 10 2,2 12 6 4,2 4.2 16 6 18 4,2 6,2 10 22 2.2,2 12 18 6.2 28 4,2

K. I. 1 2 2 4

4

2

2

6

6

2

4

6

6

4 10 2 12 6 4 4 16 6 18 4 6 10 22 2 20 12 18 6 28 4

« 1 2 2 4 10 4 12 6 8 8 16 6 18 8 12 10 22 8 20 12 18 12 28 8

li

2_ 1 1

3

2

5 1

2

1

4

6^

3

7

0,0

1,0

0,1

1

2

5

1

1

8

2

4

0,0

1,0

5

8

10

9

1

5

0,0

1,0

2,0

0,0

1,0

1.1

10

11

4

7 1

17

5

16

2

0,0

1,0

0,0

1.0

2.0

1,1

4

2

8

20

16

15

0,0,0

1.0,0

1

7

2

8

3

1

2

5

0,0

1.0

2.1

11

27

22

18

0,0

1.1 4

8 3

3

2

9

7

3

6

5

0,1

1

7

3

4

2

2

1,1

3,0
0,1

2,0

5

9

14

6

1

2

4

12

15

10

1

3,0

2,0

3,0

2,1

1

8

6

21

2

18

1

0,1.0

8

5

3

14

1

4

16

3

6

2.0

10

20

5

26

1

1,0

9

10

11 1.1 11

6

4

3

0,1

3,1

2,1

3,0

3,1

2,1

13

15

12

8

2

5

4

6

3

13

11

7

0.1

1,1

6,0

0.1 3

6

3

14

12

7

13

1,1,0

0,0,1

16

9

19

6

5

11

13

8

14

1.1

0,1

3.1

23

21

2

3

17

0,1

3,0

12

13

14

15

16 H

3

14

8

9

3,1

2.1

4,0

5,1

4,1

3,1

7

9

10

17

4

5

9

1,0,1

0,1,1

4

13

15

8

10

7

4

15

12

7

4,1

5,0

16

7

9

15

12

1,1

2.0

17

18

19

20

21 5 19

11

23 1,1,1

12

17

11

10

9

2

6

14

11

10

6,1

4,0

19

6

24

4

8

3,1

22

24

25

26 9

27 3,0

lb

25

14

29 2,1

28

30
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31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 89 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

17 3,15 2,10 8 2,6 5,19 5 3 2,14 3,11,21 6 5,18 28 3,21 2,26 5 10 5,7,17 3 8

30 8,2 10,2 16 12,2 6,2 86 18 12,2 4,2,2 40 6,2 42 10,2 12,2 22 46 4,2,2 42 20

30 8 10 16 12 6 86 18 12 4 40 6 42 10 12 22 46 4 42 20

30 16 20 16 24 12 86 18 24 16 40 12 42 20 24 22 46 16 42 20

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0.0 1

12 1,0 1,0 11 1,0 26 39 1,0 30 26 2

13 1,0 1 11,0 34 1 1,0,0 15 17 1,0 16 18 1 1 3

24 2,0 2.0 22 2,0 12 36 2,0 14 10 4

20 7.1 9,1 5 1.0 1 4 9,0 22 1,0 5 8,0 1 17

2

1,0,0 29

27

5

625 0,1 9 1 14

4 2,1 2,1 11 2,1 28 6 11,1 3,0,1 39 7 9,1 1.1 19 38 0,1,0 15 7

6 3,0 3,0 33 3,0 38 33 3,0 44 36 8

96 2,0 2 10,0 32 2 2,0,0 30 .34 2,0 10 36 2 2 9

2 0.1 12 10,0 8 2 1 13 10

29 7.0 7 8,0 5.1 6 12 7,0 0,1,0 3 6,1 6 4,1 9 27 3,1,0 40 8 11

7 1.1 20 27 11 32 11 12

23 1.1 6.1 4 1 3.1 4.0 13 17 1,1.1 31 0,1 40 2,1 11,1 14 3 3,0,1 83 17 13

16 3.1 3 0,1 25 4 2,1 22 14

3 0,1 6 1 35 5 37 22 9,0 17 35 30

20

15

1618 4.0 4,0 8 4,0 24 30 4,0 28

1 4,0 9,0 !5.1 3,0 5 16 2,1 33 5,0 16 8,1 9,0 7 42 0,0,1 25 19 17

8 11,0 7 i 16 31 20 28 18

23 5,0 8,1 14 10,1 0.1 25 6,1 2,1,0 9 4,1 29 1,1 (1,0 15 29 1,1,1 35 14 19

14 1.1 i 28

26

11,0 34 41

24

31 _?9_

16

20

2117 3,1 12
1

7 0,0,1 14 0,1 13 10

11 9.0 17 8,0 29 3 5,1 11 24 22

21 6.1 6,1 15
1
7.0 1,1 21 14 10,1 1,0,1 36 1,1 20 5,0 11,0 39 0,1,1 38 13 23

19 2.1 31 13 8 16 37 24

10 6.0 8.0 10 2,0 2 8 6,0 4 2,0 10 6,0 2 34 2,0.0 16 25

6 7.1 4.1 24 17 37 0,1 33 17 20

9 3.0 3 9,1 30 3 3,0,0 5 9 3,0 4 8 3 3 27

28 4,1 14 1,1 11 1 3,1 6 28

27 6.1 7.0 13 1 6.0 6.0 15 11 4,1 2.0.1 7 3,1 25 4,1 10,1 18 43 3,0,0 18 6 29

16

31

1
10 28 19 19

5

12

45

26

9

14

4

9

7

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

4,1 6.0

5,0

9 8,1

5,0

4.1

31

27

19

4

16

29

15

13

10

9,1

5,0

3,1

8,1

0.1.1

1,1.0

28

10

18

19

21

2,1

4,0

32

27

23

13

12

28

35

7,0

7.1

4,0

8,0

5,0

10,0

6

3

20

2,1,0

1,1,0

7

4

41

9

32

1
32

83 8 7,1

6,134

j
36

36 18

9 7,1 3.1.1

2

32 9,1 21

4

24 1,0,137

38 6,1

2.1.1

85

6

20

26

15

38

18

21

3,1

7,0

8

13

21

15

19

34

23

18

38

39

40

41

42

39

40

41 3,0 6,1 8,1 12 25

40

2,0,1 15 12

42

43 5,1 7,1

6,1

5

11

37

41

7

3,1,1 6

8

81

5

11

43

44

45

46

47

44

45

46

2,1.1

22

547

48 21

49 10

48

49

60 50
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[from p. 83] of these is in fact 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19, each of which is expressible

in the required form, viz. 1 = 3MP, 3 = 3M1», 7 = 3M1'', &c. (Mod. 20): the maximum
indicator is 4; viz. 1«=1, 3«=1, 7«=1, &c. (Mod. 20).

The table pp. 84, 85 gives the Indices for the numbers less than N and prime

to it, for all values of N from 1 to 50 ; the arrangement may be seen at a glance
;

of the five lines which form a heading, the first contains the numbers N ; the second

the root or roots belonging to each number N, the third the indicators of these roots,

the fourth the maximum indicator, the fifth the number ^ {N). The remaining lines

contain the index or indices of each of the ^N numbers M less than N and prime

to it, the number cori-esponding to such index or indices, being placed outside in the

same horizontal line. For example, 30 has the roots 7, 11, indices 4, 2 respectively

;

the Maximum Indicator is 4, and the number of integers less than 30 and prime to

it is 8 ; taking any such number, say 17, the indices are 1, 1, that is, we have

17 = 7'. 11' (Mod. 30).

The foregoing corresponds to the Tabulce Indicum Numero dato correspondentium of

Jacobi; on account of multiplicity of roots there does not appear to be any mode of

forming a single table corresponding to the Tabulce Numeroruvi ad. Indices datos perti-

nentium ; and there would be no adequate advantage in forming for each number N
a separate table in some such form as

N= 20.

Koots Nos.

3 11

1

1 11

1 3

1 1 13

2 9

2 1 19

3 7

3 1 17

which I have written down in the form of a table of single entry ; for although

(whenever, as in the present case, the number of roots is only two) it might have

been better exhibited as a table of double entry, when the number of roots is three or

more it could not of course be exhibited as a table of corresponding multiple entry.
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398.

ON A CERTAIN SEXTIC DEVELOPABLE, AND SEXTIC SURFACE
CONNECTED THEREWITH.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. IX. (1868),

pp. 129—142 and 373—376.]

I PROPOSE to consider [first] the sextic developable derived from a quartic equation,

viz. taking this to be (a, b, c, d, e^t, 1)* = 0, where (a, b, c, d, e) are any linear functions

of the coordinates {x, y, z, w), the equation of the developable in question is

(ae-4:bd + 3c?y - 27 (ace - ad' - b'e + 2bcd - c^y = 0.

I have already, in the paper "On a Special Sextic Developable," Quarterly Journal

of Mathematics, vol. VII. (1866), pp. 105—113, [373], considered a particular case of this

surface, viz. that in which c was = 0, the geometrical peculiarity of which is that the

cuspidal edge is there an excubo-quartic curve (of a special form, having two stationary

tangents), whereas in the general case here considered it is a sextic curve. There

was analytically the convenience that the linear functions being only the four functions

a, b, d, e, these could be themselves taken as coordinates, whereas in the present case

we have the five linear functions a, b, c, d, e.

The developable

(ae - ibd + 3c'y - 27 (ace - ad" - ¥e + 2bcd - (^f =

is a sextic developable having for its cuspidal curve the sextic curve

ae - 4'bd + 3c' = 0,

ace - ad" - b'e + 2bcd - c' = 0,

(say 7=0, J= 0, as usual), and having besides a nodal curve the equations of which

may be written

6(ac-fr') : 3(ad-bc) : ae + 2bd-Sc" : 3{be-cd) : Qice-d") : dJ

= a : b : c : d : e '• I,
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viz. these equations are really equivalent to two equations, and they represent a curve

of the fourth oi-der which is an excubo-quartic. We may in fact find the equations

of the nodal curve by assuming (a, b, c, d, e\t, 1)* to be a perfect square, say to

avoid fractions that it is = 3 {at- + 2/9t + 7)', then we have

a : 6 : c : rf : e = 3a» : 3a^ : 07+2/8' : Wy 87',

which equations as involving the two arbitrary parameters a : /8 : 7, give two equations

between (a, h, c, d, e), and we may at once by means of them verify the above-

mentioned equations of the nodal curve. It also hereby appears that the nodal curve

is as stated an excubo-quartic curve ; viz. we have between a, b, c, d, e a. single

linear relation, that is a quadric relation between a, /9, 7, and this equation may be

satisfied identically by taking for a, /S, 7 properly determined quadric functions of a

variable parameter 6 ; whence a, b, c, d, e are proportional to qnartic functions of the

variable parameter 6, or the curve is an excubo-quartic.

The equations of the nodal curve may be presented under a somewhat different

form; viz. the cubi-covariant of (a, b, c, d, e^t, 1)* = being

(- a'd + Sabc - 2b^

- a'e - 2abd + 9ac' - 6b^c

- babe + \oacd - lOW

+ IQad^ - \0¥e { {t, 1)' = 0,

-I- oade+lObd^ —lobce

+ ae^ + 2bde - 9c'e + 6cd^

+ be-" - Scde + 2d^

say this function, multiplied by 6 to avoid fractions, is

(a, b, c, d, e, f, g^t, If,

that is

a. = 6{-a'd+Sabc-2b'),

b = 1 (- a"-e - 2abd + 9ac= - 6¥c),

c=2(- abe + Sacd - 2W),

d = 3 (+ od" - b^e),

e = 2 (+ ode -J- 2bd' - Sbce),

f = 1 (+ aeH 2bde - dc'e + 6cd^},

g = (i(+be-- Scde + 2d%

then the equations of the nodal curve may be written

: a = 0, b = 0, c = 0, d=0, e = 0, f=0, g = 0.
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It may be mentioned that we have identically

ae - 4bd + 3tf = 0,

af - 3be + 2cd = 0,

ag - 9ce + Sd'' = 0,

bg - 3cf + 2de = 0,

bf loc. + 3d' = e^ c^-'^J-p^^^'^O.
and moreover

ag-6bf +15ce-10d2

= -6(bf- 4ce+ Sd'), = + 6{P-27J%

80 that the equation of the developable may be written in the form

ag - 6bf+ loce - 10d= = 0,

or in the more simple form
bf-4ce + 3d» = 0,

each of which puts in evidence the nodal curve on the surface.

The nodal and cuspidal curves meet in the points

I
u _b _c _d
b c d e'

being, as it is easy to show, a system of four points. The four points in question

form a tetrahedron, the equations of the faces of which may be taken to be x = 0,

y = 0, z = 0, w = ; and the equation of the surface may be expressed in this system

of quadriplanar coordinates.

We introduce these coordinates ab initio, by taking the quartic function of t to be

(a, b, c, d, e^t, If -= a;(t + ay + y(t + ^y + z (t + y)* + w{t + Sy,

that is, by writing

a = x+ y + z + w,

b=ax + fiy + yz + Sw,

c =a^x + ^y + rfz + h-w,

d = a»a; + ^y \-'fz+ B'w,

e = a*ie + 0*y + y*z + B*w.

Observe that (^, t„ <,, ^4) being any constant quantities, we thence have

e — dS^i + c2<i<2 — 62^<s<3 + atitjt:f,i

= a;{a -tr)(a -Q{a -Qia -U)

+ y(^-tO{0-t,){0-t,)(^-U)

+ z {y -t,)iy -t,){y -t,){y -Q
+ wiS-t,){B -U){S-Q{B-Q,

c. VI. 12
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and thence in particular

e - dSa + cSo/3 - iSa/Sy + a a^yB = 0,

viz. this is the linear relation which subsists identically between (a, b, c, d, e), the five

linear functions of the coordinates (x, y, z, w).

Starting from the above values of (a, h, c, d, e), we find without difficulty

I = (a - ^y xy -\-(a- y)* xz + (a- By WW + (^ - yY yz + (0 - Sy yw + {y - Sy zw,

J^{a-^yW-yyiy-ayxyz+{a-^y(^-By(B-ayxyiv

+ {a-yy(y- By {B - ay xzw + (/3 - y)' (7 - By (S - ^y yzw,

but we thus see the convenience of introducing constant multipliers into the expressions

of the four coordinates respectively, viz. writing

X = i^yBy x',

y = (yBay y,

z=(Ba^yz',

w = {afiyyw',

where for shortness

{0yB) = {^-y)(y-B)(B-^). &c.,

or what is the same thing, taking the quartic to be

(a, b, c, d, e\t, ly = x (^ySy (t + ay + y' (yBay {t + ^y + z'{8a0y(t + yy + w'(a^yy(t + By.

we find

J= (K'fi'v'y (a;y/ + y'z'w + z'x'w' + x'y'w),

I = {X'fi'v') {X' (x'w' + y'z') + fi (y'w' + z'x) + v {z'w' + x'^)],

where for shortness
\' = {a-By{^-yy,

Mf = i$-By{y-ay,

v' =(y-By(a-$),

V(X') = («-S)(^-7).

V(/)=(i8-8)(7-a),

V(0 = (7-S)(«-/8).

V(\') + V(m') + V(»'') = 0,

and the equation of the developable is thus

{\' (x'w + y'z") + fjf (y'w' + z'x') + v (x'w + x'y')Y - 27X'fi'v' (x'y'z' + y'/w' + z'x'w' + x'y'w'y = 0.

Observe that J= is a cubic surface passing through each edge of the tetra-

hedron, and having at each summit a conical point ; 7 = is a quadric surface passing

through each summit of the tetrahedron, and at each of these points the tangent

or writing

we have
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plane of the quadric surface touches the tangent cone of the cubic surface: to show

this it is only necessary to observe that at the point (x =0, y' = 0, z' = 0) the tangent

cone is y'z + z'x + x'y' = 0, and the tangent plane is XV + ^tly' + v'z' = 0, and that

these touch in virtue of the above-mentioned relation V (^') + V (/*')+ V ("') = 0. It

follows that on the curve of intersection, or cuspidal edge of the developable, each of

the summits is a cuspidal or stationary point, that is, the cuspidal curve has four

stationary points ; this agrees with the character of the curve as given, Salmon " On
the Classification of Curves of Double Curvature," Gamb. and DM. Math. Jour. vol. V.

(18.50), p. 39, viz. the character is there given

a = 6, m = 6, n = 4, 7- = 6, g = 3, h = G, a = 0, /3 = 4, a; = 4, y = 6,

(;8 = 4, that is, there are as stated 4 stationary points).

To find the equations of the nodal curve, instead of transforming the equations

as given in terms of (a, b, c, d, e), it is better to deduce these from the equation

of the surface; viz. if there is a nodal curve, we must have

8^1 : ByI : BJ : S^I : 18J

= Sx'J : SyJ : i;iJ : S„«/ : /.

Writing these under the form h^I + d'h^ifJ =Q, &c., where ff is regarded as an arbitraiy

parameter ('), we have W + /tV + v'y + ff {yfz +yV + z'lt/) = 0,

W + /iV -)- v'x + ff {z'x' + zfw' + x'v/) = 0,

xy + /iV + v'w' + 6' (afl/ + afw' + y'w') = 0,

XV + n'y' + v'z' + ff {y'z + zfx' + x'y' ) = 0,

which equations (eliminating ff) must be equivalent to two equations only.

I remark that the first three equations may be regarded as a set of linear

equations in 1, w', ff, ffw' ; and determining from them the ratios of these quantities,

we have, suppose,
- -ffw' = A : B : G : D,

where

A =

C =

1 : -v/ : ff

X', y'z', y' + /

ft,', /x', y + a/

!»', x'y', a/ +y'

y' + z', fi'z' + v'y', X'

g^ +a/, v'x' + \'z', fi'

a/ + y', \'y'+fi'x', v'

B= y'zf, y' + z', t^z' + v'y'

^af, z' + x', v'x + XV

ary, ar' + y', xy + ytiV

D= MV + .'y, X', t/^ .

v'af -l-XV, fi, z^af

Xy + /iV, v', a;y

' The valne of ff is in fact = 18 J
, that is, instead of the four equations involving an arbitrary

parameter 6", we have really four determinate equations.

12—2
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We have thence AD — BC = and (substituting in the fourth equation) A (X'x + fi'y' + v'/)

+ C(y'z' +il'a;' + x'y') = 0; each of these equations must contain the equation of the

cone having (a^ = 0, j/' = 0, z' = 0) for its vertex, and passing through the nodal curve.

The two equations are of the orders 6 and 4 respectively ; and as the curve is a

quartic curve passing through the vertex in question, the equation of the cone is of

the order 3. I have not effected the reduction of the sextic equation, but for the

quartic equation, substituting {or A, C their values, this is

-(W + /^y + j/V )[W (y - /) + fi'y'' (z' - x') + v'z^ {z' - of)]

+ (yV + z'x + x'y) [XV (2/' - /) + mY i^' - «') + v'z' {x' - y')]

+ {ijilv' (y' - z') + v'\' {z' - x') + XV {x' - y')} {x' + y' + z') = 0,

which is easily reduced to

XV (- «'= + y'z' + z'x + afy) {y' - z)

+ /y (- y"" + y'z' + z'x' + x'y') (z - x)

+ 1/V (- /^ + y'z + z'x + x'y') (x' - y')

+ /xV [{x' + y' + z') {y'z' + z'x' -~ x'y) + x'y'z'] {y' - zf)

+ v'X' [(«' + y' ¥ z') {y'£ + z'x + xy') + a;'^/'/] (/ - x')

+ XV [(«' + y' + z) {y'z + z'x + cdy') + a;y/] (a;' - y') = ;

and I have found that this is transformable into

2 {a! V (X') +yV (m') + z' V(«'')l X b'^ V(X')(My - .'V) 2^a;' V(/)(''V " '^V) a;y V(»'')(XV - /y')

- a^y^' {V (/) - V ("')) {V ("') - V (X')} {V (V) - V (/*')}] = 0,

viz. the two functions are equivalent in virtue of the relation V (X') + V (/*') + >J {v) = 0,

or, what is the same thing, they only differ by a function {x', y', z')* into the

evanescent factor X'^ + fi'^ + v'^ — 2/xV — 2i/'X' — 2XV- The function in
{ } equated to

zero is therefore the equation of the cubic cone.

I do not stop to give the steps of the investigation in the above form, as the

investigation may be very much simplified as follows: by lineai- combinations of the

four equations in x, y', zf, w', & , we deduce

( X' - /i' - v) {x' + w' -y' -z) + 20' {y'z' - x'w') = 0,

(- X' + / - v') {y' + w'-z' - x') + 26' {z'x' - y'w) = 0,

(- X'-fj.' + v) {z' + w'-x'- y') + 2ff {x'y' - z'w') = 0,

(
\' + fi + 1/') {x' +y' +z' +v/) + 2e' {y'z! + z'x + xi/ + alw' + i/v/ + z'lv') = 0.

Hence writing

X = X' — fi' — v', X =w' + x — y' — z',

IJ, = — X' + fi' — v', y = w' — x \- y' — z',

V = — X' — fi' + v', z =w' — x' — y' + z',

n; = w' + x'+y' + z',
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we find

^U = \'2 _
fj,'^

- J,'2 + 2fJi'v',

v\=- X'^ +
fj,'"-
- v'^ + 2v'K',

and thence

that is

Ml' + I'X + X/i = - (\'= + /' + v'^ - Ifi'v' - 2v'\' - 2\>'), = 0,

1 1 1 n
v + - + - = o.

the relation which connects the new constants \, fi, v. Moreover

yz — xw = 4 (y'z' — x'w'),

zx —yw — ^ (/«' — y'w'),

xy — zw = 4i (x'y' — z'li/),

S'u/'-a^-y'-z^ = 8 (y'z' + z'x' + x'y' + x'w' + y'w' + /v/),

2
and writing for greater convenience 6 — —^, the equations are transformed into

. d\x = ivw — yz,

Qfty = yw — zx,

dvz =zw —xy,

26(\ + fJL + v)w = Sv^-a^~y^-z'',

where

i + J + i.o,
\ fl V

viz. these equations, eliminating 0, give the equations of the nodal curve.

From the first three equations eliminating 0, we deduce

yzw (fi — v) = x (fiy^ — vz' ),

zxw (v — \) =y{vz^ — Xa?),

xyw {\-fi) = z (Xx' - fiy%

or, as these equations may be written,

_a?(jj.y^-vz^) _ y^vz^-\a?) _ 2^ (Xaf" - fiy'')
"

fl— V v — \ \ — fl '

which equations, firom the mode in which they are obtained, are it is clear equivalent

to two equations only. Using the fourth equation, and eliminating by substituting

therein for 0\, 0fi, 0v their values from the first three equations, we find

2w'' fSw -^ - - - ^"l = 3w^ - *•= - w^ - 2^
\ X y z 1
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that is

3v^ + af + y^ + z"- = 2w(^ + — +'^)," \x y z J

or, what is the same thing,

xyz (3w= ->rx- + y"-\- z-) - 2w (y'z^ + z'^af + ar'y') = 0,

we have to show that this is in fact included in the former system, for then the

four equations ^vith eliminated will it is clear give two equations only.

Observe that the former system may be written

^^ ic(fif--i>z^)

(/j,-v)yz '

(fi-v)fz'' + (v- X)^V +{X-fj,)afiy- = 0,

and that we have thus to show that substituting for w the value w=
fl—V

in the equation

xyz (3w= + x- + y- + z") - 2w {fz"^ + zV + a;y) = 0,

the result is

(/t- v) jr'^" + (v - X)«V + (\ - /*) a^y" = 0.

The substitution in question gives

^W-vz-f l{^f-vz-^) ^^^^^^^^
{fi — vfyz ^ ^ " {fi — vyyz" "

'

that is

3a^ iliy"- - vz^y+ (/* - vf y^z- {af'+y- + z^) -2{fi-v) (jiy^ - vz') (yV + z-a? + a?y^ = 0,

which is in fact

- /^y (y= - ^^ {f -af)->r Ifiva? {y- - z^ - irz- {y- - z^) {a?-f) = 0,

that is, throwing out the factor y^ — z-, it is

- /ty {z- -a?)^- Ifi-va? {y- - z'') - v'z- {a? - y") = 0.

But in virtue of the equation - H h - = 0, we have
' A, /x V

^ {(/i - v) fz-' + (i' - \) z-^a? + i\-fi) a^y'}

= f^[)^
iy' - z') + ^,f (z"- -a^) + vt' {a? - y"-)],

= fivo^ (y' - z') -(fi + p) [fiy- (z' -af)+ vz^ (x' -y%
= - /i,y {z^- -x') + 2iiv a? {y- - 0=) - i^z^ {a? - y%

and the required property thus holds good.
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We thus see that the equations of the nodal curve are

fi — v v—\ X — /* '

the nodal curve is thus the partial intersection of the two cubic scrolls (skew surfaces)

(/* — v) wyz = X {fiy^ — vz% (v — X) wzx = y (vz- — X«^),

viz. taking A, B, C, B to be the summits of the tetrahedron the faces whereof are

x= 0, y = 0, z = 0, w=0, the first of these has AD for a nodal directrix, BC for a

single directrix, BD, CD for generators; the second has BD for a nodal directrix, AG
for a single directrix, AD, CD for generator's ; the surfaces intersect in the line AD
twice, the line BD twice, and the line CD ; the order of the residual curve, or nodal

curve of the developable, is thus 9 — (2+2 + 1), =4 as it should be.

I remark that the equation

(fi - V) y-z'^ + (v - \) ^V + (X - /t) a?y"- = 0,

is the equation of the cone having its vertex at the point D, {x=0, y = 0, z = 0), and

passing through the nodal curve; the lines DA, DB, DC are each of them a nodal line

of the cone, or " line through two points " of the curve ; for an excubo-quartic curve

the number of lines through two points which pass through a given point not on the

curve is in fact = .3.

It remains to introduce the coordinates (x, y, z, w) into the equation of the

developable. We have
4a;' =w + x — y — z.

iy' = w - X + y - z,

• 4/ =w — x-y + z.

\fu/ = 'w+x + y + z,

and thence
16yV = (w - xf -(y- zf,

16a/w'= {w + xy-(y + zf,

giving

8 (aiV + yV) = w" + a;^ - y= - ^'

and similarly

9.{y^w'+ z'x)=vf-a? + y^-z\
and

8 {z'w' + x'y') =v/'-a?-f + z\

Moreover
. \Q{'ifz+!fcif + afy')= (w-xY-(y-zf

+iw-yy-(z-xy

+ {w-zf-(x-yf,
= 3w= - 2w (a; + 2/ + ^:)

-x'-y^-z' + 2yz + 2^:a! + 2xy.
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Consequently

64w'(2/V + 2V + a/y')= (w + x + y + z)

X {Snf-2w (a; + y + z)-ai'-y^-z'' + 2yz + 2zx + 2xy},

64a;y/ = {w + x-y - z){w-x + y- z)(w- x-y- z),

= w'

-w^{x +y +z)
^

— w{a? + y' + z^ — 2yz — 2zx — 2xy)

+ a? + y^ + z? — yz'^ — y''z — za? — z^x— xy"^ — oohf + 2xyz.

Putting for shortness

p = x-\-y -\-z, V =af + y- + z-— 2yz — 2zx — 2xy,

the two expressions are

+ w\+p

+ w. - 2p= - V

+ w-.—p

-w.V

+ of' + y^ + z^ — y-z — yzl' — i^x — zaf - a^—xy' + 2xyz

or observing that -^V is

= -tx^-y^-z^ + fz + y2f + z^x + za^ + ai'y+xy^ + 6tcyz,

we have

64 (w'y'z' + w'z'x' + w'a/y' + x'y'z'^

= 'kv'-2w(p^+V) + 8xyz,

= 4w'

- iw(a^'+y^ + Z-)

+ 8xyz,

that is

16 (w'y'z' + w'z'x + w'afy' + x^y'z') = w'

- wails' +y^ + z^)

+ 2xyz.

Moreover

8 {\' (x'w' + y'z!) + /t' (2/V + z'x) + v {z'w' + x'y')\

= ^{v?-Va?-y--z')

+ li' {w--a?+y^-z'')

+ v' (w^-x'-y'' + z'),

= - {\ + fj. + v) w^ + Xnf' + fiy^ + vz^

;
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and we have

X = 2(^-S)(7-8)(7-«)(a-/S),

^ = 2(7-3)(a-8)(a-^)(/3-7),

,/ = 2(a-8)(/3-8)(/3-7)(7-a),
whence \fiv = SX'fi'v.

Hence finally \, jj,, v denoting as just mentioned, and therefore satisfying

- H 1- - = 0, the equation of the developable is

X/iv [vj^ - w {a? +f -\- z") + 2aoyzY 4- 108 {{\ + ii ^- v) w" - Xa? - fiy- - vz^Y = ^

(say this is \fivT-+\0%S^ = 0), and this surface (which has obviously the cuspidal curve

S = 0, T= Qt) has also the nodal curve

fi— V v — X X—fi'

I will show d posteriori that this is actually a nodal curve on the surface. Intro-

ducing an arbitrary parameter 0, the equations of the curve may be written ut supra

0Xx = xw — yz.

Buy = yw~ zx,

6vz =z'w — xy,

20 (X + /ji + p) w = Sw^ ~ a? - y- - z\

and we have thence, as before,

Hence

2w (Sw -y''-^~-'^) = 3w'-a^-f-- z':

\ X y z J
^

„ _ ivf^ - oF - y^ - z"" _ - 2w (a^ + y' + g°) + ^xyz
~ (\+/t + i')w; ~ -Xa?-fiy'-—vz^

_Sv^-w(x'+y- + z'')

(X + fj. + v) tur'
'

^ 3 {w° -w(ofi + y^+z^) + 2xyz]

{X + fi + v)w^ — Xa? — fiy'^— vz-

'

ST

Hence writing

^(-2Xa;)-(-2wa; + 2y^') =0,

(- 2/ty) - (- 2ivy + 2zx) = 0,

(- 2vz) - (- 2wz + 2xy) = 0,

^. 2 (X + /*+»')«;- (3w^ - ic=- y^-z"") = 0,

c. VI. 13
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substituting for 6 its value = „-;7 , and attending to the significations of S and T, we have

STSyS - 2SByT = 0,

sn,s-2SB/r = o,

STS^S-2SS,,T=0,

which are in fact the conditions to be satisfied in order that the point (x, y, z, w)

may belong to a nodal curve of the surface Xfiv T- + \0S S^ = 0.

It is to be noticed that the coordinates of the before mentioned four points of

intersection of the cuspidal and the nodal curves (being as already mentioned stationary

points on the cuspidal curve) may be written x, y, z, w = (l, 1, 1, 1), (1, -1, -1, 1),

(-1, 1, -1, 1), (-1, -1, 1, 1).

We have thus far considered the developable, or torse, the equation of which is

{\' (a;V + y'/) + /t*' {y'w + z'x) + v' {z'w + x'y')Y

- 27\'fji'u' {afy'z + x'^vf + x'z'vi + yVw')" = 0,

where V (V) + V (/*') + V ("') = ; or, what is the same thing, writing a, h, c, in place

of V (V), V (/*'). V ("') respectively, the torse

(a' (a/w' + yz') + 6" (/w' + z!x) + & (/w' + ^y)}= - 27a=6=c= {x'y'z' + xy'v^ + a;V«;' + y'z'wj = 0,

where a + 6 + c = 0.

Inverting this by the equations a!, ^, z\ «;' = i, y -, -, we obtain a sextic

surface

[a? (xw + yz) + h!' {yw + zx) + c- {zw + xy)]' - 27a»6»c» xyzw {x+ y + z + w)- = 0,

where a + 6 + c = 0; which surface I propose [secondly] to consider in the present paper.

The surface has evidently the singular tangent planes a; = 0, y = <d, z = 0, w = 0,

each osculating the surface in a conic, that is, meeting it in the conic taken thrice, viz.,

a; = 0, in a conic on the quadric cone a'yz + h-yw + c'zw = 0,

y=0, „ .. » a'xw + b'zx +<^ziv^0,

z=0, „ „ „ a?xw + ¥yw + d'xy =0,

M, = 0, „ „ ,,
ah/z +l^zx +c?xy=0;
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and it has also a cuspidal conic, the intersection of the plane a; + y + z + w = with

the quadric surface

a' (sow + yz) + h^ {yw + zx) 4- c" {zw + yz) = ;

it may be observed that the four conies of osculation are also sections of this surface.

The surface has also a nodal curve, the equations of which might be obtained by

inversion of those of the nodal curve of the sextic torse above referred to; but I

prefer to obtain them independently, in a synthetical manner, as follows

:

Take a, /3, 7 arbitrary, and write

-A={h-c)a+h0-cj, jP = 67 - c/3,

— £ = (c — a) yS + C7 — aa , G = ca — ay,

-C ={b-c)y +aa-b^, H = a0-ba,

M= (b-c)a + (c-u)^ + (a-b)y,

Q =a''(b-c)a+b^(c-a)^+(f{a-b)y.

then it is to be shown, that not only the equation of the surface is satisfied, but that

also each of the derived equations is satisfied, by the values

X : y : z : w = aAGHQ : bBEFQ : cGFGQ : abcFGHM

;

each of the quantities A, B, G, M, Q is linearly expressible in terms of F, G, H,

which are themselves connected by the equation aF+bG + cH=Q; the foregoing values

of X, y, z, w are consequently proportional to quartic functions of a single variable

parameter, say F-^G; and there is thus an excubo-quartic nodal curve.

To establish the foregoing result, we have

aA +bH + cG = 0,

aH + bB+cF =0,

aG +bF +cG =0,

aA +bB +cC = 0,

aF + bG +cH = 0,

F+ G + H =-M,
bcF + caG + abH = Q,

2bcF = a^A - b"-B - <?G,

2caG =-a'A+ ¥B - c'C,

2abH = - aM - b'B + &G,

aAGH + bHBF + cFG = abcM (a + /3 + yf,

aGH +bHF +cFG = - abc{a + ^ + yY,

a'AGH + IfHBF + dCFG = - ate {Q (a + /3 + 7)^ + ^FGH],

aBCF +bCAG +cABH=2Mabc{a + + yy,

Q{a + ^ + yy + FGH=ABC,

which are all of them identical equations ; but as to some of them the verification is

rather complex.

13—2
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Hence we have
x + !/ + z = Q{aAGH+ bBHF-^cCFG)

= abcMQ (a + ^ + yY,

w = abcMFOH,
and thence

Moreover

and

Again

x+ y-^-z + w^abcMlQia + ^ + yf + FOH]

= abcMABC.

xyzw = {ahcf ABC(FGHf Q'M,

27a-b^c^xyzw (x +,y + z + wf = 27 {ahcf (ABCFQHMQY (»)•

(a'a; +¥y +d'z)w = abcFGHMQ(a'AGH+b'BHF+d'GFG)

= (abcy FGHMQ {Q (a + ^ + ^y + 2FGH]

a?yz + b^'zx + c'xy = abcFGHQ' (aBCF+bCAG + cABE)

= (abcyFGHMQ.2Q{a + ^+yy,
and thence

'^ a" (xw + yz) + 6" {yw + zx) + <? {xy + zw)

= 3 (a6c)= FGHMQ {Q (a + /3 + 7)= + ^G^}

= 3 {ahcf ABGFGHMQ (),

and the two equations marked (*) verify the equation of the surface.

To verify the derived equations, write for a moment P = a^ {yz + anu) + 6' {zx + yw)

+ c' {xy + zw), so that the equation of the surface is P' — 27aPb'd'xyzw {x + y + z + wf = 0,

and the derived equation with respect to x is

S^dPl 2

P dx X x + y + z + w'

or substituting for P and x + y +z+w their values, this is

'^ = ^^^^^:^^^^2abcQFGH,

and similarly for y, z, and w. In particular, considering the derived equation in respect

to w, this is

a'a; + b'y + &z = abcABCQ + 2abcQFGH

= abcQ{ABC+2FGH),
and we have as before

a'x + by + c'z = Q {a'AGH + h^BHF+ d'GFO)

= ahcQ {a + /9 + 7)^ + ZFGH}

= abcQ{ABC+2FGH),

which is thus verified ; the verification of the derived equations for y, z, w can be

effected, but not quite so easily.

The existence of the excubo-quartic nodal curve is thus established.
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399.

ON THE CUBICAL DIVERGENT PARABOLAS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. ix. (1868),

pp. 185—189.]

Newton reckons five forms, viz. these are the simplex, the complex, the crunodal,

the acnodal, and the cuspidal, but as noticed by Murdoch, the simplex has three

diiferent forms, the ampullate, the neutral, and the campaniform. We have thus the

8 forms at once distinguishable by the eye.

Plucker has in all 13 species, the division into species being established or completed

geometrically by reference to the asymptotic cuspidal curve (or asymptotic semi-cubical

parabola), and analytically as follows, viz. writing the equation in the form

f = a^-Zcx + 2d,

the different species are

simplex, -f^a?- Sex + 2d"j
^

ampullate,

if = x'-Scx-2df ' campaniform,

„ y- = x' + 2d, neutral,

,,
y^=za^ — 2d, campaniform,

y^ = a^ + 3cx+ 2d,

y- = af + Sex, „

y- = afl + Sex - 2d, „

complex, y^ = a? — Sex + 2d'\

„ f^x>-Scx-2dj'^^'^''

y^ = oi?- Sex,

acnodal, y'' = x^- Sex - 2c V (c),

crunodal, y^ = x^ — Sex + 2c V (c).

cuspidal, y'^ = a?;
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but of the simplex species, there are five which are to the eye campaniform, and the

three complex species have \vith each other a close resemblance in form.

I remark as regards the simplex forms, that the tangents at the two inflexions

meet in a point R on the axis, and that the ampullate, the neutral, and campaniform

forms are distinguished from each other according to the position of R, viz. for the

ampullate form, R lies within the curve, for the campaniform form R lies without the

curve, and for the neutral form, i2 is at infinity. It is to be observed, as regards the

complex forms, that here R always lies without the curve, between the infinite branch

and the oval.

The further division of the simplex and complex forms so as to obtain the 7 + 3

species of Pliicker, may be effected by considering in conjunction with the point R
a certain other point / on the axis ; it is to be remarked that excluding the

inflexion at infinity the cubical divergent parabola has in all eight inflexions, two real

and six imaginary, viz. the inflexions lie by pairs on four ordinates, or if x be the

abscissa corresponding to an inflexion, x is determined by a quartic equation ; this

equation has always two real and two imaginary roots, each of the imaginary roots

gives a pair of imaginary inflexions; one of the real roots gives a positive value for

y- and therefore two real inflexions, the tangents at these meet in the above-mentioned

point R on the axis; the other real root gives a negative value for y' and therefore

two imaginary inflexions, but the tangents at these meet in a real point on the axis,

and this I call the point /. It is clear that for each of the four pairs of inflexions

the tangents at the two inflexions meet at a point on the axis, so that if X be the

abscissa of such point, then X is determined by a quartic equation ; two of the roots

of this equation are imaginary, the other two roots are real, and correspond to the

points R and / respectively.

The equation of the curve being as above

y"- = a^-3cx + 2d,

then the coordinate x belonging to a pair of inflexions is found by the equation

x*-6cx^+8dx-Sc^ = 0,

or what is the same thing,

(1, 0, -c, 2d, -3c»$a;, 1)^=0,

(the invariant /is =0, and hence the discriminant, = — 27J", is negative, or the roots

are two real, two imaginary, as already mentioned): the corresponding value of X is

easily found to be

y _ ic' + Sex — 4d

3(a?-c) '

and we thence obtain

3cX* - 4dZ' - 6c'X' + 12cdX - (c= + 4d-') = 0,

or what is the same thing,

(3c, -d, -C-, 3cd, -(?-U%X, 1)* = 0,
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for the equation in X ; the quadrinvariant / is = 0, and hence the discriminant,

= — 27J^^ is negative ; that is, the roots are two real, two imaginary, as already

mentioned

Considering the simplex forms, first, if c = 0, then for the curve

y^ = a? + 'M,

it appears that R lies at infinity, / within the curve ; and for the curve

y'- = a:^- 2d,

that R lies without the curve, / at infinity.

It further appears that when d = 0, or for the curve,

2/= = a;'+3ca;,

R, I lie equidistant from the vertex, R without, / within the curve.

Hence in the curve
y^ = !!!> + Rex + 2d,

since, when d = 0, the points R, I are equidistant from the vertex, and for c = 0, the

point i2 is at infinity, it is easy to infer by continuity that the points R, I lie R
without, / within the curve, / being nearer to the vertex.

And similarly in the curve

y' = a;«+3ca;-2d,

that the points R, I lie R without, / within the curve, R being nearer to the vertex.

Again, in the curve

f- = sfi-Sca: + 2d,

since, in the curve y^ = a?-\- Sex + 2d, R is without, / within the curve, and as c

becomes =0, jB passes off to infinity, it appears that c having changed its sign, or

for the curve now in question, R having passed through infinity, will be situate within

the curve ; that is, R, I lie each of them within the curve.

And similarly for the curve
y'' = a^-Sav-2d,

it appears that R, I lie each without the curve.

Hence, finally, for the simplex forms, we have the 7 species of Plucker, viz.

y' = a^-3cx+2d, c?<d',

simplex ampuUate, R, I within the curve

;

y-' = a?-3cx-2d, (?<d\

simplex campaniform, R, I without the curve;

2/= = «» + 2d,

simplex neutral, / within the curve, R at infinity;
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y»=a;>-2d,

simplex campaniform quasi-neutral, R without the curve, / at infinity;

simplex campanifonn, R without and further from, / within and nearer to the curve

;

^ = x' + Bex,

simplex campaniform equidistant, viz. R and / are equidistant from the curve,

R without and / within

;

y'' = a^ + 3cx- 2d,

simplex campaniform, R without and nearer to, / within and further from the curve.

Passing to the complex forms, suppose for a moment that a is the diameter of

the oval and /3 the distance of the oval from the vertex of the infinite branch ; the

equation of the curve then is y'^ = x{x — a) {x — a — /3), or changing the origin so as to

make the term in x^ to vanish, this is

t = (x + fa +m {x-\a^ i/9) (x -\a- §^),

or, what is the same thing,

2/= = ar- - § (a= + a/3 + /8') a; -^ (a - y9) (2a + ^) (a + 2/S),

or comparing this with 'i^ = a? — Zcx + 2d, d is = +, or —, as a.<^, a = /9, a > yS, or say-

as the oval is smaller, mean, or larger; viz. the magnitude of the oval is estimated

by the relation which the diameter thereof bears to the distance of the oval from

the infinite branch. In the case d = 0, or for the curve y^ = ofi — 3cx it appeai-s (as

for the corresponding simplex form y^ = a?+ Zcx) that the points R, I are equidistant

from the point x = 0, which is in the present case the middle vertex, or vertex of

the oval which vertex is nearest to the infinite branch. As the oval diminishes, so

that the curve becomes ultimately acnodal, / remaining within the oval ultimately

coincides with the acnode ; and as the oval increases so that the curve becomes

ultimately crunodal, R remaining between the oval and the infinite branch, ultimately

coincides with the crunode ; and it hence easily appears by continuity that for

a smaller oval I is nearer to, R further from the middle vertex ; while for a lai'ger

oval, / is further from, R nearer to the middle vertex. Hence for the complex forms

the species are

y^ = x^ — Sex + 2d,

smaller oval, / nearer to, R further from the middle vertex;

y^ = a? — 3cx,

mean oval, R and / equidistant from the middle vertex

;

y^ = a?-3cx-M,

larger oval, / further from, R nearer to the middle vertex: and the division into

species is thus completed.

Cambridge, June 16, 1865.
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400.

ON THE CUBIC CURVES INSCRIBED IN A GIVEN PENCIL OF

SIX LINES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. ix. (1868),

\ pp. 210—221.]

We have to consider a pencil of six lines, that is, six lines meeting in a point,

and a cubic curve touching each of the six lines. As a cubic curve may bo made

to satisfy nine conditions, the cubic curve will involve three arbitrary parameters ; but

if we have any particular curve touching the six lines, then transforming the whole

figure homologously, the centre of the pencil being the pole and any line whatever

the axis of homology, the pencil of lines remains unaltered, and the new curve touches

the six lines of the pencil ; the transformation introduces three arbitrary constants,

and the general solution is thus given as such homologous transformation of a

particular solution. To show the same thing analytically, take (« = 0, y = 0, ^ = 0) for

the axes of coordinates, the lines a; = 0, y=0 being any two lines through the centre

of the pencil, so that the equation of the pencil is (*^x, y)' = 0, then if <f)(x, y, z) = ^)

is the equation of a cubic curve touching the six lines, the equation of the general

curve touching the six lines will be (^{x, y, aa; + ^y + yz) = 0; or what is the same

thing, considering the coordinate z as implicitly containing three arbitrary constants,

viz. an arbitrary multiplier and the two arbitrary parameters of the line z = 0, then

the equation
<f)

{x, y, z) = may be taken to be that of the cubic touching the six

lines.

Now the given binary sextic ( *\x, y)" may be expressed in the form P^ + Q',

where P is a cubic function, Q a quadric function, of the coordinates {x, y); or, what

is the same thing, but introducing for homogeneity a constant c, we may write

{*fx, yy = c[{a, h, k, b-^x, ?/)»p^4[(j, I, f^x, yfY;
C. VI. 14
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in fact, comparing the two sides of this equation, we have each of the seven coefficients

of the sextic equal to a function of the seven quantities o V (c), h >J (c), k V (c),

h V (c), j, I, f; so that conversely, these seven quantities are determinable (not however

rationally) in terms of the coefficients of the given sextic. And when the sextic is

expressed in the foregoing form, then it will presently be shown that we have

{a, h, k, b'^x, yf+'^zij, l,f\x, yy + cz'^Q,

or, what is the same thing,

(a, h, c, / 0, h, 0, j, k'^x, y, z^ = 0,

as the equation of a cubic curve touching the six given lines; and by what precedes,

it appears that this may be taken to be the equation of the general cubic curve

which touches the six given lines. On account of the arbitrary constant c, it is

sufficient to replace z hy cuv + 0y + z, or, what is the same thing, to consider z = aa

the equation of an arbitrary line, but without introducing therein an arbitrary multiplier.

To sustain the foregoing result, consider the cubic

(a, b, c, / g, h, i, j, k, Ifx, y, zf= 0,

then in general if A={„'^x, y, zf, B = („^x, y, zf{a, ^, 7), C = {„~^x, y, z){a, ^, yf,
D = („^a, /3, yY, the equation of the pencil of tangents drawn from the point (a, j8, 7)
to the curve is

AW - 6ABCD + iACP + iBW - ^B'C"- = 0,

but writing for shortness

(„$^, y, zf = {A', F. C',D':^i,zy,

so that

A' = (a, h, k, b'$^x, yf,

B' = (j, I. f\x. yy,

C = (g, i\x, y) ,

n= c ,

then for the tangents from the point (x = 0, y=0), writing (a, /3, 7) = (0, 0, 1), we have

A = (A', E, C, Z>'51. zy,

B = (B', C, D'^l, zy,

0= ic,iy\\,z),

D= D' ,

and thence the equation of the pencil of tangents is

A'W - GA'B'C'D' + 4^'C"» + 4,B'W - SB'^C = 0.

Hence for the curve

(a, b, c,f, 0, h, 0,j, k, l-^x, yy = 0.
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we have
ff
= 0. i = 0, and therefore C = ; the equation of the pencil of tangents is

A'^D'^ + iB'^D' = 0, or throwing out the constant factor D', and then replacing A', B', D'

by their values, the equation of the pencil of tangents is

c[{a, h, k, h\x, 2/)'p+4[(;, I, f\x, 2/)'P
= 0,

which is the before-mentioned result.

The coefficients a si (c), h V (c), k V (c), h V (c), j, I, f, or (as we may call them) the

coefficients of the cubic curve, are, it has been seen, functions of the coefficients of

the given sextic (»$ir, yY', hence the invariants S and T of the cubic curve are also

functions of the coefficients of the sextic, and it is easy to see that they are in fact

invariants (not however rational invariants) of the sextic. To verify this, it is only

necessary to show that the invariants 8 and T are functions of the invariants of the

functions \/(c) . (a. A, k, b'^x, yy and (_;', h f\x, yf; for if this be so, they will be

invariants of the function

[c(a, h, k, b^x, 2/)»]»+4[(i, l,f^x, yfY,

that is of the sextic. We have in fact the general theorem, that if P, Q, R, ... be

any quantics in {x, y, ...), and </)(P, Q, R, ...) a function of these quantics, homogeneous

in regard to {x, y, ...), then any function of the coefficients of <^, which is an invariant

of the quantics P, Q, R, ... is also an invariant of
<f>.

Considering for greater convenience the function

(a, h, k, b'^x, y)'

in place of V (c) . (a, h, k, b'^x, yf, the invariants of the two functions (a, h, k, b\x, y)'

and (j, I, f^x, yY are as follows

:

a = a^b^ - Gahhk + 4,ak' + ^b¥ - 3h'k\

e = j(bh-Jt^) + l (hk - ab) +f{ak - h?),

R =+ I a?p

+ 6a6/ii

- 6 ahfH

- Qakf^

+ 12 akfl'

+ 1 b-'j'

- 6bhff

+ 12 bhjl^

- 6 bkjH

+ 9h^pj

- 18 hkfjl

+ 9k'/j'

- 8 abl\

14—2
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viz. G, V are the discriminants of the two functions respectively, and ft, R are

simultaneous invariants of the two functions, R being in fact the resultant. The

corresponding invariants of the functions V(c)- ("> ^> ^> ^^^^ "}/?> ^^^ (i> ^> /$*> Vy ^^^

obviously c^D, V, c0 and cR.

The values of S and T are obtained from the Tables 62 and 63 of my "Third

Memoir on Quantics," Phil. Trans, vol. CXLVi. (1856), pp. 627—647, [144], by merely

writing therein g = i = 0. It appears that they are in fact functions of d'O, V, cB
and cR; viz. we have

r = 8V^ + c(4ii + 12VB)4-c»n.

The invariants of the sextic {*^a;, y)", if for a moment the coeflScients of this sextic

are taken to be (a, b, c, d, e, f, g), that is, if the sextic be represented by

(a, h, c, d, e, f, g^x, y)' are the quadrinvariant {= ag — &hf+ \oce — \0d-), Table No. 31

and Salmon's A., p. 203('), the quartinvariant. No. 34, and Salmon's B., p. 203, the

sextinvariant No. 35, and Salmon's C, p. 204, and the discriminant, which is a function

of the tenth order = ay + &c. recently calculated for the general form, Salmon,

pp. 205—207, say these invariants are Q^, Q„ Qe and Q,o. These several invariants

are functions of the above-mentioned expressions <flD , V , c@ and cR ; whence, con-

versely, these quantities are functions of the four invariants Q^, Q^, Q^, Q,o; and the

invariants S, T of the cubic curve, being functions of c^n, V, c© and cR, are also,

as they should be, functions of the invariants Qj. Qi> Qs ^^^ Qio of the sextic pencil

($«:, yY.

To effect the calculation of Q^, Q^ and Qg, I remark that inasmuch as by a linear

transformation, the quadric (j, I, f^x, yY may be reduced to the form 2lxy, and that

the invariants of (a, h, k, b^x, y)' and 2lxy are

D = a^6^ - 6abhk + 4>aJtf> + 'ibh' - Sh^k',

V = - 1^

e =-l{ab- hk),

R=- 8Pab,

hence, writing j = 0, /= 0, and writing also c=l, we may consider the sextic

[(a, h, k, b'^x, yyy + S2lVy\
that is

(a^ ah, ^{2ak + 3h% -^ (ab + 9hk + Wl"), i{2bh+Sk^), bk, b^'^x, yf,

the invariants whereof are found to be functions of the last mentioned values of

D, V, 0, ii; to pass to the given sextic (*^x, y)', put equal to

c[{a, h, k, b-lx, yn + 4>[{j, I, ffx, yy]',

we have only to consider D, V, 0, R as having their before-mentioned general values,

and to restore the coefficient c by the principle of homogeneity.

1 The pages refer to Salmon's Lessons Introductory to the Modern Higher Algebra (Second Edition, 1866).

In the Foarth Edition, 188o, the values are given, pp. 260—26o.
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As regards the discriminant Qi„, this as already remarked, has been calculated for

the general form, but for the present purpose it is easier, by dealing directly with the

form [(a, h, k, h\x, yyp + 32ZW_i/^ and then interpreting D, V, @, R and restoring the

coefficient c as above, to obtain the discriminant Q,o of the function

[c(a, K k, b-^a-, 2/)'p + 4[(j, I, f~$^x, yYf

in the required form, as a function of c^D, V, c®, cR.

I find after some laborious calculations

Qj= 10 No. 31 = c^
1

90
+ c f 40 fi

u 288 V0

+ [
256 V»

Q,= 10000 No. 34 = c^{- 99 D^

-

f _ 400 iiD

+ 2304 v@n
^+ 8640 03

^ + c^ 12800 i?V©
i

+ 82944 V»0»

4608 V'D

+ c
f

20480 iJV

u 147456 V^©

+ 65536 V«

Q, = 1000000 No. 35 = c«{ + 7992 n»

+ c"
'+ 72000 RD'

- + 145152 Ve^D

622080 ©»n

+ c f'

+

160000 R'O

691200 iiv©n

+

+

+

3456000 R%'

3815424 V-©-n

36080640 V©*

635904 V^D^

+ c'

+

33177600 J? V=©^

4669440 iiV^D
-

+ 21764.5056 V'©»

23003136 V^©n
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+ c»f'4- 8192000 ie-'V>

+ 110100480 i?V«0

+ 509607936 V»@»

+ 14155776 V«n

[400

+ c [ 62914560 RV
\+ 452984832 V'0

Qio = multiple of discriminant

+

+ c«

134217728 V»

R'U^

- 8 R'D

- 24>R'V@a

[ + 64 i?»8»

+ c» (- 16 E=

-96 R^ve

+ 48 R'V^S"

v-16i?*V»n

+ c*{ -64 ii^V»,

to which may be joined

+ c'

+ c^

+ c

and

81 n=

720 i?n

+ 5184 ven

1600 R^

+ 23040 EV0
+ 82944 V202

+ 4608 v»n

20480 iJV»

+ 147456 V«0

65536 D'

180 a^

1120 RD
+ 2880 V0n
[- 8640 @'

+ c= r 1600 if

+ 10240 EV©

270 n»

720 RD'

51840 vea^

77760 0»n

1
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+ C*''- 23200 iJ-^n

- 535680 iJ@vn

+ 432000 E(d'>

- 1762560 V^e^D

+ 4510080 VO*

+ 17280 V'D''

+ C r - 64000 R^

- 1382400 iJ^V@

- 5806080 EV^@^

j

+ 30720 RS7^a

I
+ 3317760 V^e"

1
- 1105920 V*0n

+ c= [- 204800 ^=Vs

\- 3932160 iiV*©.

The foregoing values of S and T give
i

T' - 64^' = c*
{ D'

+ (f ( 8Ra
J

+ c=

so that
+ c

. 4-24 VHD
i - 64 0»

16 R'

+ 96RV®
- 48 V2@4

K+ 16 VD
64 i2V'.

<2io = -c«i2'(?^-64S'),

a.
64;S' - 7^ = ^

and therefore

64 - 4 =

-5= V^ + c©,

Q.

formulae which are interesting in the theory.

Ill
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We have

(fO = T- 12VS+ 4V» -4cii,

and if by means of these values we eliminate c® and c'D, we obtain Q^, Qi, Q, and Q„
as functions of S, T, V and cR. Choosing instead of Q^ and Qg the combinations

Qi—Qi and Q« — 8Q5', and forming also the expression for the combination Qi{Qi — Q^,
we have thus the system of formulae

Q,= 9 2'+180Vfif + 4V> + 4cE,

i,iQi-Q*)= + 9 7=

- 432 S^

- 72 TVS
- 72 TV
- 16 TcR

+ 864 V^S*

+ 144 V'fif

+ 128 VScR,

^(Q.-8Q,') =

+ 27 f
- 4212 T^VSf

+ 6588 r»V3

+ 252 T'cR

- 7776 TS'

— 16848 rV'S*

+ 3456 rv^Sf

— 2592 rv<Scii

— 1296 TV
- 1824 TV'ciJ

— 448 Tc'ii'

+ 544320 VS«

— 461376 V'5'

+ 74304 cRS'

+ 15552 V'/S*

- 10368 V'S'cR

— 10728 V'S

— 3264 V*,Scfl

— 1536 S/Sd'R',

+ 81 T'

+ 972 T'V/S

- 612 T'V
- 108 r-cR

- 3888 TS'

- 5184 TV'S*

- 11952 rv'S

- 2016 TVScR

— 288 TV
- 352 TS7->cR

— 64rc»if

— 77760 V 5«

+ 153792 V'S'

- 1728 cie.S»

+ 29376 V'S^

+ 26996 V^S^ciJ

+ 576 V'S

+ 1088 V*ScR

+ 512 VSc»i?,

I
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and, as mentioned above,

The just-mentioned value of Qjo should, I think, admit of being established a priori,

and if this be so, then the substitution of the values of S and T in terms of c^D,

V, c@, cR, would be the easiest way of arriving at the before-mentioned expression of

Qio in terms of these same quantities. The calculation by which this expression was

arrived at, is however not without interest, and it will be as well to indicate the

mode in which it was effected.

Calculation of Qio.

We have to find the discriminant of

c[(a, h, k, b^x, yf]" + 32l^a^f.

Consider for a moment the more general form P* + 4Q», then to find the discriminant,

we have to eliminate between the equations

these are satisfied by the system P = 0, Q* = 0, and it follows that if R be the resultant

of the equations P = 0, Q = 0, then the discriminant in question contains the factor

iP. For the other factor we may reduce the system to

dP dQ_dPdQ_
da; dy dy dx

Now writing Q = 2lxy, these equations become

dPP^ + 4.8lVy' = 0,

,( dP dP\ .

dyj

the resultant of which ia =f into resultant of the system

P~ + 4k8l'x'y' = 0,

dP dP
m-j V 3- =0,
dx " dy

C. VI. 15
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but in virtue of the second equation, we have

which reduces the first equation to

or omitting the factor 2y, to ^'

Hence, writing P = V (c) . (a, k, k, b~^x, yf, and therefore ^ = 3 V (c) • (a, h, k'^x, y)',

-T =3\/(c) . {h, k, h\x, yf; writing also y = 1, the two equations become

c{a, h, k'^^x, iy(h, k, 6$a;, 1)= + 8ZV=0,

(a, h, kj^x, iyx-(h, k, 6$a;, 1)'' =0,

the second of which is more simply written

(a, h, — k, — b\x, 1)' = 0.

Hence, restoring the factor P, and also to avoid fractions introducing the factor 8a*,

the resultant of the two equations is

= 8l^a*n {SPx" + c (a, h, k'^^x, iy(h, k, h\x, \)%

where IT denotes the product of the factors corresponding to the three roots a^, x^, x,

of the equation

(a, h, —k, — h\x, 1)' = 0,

or what is the same thing,

aa?+ha?-kx-h = 0,

so that the symmetric functions are to be found from

^ _ h ^ _ k _b
a a a

The required discriminant is the foregoing resultant multiplied by R, or say by

c'E', that is the discriminant Q^ is

==d'Ii^ . 8iwn (Sl'a^ + a),

if for shortness we write

n = (a, h, k\x, If .(a, k, h'^x, If,
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and when the symmetric functions have been expressed in terms of the coefficients,

the result is to be expressed as a function of D, V, @, ii by means of the values

c'O = a'¥ + iak" + 4Wt' - 6adhk - Sh^k\

c@ = -l(ab- hk),

cR = - 81'ab.

Thus, for instance, the first term of the result is

= c'R^ . 8l'a* . SUl'Xi^x^W,

which is

= c^B^ . 4096i'W6^

= -64c*i2*V»,

which is a terra in the before-mentioned expression for Q^^

15—2
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401.

A NOTATION OF THE POINTS AND LINES IN PASCAL'S
THEOREM.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, -vo]. ix. (1868), pp. 268

—

274.]

Taking six points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 on a conic ; let A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N,

denote each a combination of three lines, thus

12.34.56 = 4
13.45.62 = 5
14.56.23 =
15. 62. 34 = Z)

16 . 23 . 45 = £

12.35. 64 = i!'

13 . 46 . 25 = G
14.52.36=^"

15.63.42 = 7

16. 24.53 = /

12.36.45 = ir

13. 42. 56 = Z
14.53.62 = il/

15 . 64 . 23 = N
16 . 25 . 34 =

then any hexagon formed with the six points may be represented by a combination of

some two of the letters A, B, &c., viz. the three alternate sides are the lines repre-

sented by one letter, and the other three alternate sides the lines represented by the

other letter: for example, the hexagon 123456 is AE; and so for the other hexagons.

Any duad AE thus representing a hexagon may be termed a hexagonal duad ; the

number of such duads is sixty. Each Pascalian line may be denoted by the symbol

of the hexagon to which it belongs ; thus, the line which belongs to the hexagon AE,
is the line AE.

I form the following combinations

:

IMO . DHJ each involving all the duads 12, &c. except those of 123.456,

DEG . BNO
ELM.BGJ
HLN.CGI
EFI.JKN
AEH.GKO
AMN.GDF
AGJ.ELO
ABI . DKL
OKM.BFH

124.356,

125 . 346,

126 . 345,

134.2.56,

135 . 246,

136 . 245,

145 . 236,

146 . 235,

156 . 234,
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and also the combinations:

AEGMI involving all the duads 12, 13, &c.,

ABHJN
BGFIO

CDGJK
DEFHL
KLMNO

which I call respectively the ten-partite and six-partite arrangements. It is to be

remarked that (considering IMO . DHJ as standing for the six duads IM, 10, MO
DH, DJ, HJ, and so for the others) the ten-partite arrangement contains all the

sixty hexagonal duads : and in like manner, (considering AEGMI as standing for

the ten duads AE, AG, AM, AI, EG, EM, EI, GM, GI, MI, and so for the others)

the six-partite arrangement contains all the sixty hexagonal duads.

The 60 Pascalian lines intersect by 4's in the 45 Pascalian points p, by 3's in

20 points g and in 60 points h, and by 2's in 90 points m, 360 points r, 360 points t,

360 points z, and 9 points w.

The intersections of the Pascalian lines thus are

45^ counting as 270

20 5r „ J) 60

%Qh « j> 180

90m » 90

360 r J} It 360

360 < ») tt 360

360 2
»i ]* 360

90 w )» i> 90

1770 == i60 . 59,

and the intersections on each Pascalian line are

^P counting as 9

ig )» )» 2

3h »» »» 6

3 m it »> 3

12 r „ )) 12

12 t tt it
12

12 z
7i »» 12

3w i» ti 3

59.
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For the ten-partite arrangement, any double triad such as ABI.DKL gives 15

intersections; 10x15 = 150; and any pair of double triads such as ABI .DKL and

AEH . GKO gives 36 intersections ; 45 x 36 = 1620 ; and these are

10 X

45 X

6^ 60^

9m
15

90 TO

'%p 270p

ih S 180 h

8r 360 r

8t 360

«

8z 360 z

.2m; 90 w

150

36 1620

1770.

For the six-partite arrangement any pentad such as ABHJN gives 45 intersections;

6 X 45 = 270 ; and any two pentads such as ABHJN and AEGMI give 100 inter-

sections ; 15 X 100 = 1500 ; and these are

xP^
(15

h 180 h

90 m

15 X

I8p

24 r

24;

24 z

6 w

45 270

60 5r

210p

360 r

360

«

360 z

90 w
100 1500

1770.

I analyse the intersections of a Pascalian line, say AE, by the remaining 59

Pascalian lines as follows

:

Observe that AE belongs to the triad AEH, the complementary triad whereof is

CKO ; it also belongs to the pentad A EIMG. We thus obtain, corresponding to AE,

the arrangement
H H H

HA B N J

HE F L D

IMG
K C
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viz. HABNJ, is the pentad which contains HA, the arrangement of the last three

letters B, N, J thereof being arbitrary ; HEFLD is the pentad that contains HE, but

the last three letters are so arranged that the columns HBF, HNL, HJD are each of

them a triad, IMG is then the residue of the pentad AEIMG, and KGO is the

complementary triad to AEH, but the arrangement of the letters IMG, and of the

letters KGO, are each of them determinate ; viz. these are such that we have BFIGO,
NLMKO, JDGCK, each of them a pentad.

And this being so we derive from the arrangement

2^ AH, EH;

3 m KG, KG, GO
;

6 A AI, AM, AG; EI, EM, EG;

12 z IB, IF, MN, ML, GJ, GD; HB, HF, HN, HL, HJ, HD;

9p AB, AN, AJ; EF, EL, ED; BF, NL, JD;

12 r CB, OF, GJ, GD; OB, OF, ON, OL; KN, KL, KJ, KD;

12

1

FL, FD, LD; BN, BJ, NJ; IG, 10; MK, MO; GK, GG
;

3 m; IM, IG, MG;

^
i

viz. the line .4^ in question meets AH, EH each of them in a point g ; KG, KG, GO
each in a point m; and so on. By constructing in the same way an arrangement for

each of the lines AH, &c., we find the nature of the point of intersection of any

two of the lines AB, AE, AH, &c. ; and we may then present the results in a table

(see Plate), which shows at a glance what is the point of intersection (whether a

point g, m, h, z, p, r, t, or w) of any two of the Pascalian lines.

I further remark that representing the 45 Pascalian points as follows

:

12 . 34 = a

12.35 = 6

12.36 = c

12 . 45 = d

12 . 46 = e

12 . 56 =/

23 . 45 = e

23 . 46 = ?

23 . 56 = i;

24 , 35 = ^

24 . 36 = I

24 . 56 = X

13.24=^

13 . 25 = A

13.26 = 1

13 . 45 =j

13.46 = A;

13 . 56 = Z

25 . 34 = \

25 .36 =
fj.

25 . 46 = i;

26 . 34 = f

26 . 35 = o)

26 . 45 = TT

14.23=m

14.25 = w

14 . 26 =

14.35=p

14 . 36 = g

14 . 56 = r

34 . 56 = p

35 . 46 = o-

36 . 45 = T

15 .23 = 5

15 24 = «

15 26 = M

15 34 = y

15 36 = w

15 46 =x

16.23 =
2/

16.24 = 2

16. 25 = a

16.34 = /9

16.35 = 7

16.45 = 8
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the sixty hexagons and their Pascalian lines then are

[401

AE 123456 12 .45 23 .56 34 .61 dv^

AH 125634 12 .63 25 .34 56 .41 c\r

EH 145236 14 .23 45 .36 52 .61 rrna

CK 123654 12,.65 23,. 54 36

,

.41 M
CO 143256 14 . 25 43 . 56 32 .61 npy

KO 125436 12 .43 25 . 36 54

.

,61 aij.h

AM 126534 12 .53 26 . 34 65

,

.41 h^r

AG 125643 12 .64 25 . 43 56 .31 e\l

AI 124365 12 .36 24 .65 43

,

.51 CKV

EG 132546 13 .54 32 .46 25 .61 j?a

BF 126435 12.,43 26,.35 64.,51 amx

FL 124653 12. 65 24. 53 46. 31 fOk

DL 134265 13.,26 34

.

.65 42.,51 ipt

BN 132645 13. 64 32. 45 26. 51 keu

BJ 135426 13. 42 35

.

,26 54. 61 gwS

JN 153246 15,.24 53. 46 32. 61 ta-y

GK 125463 12.,46 25

,

.63 54,.31 e/ij

KM 126354 12.,35 26,.54 63

.

,41 hirq

10 152436 15

.

,43 52,.36 24..61 VflZ

MO 143526 14 . 52 43 .26 35,.61 nh

EM 145326 14 .32 45

,

.26 53..61 rtiTT'^

EI 154236 15 .23 54 .36 42 .61 STZ

AN 123465 12 .46 23 .65 34 .51 erjv

AJ 124356 12. 35 24.,56 43. 61 bK^

AB 126543 12. 54 26

.

43 65 . 31 d^l

DE 154326 15. 32 54. 26 43. 61 STT^

EL 132456 13. 45 32. 56 24. 61 J7)Z

EF 123546 12. 54 23. 46 35. 61 d^y

CD 143265 14. 26 43

.

65 32. 51 ops

CF 123564 12. 56 23,,64 35. 41 Ap
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CG 132564 13 56 32 64 25 41 l^n

CI 142365 14 36 42 65 23 51 qics

MN 146235 14 23 46 .35 62 51 man

GJ 135246 13 24 35 46 52 61 gaoL

BI 136245 13 24 36 45 62 51 gru

DG 134625 13 62 34 .25 46 51 ika;

LM 135624 13 62 35 24 56 41 iOr

FI 124635 12 63 24 35 46 51 cdx

BH 136254 13 .25 36 .54 62 .41 hro

FH 125364 12 36 25 .64 53 41 cvp

FO 125346 12 34 25 46 53 61 avy

LO 134256 13 25 34 56 42 61 hpz

DK 126345 12 34 26 45 63 51 airw

KL 124^63 12. 56 24 63 45. 31 f^j

BO 134526 13 52 34 26 45 61 h^S

NO 152346 15 34 52 46 23 61 vvy

BO 132654 13 65 32 54 26 41 leo

CJ 142356 14 35 42 56 23 61 pKy

JK 124536 12 53 24 36 45 61 hS

KN 123645 12 64 23 45 36 51 eew

DH 143625 14 62 43 25 36 51 oXw

HJ 142536 14 53 42 36 25 61 pia

HL 136524 13 .52 36 . 24 65 .41 hir

HN 146325 14 .32 46 .25 63 .51 mvw

BF 126453 12 46 26 53 64 31 dcok

DJ 153426 15 42 53 26 34 61 to^

LN 132465 13 46 32 65 24 51 kr}t

GM 135264 13. 26 .35. 64 52. 41 itrn

IM 142635 14 63 42 35 26 51 qdu

GI 136425 13 42 36 25 64 51 g/M

121
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Each Pascalian point belongs to four different hexagons;

KD, KO, FD, FO ; and so for the other points, thus :

viz. a to the hexagons

a {K,F){D, 0)

b {A, K)(M,J)

c {A,F){H.I)

d {A, F){B,E)

e (A.K)(G,N)

f (G,L)(K.F)

9 (B, 0)(I, J)

h (B.L)(H. 0)
i iD.M)(G.L)

J (E.K){0, L)
k iB,L)(F,N)

I (A, C)(B. G)

m {E, N)(H, M)

11 {C,M){G, 0)

{B,D){G,H)

P (G.HXF.J)

? (C,M)(I,K)

r {A. L){H, M)

s {C,E)(D,I)

t (J, L)(D, N)

u (B.M)(I, N)

V {A, 0)(N,I)

w {D.N){H,K)

X

y

z

a

/3

7

e

K

V

e

X

{D, I

,

>{F, G)

{C, N]){J. 0)

{E, )(/. L)

{E, J) (G. H)

(^. D) (E. J)

{E, 0) (F, M)

(B, K] {J< 0)

(B. K] (C, N)

(C> E) {F. G)

U. L) (E, N)

(F, M] {I, L)

(H, K)(J, L)

(A. C )(/. J)

(^. D] (G, H)

(G. 0] (/> K)

iF. N] (H. 0)

(^. 0) {B, M)

(B, m {F. J)

(A M] {E, K)

(C, L] (D, 0)

(0. N){J, M)

(B, E,){H,I)

I have constructed on a very large scale a figure of the sixty Pascalian lines, and

the forty-five Pascalian points, marking them according to the foregoing notation ; but

the figure is from its complexity, and the inconvenient way in which the points are

either crowded together or fly off to a great distance, almost unintelligible.
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402.

ON A SINGULAEITY OF SUEFACES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. ix. (1868),

pp. 332—338.]

A SURFACE having a nodal line has in general on this nodal line points where

the two tangent planes coincide, or as I propose to term them "pinch-points." Thus,

if the nodal line be the curve of complete intersection of any two surfaces P = 0,

Q = 0, then the equation of the general surface having this curve for a nodal line is

(a, b, c^P, Qy = (where a, b, c are any functions of the coordinates), and the pinch-

points are given as the intersections of the nodal line P = 0, Q = with the surface

ac — f = 0. Consider the case where the nodal cui-ve is a curve of partial intersection

represented by the equations = 0, or say by the equations ^ = 0, q=0,P. Q, R

P', Q, R'

r = (viz. p, q, r denote the functions QR' - Q'R, RF - R'P, PQ' - P'Q respectively),

and consequently we have identically

(P, Q, R\p, q, r) = 0,

(P', q, R'Ip, q,r)=0,

or what is the same thing, (\, /tt) being arbitrary,

(\P + ^iP', \Q + ^q, \R + fiR'^p, q, r) = 0.

The general surfece having the curve in question for its nodal line is represented by

the equation
{a, b, c, f, g, h\p, q, rf = 0,

(where (a, b, c, f, g, h) are any functions of the coordinates), and it is easy to see that

the condition for a pinch-point is the same as that which (considering p, q, r as

coordinates and all the other quantities as constants), expresses that the line

(XP + ^F, \Q + ,xQ, \R + ii.R'^p, q, r) = 0,

16—2
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touches the conic

(tt, h, c,f, g, h)(p, q, r)»=0,

viz. A, B, C, F, G, H being the inverse coefficients, A = hc -p, &c., this condition is

{A, B, C. F, G, H\\P-\-,iF, \Q + mQ'. \R + fiRy = 0,

or what is the same thing, the pinch-points are given as the common intersections

of the nodal line p = 0, g = 0, r = with each of the three surfaces

(A, B, C, F, G, H)(P. Q, Ry =0,

{A, B, C. F, G, H){P, Q, R) (F, Q', R') =0,

(A,B, C, F, G. H) (P', Q',R'r = 0,

these last three equations in fact, adding only a single relation to the relations

expressed by the equations

p = 0, q = 0, r-=0.

If the functions P, Q, R, P', Q', R' are linear functions of the coordinates, then

the curve (p = 0, q = 0, r=0) is a cubic curve in space, or skew cubic; and if

moreover (a, b, c, f, g, h) are constants, then the equation

(a, b, c, f, g, K^p, q, rf = 0,

belongs to a quartic surface having the skew cubic for a nodal line : this- surface is

(it may be observed) a ruled surface, or scroll. With a view to ulterior investigations,

I propose to study the theory of the pinch-points in regard to this particular surface

;

and to simplify as much as possible, I fix the coordinates as follows:

Considering the skew cubic as given, let any point on the cubic be taken for

the origin ; let a; = be the equation of the osculating plane at ; y = that of

any other plane through the tangent line at ; z=0, that of any other plane through

0, not passing through the tangent line ; and w = that of a fourth plane ; then

the equation of the cubic will be

X, y, z =0,

y, z, w
\

or what is the same thing, the values of p, q, r are yw — z^, zy — xw, and xz — 'f

respectively. And conversely, the cubic being thus represented, the point (a; = 0, y = 0,

z = Qi) may be considered as standing for any point whatever on the skew cubic; the

osculating plane at this point being x = 0, and the tangent line being x = 0, y = 0.

For the purpose of the present investigations, we may without loss of generality write

w = 1 ; and for convenience I shall do this ; the values of p, q, r thus become y — z"^,

yz — X, xz — 2/', and the equation of the surface is

(a, b, c,f, g, h'^y-z\ yz-x, xz-y^f = 0.
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At a pinch-point, we have

{A,B,C,F,0,H){x,y,z'f =0,

{A, B, C, F, G, H){x, y, z) [y, z, 1) = 0,

(A, B, G, F, G, H) iy,z.iy = 0:

and hence the origin will be a pinch-point if C=0, that is, if ab-h^ = 0. This however

appears more readily by i-emarking, that the equation of the pair of tangent planes

at the origin is

(a, b, c, f, g, A$y, -x, Oy = 0,

or what is the same thing,

(a, h, b^y, -xy = 0;

the two tangent planes therefore coincide, or there is a pinch-point, if only ab — h' = 0.

By what precedes, it appears that if we wish to study the form of the quartic

surface, 1°, in the neighbourhood of an arbitrary point on the nodal line; 2°, in the

neighbourhood of a pinch-point ; it is sufficient in the first case to consider the general

surface

(a, b, c,f, >j, hj^y-z-, yz-x, xz-y''y=0,

in the neighbourhood of the origin; and in the second case, to study the special

surface for which ab — IC = 0, or ^vriting for convenience a = 1, and therefore b = h^, the

surface

(1, h\ c,f, g, h\y-z\ yz-x, xz-y^f = 0,

in the neighbourhood of the origin.

Consider first the surface

(a, b, c, f, g, h) (y - z^, yz -x, xz- y^f = 0.

A plane through the origin is either a plane not passing through the tangent line

(x = 0, y = 0), and the equation z=0 will serve to represent any such plane ; or if it

pass through the tangent line, then it is either a non-special plane, which may be

represented by the equation y = 0; or it is a special plane : viz. either the osculating

plane x = of the nodal line, or else one or the other of the two tangent planes

(a, h, bl^y, —xy = of the surface. I consider therefore the sections of the surface

by these planes 2 = 0, y = 0, x = 0, {a, h, b\y, —xf=0 respectively.

Section by the non-special plane z = 0.

The equation is

(a, b, c, /, g, li^y, -x, - y'f = 0,

which represents a curve having at the origin an ordinary node, the equations of the

two tangents being (a, h, b\y, —xy = 0, viz. these are the intersections of the two

tangent planes by the plane z = 0.
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Section by the non-special plane through the tangent line, viz. the plane j/ = 0.

The equation is

(a. b, c,f, g, h\-z^, -x, xzf = 0,

or what is the same thing,

ha? - yx^z + Ihxz^ + ca?:!' - lyxi^ + a^* = 0.

Writing as usual a; = ^42** + &c. we have

/i = 2, 6-4'+2A^ + a = 0,

and since ah — h? is by hypothesis not =0, ^ has two unequal values; we have at

the origin two branches x = A^z- + B-^i^ + &K., x = A^z- + B^ + &c., having the common

tangent a; = (viz. this is the tangent x=0, y = of the nodal curve), and with a

two-pointic intersection of the two branches, that is, the point at the origin is an

ordinary tacnode.

Section by the osculating plane a; = 0.

The equation is

(a, b, c, /, g, h\y - z\ yz, - f-f = 0.

We may write y = z^ + Az<^ + &c., we at once find /* = 3, and then

(a, h, c,f, g, hfAz^ + &c., 2^ + Sue, -z* + &c.y = 0,

that is

(a, h, 6$^, 1)^ = 0.

A has two unequal values, and the branches through the origin are

y = z- + A^z^ + B^z* + Sic, y = z' +A^ + B..^ + &c. ...

,

viz. the branches have the common tangent line .y = (the tangent x = 0, y = of

the nodal curve), but in the present case a three-pointic intersection.

Section by one of the tangent planes (a, h, b^y, — x)- = 0.

Writing y = — 7nx, and therefore (a, h, b^vi, — 1)'' = 0, the equation is

(a, b, c, f, g, /t$— mx — a°, —x — mzx, xz — m'x'y = 0,

which represents of course the projection of the section on the plane z = 0, x = 0, but

which (since there is no alteration in the singularities) may be considered as

representing the section itself Developing, the coefficient of a^ is am^ + 2hvi + b, which

is =0, and the equation becomes

2'nv' (gm +/) a? + cm* x*

\-2[h'm? + {b-g)m-f]x-'z + 2w?{fm-c) 3?z

+ 2 (am + h) xz"" + (6 + 2g) vi" - 2/m + c a?z^

+ 2 {hm — g) xs?

+ a 2^ = 0,

80 that the curve has at the origin a triple point, the tangent to one branch being

the line a; = (the tangent a; = 0, y = of the nodal curve).
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Consider next the surface

(1, hr, c, /, g, h\y - z\ yz - x, xz - y^y = 0,

being as already remarked, the general surface referred to a pinch-point as origin.

Section by the non-special plane z = 0.

The equation is

(1, h\ c,f,g, h^y, -X, -ff^O,

where, attending only to the tei-ms of the lowest order, we find (1, h, h^^y, — x)^ = 0,

that is (3/ — hxf = 0, showing that the origin is a cusp.

Section by the non-special plane through the tangent line, viz. the plane y = 0.

The equation is

(1, h\ c,f, g, h\-z\ -X, xzy = 0,

or what is the same thing,

h^a^ + 2hx:^ - 1fa?z -|- C3?z' - 2gxz' +z* = 0,

that is

(lix -^z^y- %fa?z -1- C3?z^ - Igx:^ = 0,

writing }uc= —z" -^ Aaf-, we find at once /t = f, and then A'^=-~-^ — -^, so that the

branches are hx = — z'± Ax^ ; whence we have at the origin a cusp of the second

order or node cusp.

Section by the osculating plane x=Q.

The equation is

(1, h\ c, /, g, KT^y - z\ yz, - y-J = ;

writing y = z' — hs? + Azii, we easily find /i = J, and then

(1, h\ c,f, g, h'^-hz' + Azi, z'-hz*, -z*y = 0,

where the terms in 2*, and 2^^ disappear of themselves, the terms in 2' give

A*+ 2gh = 0, and the branches are

y = z^ — hz'± Az^ &c.,

viz. there is a cusp of a superior order.

Section by the tangent plane y — lix.

The equation is

(1, h?, c,f, g, h\hx-z^, -x + hzx, xz-h?a?y = Ql,
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representing the projection on the plane of zx. Developing, the equation is

2(f-gh)a^{h-x-z) +x'ch*

+ x>z -2h'{hf+c)

+ x'z^ (h* + 2g''h'' + %fh + c)

^xz" -2{h^ + g)

+ 2* 1 =0,

and there is at the origin a triple point (= cusp + 2 nodes) arising from the passage

of an ordinary branch through a cusp ; the tangent at the cusp being it will be

noticed the line x=0, that is the tangent a; = 0, y = to the nodal curve at the

pinch-point.

The results of the investigation may be presented in a tabular form as follows

:

Nature of Section.

Plane of Section. Origin, an ordinary point. Origin, a Pinch-point.

Non-special

.

Node. Cusp.

Ditto, through tangent line

of nodal curve.

Tacnode = 2 nodes. Node-cusp, = node + cusp.

Osculatingplane ofnodal curve. y = z'+ Az'+&c. y =^+hz^± Az^ <fcc.

Either of the two tangent

planes.

Triple point, one branch touch-

ing the tangent of nodal line.

The single tangent plane. Triple point, = cusp + 2 nodes

;

the cuspidal branch touching

the tangent of the nodal line.

I have not considered the special cases where one of the two tangent planes, or (as

the case may be) the single tangent plane of the surface coincides with the osculating

plane of the nodal curve.
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403.

ON PASCAL'S THEOREM.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. ix. (1868),

pp. 348—353.]

I CONSIDER the following question : to find a point such that its polar plane in

regard to a given system of three planes is the same as its polar plane in regard to

another given system of three planes.

The equations of any six planes whatever may be taken to be X = 0, T=0, Z=0,
U=0, F=0, W=0, where

X+ Y+ Z+ U+ V+ W= 0,

aX + bY+cZ+fU+gV+hW=0,

and so also any quantities X, Y, Z, U, V, W satisfying these relations may be regarded

as the coordinates of a point in space ; we pass to the ordinary system of quadriplanar

coordinates by merely substituting for V, W their values as linear functions of

X, Y, Z, U.

This being so, the equations of the given systems of three planes may be taken

to be
XYZ = 0, UVW = 0,

and if we take for the coordinates of the required point (sc, y, z, n, v, w), where

«+ y+ z+ u+ v+ w = 0,

aa;+by + cz+fu-\-gv + hw = 0,

then the equations of the two polar planes are

X y z u V w
o. VI. 17
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respectively, and we have to find (x, y, z, u, v, w), such that these two equations

may represent the same plane, or that the two equations may in virtue of the linear

relations between (Z, Y, Z, U, V, W) be the same equation.

The ordinary process by indeterminate multipliers gives

CO

y
'^

-+X + /tc=0,

-+\ + /i/=0,

-+ \ + /Ji = 0,

find we have the before-mentioned linear relations between {x, y, z, u, v, w); these

last are satisfied by the values

{.oc, y, z,ti, v,w)-\^^_g, ^_^, -^_^, ^_'^, ^_^, f^_0),
if only

1 1 1 1_ 1_ 1__A
a-e^ b~d^ c-e f-e g-e h^e~ '

in fact, 6 satisfying this equation, the relation

x + y-'rz + u + v-\-w =

is obviously satisfied; and observing that we have

we have
aa; + by + cz +fii + gv + hw

80 that the relation ax + by + cz+fu+gv + hw = is also satisfied. Substituting the

foregoing values of (x, y, z, ii, v, w) the six equations containing k, X, fi, will be all

of them satisfied if only

fi = — \, \ = 6, ^ = — 1.
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The coordinates of the required point thus are1111 1

K

\a-e' b-d' c-e' f-6' g-d' h-6.

where

a-d'^b-e^c-e f-d g-e h-e '

and, the equation in 6 being of the fourth order, there are thus four points, say the

points Oi, 0», O3, O4, which have each of them the property in question.

It will be convenient to designate the planes X =0, F=0, Z=0, U=0, F=0,
TT= as the planes a, b, c, f, g, h respectively ; the line of intersection of the planes

X = 0, F=0 will then be the line ab, and the point of intei-section of the planes

X = 0, Y=0, Z=0 the point abc; and so in other cases.

I say that from any one of the points it is possible to di-aw

a line meeting the lines af.bg. ch (1),

ag . bh . cf (2),

ah .bf .eg (S),

af.bh.cg (4),

ag.bf.ch (5),

ah .bg .cf (6),

and consequently, that the four points are the four common points of the six

hyperboloids passing through these triads of lines respectively.

In fact, considering as determined by the foregoing quartic equation, and writing

for shortness

{a-e)X^A, {f-e)U=F,

{b-e)Y = B, {g-0)V=G.

(c-e)Z=G, (h-e)w = H,

so that

A+B + C +F+G +H = 0,

the equations A+F=0, B+ G = 0, C + H=0, are equivalent to two equations only, and

it is at once seen, that these are in fact the equations of a line through the point

meeting the three lines af bg, ch respectively.

The equation .4 + ^=0, is in fact satisfied by the values X : U= —^: —7

—

„,

and by X=0, U=0; it is consequently the equation of the plane through and

the line af; similarly, B+G =0 is the equation of the plane through and the line

17—2
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bg ; and G + H = is the equation of the plane through and the line ch ; and the

three equations being equivalent to two equations only, the planes have a common
line which is the line in question.

The equations of the six lines thus are

:

(1) A + F =0, B+G=0, G+H = 0.

(2) A + G=0, B+ H=0, C + F = 0,

(3) A + H=0, B + F =0, G+G=0,

(4) A+F =0, B +H = 0, G + G = 0,

(5) A + G =0, B +F =0, G+H = 0,

(6) A +H = 0, B+G^O, G+ F = 0.

It is further to be noticed, that if in any one of these systems, for instance in the

system A + F=0, B+G = 0, G + H = 0, we consider ^ as an arbitrary quantity, then

the equations are those of any line whatever cutting the lines af, bg, ch; and hence

eliminating $, we have the equation of the hyperboloid through the three lines

a/j bg, ch ; the equations of the six hyperboloids are thus found to be

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
x +w y + v z + u

respectively; the equations in the same line being of course equivalent to a single

equation.

For each one of the six lines we have

(A, B, G) = (-F, -0, -H)

in some order or other, and it is thus seen that the six lines lie on a cone of the

second order, the equation whereof is

A^ + B' + C^-F^-G^-H^^O.

ax-\rfu

x + u

by + gv

y + v

cz + hw
z + w

ax + gv

x + v

by + hw

y + w
cz+fu
z + u

ax + hw
x + w

by +/u

y + u

cz + gv

z + v

ax+fu
x + u

by + hw

y + w
cz + gv

z + v

ax + gv

x + v

_ by +fu
y + u

CZ + hw
z + w

ax + hw by + gv CZ +fu
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Consider now the six planes a, b, c, f, g, h, and taking in the first instance an

arbitrary point of projection, and a plane of projection which is also arbitraiy—the

line of intersection ab of the planes a and b will be projected into a line ab, and

the point of intersection of the planes a, b, c into a point abc ; and so in other cases.

We have thus a plane figure, consisting of the fifteen lines ab, ac, ... gh, and of the

twenty points abc, abf, . . . fgh ; and which is such, that on each of the lines there lie

four of the points, and through each of the points there pass three of the lines, viz.

the points ahc, abf, abg, abh lie on the line ab; and the lines 6c, ca, ab meet in the

point ahc, and so in other cases. If now the point of projection instead of being

arbitrary, be one of the above-mentioned four points 0, then the projections of the

lines of, bg, ch meet in a point, and the like for each of the six triads of lines

;

that is in the plane figure we have six points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, each of them the

intersection of three lines as shown in the diagram,

l=af.bg.ch,

2 = ag .bh . cf,

5 = ah.bf ,cg,

4t = af .bh.cg,

= ag .bf . ch,

6 = ah .bg .cf,

and these six points lie in a conic. It is clear that the lines af ag, ah ; bf, bg, bh
;

cf, eg, dt are the lines 14, 2-5, 36; 35, 16, 24; 26, 34, 1-5 respectively.

Conversely, starting from the points 1, 2, 3, 4, -5, 6 on a conic, and denoting the

lines 14, 2.5, 36; 35, 16, 24; 26, 34, 15 (being, it may be noticed, the sides and

diagonals of the hexagon 162435) in the manner just referred to, then it is possible

to complete the figure of the fifteen lines ab, ac,...gh and of the twenty points

abc, abf, ...fgh, such that each line contains upon it four points, and that through each

point there pass three lines, in the manner already mentioned.

Of the fifteen lines, nine, viz. the lines af, ag, ah ; bf, bg, bh ; cf, eg, ch are, as has

been seen, lines through two of the six points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; the remaining lines are

be, ca, ah
;

gh, hf fg. These are Pascalian lines,

be of the hexagon 162435,

ca n 152634,

ah » 142536,

gh ff 152436,

V » 142635,

bg » 162534,
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which appears thus, viz.

line be contains points be/ , beg , belt
,

= ^/-c/, bg.cg, bh.ch,

= 35.26, 16.34, 24.15;

that is, be is the Pascalian line of the hexagon 162435 ; and the like for the rest of

the six lines.

The twenty points abc, ahf,...fgh are as follows, viz. omitting the two points

abc, fgh, the remaining eighteen points are the Pascalian points (the intersections of

pairs of lines each through two of the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) which lie on the

Pascalian lines be, ca, ah, gh, hf, fg respectively ; the point (the is the intersection of

the Pascalian lines be, ca, ab, and the point fgh is the intersection of the Pascalian

lines gh, hf, fg, the points in question being two of the points P (Steiner's twenty

points, each the intersection of three Pascalian lines).

We thus see that we have two triads of hexagons such that the Pascalian lines

of each triad meet in a point, and that the two points so obtained, together with the

eighteen points on the six Pascalian lines, form a system of twenty points lying four

together on fifteen lines, and which points and lines are the projections of the points

and lines of intersection of six planes ; or, say simply that the figure is the projection

of the figure of six planes.

It is to be added, that if the planes are a, b, e, f, g, h, then the point of

projection is any one of the four points which have the same polar plane in regard

to the system of the planes a, b, e, and in regard to the system of the planes /, g, h.

The consideration of the solid figure affords a demonstration of the existence as well

of the six Pascalian lines as of the two points each the intersection of three of

these lines.
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404.

REPRODUCTION OF EULER'S MEMOIR OF 1758 ON THE
ROTATION OF A SOLID BODY.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. IX. (1868),

pp. 361—373.]

Euler's Memoir "Du mouvement de rotation des corps solides autour d'un axe

variable," M6m. de Berlin, 1758, pp. 154—193 (printed in 1765), seems to have been

written subsequently to the memoir with a similar title in the Berlin Memoirs for

1760, and to the " Theoria Motus Corporum Solidorum &c.," Rostock, 1765, and there

are contained in the first-mentioned memoir some very interesting results which appear

to have escaped the notice of later writers on the subject ; viz. Euler succeeds in

integrating the equations of motion vnthoiit the assistance famished by tlie considei'ation

of the invariable plane. In reproducing these results I make the following alterations

in Euler's notation, viz. instead of x, y, z 1 write p, q, r; instead of Ma", M¥, Mc^

(where M is the mass) I write A, B, C, these quantities denoting the principal

moments, and in some equations where the omission or insertion of the factor M is

really immaterial I write A, B, (7 in the place of a^, ¥, c' ; moreover instead of Euler's

which denote respectively —^ , ,j- , -75—) I write L, M, N ; but in

other respects Euler's notation is preserved. The equations of motion are

Adp + (C - B) qrdt = 0,

Bdq+(A-C)rpdt = 0,

Cdr +{B-A)pqdt = 0;

so that putting for shortness

J
B-C „ C-A ^ A-B
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and introducing the auxiliary quantity u such that du = pqrdt, we have

9» = 33 + 2Mu,

r» = S + 2Nu,

where 9(, S, @ are constants of integration, and thence

du
t =/;V {(21 + 2L«) (S3 + 2Mu)] (6 + 2Nu)

'

where the integral may without loss of generality be taken from m = 0; u, and

consequently p, q, r, are thus given functions of t; and it is moreover clear that

?(, 33, S are the initial values of p-, q^, r^. We have also if m be the angular

velocity round the instantaneous axis

o)= = 5l4- 33 + (5+ 2(Z + Jlf+ iV)M.

Euler then assumes that the position in space of the principal axes is geometrically

determined as follows, viz. (tre<ating the axes as points on a sphere) it is assumed

that the distances from a fixed point P of the sphere are respectively I, m, n, and that

the inclinations of these distances to a fixed arc PQ are respectively \, fi, v. We have

then the geometrical relations

sin (fi
— v)-

cos" I + cos''m + cos' m = 1

;

cosZ

sin (v — \) = —

sm m sm n

cosm

, , cos m cos n
, cos (/i - 1/ )

= -. -.
,

sm m sm n

cos n cos /

sin n sin I

cosn

, cos (v — \) =
sin K sin Z '

whence also

. ,, . -„„ ,. cos I cos m
sin (X — u) = -.—7^ , cos (X — u) = -;—=-

^ "^ sm I sin m sin (

i

sin m

sm fi-

COS fi =

sini/ =

cosp =

— cos X cos 11 — sin X cos I cos m
sin Z sin wi

'

sin X cos n — cos X cos I cos m
sin Z sin m '

cos X cosm + sin X cos I cos n

sin i sin n
'

— sin X cosm — cos X cos I cos n

sin i sin n
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The geometrical equations connecting the resolved angular velocities p, q, r with

the diflferentials of I, m, n, \, fi, v are

dl sin I =dt(q cos n — r cos m), d\ sin^ I = — dt(q cos m + r coan),

dm sin m = dt{r cos I —p cos n ), dji, sin°m = — dt(r cos w + ^ cos Z ),

dn sin n = dt {p cosm — 5 cos I ), dv sin^ n = — dt(p cos ^ + 5 cos m).

Multiplying the equations of motion respectively by cos I, cos m, cos n, and adding,

we obtain an equation which is reducible to the form

d (Ap cos 1 + Bq cos m-\-Cr cos n) = 0,

whence integrating

Ap cos 1+ Bq cosm + Cr cos n = 2),

2) being a constant of integration. One other integral equation is necessary for the

determination of the angles I, m, 71. The expressions for dl, dm, dn give at once

pdl sin l + q dm sin m + r dn sin n = 0.

Instead of the arcs I, m, n, Euler introduces a new variable v, such that

v=p cos l + q cos m + r cos »t

;

by means of the last preceding equation, we find

dv * dp cos l + dq cos m + dr cos n,

and then, substituting for dp, dq, dr, their values,

dv
L cos I M cosm N cos w'+ • +

5 r
\du,

from which the relation between v and m is to be determined. We have

cos^ I + cos" m + cos" n = 1,

Ap cos 1 + Bq cos m + (7r cos n = 3),

p cos i + 5 cosm+r cos w = v,

which give cos I, cos m, cos n in terms of m, v; the resulting formulae contain the

radical

((Z'il'^V + M-'B^p' + N^Cyq') -'D^a^ + f + z')

+ 2Dw (Ap' + Bf + Or') - v" {A'^p' + B'q' + 6V)|

'

which for shortness is represented by Vl(")l' We then have

. _ '£)p jNCq-' - MBr') + BCpv (Mr^ - i\V) + LAqr V{(-)}
^^^ ~ DA'qV + M'B'rY + N'C'py

Tig (LAr^ - NCp') + CAqv {Np" - Lr') + MBrp V{(-)}

Vf

COS m

:

DAyr- + M'B'ry + N'C'p''q-'

_ !Dr- {MBjf - LA 7') + A Brv (Lq- - Mp') + NCpq ^f[{)]
*^ "

DA^q't^ + M'B^f + N''0'p'q'

C. VI. 18
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and substituting these values in the differential equation

dv L cos I M cos m N cos n

du p q r

the equation to be integi'ated becomes

p- (L'A'qV + M^B^rY + N^Off) = LMN^ {Ap" + B<f + Gr^) - LMNv {A^ + B'f + (TV)

^ + ^ {L'Afr^ + M-'Br^p' + N'Cfq^

Now substituting for p, q, r their values, we have

L'^A'^ + M'Bh^p-' + N^CpY = L'-A'^<E + M^B'm + N'Cm^ - 2LMNu {^A- + 335^ + gC*),

DAfr' +M'Br'p- + N^CpY =L^A^^ + M'Bm +N"-m^ -2LMNu{%A +f8B + gC),

p'' + 5^ + 7-2 = 2l +58 +(E+2(L +M + N)u,

Ap' + Bq' + Ci^^^A +335 +ga,

^=p= + jS^^- + a-'r'' = 21^^ + SJS* + SCf'

:

and writing for shortness

21 + 33 + e = ^,

2U + 335 + (SC = F,

^A"- + 335^ + gO = (?,

Z»^ 33S + JIf'5621 + iV^'C2l33 = H,

XU=33g + M'B'm + iV''02[33 = K,

where K= EG — F^, substituting these values and observing that

L +M+N = -LMN,

the radical of the formula becomes

VK")} = V (^ - 2LMNGu + 2^''LM]Vu - <D'E+ 2^Fv - Gv"),

and the differential equation becomes

^ (Z - 2LMNGu) = LMN'DF- LMNGv + —^{H- 2LMNFu) V{(-)},

which can be reduced to the form

Kdv - LMNF'^du - 2LMNGudv + LMNGvdu Hdu - 2LMNFudu
\/{K- %^E+ 2XilfiV{D» - (?) M + 22)i?'« - Gv^] >J[{2Lu + 21) (2i/(t + 33) (2A^tt + (£)}

"
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Euler remai'ks that as the right-hand side of the equation contains only the

variable u, the solution will be effected if we can find a function of u, a multiplier

of the left-hand side ; he had elsewhere explained the method of finding such

multipliers, and applying it to the equation in hand, the multiplier of the left-hand

side, and therefoi'e of the equation itself, is found to be
j^
—

97 MNP ' °^ what is

the same thing ^_^^^^y^.

Multiplying by this quantity, ^the right-hand side may for shortness be represented

by dU, 80 that

,^_ {H-2LMNFu)s/{0)du
{K- 2LMNGu) V [{2Lu + 81) (2Mu + 33) i2Nu + S)}

'

and U may be considered as a given function of u, or what is the same thing of t.

As regards the left-hand side, attending to the equation K= EG — F^, the radical

multiplied into si {0) may be pi'esented under the form

^/[[{G - 1)^) {K - 2LMNGu) - (Gv - liFf}] ;

and consequently the left-hand side becomes

(K- 2LkNGu) Gdv + LMNG {Gv - !DiO dii

(K - LMNGu) V{(G - 2)=') (K - 2LMNGu) - (Gv - 'S)Fy}

'

which putting for the moment K-2LMNGu=p\ Gv-'JS)F=q, G-'S)-=f', becomes

—^,^;r-i*--^ , the integral of which is sin"' 5- ; hence restoring the values of p, a, f.

P-J{fY-<t) fP
i-'-i'J'

the integral is

. , Gv-'^F
sin~

V (G - 2)') V (i^ - 2LMNGu) •

Hence considering the constant of integration as included in U, or writing

{H-2LMNFu)>J(G)du
i7.e+/,{K - 2LMNGu) V [{2Lu + 21) {2Mu + SB) {2Nu + g)}

'

we have for the required integral of the differential equation

. _j Gv-^F^ V (C - 2)») V {{K - 2LMNGU)] ~ ^'

whence also

Gv-DF .

a/ ((? - 1)'') V {(K - 2LMNGu)} ~ ®"^
'

and

V[{((? - 2)') {K - 2LMNGu) - {Gv - D-F)"}] _ „
^J{G-'Xi^)^J[{K- 2LMN Gu)\

^°^
'

18—2
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so that the value of the original i-adical is

V i(")}
=

v(g)
^'

Substituting in the expressions for the cosines of the area I, m, n, these values of v

and the radical ; the formulae after some reductions become

"^
^
= -/ + - G^{K--2LMNm)— ''"'

^t ^iG)J(K-2LMNGu)
^°« ^•

cos m =^^U (^^9(m-m)^(G-^') MBrpJiG_-'m_
cos U

cosn- ^ + G^/{K-2LMNGu) ^'"^ ^ ^
>^ {G)>^ (K -2LMNGu)'^^

^'

where for shortness /j, q, r are retained in place of their values V (2Lu + 21), V (2ilfM + 93),

V(2JVm + 6).

The values of I, m, n being known, that of X could be determined by the

differential equation

^ dt (a cosm + z cos n)

and then the values of fi, v would be determined without any further integration

;

but it is better to consider, in the place of any one of the principal axes in particular,

the instantaneous axis, which is a line inclined to these at angles a, /9, y, the cosines of

which are — , — , - (if as before a- = »'' + q- + r^). Considering the instantaneous axis
0) CO 0>

as a point of the sphere, let j denote the distance OP from the fixed point P, and

^ the inclination OPQ of this distance to the fixed arc PQ. We have

cos j = cos o cos I + cos yS cosm + cos 7 cos n,

smj cos (^ = cos a sin I cos X + cos yS sin m cos yu. + cos 7 sin n cos v,

sinj sin ^ = cos a sin I sin \ + cos /3 sin m sin /i, + cos 7 sin n sin v,

cos a — cos I cos 1 . ., , , cos 7 cos »?^ — cos B cos n
cos (\ — d>) = ;

—

y—.—-.
—- , sm (\ — A) = ^ 7—j—.—~ ,^'

sin ( sin_7
^ sin L ismj

. . cos B — cos m cos 7 / , x cos a cos n — cos 7 cos I

cos (u, — (A) = —. ; -.

,
cos (a — <f))=

-: : :
,^'^ ^' sinmsin_y sm»wsinj

cos fy — cos n cos 7 / , ^ cos B cos i — cos a cos m
cos (v - <f))

= H -.—i—
- - , cos (v -<p) = : -.

—
-. ,

^ ^ siuwsmj ^ sm?ismj
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SO that \, fji, V are determined in terms ofj and ^. These expressions give

d<f> = . ^ {cos I (qdr - rdq) + cosm (rdp —pdr) + cos n (pdq - qdp)},

which is reducible to Euler's equation

JJ. j^P (^^ - ^^) (iosl + q (A'3l -m) cosm + r (Z33 - ifSI) cos w
^^'^^ E-2LMNu-^ •

and thence, substituting for cos I, cos m, cos n their values, and observing that

Ap' (Jlfg - N^) + Bq^ (N^ - ig) + Or' (ZS - if21) = -{H- 2LMNFu),

BCf {M(i -nmr + cAq^ (jm -my+ABr^{L'^- amy =f{h- 2Lmnfu),

LA (Jlfg - im) + MB {N^ - XS) +NC (W - il/2l) = LMNF,

the equation becomes

jj^/c .->TnrM 2s J. -'S)(H-2LMFu) F (H - 2LMNFu) ^/ (G - !>') . „

LMNFpqr^{G-l)^)

i

"*
V (G) V (-K"- 2LMNQu) '

where it is to be remarked that

= ((? - 3)=) ^» + (? (Z- 2LMNGu) -(G- 2)») (-E"- 2LMNGu) sin= i^

- 2'S)Fs/(G - S)») V {(/(^ - 2LMNGu)] sin JT.

Now •

,„ dt(H-2LMNFu)^<G) ,^^=
K-2LMNGU ^" =^5-'^^'

the differential d(f> can be expressed as a fraction, the numerator whereof is

-DdU(K- 2LMNau) y/ (G) + FdU ^/ {G {G -':£>') (K - 2LMNGu)\ sin U

LMNFGdu^/[G{G-1>^)}
^ s/{K-2LMNGu) ^^^ ^•

and the denominator

(G-T^)F' + G(K- 2LMNGu) -21^F^/{G- S)=) (K - 2LMNGu) sin U

-iG-'S)')(K- 2LMNGu) sin= U.

To simplify, write

s/{K-2LMNGu) = s, ^(G-X') = h,
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the numerator is

- ^^dU ^/ (G) + Fhs dU^ (G) Bin U- FIis '^ (G) cos U.

and the denominator

h'F''+G^- 2'S)Fhs sin U - h-s' sin= U,

which, observing that Iv'^G— 2)-, is equal to

(Fh - 5)s sin Uy + Gs^ cos" U,

and we have

- fDs'dU + Fhs sin UdU - Fhds cos U^ ~ " {Fh - 2)s sin Uf 4- 0^ cos» U "^
^^

the integral of which is

+ g = tan '

rrTrnx '^ scos U \j {G)

where % is the constant of integration, or substituting for h, s theii- values, the

equation is

. ,, 3,,_ .y V (g - 2)°) - 3) sin U^{K- 2LMNGu)
tan(<^+»)-

cos U^/{G{K-2LMNGu)\
'

It may be added that

and therefore

(o cosj = « = i ["^F + V {(G= - 2)0 (K - 2LMNGu)] sin U],

. _ !D.y+ V [{G - 3^') {K - 2LMNGu)} sin U^^~ G^f(E-2LMNu)

Euler remarks that the complexity of the solution owing to the circumstance that

the fixed point P is left arbitrary; and that the formulae may be simplified by taking

this point so that G — 2)" = 0, and he gives the far more simple formulae corresponding

to this assumption ; this is in fact taking the point P in the direction of the normal

to the invariable plane, and the resulting formulae are identical with the ordinary

formulae for the solution of the problem. The term invariable plane is not used by

Euler, and seems to have first occurred in Lagrange's "Essai sur le probleme de trois

corps," Pi-ix de I'Acad. de Berlin, t. ix., 1772.

To prove the before-mentioned equation for d(f>; starting from the equations

C08_; = cos a cos i + cos p cos m + cos 7 cosn= —,

sinj cos 4> = cos a sin I cos \ + cos /3 sin m cos /i + cos 7 sin n cos v

sinJ sin
(f>
= cos a sin I cos \ + cos yS sin m sin /ti + sin 7 sin n sin v,

we have

C08_; dj cos <fi
— sinj sin <p d<f>

= — sin a da sin I cos \ — &c. + cos a cos \ cos ldl + &c. — cos a sin Z sin X dX + &c.,
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the second term is

— cos \ cot I (g cos n — r cos m)
to

+ — cos fi cot m (r cos I —p cos n )

143

and the third term is

H— cos V cot n (p cos m — q cos I ),

4- — sin\cosec Z (ocoswi +rco8n )

+ - sin fi cosecm (r cos n +p cos Z)

+ - sin J/ cosec Ji (p cos I + q cos m).

Hence the second and thii-d terms together are

pa I cos I cos n cos to cos m . , cos to
,

. cos i \ „= --^ cos \ x—. COS //,
—

-. h sm X —.—j- + sm ft,
^—- + "Sc,

--

V

sinZ '^ sin TO smi "^ wa.mj

— cofi \ sin "A cos (i/ — \) + sin \ sin n sin (v — \)) ,
„

; . ,
. . . ; ;^ + &c.,

+ cos II. sin ?! cos (/4 — I/) + sm /i sin ?i sin (/Lt — v))

+ &c.,

M
pq . f— cosXcos (i/ — \) + sin X. sm (i* — X)= *-^smn-^ , . . . , ,

ft) (+ cos fjL cos (^ — v) + sin /i sin (^ — v)

- cos {X + (v - X)}pq=5-^ sm n • + &c.,
a> 1+ cos {^ - (/* - I/)}

= — sin ?i (— cos V + cos i/) + &c., = ;

ft)

we have therefore

C08_; dj cos ^ — sin j sin <^ d^

= — sin a da sin Z cos X — sin /3 J)8 sin to cos /t — sin 7 dy sin n cos v,

= d - . sin Z COS X + d - . sin to cos /j, + d - . ainn Bin v
n a

= +- (sin I cos \dp + sin mcoafidq + sin « cos v dr)

^ (sin Z cos X p + sin to cos /iq + einn cos v r)

= — cot j" cos <jid siuj sin <^ d^.
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Hence therefore

V
Buij sm <f>d(f>

= — cotJ cos <^d -

(sin I cos \dp + sin m cos /idq + sin w cos i> dr)

dea , . , .

4 -.^ (8in(cos\p + sinmcos/ig + sinncos vr)

= — cot j' cos <j) - (cos ldp + cos mdq + cos n dr)

. dto

,

, .

+ cot_^ cos —J {p cos f + 5 cosm + r cos n)

(sin I cos \ dp + sin m cos /* dj + sin n cos v dr)

do) / . •

, »
H—J (sm I cos \ . ^ + sin Tw cos /* . g + sin w cos v . r)

O)-

1
{(— cotJ COS (/) cos Z — sin / cos \) dp + &c.}

H—2 {( cotj cos cos i + sin Z cos X)/) + &c.}.

But we have

,. cos « — cos Z cos /
cos (X — 0) = -.—

=

•'

^
sin I sin J

cos a
= -.—}—=

—

' — cot I cot ?',

sin i sin 7
*',sin^

. ,^ , , cos 7 cos m — cos B cos n
sm (\ - ^) = —i- r—=-.

—

^ ,^ sintsmj

and thence

,,^ ,, ,, cos <6 (cos a — cos i cos i) — sin <f) (cos 7 cos 7W — cos /3 cos ?i)

cos X = cos (X - <A) + d) = ^-^ "
. , :

^.— ,

^ ^' sintsin^

whence also

cotJ cos (^ cos i + sin Z cos X

= -:—. {cos <j) cos f + cos ^ (cos a — cos I coaj) — sin ^ (cos 7 cos vi — cos /8 cos n)},
smj

{cos a cos ^ — sin <^ (cos 7 cos to — cos /9 cos n)\,
smj

=—;—: Ip COS A — sin 6 (r cos to — o cos n)].
<o smJ

'•'^ ^ ^ ^ in
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Hence the expression for sin j sin cf> d<f} is

=— ^—.—. [[p cos
<f>
— sin<f> (r cosm—q cos n)} dp + ...]

-. [{p cos <}) — sin<f> {r cos in — q cos ?i)J p+ ...]

145

= T—.— . r«i) d« cos A — sin <A [(r cos m — o cos n) dp + ...{1
to" smj ^ "^ ''

dr/
+ -—-T—. a>' cos <p

oy sinJ
= sinJ sin (p d<f>,

or finally

sin j sin <i rf<6 = — ^-^ \(r cos m - q cos «) dv + &c.l,
•' ^ ^ to- sinj '- 1 ' f i'

that IS

d^ = (r cos m — q cos n) rf/i

"

<*»^ sin J J _j. ^^ pQg ^ _ ^ gyg ; ) (^g V. ,

. + {q cos I —p cos r/j) dr
j

which is the required expressioii for d^.

Recapitulating, ^, B, C, p, q, r denote as usual,

J
B-C „ C-A „ A-B , ,,

X/ = —^ , M = —^n— , iV =—p^— , du =pqrdt,

P = V(21 + 2Zm),

g = V (33 + 2Mu),

r = V (S + 2i\^«)

;

21 + S3 + g =^,

^A +^B +^C =F,

^A^ + idB' + (EO = G;

ZM236 +M^Bmi +N'mm =h.

Z^4=336 + APB'm + N'Cm'B = K;

so that

^ = ^* + ffFr

K = EG-F-,

jH-ILMNFu) du V (C)

(/f- 2LMN0u) V {(21 + 2Zm) (S + 2ifM) ((S + 2Nu)]
'

C. VI, 19
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coal --Q + 0^{K-2LMN0u) ^''^ ^ ^ ^ [Q {K -2LMNQu)\ '^ ^'

^^"^^ g + G^(K-2LMNGu) ''''
^

-^

>

^ {G (K - ZLMNGu)} "^ ^^

_DGr ABr {Aid -Bn)s/(G -:£>') . iVCpg y/ (g -

D

') „
^^^ - Q + G^{K- 2LMNGu) ^"^ ^^/{G{K- 2LMNGu)] '^

'

w' = E-2LMNu,

. DF-\->/{(G-'D^){K- 2LMNGu)} sin U
^^^~ G<^{E-2LMNu)

V =p cos l + q cos m + r cos n

=
I [2)^+ V {{G - 2)») (K - 2LMNGu)\ sin U],

taii(^ + tf)-
cos U>J[GiK-2LMNGu)\

"

[The angles which determine the position of the body are thus expressed in

terms of u, which is given as a function of t by the foregoing equation du=pqrdt,

where p, q, r denote given functions of w.]
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405.

AN EIGHTH MEMOIR ON QUANTICS.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLVII.

(for the year 1867). Received January 8,—Read January 17, 1867.]

The present Memoir relates mainly to the binary quintic, continuing the investi-

gations in relation to this form contained in my Second, Third, and Fifth Memoirs on

Quantics, [141], [144], [lo6]
;

' the investigations which it contains in relation to a

quantic of any order are given with a view to their application to the quintic. All

the invariants of a binary quintic (viz. those of the degrees 4, 8, 12, and 18) are

given in the Memoirs above referred to, and also the covariants up to the degree 5 ;

it was interesting to proceed one step further, viz. to the covariants of the degree 6
;

in fact, while for the degree 5 we obtain 3 covariants and a single syzygy, for the

degree 6 we obtain only 2 covariants, but as many as 7 syzygies; one of these is,

however, the syzygy of the degree 5 multiplied into the quintic itself, so that,

excluding this derived syzygy, there remain (7 — 1 =) 6 syzygies of the degree 6. The

determination of the two covariants (Tables 83 and 84 post) and of the syzygies of

the degree 6, occupies the commencement of the present Memoir. [These covariants

83, 84 are the covariants M and N of the paper 143, "Tables of the covariants M to

W of the binary quintic", and they are accordingly not here reproduced.]

The remainder of the Memoir is in a great measure a leproduction (with various

additions and developments) of researches contained in Professor Sylvester's Trilogy, and

in a recent memoir by M. Hermite('). In particular, I establish in a more general

form (defining for that purpose the functions which I call " Auxiliars ") the theory

which is the basis of Professor Sylvester's criteria for the reality of the roots of a

quintic equation, or, say, the theory of the determination of the character of an equation

of any order. By way of illustration, I first apply this to the quartic equation ; and

' Sylvester "On the Beal and Imaginary Boots of Algebraical Equations; a Trilogy," Pfei7. Trans, vol. oliv.

(1864), pp. 579—666. Hermite, "Sur I'^quation du 5' degre," Comptes Rendtix, t. lxi. (1866), and in a separate

form, Paris, 1866.

19—2
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I then apply it to the quintic equation, following Professor Sylvester's track, but so

as to dispense altogether with his amphigenous surface, and making the investigation to

depend solely on the discussion of the bicorn curve, which is a principal section of

this surface. I explain the new form which M. Hermite has given to the Tschim-

hausen transformation, leading to a transformed equation the coefficients whereof are

all invariants ; and, in the case of the quintic, I identify with my Tables his cubi-

covariants </>, (a-, y) and ^^ (x, y). And in the two new Tables, 85 and 86, I give the

leading coefficients of the other two cubicovariants <^3 {x, y) and <^4 {x, y), [these are

now also identified with my Tables]. In the transformed equation the second term (or

that in z^) vanishes, and the coefficient 2( of ^^ is obtained as a quadric function of

four indeterminates. The discussion of this form led to criteria for the character of a

quintic equation, expressed like those of Professor Sylvester in terms of invariants,

but of a different and less simple form ; two such sets of criteria are obtained, and

the identification of these, and of a third set resulting from a separate investigation,

with the criteria of Professor Sylvester, is a point made out in the present memoir.

The theory is also given of the canonical form which is the mechanism by which

M. Hermite's investigations were carried on. The Memoir contains other investigations

and formulae in relation to the binary quintic ; and as part of the foregoing theory of

the determination of the character of an equation, I was led to consider the question

of the imaginary linear transformations which give rise to a real equation : this is

discussed in the concluding articles of the memoir, and in an Annex I have given a

somewhat singular analytical theorem arising thereout.

The paragraphs and Tables are numbered consecutively with those of my former

Memoii's on Quantics. I notice that in the Second Memoir, p. 126, we should have

No. 26 = (No. 19)^-128 (No. 25), viz. the coefficient of the last term is 128 instead

of 1152. [This correction is made in the present reprint, 141, where the equation

is given in the form Q'= (?'- 128Q.]

Article Nos. 251 to 254.

—

The Binary Quintic, Covariants and Syzygies of the degree 6.

251. The number of asyzygetic covariants of any degree is obtained as in my
Second Memoir on Quantics, Philosophical Tramactions, vol. CXLVI. (1856), pp. 101—126,

[141], viz. by developing the function

1

(1 - ^) (1 - xz) (1 - a?z) (1 - a?z) (1 - x'z) (1 - d'z)
'

as shown p. 114, and then subtracting from each coefficient that which immediately

precedes it; or, what is the same thing, by developing the function

\-x
(1 -z){l-xz){\- x'z){l - a?z){\ - a*z) (1 - a?z)

'

which would lead directly to the .second of the two Tables which are there given

;

the Table is there calculated only up to z', but I have since continued it up to z",

so as to show the number of the asyzygetic covariants of every order in the variables

up to the degree 18 in the coefficients, being the degree of the skew invariant, the

highest of the iireducible invariants of the quintic. The Table is, for greater

convenience, arranged in a different form, as follows

:
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Table No. 81.

Table for the number of the Asyzygetic Covariants of any order, to the degree 18.

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

o 1 1 2 3 4 1
I 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 I

a 1 2 1 4 2 tf 4 9 2

3 1 2 3 4 S 7 8 3
4 i 1 4 3 7 6 11 9 4
s I 2 S a 6 8 10 13 5
6 1 1 * S 7 7 12 11 18 6
7 2 4 5 8 10 13 16 7
8 2 2 6 6 11 11 18 18 8
9 3 4 7 9 13 16 20 9
xo 1 1 4 5 10 10 17 18 26 10
11 2 5 7 11 14 19 28 II
12 2 S 7 8 15 16 24 26 12
'3 2 4 8 11 16 20 27 '3
M 1 * 5 11 IS 21 23 *i 14
15 1 2 S 8 13 17 24 29 15
i6 1 2 7 9 Ifi 19 28 32 16
•7 2 4 8 12 19 24 32 •7
i8 3 6 11 14 23 27 38 18
'9 1 4 7 13 18 26 S3 19
30 1 2 6 9 17 21 32 37 20
31 1 3 8 12 19 26 38 21
33 2 4 10 14 24 29 42 22
33 3 6 12 18 27 35 23
34 1 5 8 16 21 33 40 24
"1 1 2 6 11 19 26 37 35
3« 1 3 9 13 23 30 44 36

"Z 2 5 11 17 27 36 37
38 3 tl 14 20 32 40 38
39 1 5 9 17 2S 87 29
30 1 2 7 12 22 29 44 30
31 1 3 9 15 25 35 3'
3» 2 S 12 18 31 40 33
33 I S 7 15 23 35

33
34 1 5 9 19 27 42 34
35 1 2 7 13 23 33

35
36 1 3 10 16 28 38 36
37 2 5 12 20 33

li38 3 7 16 24 39
39 1 6 10 20 30

39
40 1 2 7 IS 25 35 40
41 1 3 10 17 29 41
43 2 5 18 21 36 42
43 3 7 16 26

43
44 1 5 10 21 31 44
45 1 2 7 14 26

45
4« 1 3 10 17 31 46

49

47 2 5 13 22

48 3 7 17 27
49 1 6 10 21

50 1 2 7 14 27 50
5151 1 3 10 18

53 2 5 13 22 52
53 3 7 17

53
54 1 5 10 22 54

li

%

55 1 2 7 14

56
57

1

2
3

5
10

13
18

58 3 7 17

? 1 5 10
«o 1 2 7 14
61 1 3 10 61
63 I 2 5 13 63
5^ 3 7

6̂5
66

64 1 5 10
«5 1 2 7

«6 1 3 10
67 2 5
68 3 7

«9 1 5
69

70 1 2 7 70
7> 1 3

71
7» 2 5 72
73 3

73
74
75
76

1

1

1

2
5

3

74
75
7«

77
78

"

3 7I

g 1

1

2 g
81 1 81
83 2 83

2' 83
84 1 84

?l
1 85

8« 1 86

ll 87
88 88
89 89
90 1 90
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[In regard to this table No. 81 it is hai-dly iiecessaiy to notice that for any

column with an even heading the numbers of the column correspond to the even

outside numbers, while for any column with an odd heading the numbers of the

column correspond to the odd outside numbers. The table is in fact a table of the

differences of the numbers of the af-tahh, 142 ; thus in this table writing down

cols. 5 and 6 and in each of them forming the differences by subtracting from each

number the number immediately below it, we have cols. 5 and 6 of the table No. 81, viz.

:

1 1 2 3 5 7 9 II 14 16 18 19 20 col. 5, 13—12 of a/-Uble.

1011222 2 3 2 2 1 1 col. 5 of table No. 81.

1 1 2 3 5 7 10 12 16 19 23 25 29 30 32 32 coL 6, 15 of a/-tabla

1011223243424120 col. 6 of table No. 81.]

252. The interpretation up to the degree 6 is as follows:

[In the following Table No. 82 as originally printed, the heading of the fourth

column was "Constitution. Nos. in ( ) refer to Tables in former Memoirs except (83)

and (84) which are given post," and the covariants were referred to by their Nos.

accoi-dingly.]
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Table No. 82.

151

Degree. Order. No.
Constitution. Notation is the alphabetic notation of 143,

A the quintic itself, B, C quadricovariants, Ac.

N—new covt.

.V= syzygy.

viz. the absolute constant unity.

1 5 A K

2 10
6

2

A'

C
B

3 15

11

9

7

5

3

A'
AG
F
AB
E
D

N.

N.

4

»

n

]f

20
16

U
12
10

8
6

4

A*

A'C
AF
C, A'-B

AE
AO, EG
I
H, I?

G

N.
N.
N.

5

>»

)9

»9

If

»>

11

99

»
99

99

>»

25
21

19

17

15
13
11

7

5

3
1

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

A^G
A^F
A'B, AC
A^E, GF
A^'D, ABC
AI +BF-CE=0
AB', AH, CD
BE, L
AG, BD
K
J

S.

F.

M.
N.

6

»
»»

»

»
u
»»

»>

t»

30
26
24
22
20
18
16

14

12

10
8
6

4

2

1

1

1

2

2

3

2

4

3

4

2

4

1

1

A*C
A^F
A'C' , A*B
AGE, A'E
E' + 4(7» + A^D-A'BG =0
A{AI+ BE - GE] =0

-GAGD- \EF -iBC^ + A'U =0, A'B'
AL + 3DF -1GI =0, ABE
AB'G +UABD- A^G+ET- =0, GH
AK + 1BI -ZDE =0
AJ + 1BH - £» -CG!-92)'' =
N
M

S.

&.
S.

s.

s.

s.

s.

N.
N.
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253. For the explanation of this I remark that the Table No. 81 shows that we

have for the degree and order one covariant ; this is the absolute constant

unity ; for the degree 1 and order 5, 1 covariant, this is the quintic itself, A ; for

degree 2 and order 10, 1 covariant ; this is the square of the quintic, A^ ; for same

degree and order 6, 1 covariant, which had accordingly to be calculated, viz. this is

the covariant C\ and similarly whenever the Table No. 81 indicates the existence of

a covariant of any degree and order, and there does not exist a product of the

covariants previously calculated, having the proper degree and order, then in each such

case (shown in the last preceding Table by the letter N) a new covariant had to be

calculated. On coming to degree 5, order 11, it appears that the number of asyzygetic

invariants is only = 2, whereas there exist of the right degree and order the 3 com-

binations AI, BF, CE ; there is here a syzygy, or linear relation, between the

combinations in question; which syzygy had to be calculated, and was found to be

as shown, AI + BF—CE=0, a result given in the Second Memoir, p. 126. Any such

case is indicated by the letter S. At the place degree 6, order 16, we find a syzygy

between the combinations A'^I, A^BF, ACE; as each term contains the factor A,

this is only the last-mentioned syzygy multiplied by A, not a new syzygy, and I

have written ;S' instead of S. The places degree 6, orders 18, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6 indi-

cate each of them a syzygy, which syzygies, as being of the degree 6, were not given

in the Second Memoir, and they were first calculated for the present Memoir. It is

to be noticed that in some cases the combinations which might have entered into

the syzygy do not all of them do so ; thus degree 6, order 14, the syzygy is between

the four combinations ACD, EF, BG\ A'H, and does not contain the remaining com-

bination A-B. The places degree 6, orders 4, 2, indicate each of them a new covariant,

and these, as being of the degree 6, were not given in the Second Memoir, but had

to be calculated for the present Memoir.

254. I notice the following results:

Quadrinvt. 6H = 3G=,

Cubinvt. 6H =-GP+ 54GQ,

Disct. {aB + ^M) = (-G, Q, -3ir$_a, ^f,

Jac. {B, H) = 6Jf,

Hess. W =N,

the last two of which indicate the formation of the covariants given in the new

Tables if=No. 83 and iV=No. 84: viz. if to avoid fractions we take 3 times the

covariant D, being a cubic {a, ...fix, yf, then the Hessian thereof is a covariant

(a, ...)«(ar, yf, which is given in Table, M No. 83; and in like manner if we form

the Jacobian of the Tables B and H which are respectively of the forms (a,..)'(a;, yY,

and {a,..y(x, y)*, this is a covariant (a, ..)"(«, yf, and dividing it by 6 to obtain the

coefficients in their lowest terms, we have the new Table, N No. 84. I have in

these, for greater distinctness, written the numerical coefficients after instead of before,

the literal terms to which they belong.
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The two new Tables are:

Table No. 83. M=(*'^x, yf. See 143.

Table No. 84. N = {*'^x, yy. See 143.

Article No. 255.

—

Formulce far the canonical form ax' + 6y° + cz'' = 0, where x + y + z = 0.

25.5. The quintic (a, b, c, d, e, f^x, yf may be expressed in the form

ru' + 811^ + ttu',

where «, v, w are lineai- functions of {x, y) such that w + v + w = 0. Or, what is the

same thing, the quintic may be represented iu the canonical form

aafi + by' + czr',

where x-\-y + z = Q; this is ={a — c, —c, — c, — c, — c, h — c\x, yf, and the different

covariants and invariants of the quintic may hence be expressed in terms of these

coefficients (a, b, c).

For the invariants we have

G =,J = fr^gs + c='a'' + a^¥ - 2abc (a + b + c),

Q = K = a-b^c^ (be + ca + ab),

-U =L = a*b*c*,

W=I = ia'bV (b -c)(c- a) (a - b).

[Observe that throughout the present Memoir, the invariants, instead of being called

G, Q, —TI, W are called /, J, K, L, viz. the 7, J, K, L in all that follows denote

the invariants, and not the covariants denoted by these letters in 142, 143. Moreover

D is used to denote the invariant Q', which is in fact the discriminant of the quintic]

Hence, writing for a moment

a +b +c =p, and therefore J =q^— 4ipr,

bc + ca + ab = q K = r^q,

abc =r //=»•',

we have

and thence

and

(a b)-(b-cy(c-ay=p'q''-4,q''-^b-+l8pqr-27r\

j2 ^ ig^o ^pY _ 4^ _ ip^r + IHjyqr - 27r=),

J(K-- JLy + SK'L - 72JKL" - 432Z='

= r'» {{q- - 4pr) 16p= + 8(f
- (g-' - 4pr) 72q - 432r»j

,

= 8r"> {(5" - 4,pr) (2p» - 9q) + q^- 54r^),

= le?-" Ip'q'-
- 'i(f - ^p'r + ISpqr - 27r^],

c. VI. 20
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that is.

/' = J{K^ - JLf + 8K'L - nJKD - 432i»,

which is the simplest mode of obtaining the expression for the square of the 18-thic

or skew invariant / in terms of the invariants J, K, L of the degrees 4, 8, 12

respectively.

If instead of the invariant K of the degree 8 we consider the invariant D [= Q'

as before-mentioned] of the same degree, this is

q = D=[h'&-ir d'a? + a'6» - lahc (a + 6 + c))- - 128a=6V (6c + ca + ab),

= ^ - 8g=pr - 1285?^ + \Qfr-,

D = Norm ((tc)* + {ca)^ + (at)*)

;

and we have also the following covariants

:

5 = (— oc, ah— ac — he, — hcl§ix, yf,

= hcyz + cazx + abxy.

C = (—ac, — Sac, — Sac, ah — ac — be, — 36c, - 36c, — bc^x, 1/)'

= bci^z' + caz^3? + aha?y^.

D = (0, — re6c, — a6c, 0\x, yf = a6c xyz.

E= ( a%- ac^+ b(?-d'c-2ahc)af

+ (
— 5a(? + 56c* — 5a6c) a;*^

+ (
- 10ac= + 106c= - 2a6c) a?^^

+ (
- lOac* + 106c= + 2a6c) a?y^

+ (
- 5ac=+ 56c'' +5a6c)a;^

-(- (- a6* - ac'' + 6c= + 6*0 + 2a6c) f

= (6- c)aV + (c- a) hl'y' + (a- 6) d'z^

— a6c (y — z)(z — x) (x — y) {yz + zx + xy).

Article No. 256.

—

Expression of the \8-thic Invariant in terms of the roots.

256. It was remarked by Dr Salmon, that for a quintic (a, 6, c, d, e. f^x, yf
which is linearly transformable into the form (a, 0, c, 0, e, O'^x, yY, the invariant /

is = 0. Now putting for convenience y = 1, and considering for a moment the equation

x(x-^)(x-y)(x-S)(x-f)=0,

then wnting herein for x, the transformed equation is

X (x - 0') {x - 7') (x - 8') (x - e') = 0,
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l-m/3'^^^r^zro' y = nry
, &c.

1 —my

hence m may be so determined that /S' + y may be =0; viz. this will be the case

if 8+y = 2m3y, or to = ^^ . In order that S' + e' may be = 0, we must of course
' 2py

have jft = - t ^
, and hence the condition that simultaneously ^' + 7' = and S' + e' = is

?^'^ = t^; that is, (d + y)B€-0yiS + e) = O. Or putting a,'- a for sc and /3-a,
2py 20 e

7 — a, &c. for /3, 7, &c., we have the equation

(a;-a){x- ^){x-y){x - B)(x - €) = 0,

which is by the transformation x—a. into —7 r—— changed into
^ m (a; — a) + n

(a: - o') (x - ;8') (« - 7') (a^ - 8') (^ - O =

(where a' = a), and the condition in order that in the new equation it may be possible

to have simultaneously /^ + 7' - 2a' = 0, 8' + e' - 2 a' = 0, is

(/3 + 7-2a)(S-a)(e-a)-(8 + e-2a)(/3-a)(7-a) = 0,

or, as this may be written,

1, 2a , a^ =0.

1, /8 + 7, ^y

1, 8+6, he

Hence writing x + a' for x, the last-mentioned equation is the condition in order that

the equation
{x-a){x-^)ix-y){x-K){x-e) =

may be transfonnable into

X {x - ^) {x - 7') {x - 8') {x - e') = 0,

where y9' + 7' = 0, 8' + e' = 0, that is, into the form a; (a^ - /3'*) (a^ - 8'^) = 0. Or replacing

y, if we have

(a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf = a(x- ay) {x - ^y) {x - yy) {x - By) (x - ty),

then the equation in question is the condition in order that this may be transformable

into the form (a', 0, c', 0, e', O'^x, yf; that is, in order that the 18-thic invariant /
may vanish. Hence observing that there are 15 determinants of the form in question,

and that any root, for instance a, enters as ai' in 3 of them and in the simple power

a in the remaining 12, we see that the product

20—2

1, 2a ,
0'

1, 0+y, 0y

1, 8 +€, Be
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contains each root in the power 18, and is consequently a rational and integral

function of the coefficients of the degree 18, viz. save as to a numerical factor it is

equal to the invariant /. And considering the equation (a, . .^x, y)' = as representing

a range of points, the signification of the equation 7 = is that, the pairs (/3, 7) and

(8, e) being properly selected, the fifth point a is a focus or sibiconjugate point of

the involution formed by the pairs (/8, 7) and (8, e).

Article Nos. 257 to 267.

—

Theory of the determination of the Character of an

Equation; Aiixiliars ; Facultative and Non-facidtutive space.

2-57. The equation (a, b, c ...\x, y)" = is a real equation if the ratios a : b : c,..

of the coefficients are all real. In considering a given real equation, there is no loss

of generality in considering the coefficients (a, b, c. .) as being themselves real, or in

taking the coefficient a to be = 1 ; and it is also for the most part convenient to

write y = 1, and thus to consider the equation under the form (1, b, c...^x, 1)" = 0.

It will therefore (unless the contrary is expressed) be throughout assumed that the

coefficients (including the coefficient a when it is not put =1) are all of them real;

and, in speaking of any functions of the coefficients, it is assumed that these are

rational and integral real functions, and that any values attributed to these functions

are also real.

258. The equation (1, b, c...][a;, 1)" = 0, with a real roots and 2l3 imaginary roots,

is said to have the character ar+2/3t; thus a quintic equation will have the character

or, 3r + 2i, or r + ii, according as its roots are all real, or as it has a single pair, or

two pairs, of imaginary roots.

259. Consider any ?h functions (A, B, ... K) of the coefficients, (»t = or < ?i). For

given values of {A, B, ... K), non constat that there is any corresponding equation (that

is, the corresponding values of the coefficients (6, c, ...) may be of neces.sity imaginary),

but attending only to those values of (A, B,...K) which have a corresponding equation

or corresponding equations, let it be assumed that the equations which correspond to

a given set of values of (A, B,...K) have a determinate character (one and the same

for all such equations) : this assumption is of course a condition imposed on the form

of the functions (A, B, ... K)\ and any functions satisfying the condition are said to

be " auxiliars." It may be remarked that the n coefficients (6, c, ...) are themselves

auxiliars ; in fact for given values of the coefficients there is only a single equation,

which equation has of course a determinate character. To fix the ideas we may con-

sider the auxiliars (.4, B,...K) as the coordinates of a point in m-dimensional space, or

say in rw-space.

260. Any given point in the wi-space is either " facultative," that is, we have

corresponding thereto an equation or equations (and if more than one equation then by

what precedes these equations have all of them the same character), or else it is

" non-facultative," that is, the point has no corresponding equation.

2G1. The entire system of facultative points forms a region or regions, and the

entire system of non-facultative points a region or regions ; and the m-space is thus

divided into facultative and non-facultative regions. The surface which divides the
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facultative and non-facultative regions may be spoken of simply as the bounding

surface, whether the same be analytically a single surface, or consist of portions of more

than one surface.

262. Consider the discriminant D, and to fix the ideas let the sign be determined

in such wise that D \s + or — according as the number of imaginary roots is

= (mod. 4), or is =2 (mod. 4) ; then expressing the equation i) = in terms of the

auxiliai's (.4, B,...K), we have a surface, say the discriminatrix, dividing the wt-space

into regions for which Z) is +, and for which i) is — , or, say, into positive and

negative regions.

263. A given facultative or non-facultative region may be wholly positive or wholly

negative, or it may be intersected by the discriminatrix and thus divided into positive

and negative regions. Hence taking account of the division by the discriminatrix, but

attending only to the facultative regions, we have positive facultative regions and

negative facultative i-egions. Now using the simple term region to denote indifferently

a positive facultative region or a negative facultative region, it appears from the very

notion of a region iia above explained that we may pass from any point in a given

region to any other point in the same region without traversing either the bounding

surface or the discriminatrix ; and it follows that the equations which correspond to

the several points of the same region have each of them one and the same character

;

that is, to a given region there correspond equations of a given character.

264. It is proper to remark that there may very well be two or more regions

which have corresponding to them equations with the same character; any such regions

may be associated together and considered as fonning a kingdom ; the number of

kingdoms is of course equal to the number of characters, viz. it is = ^ (;;. + 2) or

^(n-Hl) according as n is even or odd; and this being so, the general conclusion

from the preceding considerations is that the whole of facultative space will be

divided into kingdoms, such that to a given kingdom there correspond equations having

a given character; and conversely, that the equations with a given character correspond

to a given kingdom. Hence (the characters for the several kingdoms being ascertained)

knowing in what kingdom is situate a point {A, B, ... K), we know also the character

of the corresponding equations.

265. Any conditions which determine in what kingdom is situate the point

{A, B, ... K) which belongs to a given equation (1, h, c ...\x, 1)" = 0, determine

therefore the character of the equation. It is very important to notice that the form

of these conditions is to a certain extent indeterminate ; for if to a given kingdom

we attach any portion or portions of non-facultative space, then any condition or

conditions which confine the point (A, B, ... K) to the resulting aggregate portion of

space, in effect confine it to , the kingdom in question ; for of the points within the

aggregate portion of space it is only those within the kingdom which have con-e-

sponding to them an equation, and therefore, if the coefficients (6, c, ...) of the given

equation are such as to give to the auxiliars (A, B, ... K) values which coiTespond to

a point situate within the above-mentioned aggregate portion of space, such point will of

necessity be within the kingdom.
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266. In the case where the auxiliare are the coefficients (6, c, ...), to any given

values of the auxiliars there corresponds an equation, that is, all space is facultative

space. And the division into regions or kingdoms is effected by means of the

discriminatrix, or surface D = 0, alone. Thus in the case of the quadric equation

{1, X, y\0, 1)^ = the 7«-8pace is the plane. We have D = a? — y, and the discriminatrix

is thus the parabola a?— y = 0. There are two kingdoms, each consisting of a single

region, viz. the positive kingdom or region {a?— y — -\-) outside the parabola, and the

negative kingdom or region («" — y = —) inside the parabola, which have the chanvcters

2r and 2i, or correspond to the cases of two real roots and two imaginary roots,

respectively. And the like as regards the cubic (1, x, y, z^d, 1)' = 0; the m-space is

here ordinary space, D = — 4ea?z + 3ary + Qxyz — 4^* — z^, and the division into kingdoms

is effected by means of the surface Z) = ; but as in this case there are only the

two characters 3?' and r + 2i, there can be only the two kingdoms D = + and D = -

having these characters 3r and r + 2t respectively, and the determination of the

character of the cubic equation is thus effected without its being necessary to proceed

further, or inquire as to the form or number of the regions determined by the

surface Z) = : I believe that there are only two regions, so that in this case also

each kingdom consists of a single region. But proceeding in the same manner, that

is, with the coefficients themselves as auxiliars, to the case of a quartic equation, the

?«-space is here a 4-dimensional space, so that we cannot by an actual geometrical

discussion show how the 4-space is by the discriminatrix or hypersurface D = divided

into kingdoms having the characters 4?', 2r + 2i, 4>i respectively. The employment

therefore of the coefficients themselves as auxiliars, although theoretically applicable to

an equation of any order whatever, can in practice be applied only to the cases for

which a geometrical illustration is in fact imnecessary.

267. I will consider in a different manner the case of the quartic, chiefly as an

instance of the actual employment of a surface in the discussion of the character of

an equation ; for in the case of a cjuintic the auxiliare are in the sequel selected in

such manner that the surface breaks up into a plane and cylinder, and the discussion

is in fact almost independent of the surface, being conducted by means of the cun-e

(Professor Sylvester's Bicorn) which is the intersection of the plane and cylinder.

Article Nos. 268—273.

—

Application to the QuaHic equation.

268. Considering then the quartic equation («, h, c, d, e\d, 1)* = (I retain for

symmetry the coefficient a, but suppose it to be =1, or at all events positive), then

if I, J signify as usual, and if for a moment

^ =a''d-Zabc + '2.b\

X = 3aJ+2(h^-ac)I,

we have identically

5 i^a'J' + X') ^= = 9 (b' - acf X' - a' (6- - acY (/' - 27J») - a'X'
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(see my paper, " A discussion of the Sturmian Constants for Cubic and Quartic

Equations," QuaH. Math. Journ., vol. iv. (1861) pp. 7—12), [290]. And I write

x= b- — ac,

y = 3aJ+2{b^-ac)'I,

z = P--27J-(=D).

269. I bon-ow from Sturm's theorem the conclusion (but nothing else than this

conclusion) that {x, y, z) possess the fundamental property of auxiliars (that is, that the

quartic equations (if any) corresponding to a given system of values of {x, y, z) have

one and the same character). The foregoing equation gives 9a;y — ac^z — y'= a, square

function, and therefore positive ; that is, the facultative portion of space is that for

which Qx'y^ — a^z — y^ is =+. And the equation

a^ (9y^ -z)-f =

is that of the bounding surface, dividing the facultative and non-facultative portions

of space.

270. To explain the form of the surface we may imagine the plane of xy to be

that of the paper, and the positive direction of the axis of z to be in front of the

paper. Taking z constant, or considering the sections by planes parallel to that of xy,

z = 0, gives y (Oar* — y) = 0, viz. the section is the line y = 0, or axis of x twice,

and the cubical parabola y = xr'.

(^ = +)

\ (ndn.fac)

W(non.fac.)

A'C/jw:.)

z=+, the curve .v'
f has two asymptotes y = ± ^'^z, parallel to and equi

yy — z

listant from the axis of x, and consists of a branch included between the two

parallel asymptotes, and two other portions branches outside the asymptotes, as shown

in the figure {z = +).
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z = —, the curve a? = g-^— has no real asymptote, and consists of a single

branch, resembling in its appearance the cubical parabola as shown in the figure

(z = -).

Taking x as constant, or considering the sections by planes parallel to that of zy,

the equation of the section is ^ = 9^* — ^ , which is a cubical parabola, meeting the

plane of xy in a point on the cubical parabola y = 9x^, and also in a twofold point

on the axis of x, that is, touching the plane of xy at the last-mentioned point.

271. The surface consists of a single sheet extending to infinity, the form of

which is most easily understood by considering the sections by a system of spheres

having the origin of coordinates for their common centre. These sections have all of

them the same general form ; and one of them is shown fig. 1 of the Plate at the

end of the present Memoir, the projection being orthogonal on the plane of xy or plane

of the paper, and the spherical curve being shown, the portion of it above the plane

of the paper by a continuous line, that below it by a dotted line (the double point

in the figure is thus of course only an apparent one) : the same figure shows also

the sections by planes parallel to that of xy previously shown in the figures (z = +) and

(z = -).

272. Now considering the discriminatrix D = 0, in this case the plane z = 0, it

appears that the bounding surface and this plane divide space into six regions, viz.

above the plane of the paper we have the four regions, A non-facultative, B facultative,

A' facultative, B' non-facultative, and below it the two regions, C facultative, C non-

facultative. There are thus in all three facultative regions A', B, C, and since

A' and B correspond to D = +, these must have the characters 4?' and 4i, and it is

easy by considering a particular case to show that B has the character 4r, and A'
the character 4i; C corresponds to D=— , and can therefore only have the character

2r -I- 2i. Hence, for any given equation, (x, y, z) will lie in one of the regions

{B, A', C), and if {x, y, z)

is in the region B , the character is 4r,

C, „ 2r + 2i.

273. It is right to notice that the determination of the character is reallj- made
in what precedes; the determination of the analytical criteria of the different characters

is a mere corollary ; to obtain these it is only necessary to remark that

z = + , X = + , y=+ includes the whole of facultative region B,

that is, (x, y, z) being each positive, the character is 47-;

z = + , x = -\-, y = -'

x = -, y=-
x = -, y = -)

include each a part and together the whole

of facultative region A',
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that is, z being + , but (x, y) not each positive, the character is 4i

;

_ _ I
include each a part and together the whole

j
of facultative region G,

..« = -. 2/ = -
J

z = — , x = —
, y = + does not include any facultative space,

that is, z being — , the character is 2r + 2i ; and the combination of signs z — — ^

x = —
, y = + is one which does not exist.

The results thus agi-ee with those furnished by Sturm's theorem ; and in particular

the impossibility of z = — , x = —
, y = + appears from Sturm's theorem, inasmuch as

his combination would give a gain iustead of a loss of changes of sign.

Article Nos. 274 to 285.

—

Determination of the characters of the quintic equation.

274. Passing now to the case of the quintic, I write

J = G,

K= q,

L =-U,
/= W;

viz. J is the quartinvaiiant, K and D are octinvariants (Z) the discriminant), L is

12-thic invariant, and / is the 18-thic or skew invariant. Hence also /, D, 2"Z — J*

are invariants of the degrees 4, 8, 12 respectively; and forming the combinations

I assume that (x, y, z) are auxiliars, reserving for the concluding articles of the

present memoir the considerations which sustain this assumption.

27.5. The separation into regions is effected as follows:—We have identically (see

ante, No. 2.55)

16/^ = JK* + HLK^ - 2J--LK' - 72JL'K - 432Z' + J'L"-
;

or putting for K its value = -^ (J- — D), this is

2»^/»= J{r--DY + &c.,

= (J«-2"i)"(^'-3».2'"Z)

+ DJ (- 4J« + 61 . I^'J^'L + 144 . 2«'i'')

+ I>JH 6J'»-2'».29L)

+ D' (-4J'- 2'»/>)

+ D'J;

c. VI. 21
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or writing as above

_ 2"L-J» _D

whence also

2"Z

this is

+ y { 36(l+;r)=-A!L(l+a;)-4j

+ yM-i(i + *)-*!

+ 1,
OT, what is the same thing,

2 . 2»^ = - 3«^ - «^
J"

+ ?/(72iic2+ 205a; + 125)

+ 2/" (-29a; -17)

+ 2/'(-«-9)

= <^(a;, y) suppose.

276. Hence also writing z = J, we have

or the equation of the bounding surface may be taken to be

z<i> («. y) = 0.

that is, the bounding surface is composed of the plane z = Q, and the cylinder

<^ {x, y) = 0. Taking the plane of the paper for the plane 2 = 0, the cylinder meets

this plane in a curve <j> {x, y) = 0, which is Professor Sylvester's Bicom : this curve

divides the plane into certain regions, and if we attend to the solid figure and instead

of the curve con.sider the cylinder, then to each region of the plane there correspond

in solido two regions, one in front of, the other behind the plane region, and of these

regions in solido, one is facultative, the other is non-facultative (viz. for given values

of {x, y), whatever be the sign of ^{x, y), then for a certain sign of z, Z(f>{x, y) will

be positive or the solid region will be facultative, and for the opposite sign of

z, z<f) (x, y) will be negative or the region will be non-facultative). It hence appears that

we may attend only to the plane regions, and that (the proper sign being attributed

to z, that is to J) each of these may be regai'ded as facultative. It is to be added

that the discriminatrix is in the present case the plane y = 0, or, if we attend only

to the plane figure, it is the line y = ; so that in the plane figure the separation

into regions is effected by means of the Bicom and the line y = 0.
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277. Reverting to the equation of the Biconi, and considering first the form at

infinity, the intersections of the curve by the line infinity are given by the equation

y {2y — a;) = 0, viz. there is a threefold intei-section >f = 0, and a simple intersection

2y — a; = ; the equation y* = indicates that the intersection in question is a point

of inflexion, the tangent at the inflexion (or stationary tangent) being of course the

line infinity ; the visible effect is, however, only that the direction of the branch is

ultimately parallel to the axis of x. The equation 2y — a; = indicates an asymptote

parallel to this line, and the equation of the asymptote is easily found to be

2y-x + o = 0.

278. The discussion of the equation would show that the curve has an ordinary

cusp ; and a cusp of the second kind, or node-cusp, equivalent to a cusp and node

;

the curve Ls therefore a unicursal curve, or the coordinates are expressible rationally

in terms of a parameter
<f>;

we in fact have

whence also

^ -((» + 2)((^»-0' + 20-4) ^ {<l>
+ 2f{<p-S)*

0»(0+l) '^ «^=(0+l)

279. The curve may be traced from these equations (see Plate, fig. 2, where the

bicom is delineated along with a cubic curve afterwards refeiTed to): as <j) extends

from an indefinitely small positive value e through infinity to — 1 — e, we have the

upper branch of the curve, viz.

<f>
= €, gives a;=ao

, y = — oo
,
point at infinity, the tangent being horizontal,

<^ = x, gives a; = — 1, y = +, the node-cusp, tangent parallel to axis of y,

<f)
= — 2, gives x = 0, y = 0, the tangent at this point being the axis of x,

<f)= — l — €, gives a; = 30
, y = +, point at infinity along the asymptote

;

and as
<f>

extends from .r = — 1 -f- e to a: = — e, we have the lower branch, viz.

= — 1 + e, gives a; = — oo, y = — oo
,
point at infinity along the asymptote,

= — |, x = — 76|f , y= — 41f ; the cusp, shown in the figure out of its proper

position (observe that for *• = — 76|f, we have for the asymptote y = — 40f^,

80 that the distance below the asymptote is =|^; Professor Sylvester's value

y= — 2o for the ordinate of the cusp is an obvious error of calculation).

<f>
= — €, x= — cc, y= — oo, point at infinity, the tangent being horizontal.

The class of the curve is =4.

280. The node-cusp counts as a node, a cusp, an inflexion, and a double tangent

;

the node-cusp absorbs therefore (6 -f 8 + 1 =) 1.5 inflexions, and the other cusp

8 inflexions; there remains therefore (24 — 1.5 — 8=) 1 inflexion, viz. this is the inflexion

at infinity, having the line infinity for tangent ; there is not, besides the tangent at

the node-cusp, any other double tangent of the curve.

21—2
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281. The form of the Bicom, so far as it is material for the discussion, is also

shown in the Plate, fig. 3, and it thereby appears that it divides the plane into three

regions ; viz. these are the regions PQR and S, for each of which
<f>

(x, y) is = —

,

and the region TU, for which ^{x, y) is = + ; that is, for PQR and S we must have

J=—, and for TU we must have /=+. Hence in connexion mth the bicom, con-

sidering the line y=0, we have the six regions P, Q, R, S, T, U. It has just been

seen that for P, Q, R, 8 we have J=- , and for T, U we have J= + ; and the

2"Z — J' D
sign of J being given, the equations x = ^— , y = -yj , then fix for the several

regions the signs of 2"X — J^ and D, as shown in the subjoined Table ; by what

precedes each of the six regions has a determinate character, which for R, S, and U
(since here D is = — ) is at once seen to be 3r + 2i, and which, as will presently

appear, is ascertained to be or for P and r + 4i for Q and T.

282. We have thus the Table

P, D = + , J=-, 2"Z - J' = + } .5r,

Q, D = + , J=-, 2"i-J"» = -)
> r + 4i,

T, D = + , J= + , 2"Z-J' = +
)

R, D = -, J = -, 2"Z-J' = ±^

S, D = -, /=-, 2"L-J» = + )-3r + 2i:

U, D = -, J = + , 2"i-J==+^

so that we have the kingdom or consisting of the single region P, the kingdom

r + 4t consisting of the regions Q and T, and the kingdom 3r-|-2i consisting of the

regions R, S, and U.

283. For a given equation if D is = — , the character is 3r + 2i ; if D = +, J= +,

the character is r + 4i; if D = + , J= — , then, according as 2"L — J^ is = + or is

= — , the character is or or r+ 4i. But in the last case the distinction between the

characters 5r and r + 4i may be presented in a more genei-al form, involving a

parameter /i, arbitrary between certain limits. In fact drawing upwards from the

origin, as in Plate, fig. 3, the lines x —2y = and x + y = 0, and between them any

line whatever x + fiy = 0, the point (x, y), assumed to lie in the region P or Q, will

lie in the one or the other region according as it lies on the one side or the other

side of the line in question, viz. in the region P it x + fj.y is = — , in the region Q
if x + fiy is = +. But we have

2"Z- J» + uJi)
oo + iiy= ji ,

and J being by supposition negative, the sign of 2"Z - J^ + fiJD is opposite to that

ot x + fiy. The region is thus P or Q according to the sign of 2"L — J' + /iJD ; and

completing the enunciation, we have, finally, the following criteria for the number of

real roots of a given quiutic equation, viz.

If D = —, the character is 3r + 2t,

I{ D = + , J = + , then it is r + 4i.
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But if D = + , J=—, then /i being any number at pleasure between the limits +1
and — 2, both inclusive, if

2"Z — J^ + /jJD = + , the character is or,

2"L-J' + fiJD = -, „ „ „ r + 4<i.

284. The characters or of the region P and r + 4j; of the regions Q and T may
be ascertained by means of the equation (a, 0, c, 0, e, 0^0, 1)' = 0, that is

0(a0* + lOcff' + oe) = O;

there is always the real root ^ = 0, and the equation will thus have the character or

or r+4d according as the reduced equation a6* + lOcff' + oe = has the character 4r

or 4ri. It is clear that (a, e) must have the same sign, for otherwise 6^ would have

two real values, one positive, the other negative, and the character would be 2r + 2i.

And (a, e) having the same sign, then the character will be 4r, if ^ has two real

positive values, that is, if ae — bc^ is = — , and the sign of c be opposite to that of

a and e, or, what is the same thing, if ce be = — ; but if these two conditions are

not satisfied, then the values of ^ will be imaginary, or else real and negative, and

in either case the character will be 4r.

285. Now, for the equation in question, putting in the Tables h = d=f—0, we find

D=2b^ae'{ae-b(^f,

J= 16 ce (rtfi + Sc'"),

2"Z - J» = 2" ce» [2 (a«- c")* - c= (oe + Sc*)'}

= 2" ce? (ae - 5c=) {2aV + a'c'e" + Sac'e + o(f).

We have by supposition D = +, that is, ae = + ; hence J has the same sign as ce;

whence if J= + , then also ce = +, and the character is 4i; that is the character of

the region T is ?-+4i. But if J = — , then also ce = — . But ae being = + , the sign

of 2"L — J^ is the same ae that of ce {ae — bc^), and therefore the opposite of that of

ae — bd^: hence Z) = +, J=—, the quartic equation has the character 4r or 4i

according as 2"Z — J' is = + or = — . Hence the region P has the character br and

the region Q the character r + 4t ; and the demonstration is thus completed.

Article No8. 286 to 293.—Hermite's )iew form of Tschirnhausen's tramfwmatioa, and

application thereof to the quintic.

286. M. Hermite demonstrates the general theorem, that if f(x, y) be a given

quantic of the ?i-th order, and </> {x, y) any covariant thereof of the order n — 2, then

considering the equation /(a;, 1) = 0, and writing

<i>{x, 1)

fzioo, 1)
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(where /,' (a;, 1) is the derived function of /{x, 1) in regard to x), then eliminating

X, we have an equation in z, the coefficients whereof are all of them invariants of

/(a;, y)-

287. In particular for the quintic f{x, y) = (a, h, c, d, e, f\x, yf, if

<Ai(*> y)' <^2(«. y), ^t{oo, y), ^t{x, y)

are any four covariant cubics, writing

^ t^HJx, l)+u<i)i(x, l) + tKf>a(.r, l)+wj>«(a;, 1)
'

/«'(«^. 1)

(viz. the numerator is a covariant cubic involving the indeterminate coefficients

t, u, V, w) then, in the transformed equation in z, the coefficients are all of them

invariants of the given quintic. Conducting the investigation by means of a certain

canonical form, which will be referred to in the sequel, he fixes the signification of his

four covariant cubics, these being respectively covariant cubics of the degrees 3, 5, 7,

and 9, defined as follows ; viz. starting with the form

-3 y. -fx, y«^, -a^

a , b , c , d

h. c , d , e

c , d , e , f

= -SD, =-3(A, B, C, D\x, yf, or (-SA, - B, - C, -SD'^x, yf, suppose,

and considering also the quadric covariant

(a, yS, yjx, y)\ = B,

then ^1, ^-i, (f>3, <f>i
are derived from the form

(A, B, G, D\^x-'n{px+^), ^y + v{2ax + ffy)y,

viz. we have

<f>A^. y) =-3(4, B, C, D\x, yf,

<^ (a;, y) = + 3 {A, B. C, D\x, yf (- ^x - 2yy. 2ax + ffy),

{<f>,(x. y)} = -S{A, B, C, D\x, y) (-^x-2yy. 2oLX + ^y)\

{04 (^. y)} = + 3 {A, B, C, D\ -0x- 2yy, 2ax + ^yf,

where {<^t{x, y)] and \^i{x, y)} are the functions originally called by him <f>,{x, y) and

<i>\(.x, y)'- those ultimately so called by him are

(') 4>, (x. 2/) = 4 {<fH (X, y)} + J<l>, (x, y), (J= G),

4>* iP^> y) = 4 {^4 (,00, y)} + SJ4>, (x, y) + 96^^, {x, y),

' M. Hermite, p. 17, has erroneously written <t>j{x, i/) + 4i4<^, (x, y), instead of 403 (x, y) + A<t>^{x, y) ; the

latter expression is that which he really makes use of, and the formula in the text is oorreot.
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where V^i (x, y) is the cubicovariant (- 21A^D + ^ABG - 25=, . .'^a;, yf of <^^ {x, y),

= (- 3^, -B, -C, - W\x, yf, ut supra.

The covaiiant ipsia;, y) has the property that if the given quintic (a, ...$«, yy
contains a square factor {Ice + myY, then ^3 (x, y) contains the factor Ix + viy : {c^j (x, y)}

and \<f>i(x, y)] are covai-iants not possessing the property in question, and they were

for this reason replaced by ^3 {x, y) and ^4 {x, y) which possess it, viz. ^3 {x, y) contains

the fiictor Ix+ my, and ^4 {x, y) contains {Ix + my)', being thus a perfect cube when
the given quintic contains a square factor.

288. The covariants <^ («, y) and <^2 («. y) are inchided in my Tables, viz. we have

<^(a;, y) =-W of 142, 143,

<f>3(x, y) = - K
(observe that in K the first coefficient vanishes if a = 0, 6 = 0, which is the property

just refened to of <i>i{x, y)); the other two covariants, as being of the degree 7 and 9,

are not included in my Tables, but I have calculated the leading coefficients of these

covariants respectively, viz.

Table No. 85 gives leading coefficient (or that of ar*) in <f)3{x, y), and

Table No. 86 gives leading coefficient (or that of «,') in (^4(0;, y) [and by means

thereof we have the values of the covariants in question].

The coefficients in question vanish for a = 0, b = 0, that is, ^3 (x, y) and (^4 {x, y)

then each of them contain the factor y ; if the remaining coefficients of ^4 {x, y) were

calculated, it should then appeal* that for a = 0, 6 = 0, those of sfiy, xy^ would also

vanish, and thus that <^4 {x, y) would be a mere constant multiple of y^.

Table No. 85 [= leading coefficient of \&BJ-\oDG].

a'cep + 1 d'h^p - 1 ah^df + 64 h*cP

a'dT + 15 d?hedp - 94 ah^e^f - 54 h*def - 144

c?d^f -32 a%e^f + 86 ab\^r - 48 6V + 135

aV + 16 a^hcPef + 106 aPcdef + 184 6'cV + 108

a%dp? - 96 ah^ce' - 135 6'cc/y + 288

oV/= + 63 (d)Wf - 272 b^cde" - 450

a^<?def - 188 ab^cPe^ + 243 ¥d?e + 80
d?<?^ + 32 abc^ef - 66 bVdf - 360

a^cdPf + 60 (d)cW/ + 212 b^cV + 135

a\dP^ + 68 abe'de' + 148 b^<?(Pe + 360
aH^e - 36 abciPe -412 b^cd' - 160

ah(P + 144 b&f + 108

(ic\lf - 36 bc*de - 180
ocV - 48 b(?^ + 80
(U?d^e + 124
ac'd^ - 48

+ 32 + 415 + 1119 + 1294
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Table No. 86 [= leading coefficient of S\

a^cef + 9 a»6«/' 9 aWdf + 120 ab*c/' - 576 6"/' + 192
a*cPp + 21 a'bcdp - 162 a«6»ey« - 21 ab*def^ + 672 6»ce/' - 1440
a*dep -78 a?bc^P + 99 o»6V/» + 486 ab*e>/ - 359 b<^d*f - 192

a*e\f + 48 d'bcPeP + 309 a^b^cde/^- 2160 abVef + 3456 b'dey - 1080
a'bd^f + 12 a^b-cey + 1023 ab'cdy - 864 b>e* + 2025
a%^ - 240 d'h^ay^ + 120 ab^cde'/ + 2094 bVdf' + 2592
aV/» - 81 a%^d?ey - 1053 ab'ce* - 3915 b^c'ey + 3546
aVefe/' + 1026 d'b^de* + 1314 ah^d^ef + 528 b*cd^ef + 5280
«Vey - 768 a'bc'eP - 1863 afi'rf'e^ - 45 b*cde> - 13500
a^crfy« - 738 arbc-cP/^ + 2538 a6Vrf/» - 2592 b*d*f - 4800
a^ccT-e'f - 564 a^bc'de'-f + 2340 a6V«y - 9747 h*dV + 7800
a?cde' + 1056 a%c'e* + 672 at)'<?dhf~ 8496 bVf - 648
a'd'ef + 756 a%c(3Pef + 2820 a6Vrfe» + 26610 bVdef - 14040
ard"^ - 696 d?bcd^e^ - 7812 aJl^cd^f + 8544 bV^ + 3075

a'bW-f - 3024 aV'cdfe - 16650 bVcPf + 9120
d^bd'e' + 4572 o6We + 720 i'cVe- + 16350
a^G*dp - 324 ab(?p + 972 b^cd'e - 19200
a^c^e^f + 3b88 cd)c*de/ + 24048 b'd' + 4800
aVd'ef - 8748 abc*e' - 4464 b^e>ef + 4860
aVde^ - 4800 abchPf - 15984 bVd'f - 3240
aVdy + 4248 abcWe- - 30108 b^c'de' - 8100
a-cVe' + 14520 obAl^e + 35088 bVd'e + 9000
d-cd'e - 11448 abed' - 8640 bc'-d" - 2400

'

aV + 2592 ocV - 7776
«cVy + 5184
ac'de' + 12960
ac*(^e - 14400
ac'd" + 3840

±78 + 3258 + 41253 + 124716 + 68640

[The values thus are <f>3(x, y) = 16BJ—loDG; <f)i{x, y) = S'.]

289. The equation in z is of the form

21 33 e 2)

where D is the discriminant of the quintic and 21, 33, 6, 2) denote rational and
integral functions of the coefficients (a, b, c, d, e, /). And the covariants ^(a;, y),

</>2(«) y), i>s(x, y), <f>i(x, y) having the values given to them above, the actual value

of 21 is obtained as a quadric function of the indeterminates {t, u, v, w), viz. this is

= {D,P - GBDtv -D(D,- 10A B) v^] + D\- Bu?+ 2D,uw + 9){BD- lOAD,) tu%

where Di-2hAB+\QC, these quantities, and the quantity N{=Di*-\QABDi-\-9I^Dy
afterwards spoken of, being in the notation of the present Memoir as follows:

A ^ J (= 0),

B= -K (=-Q),
C = dL + JK (=-9U+0Q),
D = D (= qi
B,= 9 (16Z - JK),

N = 1152 (18£= - JKL - A'»).
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290. If by establishing two linear relations between the coefficients (t, u, v, w)

the equation 2{ = can be satisfied (which in fact can be done by the solution of a

quadric equation), then these quantities can be by means of the relations in question

expressed as linear functions of any two of them, say of v and w ; and then the next

coefficient 33 will be a cubic function (v, wf, and the equation 33 = will be satisfied

by means of a cubic equation {v, wf = 0, that is, the transformed equation in z can

be by means of the solution of a quadric and a cubic equation reduced to the trinomial

form

(5 3)^+ 5. + 5 = 0,

and M. Hermite shows that the equation 91 = can be satisfied as above ^ery simply,

and that in two different ways, viz.

291. r. 21 = if

A«- - GBDtv - ( A - lOAB )v' =0,

Bu^ - 2Dyim - (9BD - lOAD,) w- = 0,

that is, N denoting as above, if

, 3BD+\/NB A + ViV"

292. 2°. Writing the expression for 21 in the form

A («" - J^v^ + ^Buw - lOADn/') + BD (lOAv"- - 6tv - 11? + 9Z>it,=),

then 21 = 0, if

<»-!)«= + Wim - \OADw-' = 0,

lOAif - 6tv - It' + 9 Dw- = 0.

These equations, writing therein

t=~'Jm\ u=U+ 5AW, v=^]-V, w=W,
v2 V2

become

- -^AV + S'JDTV+ U' + lOA UW+(25A'' - 9D) W- = 0,

the first of which is satisfied by the values

T = pW--U, V=pW + -U;
P P

and then substituting for T and V, the second equation will be also satisfied if only

p» = 5A + SVB.

c. VL 22
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Article Nos. 293 to 295.

—

Hermite's application of the foregoing results to the deter-

mination of tlve Character of the quintic equation.

293. By considerations relating to the form

^ |[Af - QBDtv -D{D,- lOAB) v^] + D[- Bic' + W,mu + 9BD - lOAD.vfi,

M. Hermite obtains criteria for the character of the quintic equation f(x, 1) = 0.

294. If D = — , the character is 3r + 2i, but if D = + , then expressing the fore-

going form as a sum of four squares affected with positive or negative coefficients,

the character will be or or 2 + 4i, according as the coefficients are all positive, or

are two positive and two negative. Whence, if N denote as above, then for

Z) = + , N=—, Z)i = + , B=—, character is or,

D = + ,N , 5A= + 1

and

i) = + , N = +

character is r +

and further, the combination i) = + , N= —
, A = — > B = + cannot arise (Hermite's first

set of criteria).

295. Again, from the equivalent form

^ |a («' -Bv' + Wuw - 10-4w") + BD {lOAvf' - 6tv - u' + QDvA,

which, if (I), w' are the roots of the equation 9^ — lOAd + D = 0, ia

= ¥^\^^ ;- (t-3(o'vy-(o {u--,w] +-^, (t-Soavy-mlu w] [;D[to — (ol \ to/J «-0)[_ \ w/JJ

then by similar reasoning it is concluded that

D = + , 25A^ — 9D = + , A = — , N = —
, character is or,

D = + , 25A'-9D = + , A=:-, N== + ,^

B = + , 25A'-9D = + , A = + , [ „ r + ^.

D = + , 2oA'-9D = -, J

(Hermite's second set of criteria.)
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Article Nos. 296 to 303.

—

Comparison with the Criteria No. 283 : the Nodal Cubic.

296. For the discussion of Hermite's results, it is to be observed that in the

notation of the present Memoir we have

A = J,

D = D,

i),= 16L-JK = j^{2''L-J' + JD),

N= 18L--JKL-K'

=
25 {3^ . 2- Z'' - 14JZ {r- -D)- {J^ - Dy],

or, putting as above,

2"Z-
J»

1-2/ =

we have

—
' y ~ Ti' ^^^ therefore 1 + « = —p-

,

A= J,

B =ThJHy-n

N = ^J^ {9(1 + xy-8(l +x){l -y)-il -yy},

J--- D
J"-

''

-2=1 if - %' + 8x1/ + 9sfi + Uy + 10a;}.

It thus becomes necessary to consider the curve

^(a?, y)=f-3y'' + 8xy + 9x' + lly + 10x=:0,

the equation whereof may also be written

9x + 4,y + 5=(y—l) V25 — 9y.

297. This is a cubic curve, viz. it is a divergent parabola having for axis the

line 9x +4fy + 5 = 0, and its ordinates parallel to the axis of x ; and having moreover

a node at the point x = — l, ?/ = + !, that is, at the node-cusp of the bicom; the

curve is thus a nodal cubic; we may trace it directly from the equation, but it is

to be noticed that qua nodal cubic it is a unicursal curve ; the coordinates x, y are

therefore rationally expressible in terms of a parameter yjr ; and it is easy to see that

we in fact have
81(a;+l)= ^^'(^-8),

9(2/-l) = -t(V^-8),
whence also

dy^-l8{f-4,)
dx ^{S-^-16)'

22—2



ylr = 9. l»
a; = 0,

ir = 8. » x = -l.

V^ = ¥. » «' = MM.
^ = 4, » ^=-w.
^ = 0, » ^ = -1,

V^ = -l, » a; = -J5«i,

i^ = -16, J> a; = -76f^

•f = -=0,
>i a; = — QC,
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298. We see that

i^ = GO
, gives a; = 00

, y = — oo
, point at infinity, the direction of the curve

parallel to axis of x.

y = 0, the origin,

y = + l, the node, tangent parallel to axis of y.

y — W> tangent parallel to the axis of y,

y = ^, tangent parallel to axis of x.

2/ = + 1, the node.

y = 0.

a; = — 76ff, y = -41§, the cusp of the bicom.

y^ — cc, point at infinity, direction of curve parallel to

axis of X.

299. The Nodal Cubic is shown along with the Bicom, Plate, fig. 2; it consists

of one continuous line, passing from a point at infinity, through the cusp of the

bicorn, on to the node-cusp, then forming a loop so as to return to the node-cusp,

again meeting the bicom at the origin, and finally passing off to a point at infinity,

the initial and ultimate directions of the curve being parallel to the axis of x.

300. It may be remarked that, inasmuch as one of the branches of the cubic

touches the bicom at the node-cusp, the node-cusp counts as (4 4- 2 =) 6 intersections

;

the intersections of the cubic with the bicorn are therefore the cusp, the node-cusp,

and the origin, counting together as (2 -I- 6 + 1 =) 9 intersections, and besides these the

point at infinity on the axis of x, counting as 3 intei-sections. This may be verified

by substituting in the equation of the cubic the bicom ^-values of x and y. But

to include all the proper factors, we must first write the equation of the cubic in the

homogeneous form

(9a! -H By + 5^)' z-{y- zf (^hz - 9y) = 0,

and herein substitute the values

X : y : z = -
(,f>
+ 2) {cf>' - 4>- + 26 - i) : ((^ + 2)H^ - 3) <^ : (</>+l)<^»;

the result is found to be

if>' {{<}> + 1) (4(^'^ + 6<^ - 9)-^ - (2<^ + 3)=m' + 4:(f>'+lH<f> + 27)} = 0,

that is

-9<P'(i> + 2){4,4>+3r = 0;

and considering this as an equation of the order 12, the roots are </> = 0, 3 times,

^ = —2, 1 time; </> = — J, 2 times, and <^ = oo , 6 times.

301. The cubic curve divides the plane into 3 regions, which may be called

respectively the loop, the antiloop, and the extra cubic; for a point within the loop

or antiloop, yjfix, y) is =— , for a point in the extra cubic -^(x, y) is =-|-. If in

conjunction with the cubic we consider the discriminatrix, or line y = 0, then we have

in all six regions, viz. y being = -1-, three which may be called the loop, the triangle,
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and the upper region ; and y being = — , three which may be called the right, left,

and under regions respectively; the triangle and the other region form together the

antiloop.

302. It is now easy to discuss Hermite's two sets of criteria; the first set becomes

y = +, y-\ = —, J(x + y) =+, <^{x,y) = —, character or,

u = +,
.

-''(3/-i)(-e + y) = +. -f («. ,y) = -l

y = +, yjria;,

y = +, y—l=+, J{x + y) =—, ^^(a;, y) = —, cannot exist.

> chai-acter r + 4!i,

e, y) = +}

Referring to the Plate, fig. 4, which shows a portion of the cubic and the bicom,

then 1° the conditions y=+,yjf(a;, y) = — imply that the point (x, y) is within the

loop or within the triangle of the cubic ; the condition y — 1 = — brings it to be

within the triangle, and for any point within the triangle we have x-\-y = —, whence

also the condition J {x + y) = -\- becomes J = —; hence the conditions amount to

J= — , (x, y) within the triangle ; but by the general theory {x, y), being within the

triangle, that is, in the region P or T, ii J=—, will of necessity be within the region

P; so that the conditions give J=—, (x, y) within the region P; the corresponding

character being or, which is right.

2°. y = +, <^{x, y)=—, thp point {x, y) must be within the loop, or within the

triangle ; if (a;, y) is within the loop, then y — 1 = +, x + y = \, and the condition

J{y — \){x+y)=+ becomes J = —, that is, we have J= — and («, y) within the loop,

that Ls, in the region T. And again, if {x, y) be within the triangle, then y — 1 = —

,

a; + y = +, and the condition J{y —\) {x-\-y) =+ still gives J"= — ; but J=—, and

{x, y) within the triangle, that is, in the region T or P, will of necessity be in

the region T; so that in either case we have J=—, (x, y) in the region T, which

agrees with the character r + 4i.

3". y=+, •^(x, y) = +, (x, y) is in the upper region, that is, in the region

Q or T; if {x, y) is in the region Q, then of necessity /=-, and if in the region T,

then of necessity •/= + , that is, we have

J=—, {x, y) in the region Q, or

J=+, {x, y) in the region P,

which agrees with the character r + 4d.

And it is to be observed that the portions of T under 2° and S'' respectively

make up the whole of the region T, and that 3° relates to the whole of the region Q,

80 that the conditions allow the point (x, y) to be anywhere in Q or T, which is

right.

4°. y=+,-^{x,y) = —, {x, y) is in the loop or the triangle, and then y — \ = +
implies that it is in the loop, whence x-\-y=+, and the condition J{x + y) = —
becomes J = —; we should therefore if the combination existed have J= —, (x, y)
within the loop, that is, in the region T\ but this is impossible.
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803. Hennite's second set of criteria are

y=+. ^-y = +, J=-, 'V(^, y) = -, character or,

y = +. ¥-y =+. J = +y )- character r + 4fi.

y = +. ¥-2/ = -. J

1°. If y = +, ^{oo, y) = —, then the point {x, y) must be situate within the loop

or within the triangle; and recollecting that at the highest point of the loop we have

y = ^, the condition ¥ —y=+ is satisfied for every such point, and may therefore be

omitted. The conditions therefore are J=—, (x, y) within the loop, that is, in the

region T, or within the triangle, that is, in the region P or the region T; but for

any point of T the general theory gives J=-\-, and the conditions are therefore J=—,
(x, y) within the region P ; which agrees with the character or.

2°. y = +, "^{no, y) = + , that is, {x, y) is within the upper region, that is, in the

region Q ot T ; and ^—y=^+, (x, y) will be within the portions of Q and T which

lie beneath the line y = s^; but J= —
, and therefore (x, y) cannot lie in the region

T; hence the conditions amount to J=—, {x, y) within that portion which lies

beneath the line y =^ of the region Q.

3°. y = +, ^ — y = +, {a, y) lies beneath the line y = ^, viz. in one of the

regions P, Q or T; but /=+, (x, y) cannot lie in the region P or Q ; hence the con-

ditions give J=+, {x, y) within the portion which lies beneath the line y = ^ of the

region T.

4°. y = +, ^ — y — —, that is, {x, y) lies above the line y=¥, and therefore in

one of the regions T or Q ; and by the general theory, according as {x, y) lies in T
or in Q, we shall have /=+ or J=—, hence the conditions give

J=—, (x, y) within the portion which lies above the line y = ^, of the region Q.

J = +, (x, y) within the portion which lies above the line y = ^, of the region T.

2°, 3°, and 4°, each of them agree with the character r + 4i, and together they imply

J = —, (x, y) anywhere in the region Q, or else J—+, (x, y) anywhere in the region T

;

which is right.

Article Nos. 304 to 307.

—

Hermite's third set of Criteria; comparison with No. 283,

and remarks.

304. In the concluding portion of his memoir, M. Hermite obtains a third set of

criteria for the character of a quintic equation ; this is found by means of the equation

for the function

a* (0, - e,) {6, - 0.^ (0, - 0,) {0, - 0,) (0, - 0„)

of the roots {0„, 0,, 0^, 03, 0^ of the given quintic equation (a, h, c, d, e, f\0, 1)'' = 0.

The function in question has 12 pairs of equal and opposite values, or it is determined
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by an equation of the form (u-, l)'- = 0, which equation is decomposable, not rationally

bat by the adjunction thereto of the square root of the discriminant, into two equations

of the form (it^ 1)* = 0; viz. one of these is

+ M» [J(a-VA)=' + A]

- m" d

+ 11* [i(a + ^/A)»+A]A

+ u" (a - 3 VA) A^

+ A= = 0,

and the other is of course derived from it by reversing the sign of VA. I have in

the equation written (a, d) instead of Hermite's writing capitals A, D ; the sign —
of the term in u' instead of +, as printed in his memoir, is a correction communicated

to me by himself The signification of the symbols is in the author's notation

a = b*A,

d = 4.59(^i)-i^A),

a!'=5''jD,

whence, in the notation of the present memoir, the expressions of these symbols are

a = b*J,

d = -i5'»(2"Z-/^-|/i)),

A = o'D.

305. From the equation in u, taking therein the radical VA as positive, M. Hermite
obtains (d < a mistake for d > 0) the following as the necessary and suflBcient con-

ditions for the reality of all the roots,

A = +, a + 3VA = — , d = +, character or

{Hermite's third set of criteria).

306. It is clear that a + 3 Va = — is equivalent to (a = — and a" — 9A = +), and
we have a^— 9A = .5''(125/- — 9Z)), so that these conditions for the character 5r are

Z) = +, J=-, 12oJ'-9D = +, 2"L-J'-UD = +.

Now, writing as above,

x= 2"Z - J' D
J''

these are y = +, J = -, ^^-y = +, a;-fy = -; the conditions y = +, J=- imply that

(x, y) is in the region P or the region Q; and the condition x-^y = — (observe the
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line a; — |y = lies between the lines x + y = 0, x — 2y—Q, and so does not cut either

the region P or the region Q) restricts {x, y) to the region P ; and for every point

of P y is at most =1, and the condition ^ — y = + is of course satisfied. The con-

dition, 125i/' — 9i) = +, is thus wholly unnecessary, and omitting it, the conditions are

Z)=+, J= -, 2"Z-J'-f/X> = 0, character or,

which, —
f being an admissible value of fi, agrees with the result ante, No. 283.

307. It may be remarked in passing that if 12345 is a function of the roots

(a;,, aTg, x^, x^, a,) of a quintic equation, which function is such that it remains

unaltered by the cyclical permutation 12345 into 23451, and also by the reversal

(12345 into 15432) of the order of the roots, so that the function has in fiict the

12 values

a, = 12345, ySj = 24135,

a. = 13425, /3, = 32145,

«„ = 14235, yS, = 43125,

a, = 21435, /34 = 13245,

a. = 31245, /35=: 14325,

a, = 41325, ^, = 12435,

then (f>(a, /3) being any unsymmetrical function of (a, yS), the equation having for its

roots the six values of ^(a, yS) (viz. ^(a,, /3i), (^(o^, /Sj)... (^(se, /Sg)) can be expressed

rationally in terms of the coefficients of the given quintic equation and of the square

root of the discriminant of this equation. In fact, v being arbitrary, write

L = U,[v-<l> (a, yS)), M=U,{v-cl> (^, «)}.

then the interchange of any two roots of the quintic produces merely an interchange

of the quantities L, M; that is,

Z + if and {L-M)^i;i{oOi,x.„ x^, a;,, x^)

are each of them unaltered by the interchange of any two roots, and are consequently

expressible as rational functions of the coefficients; or observing that ?*(«,, x^, x^, x^, x^)

is a multiple of Vi>, we have L a function of the form P + Q'^B; the equation

L — 0, the roots whereof are ^ = («!, ySi) ... t) = ^(aj, jS,), is consequently an equation

of the form P + Q VZ) = 0, viz. it is a sextic equation ( *'^v, If = 0, the coefficients of

which are functions of the form in question. Hence in particular

M« = 1 2345 = (a-, - x.,f (x., - x,y (x, - x^y (a:^ - x,y (x, - x^y

is determined as above by an equation {*^u-, 1)* = 0. Another instance of such an

equation is given by my memoir " On a New Auxiliary Equation in the Theory of

Equations of the Fifth Order," Phil. Trans, vol. CLI. (1861), pp. 263—276, [268].

I
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Article Nos. 308 to 317.

—

Hermite's Canonical form of the quintic.

308. It was remarked that M. Hermite's investigations are conducted by means

of a canonical form, viz. if A(=J, =G) be the quartinvariant of the given quintic

(a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf, then he in fact finds (X, Y) linear functions of (x, y) such that

we have

(a, h, c, d, e, /$«, yf = (\, m, "^k vT, n', X'JZ, Yf

(viz. in the transformed form the two mean coefficients are equal ; this is a convenient

assumption made in order to render the transformation completely definite, rather than

an absolutely necessary one) ; and where moreover the quadricovariant B of the trans-

formed form is

= ^AXY,

or, what is the same thing, the coefficients (\, fi, "Jk, ^k, /x', \') of the transformed form

are connected by the relations

X/i'-i/i V)fc + 3A; = 0, "»

\> -V '/k + 2k = 0,

W - Sfi/j.' +2k = VI,
^

the advantage is a great simplicity in the forms of the several covariants, which

simplicity arises in a great measure from the existence of the very simple covariant

operator -j^ . -rr,^ (viz. operating therewith on any covariant we obtain again a covaiiant).

309. Reversing the order of the several steps, the theoiy of M. Hermite's trans-

formation may be established as follows:

Starting from the quintic

(a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf,

and considering the quadricovariant thereof

(a, ^, y%x, yf B

((a, /8, 7) are of the degree 2), and also the linear covariant

Px+Qy J

UP, Q) are of the degree 5), we have

/3- - 4a7 = A,
and moreover

(a, 0,ryM -Pr = -C.

viz. the expression on the left hand, which is of the degree 12, and which is obviously

an invariant, is =— C, where C is (ut suprd)

C= 9L + JK=-9U+OM.
C. VI. 23
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The Jacobian of the two forms, viz.

2cuc + ^y, ^x + iyy

P
, Q

= .r(2aQ-y3P)+y(/8Q-2P7),

is a linear covariant of the degiee 7, say it is

^Tx+Q'y.

and it is to be observed that the determinant PQ' — P'Q of the two lineai- forms is

= - 2 (a, ^, yj^Q, - Pf, that is, it is = 2C.

310. Hence writing

whence also

the determinant of substitution from {X, Y) to {T, U) is = 2, that from (T, U) to

{x, y) is -Tfi'^G, = h 3.nd consequently that from (X, F) to {x, y) is =1.

We have

AT^-U-^=~{{^-- 4a7) (Px + Qyf - (Fx + Qyf} ;

or putting for P', Q' their values, this is = -7^ into 4 (a, /8, y^Q, - Pf (ax' + 2^xy + yy^),

that is, we have

AT-' -U' = ax^' + ^xy+yy'
;

and we have also

AT' -U' = i\/A [{X +Yy-(X- YY] = \'AXY,

consequently

aa? + ^xy + yy^ = AT'- U- = '^AXY.

311. We have

x=^( Q'T-QU),

y^^i-P-T+PU),
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SO that, pausing a moment to consider the transformation from (x, y) to (T, IT), we
have

(«, b, c, d, e,f^x, yy=~^^{a, b, c, d, e,f\QT-qU, -P'T+PUf

= -j^(a,, b, c, d, e, f^T, Vy suppose,

where (a, b, c, d, e, f) are invariants, of the degrees 36, 34, 32, 30, 28, 26 respectively;,

it follows that b, d, f each of them contain as a factor the 18-thic invariant /, the

remaining factors being of the orders 16, 12, 8 respectively.

312. That (a, b, c, d, e, f) are invariants is almost self-evident ; it may however

be demonstrated as follows. Writing

{y^x} = adb + 269c + 3c9d + Mde + oed/, = S suppose,

{xdy} = 5bda + 4cS6 + 3ddc + 2^a + fde, = B, „

then Px + Qy, Fx+Qfy being covariants, we have 8P=0, hQ = P, 8F=0, BQ' = P',

whence, treating T, U as constants, S (QT -QU) = P'T-PU, S{- P'T+ PU) = 0. Hence

B{a, b, c, d, e,f\Q!T-QU, -P'T+PUf
= 5 (a, b. c, d. e\Q'T-QU, - P'T + PUf .{- P'T+PU)

+ o(a, 6. c, d, e\ „ „ y.( FT - PU)

+ 5 (6, c, d, e, /$ „ „ y . 0,

the three lines arising from the operation with S on the coefficients (a, b, c, d, e] f)
and on the facients Q'T—QU and - FT + PU respectively; the third line vanishes of

iteelf, and the other two destroy each other, that is,

8 (a, 6, c, d, e, f\Q:T-QU, -FT+PUy = 0, and similarly

8. (a. b, c, d, e,f\qT-QU, -FT+PUy = 0,

or the ftinction (a, b, c, d, e,f\Q'T-QU, -PT+PUf, treating therein T and U as

constants, is an invariant, that is, the coefficients of the several terms thereof are all

invariants.

313. The expressions for the coefficients (a, b, c, d, e, f) are in the first instance

obtained in the forms
a= 2(Z +.5j1/C+10(7=),

b = -2(Z' + 3ilf'(7)A,

0= 2(i +MG-^0)A-\

A = -2{L' -M'C),

e=5 2{L -:iMG + W')A-"-,

{ = -2{L'-hM'C)A-\
23—2
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where, developing M. Hermite's expressions.

[405

72L = 24 J/

=

24Z' = 24if' =

A'B + 1 A*B - 1 ABI + 1 /+1
A'C* + 1 A^C - 1 C/ + 5

A'B' + 6 A^B' - 3
A'BC - 24 .15C + 12

A'B^ + 9 C +24
A'C - 39
A^B'C + 9 s
ABO" + 108

C +72

and substituting these values, we find

36a = 36b = 36o = 36d = 36e = 36f=

A'B + 1 A^BI - 3 ^«5 + 1 ABI - 3 A'^B + 1 BI - i

A'CP + 1 AGI - 24 A'C + 1 C/ - 12 A*C + 1

A'EP + 6 A'm + 6 vl»^ + 6

A*BC - 39 ^'5C- 27 A^BC - 15

A^E? + 9 A'^W + 9 ^£» + 9

A^'O' - 54 ^^C^ - 42 AC- -30
^«5C - 36 BO" + 144 5»C + 36

AB(P + 288
C + 1152

I have not thought it worth while to make in these formulae the substitutions A=J,
B = — K, G=dL + JK, which would give the expressions for (a, b, c, d, e, f) in terms

of J, K, L.

314. Substituting for {x, y) their values in terms of {X, Y), we have

(a, h, c, d, e, f^x, yf

and by what precedes

this gives

and thence

:(\, fjL, V, v, /x', \'^X, Yy suppose,

oaf' + 0a;y + yy' = 'JAXY;

03/ - /99^« + yd^' = - •fld^y.

{ady'-fid^^ + yd^'fia, b, c, d, e, f\x, rjf

=^a/a/(\, /i, v, 11, V, \'\x, Yy

= -[2{)A{vX + v'Y);
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the left-hand side is a lineai- covariant of the degree 5, it is consequently a mere

numerical multiple of Px + Qy; and it is easy to verify that it is =\20{Px + Qy).

(In fact writing b= d = e = 0, the expression is (Sc^dy^ — afdydxY (aoc^ + lOcoc^y^ +fy'), ^^'^

the only term which contains x is a-/- .dy-dx'-iOcafy'- = 120a-cf'^.x ; but for b = d = e = 0,

Table J gives Px = a'^cfx, and the coefiBcient 120 is thus verified.) But Px + Qy
-Jc "Jo

is =^r={X+Y), and we have thus Av = Av'=--^, whence not only v = v', =sk
VA vA

n
suppose, but we have further Ic = . , a result given by M. Hermite.

vA'^

315. Substituting for v = v' the value V^, we have

(a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf

and we have then ax' + 0xy + yy- = '^AX Y, viz. the left-hand side being the quadri-

covariant of (a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf, the equation shows that the quadricovariant of the

form (\, /J,, "/k, •Jk, ii, X'J-X", F)' is ='JAXY, and we thus arrive at the starting-point

of Hermite's theory.

.316. The coefficients (\, /i, V&, "Jk, /x', \') of Hermite's form are by what precedes

invariants; they are consequently expressible in terms of the invariants A, B, (and /).

M. Hermite writes

and he finds

'/A=g-Sh + 2k, ^ = h-k, -^ = k,

or, what is the same thing,

^ J.' + ^AB + C ^^_ AB + C C

which give g, h, k in terms of A, B, G, and then putting

A = {9k^+ Uhk - ghf - 24,ht, = ^,

^the equation /' = A^A is in fact equivalent to the before-mentioned expression of /'
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in terms of the other invariants), the coefficients (\, fji, fi', \') are expressed in terms

of g, h, k, that is of A, B, C, viz. we have

'

72 Vi^ =h(ff-lQkf-9k(g+ 16k) + (ff- 16^•) VA,

24 V;^/* =9k^ + lQbk - gh - VA,

24 Vi^/i' = dk- + Uhk - gh + VA,

^ 72 Vjt'X' = A
(i?
- 16A)= - 9A; (g + 16k) -(g- 16k) Va ;

these values of (\, fi, /j,', X') could of course be at once expressed in terms of (J, K, L),

but I have not thought it necessary to make the transformation.

317. It has been already noticed that the linear covariant {C, =Px + Qy), was

= V^ (Vik, -s/k^X, Y),

it is to be added that the septic covariant (P'a;+ Q'y) is

= VZ»(\/Jb, -^k\X, Y),

and that the canonical forms of the cubicovariants <|>j {x, y), &c. are as follows

:

,\>,{X, Y) =VZ(^, 3Vi-, SVA-, fi^X, Yf,

<f>,(X, Y) = A{,i, 'Jk, - 'Jk, -,if\X, Y)\

{<^3(X, Y)] = ^A^{^, - 'Jk, - VA', f.^X, Yy,

[<I>,{X, }')}= A'{^, -^-Jk, 3'Jk, -H-'\X, Yy,

Vr, {X, Y) = VI» ^ (2 VA* - S/jJc + /LlV ),

'

3( 'Jk' + fifi' 'Jk -2fJc),

- 3 ( -Jl^ + fifi "Jk - 2tik),

- (2\'k^-3fi'k +At/*'M, ;

<l>,iX, F) = VX' (5/ti. --Jk, 'Jk, ofi^X, Yy,

<f>,
{X, Y) = VZ' f (7 VZ(it + 96 (2 V^ - 3M- + mV)),

"*

- 3 (3 VI Vfc - 96 ( VA^ + fifi' VA- - 2,iiA- )),

+ 3 (3 VJ \'k - 96 ( Vi* + yit/ v'A - 2/x'A )),

- (7V1m' +96(2V^-3/*'A- +M/*'=))y

or, as the last formula may also be written,

([x, Yy,

ix, Yy

4>,{X,Y) = ^/A' {(Ig- 53A + 110A;)m - 64X/ VA-),'^

- 3 ((3^ + 1.51/( - 90A;) ^k - 64\V ),

4- 3 ((3(/ + lol/( - 90A) -Jk - 6i\ti'' ),

_ ((7p_ 5Sh + n0k)fi' -64\>V^)

ix, Yy.
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It is in fact by means of these comparatively simple canonical expressions that

M. Hermite was enabled to effect the calculation of the coefficient 21,

Ai-ticle Nos. 318 to 326.

—

Theory of ilie imaginary linear tramformatiom which lead to

a real equation.

318. An equation (a, b, e,..\x, yy^ = is real if the ratios a : b : c, &c. of the

coefficients are all real. In speaking of a given real equation there is no loss of

generality in assuming that the coefficients (a, b, c, ...) are all real; but if an equation

presents itself in the fomi {a, b, c,...^x, ?/)" = with imaginary coefficients, it is to be

borne in mind that the equation may still be real; viz. the coefiicients may contain

an imaginary common factor in such wise that throwing this out we obtain an

equation with real coefficients.

In what follows I use the term transformation to signify a linear transformation,

and speak of equations connected by a lineai' transformation as derivable from each

other. An imaginary transformation will in general convert a real into an imaginary

equation ; and if the proposition were true univei-sally,—viz. if it were true that the

transformed equation was always imaginary—it would follow that a real equation derivable

from a given real equation could then be derivable from it only by a real transfor-

mation, and that the two equ^,tions would have the same character. But any two

equations having the same absolute invariants are derivable from each other, the two

real equations would therefore be derivable from each other by a real transformation,

and would thus have the same character ; that is, all the equations (if any) belonging

to a given system of values of the absolute invariants would have a determinate

character, and the absolute invariants would form a system of auxiliars.

But it is not true that the imaginary transformation leads always to an imaginary

equation ; to take the simplest case of exception, if the given real equation contains

only even powers or only odd powers of x, then the imaginary transformation x : y
into ix : y gives a real equation. And we are thus led to inquire in what cases an

imaginary transformation gives a real equation.

319. I consider the imaginary transformation x : y into

{a+bi)x + (c + di)y : (e+fi)x+(g + hi)y,

or, what is the same thing, I write

a; = (a + bi) X + {c + di) Y,

y = {e +fi)X +{g + hi) Y,

and I seek to find P, Q real quantities such that Px + Qy may be transfonned into

a linear function RX + SY, wherein the ratio R : 8 ia real, or, what is the same

thing, such that RX+SY may be the product of an imaginary constant into a real

linear function of (X, Y). This will be the case if

Px+Qy = a+ di) [P (aX + cY) + Q(eX+g Y)}.
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that is if

P (6Z + dT) + Q(/X + hY)=e {P (aX+cY) + Q{eX+ fV)},

which implies the relations

bP +fQ=e(aP + eQ),

dP + hQ=eicP+gQ),
or, what is the same thing,

{b-ad)P + {f-e0)Q = O,

(d-ce)P + {h-g0)Q = O,

and if the resulting value of P : Q be real, the last-mentioned equations give

(ag - ce) ^ - (ah + bg- cf- de)6 + bh -df= 0,

and being known, the ratio P : Q is determined rationally in terms of 0.

320. The equation in will have its roots real, equal, or imaginary, according as

(ah + bg — cf— def — 4 (ag — ce) (bh — df),

that is

a^h' + bY + (?f + d'ei'

— 2ahbg — 2ahcf— 2ahde — Ibgcf— 2bgde — 2cfde

+ iadfgh + 4:bceh

is = +, = 0, or = — ; and I say that the transformation is subimaginary, neutral, and

superimaginary in these three cases respectively. In the subimaginary case there are

two functions Px + Qy which satisfy the prescribed conditions ; in the neutral case a

single function ; in the superimaginary case no such function. But in the last-mentioned

case there are two conjugate imaginary functions, Px-^Qy, which contain as factors

thereof respectively two conjugate imaginary functions UX + VY.

321. Hence replacing the original x, y, X, Y by real linear functions thereof, the

subimaginary transformation is reduced to the transformation x : y into kX : Y, where

k is imaginary ; and the superimaginary transformation is reduced to x + iy : x — iy

into k(X +iY) : (X—iY), where k is imaginary. As regards the neutral transformation,

it appears that this is equivalent to

x = (a + bi)X +(c + di) Y,

y= (g + hi)Y,

with the condition = (ah + bgy-^agbb, =(ah-bg)-, that is, we have aJi-bg = 0, or

without any real loss of generality g = a, h = b, or the transformation is

x = (a + In) X + (c + di) Y,

y== (a+ 6i) Y,

that \s, X : y =X + kY : Y, where k is imaginary.
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322. The original equation after aiiy real transformation thereof, is still an equation

of the form

(a, ...5^, 2/)" = 0;

and if we consider first the neutral transformation, the transformed equation is

(a, ...^X + kY, Yr = 0-

this is not a real equation .except in the case where k is real.

323. For the superimaginary transformation, starting in like manner from

(a, ... $a?, y)" = 0, this may be expressed in the form

(a + /Si, 7 + Si, ...
, 7 - St, a - ^i^x + iy, x — iy)^ = 0,

viz. when in a real equation (x, y)" = we make the transformation x : y into

x + iy : X — iy, the coefficients of the transformed equation will form as above pairs of

conjugate imaginaries. Proceeding in the last-mentioned equation to make the trans-

formation x + iy : x — iy into k{X+iY) : X — iY, I throw k into the form

cos 2<l> + i sin 2(^, = (cos <^ + i sin <^) -^ (cos <^ — t sin ^)

(of course it is not here assumed that <^ is real), or represent the transformation as

that of x+ iy : x — iy into (cos <^ -|- 1 sin <}>) (X + iY) : (cos <})— isiQ<f))(X — iY) ; the trans-

formed equation thus is ;

{a + fii, ... a - 0i'^(cos (f>+i sin
<f>)
(X +iY), (cos^-isin ^)(Z -iF))» = 0.

The left-hand side consists of terms such as (X^ + Y-)"--" into

(7 + Bi) (cos s<f, + i sin s<})) (X + iYy + (y- Si) (cos s^ - isin S(f>) {X - iYf,

viz. the expression last written down is

= (7 cos s<f>-B sin s(f>) [(X + iYy + (X - i F)*j

(X + iYy-iX-iYy)— (7 sin S(f) + B cos s<f>)

and observing that the expressions in
} ) are real, the transformed equation is only

real if (7 cos s<f> — B sin s<f>) -r- (7 sin S(f> + B cos s<j>) be real, that is, in order that the trans-

formed equation may be real, we must have tan s<^ = real; and observing that if tans<^

be equal to any given real quantity whatever, then the values of tan
<f)

are all of them
real, and that tan </> real gives cos ^ and sin

(f>
each of them real, and therefore also <^

real, it appears that the transformed e(iiiation is only real for the transformation

x-i-iy : x-iy = (cos
<f> + i sin <f>)iX + iY) : (cos <f)-i sin </>) (Z - iY),

wherein
<f>

is real ; and this is nothing else than the real transformation x : y into

Xcos^— Fsin^ : Z sin <^ -1- Fcos <^. Hence neither in the case of the neutral trans-

formation or in that of the superimaginary transformation can we have an imaginary
transformation leading to a real equation.

C. VI. 24
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324. There remains only the subimaginary transformation, viz. this has been reduced

to X : y into kX : F, the transformed equation is

{a,...^kX, F)»=0,

and this will be a real equation if some power k^ of k (p not greater than n) be

real, and if the equation (a, . . $a;, y)" = contain only terms wherein the index of a;

(or that of y) is a multiple of p. Assuming that it is the index of y which is a

multiple, the form of the equation is in fact of (xP, yP)"* =0, (n = mp + a), and the

transformed equation is X' {k^X^, F?)"* = 0, which is a real equation.

.325. It is to be observed that if p be odd, then writing kP=K (K real) and

taking k' the real p-th root of K, then the very same transformed equation would

be obtained by the real transformation x : y into k'X : F; so that the equation

obtained by the imaginary transformation, being also obtainable by a real transfor-

mation, has the same character as the original equation.

326. Similarly if p be even, if K be real and positive, the equation kv = K has

a real root k' which may be substituted for the imaginary k, and the transformed

equation will have the same character as the original equation ; but if K be negative,

say K= — \ (as may be assumed without loss of generality), then there is no real

transformation equivalent to the imaginary transformation, and the equation given by

the imaginary transformation has not of necessity the same character as the original

equation; and there are in fact cases in which the character is altered. Thus if /J = 2,

and the original equation be x{a?, y^)"^=:0, or (a^, y')'" = 0, then making the transfor-

mation X : y into iX : F, the transformed equation will be X (X^, — F^)™ = or

(X-, — F'')'" = 0, giving imaginary roots X'' + aY^=0 corresponding to real roots *•' — ay' = 0.

Article No. 327.

—

Application to the auxiliars of a quintic.

327. Applying what precedes to a quintic equation (a ^x, yY = 0, this after

any real transformation whatever will assume the form {a,. . .^x', y')' = 0; and the only

cases in which we can have an imaginary transformation producing a real equation of

an altered character is when this equation is (a, 0, c', 0, e, 0~^x', y'f = (c' not = 0), or

when it is (a, 0, 0, 0, e', 0$a;', yy = 0, viz. when it is x (a'x'* + 10c'x'^y'''+ 5e'y*) = 0, or

x'(a'a/*+ 5e'y'*)=0. In the latter case the transformation x', y' into X\/ — 1 -.Y gives the real

equation X {a'X* — oe'Y*)=0. I observe however that for the form (a', 0, 0, 0, e', 0$a;, y)*,

and consequently for the form (a, ... ^a;, yY from which it is derived we have

J = 0; this case is therefore excluded from consideration. The remaining case is

(a', 0, c', 0, e', O'^x', y'Y = 0, which is by the imaginary transformation .v' : y' into iX : Y
converted into (a, 0, — c', 0, e', O^X, F)' = ; for the first of the two forms we have

J=16a'c'e''-, and for the second of the two forms J = — IQ a'c'e'-, that is, the two values

of J have opposite signs. Hence considering an equation (a, b, c, d, e, /$«, y)° = for

which J is not = 0, whenever this is by an imaginary transformation converted into

a real equation, the sign of J is reversed ; and it follows that, given the values of

the absolute invariants and the value of / (or what is sufficient, the sign of J), the
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different real equations which correspond to these data must be derivable one from

another by real transformations, and must consequently have a determinate character

;

that is, the Absolute Invariants, and J, constitute a system of auxiliars.

Annex.—Analytical Theorem in relation to a Binary Quantic of any Order.

The foregoing theory of the superimaginary transformation led me to a somewhat

remarkable theorem. Take for example the function

or, as this may be written,

(a, b, c^x + k, 1 — kx)-,

1

( c, 26,

2b, 2a - 2c,

a, - 2b,

a '^k, iy(x, l)^

26

c

c, 26, a or

X 26, 2a - 2c, - 26

la,— 26, c,

then the determinant

c, 26, a

26, 2a - '2c, - 26

a, — 26, c

is a product of linear functions of the coefficients (a, b, c); its value in fact is

= - 2 (a + c) (a + 26t + ci'O (a - 26i + ci?), = - 2 (a + c) [(a - c)- + 46=].

To prove this directly, I write

and we then have

a' = a — 2bi+ ci?.

6' = a — ci-,

c' =« + 26i + ci=.

c, 26, a 1, 2 .
1

26, 2a -2c, -26 i, ,
— i

a, — 26, c i\ --2t\ i-

(], i, i% (2, 0, -2i?), (1, -i i')

( c, 26, a)

(26, 2a -2c, -26)

( a, -26, c)

Pa', - 2i»6', iV , = a'6'c' i\ -2i^ i

2ia', 06', - 2tc' 2i, , -2i

a'. 26', (/ 1, 2
, 1

24—2
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whence observing that the determinants

[405

1, 2 , 1
> t\ -2i>, i«

«, ,
— i 1i, , -2i

i'. -2i^ i^ 1, 2
,

1

are as 1 : — 2, we have the required relation,

c, 26, a =-2a'6'c', =- 2(a + c) [(a-c^ + 46»;

26, 2a - 2c, - 26

a, - 26. c

It is to be remarked that the determinant

1. 2 , 1

, -i

i\ -2i\

, taken as the multiplier of c, 26, a

26, 2a -2c, -26

a, — 26, c

is obtained by writing therein a = 6 = c, = 1 ; and multiplying the successive lines

thereof by 1, \i, i? (1, ^, 1 are the reciprocals of the binomial coefficients 1, 2, 1), the

proof is the same, and the multiplier is obtained in the like manner for a function

of any order ; thus for the cubic (a, 6, c, d\k + x, \— kxf,

]<? k^ k 1

= 0? - d, 3c, -36, a

a? 3c, -66 + 3d, 3a - 6c, 36

X -36, 3a -6c, 66 - 3d, 3c

1 a. 36. 3c, d

the multiplier is obtained from the determinant by writing therein a = 6 = c = d = l,

and multiplying the successive lines by 1, ^i, ^i", t', viz. the multiplier is

-1, 3,-3, 1

i, — i, — i, i

i\ Si", 3i», i'

and the value of the determinant is found to be

9 (a - 36t + 3ci» - di>) (a-bi- ci' + dt^) {a + bi- cf - di?) (a + 36i + 3a' + di»),

= 9 ((a - Zcf + (36 - dy) ((a + c)'+ (6 + df).
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But the theory may be presented under a better form ; take for instance the cubic,

X

y

. . X k
viz. writing - and y for x and k respectively, we have {a, h, c, d\ky -^-Ix, ly — kxj

A» m kp t'

= a? — d, 3c, — 36, a

3?y 3c, -66+ 3d, 3« - fie, 36
i

xy-" -36, 3a -6c, 66 - 3d, 3c

f a, 36, 3c, d

a bipartite cubic function (*^k, iy(x, yf; and the determinant formed out of the

matrix is at once seen to be an invariant of this bipartite cubic function.

Assume now that we have identically

(a, 6, c, d'^x, yy=(a', 6', c', d'^^(x + iy), |(a;-iy))',

viz. this equation written under the equivalent form

(a', 6', c, d'^X, Yy = (a, 6, c, d^X + Y, i{X - 7))',

determines (a, b', c', d') as linear functions of (a, 6, c, d), it in fact gives

a' = {a, b, c, d$l, -if = a - 3bi + Scv' - di',

b' = {a, 6, c, d$l, -iyil, i) =a- bi - ci' + di',

c' =(a, 6, c, d$l, -i) (1, iy = a+ bi- ci^ - di\

d' = (a, 6, c, o!5l, i/ = a + 36i + 3ct» + di*,

then observing that ky + lx ±i {ly — kx) = {x ± iy) (+ ik + I), we have

(a, 6, c, ^5% + i», ly — kxy = (a, b', c', d'^^ (a; + iy) (- ik + I), ^(x- iy) (ik + l)y,

and if in the expression on the right-hand side we make the linear transformations

x + iy= x' V'2, - ik + 1= k' V2,

X -iy — - iy' V2, ik + l = - iV V2,

which are respectively of the determinant +1, the transformed function is

= {a, 6', c', d'\k'x', — I'y'y,

that is, we have

(a, 6, c, d'^ky + lx, ly-kxy = {a', b', c', d''^k'x, -I'y'y.
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The last-mentioned function is

[405

k-' k'H' k'l'^ I''

a;'» a' . • •

^y -36'
• .

a/y" • • + 3c' •

y" • . . -d'

and (from the invariantive property of the determinant) the original determinant is

equal to the determinant of this new form, viz. we have

- d, 3c, -36,

3c, -66 + 3d, 3a -6c,

-36, 3a- 6c, 6b -M,

a, 36, 3c,

a =9a'b'c'd',

36

3c

d

9 [(a- 3c)= + (36 - d)'] [(a + cf + (6 + dY],

which is the required theorem. And the theorem is thus exhibited in its true

connexion, as depending on the transformation

(a, ...\x, yT={a', ...\\{x + iy), \{x-iy)Y.

Addition, 1th October, 1867.

Since the present Memoir was written, there has appeared the valuable paper by

MM. Clebsch and Gordan "Sulla rappresentazione tipica delle forme binarie," Annali

di Matematica, t. I. (1867) pp. 23—79, relating to the binary quintic and sextic. On
reducing to the notation of the present memoir the formula 95 for the representation

of the quintic in terms of the covariants a, /3, which should give for (a, b, c, d, e, f)

the values obtained ante, No. 312, I find a somewhat different system of values; viz.

these are

36a = 36b = .36c = 36d = 36e = 35f=

A''B + 1 *A*I - 1 A'B + 1 *A'I - 1 A'B + 1 "A'l -1
A'C + 1 A'-BI- 3 A'C + 1 ABI - 3 A*C + 1 ABI -3
A'Jf + 6 *ACI + 24 A'B" + 6 *CI + 12 A^B"- + 6
A*£C - 39 A^'BC - Ti A--BC - 15
^Vi» + 9 A^IP + 9 AB^ + 9
A'C^ - 54 i4»C" - 42 AC^ -30
A^B'C- 126 *AB'C - 90 *B'C - 54
ABCT' + 288 BC + 144
C +1152

where I have distinguished with an asterisk the terms which have different coefficients

in the two formulae. I cannot at present explain this discrepancy.
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406.

ON THE CURVES WHICH SATISFY GIVEN CONDITIONS.

[From the Philosophical Transactioiis of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLViii. (for the

year 1868). pp. 75—143. Received April 18,—Read May 2, 1867.]

The present Memoir relates to portions only of the subject of the curves which

satisfy given conditions ; but any other title would be too narrow : the question chiefly

considered is that of finding thei number of the curves which satisfy given conditions

;

the curves are either curves of a determinate order r (and in this case the conditions

chiefly considered are conditions of contact with a given curve), or else the curves are

conies ; and here (although the conditions chiefly considered are conditions of contact

\vith a given curve or curves) it is necessary to consider more than in the former

case the theory of conditions of any kind whatever. As regards the theory of conies,

the Memoir is based upon the researches of Chasles and Zeuthen, as regards that of

the curves of the order r, upon the researches of De Jonquiferes : the notion of the

quasi-geometrical representation of conditions by means of loci in hyper-space is

employed by Salmon in his researches relating to the quadric surfaces which satisfy

given conditions. The papers containing the researches refen-ed to are included in the

subjoined list. I reserve for a separate Second Memoir the application to the present

question, of the Principle of Correspondence.

List of Memoirs and Works relating to the Curves which satisfy given conditions,

with remarks.

De Jonqui^res :
" Th^or^mes g^n^raux concemant les courbes gdometriques planes

d'un ordre quelconque," Liouv. t. vi. (1861), pp. 113—134. In this valuable memoir is

established the notion of a series of curves of the index N; viz. considering the curves

of the order n which satisfy ^ n (« -f- 3) — 1 conditions, then if N denotes how many
there are of these curves which pass through a given arbitrary point, the series is

said to be of the index K
In Lemma IV it is stated that all the curves (7„ of a series of the index N can
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be analytically represented by an equation F(y, x) = 0, which is rational and integral

of the degree N in regard to a variable parameter X : this is not the case ; see

Annex No. 1.

Chasles: Various papers in the Gomptes Rendus, t. LViii. et seq. 1864—67. The

first of them (Feb. 1864), entitled "Determination du nombre des sections coniques

qui doivent toucher cinq courbes donn^es d'ordre quelconque, ou satisfaire k diverses

autres conditions," establishes the notion of the two characteristics (n, v) of a system

of conies which satisfy four conditions ; viz.
fj,

is the number of these conies which

pass through a given arbitrary point, and v the number of them which touch a given

arbitrary line. The Principle of Correspondence for points on a line is established in

the paper of June— July 1864. Many of the leading points of the theory are repro-

duced in the present Memoir. The seiies of papers includes one on the conies in space

which satisfy seven conditions (Sept. 1865), and another on the surfaces of the second

order which satisfy eight conditions (Feb. 1866).

Salmon :
" On some Points in the Theory of Elimination," Quart. Math. Joum.

t. VII. pp. 327—337 (Feb. 1866) ;
" On the Number of Surfaces of the Second Degree

which can be described to satisfy nine Conditions," Ibid. t. viil. pp. 1—7 (June 1866),

—

which two papers are here referred to on account of the notion which they establish

of the quasi-geometrical representation of conditions by means of loci in hyper-space.

Zeuthen: Nyt Bidrag ... Contribution to the Theory of Systems of Conies which

satisfy four conditions, 8". pp. 1—97 (Copenhagen, Cohen, 186.5), translated, with an

addition, in the Nouvelles Annates.

The method employed depends on the determination of the line-pairs and point-

pairs, and of the numerical coefficients by which these have to be multiplied, in the

several systems of conies which satisfy four conditions of contact with a given curve

or curves. It is reproduced in detail, with the enumeration called " Zeuthen's Capitals,"

in the present Memoir.

Cayley :
" Sur les coniques d^termindes par cinq conditions d'intersection avec une

courbe donnee," Gomptes Rendus, t. LXlil. pp. 9—12, July 1866. Results reproduced in

the present Memoir.

De Jonquieres: Two papers, Gomptes Rendus, t. LXili. Sept. 1866, reproduced and

further developed in the " Mt moii-e sur les contacts multiples d'ordre quelconque des

courbes du degr^ r qui satisfont a des conditions dounees de contact avec une courbe

hxe du degr^ m ; suivi de quelques reflexions sur la solution d'un grand nombre de

questions concernant les propridtes projectives des courbes et des surfaces alg^briques,"

Grelle, t. LXVi. (1866), pp. 289—322,—contain a general formula for the number of curves

(?" having contacts of given orders a, b, c, . . with a given curve U"\ which formula

is referred to and considered in the present Memoir.

De J onquiferes : Recherches sur les sdries ou systfemes de courbes et de surfaces

alg^briques d'ordre quelconque ; suivies d'une r^ponse &c. 4". Paris, Gauthier Villars,

1866 (>).

' The foregoing list is not complete, and the remarks are not intended to give even a sketch of the con-

tents of the works comprised therein, but only to show their bearing on the present Memoir.
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Article Nos. 1 to 23.

—

On the quasi-geometrical representation of Conditions.

1. A condition imposed upon a subject gives rise to a relation between the

parameters of the subject ; for instance, the subject may be, as in the present Memoir,

a plane curve of a given order, and the parameters be any arbitrary parameters con-

tained in the equation of the curve. The condition may be onefold, twofold, ... or,

generally, ^'-fold, and the corresponding relation is onefold, twofold, ... or A;-fold accord-

ingly. Two or more conditions, each of a given manifoldness, may be regarded as

forming together a single condition of a higher manifoldness, and the cori'esponding

relations as forming a single relation ; and thus, though it is often convenient to con-

sider two or more conditions or relations, this case is in fact included in that of a

^-fold condition or relation. In dealing with such a condition or relation it is assumed

that the number of parameters is at least = i ; for otherwise there would not in

general be any subject satisfying the condition: when the number of parameters is

— k, the number of subjects satisfying the condition is in general determinate.

2. A subject which satisfies a given condition rnay for shortness be termed a

solution of the condition ; and in like manner any set of values of the parameters

satisfying the corresponding relation may be termed a solution of the relation. Thus

for a i--fold condition or relation, and the same number k of parameters, the number

of solutions is in general determinate.

3. A condition may in some cases be satisfied in more than a single way, and

if a certain way be regarded as the ordinary and proper one, then the others ai'e

special or imp/roper : the two epithets may be used conjointly, or either of them

sepaiately, almost indifferently. For instance, the condition that a curve shall touch a

given curve (have with it a two-pointic intersection) is satisfied if the curve have

with the given curve a proper contact ; or if it have on the given curve a node or

a cusp (or, more specially, if it be or comprise as part of itself two coincident curves)
;

or if it pass through a node or a cusp of the given curve : the first is regarded as

the ordinary and proper way of satisfying the condition ; the other two as special or

improper ways; and the corresponding solutions are ordinary and proper solutions, or

special or improper ones accordingly. This will be further explained in speaking of

the locus which serves for the representation of a condition.

4. A set of any number, say w, of parameters may be considered as the coordi-

nates of a point in a)-dimensional space ; and if the parameters are connected by a

onefold, twofold, ... or Wold relation, then the point is situate on a onefold, twofold, ...

or i'-fold locus accordingly ; to the relation made up of two or more relations corresponds

the locus which is the intersection or common locus of the loci corresponding to the

several component relations respectively. A locus is at most eo-fold, viz. it is in this

case a point-system. The relation made up of a A;-fold relation, an i-fold relation, &c., is

in general {k + l-^ &c.) fold, and the corresponding locus is {k \-l + &c.) fold accordingly.

5. The order of a point-system is equal to the number of the points thereof,

where, of course, coincident points have to be attended to, so that the distinct points

of the system may have to be reckoned each its proper number of times. The locus

c. VI. 25
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corresponding to any linear j-fo\d relation between the coordinates is said to be a j'-fold

onial locus; and if to any given A;-fold relation we join an arbitrary (a — k) fold linear

relation, that is, intersect the k-fo\d locus by an arbitrary (co — k) fold omal locus, so as

to obtain a point-system, the order of the k-io\d relation or locus is taken to be

equal to the number of points of the point-system, that is, to the order of the point-

system. And this being so, if a A;-fold relation, an Z-fold relation, &c. are completely

independent, that is, if they are not satisfied by values which satisfy a less than

{k+l + &e.) fold relation, or, what is the same thing, if the &-fold locus, the i-fold

locus, &c., have no common less than (^ -f- ? + &c.) fold locus, then the relations make
up together a {k + l+ &c.) fold relation, and the loci intei"sect in a (^ + i + &c.) fold

locus, the orders whereof are respectively equal to the product of the orders of the

given relations or loci. In particular if we have k+l + &c. = o), then we have an

<u-fold relation, and corresponding thereto a point-system, the orders whereof are

respectively equal to the product of the orders of the given relations or loci.

6. A A-fold relation, an /-fold relation, &c., if they were together equivalent to a

less than {k + l + &c.) fold relation, would not be independent ; but the relations, assumed

to be independent, may yet contain a less than (k + l-^ &c.) fold relation, that is, they

may be satisfied by the values which satisfy a certain less than {k + l + &c.) fold relation

(say the common relation), and exclusively of these, only by the values which satisfy

a proper (k + l-\- &c.) fold relation, which is, so to speak, a residual equivalent of the

given relations. This is more clearly seen in regard to the loci ; the A;-fold locus, the

Z-fold locus, &c. may have in common a less than {k-\-l-\- &c.) fold locus, and besides

intersect in a residual (k-\-l->r &c.) fold locus. (It is hardly necessary to remark that

such a connexion between the relations is precisely what is excluded by the foregoing

definition of complete independence.) In particular if k-\-l-\- &c. = w, the several loci

may intersect, say in an (w —j) fold locus, and besides in a residual m-fold locus, or

point-system. The order (in any such case) of the residual relation or locus is equal

to the product of the orders of the given relations or loci, less a reduction depending

on the nature of the common relation or locus, the determination of the value of

which reduction is often a complex and difficult problem.

7. Imagine a curve of given order, the equation of which contains m arbitrary

pai-ameters : to fix the ideas, it may be assumed that these enter into the equation

rationally, so that the values of the parameters being given, the curve is uniquely

determined. Suppose, as above, that the parameters are taken to be the coordinates

of a point in w-dimensional space ; so long as the curve is not subjected to any

condition, the point in question, say the parametric point, is an arbitrary point in the

ta-dimensional space; but if the curve be subjected to a onefold, twofold,... or i-fold

condition, then we have a onefold, twofold,... or A;-fold relation between the parameters,

and the parametric point is situate on a onefold, twofold,... or k-{o\A locus accordingly:

to each position of the parametric point on the locus there corresponds a curve

satisfying the condition, that is, a solution of the condition. In the case where the

condition is w-fold, the locus is a point-system, and corresponding to each point of

the point-system we have a solution of the condition ; the number of solutions is

equal to the number of points of the point-system.

i
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8. Considering the general case where the condition, and therefore also the locus,

is i"-fold, it is to be observed that every solution whatever, and therefore each special

solution (if any), corresponds to some point on the i-fold locus ; we may therefore have

on the A;-fold locus what may be termed "special loci," viz. a special locus is a locus

such that to each point thereof corresponds a special solution. A special locus may of

course be a point-system, viz. there are in this case a determinate number of special

solutions corresponding to the several points of this point-system. We may consider

the other extreme case of a special ^-fold locus, viz. the A;-fold locus of the parametric

point may break up into two distinct loci, the special A;-fold locus, and another A;-fold

locus the several points whereof give the ordinary solutions : we can in this case get

rid of the special solutions by attending exclusively to the last-mentioned A;-fold locus

and regarding it as the proper locus of the parametric point. But if the special locus

be a more than A;-fold locus, that is, if it be not a part of the A;-fold locus itself, but

(as supposed in the fii-st instance) a locus on this locus, then the special solutions cannot

be thus got rid of: we have the Z;-fold locus of the parametric point, a locus such

that to ever)- point thereof there corresponds a proper solution, save and except that

to the points lying on the special locus there correspond special or improper solutions.

It is to be noticed that the special locus may be, but that is not in every case, a

singular locus on the k-fold locus.

9. Suppose that the conditions to be satisfied by the curve are a A;-fold condition,

an i-fold condition, &c. of a totial manifoldness = a. If the conditions are completely

independent (that is, if the corresponding relations, ante, No. .5, are completely indepen-

dent), we have a fc-fold locus, an i-fold locus, &c., having no common locus other than

the point-sjstem of intersection, and the number of curves which satisfy the given

conditions, or (as this has been before expressed) the number of solutions, is equal to

the number of points of the point-system, or to the order of the point-system, viz. it

is equal to the product of the orders of the loci which correspond to the several con-

ditions respectively ; among these we may however have special solutions, corresponding

to points situate on the special loci upon any of the given loci; but when this is

the case the number of these special solutions can be separately calculated, and the

number of proper solutions is equal to the number obtained as above, less the number
of the special solutions.

10. If, however, the given conditions are not completely independent (that is, if

the corresponding relations are not completely independent), then the /i;-fold locus,

the i-fold locus, &c. intersect in a common (w —j) fold locus, and besides in a residual

point-system. The several points of the (o)—j)fold locus give special solutions—in fact

the very notion of the conditions being properly satisfied by a curve implies that the

curve shall satisfy a true (k+l+ &c.) fold, that is, a true w-fold condition ; the proper

solutions are therefore comprised among the solutions given by the residual point-

system, and the number of them is as before equal to the order of the point-system,

or number of the points thereof, less the number of points which give special solutions:

the order of the point-system is, as has been seen, equal to the product of the orders

of the A-fold locus, the ^fold locus, &c., less a reduction depending on the nature of

25—2
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the common (w —j) fold locus, and the difficulty is in general in the determination of

the value of this reduction.

11. In all that precedes, the number of the parameters has been taken to be w
;

but if the parameters are taken to be contained in the equation of the curve homo-

geneously, then the parameters before made use of are in fact the ratios of these

homogeneous parameters ; and using the term henceforward as referring to the homo-

geneous parameters, the numbers of the parameters will be = «* + 1.

12. I assume also that the equation of the curve contains the parameters linearly

:

this being so, the condition that the curve shall pass through a given arbitrary point

implies a linear relation between the parameters; and the condition that the curve

shall pass through j given points, a j-{o\d linear relation between the parameters. It

follows that the number of the curves which satisfy a given k-iold condition, and besides

pass through co — k g;iven points, is equal to the order of the &-fold relation, or of the

corresponding ^'-fold locus; and thus if we define the order of the A;-fold condition to be

the number of the curves in question, the condition, relation, and locus will be all of

the same order, and in all that precedes we may (in place of the order of the relation

or of the locus) speak of the order of the condition. Thus, subject to the modifications

occasioned by common loci and special solutions as above explained, the order of the

(k + 1 -h kc.) iold condition made up of a k-fold condition, an l-hld condition, &c., is

equal to the product of the orders of the component conditions; and in particular if

k + l+ &c. = to, then the order of the w-fold condition, or number of the solutions thereof,

is equal to the product of the orders of the component conditions.

13. The conditions to be satisfied by the cui-ve may be conditions of contact with

a given curve or curves. In particular if the curve touch a given curve, the para-

metric point is then situate on a onefold locus. It is to be noticed in reference hereto

that if the given curve have nodes or cusps, then we have special solutions, viz. if

the sought for curve passes through a node or a cusp of the given curve ; and each

such node or cusp gives rise to a special onefold locus, presenting itself in the first

instance as a factor of the onefold locus of the parametric point ; this is, however, a

case where the special locus is of the same manifoldness as the general locus (ante,

No. 8), and is consequently separable ; throwing ofif therefore all these special loci, we
have a onefold locus which no longer comprises the points which correspond to curves

passing through a node or a cusp of the given curve ; the onefold locus, so divested

of the special onefold factoi-s, may be termed the " contact-locus " of the given curve.

To each point of the contact-locus there corresponds a curve having with the given

curve a two-pointic intersection, viz. this is either a proper contact, or it is a special

contact, consisting in that the sought for curve has on the given curve a node or

cusp, or (which is a higher speciality) in that the sought for curve is or contains as

part of itself two or more coincident curves (ante. No. 3). To a point in general on

the contact-locus there corresponds a curve having a proper contact with the given

curve, save and except that to each point on any one of certain special loci on the

contact-locus there corresponds a curve having some kind of special contact as above

with the given curve. To fix the ideas, it may be mentioned that for the curves of
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the order r which touch a given curve of the order m and class n, the order of the

contact-locus is = n+ (2r — 2) m.

14. If, then, the curve touch a given curve, the parametric point is situate on the

contact- locus of that curve. If it touch a second given curve, the parametric point is

in like manner situate on the contact-locus of the second given curve, that is, it is

situate on the twofold locus which is the intersection of the two contact-loci ; and the

like in the case of any number of contacts each with a distinct given curve. But if the

curve, instead of ordinary contacts with distinct given curves, has either a contact of

the second, or third, or any higher order, or has two or more ordinary or other contacts

with the same given curve, then if the total manifoldness be = k, the parametric point

is situate on a A'-fold locus, which is given as a singular locus of the proper kind on

the onefold contact-locus ; so that the theory of the contact-locus corresponding to the

case of a single contact with a given curve, contains in itself the theory of any

system whatever of ordinary or other contacts with the same given curve, viz. the

last-mentioned general case depends on the discussion of the singular loci which lie on

the contact- locus. And similarly, if the curve has any number of ordinary or other

contacts with each of two or more given curves, we have here to consider the inter-

sections of singular loci lying on the contact-loci which correspond to the several given

curves respectively, or, what is the same thing, to the singular loci on the inter.section

of these contact-loci ; that is, the theory depends on that of the contact-loci which

belong to the given curves respeqtively.

15. Suppose that the curve which has to satisfy given conditions is a line ; the

equation is aa: +by + cz = 0, and the parameters (a, b, c) are to be taken as the

coordinates of a point in a plane. Any onefold condition imposed upon the line

establishes a onefold relation between the coordinates (a, b, c), and the parametric point

is situate on a curve ; a second onefold condition imposed on the line establishes a

second onefold relation between the coordinates (a, b, c), and the parametric point is

thus situate on a second curve ; it i.s therefore determined as a point of intersection

of two ascertained curves. In particular if the condition imposed on the line is that

it shall touch a given curve, the locus of the parametric point is a curve, the con-

tact-locus; (this is in fact the ordinary theory of geometrical reciprocity, the locus in

question being the reciprocal of the given curve ;) and the case of the twofold condition

of a contact of the second order, or of two contacts, with the given curve, depends

on the singular points of the contact-locus, or reciprocal of the given curve ; in fact

according as the line has a contact of the second order, or has two contacts with the

given curve (that is, as it is an inflexion-tangent, or a double tangent of the given

curve), the parametric point is a cusp or a node on its locus, the reciprocal curve : this

is of course a fundamental notion in the theory of reciprocity, and it is only noticed

here in order to show the bearing of the remark (ante, No. 14) upon the case now
in hand where the curve considered is a line.

16. If the curve which has to satisfy given conditions is a conic

(a, b, c, f, g, h\x, y, zf = 0,

we have here six parameters {a, b, c, f, g, h), which are taken as the coordinates of a
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point in 5-dimensional space. It may be remarked that in this 5-dimensional space we

have the onefold cubic locus abc — af - hg^ — cli? + 2f(jh = 0, which is such that to any

position of the parametric point upon it there corresponds not a proper conic but a

line-pair; this may be called the discriminant-locus. We have also the threefold locus

the relation of which is expressed by the six equations

{bc-f = 0, ca-g'' = 0, ab-fr = 0, gh-af=0, hf-bg = 0, fg-ch = 0),

which is such that to any position of the parametric point thereon, there corresponds

not a proper conic but a coincident line-pair. I call this the Bipoint-locus('), and

I notice that its order is = 4 ; in fact to find the order we must with the equations

of the Bipoint combine two arbitrary linear relations,

(* $a, b, c, f, g, h) = 0,

(*'5a, b, c, f, g, li) = 0;

the equations of the locus are satisfied by

a : b : c : f : g : h = a'' : ^ : y- : By : yot : a^

(where a : yS : 7 are arbitrary) ; and substituting these values in the linear relations,

we have two quadric equations in (a, ;8, 7), giving four values of the set of ratios

(a : /3 : 7) ; that is, the order is = 4, or the Bipoint is a threefold quadric locus.

17. The discriminant-locus does not in general present itself except in questions

where it is a condition that the conic shall have a node (reduce itself to a line-pair)

;

thus for the conies which have a node and touch a given curve (m, n), or, what is the

same thing, for the line-paii-s which touch a given curve (m, «), the parametric point is

here situate on a twofold locus, the intersection of the discriminant-locus with the con-

tact-locus. It may be noticed that this twofold locus is of the order '3(n + 2m), but

that it breaks up into a twofold locus of the order Sn, which gives the proper solutions

;

viz. the nodal conies which touch the given curve properly, that is, one of the two

lines of the conic touches the curve ; and into a twice repeated twofold locus of the

order 3m which gives the special solutions, viz. in these the nodal conic has with the

given curve a special contact, consisting in that the node or intersection of the two

lines lies on the given curve. By way of illustration see Annex No. 2. But the con-

sideration of the Bipoint-locus is more frequently necessary.

18. Suppose that the conic satisfies the condition of touching a given curve; the

parametric point is then situate on a onefold contact-locus (a, b, c, f, g, h)^ = (to fix

the ideas, if the given curve is of the order m and class n, then the order q of the

contact-locus is = m -1- 2m). The contact-locus of any given curve whatever passes

through the Bipoint-locus; in fact to each point of the Bipoint-locus there corresponds

a coincident line-pair, that is, a conic which (of course in a special sense) touches the

given curve whatever it be ; and not only so, but inasmuch as we have a special

' In framing the epithet Bipoint, the coincident line-pair is regarded as being really a point-pair ; see

poit. No. 80.
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contact at each of the points of intersection of the given curve with the coincident

line-pair regarded as a single line, that is, in the case of a given curve of the m-th

order, m special contacts, the Bipoint-locus is a multiple curve on the corresponding

contact-locus.

19. If the conic has simply to touch a given curve of the order mj and class n^, then

the order of the condition (or number of the conies which satisfy the condition, and

besides pass through four given points) is equal to the order of the contact-locus, that

is, it is = ni -f- 2?nj. If the conic has also to touch a second given curve of the order

m, and class n^, then the order of the twofold condition (or number of the conies

which satisfy the twofold condition, and besides pass through three given points) is

equal to the order of the intersection or common locus of the two contact-loci ; and

these being of the orders Wj -I- 2r?ii and n^ -)- 2to2 respectively, the order of the intersection

and therefore that of the twofold condition is = («i -f- 2mi) (nj -I- 2m.^. But in the next

succeeding case it becomes necessary to take account of the singular locus.

20. If the conic has to touch three given curves of the order and class (»>ii, n^),

(m.2, fij), (»i3, 11,) respectively, we have here three contact-loci of the orders n^ + ^n^,

jij-(-2«ij, nj-|-2'm3 respectively; these intersect in a threefold locus, but since each of

the contact-loci passes through the threefold Bipoint-locus, this is part of the intersection

of the three contact-loci ; and not only so, but inasmuch as they pass through the

Bipoint-locus wt,, m^, Jrtj times respectively, the Bipoint-locus must be counted miniiin^

times, and its order being =4, the intersection of the contact-locus is made up of the

Bipoint reckoning as a threefold locus of the order ^mimtm^, and of a residual three-

fold locus of the order

(ni + 2?»i) (hj -t- 2m^ (n^ -f- ^m^) - 4w,TO,m3,

= n^n^rii + 2 (winsm, -|- &c.) -I- 4 (n^msTTij -|- &c.) + ^mim^ms ;

and the order of the threefold condition (or number of the conies which touch the

three given curves, and besides pass through two given points) is equal to the order

of the residual threefold locus, and has therefore the value just mentioned.

21. In going on to the cases of the conies touching four or five given curves,

the same principles are applicable ; the contact-loci have the Bipoint (a certain number
of times repeated) as a common threefold locus, and they besides intersect in a residual

fourfold or (as the case is) fivefold locus, and the order of the condition is equal to

the order of this residual locus ; but the determination of the order of the residual locus

presents the difficulties alluded to, ante, No. 10. I do not at present further examine

these cases, nor the cases of the conies which have with a given curve or curves

contacts of the second or any higher order, or more than a single contact with the

same given curve.

22. The equation of the conic has been in all that precedes considered as con-

taining the six parameters (a, b, c, f, g,. h) ; but if the question as originally stated

relates only to a class of conies the equation whereof contains linearly 2, 3, 4, or 5

parameters, or if, reducing the equation by means of any of the given conditions, it
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can be brought to the form in question, then in the latter case we may employ the

equation in such reduced form, attending only to the remaining conditions; and m

either case we have the equation of a conic containing linearly 2, 3, 4, or 5 parameters,

which parametere are taken ai. the coordinates of a point in 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-dimensional

space, and the discussion relates to loci in such dimensional space. This is in fact

what' is done in Annex No. 2 above referred to. where the conies considered being

the conies which pass through three given points, the equation is taken to be

fyz + gzx + hxy = 0, and we have only the three parameters (/, g, h); and also in

Annex No. 3, where the conies pass through two given points, and are represented by

an equation containing the four parameters (a, b, c, h): I give this Annex as a some-

what more elaborate example than any which is previously considered, of the application

of the foregoing principles, and as an investigation which is interesting for its own

sake. See also Annexes 4 and 5, which contain other examples of the theory. The

remark as to the number of parameters is of course applicable to the case where the

curve which satisfies the given conditions is a curve of any given order r; the

number of the parameters is here at most =i(r + l)(r + 2), and the space therefore

at most ir(r + 3) dimensional; but we may in particular cases have w + l parameters,

the coordinates of a point in ^-dimensional space, where <o is any number less than

23. I do not at present consider the case of a curve of the order r, or further

pursue these investigations; my object has been, not the development of the foregoing

quasi-geometrical theory, so as to obtain thereby a series of results, but only to sketch

out the general theory, and in particular to establish the notion of the order of con-

dition, and to show that, as a rule (though as a rule subject to very frequent exceptions),

the order of a compound condition is equal to the product of the orders of the

component conditions. The last-mentioned theorem seems to me the true basis of the

results contained in a subsequent part of this paper in connexion with the formulae

of De Jonquiferes, post, No. 74 et seq. But I now proceed to a different part of the

general subject.

Article Nos. 24 to 72.

—

Reproduction and Development of the Researches of

Chasles and Zeothen.

24 The leading points of Chasles's theory are as follows: he considers the conies

which satisfy four conditions (4X), and establishes the notion of the characteristics

U v) of such a system, viz. ^c, = (4X •), denotes the number of comes in the system

which pass through a given (arbitrary) point, and v, =.(4Z/), the number of comes m

the system which touch a given (arbitrary) line. We may say that m is the parametric

order, and v the parametric class of the system.

25. The conies
, , ,^ ,,,,,^

(::), (•••/), (://). (•///) (////)

which pass through four given points, or which pass through three given points and

touch a given line, &c., ... or touch four given lines, have respectively the characteristics

(1, 2), (2, 4), (4, 4), (4, 2), (2, 1).
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26. A single condition (Z) imposed upon a conic has two representative numbers
or simply representatives, (a, ^); viz. if (4^ be an arbitrary system of four conditions!
and {,1, v) the characteristics of {4>Z), then the number of the conies which satisfy
the five conditions (Z, 4Z) is = oifj. + ^v.

27. As an instance of the use of the characteristics, if X, X', X" X'" X"" be
any five independent conditions, and (a, y9), ... (a"", /3"") the representatives 'of these
conditions respectively, then the number of the conies which satisfy the five conditions
(Z, Z', X", X", X"") is

= (1, 2, 4, 4, 2, IJa, 0)(a', ^)(a", ^')(a"', ^"')(a"", ff'")

viz. this notation stands for laa'a"a"'a"" + 2Saa'a"a"'y3""... + l^fl'P"P"'^"'

28. In particular if Z be the couditioa that a conic shall touch a given curve
of the order m and class n, then the representatives of this condition are (n m)

iiT^,,!:^^.
"'"^^^'^ °^ *^® '^oQics which touch each of five given curves (m, i), ..'.

= (1, 2, 4, 4, 2, l^n. m)(n', m')(n", m"){n"', m"'){n"", m"").

29. A system of conies (4Z) having the characteristics
{fj,,

v), contains

2v-fi line-pairs, that is, conies each of them a pair of lines ; and

2/.-^ point-pairs, that is. conies each of them a pair of points {coniques
mfimment aplaties).

30. I stop to further explain these notions of the line-pair and the point-pair-
and also the notiou of the line-pair-point.

'

A conic is a curve of the second order and second class; quA curve of the second
order it may degenerate into a pair of lines, or line-pair (but the class is then =0)-
quA curve of the second class it may degenerate into a pair of points, or point-pair
(but the order is then =0). The two lines of a line-pair may be coincident andwe have then a comcident line-pair; such a line-pair (it must I think be postulated)
ordinanly arises, not from a line-pair the two lines of which become coincident but
from a proper conic, flattening by the gradual diminution of its conjugate axis while
Its transverse axis remains constant or approaches a limit different from zero- the
conic thus tends (not to an indefinitely extended but) to a terminated lineC)- in other
words, the tangents of the conic become more and more nearly lines throu.rh' two fixed
pomts, the terminations of the terminated line; and these terminating points whichcontmue to exist up to the instant when the conjugate axis takes its limiting
value =0. ai-e regarded as still existing at this instant, and the coincident line-pair
as being in fa^t the point-pair formed by the two terminating points. Similarly thetwo pomts of a pomt-pair may be coincident, and we have then a coincident point-

thr„n.h nri' '^"f'^'^l''^'^^^^^
^°-° ""y Poi"' ^ thereof to B, and then in the same direction from B^ongh i^Uy to ^; It thus consists of two portions separated by these points; and considering eil'r portiofM removed, the remammg portion is a terminated Une.

'"uering eitner portion

C- VI.
26
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pair; such a point-pair (it must in like manner be postulated) ordinarily arises, not

from a point-pair the two points of which become coincident, but from a proper conic

sharpening itself to coincide with its asymptotes, and so becoming ultimately a pair

of lines through the coincident point-pair; and the coincident point-pair is regarded

as being in fact the line-pair formed by some two lines through the coincident point-

pair.

31. In accordance with the foregoing notions we may with propriety, and it will

in the sequel be found convenient to speak of a point-pair as a line terminated by

two points on this line, and similarly to speak of a line- pair as a point terminated

(that is, the pencil of lines through the point is terminated) by two lines through the

point.

32. If in a point-pair thus considered as a line terminated by two points the

two points become coincident (the line continuing to exist as a definite line), or, what

is the same thing, if in a line-pair thus considered as a point terminated by two

lines, the two lines become coincident (the point continuing to exist as a definite

point), we have a "line-pair-point;" viz. this is at once a coincident line-pair and a

coincident point-pair; it may also be regarded as the limit of a conic the axes of

which, and the ratio of the conjugate to the transverse axis, all ultimately vanish

:

it may be described as a line terminated each way at a point thereof, or as a point

terminated each way at a line through it. The notion of a line-pair-point first

presents itself in Zeuthen's researches, as will presently appear; but it may be noticed

here that line-pair-points, and these the same line-pair-points, may present themselves

among the 2v — fi line-pairs, and among the 2^ — i/ point-pairs of the system of conies 4X.

33. Returning to the foregoing theory of characteristics, I remark that the funda-

mental notion may be taken to be, not the characteristics (jj,, v) of the conies which

satisfy four conditions, but in every case the number of the conies which satisfy five

conditions. Thus for the conies not subjected to any condition, we may consider the

symbols

(::) (::/). (-••//), 0///)- (•////). (/////)

denoting the number of the conies which pass through five given points, or which

pass through four given points and touch a given line, &c. ..., or which touch five

given lines; these numbers are respectively

= 1, 2, 4. 4, 2, 1.

So for the conies which satisfy a given condition X, or two conditions 2X, . .
.

, or five

conditions bX, we have respectively the numbers

(////)X, 00, (•• •/). (://), (•///).

2X, (•••), ( /). (•//). ( ///)

3X, (:). ( /). (//)

4Z, (•), ( /)

5Z,
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where the X, 2X, &c. belong to the symbols which follow: read (X ::), {X.'.j), &c.,

or, as we may for shortness represent them,

ff/ lit HI in III

fl , V , p , O- , T

// // // '/

m' . "'
, p'

Mo

viz. the single condition X has the five characteristics (/*'", . . . t'"), . .
.

; the four

conditions 4iX, the characteristics {n, v) as in the original theory ; and the five

conditions bX a single characteristic /Xo.

34. We thus see the origin of the notion of the representatives (a, y3) of a

single condition X; for considering the arbitrary four conditions 4Z, the characteristics

whereof are {fi, v), and assuming that the single characteristic, or number of the conies

{X, 4Z), is = o^ + ^v, and taking for (4Z) successively the conditions

(::), (.-./), (://), (•///), (////),

having respectively the characteristics

(1, 2). (2, 4), (4, 4), (4, 2), (2, 1),

we have
/" = la + 2A

v'" = 2a + 4/3,

p'" = 4a + 4y8,

a'" = 4a + 2/9,

T"'=2a+l/3,

that is, the characteristics (/*'", v'", p", o-"', t'") of a single condition X are not

independent, but are representable as above by means of two independent quantities

(a, /3); or, what is the same thing, we have

,,'" 9.,'" —'" — «)—'" „'" 2 / "' 1 _'"\V = Ip. , <r = It
, p = f(i/ + o- ),

which being satisfied, the representatives (a, /S) are given by

a = H2t"' -,.'"), )8 = H2/."'-t"').

35. I find that a like property exists as to the characteristics {pi', v", p", a") of

the two conditions IX, viz. these are not independent but are connected by a single

linear relation,

IM —%V +1/3 — <T =0.

This may be proved in the case where the conditions 2X are two separate conditions

{X, X'); viz. let the representatives of these be (a, /3), (a', ^') respectively, then

26—2
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combining with them the three arbitrary conditions X", X'", X'" having respectively

the representatives (a", /S")> («"'. ^"), («"". P""), we have the general equation

{X, X'. X", X'", Z"") = (l, 2, 4, 4. 2, 15«, /9)(a', /9') («", /3")(a"'. r')(«"", /8"");

taking herein

(X", X'", X'") = {:). {:/).(//). (I//)

successively, and observing that the representatives of (•) are (1, 0) and those of (/)

are (0, 1), we thus obtain for (/*", v", p", a"), characteristics of {X, X'), the values

m" = (1, 2, 45a, /3)(a', /3'),

^"=(2, 4, 4$a. ^)(a', /3').

p"=(4, 4, 2$«, /3)(a', /S'),

<7" = (4. 2, l$a, /3)(a', ^),

(viz. fi" = laa' + 2 (a/9' + a'/8) + 4^8/8', &c.), and these values give identically

2fi"-Zv" + ^p"-2a" = 0,

which is the foregoing equation. And I assume that the theorem extends to the

case of two inseparable conditions 2X, but in this case I do not even know where

the proof is to be sought for.

The characteristics {p!, v, p') of the three conditions SX are in general independent.

36. It has been mentioned that if (a, /8) are the representatives of the condition

X, and (ft, v) the characteristics of the conditions 4Z, then

this is the most convenient form of the theorem, but as (a, /9) are known functions

of the characteristics (fi", v", p'", a", r'") of the condition X, the equation is in

effect an expression for {X, 4Z) in terms of the characteristics of X and 4Z respectively.

There is, similarly, an expression for (2X, 3Z) in terms of the characteristics

(/*', I/', p', a) of 3Z (satisfying the relation /t' — 1 1^' + | p' — o-' = 0) and the characteristics

(/i, V, p) of 2X, viz. we have

(2Z, 3^)= m( -^p' + la')

+ P { kn-' -\f' ).

This may be easily proved in the case where the conditions 2X are two separable

conditions X, X' having the representatives (a, yS), (a', /8') respectively, and the

conditions ^Z three separable conditions Z', Z'", Z'" having the representatives (a", /3"),

(a'", ff"), ipi'", /S"") respectively ; we have, in fact,

/*' = (!, 2, 45;a. ^)(a', ^). /. = (!, 2, 4, 4$a", ^")(«"', /9"') (a"", /3""),

v' =(2, 4, 4$ „ „ ), V =(2, 4, 4, 2]^ „ „ „ ).

p'=(4, 4, 2$ „ „ ), p=(4, 4, 2, 1$ „ „ „ ),

a' = (4, 2, 1$ „ „ );

7
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and with these values the function

(X. X', Z", Z'", Z""), =(1, 2, 4, 4, 2, l][a, ^)(a', ^){ct", /3")(a"', D, («"", y8"")

is found to be expressible as above in terms of (fi, v, p), (/j,', v', p', a-') ; but I do

not know how to conduct the proof for the inseparable conditions 2X and SZ.

37. It may be remarked by way of verification that writing successively

(3^ = (.-.), (:/).(•//), (///),

that is,

(/., V, p) = (l, 2, 4). (2, 4, 4), (4, 4, 2), (4, 4, 1).

we have in the first case

(2Z.-.)= -ip' + h<^'

+ 2/ - v'

/ + i (/*' - 1 "' + f
/>' - o-'). = ^'.

and similarly in the other three cases,

(2Z. //) = .', (2Z.//) = p', (2X///) = <r'.

38. Let (fi, p, p, ff) be the characteristics of 2Z, (^ — | v + 1 p — o- = 0), and

(/*', v, p, a-') the characteristics of 2X, (/*' — f i/' + 1 p' — cr' = 0). Then in the formula

for (2X, 3Z), writing successively for 3X

and
(2^-), characteristics (p., v, p),

{2X1), „ (,-, p, a),

we obtain expressions for the characteristics {2X, 2Z-) and (2Z, 2Z j) of {2X, 2Z), viz.

eliminating from the formulae, first the (<r, a) and secondly the (p,, pf), each of these

may be expressed in two different forms as follows:

{2X, 2Z-)

-i(^v' + p.'v)

-^(vp' + ,/p)

-i(pcr' + pV)

+ i ("p + "VX

(2Z, 2Z/)

= ^fifi

-f ""'

-i-pp'

- i (/*"' + /v)

+ h ("p' + v'p)

+ Ipp'

-i(pa' + p'a)

+ i {va' + v'a)

-\{vp' +u'p).
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the two expressions of the same quantity being of course equivalent in virtue of the

relations between (ji, v, p, a) and (/*', v, p', a) respectively.

The characteristics of {X, Z), (X, 2Z), {X, 3Z) are at once deducible from the

before-mentioned expression afi + ^p of {X, 4iZ).

39. Zeuthen's investigations are based upon the before-mentioned theorem, that

in a system of conies (4^), characteristics (/t, v), there are i/x — v point-pairs and

2v — fi line-pairs. If in the given system the number of point-pairs is =\ and the

number of line-pairs is =w, then, conversely, the characteristics of the system are

And by means of this formula he investigates the characteristics of the several systems

of conies which satisfy four conditions (4X) of contact with a given curve or curves,

viz. these are the conies

(1)(1)(1)(1), (1, 1)(1)(1), (1, 1)(1, 1), (1, 1, 1)(1). (1, 1, 1. 1),

(2)(1)(1) . (2)(1, 1) , (2, 1)(1) . (2, 1, 1),

(2) (2) . (2,2)

(3)a) . (3,1)

(4) 1

where (1) denotes contact of the firet order, (2) of the second order, (3) of the third

order, (4) of the fourth order, with a given curve; (1)(1) denotes contacts of the first

order with each of two given curves, (1, 1) two such contacts with the same given

curve, and so on. A given curve is in every case taken to be of the order m and

class n, with 8 nodes, k cusps, t double tangents, and i inflexions (wii, Mj, Si, «,, Tj, tj;

m^, Wj, &c., as the case may be). The symbols (1), &c. might be referred to the

corresponding curves by a suffix ; thus (1)^ would denote that the contact is with a

given curve of the order m (class n, &c.) ; but this is in general unnecessary.

40. In a system of conies satisfying four conditions of contact, as above, it is

comparatively easy to see what are the poiut-pairs and line-pairs in these several

systems respectively ; but in order to find the values of \ and w, each of these point-

pairs and line-pairs has to be counted not once, but a proper number of times; and

it is in the determination of these multiplicities that the difficulty of the problem

consists. I do not enter into this question, but give merely the results.

41. For the statement of these I introduce what I call the notation of Zeuthen's

Capitals. We have to consider several classes of point-pairs and the reciprocal classes

of line-pairs. A point-pair may be described (ante, No. 31) as a terminated line, and

a line-pair as a terminated point ; and we have first the following point-pairs, viz.

:

A, line terminated each way in the intersection of two curves or of a curve with

itself (node).

B, tangent to a curve, terminated in a curve, and in the intereection of two

curves or of a curve with itself.

i
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G, common tangent of two curves, or double tangent of a curve, terminated each

way in a curve.

D, inflexion tangent of a curve terminated each way in a curve

:

and the corresponding line-pairs, viz.

:

A', point terminated each way in the common tangent of two curves or the double

tangent of a curve.

B", point of a curve terminated by the tangent of a curve, and by the common
tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve.

C, intersection of two curves, or of a curve with itself (node), terminated each

way by the tangent to a curve.

ly, cusp of a curve terminated each way by the tangent to a curve

:

all which is further explained by what follows; thus in the case (1)(1)(1) (1),

= (l)m,(l)nH(l)m,(l)n«4. the value of A is given as '^rriim^ . rnsmt (= ^mim^^msmt). Here
A is the number of the point-pairs terminated one way in the intersection of any

two m,, TOj of the four curves, and the other way in the intersection of the remaining

two wij, rrii of the four curves. But in the case (1, 1)(1)(1), =(1, l)m(l)m, (l)m,. the

value of A is given as = Brrii^ti^ + mmi . mm-j. Here A denotes the number of the

point-pairs, which are either (Smiin^) terminated one way at a node of m, and the

other way at an intersection of irii, m^, or else (rnmi.mm^) terminated one way at an

intersection of in, wij, and the otiher way at an intersection of m, m.^: and so in other

cases.

42. This being so, we have

(1)(1)(1)(1), =(!)„, (1X„.(1)„,(1)™..

.4=S/nimj .m3int(=3 niim^msm^, 1

jB=2wii»i, .ms.«4(= 3STOim2rw3n4), 2

C = 2wi] . m, . n^n^ (= 2wii»tjn,n4 ). 4

A'='Znjni .n^rii (=3 nin^n^ni ),

J8' = SniWa .n3.m4(= SSwiWanaTWi),

(1. i)(i)(i), =(1, i)„(i)^(iw

A = Swiimj 4- mmi . mm^,

B = 87i,m, -I- Sn,7»,

+ TOTWi (n — 2) 7?jj+ mm, (re — 2) wii

+ m7re,«j (m — 1) -\- mm^ni (m — 1)

-f- miWijW {m — 2),

C = TTWim,

-f nwi (m — 2) wij -I- nn, (m — 2) m,

+ «inj. ^m{m — 1),

A' = TWiWa -f- nui . nn^,

B" = Tin-iiij + TmjWi

-1- nrii (m — 2) «a -I- nriii (m — 2) n,

-I- iWima (re — 1) + /»i2»ni (re — 1)

\-nin^m {n — 2),

C = oKing

H- mmi (n — 2) Wj -f mm^ (re — 2) %
+ «iim2. Jre(re- 1),
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(1, 1)(1, 1), =(1, 1)„(1, 1X„..

A= BBi +1 mTOi (mTWj — 1),

B= Sni(TO,-2) +S,n(m-2)

+ mrrii (n — 2) (m, — 1) + mnii (n^ — 2) (m — 1),

C = T.^mi(mi — 1) +T,.im(m— 1)

+ nui (m — 2) (?», — 2),

D = t.i7?ii(mi — 1) +ti.^m(m— 1).

-4'= TTi + ^ nrii (nw, — 1),

^ = Tjn, (w — 2) + Tim (n — 2)

+ nn, (m-2)(ni-l) + 7m,(77i,-2)(n-l),

0'= S.in,(«,-2) +Si.i7i(n-1)

+ mwii (n — 2) (n, — 2),

iy= AC . i Til (w, - 1) +/ici.in(n — 1).

(1, 1, 1)(1) = (1, 1, 1)«(1W
.4 = Smnii,

B= S (« - 4) wii +H (m - 2),

+ mmi (n — 2) (m — 3),

(7= T(m — 4)wii + nni . J(m — 2)(m — 3),

X) = t (m — 3) mi

.

1 A' = TTinj,

2 £' = T (to - 4) Ml 4- TTOi (n - 2),

+ m«,(m-2)(n-3),

4 C = S (n - 4) n, + totWi . ^ (n — 2) (re --3).

3 iy= K{n-3)n,.

(1, 1, 1. 1), = (1, 1, 1, 1)„.

A = iiB(S-l),

B= 8(n-4)(m-4),

C= T.^(TO-4)(m-5),

D= t.nw-3)(TO-4).

43. Secondly, we have the point-pairs

^' = iT(T-l),

B'= T(m-4)(ji-4),

C'= 8.i(n-4)(n-5),

i)'=. «.J(«-3)(n-4).

jF, tangent to curve from intersection of two curves or of a curve with itself

(node), and terminated at the point of contact and the last-mentioned point.

F, tangent to a curve at intersection with another curve or with itself, and

terminated there and at a curve.

0, common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve, terminated at

one of the points of contact and at a curve.

Z), ut supra.

H, line joining cusp of a curve with intersection of two curves or of a curve

with itself, and terminated at these points.

/, line from cusp of a curve touching a curve, and terminated at the cusp and

at a curve.

/, Inflexion tangent of a curve, terminated there and at a curve

:
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and the corresponding line-pairs, viz.

E ,
point on a curve in common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a

curve, and terminated by this tangent and by tangent to a curve.

F,
point on a curve in common tangent of this and another curve or in double

tangent of this curve, and terminated by this tangent and by tangent to a

curve.

ly, ut supra.

H', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with common tangent of two

curves or double tangent of a curve, and terminated by these lines.

/', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with a curve, and terminated by

this tangent and by tangent of a curve

:

and this being so,

(2)(1)(1). =(2V(1V,{1W

E =n. mrjn^,

F = mrn^ . m^ + min^ . nii,

Q = nn. . «ii + nui . m^,

D = tm,mj,
,

H = Kntjint,

I = AWiim, + Kn^m,.

(2)(1, 1) = (2)„.(1. 1)„..

E = 8,n,

F —m .mi (mi — 1),

6 = nui (nti — 2),

D =<.^rw,(mi-l),

I = Kill (m, — 2).

(2, 1)(1), =(2, 1)„ (!)„,.

E = (n — 2).'mnh,

F = wiwii (m — 2) + 2Bmi

,

G= nwi (m — 2)+ 2t7»i,

D = i(m — S)ini,

H= /CWITO,,

I = « (w — 3) m, -I- /en, (m — 2),

J = trrii.

C. VI.

3

3

6

2

1

2

3

3

6

2

1

2

3

3

6

2

1

2

5

E ^m .niTii,

F = nUi . m^ + nn^ . rrii,

0' = mm^ . «! + mw, . n^,

U = Kniin^,

H' = triirij

,

/' = tmjUi + tmjMi.

E = Tjm,

F=n.ni Oh-l),

0' = mnh («] — 2),

D' = K. ^% (Ml - 1),

H'=lTi,

r =tmi (wj-2).

E = (m — 2).nih,

F =nni (n-2) +2Trh,

G' =mmi(n-2) +2Swi,

B' = K{n — S) Ki,

H' = mrii,

T = t (»i — 3) rii + tJWi (w — 2),

J' = KU,

.

27
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(2, 1, 1). =(2, 1, 1),„.

E= S (ra - 4), 3 J5r= t(»i-4),

F = 2B(m- 3), 3 ^ = 2T(n -3),

G = 2T(7n-4), 6 G' = 2B(n -4),

D= (.i(m-3)(m-4), 2 i)'= ,e.i(n-3)(n-4).

ff= Sk, 1 H'= LT,

I = /e(n-3)(m- 4). 2 I' = t(m-3)(n-4),

J = t(m-3). 5 J' = /«;(n-3).

44. Thirdly, we have the point-pairs:

K, common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve, terminated at

points of contact.

L, line from cusp of a curve touching a curve, and terminated at cusp and point

of contact.

M, line joining cusp of a curve with cusp of a curve, and terminated by the two

cusps.

N, inflexion tangent terminated each way at inflexion, viz. this is a line-pair-point.

0, cuspidal tangent terminated each way at cusp, viz. this is a line-pair-point:

and the corresponding line-pairs

:

K', intersection of two curves or of curve with itself (node), and terminated by
the two tangents.

L', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with a curve, and terminated by

the inflexion tangent and the tangent at the intersection.

M', intersection of inflexion tangent of a curve with inflexion tangent of a curve,

and terminated by the two inflexion tangents.

N', =0, line-pair-point as above.

0', = N, line-pair-point as above

:

which being so, we have

(2)(2), =(2)„(2U..

K = nni, 9 K' = mTni,

L = Kni + K^n, 3 Z' = tm, + tjm,

M=KKi. 1 M' = Uj.

I
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(2, 2), =(2, 2),„.

K=T, 9 K' ^ 8,

L = *:(n-3), 3 L' = t(m-3),

M = \k{k- 1), 1 M' = \,{, -1),

iy^ =t. 2 i7'= K,

=«. 1 0' = L.

45. Fourthly, we have the point-pairs

:

P, tangent of a curve at its intersection with another curve or itself, terminated

each way at the point of contact

—

line-pair-point.

Q, common tangent of two curves or double tangent of a curve, terminated each

way at one of the points of contact

—

line-pair-point.

J, ut supra.

R, cuspidal tangent terminated at cusp and at a curve:

and the corresponding line-pairs:

jf, = Q, line-pair-point.

Q, =P, line-pair-point.

J", ut suprdb. \

R', inflexion of curve terminated by the inflexion tangent and by tangent to a

curve :

which being so, we have

(3)(1), =(3)„(1),„..

P =m7»i, 2 P' = Tin,
,

Q = n»ii , 2 Q' = mmi,

J = IVfli , 6 J' = /CWi,

R = Kmi . 4 -D' = m,.

(3, 1), =(3, 1)„.

P = 2S. 2 Q' = 2t,

Q=2t, 2 P' = 28,

J = t (m--3). 5 J' = K (n - 3),

R = K(m--3). 4 R'= t(n_3).

46. And lastly, we have the point-pairs iV, {line-pair-points) and the line-pairs

N', (y (line-pair-points), ut supra, and

(4). =(4)m.

=K.

N'=K,

0' =1.

27—2
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47. Where in all cases the central column of figures gives the numerical factors

which multiply the corresponding capitals, thus we have

for(l)(l)(l)(l)

\=2v-fi = A + 25 + 4C,

\=2v-n = A +25+4(7+31),

w = 2m - 1/ = ^' + 2^ + 4C' + 32)',

for (1, 1)(1)(1),

and so on.

48. The elements {m, n, S, k, t, i) of a curve satisfy Pliicker's six equations, and

Zeuthen uses these equations, in a somewhat unsystematic way, to simplify the form

of his results.

It is convenient in his formulae to write 3»t + 1, =Sn + k, = a, and to express every-

thing in terms of (m, n, a), viz. we have for this purpose

2S = m»- TO + 8n-3a,

2t = m' — Sni — n — 3a.

But I make another alteration in the form of his results; he gives, for instance,

the characteristics of (1, 1)(1)(1) as

fi =
fj!" m^rn^ + fi" {m^n^ +m^ + fi! iwn^,

V = v" rriim^ + v" (mitii + mjn,) + v' niMj,

where

H' =2m( m+ 71 -3)+ t, = (1, 1.-.
),

fi" =v' =2n { m + 2n - 5) + 2t, = (1, 1 : / ),

ft.'" = ,;" =2n(2m+ n-5) + 2S, = (1, 1 •
//),

v"' = 2n(m+ ft-3)+ S, =(1, 1///),

viz. the four components have really the significations (1, 1 .".) set opposite to them

respectively; and accordingly, instead of giving the formulae for the two characteristics

of (1, 1)(1)(1), I give those for the four characteristics (1, 1.'.), &c. of (1, 1), thus in

every case obtaining formulae which relate to a single curve only. Subject to the last-

mentioned variation of form, I give Zeuthen's original expressions in Annex 6 ; but

here in the text I express them as above in terms of (m, n, a), viz.

49.

(1)

We have the formulae

( :: )= n+2m,

( .•./) = 2n + 47n,,

( : // ) = 4n + 4m,

(.///) = 4n + 2»n,

( ////) = 2n + 2m;
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(1. 1)

(.-.) = im' + 2mn + ^li' - 2m -^n- fa,

( : /) = 2m» + 4mre + n" - 2m - n- 3a,

(. //) = m= + 4mn + 2v? - m- 2n - 3a,

(/// ) = ^tt» + 2mn + in" - |m - 2» - fa.

(1, 1. 1)

(:) = |m»+2m'^+ mri« + ^n'-2m»-3mra- Jn'-^0-m-^n+ o(-3m-f n + 13),

(•/) = ^ m' + 2m^n + 2mn' + J
»' - m= - 4mre - n^-i^m-*^n + a{-Sm-3n + 20),

(//) = ^ 7»' + m-n + 2mri' + 1 ?!' - ^m" - 3mn - 2«,- - -^m - -^ n + a (- fm - 3n + 13)

;

(1, 1, 1, 1)

- J ni» - 3m«re - 2mn» - Jre' - J^ ??i2 - 21m?i -^ n'' + -^|J^m + Af^ Ji

+ a(-f m'-3mn-fn» + 4fm + ^n--^l) + a.|,

- im' - 2m»n - 3r»n» - ^' -^ m" - 21mn - ifJ- n= +^ m + ifJ^

«

+ a(-fm''-37w«-f n^ +^m + 4fn-^)^-a^|;

(2) i

(.-.)= «.

(:/) = 2at.

(•//) = 2a,

(///)= «;

(2,1)

( : )i=12m+12re + (2m+ n-14)a,

( • /) = 24w + 24n + (2m + 2n - 24) a,

( //) = 12to + 12n + ( m + 2n - 14) a

;

(2, 1, 1)

( )= 24m' + 36mm +12n»- 168m- 168n + a( m« + 2mn + in,''- 25m-^n + 138)-|a»,

( / ) = 12m» + 367ftn + 24w'' - 168w - 168k + a (^m= + 2mn + n'-^in- 2on + 138) - 1 a»

;

(2, 2)

( • ) = 27m + 24n - 20a + ^o*,

( / ) = 24m + 27n - 20a + Ja=

;

(3)

( : ) = - 4m - 3n + 3a,

(./) = _ 8m - 8n + 6a,

(//)=- 3m -4n + 3a;
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(3. 1)

( • ) = - Sm" - 12mn - 3n' + 56m + 53w + a (6m + 3n - 39),

( / ) = - 3m» - 12mn - 8w' + 53m + 56)i + a (3m + 6n - 39)

;

(4)

( • ) = - lOwi - 871+ 6a,

( / ) = - 8m - lOn 4- 6a.

50. By means of the foregoing formulae I obtain, aa will presently be shown, the

following formulae for the number of the conies which satisfy five conditions, viz.

:

(5) = -15m-lon + 9a;

(4, 1) = - 8m= - 20mn - Sn' + 104m + 104n + a (6m + 6w - 66)

;

(3, 2)= 120m+120?i + a(-4m-4?i-78)+3a»;

(3, 1, l) = -fm»-10m''H-10mn»-fn' + i§am' + 116mM + -L02n=-434m-434n

+ a(fm=' + 6mn + fn'-^-m-^n + 291)-fa»;

(2, 2, 1) = 24m» + 54mn + 24n» - 468m - 468n

+ a (- 8m - 8n + 327) + a=Qm + ^n - 12)

;

(2, 1, 1, l) = 6TO^ + 30wi.'^ + 30m?i'' + 6?i»-174m^-348m«-l74n=+ 1320m +1320?^

+ a (^ m» + m'n + mri' + ^n'-^vv'- 26mn -^n^ +s^m + SJ^n- 960)

+ o»(-|m-f« + 28);

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)(0= ji^m' + -^m*n +imV + im-n'+-^mn* + j^n'>

— y'j m* — f m*»i — 2mW — § mn^ — iV ***

-i^rn?-a^rnM - ^m»i» - -Vif
«'

+ a(-im» - f m^-| mti'- Jn' +^ m= + 23?w?i +^ n= - a|lm - a|i ,i + 486)

+ a»(|m + |«,-15).

51. I observe that by means of the above-mentioned expressions of {X, 4-Z) and

(2X, SZ), the foregoing results, other than those for (5), (4, 1), &c., may be presented

in a somewhat different form, viz. we have

(iZ){l) = n{-) + m{l).

where (•) denotes {^Z ), (/) denotes {^Z /), and so in other cases, the understood

term being 2Z or 2Z, as the case may be.

' In my paper in the Comptes Rendut, I gave erroneously the ooeflSoients -4\'U'm-i^n. . +a(...+lfl).
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(3Z)(2) = (•/)ia;

(3Z)(1, 1) = ( : )(W-h)
+ (./)(mn-ia)

(2Z)(3) = (.-.)( i«^+ »-f«)

+ (:/)(-im-f« + |a)

+ (-//)(-|'«-f«+l«)

+ (///)( «i + |n-fa);

(2Z)(2, 1) = (.-. ){-3m-3n + a(-fm + iw + 2)}

+ (:/){ f»w + f« + a( |m + i»i-4)}

+ (•//){ fm + |n + a( |m + |n-4))

+ (///){- 3m-3w+a( lm-}n + 2)};

(2Z}{1. I, 1) =

( •• )l-iirn'-\m'n + imn' + -^\n^+ ^m' + Omn- ^n'' +^m +^n + a{ |m- |re-l)}

+ (:/){ ^m^ + ^m^ + ivi'n?-igrf--^rri'-^n + ^n'-ii-m-^n + a(-^m-^n + S)}

+ (•//){ •i^m' + |m>n + fmn»+ Ti5«' + Tff"i''-i"^«--re«'-¥''^-^« + «(-A™-TO» + 3)}

+ ( ///){ ifm* + imhi-:^mn''-^n'- ^ni' + Omn+ ^ m= + f|m + -^w + a(- | m+ fn-l)};

in all which fonuulse it is to be recollected that we have

(•••)-iO/) + i(-//)-(///) = o,

to which may be joined

(Z)(4Z) = a(4Z-) + 6(4Z/),

where a, b are the representatives of the condition (Z), and where (4X) is to be con-

sidered as standing successively for (4), (3, 1), (2, 2), (2, 1, 1), and (1, 1, 1, 1), the

values of (4Z-) and (4X/) being in each case given by the foregoing Table.

52. The formulae are very convenient for the calculation of the numbers of the

conies which satisfy five conditions of contact with two given curves ; thus if, for

example, (SZ), = (3)m, , denotes the condition of a contact of the third order with a

given curve (wi,), then writing for symmetry (2)^ in place of (2), we have

(3)„.(2)„ = ia(3./)„.

= a (— 4toi — 4re, + 3a,).

53. To obtain the foregoing expressions of (5), (4, 1), (3, 2), (3, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1),

(2, 1, 1, 1), and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1), I assume that the given curve breaks up into two
curves (m, n, a) and (m', n', a'), or, as we may for shortness express it, into two curves

m and m.
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We have then

(5)m+m' = (5)m + (5)m'i

viz. the conies which have contact of the 5th order with the aggregate curve m + m'

are made up of the conies which have this contact with the curve m and the conies

which have this contact with the curve to'. Writing this under the form

(5)m+)n' - (5)m — (5)m' = 0,

and observing that (5),„ is a function <f){m, 7>, a), and that consequently this is a

functional equation </> (7^ + to', n + n', a + a') —
<f)
(m, n, «) — (^ (to', n', a') = 0, the solution Is

<f>
(to, n, a) = am + bn + ca,

where a, b, c are arbitrary constants ; but as the solution should be symmetrical in

regard to m, n, we have a = b, or the solution is <j> {m, n, a) = a {m + n) + ca.

54. Similarly we have

(4, lW».--(4, l)m-(4. 1),„- = (4),„(1),„.+(4),„.(1)™,

viz. the conies which have with the aggregate curve 711 + m' the contacts (4, 1) are

made up of the conies which have the two contacts 4 and 1 with the one curve or

with the other curve, or the contact 4 with the one curve and the contact 1 with

the other curve. The expression on the right-hand side is a known function of {in, n, a),

{vi', n, a') ; hence the form of the functional equation is

(f)(m + m', n + n', a + a') —
<f)
(m, n, a) — (f>{m', n', a')=F(m, n, a, m', n', a');

and any particular solution of this equation being obtained, the general solution is

found by adding to it the term am + bn+ca. Assuming that the particular solution is

symmetrical in regard to (m, 71), then the term to be added is as before = a (m + n) + ca.

And similarly for (3, 2), (3, 1, 1), &c. ; that is, in every case we have a solution con-

taining two arbitrary constants a, c, which remain to be determined.

55. Now in every case except (5),„ the number of intersections of the conic with

the curve is > 6 (viz. for (4, 1),„ and (3, 2),„ the number is 7, for (3, 1, 1) and

(2, 2, 1), it is 8, and for the remaining two cases it is 9 and 10 respectively) ; hence

if the given curve to be a cubic, the number of conies satisfying the prescribed

conditions is = ; and since a cubic may be the general cubic or a nodal or a

cuspidal cubic, we have the three cases (m, n, a) =(3, 6, 18), (3, 4, 12), and (3, 3, 10).

We have thus in each case three conditions for the determination of the constants

a, c; so that there is in each case a verification of the resulting formula.

56. In the omitted case (5)^, when the curve m is a cubic, the theory of the

conies (5)m is a known one, viz. the points of contact of these conies, or the "sextactic"

points of the cubic, are the points of contact of the tangents from the points of

inflexion ; the number of the conies (5)m is thus = (n — 3) i, viz. in the three cases
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respectively it is = 27, 3, and 0, Hence for determining the constants we have the

three equations

9a + 18c = 27,

7a + 12c= 3,

6a+10c= 0,

which are satisfied by a= —15, c = 9, and the resulting formula is

(5) = — lo7n — Ion + 9a.

In the particular case of a curve without nodes or cusps, this is (5) = 12»i — 15m,

= m(12m— 27), which agrees with the result obtained in my memoii- "On the Sextactic

Points of a Plane Curve," Phil. Trans, vol. CLV. (1865), pp. 545—578, [341].

57. The subsidiary results required for the remaining cases (4, 1), &c. are at once

obtained from the foregoing formulae for (iZ) (1), (3Z) (2), &c. ; for example, we have

(4)™(l)m' = n(-lOm- 8/1 + 6a)

+ m'(- 8m-10«+6a),

with like expressions for (3, 1)»,(1))»'. &c.,
i

(3)„(2V = i«' (-8m-8« + 6a),

(3)™ ( J , 1 ),„' = (i/i'' - kn ) (- 4m - 3«. + 3a)

+ (mV - fa' ) (- 8m - 8w + 6a)

+ (^'» - ^') (- 3m - 4w + 3a)

;

with like expressions for (2, l),„(2)m'. (2, 1),»(1, l)jn', &c. &c.

58. Calculation of (4, 1). We have

(4. 1 ),„+„ -(4, l),„-(4, 1),„' = (4)„(1)„.+(4)„.(1)™,

= - IBwim' - 20 {mn + m'n) - 16nn'+ 6 {an + a'n) + 6 (am' + a'm),

the integral of which is

(4, 1)^ = - 8m» - 20mn - 8w'' + a (m + w) + a {Qm + 6?t + c).

The particular cases (m, n, a) = (3, 6, 18), (3, 4, 12), (3, 3, 10) give respectively

= 252 + 9a + 18c,

0= 64 + 7a + 12c,

0= 36 + 6a + 10c,

satisfied by a = 104, c = — 66.

c. VI. 28
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59. Calculation of (3, 2). We have

(3, 2),„+,„. - (3, 2),„ - (3, 2V = (3)„, (2),„. + (3),„- (2)„,

,

= — 4 (ma' + tn'a) — 4 (na' + n'a) + 6aa'

:

the integral is

(3, 2)„ = o (»i + /() + a (- 4wi - 4rt + c) + 3a«,

and, as before,

324 + 9a + 18c = 0,

96 + 7a + 12c = 0,

60 + 6a+10c = 0,

satisfied by a = 120, c = - 78.

60. For the calculation of (3, 1, 1) we have similarly

(3, 1. lW,„.-(3, 1, l),„-(3, 1, 1)„. =(3),„(1, 1V + (3).„.(1, 1),„

+ (3, l),„(l),„+(3, 1)„,(1V

The function on the right-hand side was of course calculated from the values of

(3)m(l, l)m. &c. ; but there is no use in this (and the more complicated cases which

follow) in actually writing down the values of the function in question ; it can in each

case be calculated backwards from the foregoing expressions of (3, 1, 1), &c., and the

values so obtained be verified by actual substitution. But assuming it to be known, the

solution of the iunctioual equation gives of course the foregoing expression for (3, 1, 1),

except that the tenns in m + n and o are therein a{m + n) + ci; and I shall in this

and the subsequent cases give only the three equations which determine the constants.

In the present case these are

-332 + 9a-t-18c = 0,

-454 + 7a + 12c = 0,

- 306 + Ga + 10c = 0,

satisfied by a = — 434, c = 291.

61. The remaining cases are (2, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). We have

(2, 2. l)„+,„.-(2, 2, 1V= (2, 2)™(l)„. + (2, 2V(1),„

+ (2, 1),„ (2)„, + (2, 1)„,(2),„,

and
-1674 + 9a+18c = 0,

- r)48-|-7a + 12c = 0,

- 462 + 6o + 10c = 0,

satisfied by a = -468, c = 327.

Again,

(2, 1, 1, l),„+,„.-(2, 1, 1, l)„.-(2, 1, 1, !),„-= (2, 1, l)„(l),„. + (2, 1, 1V(1)„.

+ (2, 1)„,(1, l)„, + (2. 1),„<(1)«

+ (2)„(1, 1, 1)„,+(2V(1, 1, 1),„,
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and
5400 + 9a + 18c = 0,

2280 + 7a + 12c = 0,

1680 + 6rt + 10c = 0,

satisfied by a = 1320, c=-960; and finally,

(1, 1, 1, 1, l)™+,„.-(l, 1, 1, 1, 1X„-(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)„, = (1, 1, 1, 1)«(1W + (1, 1, 1, l)^(l)m

+ (1, 1, 1)^(1, 1V + (1, 1, 1V(1, l)m,
and

- 30618 4- 90a + 180c = 0,

-14094 + 70a + 120c = 0,

- 10692 + 60a + 120c = 0,

satisfied by 10a = 6318, 10c = 4860, that is, a = - aj^, c = 486.

62. The contacts of a conic with a given curve which have been thus fai' considered

are contacts at unascertained points of the curve ; but a conic may have with the given

curve at a given point thereof a contact of the first order, the condition will be denoted

by (2); or a contact of the second order, the condition will be denoted by (3), and so on.

It is to be observed that the conditions (2), (3), &c. are sibireciprocal, the contact at a

given point of the curve is the same thing as contact with a given tangent of the curve

;

but if we write (1) to denote the condition of passing through a given point of the

curve, this is not the same thing as the condition of touching a given tangent of the

curve ; and this last condition, if it were necessary to deal with it, might be denoted

by (1). But I attend only to the condition (1). The expressions for the number of

conies which satisfy such conditions as (1), (2), &c. are obtainable in several ways.

63. (1') When the total number of conditions is 4, the question may be solved

by Zeuthen's method, viz. by determining the line-pairs and point-pairs of the system

4iZ, with the proper numerical coefficients, and thence deducing the values of the

characteristics (4iZ-) and (4Z/). A few cases are in fact thus solved in Zeuthen's work.

64. (2°) By the foi-egoing functional method. It is to be observed that there is a

diflference in the form of the functional equation, and that the general solution is

always given in the form, Particular Solution + Constant, so that there is only a single

constant to be determined by special considerations. To take the simplest example, let

it be required to find the number of the conies (HZ) (I, 1) : writing for shortness in

place hereof (1, 1), or (in order to mark the curve (to) to which the symbol has

reference) (1, 1)^, let the curve (m) be the aggregate of the curves (m) and (m').

Regarding the point 1 as a given point on the curve (m), that is, an arbitrary point

in regard to the curve (to'), we have thus the equation

(I, l),„+„-(I, !),„ = (• 1)™-,

where the right-hand side is known ; and so in general the form of the functional

equation is always (^ (to + to') —
<f>

(to) = given value, that is,

^(to + to', n + n, a + a') — <f>(m, n, a) = given function of (to, n, a, to', n', a');

28—2
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whence, as stated, the general solution is Particular Solution + Constant. In the case

in hand, taking successively (3Z) = (.•.), (:/), (•//), and (///), we have in the first of

these cases

(T. l),«+m'-(l, 1),„ = n' + 2m',

whence (1, 1)^ = « + 2m + const. = (I, 1) (.".); and the value of the constant being in

any way ascertained to be = — 2, we have (I, l)(.'.) = n +2m— 2 ; and the like for the

other three cases.

65. (3°) The expressions for the number of conies which satisfy such conditions

as (1), (2), &c. are deducible with more or less facility from the corresponding

expressions wherein (1), (2), &c. are replaced by (
• ), (:), &c. ; thus from (')(:: l) = n + 2m

we deduce

(.-. T, l) = i::/)-2(.:2)=n + 2,u-2,

viz. if one of the four arbitrary points of (::/) becomes a point on the curve, then the

condition (: : /) is satisfied specially by the conic (.•. 2) which passes through the

remaining three points and touches the curve at the point in question ; 2 of the conies

(: : /) coincide with the conic in ijuestion. We have thus a reduction 2 (.". 2), = 2, and

the number of the conies (.•.!, 1) is =n + 2»/t — 2. Similarly, we have the system

(.-.1, 1 } = n + 2m-2,

( : 1, I, 1 )=»i + 2»i-4,

( • I, 1, I, l) = n + 2m-6,

(1, T, I, I, l)-« + 2m-8.

Again, two or even three of the given points on the curve may come together without

any reduction being thereby caused, that is, we have

(: 2, 1 ) =«+2w-4,

(• 2, I, 1 ) = ( . 3, 1 ) = n + 2wt - 6,

( 2, T, 1, 1) = ( 3, I, l) = n+2m-8;

but if the four points on the curve coincide in pairs, or, what is the same thing, if

in (2, 1, 1, 1) the points 1 and 1 come to coincide, then there is a special reduction,

and we have

(2, 2, l) = n + 2m-8[-im-2)] = m + n-G,

viz. here (m — 2) of the conies come to coincide with the two points considered as a

point-pair or infinitely thin conic. If the points 2 and 2 come to coincide, that is, il

the four given points on the curve all coincide, there is no further reduction, but we
have

("4, l) = m + n-6.

' I write indifferently (!)(::), (1 ::) or (:: 1); aud so in other cases.
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66. The expressions involving a single (1) may in every case be reduced by the

foregoing method to depend upon other expressions ; thus we have

(3Z )(1, 1) =(

(2Z )(T, 2) =(

,. d, 1. 1) =(

( Z )(I, 1, 2) =(

„ (I, 1, 1, 1) = (

.. (1.3) =(

(1. *) =(

&c.,

1) -2(2)

2) -3(3)

1, 1) -2(2, 1) .

1, 2) - 2 (2, 2) - 3 (1, 3),

1, 1, l)-2(2, 1, 1),

3) -4(4)

4) -5(5)

where, conipaiing for example the equations for {Z)(i, 1, 2) and {2Z)(i, 1, 1), it will

be observed that in the first case the contacts 1, 2 of the symbol (T, 1, 2) successively

coalesce with the point 1, giving respectively 2(2, 2) and 3(1, 3), the exterior factor

being in each case the baned number, whereas the second case, where the contacts 1, I

of the symbol (1, 1, 1) are of the same order, we do not consider each of these symbols

separately (thus obtaining 2(2, 1) + 2(1, 2), =4(2, 1)), but the identical symbol is taken

only once, giving 2 (2, 1). Thus we have also

(1, 1, 1,1, l) = (.l, 1, 1, l)-2(2, 1, 1, 1).

67. The value of a symbol involving (2), say the symbol (SZ) (2), is connected

with that of ^(3Z-/); but as an instance of the correction which is sometimes required

I notice the equation

(2, 1, 1, l) = i(l, 1, l-/)-{i(m-2)(m-3) + i(»i-2)(»i-3) + 3(3, 1, l) + 2(4, 1)},

which I have verified by other considerations.

68. We obtain the series of results

:

(1)

( ") = 1.

(•••/) = 2,

( ://) = *.

(///) = 4.

(////) = 2;

(1, 1)

(.-.)= wH- 2m -2,

< : / ) = 2w + 4m - 4,

(•//) = 4re44m-4,

( ///) = 4n + 2m-2;
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(1. 2)

( :

(•/

(//

(1. 1. 1)

(1.3)

( :

(•/

(//

( •

( /

(1, 1, 2)

(

( /

(1,1,1,1)

(

(2)

(2, 1)

(2,2)

(2, 1, 1)

(3)

( /

)

(••

(:/

(•//:

(///

( :

(/
(//

( •

( /

( •

( /

)

( :

(•/

(//
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= a-3,

= 2a - 6,

= 2a - 3

;

= 2to» + 2mn + ^n^-6m-^i+ 8 - fa,

= 2m=+4rmn+ w^- 6to - an + 12 -3a,

= m" + imn + 2n' - 3vi -6n+ 8 - 3a

;

= - 4m - 3?i - 4 + 3a,

= - 8to - 8«. - 4 + 6a

;

= 6m+ 9n + 30 + a(2m+ « - 16),

= 21?» + 1871 4- 30 + a (2m + 2n - 26)

;

= fm^ + 2m=»i+ mn' + ^W - 4m''- 7mw - f n'+^ni-§n-36+a(-3m-fn+16),

= im'+ 2m'^ + 2wm'' + ^n»- 2m'-8mn-3n»-J^m-Jw-36+a(.-3m-3re+28);

= 1,

= 2,

= 2,

= 1;

= 2m + n — 4,

= 2m + 2»i - 6,

= m + 2n — 4i;

= a-6,

= a-6;

= m' + 2m»i + i>i=-7m-fn + 18-fo,

= ^m'+2mn+ n='-fTO-7n + 18-fa;

1,

2,

1;
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(3, 1)

(4)

( • ) = w + 2m - 6,

( / ) = 2n + m - 6

;

(•) =1,

(/) =1;

which are the several cases for the conies which satisfy not more than four conditions,

and

69. For the conies satisfying 5 conditions, we have

= 1,

= m+ n — 6,

= - 9 + a,

= ^m'' + 2m)i + J«» - J^»i - J^M + 27 - fa,

= - 4m — 4n — 6 + 3a,

= 6m + 6n + 54! + a{m + n—lo),

= ^m' + mV-f mn"+ j^n' - fm" - 8mn - f n'+ ^m +^n - 75

+ a(-fm-fn + ^),

= - 10m - 8n - 5 + 6a,

= - 8m» - 12mn - 3*1^ + 60m + 57n + .36 + a (6??* + Sn - 45),

= 27m + 24» + 27 - 23a + ^a-,

= i^iri' + ZOmn + ^.^n'' - afJ-m - ^^n - 189

+ a (m« + 2m>i + ^n^ - 27?tt - ^n + ^) - fa',

(1, 1, 1, 1, l) = -^m*+ §m»» + m«K'^ + ^mn» + ^w«-fm''-5m»n-4»/in''- Jn'

- -i^m' - 5m« - ^v? + i^m -h^n+loO

+ a (- fm^ - 3mw - f«» + ^«i +^n - ip) + |a».

70. The given point on the curve to which the symbols 1, 2, &c. refer may bo

a singular point, and in particular it is proper to consider the case where the point

is a cusp. I use in this case an appropriate notation ; a conic which simply passes

through a cusp, in fact meets the curve at the cusp in two points; and I denote

the condition of passing through the cusp by 1/cl ; similarly, a conic which touches

the curve at the cusp, in fact there meets it in three points, and I denote the

condition by 2/fl ; 1/cl, 2/cl are thus special forms of I, 2, and the annexed 1 indicates

the additional point of intersection arising ipso facto from the point T or 2 being a

cusp. Similarly, we should have the symbols 3*:1, 4/cl, 5k1 ; but it is to be observed

that at a cusp of the curve there is no proper conic having a higher contact than

(5)

(4. 1)

(3, 2)

(3, 1, 1)

(2, 3)

(2, 2, 1)

(2. 1, 1. 1)

(T, 4)

(1, 1, 3)

(1. 2, 2)

(1, 1, 1, 2)
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2/cl ; thus if the symbol contains 3/cl, or d foi'tiori, if it contain 4/el or 5«1, the

number of the conies is in every case =0; it is thus only the cases l/el and 2k 1

which need to be considered.

71. The several modes of investigation which apply to the case of contact at a

given ordinarj' point of the curve are applicable to the case of contact at a cusp:

we may if we please employ the functional method; we have here a functional equation

of the foregoing form, <}> {m + m') — <f>m = given value (that is,
<f>
(m + m', n+ n', a + a')

— <f){m, n, a)= given function of (m, n, a, m', n, a')), and the general solution is as

before = Particular Solution + Constant ; so that there is in each case a single arbitrary

constant to be determined by special considerations. The determination of the constant

is in some instances conveniently effected by means of the case of the cuspidal cubic

:

see Annexes Nos. 4 and 5.

The formation of the functional equation itself is similar to that in the corre-

sponding case where the given point on the curve is an ordinary point. For example,

we have

(2^)(1, 1, lV+™--(l. i. l)m= (1. l)m(l)™' = n'{l, l-)„, + m'(T, l/)„.

+ (1),„(1. IV -l-iOi''^-«')(l:)m

+ (mV - K) (1 • /)„

+ Hwi'^ -m') (I //)„,,

and we may herein simply change T into IkI. Writing successively 2Z={:), (• /) and

(//), we find

(IkI, 1. !:),„+„,•-( : ),„=«'( n+2m-S)+m'{2n+2m-6)+ (^n'^-^n')l+(m'n'-ia')2+(im'^-^n')i,

( • Dm+m-i / ),„=n'(2n+4»w-6)-l-m'(4n+4m-6)-l-(J»i'»-K)2+(mV-fa')4+(^'=-i7«')4,

( l/)m+m-( //),„=«'(4w+4m-6)+m'(4n+ 2m-3)+(iw'2-in')4'+(m'n'-fa')4+(^i'»-i«/)4,

which only differ from the corresponding expressions with 1 in that they contain

n + 2vi-S, 2» + 4«i-6, 4n + 4«i-6, 4?/t + 2n-3
in place of

n + 2m — 2, 2n + ^ni — 4, in + 4mi — 4, 4m +2n — 2

respectively, and they lead to the expressions for (1/cl, 1, 1 :), &c., the arbitrary constant

being in each case properly determined.

72. We have

(1*1)

(::) = !.

(••/) = 2,

(://) = *.

(////) = 2;
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(1«1, 1)
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(1«1. 2)

(1k1, 1, 1)

(Ul. 3)

(1*1, 1, 2)

(1*1,1,1,1)

(2«1)

(2*1. 1)

(2*1, 2)

(•••

(:/

(•//

(///

( :

(•/

(//

I

( :

(•/

(//

I

( •

( /

( •

( /

)

( •

( /

I

(••

(:/

(•//

(///

)

( :

(•/

(//

)

( •

( /

C. VI.

= n + 2m-S,

= 2n + 4m — 6,

= 4m, + 4im — 6,

= 4ot + 2m - 3

;

= a — 4),

= 2a-8,

= 2a-4;

= 2m» + 2mn + Jn=-8m-|n+13-fa,
= 2m- + 4Hm+ n=— 8/k- 7w+ 18 — 3a,

= m' + ^mn + 2n= - im - 8?i + 12 - 3a

;

= — 4m — 3w — 5 + 3a,

= - 8m - 8n - 6 + 6a

;

= 4m + 8n + 44 + a (2m + n - 17),

= 20«i + 16n + 42 + a (2m + 2n - 27)

;

=|TO'+2m'w+ 7/m«+^i'-5m=- 9mw-2n=+^t+^»-tt-57 + a(-3m-fft+^),

=im'+27ft««+2mw»+^'-fm='-10mw-4n''-Ji4w+J^-54+a(-3m-3n+^);

= 1,

= 2,

= 2,

= 1;

= 2m + n — o,

= 2m -I- 2;i - G,

= m + 2« — 4

;

= a-7,

= a-6;

29
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(2)^, 1, 1)

( . ) = m' + 2toji + i«'' - 7m - -y-ji + 21 - |a,

( / ) =^m? + 2mn+ n^-^m- 7n + 18-fa.

73. The remainder of this table, being the part where the symbols () and (/)

do not occur, I present under a somewhat different form as follows:

(5^) =0,

(iKl. 1) =0,

(3*1. 2) =0,

(37d, 1, 1) = 0.

(2.3) -(2^,3) =0,

(2,2,1) -(2Z, 2, 1) =7^-.3,

(2,1,1,1) -(2«1, 1, 1, 1) =H«-3)(n-4),

(1.4) -(Ui, 4) =1,

(I, 1, .3) -(Ui, 1, 3) =(2«1, 3) + (n-3).

(I, 2, 2) -(Ul, 2, 2) =3(«-3) + /c-l,

(1,1,1,2) -(1«1, 1, 1, 2) =(2*:1, 1, 2) + i(n-3)(n-4')+S+2»i-3m-4,

(1, 1, 1, 1, l)-(i7l, 1, 1, 1, 1) = (2^, 1, 1, 1).

These results relating to a cusp, are useful for the investigations contained in the

Second Memoir.

It will be noticed that the symbols which contain 2«1 are not, like those which

contain 2, symmetrical in regard to (m, n) : the interchange of (m, n) would of course

imply the change of a cusp into an inflexion, and would therefore give rise to a new
• symbol such as 2(1 ; but I have not thought it necessary to consider the formulae

which contain this new symbol.

Investigations in extension of tlvose of De JoNQUifcRES in relation to the contacts of a

Curve of the order r with a given curve. Article Nos. 74 to 93.

74. De Jonqui^res has given a formula for the number of curves G' of the

order r which have with a given curve C/™ of the intYi order t contacts of the orders

a, b, c, &c. respectively, which besides pass through p points distributed at pleasure

on the curve U™ (this includes the case of contacts of any ordere at given points of

the curve U"*), and which moreover satisfy any other ^ (r + 3) — (a + 6 + c + &c.) — p
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I

conditions; viz. the number of the curves G' is =/*(a+ 1) (6 + 1) (c + 1)... into

( \rvi - (a + 6 + c . .) — p ]'

+ [r»i-(tt + 6 + c..)-^-l]'-'(a +6 +c .
.)
[D?

+ [r7ft -(a + 6 + c..)-p- 2]'-" {ah + ac + bc..) [Df

-t- [rm — (a + b + c..)—p — tj (abc )[i>]'.

where the curve U'" is a curve tuithout ciisps, and having therefore a deficiency

D = ^{vi — l}(m — 2) — B; the numbers a, b, c, . . are assumed to be all of them unequal,

but if we have a of them each = a, yS of them each = b, &c., then the foregoing

expression is to be divided by [a]» [0f ...; and /j, denotes the number of the curves C''

which satisfy the system of conditions obtained from the given system by replacing

the conditions of the t contacts of the orders «, b, c, &c. respectively by the condition

of passing through a + b + c ... arbitrary points. In order that the formula may give

the number of the proper curves C" which satisfy the prescribed conditions, it is

sufficient that the ir (r + 3) — (a + 6 + c..) — ja conditions shall include the conditions of

passing through at least a certain number T of arbitrary points : this restriction

applies to all the formula; of the present section.

7-5. I will for convenience consider this formula under a somewhat less general

form, viz. I will put p = Q, and moreover assume that the Jr-(r + 3) — (a + 6 + c . .)

conditions are the conditions of passing through this number of arbitrary points

;

whence /x = 1.

. We .have thus a curve G'' having with the given curve C/*" t contacts of the

orders a, h, c . . respectively, and besides passing through \r (r + 3) — (a + 6 + c . .) arbitrary

points; and the number of such curves is by the formula = (a + 1)(6 + l)(c+ 1),... into

( \rm-{a+b + c..) ]'

+ [rvi - (a + 6 + c . .) - 1]'-' (a +b + c . .) [Z)]'

- + [rm -{a + b + c..)- 2]<-« {ab + rtc 4- 6c . .) [D]-

+ [j-m-(a + 6 + c. .)-<]' {ahc... )[I>Y'

where, as before, in the case of any equalities between the numbers a, b, c, ..., the

expression is to be divided by [a]*[/3p....

76. I have succeeded in extending the formula to the case of a curve with

cusps: instead of writing down the general formula, I will take successively the cases

of a single contact a, two contacts a, b, three contacts a, b, c, &c. ; and then denoting

the numbers of the curves O by (a), (a, b), (a, b, c), &c. in these cases respectively,

I say that we have

(a) = (a + 1) (rm — a\

X+aDJ
— a «;

29—2
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(a, b)= (a + 1) (b + 1)
' [rm -a-b]'

" + [rm - a - 6 - 1]' (a + 6) [Z)]'

.+ ab [i)]' )

- ( a(b +1) ([rm -a-b-l]' "I

1+ bDJ

+ b (a + 1) ([rm- a-b- 1} 1

1+ aDJ

^[*P

+ a6 M'.

J.

-[2c(a+l)(6 + l)

(a, 6, c) = (a + l)(6 + l)(c + l) (^ [rm-a-6-c p

+ [rm -a-b-c-iy(a + b+ c) [B]'

+ [rm -a-b-c-2}(ab + ac + be) [D^

y+ abc [BJ)

' [rm -a-b-c-\X- \'\ [«]'

+ [rm - a - 6 - c - 2]' (a + 6) [Uf \

-+ «i [^]^ J

+ [26c(a+l)
J

[rm-a-b-c-V^ )][«?

1+ aD J

— ahc [«p.

77. The foregoing examples are sufificient to exhibit the law ; but as I shall have

to consider the cases of four and five contacts, I will also write down the formula

for (a, 6, c, d), putting therein for shortness

a + 6 + c + d= a, a6+.. + c(Z=/3, ahc . . + bed = y, abed = B,

a + b + c = a', ab + ac + bc==ff, abc = y', a-hb = a", ab = fi", a = a"';

and also the formula for (a, b, c, d, e), putting therein in like manner

(a, A 7. S, e), (a'. /3', 7', 8'), («", /8", 7"), (a'", ;8"'), (a"")

for the combinations of (a, b, c, d, e), (a, b, c, d), (a, b, c), (a, h) and (a) respectively.

We have

{a,b,c,d)= (a + l)(6+l)(c+l)(d + l) [rm — a ]*
">

+ [rm - a - 1]» a [Z>]'

+ [»-j?i-a-2pyS[Z)p

+ [rm -a- 3]' 7 [Z>]'

^+ S[^?J
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[2d(a+l)(6 + l)(c + l)
c

[rm -a-1]' ^ ][k:Y

+ [rm - a - 2]^ a' [D}

+ [rm - a - 3]> /3' [DJ

[rm —a— 2]-

+ [rm -a- 3]' a" [D]'

+ [tcd.ia + l)(b + l)

J

^][K]'

-[26cd(a + l)

habcd

f
[rm - a - 3]' |] [«]'

\+ a"'[i>]'J

[^]*.

(c, 6, c, d, e) = (a + l)(6 + l)(c + l)(d + l)(e + l)
f

[rm-a p

+ [rm - a — 1]* a [jDp

+ [rm-a-2]»y8 [Dp

+ [r»n-a-3]»7 [DP

+ [rm-a-4pS [D]*

K+ e [Z)P

-[le(a + l)(b+l){c+l)(d + l)

I

[rm — a — 1]*

+ [rm - a - 2]' a' [D]'

+ [rm-a- 3]^ /3' [i)]-

+ [rm - a - 4]' y' [Df

{+ S' [DY

][*?

+ [Sde(a + l)(6 + l)(c + l) ][«?

-[Scdc(a + 1)(6 + 1)

+ [lbcde{a+ 1)

— atcdfe .

I' [rwt - a - 2]'

+ [rm - a - 3]» a" [D]'

+ [rm - a - 4]> ^S" [D]'

(.+ 7" [-0]=^

' [rm - a - 3]= ^
] [«]»

+ [rm - a - 4]' a"' [Z>]'

+ y3"'[i)]»

[rm-a-i} "1

] [«]

a"" [2)]'

J

. . . . [«]=.

I
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78. In all the.se formulae there is, as before, a numerical divisor in the case of

any equalities among the numbers a, b, c, &c. And D denotes, as before, the deficiency,

viz. its value now is /) = ^ (m — 1) (m— 2) — S — «; or observing that the class n is

= m'-m — 2S— 3/c, we have D=^ ^n — in + l +^ic, or say D = l—m + ^n + ^K, =1 + A if

A = -m + ^n + ^K.

79. It is to be observed with reference to .the applicability of these formulai

within certain limits only, that the formulae are the onli/ formulae which are generally

true; thus taking the simplest case, that of a single contact a, the only algebraical

expression for the number of the curves C^ which have with a given curve f/"* a con-

tact of the order a, and besides pass through the requisite number ^r{r + 'S) — a of

arbitrarj' points, is that given by the formula, viz.

(a) = (a + 1) (rm — a + aD) — uk.

Considering the curve U™ and the order r of the curve C'' as given, if a has

successively the values 1, 2,... up to a limiting value of a, the formula gives the

number of the proper curves CP' which have with the given curve U^ a contact of the

required order a : beyond this limiting value the formula no longer gives the number

of the proper curves C^ which satisfy the required condition, and it thus ceases to be

applicable ; but there is no algebraic function of a which would give the number of

the proper curves G^ as well beyond as up to the foregoing limiting value of a.

80. The formulae are applicable provided only the conditions include the conditions

of passing through a sufficient number of arbitrary points ; viz. when the number of

arbitrary points is sufiBciently great, it is not possible to satisfy the conditions specially

by means of improper ctirves C^, being or comprising a pair of coincident curves. Thus

to take a simple example, suppose it is required to find the number of the conies

which touch a given curve t times and besides pass through o — t given points : if the

number of the given points be 4 or 3 there is no coincident line-pair through the

given points, and therefore no coincident line-pair satisfying the given conditions ; if

the number of the given points is = 2, then the line joining these points gives a

coincident line-pair having at each of its m intersections with the given curve a special

contact therewith, that is, having in ^m (in — 1) {m — 2) ways three special contacts

with the given curve ; if the number of the given points is 1 or 0, then in the first

case any line whatever through the given point, and in the second case any line

whatever, regarded as a coincident line-pair, has m special contacts with the given

curve ; and so in general there is a certain value for the number of given points, for

which value the conditions of contact may be satisfied by a determinate number of

improper curves C^, and for values inferior to it the conditions may be satisfied by

infinite series of improper curves C*". It is by such considerations as these that

De Jonquiferes has determined the minimum value T of the number of arbitrary points

to which the conditions should relate in order that the formulae may be applicable

:

I refer for his investigation and results to paragraphs XVII and XVIII of his memoir.

I remark that in the case where the number of improper solutions is finite, the

formula can be corrected so as to give the number of proper solutions by simply
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subtracting the number of the improper solutions: but this is not so when the improper

solutions are infinite in number ; the mode of obtaining the approximate formula is

here to be sought in the considerations contained in the first part of the present

Memoir; see in particular ante, Nos. 8, 9 and 10.

81. The expressions for (a), (a, b), &c. may be considered as functions of rm, 1+A,
and K, and they vanish upon writing therem rm = 0, A = 0, k = ; they are consequently

of the form {rm. A, Kf-\-{rm, A, /c)^ + &c., and I represent by [a], [a, b], &c. the several

terms (rm, A, Kf, which are the portions of (a), {a, b), &c. respectively, linear in rm, A,

and K. The terms in question are obtained with great facility ; thus, to fix the ideas,

considering the expressions for (a, b, c, d),

1°. To obtain the term in rm, we may at once write D = l, k = 0, the expression

is thus reduced to

(a + 1) (6 + 1) (c + 1) (d + 1) {[rvi - a]* + [rm - a - Ip a),

and the factor in
{ j

being =rm[rm — a—iy, the coefficient of ?-m is

(a+l)(6 + l)(c+l)(d+l)[-a-ip,
which is

= -(a+l)(6+l)(c+l)(d+l).(a + l)(a + 2)(a + 3).

2°. To obtain the term in A, writing rm =0, « = 0, and observing that

[i)]' = A + l, [Dp = (A + l)A, [i)p = (A + l)A(A-l), [X»P = (A + 1) A(A- 1)(A -2),

&c. give the terms A, A, — A, + 2A, — 6A, &c. respectively, the term in A is

(a+l)(6 + l)(c+l)(rf + l)
f

[-a-lpa. 1^

+ [-a-2p/3. 1

+ [_a-3P7.-l

+ 8.2

= (a + l)(6 + l)(c + l)(d+l) (- a(a + l)(a+2)(a + .3)l

+ /3 (a+2)(a + 3)

A.

+ 7

+ 2S

(a + 3)

3°. For the term in k, writing rm = 0, D = \, and observing that [«]', [/c]^ [«]', [k\*

give respectively the terms k, — k, 2k, — 6k, this is

= r_2d (a + l)(6 + l)(c + l){[-a-lp+[-a-2pa' }. 1

+ lcd (a+l)(i-l) {[-o-2p + [-a-3]'a"}.-l

-lbcd(a-l) {[-a-3p+ a'"}. 2

. + abed . — 6
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s

«.

where the terms in
{ } are

-(a + l-a')(a + 2)(a+3), (a+ 2-a")(a + 3) and -(o + 3-a"'),

that is,

-(d! + l)(a+2)(a + 3), {c + d + 2)(a + 3) and -(b + c + d + S)

respectively ; whence the whole expression is

= r td (a + l)(6+l)(c+l)(dH-l).(a + 2)(a + 3))

- led ic + d+2){a+l){b + l). (a+3)

+ 21bcd (6 +c + d + 3) (a + 1)

— 6 abed

the expression multiplying (a + 2) (a + 3) is

(a + l)(b + l){c + l){d + l)ld, =(a + l)(6 + l)(c+l)(d+l)a;

and we have moreover

(a+l)(6 + l)(c+l)(d + l) = (l+a + /3 + 7 + 8);

the other lines are of course expressible in terms of (a, 0, y, 8), but as the law of

their formation would then be hidden, I abstain from completing the reduction.

82. The series of foi-mulae is

[a] = («4-l)rm

+ (a + 1) aA
— UK,

[a. 6] = -(a + l)(6 + l)(a + l)

(a + l)(b + l)j cc{a + l)\

rm

A

S6(a+1)(6 + 1)] «,

[- ab J

where a = a + b, ^ = ab; and coeff. of k expressed in terms of a, /8 is =a(l + a + /3) — /3.

[ffi, 6, c]= (a + l)(6+l)(c + l)(a + l)(a+2) ..rm

+ (a + l)(6+l)(c + l)r a(a + l)(a + 2)) A

j
- ^(a + 2)

I
- 7

^-S c(a + l){i+l)(c + l)(a + 2) \ k,

H-26c(6 + c + 2)(a+l)

— 2abc

where a = a + 6 + c, /3 = a6 + ac + 6c, 7 = a6c ; and the coefficient of k expressed in terms

of a, /3, Y is =-a'-tf/3-a»7-.3a»-a/S-2a + 2/3+7.
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[a, b, c, rf]=-(a + l)(6 + l)(c + l)(d+l)(a+l)(a + 2)(a + 3)

-(a+l)(b + l){c+l)(d+ l)

, rm
' a(a + l)(a+2)(a + 3)^

- ^ (a + 2)(a + 3)

- 7 (a + 3)

-25

+ f+ S d(a + l)(6 + l)(c + l)(d + l)(a + 2)(a + 3)^ /f,

- 2 cd(c + d + 2) ia+l)(b + l) (a + 3)

+ 2S bcd(b + c + d + 3){a + l)

— 6 abed

where a = a + b+c + d, ..B = abed.

[a, 6, c, d, e]= (a + l)(6 + l)(c + l)(d + l)(e+ !)(« + l)(a + 2)(a + 3)(a + 4)

+ (a + l)(6 + l)(c + l)(d + l)(e+l)^ a (a + l)(a + 2)(a+ 3)(a + 4)

I

rm

^ A

- ^

- y

-2S

1-66

(a + 2)(a + 3)(a+4)

(a + 3) (a + 4)

(a + 4)

«,
'- te (a + l)(6+l)(c + l)(d + l)(e+l)(a + 2)(a + 3)(a + 4)^

+ Ide (d + e+2)(a + l){b + l){c + l) (a + 3)(a + 4)

-2lcde (c+d + e + 3)(a + l)(b+l) (a + 4)

+ Glbcde (b+c + d + e + 4!){a+l)

— 24a6cde

where a= a + b+c + d+e, /9 = &c., ... e = abode.

83. The complete functions (a), (a, b), (a, b, c), &c. may be expressed by means of

the linear terms [a], [a, b], [a, b, c], &c. as follows, viz. we have

(a) = [«].

(a. b) = [«]M
+ [a, b],

(a. b, c) = [a][b][c]

+ M [b, c] + [b] [a, c] + [c] [a, «•]

+ [a. b, c],

(a, b, c, d)

+ S[a][6][c, d\

+ SK 6][c, d]

+ 2: [a] [6, c, cT]

+ [a, 6, c, d],

a VI. 80

I
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and 80 on : this is easily verified for (a, b), and without much difficulty for (a, b, c),

but in the succeeding cases the actual verification would be very laborious.

84. The theoretical foundation is as follows. Writing for greater distinctness (a),„

in place of (a), we have (a)„ to denote the number of the curves G^ which have

with a given curve f7™ a contact of the order a, and which besides pass through

^r(r + 3) — a points. Let the curve U™ be the aggregate of two curves of the orders

m, m respectively, or say let the curve U"* be the two curves m, m, then we have

(.adrn+m' = (a)m + («)«.'.

a functional equation, the solution of which is

(a)m = [a]m,

where [a],„ is a linear function of n, m, k, or, what is the same thing, of m. A, ic.

I assume for the moment that when the coefficients are determined [a]m would be

found to have the value =[a].

Similarly, if (a, b)m denote the number of the curves G'' which have with the

given curve U"^ contacts of the orders a and b respectively, and which besides pass

through ^r (r + 3) — a — 6 points, then if the given curve break up into the curves

m, m, then we have

(a. 6),'m+m'

'

{a, b),n - {a, b)m' = l(a)m (!>)„} + {(«),«• (b),,

where [(a)m (b)m] is the number of the curves (? which have with in a contact of the

order a and with m' a contact of the order b, and which pass through the ^r (r+ 3) — a — 6

points ; and the like for {(«),„ (b)^]- Then, not universally, but for values of a and b

which are not too great, the order of the aggregate condition is equal to the product

of the orders of the component conditions (ante, No. 12), that is, we have

{(a)m (b)mf} = (a)m • {b)m' = [»].» [b]m'

,

{(«)"> (^X« 1
= («)«' . (b)m = [a].»' [b]m,

and thence the functional equation

(a, i)m+m'-(«, b),n-(a, 6),„' = [a]„ [6],„- + [a]„. [6],„.

But [a],„, &c. being linear functions of m, A, k, we have

[a]m+m- = [aim + Mm', [b]m+m' = [b]m + [b]m'

•

and thence a particular solution of the equation is at once seen to be [d]m [b],n ; the

general solution is therefore

(a, b)m=[a]m[b]n + [a, b],„,

where [a, b],„ is an arbitrary linear function of m, A, «. Hence, assuming for the

present that if determined its value would be found to be = [a, b], we have the

required formula (a, b) = [a] [b] + [a, b].
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The investigation of the expression for («, b, c),„ depends in like manner on the

assumption that we have

{(«.),„ (b, c)™'} = (a)m . {b, €),„ = [a],„ {[6],„. [c^ + [b, c],„-),

and so in the succeeding cases; and we thus, within the limits in which these

assumptions are correct, obtain the series of formulse for (a, b), {a, b, c)....

85. It is to be observed in the investigation of (a, b) that if a = b, the two

terms [a],n[6]», and [a]m[6]m become equal, and the equal value must be taken not

twice but only once, that is, the functional equation is

(a, a},n+m'-(a, a),n-(a, a)™- = [«],» [a],„',

and the solution, writing ^ [a, a]„, for the arbitrary linear function, is

(a, a)„, = ^ [a]™ [«],„, + i [«, a],„,

in which solution it would appear, by the determination of the arbitrary function, that

[a, a] has the value obtained from [a, b] by writing therein b = a. Writing the

equation in the form

(a, a) = i [a] [a] + ^ [a, a],

and comparing with the equation for (a, b), we see that [a, b] is not to be considered

as acquiring any divisor when b is put =a, but that the divisor is introduced as a

divisor of the whole right-hand side of the equation in virtue of the remark as to

the divisor of the functions (o, b), (a, b, c)... in the case of any equalities between

the numbers (a, b, c...). This is generally the case, and the foregoing expressions for

[a, b], [a, b, c], &c. are thus to be regarded as true without modification even in the

case of any equalities among the numbers a, b, c...

86. To complete according to the foregoing method the determination of the

expressions for (a), (a, b),.., we have to determine the linear functions [a], [a, b], &c.,

which are each of them of the form fm +g^ + hK, where (/, g, h) are functions of r

and of a, b, &c. ; and I observe that the determination can be effected if we know

the values of (a), (a, b), &c. in the cases of a unicursal curve without cusps and

with a single cusp respectively. Thus assume that in these two cases respectively

we have
(o) = (a + 1) (rm — a),

(a) = (a + 1) {rm — a) — a.

Writing first A = -l, k = 0, and secondly A = — 1, /c = l, we have

(a + 1 ) (rm — a) =/ni — g,

(a+ 1) (rm — a) — a =fm — g + h,

whence
/=(a-fl)r, g = (a+l)a, h = — a,

30—2
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giving the foregoing value

[o] = (a + 1) rm + (a + 1) aA - a«.

Similarly, for two contacts assume that we have in the two cases respectively

(a, b) = (a + 1) (b +l)[rm-a- b]-,

(a, 6) = (a + 1) (b + l)[rm-a- bf _ [a (6 + 1) + 6 (a - 1)} [mi-a-b- 1]K

Starting here from the formula [a, b] = (a, b) — [a] [b] =fm + g^ + hx, and writing

successively A = — 1, /c = 0, and A = — 1, « = 1, we have

(a + 1) (6 + 1) [rm-a- 6]' - {{a + 1) (rm - a)} {(b + 1) (rm - b)} =/m-g,

(a + l)(b + 1) [rm -a-b]'- [a{b + l) + b(a + l)} [rm-a-b- IJ

- {(a + 1) (rm -a) -a} {{b + 1) (rm -b)-b\ =fm -g + h;

the first of which, putting therein a + b = a, ab = 0, is at once reduced to

(a+l)(6 + l){rm(-a-l) + a(a+l)-/S}=/TO-5f,

whence /= - (a + 1) (6 + 1) (a + 1) r, (7 = - (« + 1) (b + 1) (a (a + 1) - /3). And taking the

difference of the two equations, we have

-{a(b + \) + b(a-it\)](rm-a-b-V)

+ a (6 + 1) (rm -b)-\-b(a + \) (rm -a)-ab = h,

that is h = (a + \)(b + \)(a + b) — ab; whence [a, 6] has the value above assigned to it.

87. The actual calculation of [a, b, c] would be laborious, and that of the

subsequent terms still more so ; but it is clear that the principle applies, and that

the foregoing values, assuming them to be correct, would be obtained if only we know,

for a unicursal curve without cusps, that

(a, b, c, ..) = (a+l)(6 + l)(c+l)...[rm-(a + & + c, ..)]'

{t the number of contacts a, b, c, ...). and for a unicursal curve with a single cusp,

that

(a,b,c,..)= (a + l)(b+l)(c + l)...[rm-(a + b + c...) f

-ta(b + 1) (c + l)...[rm -(a + b + c...)- l]*"',

viz. that the diminution of (a, b, c, ...) occasioned by the single cusp is

= [rm-(a + 6 + c, ...)-!]'-. 2(a(6 + l)(c + l)...}.
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88. Consider a unicursal curve U'"-, and a curve C^ having therewith t contacts

of the orders a, b, c, ... respectively. The coordinates (x, y, z) of any point of the

unicursal curve are given as functions of the order m of a variable parameter
;

and substituting these values in the equation of the curve O', we have an equation

of the degree rm in 6, but containing the coefBcients of C^ linearly, this equation

gives of course the values of which correspond to the rm intersections of the two

curves. Hence in order that the curve CP^ may have the prescribed contacts with V™,

the equation of the degree rm in must have t systems of equal roots, viz. a

system of a equal roots, another system of b equal roots, &c. : this implies between

the coefficients of the equation an (a+ 6 + c ...)fold relation, which may be shown to

be of the order (a + 1)(6 + 1) (c+ 1) ... [?'m — (a + 6 + c ...)]'; and since the coefficients

in question are linear in regard to the coefficients in the equation of the curve 0'',

the order of the relation between the last-mentioned coefficients has the same value

;

that is, the number of the curves C^ which have the prescribed contacts with the

unicursal curve t/™ and besides pass through the requisite number of given points, is

= (a + l)(6 + l)(fl + l)...[r»n-(a-l-6 + c ...)]«.

89. The reduction in the case of a cusp appears to be caused as follows :

—

Consider on the curve t/*" a points indefinitely near to the cusp, and let the condition

of the curve C^ having the contact of the a-th order be replaced by the condition

of passing through the a points; that is, consider the curves C^ which have with the

curve U™ {t — \) contacts of the orders b, c, ... respectively, which pass through the a

points on the curve JJ*" in the neighbourhood of the cusp, and which also pass

through the requisite number of arbitrary points. The number of these curves is

= (6 + l)(c+ l)...[rm — a — (6 -f- c + ..)]'"' (the term rm — a instead of rm, on account

of the given a points on the curve : compare herewith De Jonquiferes' formula con-

taining rm—p). Each of these curves, in that it passes through a points in the

neighbourhood of the cusp, will ip.-io facto pass through a + 1 points (viz. a curve

which simply passes through the cusp of a cuspidal curve meets the cuspidal curve

there in two points, a curve which touches the cuspidal tangent meets the curve in

three points, &c.), and be consequently, in an improper sense, a curve having a contact

of the a-th order with the given curve U"^. I assume that it counts as such curve

a times, and this being so, we have, on account of the curves in question, a reduction

= a(b + l)(c + l)...[rrH -{a + b + c ...)Y~K We have in like manner for the curves

passing through b points in the neighbourhood of the cusp a reduction =6(a-l-l)(c+ 1)...

[rm — (a + 6 + c ...)]'""', «Scc., and hence when the given unicursal curve U^ has a cusp,

the total reduction on account of the cusp in the number of the curves G'' which have

with the given curve the t contacts of the orders a, b, c, . . . and besides pass through

the requisite number of given points, is

= \a {b+\){c + \)...+b{a+ 1) (c -I- 1)-1- &c.j \rm-{a + b + c ...)]'-,

which is the auxiliary theorem in question ; some of the steps require however to be

more completely made out.

90. I have calculated the following numerical results, wherein, as before,

A = Z)— 1= — m-l-^/i-l-iK. I find also their values in the case where the curve C''
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is a conic (that is r = 2) first in terms of m, n, k, and finally in terms of m, n, a

(a = 3n + «, as above). The results are

for r= 2, that is, curve C^ a conic.

[1]=

[2]=

[3]=

[4]=

[6]=

[1. 1]=

[1. 2]=

[1, 3]=

[1. 4]=

[2, 2]=

[2, 3]=

[1, 1. 1]=

[1, 1, 2]=

[1. 1, 3]=

[1. 2, 2]=

[1, 1, 1, 1] =

[1. 1, 1, 2]=

[1, 1, 1, 1, 1]=

2rm + 2A - «

3m+ 6A- 2«

4nw + 12A - 3)c

brm + 20A - 4(c

6m + 30A- 5k

12m- 20A+ Ik

24m- 60A+ 16k

40m- 136A+ 29*

60nK- 260A+ 46k

45rm- 144A+ 32k

72rm- 288A+ 54k

160m + 352A- 98k

360nii+ lOSfiA- 240k

672m + 2528A- 478k

756m + 2700A+ 530k

3360r»«- 8928A+ 2106k

8064m- 26784A+ 5376k

96768nH + 296448A - 61464k

= 2»i + n = 2m+ n

= 8ii+ K = •

= - 4m

+

6« + 3k = - 4m- 3n + 8a

= - 10m + 10)1 + 6k __ 10m- 8n + 6a

= - l»m+ 15n + 10k = - 18m- 15h+ 10a

=- 4m- IOh- 3k = - 4m- n- 3a

= 12m- 30ji- 14k = 12ra + 12/1- 14a

= 56m- 68h- 39k = 56m + 49n- 39a

= 140m- 130j(- 84k = 140m + 122n - 84o

= 64m- 72ji- 40k = 54m + 48n- 40a

= 144m- 144)1 - 90k = 144m + 126n- 90a

= - 32m + 176)1 + 78k = - 32m- 58i! + 78a

= - 336m

+

528« + 288k = - 336m - 336n + 288a

= - 1184m + 1264n + 786k = - 1184m - 1094n + 786a

= - 1188m

+

1350h + 820k = - 1188OT - 1110n + 820a

= 2208m - 4464n- 2358k = 2208m + 2610n- 2358o

= 10656m - 13392n - 8016k = 10656m + 10656?! - 8016a

^ — 102912m + 148224n + 86760k = - 10912m - 112056)1 + 86760a

(It may be noticed as a curious circumstance that in the last column in the

expressions of [2], [1, 2], [1, 1, 2] and [1, 1, 1, 2] respectively, the coefficients of m
and n are in each case equal.)

91. In the case of the conic, (1), (2), &c. are the expressions denoted in the

former part of this Memoir by (1 : :), (2 .•.), &c., the number of points being in each

case such as to make in all five conditions; calculating these functions by means of

the formulae («)=[«], &c., the compaiison of the resulting values with the values

previously obtained will show d posterim-i the limits within which the formulas are

applicable; where they cease to be applicable I find the difference, and annex it as

a correction to the formula value: I have in some cases given what seems to be the

proper theoretical form of this diffierence. We have

(1 ::)

(2 .-.)

(3:)

(4 •)

(5)

2m + n
;

a;

4w — 3»i + 3a

;

10m- 8n+ 6a;

18m-15« + 10a-[-3ni+a] (= -W);
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2 (1, 1 .-.) = (2m + m)*

- 4m — n — 3a

;

(1, 2 :) = (2m + n)a

+ 12m+12re-14a;

(1, 3 •) = (2m + «) (- 4m - 3>i. + 3a)

+ o6m + 49w - 39a
;

(1,4) = (2m + n)(-10m-8n + 6a)

+ IWm + 122n - 84a

- [(m - 3) (- 12m - 6/i + 6a)] (= - [(m - 3) (4t + 2k)])
;

2 (2, 2 •) = o^

+ 547/t + 48ft — 40a

;

(2, 3) = a (- 4?H - 3rt + 3a)

+ 144m + 126)i- 90a

-[247« + 6re + (n-12)a] (= - [6t + (» - 3) «])

;

6 (1. 1, 1 :) = {2m + ny,

+ S (2m + n)(- im-n- 3a)

- S2m - 58n + 78a

-[4m(m-l)(m-2)];

2 (2, 1, 1 •) = {2m + nya

+ 2 (2m + n) (12m + 12n - 14a) + a (- 4m - w - 3a)

- 336m - 336w + 288a

- [2a (m - 2) (m - 3)] (= - [6n (m - 2) (m - 3) + 2« (m - 2) (m - 3)])

;

2(3,1,1) = (2m + «)»(- 4m -3n + 3a)

+ 2 (2m + n) (56m + 49« - 39a)

+ (- 4>m - n - 3a) (- 4m - 3?H- 3a)

- 1184m -1094rt + 786a

- r- 1 3m' - 8m^n + 4m?i^ + 131m^ + 927n«, - 8)1" - 316m - 226 n,"

L+ a (9m» - 87m -Sn+ 204)

2(2,2,1) = (2»i + n)a'' (=-[ ^ (2« +10m-38)-|)

+ 2a(12m+12re-14a)

+ (2m + n) (54m + 48rt — 40a)

- 1188m -lllO/i- 820a

1I;

8(2n + 10m -38)

+ K (3m» - 19m + 30)

+ t (6m'' - 41m + 69)

+ T (8m - 32)
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eOwt" + 42HtH - 2'i2m - 174«

+ a (-40m + 166)

.+ a= (vi - 4)

(=-^ (w-4)(/c»-*)

+ 6(m-4)(/i -3)«

+ 18(m-4)T

L+ (m-:3)(4i + 2/<)J

);

24 (1, 1, 1, ]•)= (2m + nY

+ 6 (2to + n)» (- 4??t - K - 3a)

+ 3 (- 4ni - n - 3«)-

+ 4 (2m + n)(- 32m - 58m + 78a)

+ 2208??^ + 2610k - 2358a

- 1 4wi (wi - 1 ) (m - 2) (m - 3)"

+ 16« (m + 2) (m - 2) (m - 3)

L- 36a (m - 2) (m - 3)

(= - [(m - 2) (m - 3) (14m-^ + 16mw - 14m - 76»i - 36k)])
;

6 (2, 1. 1, 1) = (2m + n)*a

+ 3 (2m + M)»(12m + 12« - 14a)

+ 3 (2m + n) a (- 4m - »i - 3a)

+ 3 (2m + n) (- 336m - 336» + 288a)

+ o(-32m-58n + 78a)

+ 3 (- 4m - « - 3a) (12m + 12n - 14a)

+ 10656m + 10656n - 8016a

108m» + 108mV - 1116?»'' - 1116»m + 2736m + 2736n

+ a (7m» + 6m=^ - 147wt= - 30?»n + 1040m + 24n - 2256)

L+ a» (- 9m + 36),

where the correction is

= - (m - 4)
''

= — (m — 4)

lOSm'' + 108mn - 684hi - 684?i

+ a {irri' - 1 19m + 564 + 6n {m - 1))

- 9a«

2S(21tt-3fi)

+ 2T(18m-126)

+ K (lirt' + 6mn - 65m - 13»i + 165) - 9 («» - k)

[+ I (+16»-96)
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120(1,1,1,1,1)= (2m + n)»

+ 10 (2m + ny(-4!m-n- 3a)

+ 10 (2m + 7iy (- 32to - 58ft + 78a)

+ 10 (- 4m - n - 3a) (- 32m - 58n + 78a)

+ 5 (2?w + m) (2208m + 26107! -23o8a)

+ 15 (2m + w) (- 4m - m - Saf

- 102912m- 112056ft + 86760a

31m»+ 70m%+ 40mV)

- 310m*- 460m^ft-120mV

- 235m*- 1030m=ft - 400m n"

+ 10690m'i+16060mn +960 n'

< - 210»t» - ISOm^i >

+ 2970m^ + 900mft

- 15630m -720*1

+ 28440

(^ + aH135w - 540),

where the correction is

= — (m — 4) 31m* - 186m' - 979m= + 6774m

+ n (70»ft' - 180r7i2 _ 1750m + 9060)

+ 40«»('«- + 3)(to-2)

+ a /- 210m2+ 2130m - 7110^

\-180n(m-l)

(,+ aM35,
which is

= _ (to _ 4)
I'

31 (28 + ^Kf + 110 (2S + 3*r) (2t + 30

+ (:^»+ 1142m + 3174 )( /c- t)

+ (-14m -638m -1524 )(2S + 3«)

+ (- 390m +110?i + 4272 )(2T + 3t)

+ (_ 210m= - 180mn + 2130m + 990n - 7110) k + 135/^2

,

but I have not sought to further reduce this expression, not knowing the proper form

in which to present it,

92. The question which ought now to be considered is to determine the corrections

or supplements which should be applied to the foregoing expressions (a), (a, 6), &c., or

to their equivalents [a], [a] [6] + [a, h\ &c. in order to obtain formulse for the cases

c. VI. 31
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beyond the limits within which the present formulae are applicable ; but this I am not

in a position to enter upon. If the extended formulae were obtained, it would of

course be an interesting verification or application of them to deduce from them the

complete series of expressions (1::), (2. •.)...(!, 1, 1, 1, 1) for the number of the conies

which satisfy given conditions of contact with a given curve, and besides pass through

the requisite number of given points. It will be recollected that throughout these last

investigations, I have put De Jonquieres' p=0; that is, I have not considered the case

of the curves C"" which (among the conditions satisfied by them) have with the curve

£7" contacts of given orders at given points of the curve ; it is probable that the

general formulae containing the number p admit of extensions and transfonnations

analogous to the formulae in which p is put =0, but this is a question which I have

not considered.

93. The set of equations (a) = [a], (a, b) = [a] [b] + [a, b], &c., considered irrespectively

of the meaning of the symbols contained therein, gives rise to an analytical question

which is considered in Annex No. 7.

The question of the conies satisfying given conditions of contact is considered from

a different point of view in my Second Memoir above referred to.

Annex No. 1 (referred to in the notice of De JoNQUlfcREs' memoir of 1861).— On the

form of the equation of the curves of a series of given index.

To obtain the general form of the equation of the curves C" of a series of the

index N, it is to be observed that the equation of any such curve is always included in

an equation of the order n in the coordinates, containing linearly and homogeneously

certain parameters a, b, c, .
.

; this is universally the case, as we may, if we please, take

the parameters (a, b, c, . .) to be the coefficients of the general equation of the order n
;

but it is convenient to make use of any linear relations between these coefficients so

as to reduce as far as possible the number of the parameters. Assume that the

number of the parameters is = w + 1, then in oi-der that the curve should form a

series (that is, satisfy ^(»i + 3)— 1 conditions), we must have a (to — 1) fold relation

between the parameters, or, what is the same thing, taking the parameters to be the

coordinates of a point in tB-dimensional space, say the parametric point, the point in

question must be situate on a («d - 1) fold locus. Moreover, the condition that the curve

shall pass through a given point establishes between the parameters a linear relation

(viz. that expressed by the original equation of the curve regarding the coordinates

therein as belonging to the given point, and therefore as constants); that is, when the

curve passes through a given point, the corresponding positions of the parametric point

are given as the intersections of the (a>— l)fold locus by an omal onefold locus; the

number of the curves is therefore equal to the number of these intersections, that is, to

the order of the (<u — 1) fold locus ; or the index of the series being assumed to be = N,

the order of the (w— l)fold locus must be also =N. That is, the general form of the

equation of the curves 0" which form a series of the index N, is that of an equation

f

t
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of the order n containing linearly and homogeneously the a) + 1 coordinates of a certain

(ft)— 1) fold locus of the order N. It is only in a particular case, viz. that in which

the (to— 1) fold locus is unicursal, that the coordinates of a point of this locus can

be expressed as rational and integral functions of the order iV of a variable para-

meter 6 ; and consequently only in this same case that the equation of the curves

(7" of the series of the index N can be expressed by an equation {*~^x, y, zj^ = 0,

or (*\x, y, 1)" = 0, rational and integral of the degree N in regard to a variable

parameter 6.

If in the general case we regard the coordinates of the parametric point as

irrational functions of a variable parameter 6, then rationalising in regard to 9, we

obtain an equation rational of the order N in 0, but the order in the coordinates

instead of being = n, is equal to a multiple of n, say qn. Such an equation represents

not a .single curve but q distinct curves O, and it is to be observed that if we

determine the parameter by substituting therein for the coordinates their values at a

given point, then to each of the N values of the parameter there corresponds a system

of q curves, only one of which passes through the given point, the other q — \ curves

are curves not passing through the given point, and having no proper connexion with

the curves which satisfy this condition.

Returning to the proper representation of the series by means of an equation con-

taining the coordinates of the parametric point, say an equation (*5«, y, 1)" = 0,

involving the two coordinates {x, y), it is to be noticed that forming the derived equation

and eliminating the coordinates of the parametric point, we obtain an equation rational

in the coordinates (x, y), and also rational of the degree N in the differential coefficient

j^ ; in fact since the number of curves through any given point {x^, y„) is = N, the

differential equation must give this number of directions of passage from the point

(^o> Vo) to a consecutive point, that is, it must give this number of values of ^ , and

must consequently be of the order N in this quantity.

Conversely, if a given differential equation rational in x, y, -^, and of the degree

N in the last-mentioned quantity -^ , admit of an algebraical general integi-al, the

curves represented by this integral equation may be taken to be irreducible curves,

and this being so they will be curves of a certain order n forming a series of the

index N; whence the general integral (assumed to be algebraical) is given by an equation

of the above-mentioned form, viz. an equation rational of a certain order n in the

coordinates, and containing linearly and homogeneously the co + 1 coordinates of a

variable parametric point situate on an ((»— l)fold locus. The integi-al equation

expressed in the more usual form of an equation rational of the order N in regard to

the parameter or constant of integration, will be in regard to the coordinates of an

order equal to a multiple of «, say =qn, and for any given value of the parameter

will represent not a single curve C", but a system of q such curves : the first-

mentioned form is, it is clear, the one to be preferred.

31—2
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Annex No. 2 (referred to, No. 17).

—

On the line-pairs which pass through three given

points and touch a given conic.

Taking the given points to be the angles of the triangle formed by the lines

{x=0,y = 0,z = 0), we have to find (/, g, h) such that the conic (0, 0, 0, /, g, h\x, y, zf = 0,

or, what is the same thing, fyz + gzx + hxy = 0, shall reduce itself to a line-pair, and shall

touch a given conic (1, 1, 1, \, fi, v^x, y, zf = 0. The condition for a line-pair is that

one of the quantities /, g, h shall vanish, viz. it is fgh = ; the condition for the contact

of the two conies is found in the usual manner by equating to zero the discriminant of

the function l-(\ + 0/y>-{^ + dg)^ - (i/ -l- Bhy -»- 2 (\ + (?/)(/* + eg){v + 0h) = (a, b, c, d\e, !)•

suppose ; the values of a, h, c, d being

a =

b =

c =

d =

2/gh.

-HP+<f + h' - 2\gh - 2M/ - 2vfg),

I ((M" - ^)/+ (">- -ti)g + (Xfi- v) h),

1 - X'' - /u,2 - i/= -)- 2Vi/.

Hence considering {f, g, h) as the coordinates of the parametric point, we have the

discriminant-locus a = 0, and the contact-locus

a^d^ + 4ac' 4- 4W - 36V - 6abcd = 0,

and at the intersection of the two loci, a = 0, b^ (46d — Sc") = 0, equations breaking up

into the system (a = 0, 6 = 0) twice, and the system a = 0, ibd — 3c^ = 0; the former of

these is

fgh = 0, p + g' + h' - 2X^A - 2M/ -2vfg = 0,

which expresses that the intersection of the two lines of the line-pair intersect on the

given conic ; in fact the system is satisfied by /= 0, g^ +h'' — 2\gh = 0, giving a line-pair

x(hy + gz) = 0, the two lines whereof intersect on the conic (1, 1, 1, \, p., v'^x, y, zy = 0;

and similarly, if g=0, then h^+p - 2fihf= 0, or if h = 0, then f' + g'- 2\fg = 0. As

noticed above this system occurs twice.

The second system is

fgh = 0, {f+g' + h- - 2Xgh - 2fihf- 2vfg) (1 - V - /*'' - 1^ + 2\tiv)

+ {(fjLv - \)f+ (vX -,i.)g + (,iX- u) hy = 0,

or, as the second equation may also be written,

/= (1 - /tO (1 -v')+gH^- 1^) (1 - V) + h' (1 - V) (1 - /.-^

-t- 2gh(l - X') {fiv - X) + 2hf{\ - fi") (vX - fi) + 2fg {1 - v") (X/i -v) = 0,

which expresses that a line of the line-pair touches the conic ; in fact the system is

satisfied by f=0, g^(l — v^) + h'{l—
ij,^) + 2gh{fiv — X) = 0, viz. we have here the line-pair

X {hy + gz) = 0, in which the line hy + gz — touches the conic (1, 1, 1, \ n, v\x, y, zY = Q

and the like if ^r = 0, or \i h = 0. This system it has been seen occurs only once.
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Annex No. 3 (referred to, No. 22).

—

On the conies which pass through two given points

and touch a given conic.

Consider the conies which pass through two given points and touch a given conic.

We may take Z=0 as the equation of the line through the two given points, and

then taking the pole of this line in regard to the given conic and joining it with the

two given points respectively, the equations of the joining lines may be taken to be

X = and Y=0 respectively. This being so, we have for the given points (X=0, Z=0)
and (F=0, Z= 0) respectively, and for the given conic

aZ'+ bY' + 2hXY+ cZ' = 0;

and since the required conic is to pass through the two given points its equation will

be of the form
wX' +2a;YZ+ 2i/ZX+ 2zXF= 0,

where {x, y, z, w) are variable parameters which must satisfy a single condition in order

that the last-mentioned conic may touch the given conic. The condition is at once

seen to be that obtained by making the equation

(a + Xw) be

Y(a + Xw) (h + Xzf

-bxy
- cW
+ 2X''xy{h+'Xz) = 0,

considered aa a cubic equation in X, have a pair of equal roots; or if we write

A = 3ciab-h^),

B=(ab-h*)w-2chz,

C =-aa^ -by'-cz''+2h (xy - zw),

D= 3z {2xy — wz),

then the required condition is

A^B^ + ^AC' + ^B'D - GABGD - S&C = 0.

wX" + 2xYZ+ -lyZX + 2zXY=Q
Hence the conic

satisfies the prescribed conditions, if only the parameters {x, y, z, w) satisfy the last-

mentioned equation, that is, if (x, y, z, w) are the coordinates of a point on the sextic

surface represented by this equation.

The surface has upon it a cuspidal curve the equations whereof are

A, B, C

B, C, D
= 0;
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this may be considered as the intersection of the quadric surface AG-B' = and the

cubic surface AD-BC=0; and the cuspidal curve is consequently a sextic.

The surface has also a nodal curve made up of two conies ; to prove this I write for

shortness k-=h-^^, k, = h + '^ah; the values oi A, B, C, D then are

B = — kkiW — 2chz,

C =-aar'-by^-cz^ + 2h(xy-zw),

D= Sz{2xy-zw);

and it is in the first place to be shown that the surface contains the conic

— — c

X : y : z : v)= d^/b :
6 -Ja : I :

- ke'+ j_,

where 5 is a variable parameter. Substituting these values, we have

B = k^ke'-c(U + '^ab),

C = 2kk,0'-^{3h-'Jab),

and hence

AD-BC=-2k(kke' +
•2c Va6\»

AC-B^ =-k-(kk,e^ +^^)\

2c Va6yBD-C = (kk.e'-

values which satisfy identically the equation of the surface written under the form

(AD- BCy -^{AO-B') {BD - C-) = 0.

Moreover, proceeding to form the derived equation, and to substitute therein the fore-

going values of (a;, y, z, w), we have

dA : dB : dC : dD = : k^ : 2k :
^,

and then the derived equation is

{AD-BC){ SA-2kB-k'C)

-2{AG-B' )( 35-4*0 +kW)

-2{BD-0 ){2kA-21d'B ) = 0,
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that is,

-k{ SA-2kB-ifC)

+ {2kA - 2i^B),

or finally

-k{A- SBk + Sk^G - tD) = 0,

which is satisfied by the foregoing values oi A, B, G, D; hence the conic is a nodal

curve on the sextic ; and by merely changing the sign of one of the radicals v a, v 6 (and

therefore interchanging k, ki) we obtain another conic which is also a nodal curve on

the surface, that is, we have as nodal curves the two conies

X : y : z : w=6'fb : ^/a : 1 : - k O' + t, and

X : y : z : w^e-Jb -.-e^a : 1 : - k^B" + ^

.

It is to be remarked that each of the nodal conies meets the cuspidal curve in two

points, viz. writing for shortness 0=|-\/ ^ , 0^ = _ */—_-
, for the intersec-

tions of the first conic we have

X : y : z : w = %'Ja : V6 : 1 • ^ and =-0Va : — ©Vt : 1 : t-,

and for the intereections with the second conic

X : y : z : M; = 8iVa :
— ©iVfi: 1 : r and =-©,Va : 01^6 : 1 : t.

The condition of passing through any arbitraiy point establishes a linear relation

between the parameters {x, y, z, w). Hence, if the conic in addition to the prescribed

conditions passes through two other given points, the point {x, y, z, w) is given as the

intersection of a line with the sextic surface ; the number of intersections is = 6. If

(x, y, z, w) is situate on the cuspidal curve, then the conic instead of simply touching

the given conic will have with it a contact of the second order, and if we besides

suppose that the conic passes through a given point, then the point (x, y, z, w) is given

as the intersection of the cuspidal curve with a plane ; the number is = 6. Similai-ly, if

the conic has two contacts with the given conic, and besides passes through a given point,

then the point {x, y, z, w) is given aa the intersection of the nodal curve by a plane

;

the number is = 4. Finally (observing that in the case in question of the contacts

of a conic with a conic we cannot have three simple contacts, or a simple contact and

one of the second order), a point of intersection of the nodal and cuspidal curves

answers to a contact of the third order ; and the number is = 4. That is, the theory
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of the sextic surface leads to the following values (agreeing with those obtained from

the formulae by writing therein m = « = 2, a = 6), viz.

(1 : :) = 6, = 2m + »,

(1, 1 .•.) = 4, = 2m=+ 2«m + J»i»-2m-^-fa,

(2.-.) =6, = a,

(3 :) =4, = - 4m - 5ra + 3a.

I remark that the section by an arbitrary plane is a sextic curve having 6 cusps and

4 nodes ; it is therefore a ^micursal sextic ; this suggests the theorem that the sextic

surface is also wiicursal, viz. that the coordinates are expressible rationally in terms of

two parameters ; I have found that this is in fact the case. In doing this there is

no loss of generality in supposing that a = 6 = c = 1 ; and assuming that this is so,

and putting also —l+h = k, 1 + A = ij, and therefore 2h=k + ki, we have

B = — kkiW — (k + ki) z,

C =-x'-y''- z^ + (k+ ki)(a;y-zw),

D = Sz {2ay - zw).

The equation of the sextic surface being, as before,

A^]> + 4^C»+ i&D - SB'C' - 6ABCD = 0,

I say that this equation is satisfied on writing therein

a; + 2/ = /y/-^(l- ha) sin
(f>,

/2
00— y= a/ r (1 + A; a) cos ^,

z =1,

V) = (2a-|)cos=,^ + (2a-l)sin=,^,

where (a, <^) are arbitrary. In fact these values give

^A = — kki cos'
(f>
— kkj sin' ^,

B=-k (2sd-i + 1) cos' <l>-k, {2aik + 1) sin'
<f>,

C =-k{ aki+2) cos' - A-jO ( ak + 2) sin'
(f>,

^Z) = - ka? cos'
<f>
- k, a- sin' <^,

whence, a> being arbitrary, we have

i(A. B, C. D^co, ly

= - [k cos'
<l>

(kito + 1) + A-, sin'
<f)
{km + 1)] (a> + af,
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viz. the equation (.4, B, C, D^oo, 1)' = 0, considered as a cubic equation in <o, has the

twofold root &> = — a, that is, we have the above relation between {A, B, 0, D). Whence

2\ 1 \?
also writing sin^ = ^j

—— , cos^ = -—- , the equation of the surface is satisfied by

the values

• + y : x-y : z : w =^- | (1 - A:.a) 2X. (1 + V)

^1(1+ ka) (l-\^)

: (l+V)'

or the coordinates are expressed rationally in terms of a, X.

Annex No. 4 (referred to, Nos. 22 and 71).

—

On the Conies which touch a cuspidal cubic.

In the cuspidal cubic, if a; = be the equation of the tangent at the cusp, y =
that of the line joining the cusp with the inflexion, and z = that of the tangent at

the cusp, then the equation of the curve is y' = a?z; the coordinates of a point on the

cubic are given \iy x : y : z=\ : d : €P, where ^ is a variable parameter ; and we have,

at the cusp 6 = cc , at the inflexion ^ = 0. In the cubic, m = w = 3, a (= 3?i + /c) = 10.

Considering now the conic

(a, h, c, /, g, h'^x, y, zf = 0,

this meets the cubic in the 6 points the parameters of which are determined by the

equation

(a, b, c,S,g, A$l, e, ^)» = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(c, 0, 2/, 2g, b, 2h, a\e, 1)« = 0.

The discriminant of this sextic function contains the factor c, hence equating the

residual factor to zero, we obtain the equation of the contact-locus in the form

(c,/, g, b h, a)' = 0.

It follows that the number of the conies (1 : :) is = 9, which agrees with the general

value (1 : :) = 2m + n. If the conic pass through the cusp we have c = 0, and the equation

in ^ is reduced to a quartic; it is convenient to alter the letters in such wise that

the quartic equation may be obtained in the standard form (a, b, c, d, e\6, 1)* = 0;
viz. this will be the case if the equation of the conic is taken to be

(e, 6c, 0. id, 26, U\x, y, zf = 0,

C. VI. 32
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and we then obtain the equation of the contact-locus in the form

{ae-4i>d + Sc*)'- 27 (ace + 2bcd -ad^- b'e - &f= 0,

which is a onefold locus of the order 6. It follows that we have

(1«1, 1 ..) = 6, agreeing with (1/cl, 1 .•.) = n + 2m — 3.

The condition in order that the conic may touch a given line is given by an

«quation of the form

(•"Ja', ah, l^, 2ce-3d», ae-8bd, ad- I2bc)'=0,

which is a onefold locus of the order 2 ; it at once follows that we have

(Lei, 1 :/) = 12, agreeing with (1k1, 1 :/)=2n + 4m-6.

It is a matter of some difficulty to show that we have

(Lei, 1 • //) = 18, agreeing with (Ld, 1 • //) = 4.rt + 4m - 6 ;

but I proceed to effect this, first remarking that I do not attempt to prove the

remaining case

(iTl, 1///) = 15, agi-eeing with (LTI, 1 ///) = 4m + 2m - 3.

Investigation of the value (1/el, 1 • //) = 18 :

We have the sextic locus

(ae - 46d + 3c=)' - 27 {ace + 2bcd - ad? - iPe - <^f = 0,

and combined therewith two quadric loci,

(*][a^ ah, b\ 2ce-M\ ae-8bd, aci- 126c)' = 0,

(*'5a», ab, b\ 2ce-3d^ ae-8bd, ad - 126c)' = 0,

which intersect in a threefold locus of the order 24 ; it is to be shown that this

contains as part of itself the quadric threefold locus (a—0, 6 = 0, 2ce — Sd" = 0) taken

three times, leaving a residual locus of the order 24 — 6, =18.

We may imagine the coordinates a, b, c, d, e expressed as linear functions of any

four coordinates, and so reduce the problem from a problem in 4-dimensional space to

one in ordinary 3-dimensional space. We have thus a sextic surface, and two quadric

surfaces; the sextic is a developable surface or torse, having for one of its generating

lines the line a=0, 6 = 0, and for the tangent plane along this line the plane a = 0;

the two quadric surfaces meet in a quartic curve passing through the two points

(o = 0, 6 = 0, 3ce — 2d' = 0), which are points on the torse ; it is to be shown that each

of these points counts three times among the intersections of the torse with the quartic

curve, the number of the remaining intersections being therefore 24 — 6, = 18 ; and in oi-der

thereto it is to be shown that each of the points in question (a = 0, 6 = 0, 3ce — 2cf = 0)
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is situate on the nodal line of the toree, and that the quartic curve touches there the

sheet which is not touched by the tangent plane a = ; foi- this being so the quartic

cur\e touching one sheet and simply meeting the other sheet meets the torse in three

consecutive points, or the two points of intersection count each of them three times.

The torse has the cuspidal line

5 = oe - 46d + 3c^ = 0, T= ace + 2bcd - ad' - h^e - c^ = 0,

and the nodal line

6(ac-6=), 3 (ad -6c), ae + 26o!-3c=, 3(6e-cd), Q{ce-d?)

a , b , c , d , e

and the equations of the nodal line are satisfied by the values (a = 0, 6 = 0, See — 2d^ = 0}

of the coordinates of the points in question. To find the tangent planes at these

points, starting from the equation iS* — 27r'^ = of the torse, taking {A, B, C, D, E)

as current coordinates, and writing

d = Ada + Bdt,+ Gdc + Dda + Ede,

then the equation of the tangent plane is in the first instance given in the form

jS°96' — 18r97'= 0, which writing therein (a = 0, 6 = 0, 3ce — 2d- = 0) assumes, as it should

do, the form = 0; the loft-hand side is in fact found to be 9c' (3ce — 2d^) A

.

Proceeding to the second derived equation, this is S^d^S+2S{dSy-\STd^T-\&idTY = 0.

or substituting the values of the several terms, the equation is

^&{AE- 'iBD+SC-)

+ Sc'ieA-'idB +QcCy

+ 18c» {eiAC-B') + 2d {BC - AD) + c {AE + 2BD - ZC^)}

- 9 l(ce-d^)A + 2cdB-S(^CY = 0;

the terms in BC, BD, C vanish identically, that in £" is (48-36=)12c=d'i- 18c=e,

= — 6c' (3ce - 2d') B', which also vanishes ; hence there remain only the terms divisible

by A, giving first the tangent plane .4=0, and secondly the other tangent plane,

A (- 6cV + 18cd''e - 9*)

+ B(- 60c=de + 36cd»)

+ C( 108c»e-54c»d=)

+ D(_- 36c--'d)

+ ^.27c* =0.

Taking the equations of the quadric surfaces to be

(\, /i, V, p, a, r'^a", 6-, ab, 3ce-2d\ ae-Sbd, ad - 126c) = 0,

(X', fi', v, p, a', t' \ „ „ „ „ ) = 0,

32—2

1
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the equations of the tangent planes are

p iScE + SeC- MD) + a (eA- 8dB) + t (dA-l 2cB) = 0,

[406

P( ) + <t'( ) + t'( ) = 0,

in all which equations we have See — 2d- = ; and if to satisfy this equation we write

c : rf : c = 2 : 3/8 : 3/8", then the equations of the tangent planes become

/9» (A^ - SB) + 8 (3(7/?^ - iD^ + 2E) = 0,

p (SOB' - 4Z)/3 + 2E) + ((7/3 + t) (A^ - SB) = 0,

P'( ,. ) + (<7'/3-t)( „ ) = 0,

-or the three tangent planes intersect in the line A0—8B = O, 3(7/9= — 4Z)/9 + 2^= 0,

which completes the proof.

Reverting to the sextic locus,

(ae + ibd- 3c=)» - 27 (ace + 2bcd - ad' - b'e - c')' = 0,

considered as a locus in 4-dimensional space depending on the five coordinates

(a, b, c, d, e), this has upon it the twofold locus

ae-4ibd + 3c' = 0, ace + 2bcd - ad- - 6'e - c* = 0,

say the cuspidal locus, of the order 6, and the twofold locus

Q(ac-¥), 3 (ad -6c), ae + 2bd-Sc\ S(be-cd), 6(ce-d=)
i

=0,

a , b , c , d , e

say the nodal locus, of the order 4: there is also a threefold locus,

a, b, c, d
j

= 0,

b, c, d, e i

say the supercuspidal locus, of the order 4. We thence at once infer

(i/a. 2

(i^, 1, 1

(La, 3

) = 6, agreeing with (1«1, 2 :) = a — 4,

) = 4, „ „ (IkI, 1, l:) = 2»i« + 2?ftw + in=-8m-5n+13-fa,

) = 4, „ „ (lS, 3 :)=-4m-3»-5 + 3a;

but I have not investigated the application to the symbols with • / or //.

If the conic, instead of simply passing through the cusp, touches the cuspidal

tangent, then in the equation (a, 6, 0, /, g, k^x, y, zf = of the conic we have /= 0,

or, what is the same thing, in the equation (e, 6c, 0, \a, 26, 2d\x, y, zf = of the

conic we have a = 0. The equation in 6 is thus reduced to 46^ + 6c^ + 4d^ + e = 0.

For the independent discussion of this case it is convenient to alter the coeflBcients

so that the equation in d may be in the standard form (a, b, c, d\d, 1)' = 0, viz. we

i
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assume the equation of the conic to be (d, Sb, 0, 0, ^a, |c$a;, y, zf = 0. The equation

of the contact-locus then is

(C'cP + 4>acr> + 4^d - 6abcd - S¥c- = 0,

viz. this is a developable surface, or torse, of the order 4, and we at once infer

(2/el, 1 :) = 4, agreeing with (2«1, 1 :)=2in + n — 5.

1 will show also that we have

(2/^, 1 . /) = 6, agi-eeing with (2/d, 1 • /) = 2m + 2w - 6,

and

(2^,1//)=',, „ „ (2;^:, 1//)= m + 2n-4.

The condition that the conic may touch an arbitrary line ax + ^y + yz = 0, is in fact

(0, -la\ f(46d-3c»), fac, -fa6, 0]^a, y8, 7)^ = 0,

which, considering therein (a, 6, c, d) as coordinates, is the equation of a quadric surface

passing through the conic a = 0, 4ibd — Sc" = ; the quartic torse also passes through

this conic; hence the quadric surface and the torse intersect in this conic, which is

of the order 2, and in a residual curve of the order 6 ; and the number of the

conies (2«1, 1 /) is equal to the order of this residual curve, that is, it is = 6.

If the conic touch a second' arbitrary line a'x + ^'y + y'z = 0, then we have in like

manner the quadric surface

(0, -K. f(46ri-3c=), fac, -fat, OJa', /3', yJ = Q;

that is, we have the quartic torse and two quadric surfaces, each passing through the

conic a = 0, 46d — 3c^ = 0, and it is to be shown that the number of intersections not

on this conic is = 5. The two quadric surfaces intersect in the conic and in a second

conic ; this second conic meets the torse in 8 points, but 2 of these coincide with the

point a = 0, 6=0, c = 0, which is one of the intersections of the two conies (the point

a = 0, 6 = 0, c = is in fact a point on the cuspidal edge of the torse, and, the conic

passing through it, reckons for 2 intersections), and 1 of the 8 points coincides with

the other of the intersections of the two conies; there remain therefore 8 — 2 — 1, =5

intersections, or we have (2/el, 1 //) = -5.

Annex No. .5 (referred to, Nos. 22 and 71). On the Conies which have contact of the third

order with a given cuspidal cubic, and two contacts (double contact) with a given conic.

Let the equation of the cuspidal cubic be a^z — y" = (x = tangent at cusp,

2 = tangent at inflexion, y = line joining cusp and inflexion ; equation satisfied by

X : y : z=l : 6 : 6");

and let the equation of the given conic be

U={a, b, c, f, g, h'^x, y, zf=Q;
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then writing

= (a, b. c, f. g, /t$i, e, d'r

= C0'+ 2/e*+ 2g0' + 16"+ 2he+ c,

the equation of a conic having ^vith the given cubic at a given point (1, 0, d*)

contact of the second order, and having double contact >vith the given conic, is

VF, X, y, z =0,

Ve, 1, e, ^

(Vey . 1, 3^

(Ve)" . . 6^

X, y, z " = 0,

v@, 1, e, e*

(Vey . 1, 3^

(Vey . . 6^

and this will have at the point (1, 6, 6^) a contact of the third order if 6 be deter-

mined by

V®, 1, d, 0^ 1 = 0,

(Vey . 1, 3^

(V0)"' . . 6

viz. this is

e (Vey - (Vey = o

;

or developing and multiplying by 0^ this is

{@2©"' _ |00'0" + f0'^j - (020" - |©0'=) = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

©a (^0"' - 0") + ©0' (- ^0€>" + i©') + ©'=
. f0©' = ;

and substituting for © its value, this is

(c^ + 2/0* + 2ge^ + 6^ + 2h0 + af (45c^ + 12/(?» - 6)

+ (c^ + 2/0* + 2^^' + h0' + 2h0 + a) ( 3c^ + 4/(9' + Zg0' + b0 + h)

(_ 42c^^ - 32/0' - \og0'- - 2h0 + h)

+ W {3c0' + 4/^ + Sgff' + b0 + hy = O.
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The coefiBcieats of the powers 16, 15, 14, 13 of d all vanish, so that this is in

fact an equation of the twelfth order (»$^, iy- = 0; and putting, as usual.

(6c-/^ ca — <7^ ah--h\ gh -af, hf-hg,fg-ch) = {A, B. G, F, G, H),

the equation is found to be

- icA ^» + 7ihA\ + \baB

+ 9gB 0' - 20/(7 6*+ SOcH ^'

- 36cB]

+ 16/^ J

- 22bHI

+ 40aA \

+ ioagJ

+ 2QaGJ

- 12ai^J

- lOcG

'

+ 40^^,

+ 206^

- ISOhH

+ lOgG

+ 40/y

-60/5 d' + sshB - ohc e

- 90^^ + 2bG 0" - aC =0,

,

- lOSaH

where the form of the coefficients may be modified by means of the identical equal

(ii. H, G-^a, h,g)^K,

(^. B,F^ „ ; = 0,

(G. F,C^ „ )=0,

(A, H, G^h, b,f) = 0,

(H, B,F\ „ ) = K,

• {G, F,G\ „ ) = 0,

{A. H, G^g,f,c) = 0,

(H, B,F\ „ ) = 0,

(G. F, C$ „ ) = K.

There is consequently a conic answering to each value of given by this equation, or

we have in all 12 conies.

In the case where the given conic breaks up into a pair of lines, or say,

(a, b, c, f, g, hjx, y, zf =2{\x + fi,y+ vz) (\'x + fj/y + v'z),

then, writing for shortness

fiv'-fip, vX'-v\, Xfj,'-\'fi = X, Y, Z,

we have

(A, B, 0, F, G, H) = (X\ P, Z-', 7Z, ZX, XY).
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Substituting these values, but retaining (a, b, c, /, g, h) as standing for their values

a = 2XX', &c., the equation in ^ is found to contain the cubic factor 2X6^ — 3 Yd* + Z,

where it is to be observed that this factor equated to zero determines the values of

which correspond to the points of contact Avith the cuspidal cubic of the tangents

fix)m the point {X, T, Z), which is the intersection of the lines \x + fi,y + vz = 0, and

\'x + fiy -\-v'z=Q\ and omitting the cubic factor, the residual equation is found to be

p.i)*-o,

where the form of the coefficients may be modified by means of the identical equations

aX + hY + gZ=0,

hX + hY +fZ = 0,

gX+fY + cZ =0.

The equation is of the 9th order, and there are consequently 9 conies.

IcX -UcY -8/Z ~20gX
-WY
+ icZ

-lObX
+ ^gY

-iOhX
- 86F

-2QaX
+ llhY
+ 79^

+ 15aY
+ 4bZ

+ bhZ + aZ

Annex No. G (referred to, No. 48).

—

Containing, with the vanatimi referred to in the

text, Zeuthen's forms fm' the characteristics of the conies which satisfy four conditions.

(1)

(1, 1)

(1. 1. 1)

: : ) = >j + 2m,

.-. /) = 2»n-4m,

://) = 4ji + 4m,

•///) = 4ji+2?ft,

llll)=2n+ m;

.-. ) = 2m( m+ n-3)+ r,

: / ) = 2?« ( m + 2n - 5) + 2t,

•//) = 2» (2m + n-5) + 2S,

/// ) = 2n ( m+ n-S)+ 8

;

: ) = ^ [2m' + 6m^n - w" - 30m' - 18mn + 13n» + 847?i - 42n + (6m + 3n - 26) t],

• / ) = i[(m+n)(-(m+n>'-7(TO+w) + 48)+4m»i(3m + 3n-13)+2(3m+3«-20)(S+T)],

// ) = J [- m' + Gmn" + 2n^ + ISm' - 18m« - 30»i= - 42m + 84ra + (3m + Qn- 26) S]
;
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(1, 1, 1, 1)

(2)

( • ) = ^{ 2(m-S){m-4:){n'-m-n) + {n-S)(n-4,){m--m-7i)

+ 4(m»-llm + 28)T + 2 (n" - Un + 28)

8

+ (4 (m - 4) (m - 4) - l) (2S + t) + 2S= + t^},

( / )=i{ (m-3)(m-4)(n^-m-n) + 2(M-3)(M-4)(TO=-m-n)

+ 2 (»w» - 11m + 28) T +4(?i=-llw+28)S

+ (4(n- 4)(m - 4) - l) (8 + 2t) + Er- + 2T'};

(2, 1)

(2. 1, 1)

(.-.) =

(:/) =

(•//) =

(///) =

I

( : )
=

(•/) =

(//) =

)

( • )
=

= 3hi + 1,

= 2(3m + 0,

: 2 (3m + t),

= 3 {2mn + n=' + 4to - lOn) + (2m + w - 14) k,

2(Sm + i)(m + n-12) +24(m + »i),

'3(m' + 2mn - 10m + 47i) + (m + 2m - 14) t

;

(2m + m-7)(6V + (n-3)«:)

+ {(m - n){m + n - 5) + t) (3m + 1 - 36)

+ 12(m-»i)(»i + «-3),

( / )= (m + 2w-7)(6S + (m-3)t)

+ ((n-m)(m + m-5) + S)(3m + t-36)

+ 12(tt-m)(m + «-3);

2,2)

( •) =

(/) =

(3)

(1,3)

( :) =

(•/) =

(//) =

( • )
=

(/) =

(4)

( • )

( n-

= J(3m + t)»-3(3m + t)-9T-8S,

= i(3m + f)'-3(3m + t)-8T-9S;

= 6n — 4m + 3* = 5m — 3n + 3t,

= lOn - 8m+ 6« = 10m - 8?n- 6t,

: 5n — 3m + 3/c = 6m — 4« + 3t

;

2(-4m= + 3mra + 3n2 +28m-32n) + 3(2m+ )(.-13)/c,

: 2( 3m« + 3mn-4m'-32m + 28n) + 3( m + 2n-13)t;

10w-10m + 6/c= 8m- 8m+6i,

Hn- 8m + 6/t = 10m-10rH-6t.

C. VI. 33
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Annex No. 7 (referred to, No. 93).

In connexion with De Jonquieres' formula, I have been led to consider the following

question.

Given a set of equations

:

a = a (viz. b =6, c=c, &c.),

ab = ah /viz. ac = oc, &c., and the like in all the subsequent equationsX

+ ( \l)a.y

abc = ahc

+ ( 12) (a. 6c -ith.ac+c.ah)

+ ( 111) a.h.c,

abed = abed

+ ( 13)(a.6cd +&C.)

+ ( 22)(a6.cd + &c.)

+ ( 112)(a.6.cd + &c.)

+ (1111) a.h.c. d,

/viz. ac = oc, &c., and the like in all the subsequent equationsX

\ +(ll)a.c, /'

and so on indefinitely (where the (
•
) i^ nseA to denote multiplication, and ah, ahc, &c.,

and also ab, abc, &c. are so many separate and distinct symbols not expressible in

terms of o, h, c &c., a, b, c &c.), then we have conversely a set of equations

ft = a (viz. 6 = b, c = c &c.),

ah = ab /viz. ac= ac &c., and the like in all the subsequent equations

+ [ 11] a.b\ +[ll]a.c,

ahc = abc

+ [ 12] (a . be + b . ac + c . ab)

+ [ 111] a.b.c, :

ahcd = abed

+ [ 13] (a. bed +&C.)

+ [ 22](ab.cd +&c.)

+ [ 112](a.b.cd + &c.)

+ [1111] a.b.c.d,

I

I
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and so on ; and it is required to find the relation between the coefficients ( ) and

[ ]; we find, for example,

[11] = - (11),

[12] = - (12),

[111] = 3 (11)(12)

- (111),

[13] = - (13),

[22] = - (22),

[112] = 2 (13)(12)

+ (22) (11)

- (112),

[1111] = - 12 (13) (12) (11)

+ 4 (13)(111)

I
3 (22) (11) (11)

+ 6 (112)(11)

- (1111);

and it is to be noticed that, conversely, the coefficients ( ) are given in terms of the

coefficients
[ ] by the like equations with the very same numerical coefficients; in

fact from the last set of equations, this is at once seen to be the case as far as

(112); and for the next term (1111) we have

(1111) = +12 [13] [12] [11]

- 4 [13] (3 [12] [11] -[111]}

+ 3 [22] [11] [11]

- 6 [11] ,'' 2 [13] [12]]

I

+[22] [11]

-[1111] [-[112] ,

= (12- 12- 12=)- 12 [13][12][11]

+ 4 [13] [111]

+ (3-6= )- 3 [22] [11] [11]

+ 6 [112] [11]

- [1111]

having the same coefficients —12, +4, —3, +6, — i as in the formula for [1111]

in terms of the coefficients ( ) ; it is easy to infer that the property holds good

generally.

To explain the law for the expression of the coefficients of either set in terms of

33—2
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the other set, I consider, for example, the case where the sum of the numbers in the

( ), or [ ] is = 5 ; and I form a kind of tree as follows

:

mil

the formation of which is obvious ; and I derive from it in the manner about to be

explained the expressions for the coefficients [14], [23] &c. in terms of the corresponding

coefficients in ( ); viz. we have

[14] = - (14),

[23] = - (23),

[113]= 2 (14) (13)

+ (23) (11)

(113),

[122] = (14) (22)

+ 2 (23) (12)

(112),

[1112] = - 6 (14) (13) (12)

- 3 (14) (22) (11)

+ 3 (14) (112)

- 6 (23)(12)(11)

+ 3 (113) (12)

+ I (23) (111)

+ 3 (122)(11)

- I (1112),

A
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[11111] = + 6o (14)(13)(12)(11)

- 20 (14)(13)(111)

+ IS (14)(22)(11)(11)

- 30 (14) (112) (11)

+ 5 (14) (1111)

+ 30 (23) (12) (11) (11)

- 10 (23)(111)(11)

- 30 (113) (12) (11)

+ 10 (113) (111)

- IS (122)(11)(11)

+ 10 (1112)(11)

- I (11111).

To form the symbolic parts, we follow each branch of the tree to each point of

its coui-se : thus from the branch 113 we have

(113) belonging to [113],

(113) (111) „ [11111],

(113) (12) „ [1112],

(113) (12) (11) „ [11111];

viz. (113) belongs to [113]; (113)(111), read 11 (3 replaced by) 111, belongs to [11111];

(113) (12), read 11 (3 replaced by) 12, belongs to 1112; (113) (12) (11), read 11 (3

replaced by) 1 (2 replaced by) 11, belongs to [11111].

And observe that where (as, for example, with the symbol 122) there are branches

derived from two or more figures, we pursue each such branch separately, and also

all or any of them simultaneously to every point in the course of such branch or

branches ; thus for the branch 122 we have

(122) belonging to [122],

(122) (11))
y (same twice)

(122)(11)J
» [1112],

(122) (11) (11) 19 [11111].

Similarly for the branch 23 we have

(23) belonging to [23],

(23) (111) w [1112],

(23) (12) ft [122],

(23) (12) (11) (same as infrd) it [1112],

(23) (11) (111) >» [11111],

(23) (11) (12) (same as suprd,) » [1112],

(23)(11)(12)(11) »> [11111].
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We thus obtain the symbolic parts of the several expressions for [14], [23] [11111]

respectively : the sign of each teiin is + or — according as the number of factore in

( ) is even or odd; thus in the expression for [11111], the term (14) (13) (12) (11)

has four factors, and is therefore +, the term (113) (12) (11) has three factors, and is

therefore —

.

The numerical coefficients are obtained as follows. There is a common factor

derived from the expression in [ ] on the left-hand side of the equation ; viz. for

[11111], which contains five equal symbols, this factor is 1.2.3.4.5, =120; for [1112],

which contains three equal symbols, it is 1.2.3, = 6 ; and so on (for a symbol

such as [11222] containing two equal symbols, and three equal symbols, the factor

would be 1.2.1.2.3, =12, and so in other similar cases). In any term on the right-

hand side of the equation, we must for a factor such as (11), which contains two

equal symbols, multiply by ^; for a factor such as (111), which contains three equal

symbols, multiply by ^, and so on. And in the case where a term (as, for example,

the term (122) (11) or (23)(12)(11), vide supi-d) occurs more than once, the term is to

be taken account of each time that it occurs ; or, what is the same thing, since the

coefficient obtained as above is the same for each occurrence, the coefficient obtained

as above is to be multiplied by the number of the occun-ences of the term. For

example, taking in order the several terms of the expression for [1112], the common

factor is = 6, and the several coefficients are

6, 6.i, a.i, 6.^x2, 6.i, 6.^, 6.^.^x2, 6. J;

and similarly in the expression for [11111] the common factor is 120, and the coefficients

taken in order are

120. i, 120.^, llO.i.^.i &c.,

without there being in this case any coefficient with a factor arising from the plural

occurrence of the term.

The foregoing result was established by induction, and I have not attempted a

general proof

I observe by way of a convenient numerical verification, that in each equation the

sum of the coefficients (taken with their proper signs) is (—)"~' 1 . 2. .(h — 1) ; if n be

the number of parts in the [ ] (n—'y for [11111], =4 for [1112] &c.), and moreover,

that the sum of these sums each multiplied by the proper polynomial coefficient and

the whole increased by unity is = ; viz. for

[14], [23], [113], [122], [1112], [Hill],

the sums of the coefficients are

-1,-1, +2, +2, -6, -f 24 respectively.

and we have

1 + 5(_ ])+10(-l)-|-10(2)-t- 1.5(2) -fl0(-C) + 1(24), =75-7.^, =0.

If we have any five distinct things (a, b, c, d, e), then the polynomial coefficients

5, 10, 10, 1.5, 10, 1 denote respectively the number of ways in which these can be

partitioned in the forms 14, 23, 113, 122, 1112, 11111 respectively, and the last-mentioned

theorem is thus a theorem in the Partition of Numbers.
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407.

SECOND MEMOIR ON THE CURVES WHICH SATISFY GIVEN

CONDITIONS; THE PRINCIPLE OF CORRESPONDENCE.

[From the Philosophical Transactio7ts of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLViii. (for

the year 1868), pp. 145—172. Received April 18,—Read May 2, 1867.]

In the present Memoir I reproduce with additional developments the theory

established in my paper " On the Correspondence of two points on a Curve " (London

Math. Society, No. VII., April 1866), [38.5] ; and I endeavour to apply it to the deter-

mination of the number of the conies which satisfy given conditions ; viz. these are

conditions of contact with a given curve, or they may include arbitrary conditions Z, 2Z,

&c. If, for a moment, we consider the more general question where the Principle is to

be applied to finding the number of the curves G^ of the order r, which satisfy given

conditions of contact with a given curve, there are here two kinds of special solutions

;

viz., we may have proper curves C'' touching (specially) the given curve at a cusp or

cusps thereof, and we may have improper curves, that is, curves which break up into

two or more cui-ves of inferior orders. In the case where the curves G'' are lines,

there is only the firet kind of special solution, where the sought for lines touch at

a cusp or cusps. But in the case to which the Memoir chiefly relates, where the

curves C'' are conies, we have the two kinds of special solutions, viz., proper conies

touching at a cusp or cusps, and conies which are line-pairs or point-pairs. In the

application of the Principle to determining the number of the conies which satisfy any

given conditions, I introduce into* the equation a term called the " Supplement

"

(denoted by the abbreviation " Supp."), to include the special solutions of both kinds.

The expression of the Supplement should in every case be furnished by the theory;

and this being known, we should then have an equation leading to the number of

the conies which properly satisfy the prescribed conditions ; but in thus finding the

expression of the Supplements, there are difficulties which I am unable to overcome

;

and I have contented myself with the reverse course, viz., knowing in each case the
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number of the proper solutions, I use these results to determine d posteriori in each

case the expression of the Supplement ; the expression so obtained can in some cases

be accounted for readily enough, and the knowledge of the whole series of them will

be a convenient basis for ulterior investigations.

The Principle of Correspondence for points in a line was established by Chasles in

the paper in the Comptes Rendus, June—July 1864, referred to in my First Memoir; it

is extended to unicursal curves in a paper of the same series, March 1866, " Sur les

courbes planes ou a double courbure dont les points peuvent se determiner individuelle-

ment—Application du Principe de Correspondance dans la th^orie de ces courbes," but

not to the case of a curve of given deficiency D considered in my paper of April 1866

above referred to. The fundamental theorem in regard to unicursal curves, viz. that in

a curve of the order m with ^(m — l)(m — 2) double points (nodes or cusps) the

coordinates {x, y, z) are proportional to rational and integral functions of a variable

parameter 6,—as a case of a much more general theorem of Riemann's—dates from the

year 1857, but was first explicitly stated by Clebsch in the paper " Ueber diejenigen

ebenen Curven deren Coordinaten rationale Functionen eines Parameters sind," CreUe,

t. LXIV. (1864), pp. 43—63. See also my paper " On the Transformation of Plane

Curves," London Mathematical Society, No. III., Oct. 1865, [384].

The paragraphs of the present Memoir are numbered consecutively with those of

the First Memoir.

Article Nos. 94 to 104.

—

On the Correspondence of two points on a Curve.

94. In a unicursal curve the coordinates (a:, y, z) of any point thereof are pro-

portional to rational and integi'al functions of a variable parameter 0. Hence if two

points of the curve correspond in such wise that to a given position of the first point

there coiTespond a' positions of the second point, and to a given position of the second

point a positions of the first point, the number of points which correspond each to

itself is = a + a'. For let the two points be determined by their parameters 6, ff

respectively, then to a given value of Q there correspond a' values of &, and to a

given value of & there conespond a values of Q ; hence the relation between (Q, 0"}

is of the form {6, 1)°(^, 1)"'=0; and writing therein 0' = O, then for the points which

correspond each to itself, we have an equation (0, l)*+"'=0, of the order a+a'; that

is, the number of these points is = a + o'.

Hence for a unicursal curve we have a theorem similar to that of M. Chasles'

for a line, viz. the theorem may be thus stated:

If two points of a unicursal curve have an (a, a') correspondence, the number of

united points is = a + a'. But a unicursal curve is nothing else than a curve with a

deficiency i) = 0, and we thence infer

:

Theorem. If two points of a curve with deficiency D have an (a, a') corre-

spondence, the number of united points is = a + a' + 2kD ; in which theorem 2^ is a

coefficient to be determined.
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95. Suppose that the corresponding points are P, P' and imagine that when P
is given the corresponding points P' are the intersections of the given curve by a curve

© (the equation of the curve © will of course contain the coordinates of P as

parametei-s, for otherwise the position of J" would not depend upon that of P). I

find that if the curve has with the given curve k intersections at the point P,

then in the system of points (P, P') the number of united points is

a = a + a' + 2kD,

whence in particular if the curve © does not pass through the point P, then the

number of united points is = a + a', as in the case of a unicursal curve. (I have in

the paper of April 1866 above referred to, proved this theorem in the particular case

where the k intersections at the point P take place in consequence of the curve ©
having a A;-tuple point at P, but have not gone into the more difficult investigation

for the case where the k intersections arise wholly or in part from a contact of the

curve 0, or any branch or branches thereof, with the given curve at P.)

96. It is to be observed that the general notion of a united point is as follows :

taking the point P at random on the given curve, the curve has at this point k

intersections with the given curve ; the remaining intersections are the corresponding

points P'; if for a given position of P one or more of the points P' come to

coincide with P, that is, if for the given position of P the curve has at this

point more than k intersections with the given curve, then the point in question is

a united point.

It might at tirst sight appear that if for a given position of P a number 2, 3, .

.

or j of the points P' should come to coincide with P, then that the point in question

should reckon, for 2, 3, . . . or j (as the case may be) united points : but this is not

80. This is perhaps most easily seen in the case of a unicursal curve ; taking the

equation of correspondence to be (6, l)'{d', 1)'''=0, then we have a + a' united points

corresponding to the values of which satisfy the equation (0, ly (6, 1)"'=0; if this

equation has a _;-tuple root d =\ the point P which answers to this value \ of the para-

meter is reckoned as j united points. But starting from the equation {0, 1)" (0', 1)"' = 0,

if on writing in this equation 0=\, the resulting equation (\, 1)'{0', 1)*' = has a

root 0' = \, it follows that the equation (0, 1)°(^, 1)" = has a root = \, and that

the point which belongs to the value = \ is a united point ; if on writing in the

equation ^ = \, the resulting equation (\, 1)"(^', 1)''' = has a J-tuple root 0' = \, it

does not follow that the equation {0, iy{0, 1)" =0 has a _^'-tuple root = \, nor con-

sequently that the point answering to = \ in anywise reckons as j united points.

97. This may be further illustrated by regarding the parameters 0, 0' as the

coordinates of a point in a plane; the equation {0, iy(0', 1)''=0 is that of a curve

of the ordei- a + a', having an a-tuple point at infinity on the axis 0=0, and an

a'-tuple point at infinity on the axis 0' = O; the united points are given as the inter-

sections of the curve with the line 0=0'; a _^'-fold intersection, whether arising from

a multiple point of the curve or from a contact of the line = 0' with the curve,

C. VI, 34
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gives a point which reckons as j united points. But if d=\ gives the j-fold root

ff = \, this shows that the line 6=X has with the curve _;' intersections at the point

6 = ff =\; not that the line = 0' has with the curve _;' intersections at the point in

question.

98. Reverting to the notion of a united point as a point P which is such that one

or more of the corresponding points P' come to coincide with P; in the case where

P is at a node of the given curve, it is necessary to explain that the point P must

be considered as belonging to one or the other of the two branches through the node,

and that the point P is not to be considered as a united point unless we have on

the same branch of the curve one or more of the corresponding points P" coming to

coincide with the point P. If, to fix the ideas, k = l, that is, if the curve simply

pass through the point P, then if P be at a node the curve passes through the

node and has therefore at this point two intersections with the given curve ; but the

second intersection belongs to the other branch, and the node is not a united point

;

in order to make it so, it is necessary that the curve should at the node touch

the branch to which the point P is considered to belong. The thing appears very

clearly in the case of a unicursal curve ; we have here two values ^ = X, = \'

answering to the node according as it is considered as belonging to one or the other

branch of the curve; and in the equation of correspondence (0, 1)'(0', 1)''' = 0, writing

^ = X, we have an equation (X, 1)"(^, 1)"' = satisfied by ^' = X' but not by ^' = X, and

the equation (0, 1)"(^, 1)°' = is thus not satisfied by the value 0=\. The conclusion

is that a node quA node is not a united point.

99. But it is otherwise as regards a cusp. When the point P is at a cusp, the

curve @ (which has in general with the given curve k intersections at P) has here

more than k intersections, and (as in this case there is no distinction of branch) the

cusp reckons as a united point. In the case of a unicui-sal curve, there is at the cusp

a single value ^=X of the parameter, and the equation (0, 1)" (^, 1)"' = is satisfied

by the value = X. But for the very reason that the cusp qtid cusp reckons as a

united point, the cusp is a united point only in an improper or special sense, and it

is to be rejected from the number of true united points. We may include the cusps,

along with any other special solutions which may present themselves, under a head " Supple-

ment," and instead of writing as above a — a — a' = 2kD, write a — a — a' + Supp. = 2kD.

Before going further I apply the theorem to some examples in which the curve

is a system of lines.

100. Investigation of the class of a curve of the order m with S nodes and «

cusps. Take as corresponding points on the given curve two points such that the line

joining them passes through a fixed point ; the united points will be the points

of contact of the tangents through ; that is, the number of the united points will

be equal to the class of the curve. The curve is here the line OP which has with

the given curve a single intersection at P ; that is, we have k=l. The points 1^

corresponding to a given position of P ai'e the remaining m — 1 intersections of OP
with the curve, that is, we have a' = m — 1 ; and in like manner a = m — 1. Each of the
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cusps is (specially) a united point, and counts once, whence the Supplement is =k-

Hence, writing n for the class, we have n + 2(m— 1)+ « = 2A or writing for 2D its

value = m^ — Sm + 2 — 28 — 2k, we have n = to' — to — 28 — Sk, which is right.

101. Investigation of the number of inflexions. Taking the point P' to be a

tangential of P (that is, an intersection of the curve by the tangent at P), the united

p)ints are the inflexions ; and the number of the united points is equal to the number

of the inflexions. The curve is the tangent at P having with the given curve two

intersections at this point; that is, k=2; P' is any one of the m — 2 tangentials of

P, that is, o' = TO — 2 ; and P is the point of contact of any one of the n — 2 tangents

from P' to the curve, that is, o = ti — 2. Each cusp is (specially) a united point, and

counts once, whence the Supplement is = k. Hence, writing t for the number of

inflexions, we have

t-(m-2)-(?i- 2)+« = 4Z);

or substituting for 2D its value expressed in the form n — 2r?i + 2 + /c, we have

t = 3/1 — Zm + K,

which is right.

102. For the purpose of the next example it is necessary to present the funda-

mental equation under a more general form. The curve may intersect the given

curve in a system of points P^, each p times, a system of points Q', each q times,

&c. in such manner that the points (P, P'), the points (P, Q'), &c. are pairs of points

coiTesponding to each other according to distinct laws; and we shall then have the

numbers (a, a, a'), (b, jS, /8'), &c., corresponding to these pairs respectively, viz. (P, P') are

points having an (a, a') correspondence, and the number of united points is = a

;

(P, Q') are points having a (j8, /3') correspondence, and the number of united points

is = b, and so on. The theorem then is

j)(a-a-a') + 9(b-y8-/3') + &c. + Supp. =2kD,

being in fact the most general form of the theorem for the correspondence of two

points on a curve, and that which will be used in all the investigations which follow.

103. Investigation of the number of double tangents. Take P' an intersection of

the curve Avith a tangent from P to the curve (or, what is the same thing, P, P'

cotangentials of any point of the curve) : the united points are here the points of

contact of the several double tangents of the curve ; or if t be the number of double

tangents, then the number of united points is = 2t. The curve is the system of

the n — 2 tangents from P to the curve ; each tangent has with the curve a single

intersection at P, that is, k = n — 2; each tangent besides meets the curve in the point

of contact Q' twice, and in (to — 3) points P' ; hence if (a, a, a') refer to the points

(P, q), and (2t, /3, yS') to the points (P, P'), we have

2 {a - a - a') + {2t - /3 - yS'} + Supp. = 2(n-2)D.

From the foregoing example the value of a — a — a' is =4Z) — «. In the case where

34—2
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the point P is at a cusp, then the n — 2 tangents become the n — 3 tangents fi-om

the cusp, and the tangent at the cusp ; hence the curve B meets the given curve in

2(n— 3) + 3, = 2n — 3 points, that is, (»i— 2) + (n— 1) points; this does not prove (ante,

No. 96), but the fact is, that the cusp counts in the Supplement (w — 1) times, and the

expression of the Supplement is =(« — !) k. It is clear that we have /8 = yS* = (n — 2)(«i — 3),

so that the equation is

8Z> - 2*: + 2t - 2 (n - 2) (m - 3) + (h - 1) « = (n - 2) 2D,

that is

2t = 2 (n - 2) (m - 3) + (n -6)2D + (- n + 3) «

;

or substituting for 2D its value = n — 2m +2 + k and reducing, this is

2t = n^ + Hm - lOn - 3k,

which is right,

104. As another example, suppose that the point P on a given curve of the order

m and the point Q on a given curve of the order m have an (a, a') correspondence,

and let it be required to find the class of the curve enveloped by the line PQ. Take

an arbitrary point 0, join OQ, and let this meet the curve m in P' ; then (P, P")

are points on the curve m having a (vi'a, ma) correspondence ; in fact to a given

position of P there correspond a' positions of Q, and to each of these m positions of

P" ; that is, to each position of P there correspond ma' positions of P" ; and similarly

to each position of P' there correspond wi'a positions of P. The curve is the system

of the lines drawn from each of the a' positions of Q to the point 0, hence the

curve © does not pass through P, and we have k = 0. Therefore the number of the

united points (P, P'), that is, the number of the lines PQ which pass through the

point 0, is = ma' + m'a, or this is the class of the curve enveloped by PQ.

It is to be noticed that if the two curves are curves in space (plane, or of double

curvature), then the like reasoning shows that the number of the lines PQ which meet

a given line is = ma' + m'a, that is, the order of the scroll generated by the line

PQ is =ma'+m'a.

Article Nos. 105 to 111.

—

Application to the Conies which satisfy given conditio7is, oiw at

least arbitrary.

105. Passing next to the equations which relate to a conic, we seek for (4^(1),
the number of the conies which satisfy any four conditions 4iZ and besides touch a

given curve, (3^) (2) and (3^(1, 1), the number of the conies which satisfy three

conditions, and besides have with the given curve a contact of the second order, or

(as the case may be) two contacts of the first order; and so on with the conditions

2Z, Z, and then finally (5), (4, 1), ...(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), the numbers of the conies which

have with the given curve a contact of the fifth order, or a contact of the fourth

and also of the first order..., or five contacts of the first order.

1
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106. As regards the case (4^(1), taking P an arbitrary point of the given curve

m, and for the curve H the system of the conies (4^) (T) which pass through the

given point P and besides satisfy the four conditions, then the curve has with

the given curve (4Z)(I) intersections at P, and the points P' are the remaining

(2»t — 1) (4Z) (1) intersections : in the case of a united point (P, P'), some one of the

system of conies becomes a conic {^Z) (1) ; and the number of the united points is

consequently equal to that of the conies (4Z^) (1) ; we have thus the equation

{(4^ (1) - 2 (2m - 1) (4.?) (I)} + Supp. (4^ (I) = (4^ (T) . 2i).

107. It is in the present case easy to find a priori the expression for the

Supplement. 1°. The system of conies (4Z) contains 2(4Z-) — (4^/) point-pairs('); each

of these, regarded as a line, meets the given curve in m points, and each of these

points is (specially) a united point (P, P'); this gives in the Supplement the term

m{2(4!Z-) — (4fZ/)]. 2°. The number of the conies (4Z) which can be drawn through

a cusp of the given curve is =(4Z'); and the cusp is in respect of each of these

conies a united point ; we have thus the term k {4tZ •), and the Supplement is thus

= m {2 (4Z ) - (4Z/)} + AC {^Z ). We have moreover (4Z) (1) = (4Z •), 2D = ?i - 2m + 2 + k
;

and substituting these values, we find

(4^(1)= (4»i-2)(4Z-)

^- m{2(4Z-)-(4-?/)l-«:(4Z-)

+(n-im + 2 + H:){\Z-)

= ni4>Z-) + m{4>Z/),

which is right.

108. It is clear that if, instead of finding as above the expression of the

Supplement, the value of (4^(1), = n {iZ ) + m (iZ / ), had been taken as known, then

the equation would have led to

Supp. (iZ) (1) = m {2(4Z-) - (4Z/)j +k(4,Z-)
;

and this, as in fact already remarked, is the course of treatment employed in the

remaining cases. It is to be observed also that the equation may for shortness be

written in the form

(4^ {(l)-2(2m-l)(l)j

+ Supp. (I) = (I)2Z);

viz. the (iZ) is to be understood as accompanying and forming part of each symbol

;

and the like in other cases.

109. We have the series of equations

iiZ) Kl)-(l)(2m-l)-(l)(2m-l)}

+ Supp. (I) =(T)2Z);

' The expression a point-pair is regarded as equivalent to and standing for that of a coincident line-pair:

tee First Memoir, No. 30.
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(SZ) {(2)-(2)(2m-2)-(l, 1)1

+ Supp. (2)

(SZ) 2{(2)-(T. l)-(2)(2m-2)l

+ (2(1, 1)-(T. l)(2m-3)-(I, l)(2w-3))

+ Supp. (T, 1)

(2Z) {(3) -(3) (2m- 3) -d. 2)1

+ Supp. (3)

(2Z) 2 {(3) - (2, 1)- (2, 1)1

+ {(2, l)-(2, l)(2m-4)-(T, 1, 1)2}

+ Supp. (2, 1)

(2Z) 3{(3)-(T, 2) -(3) (2m -3)}

+ {(1, 2)-(T, 2)(2m-4)-(T, 2) (2m -4)}

+ Supp. (1, 2)

{2Z) 2 {(2, 1)-(T, 1, 1)2 -(2, l)(2m-4)}

+ {3(1, 1, 1)-(1, 1, l)(2m-5)-(l, 1, l)(2m-5)}

+ Supp. (1, 1, 1)

(Z) ((4)-(4)(2m-4)-(I, 3)j

+ Supp. (4)

{Z) 2 {(4) -(3, l)-(2. 2)]

+ {(3, l)-(3, l)(2m-5)-(T, 1, 2)1

+ Supp. (3, 1)

(Z) 3 {(4) -(2, 2) -(3, I)!

+ {2 (2, 2) - (2, 2) (2m - 5) - (I, 1, 2)}

+ Supp. (2, 2)

(Z) 2 {(3, l)-(2. 1. 1)2 -(2, 1, 1)2}

+ {(2, 1, l)-(2, 1, l)(2m-6)-(T, 1, 1, 1)3}

+ Supp. (2. 1, 1)

(Z) 4 1(4) -(I, 3) -(4) (2m -4)}

+ {(1, 3) - (I, 3) (2m - 5) - (T, 3) (2«i - 5)}

+ Supp. (1, 3)

= 2(2) 2D;

= (1, 1)22);

= 3(3)2i);

= 2(2, 1)2Z);

= (T, 2)22);

= (I, 1, 1)22);

= 4 (4) 22)

;

= 3(3, 1)22);

= 2(2, 2)22);

= 2(2, 1, 1)22);

= (1.3)22);
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{Z) 3{(3, 1)-(I, 1, 2)-(3, l)(2»i-5)}

+ 2{2(2, 2)-(T, 1, 2)-(2, 2)(2m-5)}

+ (2(1, 1, 2)-(l, 1. 2)(2m-6)-(T, 1, 2) (2m -6)}

+ Supp. (1, 1, 2) =(I, 1, 2)2i);

(Z) 2 {(2, 1, 1)-(T, 1, 1, 1)3 -(2, 1, l)(2»i-6))

+ {4(1, 1, 1, 1)-(1, 1. 1, l)(2m - 7)-(l, 1, 1, l)(2«i-7)}

+ Supp. (1, 1, 1, 1) =(T, 1, 1, 1)2Z).

110. I content myself with giving the expressions of only the following supplements.

Supp. (4^(1) = m [2 (.) - (/)] + K (.).

Supp. (3Z) (2) = ^42 (:)-(./)] +y (. /).

Supp. (3^) (I, 1)= ( 2mn-Zrf- ?i+na)(:)

+ (2TO''-4?nw -2m + 2n+(m-^)a)(-/)

+ {-m? + m )(//).

Supp. (2^) (3) =-im [2 (.-.)-(:/)]

+ i« [2 (.-.)-(:/) + 2 (2 (:/)-(//))]

4i*(:/).

Supp, ( Z)(i) = ciK + 6 (2« + 2t),

where a, h are the representatives of the condition Z.

It may be added that we have in general

Supp. {Z)iiX) = a Supp. (4Z.) + 6Supp. (4X/),

where (4Z) stands for any one of the symbols (4), (3, 1)....(1, 1, 1, 1).

111. The expression of Supp. (4Z)(T) has been explained suprd, No. 108. That

of Supp. (3Z) (2) may also be explained. 1°. The point-pairs of the system of conies

(SZ), regarding each point-pair as a line, are a set of lines enveloping a curve; the

class of this curve is equal to the number of the lines which pass through an

arbitrary point, that is, as at first sight would appear, to the number of point-pairs in

the system (SZ •), or to 2(SZ:) — (SZ-/): it is, however, necessary to admit that the

number of distinct lines, and therefore the class of the curve, is one-half of this, or

= i [2 {3Z :) — {SZ •

/ )] ; which being so, the number of the point-pairs (SZ) which, regarded

as lines, touch the given curve (of the order m and class n) is =^n[2(3^:) — (3^'/)].

The point of contact of any one of these lines with the given curve is (specially) a

united point, and we have thus the term ^n [2(3^:) — (3^- /)] of the Supplement.

2°. The number of the conies (3Z) which touch the given curve at a given cusp

thereof, or, say, the conies {3Z)(2kI), is =^{3Z-/), and the cusp is in respect of each

of these conies a united point ; we have thus the remaining term ^k {3Z • /) of the

Supplement.
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\ = 5 (5) 2D.

= 4(4, 1)21).

= 3 (3, 2) 2D.

Article Nos. 112 to 135.

—

Application to the Conies which satisfy Jive conditions of

contact with a given Curve.

112. We have twelve equations, which I first present in what I call their

original forms; viz. these are

—

First equation

:

{(5) -(5) (2m- 5) -(1, 4)1

+ Supp. (5)

Second equation

:

2 1(5)-(4. l)-(2, 3)}

+ ((4, l)-(4, l)(2m-6)-(l, 1, 3)}

+ Supp. (4, 1)

Third equation

:

3 {(5) -2 (3, 2) -2 (3, 2)}

+ {(3, 2) - (3, 2) (2m - 6) - 2 (1, 2, 2))

+ Supp. (3, 2)

Fourth equation:

2 {(4, l)-2(3, ], l)-(2, 2, 1)}

+ {(3, 1. l)-(3, 1, l)(2m-7)-(I, 1, 1, 2)1

+ Supp. (3, 1, 1)

Fifth equation

:

4{(o)-(2, 3)-(4. 1)1

+ {(3, 2) -(2, 3)(2m-6)-(l. 1, 3)1

+ Supp. (2, 3)

Sixth equation

:

3 {(4, l)-2(2, 2, l)-2, (3, 1, 1)1

+ 2 ((3, 2) -(2. 2, l)-(2, 2, 1)1

+ {2(2, 2, l)-(2, 2, 1) (2m -7) -2(1, 1, 1, 2)|

+ Supp. (2, 2, 1)

Seventh equation

:

2 1(3, 1, l)-3(2. 1, 1, l)-3(2, 1, 1, 1)1

+ {(2, 1, 1, l)-(2, 1, 1, l)(2m-8)-4(I, 1. 1, 1, 1)1

+ Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1)

= 3(3, 1, 1)2D.

= 2(2, S)2D.

= 2(2, 2, 1)2D.

= 2(2, 1, 1, 1)22).
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Eighth equation

:

5 {(5) -(1,4) -(5) (2m -5)}

+ {(4, 1) - (T, 4) (2m - 5) - (T, 4) (2m - o)J

+ Supp. (I, 4) = (1, 4) 2D.

Ninth equation:

4 {(4, 1)-(1, 1, 3) -(4, l)(2m-6)]

+ 2 {(3, 2)-(l, 1, 3) -(2, 3) (2m -6)}

+ {2(3, 1, 1)-(I, 1, 3)(2m-7)-(T, 1, 3) (2m -7)}

+ Supp. (T, 1, 3) = (1, 1, 3) W.

Tenth equation:

3 {(3, 2) -2(1, 2, 2) -(3, 2)(2m-6)j

+ {(2, 2, 1)-(T, 2, 2)(2m-7)-(T, 2, 2) (2m -7)}

+ Supp. (T, 2, 2) =(T, 2, 2)2i).

Eleventh equation:

3 {(3, 1, 1)-(1, 1, 1, 2)i(3, 1, l)(2m-7))

+ 2 {2 (2, 2, 1)-2(T, 1, 1, 2) -(2, 2, l)(2m-7)}

+ {3(2, 1, 1, 1)-(1, 1, I, 2)(2m-8)-(l, 1, 1, 2) (2m -8)}

+ Supp. (1, 1, 1, 2) =(T, 1, 1, 2)22).

Twelfth equation :

. 2{(2, 1, 1, 1)-4(T, 1, 1, 1, l)-(2, 1. 1, l)(2m-8)l

+ {.5(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)-(T, 1, 1, 1, l)(2m-9)-(T, 1, 1, 1, l)(2m-9)}

+ Supp. (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) =(I, 1, 1, 1, l)2D.

113. I alter the forms of these equations by substituting for 22) its value

= n — 2w + 2 + /c, and by writing for the expressions with (I) their values,

(1, 4) = (• 4) - 6 (5), &c.,

and except in the terms {Supp. (5) — k (5)), &c., by writing for k its value — 3?i + a.

The resulting equations, if the Supplements were known, would serve to determine

the values of (5), (4, 1), &c. ; but I assume instead that the last-mentioned expressions

are kno\vn (First Memoir, No. .50), and use the equations to determine the Supple-

ments, or, what comes to the same thing, the values of the terms in
{ j which

contain these Supplements. We have thus the twelve reduced equations, with resulting

values of the supplements.

c. VI. 35
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114. First equation

:

= =
— I5m — 15n + 9a

— 3m + a

8m + 7n-ia

+ 10m+ 8n-6a.

2(5)

+ (4. 1)

+ {Supp.(4, l)-/c(4, 1)}

+ (4, l)(6m + 5>i-3a)

-(1,3)

(5)

+ {Supp. (5)-* (5)1

+ (5)(8m + 7re-4a)

-(•4)

(that is, we have

Supp. (5)-/e(5) = -3m4-a,

and so in the subsequent cases, the equation gives the value of the term in
{ }

which contains the Supplement).

115. Second equation:

= =
- 30m- 30w + a( 18)

- Sm^ - 20mn - Sw^ + 104m + 104n + a ( 6m + Qn - 66)

-6ni'- 3mn + 18m + 9n+a( 3m - 9)

+ 6m''+ll7m? + 5n'- 36»/i- 30/i. + a (- 3m - Sre + 18)

+ 8m= + 12m« + Sn^ - 56m - 53/1 + a (- 6m - 3w + 39).

I stop for a moment to notice a very convenient verification of the term in
( }

;

putting therein a = 3», the term is

- 6m'' - Smn + 18m + 9n + (9mm - 27n)

;

and if in this we write m = n = l, m* = mw = n' = 2, and when any higher terms enter

wi' = m^n = mn* = w' = 4, m* = m'n = mW = mn' = w* = 8, &c., the value is —12 — 6 + 18 + 9

+ 18 — 27, = 0, viz. we should always obtain a sum = 0. The reason is that the term

in question should always admit of being expressed in the form pS + qK + rr +si;

the reduction to this form might be effected by the substitutions m = i^ (m + n) + ^ (/c — i),

n = :^{m + n)-^{K-i.), m^ = 2 . J (??i + n) + 28 + 3/c, n^ = 2
. ^ (m + n) + 2t + 3t, giving a result

= A{m + n) + terms in (8, k, t, i), where .4 is a numerical coefficient calculable as

above by simply writing m = « = l, m" = m?i = n' = 2, &c., and which is =0 when the

term is of the proper form pS + qK + rr + si. The complete reduction to the form in

question is material in the sequel, but I advert to the point here only for the sake

of the numerical verification.

116. Third equation:

= =
- iom — 4.5m + a ( + 27)

+ 120m + 120rt + a (- 4m - 4)t - 78) + 3a=

+ 15m +o( n- 7)

- 36m - 27« + a ( 4m + 3» + 18) - 2o»

- 54m- 48ji+a( +40)- a'.

3(5)

+ (3.2)

+ lSupp. (3, 2)-«(3, 2)}

+ (3, 2)(4m + 3n-2a)

-2(.2, 2)

Verification is 16 + 3(1 .2 -7) = 0.
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117. Fourth equation:
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2(4, 1)

+ (3, 1, 1)

+ {Supp. (3. 1, l)-«(3, 1, 1)1

+ (3, 1, l)(47n + 3n-2a)

- (• 2, 1, 1)

= =
— I6m- — 40tom— 16h- (i)

-
fm^ - lOmrn ~ lOmn^ - |?i^ + if^m^ + 116mn + ig^w^ (2)

— ^m'+ ^hi+ ^mif + ^ifm-+ \^mn— In" (»)

im''+ifmhi+ Hmif + ^n^- 26m=- ^^mn- ^)f (*)

- 24to='- 36»nn- 12w= (s)

(1) + 208«i + 208h + a ( + 12?7i + 12« - 132)

(2) - 434??i - 43471 + o ( fm=4-6mn + f«--«2-m-^>i + 291)-|«=

(5) - 507W- 2.3ji + a( ^rti" ~^m- ^n+ 33)

(*) + 108m + 81?i + a (- m= - 4mn - n- + Im + ^w - 54) + 3a=

(6) +168ni+168n, + a(- m^ - 2mn - ^n^ + 2.5m + ^n - 138) + fa=.

Verification is (- ^ + i + 2) 4 + (^ + i2i--7) 2- .50-23 + 3 (^ . 4 - (J^ + i) 2 + .33) = 0.

118. Fifth equation:
^

= =

4(6)

+ (3, 2)

+ (Supp. (2, 3) - « (2, 3)}

+ (2, 3)(2m + n-a)

-(•1.3)

- 60?w- 60n+a( 36)

+ 120m + 120n + o (- 4m - 4h - 78) + 3a»

91= + 8m- n + a( - 3)

- 8m= - 12m»t - 4n= - 12m- 6?i+a( 10m + 7« + 6) - 30^

+ 8m= + 12mw + Zn'' - o6m - .53?i + a (- 6m - 3« + 39).

Verification is 2 + 8 - 1 + 3 (- 3) = 0.

119. Sixth equation:

3(4, 1)

+ 2(3, 2)

+ 2(2, 2, 1)

+ (Supp. (2, 2, l)-«(2, 2, 1)J

+ (2, 2, l)(2m + ?t-a)

-2(-2, 1, 1)

= =

-24m=- 60mn- 24/1'' + 312m + 312n

+ 240«t + 240*1

+ 48m= + 108m?! + 4871== - 936m - 936?i

+ 12?n2+ 6??m- 6n''- 60m- 6«

+ 12m^+ 187wri,+ 6«2 + 108m+ 547(

- 48m'' - 72m.7i - 2471= + 336m + 336k

(1)

W

(S)

(»)

(3)

m
35—2
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(1) +o( +18m+18w-198)

(2) +a( - 8m- 8n-156) + a»( + 6)

(3) +a( -16m-16ra+ 654)+ a»( m + ji-24)

<4) +a( mn — 8m— 2n+ 30)

(s) +a( 2m'+3mn + w'-36j?i-21w- b^) + a?{-m-n + lb)

(6) +a(- 2m''-4mn-ji'' + 50m + 29re-276) + o»( + 3).

Verification is (12 + 6 - 6) 2 - 60- 6 + 3 (4-(8 + 2)2 + 30) = 0.

120. Seventh equation:

= =

2(3,1,1)

+ (2, 1, 1, 1)

+ {Supp. (2, 1, 1, l)-«(2, 1, 1, 1)}

+ (2, 1, 1, l)(2m + n-a)

-(•1, 1, 1, 1)

\ m* + ^m?n + Sm^ft^ + |m/i' + ^ii*

— ^m*— fm'rt — 4mW — Jm?!.' — ^?i.*

(1)

(«)

(S)

(5)

(1) -3m»-20m=m-20mn"-3»i» + 109m2 + 232mw + 109?i2- 868w-868n (i)

(2) 6m»+307»^+30mn'' + 6n.='-l74m*-348m»i-l74n''+ 1320m (2)

(8) - |m«ft- omn'-fn'- 20m:'- omn+ ^^vf+ 80m + 26» (s)

() -Sm'-AfrnVi- 13mn»-fn^+ ^m»+ 37mM+ ^n-- 150m- 75»i {*)

(5) +2m'+12m>/i+ 8»in^+ v? + i.^m?+ Mmn^-^'^n'- 382w- 403/1 (e)

<i) +a( 3m» + 12»/in+ 3m^- 69m- 69ji +582) + a''( - 9)

0} + a ( ^' + m'^ + TOM" + ^n' - -^' - 26TOn - J^i?i'' +^m ->r^n- 960) + a? (- |m - |w + 28)

(« +a( — m*— |7>i»i+ i>i''+ 19m + f
« - 54)

<4) +o(-^TO»-TO"n-m»«-^n»- iTO''+ \mn-it ii'+ Afm+ %"-n+ 75) + a2( |m +fn-^)

<» +a( 6m'+12?n,ft+ 3«"- 86»i- 55ri + 357) + a^( - »).

Verification is

(i + l)8H-(-^-5-§)4 + (-20-5 + ^)2 + 80 + 26 + 3((-l-f + J)4 + (19 + f)2-54) = 0.
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121. Eighth equation

:
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=

5(5)

+ (4, 1)

+ rSupp. (I, 4)-«(T, 4)

\-(m-f)(2(.4)-(/4))}

- 75m - 75tt + a
( 45)

- 8m» - 20mn - 8n? + 104m + 104?i + a (6m + 6n- 66)

Im — 4ri + a ( 1)

+ (-n + f)(.4)

+ (-m + f)(/4)

+ o?i(5)

Verification ia 1—4 + 3.1=0.

122. Ninth equation :

= =

4(4, 1)

+ 2(3, 2)

+ 2 (3, 1, 1)

+ rSupp. (T, 1, 3)-«(I, 1, 3)
I

l-(m-2)(2(-l, 3) -(/I, 3))j

+ (-n + 2)(. 1, 3)

+ (- m 4- 2) (/ 1, 3)

+ n(4(4, l) + 2(2. 3))

lOmn + Stt"- ^m- ^n + a( - 6b + 10)

8m^ + lOmn - ^m - ^^n + a (- 6m + 10)

+ on.

- 32m=- 80mn- 32n» (i)

(2)

3m' - 20m»n - 20mjii' - 3n» + 109jn.' + 232m»i + lOQn" (3)

- 2m'' + 12m«+ 2n= (D

+ 8m*w + 12m«» + 3n'- 16m«- SOjwji - 59w'' (6)

+ 3m=+12m=n+ 8mn' - .59m-- 80m?i - 16n- («)

— 4m/i — 4n- (7)

(I) + 416m + 416n + a ( + 24m + 24n - 264)

O) + 240m + 240n, + a ( -8m- 8n-156) + 6a»

(S) - 868m - 868m + a ( 3m» + 12m»i + 3»i»- 69m- 69» + 582) - 9a^

(4) - 6m + 30/1 + a (
- 4m - 10» - 6) + Sa^

(5) +112m + 106w + a( - 6m?i- 3w2+ 12m + 45n- 78)

(«> +106m + 112« + a(- 3m=- 6mM +45m + 12w- 78)

(7) - 36w + a( + 6n ).

Verification is (-2 + 12 + 2) 2-6 + 30 + 3 ((- 4- 10) 2-6) + 3.9. 2 = 0.
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123. Tenth equation

:

= =

3^3, 2)

+ (2, % 1)

+ fSupp. (T, 2, 2)-«(l, 2, 2) \

l-(m-2)(2(.2, 2)-(/2, 2))J

+ (-n + 2)(.2, 2)

+ (-m + 2)(/2, 2)

+ 3n(3. 2)

0) +«(- 12771 -12?i- 234) + a=( + 9)

(2) +a(- 8wj- 8n + 327) + a=(i??i + in-12)

(3) +a( - 3/i.- 13) + a=( + 1)

(4) +a( +20m- 40) + a»( -\n\ 1)

(5) +a( 207?t - 40) + a=(^??t + 1)

(«) +a( + 3n ).

Verification is + 33 + 3 (- 3 . 2 - 13) + 9 . 2 = 0.

+ 360m + 360« (1)

24m» + 54mn + 24n'' - 468to - 468)i (2)

+ 6m + 33»^ (S)

— 27m« - 24/1- + 54»t + 48re (4)

- 24wi= - 27mn + 48?ft + 54« (S)

- 27« (8)

124. Eleventh equation

:

3(3,1,1)

+ 4(2, 2, 1)

+ 3(2, 1, 1, 1)

+ J-Supp. (1, 1, 1, 2)-«(I, 1, 1, 2)

l-(m-J)(2(-l, 1, 2) -(/I, 1. 2))

+ (-« + J)(.l, 1, 2)

+ (-m + |)(/l, 1, 2)

+ n(3(3, 1, l) + 2(2, 2,1))

= 0^

-
fm' - 30?/t2/i - 30mn'' - |re»

+ ISm'' + 90wr-ft + 90Ht/i'' + 18?i'

- |m' — |m*ft — 6m«' — 3n'

- 24m='« - 36nm= - 12»i'

- 12m' - 36m'n - 24m?i=

+ \m-n-\- 6?nn''+ \n*

0>

(0

(3)

(4>

(•->>

(6)

(7>
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(1) + ^im^ + SiSmn + ^^n^ - 1302m - 1302n + a (
(i)

(s) + 96m- + 21Qmn + 96n^ - 1872m - 1872n, + a ( («

(3) - .522m2 - 1044mn - .522n^ + 3960?ft + 3960?i + a ( Jm» + Sm'n + Smn' + ^n? (s)

(4) + ^m'- ^mn+ ISn^- 2m- 191n + a( (4)

(B) + 56m^+ 2527?m + 196w= - 392m- 392n. + a (
- m?n - 2mn^ - ^n? (s)

(6) +196m2+ 2o2m/i+ 36n=- 392m- 392n, + a (- iwi' - 2m''n - mn' (6)

(7) - i^mn- i^n' + 189w + a ( (7)

(1) fm'+18mw+ fH^- ^m- 2ni„+ 873) + a"

(

-3^)

(«) - 32m - 32m + 1308) + a'' ( 2m + 2m - 48)

(8) - i^m^ - 78mn - i^n? + 358m + 358n - 2880) + a^- fm - |n + 84)

(4) - ^mn - 2»» + ^m + ^^n + 55) + a^

(

m+ n- s^)

(« + ^m" + s^mn + i^ri'

-

J^m--L^n+ 322) + a^( fm - p

(«) +^m= + s^?»m+ J»i^--i^m- i^M + 322) + a= ( + |n - P
(7) 2mn+ 2m= ^m ).

Verification is 4(-f-f -6 -3) + 2(^t_^4.18)-2 - 191

+ 3((-§-2)4 + (^a + 25ii)2 + 55)+9((l + l)4-^.2)=:0.

125. Twelfth equation

:

=

2(2, 1, 1, 1)

+ 5(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)

+ f Supp. (1,1,1, 1,1)-«(1, 1,1, 1,1)

t-(m-§)(2l

+ (-« + !)(. 1, 1, 1, 1)

+ (-m+f)(/l. 1, 1, 1)

+ 2n(2, 1, 1, 1)

1, 1, 1, 1)-«(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)|

1(1, 1, 1, l)-(/l, 1, 1, 1))J

(1)

^m" + ^m*n + ^mht? + ^mPn' + -^mn* + ^n' (2)

— j\m*n — § m'ti" — mV — J nin* — ^n^ W

— ^Tiv- — ^m*n — mW — §mV — -^mn* (s)

<«)
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0) + 12m»+ 60m»n+ 60mn-+ 12n» d)

(2) - ^m* - ^TO'n - lOm'^n^ - ^»w' - f\n* - A^m' - ^^mrn - -^finin' - A^m' («

(.1) - im* - fm»»i - -yim^H- - 3jn»» - ^* + 47n'' + i^ni^n + y-mn^ + 9n= (••«

W + |«i* + fiw^i + Jf»n=»i» + ^mn» + ^n* - |m> + ^mhi + 4fmw» + ^n' (*)

(5) + ^vi*+ ^-mhn + J^^n" + f^m?t» + \n* + ^m» + ^^mhi + ffmn» - |n' (5)

(«) ^m"n+ 2»t'^=+ 2nwi'+ ^n* - hvihi- IQmn^ - on' (8)

(i» - 348m'- 696wm- 348n« + 2640m + 2640?i + o ( ^m? + 2vi^n+ 2mn^ + ^n* d)

(2) +af|Jim' + ^^m7i.+ 4?|^n--3159m-3159n + a(-fm»--yim»n,--i=^m?i''-|n' (2)

(3) - y-m' - l^mn - ^n^ - J^ + ifJ^n + a ( ^m' + m^Ji + mn- + ^m' (s)

(4) - 362m^ - ^^»«7i - ^^rl' + ifim + sgi^n + a ( |m^ + 3mn= + |«» ()

<«' - 'H^ot" - 2§iwin - a|2„2 + ti^,rt + i|4„ ^. a ( Jm» + 3ni=n + ^mn- (s)

(6) + ^m?i + ^^n- - loOn + a
(

(6)

(1) -lorn-- o2mn- 15n=+ ^s^v^+ ^^n - 1920) + o" ^- 3m- 3n + 56)

(2) + i4&ni' + U5mn + ^^n^ - :^^m -l^^n + 24:50) + a." ( ^w* + -*^w - 75)

(SI - |7n2- mn+ fw^ _ |^_ 8^„ _ 34) + «.= (- |m - fn+13)

(4) - 4m^- ^mn- ^n=+ -Lpm + if|in- 238) + a'

(

- |n + 3)

(s) _ ^w'- ^m?i- 4n-+if|ij?H- H^m- 238) + a- (- |m + 3)

(6) 3tmi- 3?i- + 29n ).

Verification is

(-i-J-¥-3-i)8 + (4 + ¥ + ¥+9)4 + (-¥-14-^)2 + (-^+iF)

+ 3((^ + l + l + ^)8 + (-f-l + |)4 + (-f-%«-)2-34) + 9((-f-i)4+13.2) = 0.

126. It will be observed that in the eighth and following equations, viz. those

wherein the expression of the Supplement contains the symbol (1), I have included

along with the Supplement within the
[ }, the terms — (m — ^) (2 (• 4)— (/ 4)j, &c., viz.

these are — (m — |) into number of point-pairs (4), &c. : this is for convenience only;

it simplifies the calculation, both from the symmetrical form under which the remaining

terms present themselves in the several equations, and because the expressions of the

terms in question, (these terms being mere multiples of a number of point-pairs) are

by Zeuthen's theory known in terms of the Capitals. It is to be noticed that for any

equation, to find the system to which the Capitals belong, we diminish by unity the

barred number and then remove the bar; thus for the seventh equation, where we

have Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1), the Capitals belong to the system (1, 1, 1, 1).
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(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

127. Referring to Nos. 41 to 47 of the First Memoir, for convenience I collect the

capitals which belong to a single curve, giving the values in terms of m, n, a as follows.

(1, 1, 1, 1)

A =^8(8-1) =lm* -lm''+2m^ - |m=- 2mn + 8n=+ ^m- 2n

+ a(- fm'= + fro - 6w + f) + fa';

5 = S (w - 4) (m - 4) = ^»w - 2m^ - fm^ + 4mn'' + lOmr - 14mw - 16n= - 8m + 64n

+ a (
— fmw + 6™+ 6n — 24)

;

C =T.i(TO-4)(m-5)= ^iV + 2m'-im=w-fmw='-18m''+ |mn+ 5n^ + 40m- .5n

+ a(-frn' +^m - lo)

;

Z) = t.i(m-3)(7»-4)= -|m^ H-^m" -18m

+ a( im" - im + 6).

(8)

(3)

(6)

(2)

(1)

(2. 1, 1)

E =S(n-4)

F =2S(m-3)

=2T(m-4)

i) [= t . ^ (m — 3) (m — 4) supra]
;

zr =8«

(2) / =/e(n-3)(m-4)

(5) J =t(m-3)

^m''?! — 2?rt' — ^?i + 4n'- + 2m — 16»

+ «( -^n+ 6);

m' — 4wi° + 8m» + 3m — 2in

+ a( - 3m +9);
mn' + 8m^ — mn — 4:7i^ — 32m + 4«

+ a( -3m +12);

- fm^i + fmn — 12n*

+ «( ^i= - j^+jg7^ )-K;
- 3mm'' + 9mn +12/1" - 36»i

+ a( mw — 3to— 4?i+12);

- Sni' +9m+a(m- 3).

(2.2)

(9) K =T

(3) i i =K{n-3)

(1)
i

ilf =i«(«-l)

(2)|i\r=»

(1) =«
C. VI.

j^n''+4m-im + a( - f)

;

.3?i^ +9M + a( n-3);

fn^ +|m + a(_3„_^) + ^a=;

-3m +a( 1);

-Sn + a( 1).

36
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(3. 1)

(2) P =28 =m> - m + 8n+a( -3);

(2) Q =2t re=' + 8»i- w + a( - 3);

(5) J [=1 (m — 3) suprd,]
;

(4) i2=/e(m-3) = - Smn +9n+a(m-3).

(4)

(4)

iV[=t mprd];
s

(2) [=ic supra].

128. I make the following calculations, serving to express in terms of Zeuthen's

Capitals, the terms in
{ } contained in the twelve equations respectively.

iV = - 3m + a

3m + a (first equation).

2J= -6m»

+ R = — Smn

+ 18m

+ 9n

+ a(2m-6)

+ a( TO -3)

6K -.

+ L-.

+ 3N-.

+ 20:

— 6m'— Smn + 18?n + 9n + a (Sm - 9) (second equation).

3n'' + 24m-3n + a( -9)

- 3ri» +9n + a (n - 3)

- 9m +«( 3)

- 6w + a ( 2)

= m*

E

+ F-

+ 2G =

+ i) = -fm»

+ 3J =

+ J' =

15m +a(n — 7) (third equation).

^ni'n - 2m-- ^mn + in^+ 2m-16»t + a(

- 4m' + 8«m + 3m - 24n + a (

2mw'+16m'- 2mn - 8n' - 64i?i + 8n + a(

+ ^' -18m +a(i

. - 9m* +27m +a(

- Sn" + 9?i + a (

-f«+ 6)

— 3m + 9)

- 6m + 24)

— im + 6)

3m - 9)

n- 3)

^m» + ^mbi + 2mn' + ^wt' + -y- '«•« - 7n"-' - 50?/i - 23n + a
(
J»i'' - Jj^m - in + 33)

(fourth equation)
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Q=n'+&ni-7i- 3a

n- + 8m — ii—Sa (fifth equation).

SG = 37/m= + 24^)1^ - Smn - 12n^ - 96m + 12n + ix{ - 9m

+ / =

+ 4J =

+ 2J' =

+ 36)

+ 9mn + I2n- - 36re + a (inn - 3m - 4?i 4 12)

12m= 4-36m +a( 4im -12)

- 6n= +18n + a( 2n- 6)

12»?i- + 6?w?i — 67i' — 60»t 6« + a {mn — ^n — 2n-\- 30)

(sixth equation).

B = ^mhi - 2m' - fm«n. + ^iii' + 10??i= - 14«m - IGm" - 8«t + 6%!

+ 4C= m^«2 + 8m'- m'^n-gmji^ -72/«"+ 9wi» + 20/i= + 160m - 20);

+ 4i) = - 6wt^ + 42/H= - 12m

+ iy= -fn' +s^n"- -18n

^m*?! + 7)v'n- - ^'n - 5mn' - fw' - 20m'i - onm + ^n" + 80m + 26n

<i)

(2)

(31

(6)

0)

(2)

(3)

(••)

(S)

+ o (
— ^mii

+ a (- 3?/i=

+ a ( 2«i2

+ «(

+ 6m + 6w-24)

^ + 27m - 60)

- 14m + 24)

^71'^ -171+ 6)

+ a (— m" — fmn + ^w' + 19m + fw — 54) (seventh equation).

-*a-ii«' = m
+ f = - 4n + ^a

m — 4n + a (eighth equation).

(2, 3) = -4m -4ft- 6 + 3a

+ 2(4, 1)= 2m+2w- 12

-2P

- Q

-2R

+ J'

— 2m — 2ft — 18 + 3x (used i7ifra)

= -2m' +2m-16n+a(
= — ft" — 8»i + w + a (

= 6mn — 18tt+a(— 2m

= -3w= + 9?i+a(

6)

3)

+ 6)

n- 3)

k[{2, 3) +2 (4, l)j = 6m>i + 6n'' + 54w + o (- 2m - lln - 18) + 3a=

- 2m= + 12mw + 2w' - 6m + 30« + a (- 4m - 10?i - 6) + 3a»

(ninth equation).

36—2
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Si =-9n» +27» + o( 3n- 9)

+ 2M = 9n' + 3n + a(-6n- l) + a^

-2JV = +6m +a( - 2)

- = 3n + a( - 1)

Gm + 33n + a (— 3»i - 13) + a» (tenth equation).

S

«(2, 2, 1) = -18mn-18n» - 1627i (D

_^D = |to' - |m» + 6to (I)

- 2^ = - m*n + 4?ft= + lm« - Sn' - 4m + 32n (s)

-2F = - 2m» + 8m' - 16mre - 6m + 48n (4)

- G = - mn.» - 8m=+ lmn+ 4n'' + 32m- 4/i (s)

+ ^H = -^m^ + ^mn- 4ra» (6)

+ J/ = -5mn' +15m(H-20n' - 60)t (7)

-^J = +10m= -30m (8)

+ 2Z)' = -3w» +21n^ - 36n (9)

- J' = Sn* - 9n (10)

-fm'-fm"n-6mw''-3n» + ^m'-A^mm+18«''- 2m-191n (u)

(1)

(S)

(*)

<B)

(ID

(»)

(8)

(W

00)

(11)

+ «( -3mn-3n'+ 6m+ 51n+ 54) + a»(»?i + >i-15)

+ a (- Jw"

+ «(

+ a(

+ «(

+ a( ^»

+ a(

+ «(

+ «(

+ a(

$mn

In'

+ Jm - 2)

Sn - 12)

6m - 18)

3m - 12)

- im+i^ n ) + «'(

- 5m- ^n+20)

- J^m + 10)

' -n 7n + 12)

- n+ 3)

- i)

(eleventh equation).
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«(2,1,1,1)= -\m^n- 3m=m=-3m?i'-^* + jy^m% + 24mii'' + -^n' -37m»i- 37n= (i)

-*A =-^m* + |m'- fm^w + ^m=+ frnn- %2.^' (2)

— §fi = —
fm'n

—10= — ^imhi-

-2D

— D' =

_ ^m^+ ^m%+ imin? +24m='- Smr?.- ^n= (*)

3m' - 2\w? (5)

fw' - ^-v? (6)

- ^m* - |m'}i - i^»=n=' - 3nm' - Jn'' + 47h' + ^»i=»i + ly-mn^ + 9n' -•^'^m^- 14mn -2|%2 (7)

(1) + 225w + a (^' + 7)i'w + mn" + ^n'

(2) - ^m + §» + a (

(3) + ^m - ^n + a.
(

(4) -i«iini+ 5^71 + a(

(5) + 36ffi + a (

(«) + 18w + a(

- fm" - |mw + 2w= + 3/m - ^n - 75) + a»(-fm-fn + ^)
m' - rra+ 8w- l) + a=( - |)

+ f?rew -10m- lOn + 40)

m= - 9m +20)

-m^ + 7m -12)

-^n= + fji- 6)

ff) - -i^m + Afin+a(^m»+m^n + mri2+^n'-f m"- mn + ^ri'- |m- ^n- 34)+an-fm -f ?i + 13)

, (twelfth equation)-

129. We have consequently, by means of the results just obtained,

Supp. (5) = *(5)

+ JV

Supp. (4, 1) = k(1. 1)

+ 2J+R

Supp. (3, 2) = k{% 2)

+ 6K + L + SN+20

Supp. (3, 1, 1) = /c(3, 1, 1)

+ D + E+F+2G + 2J + J'

Supp. (2, 3) = *(2, 3)

+ Q

Supp. (2, 2, 1) = K(l 2, 1)

+ 3(? + / + 4J+2J'

Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1)= «(2, 1, 1, 1)

+ B + 'iO + 4>D+D'

(first equation),

(second equation),

(third equation),

(fourth equation),

(fifth equation),

(sixth equation),

(seventh equation).
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Supp. (1, 4) = «(1, 4) +(„i-f)(4i\r + 20)

-iN + ^0

[407

(eighth equation).

(ninth equation).

(tenth equation).

Supp. (1, 1,3) = « (1, 1, 3) + « (2. 3) + « . 2 (4. 1)

+ («j - 2) (2P + 2.Q + oJ + iR)

-2P-Q-2R + J'

Supp. (T, 2, 2) = «(I, 2, 2) \

+ (m-2){9K + 3L+ M + 2N+0)

+ SL + 2M-2N-0

Supp. (1, 1, 1, 2)= k{1, I, 1, 2) + ^(2, 2, 1)

+ {vi-l){SE+3F+6G + 2D+ H + 2I+ oJ)

-2E-2F- 0-iD + iH + ^I-i^-J+2D'-J'

(eleventh equation).

Observe that

G-2E' = 0, G'-2E = 0, SG + I+ 8J=SG' + r + 8J',

relations which may be used to modify the form of the last preceding result.

Supp.(l, 1,1,1, 1)= /c(T, 1, 1, 1, l) + «(2, 1, 1, 1)

+ {m-^)(A + 2B+*G+W)
-^A-^B-^C- D' (twelfth equation).

130. We may in these equations introduce on the right-hand sides in place of a

symbol such as p the symbol pxl: for example, in the fifth eqtiation, writing

(2, 3) = (27l, 3) + [(2. 3) - (i^a, 3)],

and therefore also

k{2, 3) = «(2«1, 3) + * [(2, 3)-(2/ci, 3)],

the second term k[{2, 3)-(2«1, 3)] can be expressed in terms of Zeuthen's Capitals.

The remark applies to all the twelve equations ; only as regards the first four of them,

inasmuch as (5«1) = 0, . . (3/cl, 1, 1) = 0, it is the whole original terms k(S)..k{3, 1, 1)

which are thus expressible by means of Zeuthen's Capitals. By the assistance of the

formulaj (First Memoir, Nos. 69 and 73) we readily obtain

*(6)

«(4, 1)

= K =

= « (m + n — 6)

= R + J'

Beferring to

(first equation).

(second equation).



k{3, 2) =K{-9 + a) = K{S(n-S) + K-l + l)

= 3L + 2M+0
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Befening to

(third equation).

k(S, 1, 1) =/c(|m= + 2mw + ^ji'--»^rre-J2iw + 27-|a)

= H+2I+D' + J' (fourth equation).

viz. K~^ H = ^m' — hm + 4tt — fa

«-'.2/ = 2mn - 6»i - 8>i + 24

«-'
. Z)' = Jji- - |m + 6

«-' J' = n- 3

^m= + 2mn + ^= - J^wi - J^»i + 27 - fa

AC (2, 3) =«(2«:1, 3)

/«r(2, 2, 1) =/c(2^, 2, l) + /<:(n-3)

= /«(2;a, 2, 1) + /'

*:(2, 1, 1. 1)=k(2acT, 1, 1. \)+K.\{n-^){n-4-)

= /c(2«l, 1, 1, l) + i)'

(fifth equation),

(sixth equation).

(seventh equation).

(eighth equation).

K(l. 4) =Ae(l/«l, 4)4- «

= /e(lTl, 4)+0

«(T, 1. 3) + /«(2, 3) + «2(4, 1)

= k{U\, 1, 3) + /c(2^, 3) +/c(n-3)

+ /<:(2/a, 3)

+ K (2m + 2re - 6)

= /e(ia. 1. S) + 2>c(2i^i, S)+2R + SJ'

k{1, 2, 2) =K(hcl, 2, 2) + «[3(n-3) + A:-lj

= «(La, 2, 2) + SL + 2M

k(1. 1, 1, 2)+«(2, 2, 1)

= a:(1«1, 1, 1, 2) + a:(2«1, 2, 1)+ « (^
(« - 3)(n - 4)+ 8 + 2 w~-^3 m - 4}

+ /«:(2/d, 2, l) + «(?i-3)

(ninth equation),

(tenth equation).

= /c(l«l, 1, 1, 2) + 2«(2«l, 1. 2)

+ D' + H+2I + J' (eleventh equation).
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K (I, 1, 1, 1, 1) + /c (2, 1, 1, 1) Referring to

= «(T7l, 1, 1, 1, 1)+ k{2k\, 1, 1, 1)

+ «(2id, 1, 1, l)+/c.i(«-3)(n-4)

= /c(Lci, 1, 1, 1, l) + 2/c(27l, 1, 1, \) + iy (twelfth equation).

131. Hence, substituting in the expressions of the several Supplements, we have

Supp. (5) = ^

+ i\^ (first equation).

Supp. (4, 1) = R + J'

+ 2J + R (second equation).

Supp. (3, 2) = 3Z + 2M+0
+ 6K + L + nN+20 (third equation).

Supp. (3, 1, 1) = H + 2I+ I)' + J'

+ E + F+2G + D-\-SJ+J' (fourth equation).

Supp. (2, 3) = /c(2«l, 3)

+ Q (fifth equation).

Supp. (2, 2, 1) = >c(2k1, 1,1) + J'

+ 3G + I + U+2J' (sixth equation).

Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1) = k(2kI, 1, 1, !) + !>'

+ B + 4C + iD + D' (seventh equation).

Supp. (1, 4)

Supp. (1, 1, 3)

Supp. (1, 2, 2)

= k(U1, 4) +

+ (m-f)(4iV+0)

= K (LTi, 1, 3) + 2k (2ici, 3) +2R + 3J'

+ (m - 2) (2P + 2Q + 5J+ 4:R)

-2P- Q-2R + J'

= Kiha, 2, 2) + SL + 2M
+ i7n-2)(9K + 3L+ M+2K+0)

+ 'SL + 2M-2N-0

(eighth equation).

(ninth equation).

(tenth equation).
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Supp. (1, 1, 1, 2) = A;(Lel, 1, 1, 2) + 2k {2^, 1, 2)

+ H+2I+ iy + J'

+ (m-l){SE + 2F+6G + 2D+ H+2I+5J}
-2E-2F- G-^D-\-\H+ iI-ii-J+2D'-J'

(eleventh equation).

Supp. (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)= k(,\k\, 1, 1, 1, l) + 2/c(27l, 1, 1, l)+U

+ (m - f) (4 + 25 + 4(7+ 3i))

-|4-f£-fC-2D-D'.
(twelfth equation).

132. Hence finally, merely collecting the terms, we have the following expressions

of the Supplements in the twelve equations respectively.

Supp. (5)

Supp. (4, 1)

Supp. (3, 2)

Supp. (3, 1, 1)

Supp. (2, 3)

Supp. (2, 2, 1)

Supp. (2, 1, 1, 1)

Supp. (1, 4)

Supp. (1, 1, 3)

Supp. (I, 2, 2)

(first equation),

(second equation),

(third equation),

(fourth equation),

(fifth equation),

(sixth equation),

(seventh equation),

(eighth equation).

= N+0
= 2J+2R + J'

= 6if+4L + 2i/ + 3iV+30

= D + E+ F-\-2G + H+2I+^J+D' + 2J'

= K{2icl, 3) + Q

= /c(2«i, 2, l) + 3(? + / + 4J+ 3J'

= K^l, 1, 1, 1) + JS + 4C+4Z> + 2Z>'

= /<:(l7l, 4) +(4m-7)iV^+ (2m-l)0

.= /c(l7l, 1, 3) + 2/«:(2^1, 3)

+ (2m-6)P+(2m-5)Q+(5rK-10)J+(4m-8)i2+4J' (ninth equation).

= k{\kI, 2, 2)

+ (9m-18)if+3mX+(m4-2)if+(2»w-6)iV+(m-3)0 (tenth equation).

Supp. (I, 1, 1, 2) = K(lic\, 1, 1, 2)+2K{2ic\, 1, 2)

+ (27n - 5) D + (.3m - 9) i:+ (3m - 9) J*'+ (6m - 15) G

+ ( m-l)i/' + (2m-l)/+ (5m-15)J+3i)' (eleventh equation).

Supp. (I, 1, 1, 1, 1)= k{Ik\, 1, 1, 1, 1)+2«(2,<1, 1, 1, 1)

+ (m - 4) ^ + (2m -7)5 + (4m - 12) + (3m -10) D, (twelfth equation).

where I recall the remark, ante, No. 126, that in each equation the Capitals belong

to the system obtained by diminishing the barred number by unity and removing the

bar; (4) for the first equation, (3, 1) for the second, and so on.

c, VI, 37
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133. These are, I think, the true theoretical forms of the Supplements, viz.

(attending to the signification of the Capitals) the expressions actually exhibit how the

Supplement arises, whether from proper conies passing through or touching at a cusp,

or from point-pairs (coincident line-pairs) or line-pairs (including of course in these

terms line-pair-points). Thus, for instance, Supp. (5)= N + 0. Referring to the ex-

planations. First Memoir, Nos. 41 to 47, N(=i) is the number of the line-pair-points

described as "inflexion tangent terminated each way at inflexion," and (=«) the

number of the line-pair-points described as "cuspidal tangent terminated eadb ^ay at

cusp," or in what is here the appropriate point of view, we have as a coincident

line-pair each inflexion tangent and each cuspidal tangent. Reverting to the generation

of the first equation, when the point P is a point in general of the given curve,

the curve is the conic (5), having with the curve .5 intersections at P, and besides

meeting it in the 2m — 5 points F'. When the point P is at an inflexion, the

curve @ becomes the coincident line-pair formed by the tangent taken twice, the

number of intersections at P is therefore =6, and the inflexion is therefore (specially)

a united point. Similarly, when the point P is at a cusp, the curve becomes the

coincident line-pair formed by the tangent taken twice, the number of intersections at

P is therefore =6, and the cusp is thus (specially) a united point: we have thus the

total number of special united points = k+ i, agreeing with the foregoing d posteriori

result, Supp. (5) =N + 0.

134. Or to take another example ; for the fifth equation we have

Supp. (2, S) = K(2il, S) + Q;

Q (= 2t) is the number of the line-pair-points described as " double tangent terminated

each way at point of contact," or, in the point of view appropriate for the present

purpose, we have each double tangent as a coincident line-pair in respect to the one

of its points of contact, and also as a coincident line-pair in respect to the other of

its points of contact. Reverting to the generation of the equation, when the point P
is a point in general on the given curve, the curve is the system of conies (2, 3)

touching the curve at P, and having besides with it a contact of the third order;

since for each conic the number of intersections at P is = 2, the total number of

intersections at P is =2 (2, 3), and the remaining (2m — 2) (2, 3) intersections are the

points P'. Suppose that the point P is taken at the point of contact of a double

tangent ; of the (2, 3) conies, 1 (I assume this is so) becomes the coincident line-paii

formed by the double tangent taken twice, and gives therefore 4 intersections at P,

the remaining (2, 3) — 1 conies are proper conies, giving therefore 2 (2, 3) — 2 intersections

at P, or the total number of intersections at P is 2 (2, 3) -(- 2 intersections ; or there

ia a gain of 2 intersections. As remarked (No. 96), this does not of necessity imply

that the point in question is to be considered as being (specially) 2 united points

;

I do not know how to decide d priori whether it is to be regarded as being 2 united

points or as 1 united point, but it is in fact to be regarded as being (specially) only

1 united point ; and as the points in question are the 2t points of contact of the

double tangents, we have thus the number 2t of special united points. Again, when

the point P is at a cusp, all the (2, 3) conies remain proper conies ((2/el, 3) = (2, 3),
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First Memoir, No. 73), but each of these {qad, conic touching the cuspidal tangent) has

with the given curve at the cusp not 2 but 3 intersections, so that the total number

of intersections at P is 3(2k1, 3), =3(2, 3), and there is a gain of (2, 3) = (2/cl, 3)

intersections. Each cusp counts (specially) as (2/cl, 3) united points, and together the

cusps count as k{'2.ic\, 3) united points; we have thus the total number k{2k\, 3) + 2t

of special united points, agi-eeing with the expression, Supp. (2, 3) = « (2«1, 3) + Q.

135. As appears from the preceding example, or generally from the remark, ante,

No. 96, I have not at present any a priori method of determining the proper numerical

multipliers of the Capitals contained in the expressions of the several Supplements.

I will only further remark, that the reason is obvious why (while in the first seven

equations the multipliers are mere numbers) in the eighth and following equations

the multipliers are linear functions of m; in fact in these last equations the barred

symbol is I, that is, when P is a point in general on the given curve, each of the

conies which make up the curve has with the given curve not a contact of any

order, but an ordinary intersection at P. Imagine a position of P for which one of

these conies becomes a coincident line-pair ; this regarded as a single line has with

the given curve (m — a) ordinary intersections (a a number, = 4 at most, depending on

the contacts which the line may have with the curve) ; for each of the m — a points,

taken as a position of P, one of the conies which make up the curve @ becomes the

coincident line-pair, and there are in respect of this conic two intersections at P
instead of one intersection only. We have thus in respect of the particular coincident

line-pair a group of (m — a) special united points, viz. these are the m — a ordinary

intersections of the coincident line-pair regarded as a single line with the given curve,

and we thus understand in a general way how it is that the order m of the given

curve enters into the expressions of the multipliers of the several Capitals in the last

five equations. The object of the present Memoir was, however, the d, posteriori

derivation of the expressions {ante. No. 132) of the twelve Supplements ; and having

accomplished this, but being unable to discuss the results with any degree of com-

pleteness, I abstain from a further discussion of them.

37—2
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408.

ADDITION TO MEMOIR ON THE RESULTANT OF A SYSTEM

OF TWO EQUATIONS.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLViii. (for the

year 1868), pp. 173—180. Received August 6,—Read November 21, 1867.]

The elimination tables in the Memoir on the Resultant of a System of two Equations,

Phil. Trans. 1857, pp. 70.3—715, [148], relate to equations of the form (o, h ...\x, y)™ = 0,

without numerical coefficients; but it is, I think, desirable to give the corresponding

tables for equations in the form (a, b, . . $«, y)"* = with numerical coefficients, which

is the standard form in quantics. The transformation can of course be effected without

difficulty, and the results are as here given. It is easy to see d priori that the sum

of the numerical coefficients in each table ought to vanish ; these sums do in fact

vanish, and we have thus a verification as well of the tables of the present Addition

as of the tables of the original memoir, by means whereof the present tables were

calculated.

Table (2, 2). Table (3, 2).
"^V'X'?

Resultant of Resultant of

(a, b, c'^x, yf, (a, b, c, d'^x, y)\

(p, q, r^x, y)\ (p, q, r~^x, yf. %^

4..

Vy
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• Table (4, 2).

Resultant of

(a, b, c, d, e'^x, y)*,

(p, q, r^x, yf.

J

W\^
M

^/\f
./

Table (3, 3)*.

Resultant of

(a, h, c, d^x, yf,

{p, q, r, sjx, y)\

''^;>

^>/\?

«i»

'^X^
.^

«<*

* N.B. In the corresponding

table of the memoir, there is an
error in the signs of the last

two terms ; they should be

.^f'

«>/ .^

'^*.

A
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Table (4, 3).

Resultant of

(o, b, c, d, e$a;, yY,

(p. q, r, 8$x, yy.
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Table (4, 4).

Resultant of

(a, b, c, d, e\x, y)\

(p, q, r, s, t'$^x. yf.
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Table (4, 4) continued:



408] 297
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Table (4, 4) concluded:

[408
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409.

ON THE CONDITIONS FOE THE EXISTENCE OF THREE EQUAL
BOOTS, OR OF TWO PAIRS OF EQUAL ROOTS, OF A BINARY
QUARTIC OR QUINTIC.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLVIII. (for the

year 1868), pp. 577—588. Received November 26, 1867,—Read January 9, 1868.]

[It is remarked, Proc. R. Soc. vol. xvil. p. 314, that the above title is a misnomer:

I had in fact in regard to the quintic considered not the twofold relations belonging

to the root-systems 311 and 221 respectively, but the threefold relations belonging to

the root-systems 41 and 32 respectively. The proper title would have been " On the

conditions for the existence of certain systems of equal roots of a binary quartic or

quintic."]

In considering the conditions for the existence of given systems of equalities

between the roots of an equation, we obtain some very interesting examples of the

composition of relations. A relation is either onefold, expressed by a single equation

U=0, or it is, say i-fold, expressed by a system of k or more equations. Of course,

as regards onefold relations, the theory of the composition is well known: the relation

UV=0 is a relation compounded of the relations U=0, V=0; that is, it is a

relation satisfied if, and not satisfied unless, one or the other of the two component

relations is satisfied. The like notion of composition applies to relations in general;

viz., the compound relation is a relation satisfied if, and not satisfied unless, one or

the other of the two component relations is satisfied. I purposely refrain at present

from any further discussion of the theory of composition. I say that the conditions

for the existence of given systems of equalities between the roots of an equation

furnish instances of such composition; in fact, if we express that the function (*^x, y)'*,

and its first-derived function in regard to x, or, what is the same thing, that the

first-derived functions in regard to x, y respectively, have a common quadric factor,

we obtain between the coefficients a certain twofold relation, which implies either that

the equation («5«, i/)" = has three equal roots, or else that it has two pairs of

equal roots; that is, the relation in question is satisfied if, and it is not satisfied
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unless, there is satisfied either the relation for the existence of three equal roots, or

else the relation for the existence of two pairs of equal roots; or the relation for

the existence of the quadiic factor is compounded of the last-mentioned two relations.

The relation for the quadric factor, for any value whatever of n, is at once seen to

be expressible by means of an oblong matrix, giving rise to a series of determinants

which are each to be put =
; the relation for three equal roots and that for two

pairs of equal roots, in the particular cases n = 4 and n = 5, are given in my " Memoir

on the Conditions for the existence of given Systems of Equalities between the roots of

an Equation," Phil. Trans, vol. CXLVii. (1857), pp. 727—731, [150] ; and I propose in the

present Memoir to exhibit, for the cases in question w = 4 and n = 5, the connexion

between the compound relation for the quadric factor with the component relations

for the three equal roots and for the two pairs of equal roots respectively.

we must have

Article Nos. 1 to 8, the Quartic.

1. For the quartic function

(a, b, c, d, e\x, y)*,

the condition for three equal roots, or, say, for a root system 31, is that the quadrin-

variant and the cubinvariant each of them vanish, viz. we must have

/ =ae-46d + 3c''=0,

^ = ace-ad''- Ife + 2bcd - c' = 0.

2. The condition for two pairs of equal roots, or for a root system 22, is that

the cubicovariant vanishes identically, viz. representing this by

(A, B, 5(7, lOA 5E, F, G\x, y)« = 0,

A= a?d- Zahc + 26» = 0,

B = n?e + lahd - 9ac^ + 66»c = 0,

C = ahe- Sacd + 21^ = 0,

D = -ad'+ b'e =0,

E=- ade+ Sbce - 2bd^ = 0,

F = -ae' - 2bde + 9c'e - 6cd' = 0,

G = -be^ +3cde-2d' =0.

3. But the condition for the common quadric factor is

a, 36, 3c, d =0,

b, 3c, Sd, e

a, 3b, 3c, d

b, 3c, Sd, e

and the determinants formed out of this matrix must therefore vanish for (/, J) = 0,

and also for (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) = 0, that is, the determinants in question must be

syzygetically related to the functions (/, J), and also to the functions (A, B, G, D, E, F, 0).
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4. The values of the determinants are

[409

1234 = 3 X 1235 = 3 X 1246 = 1345 = 3 X 2345 = 3 X

a^ce + 1 a^'de - 1 oV - 1 ab<? - 1 ace' + 1

o»rf» - 3 ahee + 4 ahde+ 2 a«?e + 4 ad^e - 1

oJ'e - 1 ai(f + 1 ac»e + 9 ad» - 3 6V - 3
abcd+ 14 ocr'd - 3 wxP - 9 6»de + 1 Jcrfe + 14

oc» - 9 6»e - 3 6«ce - 9 hc\ - 3 6<£» - 8

6»rf - 8 h^cd + 2 6W + 8 6c<^ + 2 0^6-9
6V + 6 cW + 6

5. The syzygetic relation with (/, J) is given by means of the identical equation

= -&I.HU+9J.U,t. -'kcy^ &a?y\ - iafy, a^

a , 36 , 3c , d

b
.

3c , M , e

a. 36 , 3c , d ,

b. 3c , M , e ,

or, as this may be written,

(1234, 1235, 1245, 1345, 23435;a;, yy = -QI.HU+9J.U,

where HU ia the Hessian of U,

5^. yy-= (

6. That is, we have

4

6

4

oc + 1

6» -1
ad + 2

he -2
ae + I

bd+ 2

c' - 3

he +2
cd- 2

ce + I

(P- 1

1234 = ( oc - 6« , a^- 6/, 9/),

1235 = (2ad- 26c ,
46$- 6/, 9/),

1245 = ( ae + 26d - 3cS 6c $- 6/, 9/),

1345 = (26e - 2cd
,
4d^- 61, 9J),

234o = (ce- d' , e^-6I,9J).

I

7. The determinants thus vanish if (/, J) = 0, that is, for the root system 31 •

they will also vanish without this being so, if only

3J \ac-b' ad -be ae + 2bd-Sc^ be-cd ce-d"/SJ _\ ac-b' _
\2I ~J a ~ 26 6c 2d

and we may omit the first member („^ =), since if the remaining terms are equal
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3J"
to each other they will also be =^ . The equations may then be written

2/

ac — ¥, ad — be, ae + 2bd — 3c^ be — cd, ce — d^

a , 2b , 6c , 2d , e

= 0,

and the ten equations of this system reduce themselves (as it is very easy to show) to

the seven equations

(A, B. C, D, E, F, G) = 0,

which, as above mentioned, are the conditions for the root system 22.

8. It may be added that we haveABODE F G

^.1234 = c -46 + 3a
1.1235 = c -3b + a

= d -3c + a
1245 = — e + 4d -3c

= - e + 6c - a
= - d + 3c - b

\ . 1345 = — e + 3d — c

= — e + 3c -h
|.2345 = -3e + 4rf - c

where it is to be noticed that the four equations having the left-hand side =0, give

B : C : D : E : F proportional to the determinants of the matrix

d, — 3c, . , a

— e, . , 6c, . , —a

-d
,

3c, - b

-e , .
, +3c, -b

the determinants in question contain each the factor c, and omitting this factor, the

system shows that B, G, D, E, F are proportional to their before-mentioned actual

values.

Article Nos. 9 to 15, the Quintic.

9. For the quintic function

(a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf,

the condition of a root system 41 is that the covariant, [B=] No. 14, shall vanish,

viz. we must have
A = 2{ae-%d >(%(?) = 0,

B = af- 36e -1- 2cd = 0,

C = 2{bf- 4ce +Sd') = 0.

10. The condition of a root system 32 is that the following covariant, viz.

[SA'B -250, =]3(No. 13)MNo. 14) -25 (No. 15)»,
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12. The conditions for the common [cubic] factor are

a, 46, Gc, 4^d, e =0,

a, 46, 6c, M, e

6, 4c, 6d, 4>e, f
b, 4c, 6d, 4)6, f

the several determinants whereof are given in Table No. 27 of my "Third Memoir on

Quantics," Philosophical Transactions, vol. CXLVI. (1856), pp. 627—647, [144].

13. These determinants must therefore vanish, for (A, B, G) = 0, and also for

(21, 33, ...S, 9)J) = 0, that is, they must be syzygetically connected with {A, B, G), and
also with (21, 33, ... 8, W). The relation to (A, B, G) is in fact given in the Table

appended to Table No. 27, viz. this is

<7x + B X + A X

1234 = + 6a^ - 12 ab + 16 ac - 10 6^^

1235 = + Gab - 2 ac - 10 6^ + 6 ac^

1236 = - 2ac + 8 6'' + 6a<^-18 6c - 2d/+ 8e'
1245 = + 18 ac - 6 a<; - 30 6c + 8 ae+ 10 bd
1240 = + 1-2 be

I
+ 4 ae - 4 6fZ - 24 c^ + 4 6e + 8 cd

1345 = + 24 ad - 8ae -iO bd + 4 a/+ 20 6e

1256 = — 1 ae + i bd+ 3(f + I of + 5 be - 18 cd - 16/+ 4ce+ 3 cf

2345 = + 20ae + 40 bd - 30 c^ - 80 6e + 20 cd + 20 6/+ 40 ce-30 d^

1346 = + 4 ae + 8bd+ 6 c' -36cd + ib/+ 8ce+ Qd"
2346 = + 4 o/ + 20 be - 8 b/ - ice + 24c/
1356 = + 4 6e + 8cd + 4 6/ - 4 ce - 24 t?* + \2de
2356 = + 8b/ + 10 ce - 6 of -30de + \8d/
1456 = + 6 ce + 6 c/ -I8de - 2d/+ 8e=
2456 = + 6 c/ - 2d/ -lOe' + 6e/
3456 = + 16 df- 10 e= - 12 e/ + 6/=

14. Between the expressions 21, 33, &c., and 1234, 1235, &c., there exist relations

the form of which is indicated by the following Table:

C. VI. 39
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15. Assuming the existence of these relations, we have for the determination of

the numerical coefficients in each relation a set of linear equations, which are shown

by the following Tables, viz. referring to the Table headed c2l, 633, a@, a. 1234, [first of

the seven tables infra] if the multipliers of the several terms respectively be A, B, G, X,

then the Table denotes the system of linear equations

A +35 +33(7 +0X = 0,

3 A +0B -102 -16Z = 0,

&c.,

that is, nine equations to be satisfied by the ratios of the coefficients A, B, C, X,

and which are in fact satisfied by the values at the foot of the Table, viz.

A : B : G : X= + 66 : -11 : +1 : +6.

There would be in all fourteen Tables, but as those for the second seven would

be at once deducible by symmetry from the first seven, I have only written down the

seven Tables; the solutions for the first and second Tables were obtained without

difficulty, but that for the third Table was so laborious to calculate, and contains such

extraordinarily high numbers, that I did not proceed with the calculation, and it is

accordingly only the first, second, and third Tables which have at the foot of them

respectively the solutions of the linear equations.

16. The results given by these three Tables are, of course,

66c2l- 11633+ 1 ad + 6a. 1234 = 0,

330 dSl + 110 c33 - 55 6(5 + 9 al) - 105 a . 1235 = 0,

+ 266478575 e2t

-617359490 d33

+ 144200810 eg

+ 9656911 63)

+ 9090785 a(S

- 721004050 c . 1234

+ 90914175 6.1235

-160758675 a. 1245

+ 11559295 a. 1236 = 0.

It is to be noticed that the nine coefficients of this last equation were obtained

from, and that they actually satisfy, a system of fourteen linear equations; so that the

correctness of the result is hereby verified.

39—2
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17. The seven Tables are

First Table.

cSS bf8 a@ a. 1234

«v + 3 + 33
c?ce + 3 - 102 - 16
a'cP -216 + 36
a'be^ + 21 + 135 + 16
a'bcd -12 - 144 + 120 -152
oV -16 + 480 + 96
ah^d + 30 -150 + 80
abV + 50 + 240 -300 - 60
b*c -25 -160

+ 66 - 11

Second Table.

<m dB 6(1 a35 a. 1235 6.1234

aV + 3 + 10 - 4
a'de + 3 - 390 + 24
d?b\f + 33 + 155 + 4
a'bce + 21 - 102 + 100 -84 - 16
a'b(P - 12 -216 - 600 -24 + 36
a'c'd -16 - 144 + 1600 + 64 + 16
ab^e + 135 + 125 + 60
ab\d + 50 + 30 + 120 - 1000 -40 -152
ah<» + 240 + 480 + 96
b*d -25 -150 + 80
bV -150 -300 - 60

+ 330 + 110 - 55 - 105

Third Table.

a'df
aV
a'bcf

a'bde

oVe

abV
ab'ce

aH'cP

abc'd

ac*

b*e

b'cd

ea rfS cS 655 a® C.1234 6.1235 a. 1245 0.1236

+ 3 - 90 - 6 + 6

+ 3 - 195 + 16

+ 33 + 10 + 360 - 4 + 6 -22
-12 + 21 - 390 -1500 + 24 -26 - 6
-16 -102 + 900 - 16 -96 + 16

-144 -216
+ 155

+ 1800
+ 225

+ 36
+ 4

+ 96
+ 16

+ 50 + 135 + 100 + 16 -84 + 90 -10
+ 30 - 600 -1500 -24 -80
+ 240 + 120

+ 480
+ 1600 -152

+ 96
+ 64

-25 + 125 + 60
-150 -150

-300
-1000 + 80

- 60

- 40

+266478575 -617359490 +144200810 +9656911 +9090785 -721004050 +90914175 -160758675 +11559295
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Fourth Table.

a^hdf
a%<?

aV/
a^cde

a'cP

ab'cf

at^de

ah<?e

abed?

cufd

hV
Vce

V<?d

f^ eS rfS ch 6® a5 rf.l234 C.1235 6. 1236 6. 1245 a. 1246 a. 1345

+ 3 + 3 - 114 + 4
-12 + 33 - 90 - 264 + 6 - 6 - 4 - 24

+ 21 - 195 - 990 + 16 - 4 + 64
-16 + 10 + 468 - 4 - 24 + 24

- 144 - 102
- 216

- 390 + 1320
+ 1080

- 16

+ 36
+ 24 + 24 -208

+ 144
+ 50 + 155 + 360 + 900 + 4 -22 + 6 + 24

+ 30 + 135 - 1500 -2700 + 16 - 6 -26 -20 - 40

+ 240 + 100 + 900 + 900 -84 + 16 -96 + 60

+ 120 - 600 + 1800 - 600 -152 - 24 + 96 - 40
+ 480 + 1600 + 96 + 64

-24
- 150

-150
-300

+ 125

- 1000

+ 225

- 1500 + 80
- 60

+ 60

-40

+ 16
- 10 + 90

-80

d?bef

a?cdf

c?c^

a'd^e

ab^J

abe'f

abcde

ahd?

cu^e

(u?d?

h\f
me

i^cd:"

/33 eS d7) c® 6iJ

Fifth Table.

a® e.l234 cJ. 1235 c.1236 c.1245 6.1246 6.1345 a. 1256 a. 2345 C8.1346

+ 3 - 19 + 1

+ 21 + 33 - 114 - 608 + 4 — 2 + 16
- 144 + 10 - 90 + 537 - 4 + 6 - 6 — 16 + 20 -36

-102 - 195 - 245 — 16 + 16 + 16 - 80 -16
- 216 — 390 + 1740 + 36 + 24 + 16 + 60 + 36

+ 30
+ 135

+ 155 - 264
- 990

- 245
-1700 + 16

+ 4 - 4
- 4

- 24
+ 64

— 15 - 80
+ 240

- 16

+ 240 + 360 + 468 + 1740 -22 + 6 -24 + 24 + 60 + 36

+ 120 + 100
600

- 1500 + 1320
+ 1080

-2000
+ 600

— 152 -84
-24

- 6 - 26 + 24 - 208
+ 144

- 860
+ 960

-20

+ 480
+ 1600

+ 900
+ 1800

+ 600
- 400

+ 96

+ 64
+ 16 -96

+ 96
+ 960
-320

- 150 + 225 + 900 + 16 + 24
-150 + 125 - 2700 + 80 + 60 -20 - 40
-300

- 1000 - 1500
+ 900
- 600

60
-40

- 10 + 90
-80

+ 60
- 40
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And the remaining seven Tables might of course be deduced from these by writing

(/, e, d, c, b, a) instead of (a, b, c, d, e, /), and making the corresponding alterations

in the top line of each Table.

18. The equations 21 = 0, 93 = 0,...., 9Jl = consequently establish between the

fifteen functions 1234, 1235, ...3456 a system of fourteen equations, viz. the first and

last three of these are

1234 = 0,

1235 = 0,

- 160758675 . 1245

+ 11559295.1236 = 0,

+ 11559295.1456

- 160758675 . 2356 = 0,

2456 = 0,

3456 = 0.

To complete the proof that in virtue of the equations 21 = 0, 95 = 0, .
. , ?iJl = all

the fifteen functions 1234, 1235, ...3456 vanish, it is necessary to make use of the

identical relations subsisting between these quantities 1234, &c. ; thus we have

a . 1345 + 46 . 1245 + 6c . 1235 +U . 1234 = 0,

6 . 1345 + 4c . 1245 + 6d . 1235 + 4e . 1234 = 0,

which, in virtue of the above equations 1234 = and 1235 = 0, become

a . 1345 + 46 . 1245 = 0,

6. 1345 + 4c. 1245 = 0,

giving (unless indeed ac-6'' = 0) 1245 = 0, 1345=0; the equation 1245 = then

reduces the third of the above equations to 1236 = 0, and so on until it is shown
that the fifteen quantities all vanish.
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410.

A THIRD MEMOIR ON SKEW SURFACES, OTHERWISE SCROLLS.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLix. (for

the year 1869), pp. 111—126. Received May 30,—Read June 18, 1868.]

The present Memoir is supplementary to my "Second Memoir on Skew Surfaces,

otherwise Scrolls," Phil. Trans, vol. CLiv. (1864), pp. 559—577, [340], and relates also to

the theory of skew surfaces of the fourth order, or quartic scrolls. It was pointed out to

me by Herr Schwarz('), in a letter dated Halle, June 1, 1867, that in the enumeration

contained in my Second Memoir I have given only a particular case of the quartic

scrolls which have a directrix skew cubic; viz. my eighth species, S(l, S"), where

there is also a directrix line. And this led me to observe that I had in like

manner mentioned only a particular case of the quartic scrolls with a triple directrix

line; viz. my third species, 8{l3, 1, 4), where there is also a simple directrix line.

The omitted species, say, ninth species, 8(13), with a triple directrix line, and tenth

species, S{3% with a directrix skew cubic, are considered in the present Memoir; and

in reference to them I develope a theory of the reciprocal relations of these scrolls,

which has some very interesting analytical features.

The paragraphs of the present Memoir are numbered consecutively with those of

my Second Memoir above referred to.

Quartic Scroll, Ninth Species, (S(l,), with a triple directrix line.

54. Consider a line the intersection of two planes, and let the equation of the

one plane contain in the order 3, that of the second plane contain linearly, a variable

parameter 6; the equations of the two planes may be taken to be

{p, q, r, sj_e, \y = o, (u, v-^e, 1) = 0,

' I take the opportunity of referring to his paper on Quintio Scrolls, Sohwarz, " Ueber die geradlinigen

Flachen lunften Grades," Crelle, t. ucvn. (1867), pp. 23—57.
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where (p, q, r, s, u, v) are any linear functions whatever of the coordinates (x, y, z, w).

Hence eliminating we have as the equation of the scroll generated by the line in

question

{p, q, r, s'^v, -uy=0,

viz. this is a quartic scroll having the line io = 0, v = for a triple line ; that is,

the line in question is a triple directrix line.

55. Taking a; = 0, 3/ = for the equations of the directrix line, or writing u = x,

V = y, and moreover expressing (p, q, r, s) as linear functions of the coordinates

(x, y, z, w), the equation of the scroll takes the form

(*$*' y)* + ^ (*$*> yy + "* (*'$^' y)' = o -,

and we may, by changing the values of z and w, make the terra in {x, yY to be

(*$^. yV + («« + %)(*$«, yy+{yx + By){*'^a;, yy,

where the arbitrary constants a, /8, y, B may be so determined as to reduce this to a

monomial kx^, ka^y, or kifiy^.

56. The coefficient k may vanish, and the equation of the scroll then is

^ (•$«;. yy + w {*'\x, yy = 0,

or, what is the same thing, it is

(*$«, yy {z, w) = 0,

viz. the scroll has in this particular case the simple directrix line z = 0, w = 0, thus

reducing itself to the third species, S{\3, 1, 4), with a triple directrix line and a single

directrix line. It is proper to exclude this, and consider the ninth species, (S(ls), as

having a triple directrix line, but no simple directrix line.

57. The scroll ^(Is) may be considered as a scroll S{m, n, p) generated by a

line which meets each of three given directrices; viz. these may be taken to be the

directrix line, and any two plane sections of the scroll. The section by any plane is

a quartic curve having a triple point at the intersection with the directrix line;

moreover the sections by any two planes meet in four points, the intersections of the

scroll by the line of intersection of the two planes. Conversely, taking any line and

two quartics related as above (that is, each quartic has a triple point at its inter-

section with the line, and the two quartics meet in four points lying in a line), the

lines which meet the three curves generate a quartic scroll S{\^. This appears from

the formula

S (m, n, p) = 2mnp — am — 0n — yp (Second Memoir, No. 5)

;

we have in the present case

m=l, n = 4-, p = 4!, a = 4, /S = 3, 7 = 3,

and the order of the scroll is 32 — 4 — 12-12, =4, that is, the scroll is a quartic

scroll ; there is no difficulty in seeing that through each point of the line there pass

c. VI. 40
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three generating lines, but through each point of either of the plane quartics only a

single generating line; that is, that the line is a triple directrix line, but each of

the plane quartics a simple directrix curve.

58. We may instead of the section by any plane, consider the section by a plane

through a generating line, or by a plane through two of the three generating lines

which meet at any point of the directrix line ; if (to consider only the most simple

case) each of the planes be thus a plane through two generating lines, the section

by either of these planes is made up of the two generating lines, and of a conic

passing through the directrix line ; the directrices are thus the line and two conies

each of them meeting the line ; we have therefore in the foregoing formula

TO = 1, ft = 2, p=2, a = 0, /3 = 1, 7=1,

and the order of the scroll is 8 — 2 — 2, =4 as before.

Quartic Scroll, Tenth Species, (3'), with a directrix skew cubic met twice by each

generating lineQ).

59. Consider a line, the intersection of two planes; and let the equation of each

plane contain in the order 2 a variable parameter 0; the equations of the two planes

may be taken to be

{p, q, r~^0, 1)' = 0, (p', q', r'le, 1)» = 0,

where (p, q, r, p', q', r) are linear functions of the coordinates {x, y, z, w); hence

eliminating 0, we have as the equation of the scroll generated by the line in question,

D = 0, where D is the resultant of the two quadric functions. The equation may be

written

4 ( pq' — p'q) (rq — r'q) — ( pr' — p'rY = ;

and the scroll has thus as a nodal (double) line the skew cubic determined by the

equations

p, q, r 1=0.

p, q, r 1

It is easy to see (and indeed it will be shown presently) that this curve is met twice

by each generating line of the scroll, and that the scroll is consequently a quartic

scroll as described above.

' I have worded this heading in accordance with that of the eighth species, Second Memoir, No. 47, but

the two lieadings might be expressed more completely thus

:

Eighth Species, S(l, 3^), with a directrix line and a double directrix skew cubic met twice by each

generating line;

Tenth Species, S (S^'), with a double directrix skew cubic met twice by each generating line

;

viz. the subscript 2 would indicate that the skew cubic is a nodal (double) line on the scroll, the exponent

2 indicating that it is met twice by each generating line.

\
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60. The coordinates {x, y, z, lu) may be fixed in such manner that the equations

of the skew cubic shall be

y, z, w

= 0,

or, what is the same thing,

yw — z^ = 0, zy — oow = 0, xz — y'' = 0;

each of the equations pq' —p'q = 0, rq —r'q = 0, pr' —p'r = is then the equation of a

quadric surface passing through the skew cubic, or, what is the same thing, each of

the functions pq'—p'q, rq' — r'q, pr —p'r is a linear function of yw — z^, zy — ocw, xz — y'^\

and the equation of the scroll is given as a quadric equation in the last-mentioned

quantities. It will be convenient to represent the equation in the form

{H, F, C, B, A-F, - G'^w - z\ zy - xw, xz - y^f = 0,

or, writing for shortness

yw — z^, zy — aw, xz — y-=p, q, r,

which letters (jy, q, r) are used henceforward in this signification only, the equation

will be

{H, F, G,B,A-F,- G^, q, ry- = 0,

viz. this is a quadric equation in (p, q, r), with arbitrary coefficients.

61. Comparing with the result. Second Memoir, Nos. 47 to .50, we see that in

the particular case where the coefficients (.4, B, C, F, O, H) satisfy the relation

AF+BG + CH ==0, we have the eighth species, S(l, 3^), with a directrix line and a

directrix skew cubic met twice by each generating line. We exclude this particular case,

and in the tenth species consider the relation AF+BG+GH=0 as not satisfied, and

therefore the scroll as not having a directrix line.

62. I consider how the scroll may be obtained as a scroll iS'(m', n) generated by
a line meeting a curve of the order in twice and a curve of the order n once. The
first curve will be the skew cubic, that is m=3; the second curve may be any plane

section of the scroll ; such a section will be a quartic curve having three nodes, one

at each intersection of its plane with the skew cubic. Conversely, if we have a skew

cubic, and a plane quartic meeting the skew cubic in three points, each of them a

node on the quartic, then the scroll generated by the lines which meet the skew

cubic twice and the quartic once will be a quartic scroll. In fact (see First Memoir,

No. 10, [339], and Second Memoir, No. 5) the order of the scroll is given by the formula

S{m', n)=n {[mY + M) — reduction, = 16 — reduction. And in the present case the

reduction arises (Second Memoir, No. 4) from the cones having their vertices at the

intersections of the skew cubic and the quartic, and pas.sing through the skew cubic.

Each cone is of the order 2, and each intersection qua double point on the quartic

gives a reduction 2 x order of cone, = 4 ; that is, the reduction arising from the

three intersections is =12; or the order of the scroll is 16 — 12, =4.

40—2
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63. We may, instead of the section by a plane in general, consider the section

by a plane through a generating line ; the section is here made up of the generating

line and of a plane cubic passing through each of the two points of intersection of

the generating line with the skew cubic, and having a node at the remaining inter-

section of its plane with the skew cubic. Or we may consider the section by a plane

through the two generating lines at any point of the skew cubic ; the section is here

made up of the two generating lines and of a conic passing through the second

intersections of the two generating lines with the skew cubic ; that is, meeting the

skew cubic twice.

64. Conversely, consider a skew cubic, and a conic meeting it twice ; the lines

which meet the skew cubic twice, and also the conic, generate a quartic scroll ; this

appears by the before-mentioned formula S (m", n) = n ([m]" + M) — reduction ; viz. we
have m = 3, n = 2, and the order is = 8 — reduction ; the reduction arises from the

cones having their vertices at the intersections of the skew cubic and the conic.

Each cone is of the order 2, and (qud, simple point on the conic) each intersection

gives a reduction = order of the cone ; that is, the total reduction is = 4, and the

order of the scroll is 8 — 4, =4 as above.

65. But a more elegant mode of generation of the scroll may be obtained by

means of the skew cubic alone ; viz. considering the system of lines which are in

involution with five given lines, or say simply the lines which belong to an involution ('),

I say that the locus of a line belonging to the involution, and meeting the skew cubic

twice is the quartic scroll, tenth species, S(5'). In the particular case where the line

{instead of belonging to a proper involution) meets a given line, the locus is a quartic

scroll, eighth species, S{1, S^).

66. The analysis is almost identical with that given (Second Memoir, Nos. 47 to 50)

in regard to the scroll S(l, 3*). Considering a line defined by its "six coordinates"

{a, b, c, f, g, h), the condition which expresses that the line shall belong to an

involution is

{A,B, C,F, G, E\a. b, c, f, g, h) = Q,

where {A, B, C, F, 6, H) are arbitrary coefficients; if they are the coordinates of a line,

that is, if AF+BG + CH= 0, then the condition expresses that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h),

instead of belonging to a proper involution, meets the line (F, G, H, A, B, G).

' The theory is explained in my memoir "On the Six Coordinates of a Line," Camb. Phil. Tram. vol. xi.

1868, [348]. In explanation of the subsequent analytical investigations of the present memoir, it is convenient to

remark that if on a given line we have the two points (a, /3, y, S) and (a', /S*, y', J"), and through the given

line two planes Ax+ By + Cz + Dw = and A'x + B'y + C'i + D'w= 0; then we have

^y* — p^y : -ya' - 7'a : a/3' - a'/3 : o3' - a'5 : /35' — ^& : y^ — y'S

=AD'-A'D : Biy-B'D : CD' -CD : BC'-B'C : CA'-CA : AB'-A'B;

and denoting either of these sets of equal ratios by

a : b : c : f : g : h,

then (a, 6, c, f, g, h) satisfy identically the relation qf+bg + ch= Q, and are said to be the six coordinates of

the line.
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We have to determine the locus of the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) the coordinates

whereof satisfy the relation

{A, B, C, F, G, H^a, b, c, f, g, h) = 0,

and which besides meets the skew cubic yw — z- = 0, yz — xw = 0, xz — y- = 0.

The equations of the skew cubic are satisfied by writing therein

X : y : z : w = \ : t : f : t^;

and hence taking 6, <^ for the parameters of the points of intersection of the line

(o, h, c, f, g, h) with the skew cubic, we have

1, e, ^, e^;

1, <j>, <^^ 4,\

as the coordinates of two points on the line in question ; whence forming the

expressions of the six coordinates of the line, and omitting the common factor
(f>
— 0,

these are

(a, b, c, f, g, h) = e4>, -(e + <!>), i, &' + eci> + 4>\ d<f> (d + <f,),
^<^=,

and hence the condition of involution gives between the parameters 0, (p the equation

(A, B, c. F, G, Hj0c}>, -e-4>, 1, 6"- + e<i> + <!>', e<f>(0 + <}>), ^<^^).

Moreover the coordinates of any point on the line in question are given by

X : y : z : w = l + m : 16 + m<f> : l&- + »k/)- : 16^ + m<^'

;

and writing as above p, q, r = yw — z", yz — xw, xz — y^, we thence find, omitting the

common factor (0 — <f>f,

p : q : r=0<j) : -(0 + 4>) : 1;

and eliminating
0<f>, 0+<f), we at once obtain

(A, B, C, F, G, H^lpr, qr, r=, q'^-pr, -pq, /)») = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

{H, F, C, B, A-F, - G\p, q, rf =

as the equation of the scroll generated by the line in involution which meets the

given skew cubic twice.

Reciprocal of the Quartic Scroll 8(5").

67. I propose to reciprocate in regard to the quadric surface a^ + y^ +z'' + t' =
the foregoing scroll

(H, F, a,B,A-F,- G^, q, r)^ = 0.

If the coordinates (a, b, c, /, g, h) of a line satisfy the condition of involution

(A, B, C, F, G, H\a, b, c, f, g, A) = 0,
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then the coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, h) of the reciprocal curve will satisfy the condition

of involution

{F, 0, H, A, B, Cla, b, c, / g, A) = 0.

The reciprocal of the before-mentioned skew cubic x : y : z : w —1 : t : 1^ : ^ is the

quartic torse having for its edge of regression the skew cubic 3XZ— F* = 0, YZ—9XW='0,
3YW-Z' = 0; or, what is the same thing, the skew cubic X : Y : Z : W =1 : 2t : SP :1^;

see my paper " On the Reciprocation of a Quartic Developable," Quart. Math. Joum.

vol. VII. (1866), pp. 87—92, [372].

68. Hence the reciprocal of the quartic scroll is the scroll generated by a line

(a, b, c, /, g, h) the coordinates of which satisfy the condition of involution

(F, G, H, A, B, Cla, b, c, f, g, h) = 0,

and which is moreover the intersection of two osculating planes of the skew cubic

X : Y : Z : W=l : St : SP : P. For the point the parameter whereof is t, the

equation of the osculating plane is

X, Y, Z
,
W =0,

1 , St, St\ f

1 , 2t, f

1 , t

or, what is the same thing, the equation is

(«', -t\ t, -1$Z, F, Z, Tr) = o.

Hence for the line which is the intersection of the two osculating planes

{6>, -e^, e, -i$z, F, z, ir) = o,

(<^». -<l>\ 4>. -1$Z, F, Z, F) = 0,

forming the expressions of the six coordinates, but omitting the common factor
<f>
— 0,

these are

a, b, c,f, g, h = e'+0<f> + <!>', -e-<}>, 1, dcf>, 04>ie + <l>).
^^»;

we have thus between the parameters 6,
(f>

the relation

{F, G, H, A, B, c'$^0'+e4>+(}>\ -e-<f>, 1, e<f>, e<}>(e + <f>), ^^o=0;

and the equation of the scroll is obtained by eliminating 0,
<f>

between this equation

and the last-mentioned two equations satisfied by 0,
(f>

respectively.

69. We see that 0,
<f)

are two of the roots of the equation

(X, -F, Z, -WSu, iy = 0;
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let p be the third root, then we have

+
<l>
+ p =j,

0^+p(e + ^) = ^,

and thence

e + <i>
= ^{Y-pX), e<i> = j{z-pY+p-x) =^w,

{X, -Y, Z, -W\p, 1)» = 0.

Substituting for 6 + ^ and 6^ their values in terms of p, we find

Fp {F« -ZX-pXY]- GpX(Y-pX) + HpX^

+ W [{AX +BY+ CZ) -p{BX + GY) + p»CZ} = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

p'X {GX - FY+ CW)
- p {F{Y^ - ZX)-GXY+HX' - BXW- CYW]

+ W{AX+BY+CZ) = 0;

firom which and the equation

(X. -Y.Z,-Wjp, 1)' = 0,

we have to eliminate p.

70. Writing for shortness

( ., H, -G, A-^X, Y, Z, W) = a,

{-H. ., FBI „ ) = A
( G,-F, .,0$ „ ) = 7,

i-A, -B, -C, .$ „ ) = S,

and therefore aX + 0Y + yZ+SW = : the two equations are

p'Xy + p(-yY-^X)-SW = 0.

p'X-p^Y+pZ - W=0.

Writing the first equation in the form

y(j>'X-pY+Z)-0(pX-Y) + aX = O,

multiplying by —p, and reducing by the other equation,

^{p'X - pY)-paX -yW=0,

or, as this may be written,

0(p'X-pY+Z)-a(pX-Y)-(xY-^Z-yW=O.
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From this and the preceding equation we deduce the values of p'X — pY + Z and

pX — Y; viz. writing for shortness

/88-7'. y37-a8. a7-^» = p, q, r,

we find

p'X-pY + Z : pX-Y : l = -rZ+qW : rF-pTT : -r.

or, what is the same thing,

p'X-pY+Z = Z-^W,

whence also

and thence

and we have therefore

pX - Y =-Y + ^W;

p'X-p^'Y+pZ -W= 0.

p'X-pY =-^W,

pX = 2Tf.

pX =\w.

fZ=) z-'iw=UY-'^-w) = lx,
\P J r qV r y p

or omitting the first equation, we have (independent of p) a system which it is clear

must be equivalent to a single equation.

z-^w=-(y-'^w],

71. I take any one of these equations, for instance the equation

qV r

or, what is the same thing,

qr.^ - r»F+ (pr -q^)W = 0,

and I proceed to reduce it so as to obtain the result in a symmetrical form. For

this purpose I observe that fix)m the values of a, /S, 7, S, if only AF+ BG + CH not = 0,

we have
X : Y :Z : W= { . , -G, B, - ^^a. /9. 7. S)

( G, . , -A, -G^ „ )

{-B, A, . . - H^ „ )

( F, G, H. .$ „ );
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and substituting these values, the equation in question becomes

qr (- Ba + A^- HS)

-r' ( Ca-Ay - GS)

+ (pr - q=) ( Fa+G0 + Hy) = 0.

This becomes
Av (q^S + r7) = ^r (- pa) =

— 5qra — JSqra

- Cr'a - Cr^a

+ i'(pr-q2)a +i'(pr-q-)a

+ (?{r=S + (pr-q=)/3} +C?pqa

+ ir{-qrS+(pr-q=)7} - Fp^a,

viz. the whole equation divides by a; and, omitting this factor, the equation is

^pr + 5qr + Cr= + F {o^^ - pr) - (?pq + ITp^ = 0,

or, what is the same thing, it is

{H, F, C, B, A-F, -0\^, q, r)^ = 0,

where I recall that we have

p, q, r = BB-'f, ^y-aB, ay - ^-,

a, /3, y, B being linear functions of the current coordinates (X, Y, Z, W), viz. we have

o =( .
,

H, -G, A\X, Y, Z, W),

^ = {-H, .
, F Bl „ ),

7 = ( G, -F, .
, 0$ „ ),

B={-A, -B, -C, .\ „ ).

72. It thus appears that when AF + BG + CH is not = 0, the reciprocal of the

scroll

{H, F, G, B, A-F, - G\p, q, rf =

has an equation of the very same form,

{H, F, C, B, A-F, - G'gp, q, r)= = ; (Rec. I.)

so that in fact the scroll, tenth sjyecies, S(3'), defined as the scroll generated by a

line in involution which passes through two points of a skew cubic, may be

reciprocally defined as the scroll generated by a line in involution which lies in two

osculating planes of a skew cubic.

73. If for (a, /3, y, B) we substitute their values in terms of (X, Y, Z, W), the

foregoing equation of the reciprocal scroll is obtained as an equation of the fourth

order in the coordinates (X, Y, Z, W), and (in the first instance) of the fifth degree

in the coefficients (.4, B, C, F, G, H). It is a remarkable circumstance that the whole

0. VI. 41
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equation contains the constant factor AF + BG + GH, so that th^o^ving this out, the

reduced equation will be only of the third degree in the coefficients.

74. The transformation is a very troublesome one, but I will indicate the steps

by which I succeeded in accomplishing it. Each of the functions (p, q, r) is a quadric

function of {X, Y, Z, W), say,

p = (a, b, c, d, f, g, h, I, m, n\X, 7, Z, W)\

q = (a', . . \ „ )\

r=(a", . . \ ., r;

we have to form the value of

{H,F, C, B,A-F, -G\^, q, r)^

viz. representing this for shortness by

(a, h, c, d, f, g, h, I, m, n\

a',..

a",..

the coefficient of X* is

(H, F, G, B, A-F, - G\a\ a'\ a"\ a'a", a"a, aa"),

that of Z'7 is

(H, F G, B, A-F, -G\2af, la'f, 2ay', a'f" + a"f, a"f+af", af' + a'f),

and so on, the successive terms a^, a'*, &c., 2a/", 2,a'f', &c. being derived by an obvious

law from the first terras a?, 2af, &c. ; and these first terms are merely the coefficients

of the terms X*, X', Y, &c. in the development of

P',
= {(a, b, c. d, f, g, h, I, m, n\X, Y, Z, W)'Y;

viz. this is

X* X'Y X'Z X'W X'Y^ X-'YZ Z=7F Z»Z^ X'^ZW, Z»F», XY\ XY^Z, XY'W, XYZ"

a' 2af 2ag 2al 2ab laf 2avi 2ac 2an 2ad 2bh 2bg 2bl 2ch

+ A= +2gh +2hl +g^ +2gl +f +2fh +2hm +2fg

XYZW, XYW\ XZ\ XZ'W, XZW, ZF», F^ Y'Z, Y'W, Y'Z'-, Y^ZW, F'F^ YZ',

21/ 2dh 2cg 2d 2dg 2dl, b\ 2bf, 2bm, 2bc, 2bn, 2bd, 2c/

+ 2nig + 2lm +2gn +2ln +/» +2fm +to»

+ 2nh

YZ'W, YZW\ YW, Z*, Z'W, Z^W\ ZW\ W*

2cm + 2df 2dm, c', 2cn, 2cd, 2dn, d^
'

+ 2fn + 2mn + n'
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and the values of the coefficients a, b, ... which enter into the formulae are given by
means of the following values of p, q, r; viz. these are

Z^ 72 ^2 -^2 YZ ZX XY XW YW ZW
p=/ AH, -F\ -CF, -O, -BF, - AF, BH, - AB, - R; - BC^X, Y, Z, Wy,

[- G^ +CH + 2FG - 2CG + 2CF

ci = (-GH, BH. -CG, BC, - BG, -AG, AH, A\ AB, AC

^

+ GH +FG +FH +BG -BF + CF ^ " "

- F^ -CH

x={-m, -FH, -F\ AC, FG, 2FH, GH, 2AG, -AF, -2BFr^
-Br - G' +BH +CH - CG^ "

^'

75. As an instance of the calculation of a single term, the coefficient of X* is

(H, F, C, B, A-F, - G\AH- G\ - GH, - HJ ;

viz. this is

HiAH-G^y = A^H^ - 2A G'H- + G*H

+ FH^G^ = FG^H

+ CH* = CH*

+ BGH' = BGH'

+ {A-F)(- AH' + &'H'') = - A^H' + AG^H^

+ AFH' - FG'H'

-G(-AGH' + G'H) = AG'H'-G*H';

the whole term is thus = {AF + BG + CH) H', viz. there is the factor AF+BG+CH
as mentioned above.

76. Throwing out the factor in question, AF+BG + CH, the equation of the

reciprocal scroll is found to be

0= X*.H* (Rec. 11.)

+ X'Y .-2GH'

+ X'Z . AH' - ^FH' + G"-H

+ Z»F .-^AGH-WH' + CP'

+ X^Y^ . 2FH' + G'H

+ X'YZ .-AGH + BH' + 2FGH - G"

+ X'YW . A"-H + 3AFH + AG' + BGH - 2CH - 3FG'

+ X^Z' .-2AFH + A&' + CH'-FG' + SF-H

+ X'ZW .- 2A'G - 2ABH + SAFG + 6BFH -BG'- CGH

+ X'W' . A' + SABG-SAGH + SB'H + SCG"-

41—2
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+ XY' -2FGH

+ XY'Z AFH-BGH- SF^H + 2FG^

+ XY*W 2ABH - 2AFG - BFH + 2CGH + 'SF'G

+ XYZ' -AFG-2BFH+ BG'-CGH
+ XYZW A^F- SAF^ -SABG + ACH- 2R-H + BFG + hCFH- 2CG'

+ XYW* 2A''B - SABF+ 2ACG + B'G + BGH - 6CFG

+ XZ' AF' - 2CFH+ CG" - F'

+ XZ'W 2ABF-2ACG- 2BCH - SBF" + CFG

+ XZW'' A^C+ AB' +3ACF-SB'F+BCG-2CH

+ XW» SABC-B' + nC'G

+ Y* F^H

+ Y»Z BFH-F'G

+ Y'W AF' + RH - 2GFH - F'

+ Y'Z^ - BFG + CFH+ F^

+ Y'ZW ABF- B'G + BGH+ 2CFG

+ Y'W' AB'-2ACF-R-F+G'H + 3CF'

+ YZ» BF^-CFG

+ YZ''W ACF+ 2B'F- BCG - SCF'

+ YZW^ ABG+ B' - 2BCF- C'G

+ YW' AC + B'G-SC'F

+ Z* CF^

+ Z'W 2BCF

+ Z^W' B^G+2G'F

+ZW 2BG'

- W O,

where, m regard to the symmetry of this equation, it is to be observed that we may

interchange ^Y and W, and Y and Z, leaving A, F unaltered but interchanging B
and -G, and also G and H ; thus the coefficient of Z'Z being AH^ - SFH^ + G'H,

that of YW is AO'-SFC' + RG, = AC' +&C- dO'F. Or, again, the coefficient of Y'Z

being BFH - F-G, that of YZ' is -GFC + F'B, =BF'-CFG.

77. But the equation may be written in the much more simple form

X (- a'B + 3a/37 - 2/3^ ) (Rec. III.)

+ F (- a/88 + 2a'f - /S'V)

+ Z { ayB - 2^-8 + ^rf)

+ F( ap -3/37« + 27» ) = 0,
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or, what is the same thing,

- i {SXds - Yd^ + Zdp-S TTSa) (a=8-- - 60/378 + 4.a73 + 4/S^S - S^f) = 0, (Rec. III.

)

as may be verified by actual substitution of the values of the coordinates.

78. By what precedes, substituting for p, q, r their values in terms of a, /3, 7, B,

it appears that we have the remarkable identity

(H, F, C, B, A-F,- G^m -rf, 0y- uS, ay - ^f

= {AF-\- BG+CH)x ( X (- a'B + Sa^y - 2/3^ ) >

+ Y (- a/3S + 2ay^ - ^^y)

+ Z { 078 - 2/?S + /37^)

K+ W{ aS- -3/378 + 273
)

79. In the case above considered of the tenth species, S{3-), for which

AF+BG + CH not = 0, the three forms of the reciprocal equation are of course absolutely

equivalent to each other. The first form has the advantage of putting in evidence

the fact that the reciprocal scroll is also of the tenth species; the other two forms

do not, at least obviously, put in evidence any special property of the reciprocal scroll.

Reciprocals of Eighth Species, S(l, 3"), and Ninth Species, S{V).

80. If AF+BG+CH = 0, then the equation

(H. F, G,B,A-F,- G\p, q, rf =

is a scroll of the eighth species, S{\, 3"). The first form of the reciprocal equation

becomes identically = 0, on account of the evanescent factor AF+BG+CH, but the

second and third forms continue to subsist, and either of them may be taken as the

equation of the reciprocal scroll. Taking the third form, and calling to mind the

significations of (a, /8, 7, 8), viz.

a=( . . H, -G, A^X, Y, Z, W),

= (-H, • )
F, BI „ ),

7=( 0, -F, c-^ „ ),

B=(-A, -B, -c, • $ » )>

it is to be observed that a = 0, /S = 0, 7 = 0, 8 = are the equations of four planes

passing through a common line, viz. the line whose coordinates are (A, B, C, F, G, H),

and the equation thus puts in evidence that this line is a triple line on the reciprocal
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scroll; that is, the reciprocal scroll is a scroll of the ninth species, (8(1'). Or stating

the theorem more completely: For the scroll, eighth species, S(l, 3'),

(H, F, C, B, A-F, - Gl^p, q, r)' = 0,

generated by a line meeting the line (F, G, H, A, B, C), and the skew cubic p =
q = 0, r = twice, the reciprocal scroll is of the ninth species, S{V),

X (- a'S + 3a/37 - 2/3» )

+ F (- a/3S + 237^ - /3=7)

+ Z ( 078 - 2/S^a + ^872)

+ W{ aB- -3^78 + 27' ),

having for its triple line the reciprocal line (.4, B, C, F, G, H).

81. It should of course be possible, starting from the equation

(*][Z, Fy + Z(*$X, Ff+F(*'$Z, Yy> =

of a scroll S{V), to obtain the equation of the reciprocal scroll »S(1, 3'). But I

content myself with a very particular case. I consider the equation

Y'Z'-Y'W-Z'X = Q,

which belongs to a scroll iSi(l^) having the line F=0, Z = for its triple line. To

find the equation of the I'eciprocal scroll, write

- Z' +\x = 0,

2YZ'-3Y'W + \y = 0,

2Y'Z-SZ-X +\z=0,

- F= +\w = 0,

we find without diflSculty, reducing by means of the equation of the scroll,

V (yw-z^) = - 3Z^ { Y* + ZXZ{XZ - Y"-)],

V (xw -yz)= 3 Y'Z^ [YZ-S WX},

\''(xz-f)^-'6Y'{Z* + SYW(YW-Z%

Hence writing for a moment

n = {Y* + SXZ{XZ- Y')} {Z* + SYW(YW-Z')} - Y'Z^YZ-SWXy,

we have

n= Y*Z* + SY'>W(YW-Z'') + SZ'X{XZ- Y^y + QXYZWiY'Z'-Y'W-Z'X +XYZW)

- T*Z* + 6 Y'Z'XW-9 Y'Z^X' W*,
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that is

in = V'W(YW- Z"-) + Z'Z {XZ- F-) + 2 Y^Z^X W,

= - F^Z= {XZ- Y''){YW-Z^) - Y-Z^ (FF

-

Z'^) (XZ- ¥') + 2Y'Z'X W,

= - 2Y'Z'-{(XZ- Y'){YW-Z^)-XYZW\,

= - 2 Y'Z' { Y'Z'-Y'W- Z'X},

— 0, by the equation of the scroll

;

and we thus see that the equation of the reciprocal scroll is

{y^u — z") (xz — y^) — {yz — aywf = 0,

or say q° — pr = 0, viz. it is a scroll S{1, 3") generated by a line meeting the line

a; = 0, w = 0, and the cubic curve p = 0, q = 0, r = twice. The equation is obviously

included in the general equation

{H, F, C, B, A-F, -G^^, q, r)» = 0,

where AF+BG + CH=0; viz. writing A=£=C==G = H=0, this becomes F (q» - pr) = 0.

82. Returning to the general case of the scroll, eighth species, S{1, 3°), it is

proper to show geometrically how it is that the reciprocal is a scroll, ninth species,

S{V}. Consider in the scroll S(l, S^) any plane through the directrix line; this

contains three generating lines of the scroll, viz. these are the sides of the triangle

formed by the three points of intersection of the plane with the skew cubic: hence

in the reciprocal figure we have a directrix line such that at each point of it there

are three generating lines; that is, we have a scroll S(V) with a triple directrix line.

Conversely, starting with the scroll S(l^), each plane through the triple directrix line

meets the scroll in this line three times, and in a single generating line; whence

there is in the reciprocal scroll a simple directrix line ; but in order to show that

it is a scroll S(l, 3*), we have yet to show that there is, as a nodal directrix, a

skew cubic met twice by each generating line; this implies that, reciprocally, in the

scroll <Si(l') each generating line is the intersection of two osculating planes of a

skew cubic (tangent planes of a quartic torse), each such plane containing two

generating lines of the scroll—a geometrical property which is far from obvious; and

similarly in the scroll, ninth species, S(S^), where the reciprocal scroll is of the same

form, the property that each generating line is a line joining two points of a skew

cubic leads to the property that each line is also the intersection of two osculating

planes of a skew cubic (or, what is the same thing, two tangent planes of a quartic

torse).

Addition, May 18, 1869.

Since the foregoing Memoir was written I received from Professor Cremona a

letter dated Milan, November 20, 1868, in which (besides the ninth and tenth species

considered above) he refers to two other species of quartic scrolls. He remarks that
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there is a bitangent torse which should in the classification be considered along with

the nodal curve; and he enumerates in all 12 species as follows:

Deficiency.
No. of

species.
Nodal curve. Bitangent torse.

Corresponding
to my species.

1 r. 2, 10

2 H, + R, K^ + Bi 7

3

4

5

K, + E,

E,"

Bi + E^' + Si

- (say, 12)

-(say, 11)

2

p = 6

7

Ri^ + S,

r.

E,' + S,

B,"

5

8

8 /?,« 2, 9

9 i?,' A" 3

10 B," J?,' 6

p = l
11

12

B, + E,'

B,'

1

4

where F, denotes a skew cubic, S3 a torse of the 3rd class (or quartic torse), J?„ a

conic, K^ a quadric cone, -Rj, Ri', Si different right lines, R^-, R^" a line counted tmce

or three times, &c. I have in the last column added the references to my species

9 and 10 ; Professor Cremona notices (what I knew, but did not recollect) that the

species 10 had been considered by M. Chasles, Comptes Rendus, June 3, 1861.

I have not yet examined the two new species mentioned in this enumeration

;

viz. these are (Cremona 3), say twelfth species, a scroll having a triple line, but a

bitangent toi-se made up of a quadric cone and a line ; and (Cremona 4), say eleventh

species, a scroll having a nodal conic and line, but for its bitangent torse a triple

line: the two species are, it is clear, reciprocal to each other; although properly

treated as distinct, species 11 may be considered as a subform of 8, and species 12

as a subform of 9.
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411.

A MEMOIR ON THE THEORY OF RECIPROCAL SURFACES.

[From the Philosophical Transactimis of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLix. (for the

year 1869), pp. 201—229. Received November 12, 1868,—Read January 14, 1869.]

The present Memoir contains some extensions of Dr Sahnon's theory of Reciprocal

Surfaces. I wish to put the formulae on record, in order to be able to refer to them

in a "Memoir on Cubic Surfacies," [412], but without at present attempting to com-

pletely develope the theory.

Article Nos. 1 to 5. Eoctension of Salmon's Fundamental Equations.

1. The notation made use of is that of Salmon's Geometry, [2nd Ed.] pp. 450—459,

[but reproduced in the later editions, see Ed. 4. (1882), pp. 580—592], with the

additions presently referred to ; the significations of all the symbols are explained by

way of recapitulation at the end of the Memoir. I remark that my chief addition to

Salmon's theory consists in a modification of his fundamental formulae (A) and (B)

;

these in their original form are

a (n - 2) = « + p + 2a,

6(n-2)= p + 2B + Sy + St,

c(n-2) = 2o- + 4|S+ 7,

a (w - 2) (n -3) = 28 + 3 [ac] + 2 [ah],

b{n-2){n-3)=:4>k+ [ab] + 3[bc],

c(n-2){n-o) = 6h+ [ac] + 2 [6c],

where
[ah] = a6--2p,

[ac]-= ac --3<r,

[6c] = bc--3^--2y

c. VI. 42
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2. I take account of conical and biplanar nodes, or, as I call them, cnicnodes,

and binodes; of pinch-points (') on the nodal curve; and of close-points and off-points

on the cuspidal curve : viz. I assume that there are

C, cnicnodes,

B, binodes,

j ,
pinch-points,

j(, close-points,

0, oflF-points,

deferring for the present the explanation of these singularities. The same letters,

accented, refer to the reciprocal singularities. Or using " trope " as the reciprocal term

to node, these will be

C, cnictropes,

B', bitropes,

/ ,
pinch-planes,

^', close-planes,

0", off-planes;

but these present themselves, not in the equations above referred to, but in the

reciprocal equations.

3. The resulting alterations are that we must in the formulae write k — B, B—G
in place of k, B respectively ; and change the formulae for c{n— 2), [ab], [be], into

c{n-2) = 2<T + i0 + y + d,

[ab] = ab-2p -j,

[ac] = ac-3ff-X.

respectively.

4. Making these changes, and substituting for [ab], [ac], [be] their values, the

formulae become

a(n- 2)= K- B+ p +2a,

b{n-2)= p +2/3 +Sy + St,

c (n - 2) = 2o- -I- 4/9 -h 7 + 0,

o (n - 2) (n - 3) = 2 (8 - 0) + 3 (ac - .^o- - x) -f- 2 (ab - 2p -j),

6(n-2)(n-3)= ik+ (ab -2p -j) + '3{bc -S^ -2y-i),

c (n - 2) (n - 3) = 6h + (ac - 3o- - x) + 2 (be - 3/9 - 27 - i),

which replace the original formulae (A) and (B).

> This addition to the theory is in fact indicated in Salmon, see the note, p. 445 ; the i there employed,

which is of course different from the t of his text, is the j of the present Memoir.
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5. For convenience I annex the remaining equations ; viz. these are

a'= n (ft -1)- 26 -3c,

K' = 3n(n-2)-6b-8c,

8' = ^»i(w-2)(n2-9)-(n--n-6)(26 + 3c) + 26(6-l) + 66c + |c(c-l);

the equations

q=l^-b-2k-Sy-Qt,

r=c--c-2h- 3/3,

{q, r in place of Salmon's R, S respectively); the equation

a = a
;

and the corresponding equations, interchanging the accented and unaccented letters, in

all 23 equations between the 42 quantities

n, a, B, K ; b,k,t,q,p,j; c, h, r , a , 6 , x ) ^, J, i ; B, G,

n', a', S', k'; b\ M, t', q', p', f ; c', h', r', <t', 6', x' ; &', 7. i' ; B', C.

Article Nos. 6 to 12. Developments.

6. We have

(a- b- c)(n-2) =(K-B-d)-6^-<i:y-3t,

(a-26-3c)(n-2)(n-3) = 2(S-0)

-8k-18h-Qibc-S^-2y-i);

and substituting these values of S, k in the formula

n' = a(a-l)-28-3«:,

and for a its value, = n{n—\) — 2b — 3c, we find

n' = n(n-\Y-n {lb + 12c) +W + 86 + 9c^ + 15c

-8k- I8h + 18/8 + 127 + 12i - 9<

-2C-35-3^,

where the foregoing equations for a — b — c and a - 26 — 3c show clearly the origin of

the new terms —2C—SB—30; these express that there is in the value of n' a reduction

= 2 for each cnicnode, = 3 for each binode, and = 3 for each off-point.

7. We have (n-2)(n-3) = rr-n + (-4ft+ 6) = a + 26-|-3c + (-4n + 6); and making
this substitution in the equations which contain (n — 2) (n — 3), these become

a (- 4n + 6) = 2 (S - C) - a^ -4p-9a- 2j - Sx,

6 (- 4n + 6) = 4A;- 26'' - 9/3 - 67 - Si + 2p -j,

c (-4n + 6)= 6h-3c' -Q^-^y-2i-2<7-x,
42—2
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(Salmon's equations (C)); and adding to each equation 4 times the corresponding

equation with the factor (n — 2), these become

a»-2a = 2(g-C)+ i(K-B)-a--2j-3x,

'2bf-2b= ik- /8+67 + 12$ -3i + 2p-/,

3c=-2c= 6/i + 10/9 + 4^-2i+5o--x.

Writing in the first of these a'^ — 2a = a(a— 1) — a, =ft' + 2S + 3/e-a, and reducing the

other two by means of the values of q, r, the equations become

n'-a = -2C-4,B + K-a-2j--ix,

2q + ^ + 3i+j = 2p,

3r + c + 2i+x = 5a + + 4-0,

(Salmon's equations (D)).

I attend in particular to the first of these, or rather to the reciprocal equation,

which will be

a' = a-n + K'- 2/ - 3^' -2C- 45',

which, writing therein a = n(n — l) - 2b — tic, and k = 'An (n - 2) — 66 — 8c, becomes

<r' = 4/i(w-2)-86-llc-2/-3x'-2C-4B'.

The singularity o-' is not explicitly defined in Salmon ; a' is the reciprocal of <r, and

(as such) it denotes the number of common tangent planes of the spinode torse and

of the torse generated by the tangent planes along a plane section of the surface

;

or, what is the same thing, it is the number of the spinode planes which touch the

plane section ; that is, it is equal to the number of points of intersection of the

spinode curve and the plane section ; or, finally, a-' is the order of the spinode curve.

The spinode curve is in fact for a surface of the order n without singularities the

intersection of the surface by the Hessian surface of the order 4 (n — 2), and is thus

a curve of the order 4n(n. — 2), which agrees with the formula.

8. But the formula shows that there is in the order a reduction 86 + lie arising

from the nodal and cuspidal curves of the surface, or, what is the same thing, that

the Hessian surface meets the surface in the nodal curve taken 8 times, and in the

cuspidal curve taken 11 times—a result which I had arrived at by other means, and

also as appears post, No. 44. The formula shows further that there is a reduction

2j' + Sx' + 2C' + 4:B', or say there are reductions =2, 3, 2, 4, for the reciprocals of a

pinch-point, a close-point, a cnicnode, and a binode respectively. Geometrically this

must signify that the surface and its Hessian partially intersect in certain curves

which are not regarded as belonging to the spinode curve. It will at once suggest

it-self that for the reciprocal of a cnicnode this curve is a conic, and for the

reciprocal of a binode it is a line counting 4 times ; while for the reciprocal of a

pinch-point it is a line counting 2 times, and for the reciprocal of a close-point, a

line counting 3 times.
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9. It is clear that p will in like manner denote the order of the node-couple

curve.

10. I express in terms of

n, b, c, h, k, fi, 7, j, 0, x< C", B

such quantities and combinations of quantities as can be so expressed. We have

a = a'= n{n—l)— 2b — Sc,

K = on (n - 2) - 66 - 8c,

S' = Jri(n-2)(n»-9)-(n^-ft-6)(26 + .3c)-l-26(6-l) + 66c+|c(c-l),

It = 12A + c {on - 6) - 6c^ - .57 + 3^ - 2^,

24< = (- 8n + 8) 6 + (low - 18) c + 86* - 18c* - 2 (8i - 18/i) + 20^ - 107 + 4/ + 9^ + 6x,

5 = 6* - 6 _ 2i - 37 - 6«, {t supra),

r = 0^-0- 2A- 3/8,

2o- = c(n-2)-(4/3 + 7)-^,

8p = (16« - 24) 6 + (- 1.5n + 18) c - 86* + 18c* + 2 (8A; - 18A) - 9 (4;8 + 7) - 4j - 9^ - 6x.

8*: = 8m (n - 1) (n - 2) + 6 (- 32n + .56) + c (- VJn + 46) + 86* - 18c*

- 2 (8ifc - 18A) + 17 (4/8 + 7) + 4j + 17^ + 6x + 85,

•2h = n{n- 1) (n - 2) (n- 3) +* (- 4a* + 20>i - 24) + c (- 6n* + Ion - 18) + 126c + 18c*

+ (8* - 18A) - 9 (4/8 + 7) - 9^ + 2(7,

8«' = 8/1 (» - 1)* + (- 32/1 + 40) 6 + (- 21« + 30) c + 86* - 18c*

-2{Hk- 18A) + 21 (4/3 + 7) - 12j + 21^ - 18^ - 16C - 245,

c = 4ft (n - 1) (n - 2) + (- 16ft + 28) 6 + (- 10ft + 26) c + 46* - 9c*

- (8A; - 18A) + 10 (4^ + 7) - 4j + 10^ - 6x - 60 - 85,

26' = - a + ft' (n — 1) - 3c', {n, c' supra),

o-' + 2j' + 3x'+2C' + 45'= 4ft(ft-2)-86-llc,

/>' - 4j' - 6x'
- 4(7 - 95' = - 1 1 ft (n - 2) + a (ft' - 2) -|- 226 + 30c, (n', a supr^),

2«7' + 4/3' + 7' + ^ = c'(«'-2), (ft', c' supra),

4^' - 3 (i! + 3/3' + 27') - 2p' -/ = (- 4n' + 6)6' + 26'*, (n', 6' suprS,),

6A - 2 (i' + 3/3' + 27') - 3<7' -%' = (- 4n' + 6) c' + 3c'*, (n', c' supra)

;

(or in place of either of these,

8A;' - 18A,' - 4/3' + Do-' - 2j' + 3^' = (26' - 3c') [{n' - 2) (m' - 3) - a], (n', 6', c', a suprk)},

p' + 2/3' + 37' + 3«' = 6' (ft' - 2), (ft', 6' supra),

25' + /8' + 3i'+/-2p' = 0,

3r' + 2i' + x'-off'-/8'-4^ = c', (c' supra),

(twenty-three equations, being a transformation of the original system of twenty-three

equations).
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11. Forming the combinations 4i+6?-, 24,t—8q+l&r (the last of which introduces

on the opposite side the term + 48<), we obtain

4d+6r= c(on-12)-oy-18^ + 3d-2x,

- 2it -8q + 18r = - (8n - 16) 6 + (15m - 36) c - 34/3 4- 87 + 4j + 9^ + 6x,

equations which are used post. No. 53.

12. I remark that if there be on a surface a right line which is such that the

tangent plane is different at different points of the line, the line is said to be

scrolar: the section of the surface by any plane through the line contains the line

once. But if there is at each point of the line one and the same tangent plane,

then the section of the surface by the tangent plane contains the line at least twice

;

if it contain it twice only, the line is tcrrsal ; if three times the line is oscular

;

and the tangent plane containing the torsal or oscular line may in like manner be

termed a torsal or an oscular tangent plane. These epithets, scrolar, torsal and oscular,

will be convenient in the sequel.

Article Nos. 13 to 39. Explanation of the New Singularities.

I proceed to the explanation of the new singularities.

13. The cnicnode, or singularity C=l, is an ordinary conical point; instead of

the tangent plane we have a proper quadricone.

14. The cnictrope, or reciprocal singularity C" = 1, is also a well known one ; it

is in fact the conic of plane contact, or say rather the plane of conic contact, viz.

the cnictrope is a plane touching a surface, not at a single point, but along a conic.

15. Consider a surface having the cnicnode G=\, and the reciprocal surface having

the cnictrope C — 1. There are on the quadricone of the cnicnode six directions of

closest contact ('), and reciprocal thereto we have six tangents of the cnictrope conic,

touching it at six points. The plane of the cnictrope meets the surface in the conic

twice, and in a residual curve which touches the conic at each of the six points. It

would appear that these six contacts are part of the notion of the cnictrope.

16. We may of course have a surface with a conic of plane contact, but such

that the residual curve of intersection in the plane of the conic does not touch the

conic six times or at all ; for instance the general equation of a surface with a conic

of plane contact is PM + V^N = 0, where P = is a plane, F = a quadric surface

;

and here the conic P = 0, F=0 does not touch the residual curve P=0, iV=0. The

reciprocal surface will in this case have a cnicnode, but there is some special circum-

stance doing away with the six directions of closest contact which in general belong

thereto. I do not further pursue this inquiry.

' Taking for greater simplicity coordinates x, y, t, 1, then for a surface having a cnicnode at the origin,

the equation is U^ + L\+ &c. = 0, the suffixes showing the degree in the coordinates ; the equation of the

quadricone is l;'j= 0, and the six directions are given as the lines of intersection of the two cones

p,=o, c;,=o.

\

I
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17. For a surface having the cnictrope C'=l, the Hessian surface passes through

the conic, which is thus thrown off from the spinode curve ; or there is a reduction

= 2 in the order of the curve, which agrees with a foregoing result.

18. The binode, or singularity B=l, is a biplanar node, where instead of the proper

quadricoue we have two planes ; these may be called the biplanes, and their line of

intersection, the edge of the binode. The biplanes form a plane-pair.

19. The bitrope, or reciprocal singularity B' = l, is the plane of point-pair contact;

but this needs explanation.

20. Consider a surface having a binode, and the reciprocal surface having a bitrope.

We have the bitrope, a plane the reciprocal of the binode ; in this plane a line, the

reciprocal of the edge ; in the line two points, or say a point-pair, the reciprocal of the

biplanes : these points may be called the bipoints. There are in each biplane three

directions of closest contact ; the reciprocals of these are in the bitrope three directions

through each of the two points. The section of the reciprocal surface by the bitrope

is made up of the line counting three times (or the line is oscular), and of a curve

passing in the three directions (having therefore a triple point) through each of the

two bipoints. The bitrope contains thus an oscular line ; but it is part of the notion

that there are on this line two points each a triple point on the residual curve of

intersection.

21. We may however have on a surface an oscular line without upon it two or

any triple points of the residual curve of intersection. Such a surface is Ma; + Ny^ = ;

the intersections of the line *• = 0, y =0 with the curve x = 0, N = Q will be all of

them ordinary points. The reciprocal surface will have a binode, but there will be

some special circumstance doing away with the existence of the directions of closest

contact in the two biplanes respectively. I do not at present pursue the question.

2-2. For a surface having a bitrope B' =\, it appears from what precedes, that the

oscular line must count 4 times in the intersection of the surface with the Hessian

;

for only in this way can the reduction 4 in the order of the spinode curve arise.

23. The pinch-point, or singularity j = 1, is in fact mentioned in Salmon; it is a

point on the nodal curve such that the two tangent planes coincide, or say it is a

cuspidal point on the nodal curve. If, to fix the ideas, we take the nodal curve to be a

complete intersection P = 0, (3=0, then the equation of the surface is {A, B, C^P, Qy=0
(A, B, C functions of the coordinates); we have a surface AC— B' = 0, which may be

called the critic surface, intersecting the nodal curve in the points P = 0, Q = 0,

AC — B^ = 0, which are the pinch-points thereof; or if there be a cuspidal curve,

then such of these points as are not situate on the cuspidal curve are the pinch-

points: see my paper "On a Singularity of Surfaces," Quart. Math. Journ. vol. ix. (1868)

pp. 332—338, [402]. The single tangent plane at the pinch-point meets the surface

(see p. 338) in a curve having at the pinch-point a triple point, = cusp + 2 nodes, viz.

there is a cuspidal branch the tangent to which coincides with that of the nodal

curve ; and there is a simple branch the tangent to which may be called the cotangent
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at the pinch-point. In the particular case where the nodal curve is a right line the

section is the line twice (representing the cuspidal branch), and a residual curve of

the order n — 2, the tangent to which is the cotangent.

24. The pinch-plane, or reciprocal singularity / = 1 , is in fact a torsal plane touching

the surface along a line, or meeting it in the line twice and in a residual curve.

Let the line and curve meet in a point P; for the reason that the section by the

plane is the line twice and the residual curve, the section has at P two coincident

nodes; that is, the plane is a node-couple plane with two coincident nodes. The plane

meets the consecutive node-couple plane in a line
fj,

passing through P and touching

at this point the residual curve. Considering now the reciprocal figure, the reciprocal

of the pinch-plane is thus a point of the nodal curve, and is a pinch-point ; the

tangent plane at the pinch-point is the reciprocal of the point P ; the tangent to the

nodal curve is the reciprocal of the line fi, that is, of the tangent at P to the residual

curve ; and the cotangent at the pinch-point is the reciprocal of the torsal line.

25. There is in this theory the difficulty that for a surface of the order n, the

torsal plane meets the residual curve of intersection in {n — 2) points P, and if each

of these be a point on the node-couple curve, then in the reciprocal figure the pinch-

point would be a multiple point on the nodal curve. I apprehend that starting with

a pinch-point, a simple point on the nodal curve, we have in the reciprocal figure a

pinch-plane or torsal plane as above, but with some speciality in virtue of which only

one of the (n — 2) points of intersection of the torsal line with the residual plane

curve is a point of the node-couple curve of the reciprocal surface. In the case of

a pinch-plane or torsal plane of a cubic surface, 7i. — 2 is =1, and the question of

multiplicity does not arise.

26. For a surface with a pinch-plane or torsal plane as above (j' = 1), the Hessian

surface not only passes through the torsal line, but it touches the surface along this

line, causing, as already mentioned, a reduction = 2 in the order of the spinode

curve. That the surfaces touch along the line is an important theorem ('), and I annex

a proof.

27. Let a; = 0, y = be the torsal line, x = being the torsal plane ; the equation

of the surface therefore is x^ + y^yjr = Q ; and ii A, B, C, D be the first derived functions

of ^, (a, b, c, d, f, g, h, I, m, n) the second derived functions, and if {A', B', C, £>'),

(a', b', c', d', /', g', h', I', m', n') refer in like manner to i/r, then the equation of the

Hessian is

0= 2.4 + a;a-»-yV , B -\-xh +2yA'+fh', C +xg +fg', D +xl +fl'

B + xh + lyA ' -f- -fK, a;6 -h 2-./r -f ^yB' 4- y^b', xf -I- 2yC" -f- y'/, am -f lyD' -I- yhr\!

G-\-xg -ify^g
,

x/ +2yC' +y^/'
, xc+yV

,
xn+y^n'

D + xl +yH' ,
xm + y'n +2yiy , xn + y^'

,
xd + y^d';

> See Salmon, p. 218, where it is only stated that the Hessian passes through the line.

I
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and representing this for a moment by

A, H, 0, Z !
= 0,

H, B, F, M
G, F, C, H
L, M, N, D

then in the developed equation

D {ABC - AF' - BG' - CH' + 2FGH)

- (BC- F\ CA-G^, AB- H\ GH - AF, HF- BG, FG - CH^L, M, Nf = 0,

observing that C, F, M, N, D are of the first order in x, y, the only terms of the

first order are contained in B (— DG^ — GL- + 2NGL) ; and since C, B, N are of the

first order, we obtain all the terms of the first order by reducing B, G, L to the

values 2i/r, C, D ; viz. the terms of the first order are

2>|r (- C\lx - I>cx + 2CDna;), = - 2-f (C'^d + D'c - 2CDti) x.

Hence the complete equation is of the form

-
2-f {Cd + D"-c - 2CBn) x + {x, yf = 0,

or, what is the same thing, x^ + y"^ = 0; the Hessian has therefore along the line

x = 0, y = the same tangent plane x=0 as the surface; or it touches the surface

along this line ; that is, the line counts twice in the intersection of the two surfaces.

28. If instead of the light line we have a plane curve, say if the equation be

x<f) + P^ = 0, then the value of the Hessian is x^ + P^ = (viz. the second term

divides by P only, not by P°), so that, as before mentioned in regard to a conic of

contact, the surface and the Hessian merely cut (but do not touch) along the curve

a; = 0, P = 0. To show this in the most simple manner take the equation to be

xfl> + \P^ = 0; let A', B', C, D' be the first derived functions of <^, and {A, B, C, D),

(a, h, c, d, f, g, h, I, m, n) the first and second derived functions of P ; then if in the

equation of the Hessian we write for greater simplicity x = 0, the equation is

2^' + Pa+^^, B' + Ph+AB, C' + Pg + AC, D' + PI + AD
F^Ph + AB, Pb+B", Pf + BC, Pm + BB

C'+Pg + AC, Pf+BG, Pc+C
, Pn + CB

B' + Pl + AB, Pm + BD, Pn + CB, Pd + B'

= 0.

The equation contains for example the term

-iB' + Pl + ABy [P' (be -f) + P {bC + cB" 2fBG)},

dividing as it should do by P, but not dividing by P^ ; and considering the portion

hereof — B'^P {bC^ + cB^ — 2fBG), there are no other terms in B'^P which can destroy

this, and to make the whole equation divide by P^ ; which proves the required negative.

C. VI. 43
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29. For the off-point or singularity 6=1; this is a point on the cuspidal curve

at which the second derived functions all of them vanish. In further explanation hereof

consider a surface I/'=0, and the second polar of an arbitrary point (a, y3, y, B); viz.

this is (oSj + /89y 4- 7?j + 8()«,)' [T = 0, or say for shortness A-U=0, where the coefficients

of the powers and products of (a, /3, y, 8) are of course the second derived functions of U;

this equation, when reduced by means of the equations of the cuspidal curve, may acquire

a factor A, thus assuming the form A (aP + /3Q + yR + SSf = 0, and if so the intersections

of the cuspidal curve with the second polar (= 2a 4- 6, if, as for simplicity is supposed,

there is no nodal curve) will be made up of the intersections of the cuspidal curve

with the surface A = 0, and of those with the surface aP + ^Q + yR + BS = each

twice ; the latter of these, depending on the coordinates (a, 0, y, S) of the arbitrary

jwints, are the points a each twice ; the former of them, or intersections of the cuspidal

curve with the surface A = 0, are the points 0, or off-points of the cuspidal curve.

If there is a nodal curve, the only difference is that the off-points are such of the

above points as do not lie on the nodal curve.

30. As the most simple instance of the manner in which this singularity may
present itself, consider a surface FP-+ G(^ = 0, where the degi-ees of the functions are

f> P> 9> 9. and therefore n =/-|- 2/j =^ -f 3(/, if n be the order of the surface. This has

a cuspidal curve P=0, Q = of the order pq\ the equation A^ (FP- + GQ'') = of the

second polar, when reduced by the equations P = 0, Q = of the cuspidal curve, becomes

simply l'(AP)^ = ; and we have thus the off-points F=0, P = 0, Q = 0, consequently

e=/pq.

31. But suppose, as before, the case of a surface (A, B, G\P, Qy = having a

cuspidal curve P = 0, Q = 0, and therefore AG- B^ being =0 for P = 0, Q = 0. The
equation of the second polar, writing therein P = 0, Q = 0, becomes (A, B, G^AP, AQy = 0,

and if for any given surface this assumes the form A (MAP + NAQf = (observe that

M, X may be fractional provided only the MAP -I- NAQ is integral), then there vn\l

be on the cuspidal curve the off-points A = 0, P = 0, Q = 0.

32. An interesting example is afforded by a surface which presents itself in the

Memoir on Cubic Surfaces: the surface

— 4ya; (a^ + Szw)

+ ziv (30^* -F zwf =

has the cuspidal conic y = Q, Zai'-\-zw = Q, and (as coming under the form FP'+GQ' = 0)

has the off-points zw=0, 2/=0, Sx' + zw = 0; that is, the points (a; = 0, ^ = 0, z = 0),

(a; = 0, y = 0, w = 0) each twice ; d = i.

But writing the same equation in the form

(4, 6a;, 8ar' + zw'^y^ - 2x», a^ - zwf = 0,

where

4 . (8ic» + zw) - {6xy = - 4 (.r" - zw),
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it appears that there are also the three cuspidal conies y'^ — 2x^ = 0), af^— zw = Q. Reducing

by means of these two equations, the equation of the second polar is at first obtained

in the form

(4, 6«, ^x- + zw'^Sy-Ay — 6cc^Ax, 2xAx — sAto — ivAz)- = ;

but further reducing by the same equations and writing for this purpose y = (ox (w' = 2),

the equation becomes

that is

(4, 6a;, 9a^^ai^ {Sw^Ay - C)Ax), 2xAx- zAw- wAz^f^O,

*•» [2x {3a>-'Ay - 6Aa;) + 3 (2j;Aa; - zAiu - ivAz)]' = 0,

and we have thus the off-points 0^=0, y^ — 2.^^ = 0, x' — zxv = 0, in fact the before-

mentioned two points each 6 times; and the complete value of 6 is ^ = (4 -t- 12=) 16

;

viz. the off-points are the points (a; = 0, y = 0, z = 0), {x = 0, y = 0, w = 0) each 8 times.

On account of this union of points the singularity is really one of a higher order, but

equivalent to ^=16.

I am not at present able to explain the off-plane or reciprocal singularity 0' =\.

33. As to the close-point or singularity x=^. I remark that at an ordinary point

of the cuspidal curve the section by the tangent plane loaches, at the point of contact,

the cuspidal curve : the point of contact is on the curve of section a singular point

[in the nature of a triple point, viz. taking the point of contact as origin, the form

of the branch in the vicinity thereof is y' — x^ = 0, where y = is the equation of the

tangent to the cuspidal curve}, such that the point of contact counts 4 times in the

intersection of the cuspidal curve with the curve of section. At a close-point the form

of the curve of section is altered ; viz. the point of contact is here in the nature of

a quadruple point with two distinct branches, one of them a triple branch of the form

}f
= a^, but such that the tangent thereof, y = 0, is not the tangent of the cuspidal

curve-; the other of them a simple branch, the tangent of wliich is also distinct from

the tangent of the cuspidal branch : the point of contact counts 3 -t- 1 times, that is

4 times, as before, in the intersection of the cuspidal curve and the curve of section.

The tangent to the simple branch may conveniently be termed the cotangent at the

close-point; that of the other branch the cotriple tangent.

34. We may look at the question differently thus: to fix the ideas, let the cuspidal

curve be a complete intersection P = 0, Q = ; the equation of the surface is

(A, B, C^P, Qy = 0, where AC-B'^O, in virtue of the equations P = 0, Q = of the

cuspidal curve, that is, AC — B' is =MP + NQ suppose. We have (as in the investiga-

tion regarding the pinch-point) a critic surface AC— B' = 0, this meets the surface in

the cuspidal curve and in a residual curve of intersection ; the residual curve by its

intersection with the cuspidal curve determines the close-points ; the tangent at the

close-point is I believe the tangent of the residual curve. Analytically the close-points

are given by the equations P = 0, Q = 0, (A, B, C^N, —M)- = 0. It is proper to remark

that if besides the cuspidal curve there be a nodal curve, only such of the points so

determined as do not lie on the nodal curve are the close -points.

43—2
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35. I take as an example a surface which is substantially the same as one which

presents itself in the Memoir on Cubic Surfaces, viz. the surface (1, w, xy'^w' — xy, zf^O,
having the cuspidal conic w= — at/ = 0, z = 0. Since in the present case AC- B^ = P, we

have M = \, N = 0, and the close-points are given by P = 0, Q= 0, C = 0; that is, they

are the points (^ = 0, w = 0, a; = 0) and (z = 0, w = 0, y = 0).

36. I first however consider an ordinary point on the cuspidal curve, or conic vf-xj/=0,

z = ; the coordinates of any point on the conic are given by x : y : z : ^v=l : ff' : : 0,

where is an arbitrary parameter ; we at once find ff'x + y — 6{z + 2w) = for the

equation of the tangent plane of the surface or cuspidal tangent plane at the point

(1, ff', 0, 0). Proceeding to find the intersection of this plane with the surface, the

elimination of z gives

(^, 0w, xy^iji^-xy, ff'x + y, -2ewf = 0,

which is of course the cone, vertex (x = 0, y = 0, w = 0), which passes through the

required curve of intersection. In place of the coordinates x, y take the new coordinates

&'x — y = 2p, and 0-x +y — 20w = 2q ; we have

0^x = 0tu +p — q,

— y = — 0w +p — q,

and thence

- 0'xy =p^-(q + 0iuf =.f-q-i- 20qw - 0^w',

0^(1^- xy) =p^-q^- 20qw,

and the equation thus is

(0*. ff'w, -p--^ q^+ 20qw + 0HifJp' -q^- 20qw, 20'q) = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(1, 0w, - pi" + q' + 20qiv + 0'w^'^p^ - q^ - 20qw, 2qy = 0\

viz. this is

(p» -q^- 20qw)- + ^0qw (p' - q" - 20qw) + iq"^ (- p- + q- + 20qw + ^w=) = ;

or reducing, it is

0^' - q^) (p- - oq^) + 80fw = 0,

the equation of the section in terms of the coordinates p, q, w. The equation is

satisfied by the values p=0, q = which belong to the as.sumed point (1, 0^, 0, 0) of

the conic, and in the vicinity of this point we have p* + 80^^ = 0, which is a triple

branch of the form y' = x*, the tangent ^ = being, it will be observed, the tangent
of the conic. But at the close-points, or when 0=0 or 0= x , the transformation
fails ; and these points must be considered separately.

37. At the first of these, viz. the point z = 0, w = 0, x = 0, the tangent plane of the
surface or cuspidal tangent plane is x = 0, and this meets the surface in the curve x = 0,
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vf{w+2z) = 0,thiit is in the line a; = 0, w = three times, and in the line x= 0, iv+2z=0
(that the section consists of right lines is of course a speciality, and it is clear that

considering in a more general surface the section as defined by an equation in (w, z, y),

the line w = represents the tangent to a triple branch w^= z*+ &c., and the line

w + 2z = the tangent to a simple branch) ; these lines are each of them, it will be

observed, distinct from the tangent to the cuspidal conic, which is x = 0, z = 0. And
similarly the tangent plane at the other of the two points is y = 0, meeting the surface

in the curve y = 0, ttf(w + 2z) = 0, that is in the line y = 0, w = three times, and in

the line y = 0, iv + 2z = 0.

38. The close-plane or reciprocal singularity x =^ ^^ (like the pinch-plane) a torsal

plane, meeting the surface in a line twice and in a residual curve ; the distinction is

that the line and curve have an intersection P lying on the spinode curve ; the

close-plane is thus a spinode plane ; it meets the consecutive spinode plane in a line

ft passing through P, and which is not the tangent of the residual curve. In the

reciprocal figure, the reciprocal of the close-plane is on the cuspidal curve, and is a

close-point ; the reciprocal of the point P is the cuspidal tangent plane ; that of the

line
fj,

the tangent of the cuspidal curve ; that of the tangent of the residual curve

the cotriple tangent ; that of the torsal line the cotangent.

39. The torsal line of a close-plane is not a mere torsal line ; in fact by what

precedes it appears that the surface and the Hessian intersect in this line, counting

not twice but three times, and it is thus that the reduction in the order of the

spinode curve caused by the close-plane is = 3.

Article Nos. 40 and 41. Application to a Class of Surfaces.

40. Consider the surface FP^ + GBrQ' = 0, where /, p, g, r, q being the degrees

of the several functions, and n the order of the surface, we have of course

n=f+2p = g + 2r + 3q.

There is here a nodal curve, the complete intersection of the two surfaces P = 0, ij = ;

hence b=pr, k = ^pr(p — l){r-l), =^b{b—p-r + l); < = 0; whence (g) = pr (;) -|-
r- - 2).

There is also a cuspidal curve the complete intersection of the two surfaces P = 0, Q = ;

hence c = pq, h = ^pq{p -l)(q- 1), =^c(c -p~q + l); whence (r) = pq(p + q - 2): I

have written for distinction (q), (r), to denote the q, r of the fundamental equations.

The two curves intei-sect in the pqi- points P = 0, Q = 0, P = 0, which are not

.stationaiy points on either curve; that is, /S = 0, 7 = 0, i=pqr.

There are on the nodal curve the j = {f+g)pr pinch-points P=0, P = 0, P = 0,

and = 0, P = 0, P = 0. There are on the cuspidal curve 6=fpq off-points F=0,
P = 0, Q ==

; and there the gpq singular points = 0, P = 0, Q = 0. I find that these

last, and also the 6 points each three times, must be considered as close-points,

that is, that we have x = (!) + ^f^P'i-
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41. We ought then to have

6 (n - 2) =p,

c (n - 2) =2<T + 0;

2(q) + Si+j =2p,

3(r) + c +2t + x = 5o- + 4^;

the first two of which give p, a, aud then, substituting their values, the other two

equations should become identities. In fact, attending to the values ^r = b, pq = c, the

equations become

2b{p + r-2) + Sbq + b{f+g) =26(n-2),

Sc {p + q - 2) + c + 2cr + b ig + 5f) = ^{c {n- 2) -c/} +4c/

The first of these is

2n = 2p + 2r + ^+f + g, = (2p+f) + {2r + Sq + g),

and the second is

^n = Sp + 2q + 2r + g + ^f, =
| (2p +/) + (2r + 3^ + ^r),

so that the equations are satisfied.

Article No. 42. The Flecnodal Curve.

42. A point on a surface may be flecnodal, viz. the tangent plane may meet the

surface in a curve having at the point a flecnode, that is, a node with an inflexion

on one of the branches. Salmon has shown that, for a surface of the order n without

singularities, the locus of the flecnodal points, or flecnodal curve, is the complete

intersection of the surface by a surface of the order lln — 24, which may be called

the flecnodal surface, the order of the curve being thus =«(ll»i — 24). I have

succeeded in showing, in a somewhat peculiar way by consideration of a surface of

revolution, that if the surface of the order /i has a nodal curve of the order 6, and

a cuspidal curve of the order c, then that the order of the flecnodal curve is

= »i(ll»i — 24) — 226 — 27c ; before giving this investigation, I will by the like principles

demonstrate the above-mentioned theorem that the order of the spinode curve is

= 4w(n-2)-86-llc.

Article Nos. 43 to 47. Surfaces of Revolution, in connexion with the Spinode Curve

and the Flecnodal Curve.

43. Consider a plane curve of the order m with 8 nodes and k cusps, and let

this be made to revolve about an a.xis in its own plane, so as to generate a surface

of revolution. The complete meridian section is made up of the given curve and of

an equal curve situate symmetrically therewith on the other side of the axis ; the
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order of the surface is thus = 2m. The two curves intersect in m points on the axis

and in m^ — ??« points, forming ^ (m- — m) pairs of points, situate symmetrically on

opposite sides of the axes; these last generate ^{m- — m) circles, nodal curves on the

surface; the nodes generate h circles, which are nodal curves on the surface, and the

cusps generate k circles, cuspidal curves on the surface. There are ?/i^ — ??(. — 2S — 3/c

circles of plane contact corresponding in the plane curve to the tangents perpendicular

to the axis. Each of the m points on the axis gives in the surface a pair of

(imaginary) lines; and we have thus two sets each of m lines, such that along the

lines of each set the surface is touched by an (imaginary) meridian plane ; viz. these

are the circular planes x-'riy = 0, x — iy = passing through the axis. I assume

without stopping to show it that these 2m lines are lines not j' but )(^, that is, that

they each reduce the order of the spinode curve by 3('). The inflexions generate

3?ft^ — 6m — 68 — Sac cii-cles which constitute the spinode curve on the surface.

44. And we can thus verify that the complete intersection of the surface with

the Hessian is made up in accordance with the foregoing theory ; viz.

Order of surface = 2m,

Order of Hessian = 4 (2m — 2),

whence order of intersection = 16m'— 16m

Nodal curve, ^(m^ — m) + 8 circles, 8 times 8m=— 8?>i + 16S

Cuspidal curve,
. « circles, 11 times + 22k

Circles of contact m^ — m — 28 — 3k, 2m- — 2m — 48 — Qk

Lines 2m , 3 times + 6m
Spinode curve, 3m* — 6m — 68 — 8/c circles, 6m* — 12m — 128 — 16«

16m*— 16m.

45. We may by a similar reasoning show that the surface and the flecnode surface

intersect in the nodal curve taken 22 times, and in the cuspidal curve taken 27 times

;

and consequently that the order of the residual intersection or flecnodal curve is

= n(lln-24)-226-27c.

To effect this, observe that at any point whatever of a quadric surface the tangent

plane meets the surface in a pair of lines, that is, in a curve having at the point of

contact a node with an inflexion on each branch, or say, a fleflocnode. Imagine in

the plane figure a conic having its centre on the axis of rotation and its axis

coincident therewith, and the conic having with the curve of the order m a 4-pointic

intersection at any point P ; the point P generates a circle, such that along this

circle the surface is osculated by a quadric surface of revolution in such wise that

the meridian sections have a four-pointic contact ; the circle in question is thus on

the surface a fleflecnode circle ; and I assume that it counts twice as a flecnode

circle. Hence if the number of the points P be =^, we have on the surface 6

fleflecnode circles, = 29 flecnode circles, that is, a flecnode curve of the order 4^.

I wish to show that we have 6 = 5m* — 9m — 108— \2k.

' Observe that the terms in m cannot be got rid of in a different manner, by any alteration of the

numbers 8 and 11 to which the present investigation relates.
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46. The problem is as follows : given a curve of the order m with B nodes and

K cusps ; it is required to find the number of the conies, centre on a given line,

and an axis coincident in direction with this line, which have with the given curve

a 4-pointic intersection, or contact of the third order. This may be solved by means

of formulae contained in my " Memoir on the Curves which satisfy given Conditions,"

Phil. Trans, vol. CLViii. (1868), pp. 75—144; see p. 88; [406].

Taking x = for the given line, the conic (a, b, c, f, g, h\x, y, 1 ^ = will have

its centre on the given line and an axis coincident therewith, if only A = 0, g = 0\ and

denoting these two conditions by 2X, it is easy to see that we have

(2Z .•.) = !, (2Z:/)=2, (2Z.//) = 2, (2Z///) = 1.

But in general if the conic satisfy any other three conditions ZZ, then the number of

the conies (2X, 3Z) is

= «'( -h + iS)

+ 7'( i«-i/3 ),

where a, ^, 7, S denote {2X .:), (2X : /), {2X-jj), (2X ///), viz. in the present case the

values are 1, 2, 2, 1 respectively, and where o', ^, y denote (8Z:), (SZ-j), (SZ//)

respectively.

47. Substituting for a, /3, 7, S their values, the number of the conies in question

is =
i/3', that is =^(SZ-/). Suppose that SZ, or say 3, denotes the condition of a

contact of the third order with a given curve (m, B, k), or say with a given curve

(m, n, a) (m the order, n the class = nV' — m — 28 — 3/e, a = 3« + «), then we have

(3 : ) = - 4m - 3» + 3a,

(3./) = _8„i_8n + 6a,

(3 // ) = - Sm - 4rt + 3a

;

and from the second of these the number of the conies in question is = — 4»i — 4/i + 3o,

that is, it is = — 4m + 5n + 3yt, or finally it is =5m'— 9»i — 108 — 12k.

Hence, assuming that the 2m lines each counts 6 timesC),

Order of surface = 2m
Order of flecnode surface =11 (2m — 24) or 22m— 24

Order of intersection = 44^*^ — 48wi

Nodal curve, ^(m''-m) + 8 circles, 11 times 22m»-22m+ 44S

Cuspidal curve « circles, 27 times + oix

Circles of contact m* - jn. - 28 - Sk, 2m^ — 2m — 48 - 6/c

Lines of contact 2m , 6 times + 127ft

Flecnodal curve, .im»- 9m- IO8 - 12«: circles each twice 20m'' - 36m - 408 - 48«

44m» - 48?«.

' See foot-note p. 343 : the like remark applies to the present terms in ro, which cannot be got rid of
by an alteration of the numbers 22 and 27 to which the investigation relates.
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Article Nos. 48 and 49. The Fleowdal Torse.

48. Starting from

226' + 27c' = 6 (66' + 8c') - 7 (26' + 3c')

= 6 (3«'^ - 6n' - «) - 7 (n'"- - ?i' - S)

= lln'^ - 29n' + 7 - 6k,

llji'= - 24»i' - 226' - 27c' = 5n -7B + 6ic,

that is

I find

n' (lln' - 24) - 226' - 27c'

= n (n - 1) (11m - 24) + 6 (- o9n + 96) + c (- 94h + 1.56) + 266^ + 87c='

- o2k - 114A + 141/9 + 947 + 77i+ 3j + 4^ - 15(9 - 45i - IOC - 95.

49. For a surface of the order 71 without singularities this equation is

n' (lln' - 24) - 226' - 27c' = n (n - 1) (11« - 24)

;

to explain the meaning of it, I say that the reciprocal of a flecnode is a flecnodal plane,

and vice versd: the reciprocal of the flecnodal torse of the surface 71 (viz. the torse

generated by the flecnodal planes of the surface) is thus the flecnodal curve of the

reciprocal surface n; and the class of the torse must therefore be equal to the order

of the curve. The flecnodal torse is generated by the tangents of the surface n along

the curve of intersection with a surface of the order lire — 24; the number of tangent

planes which pass through an arbitrary point, or class of the torse, is at once found

to be n(n— 1) (lln — 24); for the reciprocal surface the order of the flecnodal curve

is by what precedes n'(lln' — 24) — 226' — 27c'; and the equation thus expresses that

the order of the curve is equal to the class of the torse.

Article No. 50. The general Surface of the Order n without Singularities.

50. In the general surface of the order n without singularities, we have

n =n,

a =71' — n,

5 =in(n-l)(n-2)(n-3),

K = n (n — 1) (n — 2),

6 =0,

k =0,

t =0,

q =0,

c. VI. 44
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p =0,

j =0.

c =0,

h =0,

r =0,

<r =0,

S =0, V^

5=0,

/8=0,

7=0.

i =0,

7i'= n{n-iy,

a' = n(n — 1),

i'=^n(n-2)(«''-9).

k' = 3n (m - 2),

i' = ^n(n - 1) (ft - 2) («» - n= + « - 12),

Ar' = ^n (w - 2) (n}" - G/i" + 16fl,« - 54w' + 164)i« - 288/i» + o47?i* -1058n'+1068n2-1214n+ 1464),

i' =^ (n - 2) (ji' - 4«» + 7n' - 45/1* + 1 14?i' - 1 1 In^ + 548/1 - 960),

^= n(n-2)(n-3)(TO»+ 2W-4),

p'= w(n-2)(n=-«= + »i-12),

/=0.

c' = 4n (n - 1) (w - 2),

h' = in (« - 2) (16w* - 64n,' + SOw' - 108« + 156),

r' = 2w(n-2)(3«-4),

«-'=4n(w-2),

^ = 0,

x'=o,

c = o,

^ = 0,

/3' = 2n(n-2)(ll>i-24),

V = 4n, (n - 2) (n - 3) (n» + 3w - 16).

i' = 0.

I

I
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Article Nos. 51 to 64. Investigation of Formula for /3'.

51. The value /3' = 2n(w - 2)(llre— 24) for a surface without singularities was

obtained by Salmon by independent geometrical considerations, \dz. he obtains

2/S' = 4»i(«-2)(lln-24)

as the number of intersections of the spinode curve (order = 4?i {n — 2)) by the flecnode

surface of the order lln — 24.

52. The value of /3' must be obtainable in the case of a surface with singularities,

and I have been led to conclude that we have

/3'= 2m(»i-2)(11w-24)

-(110w-272)6 + 443

-(life- 303) c + fi^r

+ £91^ + 24,87 +198«

+ linear function (i, j, 6, x, 0, B, i', f, 0',
x'. G', B'),

but I have not yet completely determined the coefficients of the linear function. The

reciprocal formula in the case of a surface of the order n without singularities,

i, j, 0, X, C, B, i', j', 0", X' ^> ^ *hen all vanishing, is the identity

0= 2n'(n'-2)(llM'-24)

- (llOn' - 272) h' + 44^'

- (116n'- 303) c' + ^r'

+ ^yS' + 2487' + 198«'

(w', V, q, c', r', ff, 7', t' having the values in the foregoing Table). It was by assuming

for y9 an expression of the above form but with indeterminate coefficients, and then

determining these in such wise that the reciprocal equation should be an identity,

that the foregoing formula for ^' was arrived at.

53. I assume

^'= 2m(«-2)(11»i-24)

- h {An -B) + Cq

-c(Dn-E)+Fr

-G^-Hy-It

+ linear function (i, j, 0, %, C, B, i', j', 0',
x'. G', B'),

where it is to be remarked that, in virtue of the equations obtained No. 11, two of

the coefficients of this form are really arbitrary : I cannot recall the considerations

which led me to write i) = 116, ^ = 303.

44—2
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54. Forming the reciprocal equation

/9 = 2n'(n'-2)(lbi'-24)

-b'iAn'-B) + Cq
-c'{Dn' -E) + Fr
-G^-Hy'-It'
+ linear function (t', j', &, x, C', B', i, j, 0, x, 0, B),

and substituting herein the values which belong to the surface of the order n without

singularities, we should have identically

= 2n (n - Vf {n - 2) (w» + 1) (lln* - 22»i« + lln - 24)

-\n{n-l){n-2){n? -n-" + n-12)[An{n-\y - B]

+ n (n - 2) (n - .3) {li" + 2n - 4)

- ^n{n- \){n-2)[Dn{n-\f-E]
+ 2«(n-2)(3w-4)F
-2»(w-2)(lln-24)G
- 4w (m - 2) (n, - 3) (n» + .Sn - 16) /T

-ln{n- 2) {vl - 4w« + In^ - Von* + 1 14/)» - 1 1 \n^ + 548n - 960) /

;

or dividing the whole by n(n— 2), this is

0= 2 (n - l)^"' + l)(llft« - 22W2+ 11?(. - 24)

- i (ft - 1) (n' - w= + n - 12) [An (n - If - B]

+ (H--i)(n' + 2n-4>)C

-4i(n - l)[Dn{n - ly - E]

+ 2 (3n -i)F
-2(ll«-24)(?

- ^ (n' - 4w« + 7w» - 45»^ + 1 1 4/i» - 1 1 1 /i= + 548» - 960) /.

55. And then, expanding in powers of n and equating to zero the coefficients

the several powers 11', ...n" we obtain

22 -88 + 154 -224 + 250 -184 + 118 - 48

-i^ + 2^ -1^ + '^iA -204 + -'M — (U

+ ^B - B + B - ifB + 6fi

+ C - C — IOC + 12(7

- 4D + 12i) -12D +

+
+

4Z)

4^
6^
22G

- 4^:

- SF
+ 48(?

- 4F + 12F -12H + 100^ -192fl-

-K + §/ -4/ + -yi/ -19/ + i'f / - ^1 / + 160/

II II II II II II II II
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viz. the equations are read vertically downwards. The first, second, and third equations,

and the sum of the fourth and fifth, all give the same relation, 132—3.4-7= 0;

there are consequently, inclusive of this, five independent relations. By combining the

equations so as to simplify the numbers, I find these to be

3^+7-132 = 0,

4,A-B-2G -80 = 0,

7A-B + 2E+ 2F+ 2G- 476 = 0,

26A-B + 8D + 8H -1.532 = 0,

6A-E-2F +12Gf-487f+ 407 -132 = 0.

56. I found, as presently mentioned, J. = 110, 5 = 272, (7=44; values which satisfy

(as they should do) the second equation; and then assuming 2) =116 and £"=303,
we have F= sa, Q = -^l, 7?"= -248, 7= -198; and the formula is

/S'= 2n(K-2)(llw-24)

-(11071-272)6 + 44?

-(116/1- 303) c+Aj^r

+ ^/3 + 2487 + 198«

+ linear function (i, j, 9, x, C. -S, i', f, 0', x, C", F),

the process not enabling the determination of the coefficients of the linear function.

57. The values of .4, B, G were found from the general theorem that if three

surfaces of the orders /i, v, p respectively intersect in a curve of the order m and
cla.ss r which is a-tuple on ft,, /3-tuple on v, and 7-tuple on p, then the number of

the points of intersection of the three surfaces is

= fLvp — m (0y/J, + 7011' + a/9/) — 2oL^y) + a^rfv.

Apply this to the case of a surface of the order n with a nodal curve of the order b

and class q, intersecting the Hessian and flecnodal surfaces, we have

Order. Passing through (6, q), times

Surface n 2

Hessian 4n — 8 4

Flecnodal llw-24 11

whence number of intersections is

= 4n(n-2)(lln,-24)-6{n.4.11+(4w-8)11.2 + (ll?i-24)2.4-2.2.4.11}

+ 2.4.II9,

that is

= 4n (m - 2) (llw - 24) - (220w - 544) b-SHq;
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and the value of /3' is one half of this,

= 2w(«-2)(ll«-24)-(110n-272)6 + 442.

I have not succeeded in applying the like considerations to the cuspidal curve.

58. As regards the general theorem, we know (Salmon, p. 274) that if two surfaces

of the orders /*, v partially intersect in a curve of the order m and class r, and

besides in a curve of the oi-der m', then the curves m, to' meet in TO(/i+i/ — 2) —

r

points.

Suppose that the curve to is a-tuple on the surface /i ; then to find the number

/ of the intersections of the curves m and to', we may imagine through to a surface

of the order p ; the surfaces /x, v intersect in the curve to a times, and in a

residual curve of the order /iv — wa, this last meets the surface p in p (^^lv — ma)

points, and thence the thi-ee surfaces meet in fivp — map — I points. But since

TO is a simple curve on each of the surfaces v, p, the three surfaces meet in

/li {vp — m) — a [to (i/ + p — 2) — r] points, whence equating the two values

/= 7ft (/i. + ai/ — 2a) — ar.

Next, let the curve m be a-tuple on the surface ^, ;8-tuple on the surface v. Con-

sidering the new surface p through to, then /a, v intersect in the curve m a^ times,

and in a residual curve of the order fiv — ??ta/3 ; this last meets the surface p in

p {fiv — ma^) points ; whence the three surfaces meet in p (imv — ma^) — I points. But

the curve to being a /8-tuple curve on v, and a simple curve on p, these meet in

the curve m /3 times and in a residual curve of the order vp — /Sm, whence the three

surfaces meet in

fi (vp - /Sto) - a [m (v+^p- 2yS) - /3r]

points; and equating the two values, we have

/ = m (^/i + av- 2a/3) - 2a^r.

Lastly, if the curve m be 7-tuple on p, then the surfaces ft, p meet in m ay

times and in a residual curve of the order fip — may ; this last meets v in

V (fip — aym) — /3 [to (yfi + ap— 2a7) — ayr]

points, that is, the number of points of intensection of the three surfaces is

= fivp — m i^y/ji. + yaj^ + a^p — 2ajS7) + a^yr.

.59. I represent the complete value of /3' by

^= 2n(ll?i-24)

- (110« - 272) 6 -f- 44^

- (116» - 303) c + ^r
4- ^|-»-/3 + 2487 + 198«

- hC—gB — xi —\j — p-x —v6

- h'C - ff'R - afi' - X'j' - /x'x' - v'ff,
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and (observing that the Table of Singularities in my Memoir on Cubic Surfaces was

obtained without the aid of the formula now in question) I endeavour by means of the

results therein contained to find the values of the unknown coefficients h, g, x, X, fi, v,

h, g, X, X, /i, V.

60. For a cubic surface n = 3, and for a cubic surface without singular lines (in

fact for all the cases except the cubic scrolls XXII and XXIII), the formula is

0' = .54 -hC-gB- X'j' - fi'x' - v'0' - h'C - g'B'
;

and applying this to the several cases of cubic surfaces as grouped together in the

Table, and referred to by the affixed roman numbers, the resulting equations are

54 = 54, (I)

30 = .54-./(, (II)

18 = 54- g-\<ov', (III)

13 = 54 - 2A - V, (IV)

6 = .54- h-g-ijf-Sv', (VI)

3 = 54 - 3A - 3X', (VIII)

= o^-2g-\Qv' -g', (IX)

1 = 54 - 2A - ^ - V - 2/i', (XIII)

= 54 - 4A - 6X', (XVI)

= 54- h-lg-lfj! -g', (XVII)

K = o4:-Sg-3g', (XXI)

= 24,

which are all satisfied if only

h

g +16i^' = 36,

g + 2^' = 12,

g+ / = 18,

X' = - 7.

61. If we apply to the same surfaces the reciprocal equation for /3, or, what is

the same thing, apply the original equation to the reciprocal surfaces, as given by

interchanging the upper and lower halves of the Table of Singularities, we have

another series of equations, viz. this is

= 54432 - 54432,

= 27851-27846- A',

= 18180-18318- g'-l6v,

= 11765- 11756 -2/i'-\,

0= 6917- 6.584- h'-g'-fi-Sv,

0= 3.5.34- 3522 - .3/t' - 3\,

0= .3024- 3144 -2/- 161/ -5r,

0= 1433- U86 - 2h' - g' - X - 2fi,

0= 518- 504, - 4,h' - 6X,

0= 383- 322- h' - 2g' - g - 2iJ,,

= 54 -Sg - 3g',

(I)

h' 5, (11)

g +Uv - 138, (III)

2h' + X 9, (IV)

h' +g' + /jL + 8v = 45, (VI)

3h'+SX 12, (VIII)

2g' + 16v-{-g -120, (IX)

2h' + g' + X+2,i = 47, (XIII)

4A' + 6X 14, (XVI)

h'+2g' +g + 2fi = 61, (XVII)

Sg +3g' 54, (XXI)
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all satisfied if only

h' = 5,

/+ 161/ = -138,

(7' + 2/x = 38,

9 +9' = 18.

X. =-1.

62. I remark however that the cubic scroll XXII or XXIII gives

= 54- (330 - 272) - 2 (\ + V).

that is, \ + X' = — 2, instead of \ + \' = - 8. The investigation is in fact really in-

applicable to a scroll, for every point of a scroll has the property of a flecnode

;

whence if U= be the equation of the scroll, that of the flecnodal surface is

M . V = 0, containing U as a factor, and there is not any definite curve of inter-

section constituting the flecnodal curve ; but I am nevertheless surprised at the

numerical contradiction.

63. Combining the two sets of results, we find

h =24,

9 =9'

X = X,

X=-l,

/x = 10 + y,

k' = .5,

S''
= 18-sr,

x' —X,

X' = - 7,

/ = 6-^(7,

v'=\-'h9-,

and the formula thus is

/3'= 2»(n-2)(ll»i-24)

-(110«-272)6-|-44g

- (116w - 303) c + 4fr

+ a|iy9 + 2487 -1-1 98«

_ 24C-I-j - lOx + ^-Q - 5(7 - ISF - 6x' - \B'

-xi- x'i' + ^g(-l6B-8x-0+ 16B' - 8%' - <?').
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where x, x, g are constants which remain to be determined. The cubic surfaces fail

to determine them, for the reason that in all of them we have i = 0, i' = 0; and

165 + 8;{;+ ^= 16^ + 8;^;' + 0': this last is a very remarkable relation, for the existence

of which I do not perceive any a priori reason.

Substituting herein for q, r their values from No. 11, this may be written in the

form
/9' = 2n (« - 2) (lln - 24) + 6 (- 66w + 184) + c (- af^w + 240)

+ 141/3 + a^fly + 66«

x' i' + If - 6x' - 1^ - '^G' - 18-B'

-(x + 87) i - 2lj - -Y;^ + ^0 - 24C

+ ^g (- l6B-8x-e + 16B' + 8^' + ^').

64. We have of course by interchanging the unaccented and accented letters, the

reciprocal equation giving the value of /3.

Article Nos. 65 to 68. Recapitulation.

65. In recapitulation, I say that we have between the 42 quantities

n, a, S, K ; b , k , t, q, p , j ; c,h,r,cr,0,x; ^, y, i ; B, G

,

n', a', B', k'; b', k'. If, q', p',j'; c', h', r', a, 6', x' '^

/3', 7, *'
; B', C,

in all 25 equations, viz. these are

a = a',

a'= ;i(n-l)-26-3c,

k' = Sn{n-2)-Gb- 8c,

S' =iw,(n.-2)(/i=-9)-(?i^- n-Q){2b+:ic) + 2b(b-l) + Gbc + ^c{c-l),

a(n-2)= K- B+ p +2a;

b(n-2)= p+2ff + '3y+3t,

c (n - 2) = 2o- + 4;S + y + 0,

a (n - 2) (n - 2) = 2(B - C) + S (ac - So- - x) + 2 (ab -2p -j),

b(n-2){n- 3) = 4^- + {ab -2p- j) + 3 (be - 3/8 - 2^ - i),

cin-2)(n-3) = 6h + (ac - 3o- - x) + 2 (6c - 3yS - 27 - i),

q = l^ -b-2k-3y-6t,

r=c'-c--2h-S0,

a= n'(n'~l)-2b'-3c',

K = 3n' {n' - 2) - 66' - 8c',

h = iw' (n' - 2) {n^ - 9) - (n'^ - w' - 6) (26' + 3c') + 26' (6' - 1) + 66'c' -h |c' (c' - 1),

C. VI. 45
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a' (n' - 2) = «' - F+ p + 2<r',

b' («' - 2) = p' + 2/3' + 37' + St',

c'(n'-2) = 2a' + 4/8'+ y' + O',

a (n - 2) (n' - 3) = 2 (S' - (7) + 3 (a'c' - So-' - x') + 2 (a'6' - 2p' - f),

b'{7i'-2){n'-3) =W + (a'b'-2p' - j') + S(b'c' -3^'-2y'-i'),

c' (n' - 2) (n' - 3) = 6h' + (a'c' - So-' - xO + 2 {b'c' - 3/3' - 27' - i'),

5' = 6'2_6'_2A;'-37'-6<',
,

r' = c'»-c'-2r-3;S',

together with the equations for /8 and /9'.

66. The symbols signify as follows ; viz.

71, order of the surface.

a, order of the tangent cone drawn from any point to the surface.

S, number of nodal edges of the cone.

K, number of its cuspidal edges.

b, order of nodal curve.

k, number of its apparent double points.

t , number of its triple points.

q , its class.

p, number of points where nodal curve is met by curve of contact of tangent cone.

j , number of pinch-points.

c, order of cuspidal curve.

h, number of its apparent double points.

r, its class.

<r, number of points where cuspidal curve is met by curve of contact of tangent cone.

0, number of off-points.

X, number of close-points.

/9, number of intersections of nodal and cuspidal curves, stationary points on

cuspidal curve.

7, number of intersections, stationary points on nodal curve.

i , number of intersections, not stationary on either curve.

B, number of binodes of surface.

G, number of cnicnodes.

67. And the accented letters have the like significations in regard to the reciprocal

surface ; or, referring them to the original surface, we have

n', class of the surface.

a', class of curve of intersection by any plane.

8', number of double tangents of curve of intersection.
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K, number of its inflexions.

V, class of node-couple torse.

k' , number of its apparent double planes.

i , number of its triple planes.

q, its order.

p, order of node-couple curve.

y, number of pinch-planes.

c', class of spinode torse.

A', number of its apparent double planes.

r', its order.

o-', order of spinode curve.

ff , number of off- planes.

;;^', number of close-planes.

ff , number of common planes of node-couple and spinode torses, stationary planes

of the spinode torse.

7', number of common planes, stationary planes of node-coixple torse.

% , number of common planes, not stationary planes of either torse.

B , number of bitropes of surface.

C, number of its cnictropes.

68. It is hardly necessary to recall that a spinode plane is a tangent plane

meeting the surface in a curve having at the point of contact a spinode or cusp ; the

envelope of the spinode planes is the spinode torse, and the locus of their points of

contact the spinode curve. And similarly a node-couple plane is a double tangent

plane, or plane meeting the surface in a curve having two nodes ; the envelope of

the planes is the node-couple torse, and the locus of the points of contact the node-

couple curve ; the other terms made use of are all explained in the present Memoir.

Addition, August 3, 1869.

As in the theory of Curves, so in that of Surfaces, there are certain functions of

the order, class, &c. and singularities which have the same values in the oi-iginal and

the reciprocal figures respectively ; for convenience I represent any such identity by

means of the symbol 2, viz. <^{n, a, 6,...) = 2 denotes that the function 4>{n, a, b, ...)

is equal to the same function </>(«', a', b',...) of the accented letters. By what precedes

we have a = 2 ; and it is moreover clear that any function of the unaccented letters

which is = 0, or which is equal to a symmetrical function of any of the accented and

unaccented letters, or to a function of a, is = 2 ; for instance, from the equations of

No. .5 we have 3a' — k' = Sn — c, and thence 3n -c — k = 3a' — k — k, that is, 3« — c — « = 2
;

45—2
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and from one of the equations of No. 11 we have n — 2C — 4eB + k — a — 2j—Sx—n+n'— a, =S
;

we have thus the system of eight equations,

= 2

= 2

a

3n — c — K

a(n-2)- K+ B- p-2<r

b(n-2)- p-20-3y-St

c(n-2)-2(7-4,^- y- 6

n + K - o--2C-45-2;-3x = 2,

2q-2p + ;S + .Si + i =2,

3r+ c -oa- /9-4^f2i+ X = -;

or if from these we eliminate k, p, a, then the system of five equations,

a =2,

« (c - 8) - 4/3 - 7 - ^ + 40 + 85 + 6x + 4j =2,

(a - 6) (w - 2) - 1 1n + 3c + 4C + 95 + 2^ + .37 + 3< + 6x + 4; = 2,

3r - 20fl + 6c - /3 + 2i + IOC + 205 + 16;^ + lOj - 4(9 =2,

29-26(n-2) + 5/3 + 67+6<+3i+j =2.

By means of a theorem of Dr Clebsch's I was led to the following expression for

the " deficiency " of a surface of the order n having the singularities considered in the

foregoing Memoir:

Deficiency = ^ (n - 1) (m - 2) (n - 3) - (« - 3) (6 + c) + ^ (g- + r) + 2< + 1/9 + ^7 + 1 - ^6.

This should be equal to the deficiency of the reciprocal surface, viz. we must have

2 (n - 1) (« - 2) (7i, - 3) - 12 (w - 3) (6 + c) + 65 + 6r + 24« + 42/9 + 3O7 + 12i - f^ = 2 ;

but from a combination of the last-mentioned five equations we have

- 2n»-l- Gn" + 4» + (12n - 36) 6 + (12»- 48) c - 65 - 6r - 2U

-41/3-307-13i-7j-8x + 25-4C-105 = 2;

and adding to the last preceding equation we have

267f-12c + ^-i'-7j-8x + i0-4C-lO5 = 2.

Substituting for 2 its value in terms of the accented letters, we obtain for ff the value

13' = 13 + 26tt - 12c + i' + 7/ + 8^' -W + *C" + 105'

- 26h' + 12c' - i - Ij -Sx+hO -^C - 105.

We have
c' = - 3a + « + 3n',

and thence

12c' - 26n' = - 36o + 1 2« + lOn'

;
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writing herein

the vahie is

n' = a + K - <j - 2C - 4^B - 2j - 3x - a-,

= - 26a + 22/c - 200 - iOB - 20j - 30^ - lOa.

Substituting for k its vakie = a(n —2) + B — p — 2a, we have

12c' - 26n' = a (22w - 70) - 20C - 18J5 - 20j - 30^ - 22p - 44<7

;

or substituting for a, p, a their values, this is

= {« (n - 1) - 26 - 3c) (22rt - 70) - 20C - 185 - 20j - 30^

-226(w-2)+ 44/3 + 667 + b6<

-27c(h -2) + 108/3 + 277 +27^,

and adding hereto the remaining terms,

/3 + 26« - 12c + 1" + 7j' + 8;,;' -^ff + 4C" + \0B'

-i -7j -8x +h^ -4^0 -IQB,

we have

/S' = 2« (w - 2) (lln - 24) + 6 (- 66ft + 184) + c (- 93ft + 252) + 153^ + 987 + Q6t

+ i' + 7j' + 8x' - h^' + 4C" + lOfi'

- i - 21j -^Sx-^^e - 240 - 285.

Comparing this with the value of /3', No. 63 of the foregoing Memoir, we should

have
= i^cn - 12c - 12/8 - ^^7

-(«'+ \)i' -14x'-|0'-9C'-285'

-{x + 86) i + 6/ + ^x - 2^ + 28jB

+ -^g (- \&B-8x-e + 16fi' + 8x' +n
or, what is the same thing,

= 13c/i - 48c - 48/3 - 187 + *,

if for shortness

* = - (4a;' + 4)t' - 56x' - 70' - 360' - \12B'

- (4a; + 344) i + 24j + 70x - 86^ +1125

+ Ig (- 165 - 8x - (9 + 16F + 8^' + 6').

I do not attempt to verify this equation, but I will partially verify a result

deducible from it ; viz. if <&' is the like function of the accented letters, then we have

where

4>_^=n-n',

n = (4a;' - 4a; - 340) t + 24; + 126^ + 2245 +360-61

-i£r(16£ + 8x+0);
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and n' is the like function of the accented letters. And this being so, we should have

13cn - 48c - 485 -Uy + U = 13cV - 48c' - 48/9' - 15y + W,

or, as this may be written,

13cK -48c- 485 - 137 + n = 2.

We have

26n - 12c + /3 - i - 7j - 8;^ + ^0 - 4C - lOfi = 2

;

and multiplying by —4 and adding, the equation to be verified is

13n (c - 8) - 13 (4/9 + 7) + n + 4i' + 28j + .32x
- 2^ + 16C+ 405 = S.

But we have from the Memoir

- 13n (c - 8) + 13 (4/9 + 7) - 52j - 78;^ + 13^ - 52C - 104fi = 2,

which reduces the equation to

n + 4i - 24j - 46x + ll^* - 36C - 645 = 2

;

or substituting for 11 its value, this is

(4a;' - 4a; - 336) i + 80^ + 10^ + 160B - 2\ (165 + 8^ + ^) = 2,

that is

4. (x' - X - 8'i)i - (^g - 10){16B + 8x + 0) = 2,

an equation which is satisfied if

|r ^^ %j CD ^~ tCj

and

g = 20, or else 165 + 8^ + ^ = 165' + 8x' + 0'.
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412.

A MEMOIR ON CUBIC SURFACES.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLix. (for the

year 1869), pp. 231—326. Received November 12, 1868,—Read January 14, 1869.]

The present Memoir is based upon, and is in a measure supplementary to that

by Professor Schlafli, " On the Distribution of Surfaces of the Third Order into Species,

in reference to the presence or absence of Singular Points, and the reality of their

Lines," Phil. Trans, vol. CLiil. (1863), pp. 193—241. But the object of the Memoir is

different. I disregard altogether the ultimate division depending on the reality of the

lines, attending only to the division into (twenty-two, or as I prefer to reckon it)

twenty-three cases depending on the nature of the singularities. And I attend to the

question very much on account of the light to be obtained in reference to the theory

of Reciprocal Surfaces. The memoir referred to furnishes in fact a store of materials

for this purpose, inasmuch as it gives (partially or completely developed) the equations

in plane-coordinates of the several cases of cubic surfaces, or, what is the same thing,

the equations in point-coordinates of the several surfaces (orders 12 to 3) reciprocal

to these respectively. I found by examination of the several cases, that an extension

was required of Dr Salmon's theory of Reciprocal Surfaces in order to make it

applicable to the present subject ; and the preceding " Memoir on the Theory of

Reciprocal Surfaces," [411], was written in connexion with these investigations on Cubic

Surfaces. The latter part of the Memoir is divided into sections headed thus :

—

" Section 1 = 12, equation (X, F, Z, Wy = " &c. referring to the several cases of the

cubic surface ; but the paragraphs are numbered continuously throughout the Memoir.

Article Nos. 1 to 13. The twenty-three Cases of Cubic Surfaces—Explanations and Table

of Singularities.

1. I designate as follows the twenty-three cases of cubic surfaces, adding to each

of them its equation :

I =12, (X, Y, Z, Wf = 0,

II =12-C„ W(a. b, c,f g, /iJX, F, Zf+2kXYZ = 0,

III =12- A, 2W{X+Y+ Z)(lX + mY+nZ) + 2kXYZ =
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IV = 12--2C„

V = 12--B,.

VI = 12--B,- Gu

VII = 12--B,,

VIII = 12--3C„

IX = 12--2^3.

X = 12 --B,-G„
XI = 12--B„
XII = 12--u„
XIII = 12--B,- 20,,

XIV = 12--B.-0,,
XV = 12--u„
XVI = 12--4C„

XVII = 12--2B, — Gj,

XVIII = 12 --B,-•2C„
XIX = 12 -B,--G,,
XX = 12--u„
XXI = 12--SB,

f

XXII = 3, S{1, 1).

XXIIJ[= 3, S{1, 1),

WXZ+ Y'{yZ + BW) + {a, b, c, d^X, Yy = 0,

WXZ+ (X + Z){Y*-aX*- bZ') = 0,

WXZ+ Y'Z + (a, b, c, d'^X, Yy = 0,

wxz + Y^z -I- rz» - -2r» = 0,

Y*+Y'{X-^Z+W) + iaXZW= 0,

WXZ+{a, b, c, d^X, F)» = 0,

WXZ + (X + Z)(Y' - X») = 0,

WXZ+Y'Z + X'-Z' = 0,

W(X + Y+Z)'' + XYZ= 0,

WXZ+ YHX+Y+Z) = 0,

WXZ+Y-'Z+YX' = 0,

WX' + XZ'+Y'Z = 0,

W(XY + XZ + YZ) + XYZ = 0,

WXZ + XY'+ F» = 0.

WXZ + iX+Z)Y^ = 0,

WXZ+Y'Z + X' = 0,

WX"- + XZ'+Y^^ =0,

WXZ+Y^ = 0.

WX-' + ZY' = {),

X{WX+YZ)+Y'^0;

2. Where G« denotes a conic-node diminishing the class by 2 ; B,, B^, B^, B, a

biplanar node diminishing (as the case may be) the class by 3, 4, 5, or 6 ; and

Uf, Uj, Ug a uniplanar node diminishing (as the case may be) the class by 6, 7, or 8.

The affixed explanation, which I shall usually retain in connexion with the Roman
number, shows therefore in each case what the class is, and also the singularities which

cause the reduction: thus XIII = 12 — ^3 — 2C2 indicates that there is a biplanar node,

B3, diminishing the class by 3, and two conic-nodes, Cj, each diminishing the class

by 2; and thus that the class is 12 — 3 — 2. 2, =5. As regards the cases XXII and

XXIII, these are surfaces having a nodal right line, and are consequently scrolls, each

of the class 3, viz. XXII is the scroll S(l, 1) having a simple directrix right line

distinct from the nodal line, and XXIII is the scroll S(l, 1) having a simple directrix

right line coincident with the nodal line : see as to this my " Second Memoir on

Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls," Phil. Trans, vol. CLiv. (1864), pp. 559—577, [340].

3. The nature of the points (7j, B,, Bt, B^, B,, Ue, U,, U^ requires to be explained.

C (= Cj) is a conic-node, where, instead of the tangent plane, we have a proper

quadric cone.

B(=Bt, Bi, Bf or Bg) is a biplanar-node, where the quadric cone becomes a plane-

pair (two distinct planes) : the* two planes are called the biplanes, and their line of

intersection is the edge

:

In B3, the edge is not a line on the surface—in the other cases it is ; this

implies that the surface is touched along the edge by a plane, viz. in B^, B^ the

edge is torsid, in B^ it is oscular

:
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In Bi, the tangent plane is distinct from each of the biplanes

:

In ^5, the tangent plane coincides with one of the biplanes; we have thus an

ordinary biplane, and a torsal biplane

:

In Be, the tangent plane coinciding with one of the biplanes becomes oscular ; we
have thus an ordinary biplane, and an oscular biplane.

U (= Ug, Uj or Us) is a uniplanar-node, where the quadric cone becomes a coincident

plane-pair; say, the plane is the uniplane. It is to be observed that there is not in

this case any edge. The uniplane meets the cubic surface in three lines, or say " rays,"

passing through the uniplanar-node, viz.

In f/j, the rays are three distinct lines

:

In Ut, two of them coincide

:

In Ug, they all three coincide.

4. To connect these singular points with the theory of the preceding Memoir, it

is to be observed that they are respectively equivalent to a certain number of the

cnicnodes (7(= Oj) and binodes B (=£,), viz. we have

C, = C,

B3 = B,

B, = 20,

^ B,= C+B,
{B, = 3C,

\U, = 3C,

Uj = 2C+ B,

U,= G+ 2B.

5. I take the opportunity of remarking that although the expressions cnicnode and

binode properly refer to the simple singularities C and B, yet as C3 = C, C, is properly

spoken of as a cnicnode, and we may (using the term binode as an abbreviation for

biplanar-node) speak of any of the singularities B^, B^, B^, B^ as a binode. Thus the

surface X = 12 — B^ — C\ has a binode £4 and a cnicnode C^; although theoretically the

binode B^ is equivalent to two cnicnodes, and the surface belongs to those with three

cnicnodes, or for which (7=3. I use also the expression unode for shortness, instead

of uniplanar-node, to denote any of the singularities £/,, U,, t/g.

6. The foregoing equations (substantially the same as Schlafli's) are Canonical

forms; the reduction of the equation of any case of surface to the above form is not

always obvious. It would appear that each equation is from its simplicity in the form

best adapted to the separate discussion of the surface to which it belongs; there is the

disadvantage that the equations do not always (when from the geometrical connexion of

the surfaces they ought to do so) lead the one to the other ; for instance, V = 12 — ^4

includes VII = 12 - £„ but we cannot from the equation WXZ+ (X -\- Z){Y'' - aX^ - bZ') =
of the former pass to the equation WXZ+ Y'Z + YX"--X'=0 of the latter. This would

be a serious imperfection if the object were to form a theory of the quaternary

function (X, Y, Z, Wf; but the equations are in the present Memoir used only as

means to an end, the establishment of the geometrical theory of the surfaces to which

they respectively belong, and the imperfection is not material.

c. VI. 46
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7. I have used the capital letters (X, Y, Z, W) in place of Schlafli's («, y, z, w),

reserviug these in place of his (p, q, r, s) for plane-coordinates of the cubic surfaces,

or (what is the same thing) point-coordinates of the reciprocal surfaces; but I have

in several cases interchanged the coordinates (X, Y, Z, W) so that they do not in

this order correspond to Schlafli's (x, y, z, w): this has been done so as to obtain a

greater uniformity in the representation of the surfaces. To explain this, let A, B, 0, D
be the vertices of the tetrahedron formed by the coordinate planes A= YZW, B = ZWX,
C=WXY, D — XYZ; the coordinate planes have been chosen so that determinate

vertices of the tetrahedron shall correspond to determinate singularities of the surface.

8. Consider first the surfaces which have no nodes B or U. It is clear that

the nodes G^ might have been taken at any vertices whatever of the tetrahedron;

they are taken thus: there is always a node O, at D; when there is a second node (7,,

this is at G, the third one is at -4, and the fourth at B.

9. Consider next the surfaces which have a binode B^, B^, B^, or 5,; this is

taken to be at D, and the biplanes to be X = Q, Z = Q) (the edge being therefore

DB), viz. in B^ or B^, where the distinction arises, X = is the ordinary biplane,

Z = the torsal or (as the case may be) oscular biplane. If there is a second node,

this of necessity lies in an ordinary biplane ; it may be and is taken to be in the

biplane X = 0, at C I suppose for a moment that this is a node G^. It is only

when the binode is B3 or £4 that there can be a third node, for it is only in these

cases that there is a second ordinary biplane Z=0; but in these cases respectively

the third node, a G^, may be and is taken to be in the biplane Z =0, at A.

10. The only case of two binodes is when each is a B3. Here the first is as

above at D, its biplanes being X= 0, Z=Q; and the second is as above in the

biplane X=0, at G; the biplanes thereof are then X = Q (which is thus a biplane

common to the two binodes, or say a common biplane), and a remaining biplane which

may be and is taken to be W= 0. If there is a third node, this may be either

Cj or B3, but it will in either case lie in the biplane Z — of the first binode, and
also in the biplane W =Q of the second binode, that is, in the line BA ; and it may
be and is taken to be at A; if a binode, then its biplanes ai-e of necessity Z =0,
W = 0; and the plane F= will be the plane through the three binodes D, G, A.

11. If there is a unode, then this may be and is taken to be at D, and its

uniplane may be taken to be 2r = 0; in the surface XII = 12— [7, the uniplane is,

however, taken to be X+Y+Z=0. There is never, besides the unode, any other

node.

12. The result is that the nodes, in the order of their speciality, are in the

equations taken to be aX D, G, A, B respectively ; and that (except in the case

111 = 12 — 2^3) the biplanes of the first binode are Z = 0, Z = (for a binode B^ or £,,

Z=0 being the ordinary biplane, Z=0 the special biplane), those of the second binode

^ = 0, W=0, those of the third binode Z-0, W= 0, and that (except in the case

XII = 12-f/,) the uniplane is Z = 0. For example, in the surface XVII = 12-2fi3-Cj,
as represented by its equation WXZ+ F-Z-t-Z» = 0, we have a B, at D, the biplanes

being Z = 0, Z=0, a 5, at C, the biplanes being Z = 0, W = (therefore Z = the

common biplane), and a Cj at j4.

> In the case, howerer, of a single Bg, III = 12-Bj, the biplanes are taken to be X+Y+Z=Q, lX+m.Y+nZ=:0.
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13. It will be convenient (anticipating the results of the investigations contained

in the present Memoir) to give at once the following Table of Singularities ; the

several symbols have of course the significations explained in the former Memoir.

o' d" ^' ^'
1

(J*

9)

S%' =?sf S°" .^^ «• t^" i «r B? to-
§" ^•' k 00 ": t
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Article Nos. 14 to 19. Eocplanation in regard to the Determination of the Number of

certain Singularities.

14. In the several cases I to XXI, we have a cubic surface (n, = 3), with singular

points C and B but without singular lines. The section by an arbitrary plane is thus

a curve, order w = 3, that is, a cubic curve, without nodes or cusps, and therefore of

the class a' = 6, having S' = double tangents and «' = 9 inflexions. The tangent cone

with an arbitrary point as vertex is a cone of the order a = 6, having in the case

1=12, 8 = nodal lines and /c = 6 cuspidal lines, but with (in the several other cases)

C nodal lines and B cuspidal lines (or rather singular lines tantamount to G double

lines and B cuspidal lines): the class of the cone, or order of the reciprocal surfswe,

is thus w' = 6.5-2(0 + (7)-3(6 + 5)=12-2£-3C.

15. In the general case 1=12, there are on the cubic surface 27 lines, lying by

3's in 4.5 planes ; these 27 lines constitute the node-couple curve of the order

p = 27, and the node-couple torse consists of the pencils of planes through these lines

respectively, being thus of the class p =h' = 21 ; the 45 planes are triple tangent

planes of the node-couple torse, which has thus t' = 45 triple tangent planes. But in

the other cases it is only certain of the 27 lines, say the " facultative lines" (as will

be explained), which constitute the node-couple curve of the order p : the pencils of

planes through these lines constitute the node-couple torse of the class b' = p' ; the t'

planes, each containing three facultative lines, are the triple tangent planes of the

node-couple torse. Or if (as is somewhat more convenient) we refer the numbers

b', t' to the reciprocal surface, then the lines, reciprocals of the facultative lines,

constitute the nodal curve of the order b' ; and the points t', each containing three

of these lines, are the triple points of the nodal curve. Inasmuch as the nodal curve

consists of right lines, the number k' of its apparent double points is given by the

formula 2k' = b'^ — b' — &t' ; and comparing with the formula q' = b'^ — b' —2k' — ^y — Qt'

,

we have q + 87' = 0, that is, q' = {q the class of the nodal curve), and also 7' = 0.

16. In the general case I = 12, the spinode curve is the complete intersection of

the cubic surface by the Hessian surface of the order 4, and it is thus of the order

0-' = 12 ; but in the other cases the complete intersection consists of the spinode curve

together with certain right lines not belonging to the curve, and the spinode curve

is of an order a less than 12 : this will be further explained, and the reduction

accounted for (see post, Nos. 24 et seq.).

17. Again, in the general case I = 12, each of the 27 lines is a double tangent

of the spinode curve, and the tangent planes of the surface at the points of contact

are common tangent planes of the spinode torse and the node-couple torse, stationary

planes of the spinode torse ; or we have ^ =2p' = 54. In the other cases, however,

instead of the 27 lines we must take only the facultative lines, each of which is or

is not a double or a single tangent of the spinode curve ; and the tangent planes

of the surface at the points of contact are the common tangent planes as above

—

that is, the number of contacts gives /8' not in general = 2p'.
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18. There are not, except as above, any common tangent planes of the two torses,

that is, not only 7' = as already mentioned, but also i' = 0. I do not at present

account a priori for the values ff = 16, 8, and 16, which present themselves in the

Table. The cubic surface cannot have a plane of conic contact, and we have thus in

every case C = ; but the value of B' is not in every case = 0.

19. In what precedes we see how a discussion of the equation of the cubic

surface should in the several cases respectively lead to the values b\ t', p, a
, ff, j', %', B',

and how in the reciprocal surface the nodal curve of the order b' is known by means

of the facultative lines of the original cubic surface. The cuspidal curve c might

also be obtained as the reciprocal of the spinode-torse ; but this would in general be

a laborious process, and it is the less necessary, inasmuch as the equation of the

reciprocal surface is in each case obtained in a form putting in evidence the

cuspidal curve.

Article Nos. 20 to 23. The Lines and Planes of a Cubic Surface; Facultative Lines;

Explanation of Diagrams.

20. In the general surface 1=12, we have 27 lines and 45 triple-tangent planes,

or say simply, planes: through each line pass 5 planes, in each plane lie 3 lines. For

the surfaces II to XXI (the present considerations do not of course apply to the

Scrolls) several of the lines coine to coincide with each other, and several of the

planes also come to coincide with each other; but the number of the lines is always

reckoned as 27, and that of the planes as 45. If we attend to the distinct lines

and the distinct planes, each line has a multiplicity, and the sum of these is = 27

;

and so each plane has a multiplicity, and the sum of these is = 45. Again, attending

to a particular line in a particular plane, the line has a frequency 1, 2, or 3, that is,

it represents 1, 2, or 3 of the 3 lines in the plane (this is in fact the distinction

of a scrolar, torsal, or oscular line); and similarly, the plane has a frequency 1, 2, 3, 4,

or 5, according to the number which it represents of the 5 planes through the line.

It requires only a little consideration to perceive that the multiplicity of the plane

into its frequency in regard to the line is equal to the multiplicity of the line into

its frequency in regard to the plane. Observe, further, that if M be the multiplicity

of the plane, then, considering it in regard to the lines contained therein, we get the

products (M, M, M), (2M, M), or 3ilf, according as the three lines are or are not

distinct, but that the sum of the products is always = ZM, and that in regard to all

the planes the total sum is 3 x 45, =1 35. And so if M' be the multiplicity of the

line, then, considering it in regard to the planes which pass through it, we get the

products {M, W, M', M', M'), (2M', M', M', M'), ...{oM'), as the case may be, but that

the sum of the products is = 5M', and that in regard to all the lines the sum is

5 X 27, = 135, as before.

21. The mode of coincidence of the lines and planes, and the several distinct

lines and planes which are situate in or pass through the several distinct planes and

lines respectively, are shown in the annexed diagrams I to XXI('): the multiplicity

See the commencementa of the several sections.
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of each line appears by the upper marginal line, and that of each plane by the

left-hand marginal column (thus in diagram I, 27 x 1 = 27 and 45 x 1 = 45, 1 is the

multiplicity of each line, and it is also the multiplicity of each plane); the frequencies

of a line and plane in regard to each other appear by the dots in the square

opposite to the line and plane in question, these being read, for the frequency of the

line vertically, and for the frequency of the plane horizontally ; thus ' ! indicates that

the frequency of the line is = 3, and the frequency of the plane is = 2. There

should be and are in every line of the diagram 3 dots, and in every column of the

diagram 5 dots (a symbol " '. being read as just explained, 2 dots in the line,

3 dots in the column).

22. For the surface 1=12, there is of course no distinction between the lines,

but these form only a single class, and the like for the planes; but for the other

surfaces the lines and planes form separate classes, as shown in the diagrams by the

lower marginal explanation of the lines, and the right-hand marginal explanation of

the planes. I use here and elsewhere "ray" to denote a line passing through a

single node ;
" axis " to denote a line joining two nodes ;

" edge " (as above) to denote

the edge of a binode ; any other line is a " mere line." An axis is always torsal or

oscular ; when it is torsal, the plane touching along the axis contains a third line

which is the " transversal " of such axis ; but a transversal may be a mere line, a ray,

or an axis; in the case XVI = 12— 4(72, each transversal is a transversal in regard to

two axes.

23. In the general case I = 12, each of the 27 lines is, as already mentioned,

part of the node-couple curve; and the node-couple curve is made up of the 27 lines,

and is thus a curve of the order 27. In fact each plane through a line meets the

cubic surface in this line, and in a conic ; the line and conic meet in two points,

and the plane (that is in any plane) through the line is thus a double tangent

plane touching the surface at the two points in question ; the locus of the points of

contact, that is the line itself, is thus part of the node-couple curve. But in the

other cases, II to XXI, certain of the lines do not belong to the node-couple curve

(this will be examined in detail in the several cases respectively); but I wish to

show here how in a general way a line passing through a node, say a nodal ray, is

not part of the node-couple curve. To fix the ideas, consider the surface 11=12 — (7,;

there are here through C« six lines, or say rays : attending to any one of these, a

plane through the ray meets the surface in the ray itself and in a conic; the ray

and the conic meet as before in two points, one of them being the point C^: the

plane touches the surface at the other point, but it does not touch the surface at C^.

(I am not sure, and I leave it an open question, whether we ought to say that at a

node (7j there is no tangent plane, or to say that only the tangent planes of the

nodal cone are tangent planes of the surface ; but, at any rate, an arbitrary plane

through Cj is not a tangent plane.) The plane through the ray is only a single

tangent plane, not a double tangent plane ; and the ray is not part of the node-couple

curve. We say that a line of the surface is or is not " facultative " according as it

does or does not form part of the node-couple curve.
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Article Nos. 24 to 26. Axis; the different kinds thereof.

24. A line joining two nodes is an axis; such a line is always a line, and it

is a torsal or oscular line, of the surface. But some further distinctions are requisite

;

using the expressions in their strict sense, cnicnode = C, binode = B, an axis is a

CC-axis, joining two enicnodes, or it is a C5-axis joining a cnicnode and a binode,

or it is a 55-axis joining two binodes. A 00-axis is torsal, the transversal being a

mere line, not a ray through either of the enicnodes ; a OJS-axis is torsal, the

transversal being a ray of the binode ; a 55-axis is oscular. The distinction is of

course carried through as regards the higher biplanar nodes Bi, B^, B^, and the

uniplanar nodes Ug, U,, Ug-. thus (B3= B) the edge of a binode B^ is not an axis at

all, but (^4 = 2(7) the edge of a binode ^4 is a CC-axis
;

{B^ — B+ C) the edge of a

binode -B, is a C5-axis
;

{B^ = 3C) the edge of a binode B^ is a thrice-taken CC-axis

;

( [7, = 3C) each of the rays is regarded as a CC-axis
;
{U, = B + 20) the double ray is

regarded as a twice-taken CB-axis, and the single ray as a CC-axis
; (U's = 2B + C)

the ray is regarded as a BB-axis + a twice-taken C5-axis.

25. It has been mentioned that the intersection of the surface with the Hessian

consists of the spinode curve, together with certain right lines ; these lines are in fact

the axes—viz. the examination of the several cases shows that in the complete

intersection each CC-axis presents itself twice, each C5-axis 3 times, and each BB-axis

4 times. We thus see that a CC-axis, or rather the torsal plane along such axis, is

the pinch-plane or singularity / = 1 ; the CB-a,xis, or rather the torsal plane along such

axis, the close-plane or singularity ;j;' = 1 ; and the BB-axis, or oscular plane along such

axis, the bitrope or singularity B' =1 ; for a cubic surface with singular lines the

expression of a' being in fact o-' = 12 — 2J'
— 3;^' — 45'. There are, however, some cases

requiring explanation ; thus for the case VIII = 12 — 55, where the edge is by what

precedes a C£-axis, the complete intersection is made up of the edge 4 times and of

an octic curve; the consideration of the reciprocal surface shows, however, that the

edge taken once is really part of the spinode curve (viz. that this curve is made up

of the edge taken once and of the octic curve, its order being thus cr' = 9) ; and the

interpretation then of course is that the intersection is made up of the edge taken

3 times (as for a CS-axis it should be) and of the spinode curve.

26. I remark in further explanation, that in the several sections, in showing how
the complete intersection of the cubic surface with the Hessian is made up, I have

not referred to the axes in the above precise significations; thus XI'V= 12 — JS^— C,,

the binode B^ is C + B, and the edge is thus a CB-axis, while the axis Bfi-j is a

CB-a.xia + a CC-axis (;;^' = 1-1-1, =2, j' = l). The complete intersection should therefore

consist of the spinode curve, + edge (as a Cfi-axis) 3 times + axis (as a CB-axis 4- a

CC-axis) 2 -t- 3, =5 times : it is in the section stated (in perfect consistency herewith,

but without the full explanation) that the intersection is made up of the axis 5 times,

the edge 4 times, and a cubic curve—which cubic curve together with the edge once

constitutes the spinode curve ; and so in other cases : this explanation will, I think,

remove all difficulty.
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Article Nos. 27 to 32. On the Determination of the Reciprocal Equation.

27. Consider in general the cubic surface {*\X, Y, Z, Wy—Q, and in connexion

therewith the equation Xx + Yy + Zz+ Ww = 0, which regarding therein X, Y, Z, W
as current coordinates, and x, y, z, w as constants, is the equation of a plane. If

from the two equations we eliminate one of the coordinates, for instance W, we obtain

{*\Xw, Yw, Zw, -(Xx+Yy + Zz)Y = 0,

which, (X, Y, Z) being current coordinates, is obviously the equation of the cone, vertex

(.2^ = 0, F=0, Z=0), which stands on the section of the cubic surface by the plane.

Equating to zero the discriminant of this function in regard to (X, Y, Z), we express

that the cone has a nodal line ; that is, that the section has a node, or, what is the

same thing, that the plane xX + yY-\-zZ + wW=0 is a tangent plane of the cubic

surface ; and we thus by the process in fact obtain the equation of the cubic surface

in the reciprocal or plane coordinates (x, y, z, w). Consider in the same equation

X, y, z, w as current coordinates, {X, F, ^ as given parameters, the equation represents

a system of three planes, viz. these are the planes xX + yY+zZ + wW' = i), where W
has the three values given by the equation (*$X, Y, Z, 'W')' = 0, or, what is the same

thing, X, Y, Z, W are the coordinates of any one of the three points of intersection

00 tl z
of the cubic surface by the line y: = ^=-^; {X, Y, Z, W) belongs to a point on the

surface, and

is the polar plane of this point in regard to a quadric surface X"^ + Y^ + Z- + W^ — 0;

the equation

(*$Zw, Yw, Zw, -{Xx+Yy + Zz)y =

is thus the equation of a system of 3 planes, the polar planes of three points of the

cubic surface (which three points lie on an arbitrary line through the point x=0,
y = 0, z = 0). In equating to zero the discriminant in regard to {X, Y, Z), we find the

envelope of the system of three planes, or say of a plane, the polar plane of an

arbitrary point on the cubic surface,—or we have the equation of the reciprocal

surface, being, as is known, the same thing as the equation of the cubic surface in

the reciprocal or plane coordinates {x, y, z, w). In what precedes we have the

explanation of an ordinary process of finding the equation of the reciprocal surface,

this equation being thereby given by equating to zero the discriminant of a function

(*\X, Y, Zf, that is, of a ternary cubic function.

28. The process, as last explained, is a special one, viz. the position of a point

on the surface is determined by means of certain two parameters, the ratios X : Y : Z
which fix the position of the line joining this point with the point {x = 0, y = 0,

z = 0). More generally we may consider the position of the point as determined by
means of any two parametei-s; the equation of the polar plane then contains the two

parameters, and by taking the envelope in regard to the two parameters considered as

variable, we have the equation of the reciprocal surface.
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29. But let the parameters, say 6, tj), be regarded as varying successively ; if
<f>

alone vary, we have on the surface a curve ©, the equation whereof contains the

parameter 0, and when 6 varies this curve sweeps over the surface. The envelope in

regard to <j> of the polar plane of a point of the surface is a torse, the reciprocal

of the curve 0, and the envelope of the torse is the reciprocal surface. In particular

the curve may be the plane section by any plane through a fixed line, say, by
the plane P — OQ = ; the section is a cubic curve, the reciprocal is a sextic cone

having its vertex in a fixed line (the reciprocal of the line P = 0, Q = 0), and the

reciprocal surface is thus obtained as the envelope of this cone ; assuming that the

equation of the sextic cone has been obtained, this is an equation of a certain order

in the parameter d ; or writing 6 = P : Q, we obtain the equation of the reciprocal

surface by equating to zero the discriminant of a binary function of (P, Q).

30. With a variation, this process is a convenient one for obtaining the reciprocal

of a cubic surface : we take the fixed line to be one of the lines on the cubic

surface ; the curve is then a conic, its reciprocal is a quadricone, and the envelope

of this quadricone is the required reciprocal surface. This is really what Schlafli does

(but the process is not explained) in the several instances in which he obtains the

equation of the reciprocal surface by means of a binary function. I remark that it

would be very instructive, for each case of surface, to take the variable plane

successively through the several kinds of lines on the particular surface ; the equation

of the reciprocal surface would thus be obtained under different forms, putting in

evidence the relation to the reciprocal surface of the fixed line made use of But
this is an investigation which I do not enter upon : I adopt in each case Schlafli's

process, without explanation, and merely write down the ternary or (as the case may be)

binary function by means of which the equation of the reciprocal surface is obtained.

31. It is to be mentioned that there is a reciprocal process of obtaining the

equation of the reciprocal surface; we may imagine, touching the cubic surface along

any curve, a series of planes; that is, a torse circumscribed about the surface, and

the equation whereof contains a variable parameter 0; the reciprocal figure is a curve,

the equations whereof contain the parameter 0; the locus of this curve is the

reciprocal surface ; that is, the equation of the reciprocal surface is obtained by

eliminating from the equations of the curve. In particular let the torse be the

circumscribed cone having its vertex at any point of a fixed line ; the reciprocal

figure is then a plane curve, the plane of which passes through the line which is

the reciprocal of the fixed line ; it is moreover clear that if the position of the vertex

on the fixed line be determined by the parameter linearly (for instance if the

vertex be given as the intersection of the fixed line by a plane P — 0Q = 0), then

the equation of the plane of the curve will be of the form P = ^Q', containing the

parameter linearly; the other equation of the plane curve will contain rationally,

and the elimination will be at once effected by substituting in this other equation

for its value, = P' -i- Q". And observe moreover that if the fixed line be a line on

the cubic surface, then the cone is a quadricone having for its reciprocal a conic

;

the reciprocal surface is thus given as the locus of a variable conic, the plane of

which always passes through a fixed line ; there are thus on the reciprocal surface

C. VI. . 47
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series of such conies. It would be very instructive and interesting to carry otit the

investigation in detail.

32. The equation of the reciprocal surface is found by equating to zero the

discriminant of a ternary or a binary function ('), viz. this is a ternary cubic, or a

binary quartic, cubic, or quadric. The equation as given in the form disct. = 0, contains

a factor which for the adopted forms of equations is always a power or product of

powers of w, z, a;(') known d priori, and which is thrown out without difficulty, the

equation being thereby reduced to the proper order. There is the singular advantage

that the process puts in evidence the cuspidal curve of the resulting reciprocal

surface, viz. for a ternary cubic, the form obtained is /S' — 7^ = 0, and for a binary

quartic it is the equivalent form /' — 27J^ = ; but for the factor thrown out as just

mentioned, we should have simply (8=0, T=0), or, as the case may be, (7 = 0, J=0)
for equations of the cuspidal curve; the existence of the factor occasions however a

modification, viz. the intersection of the two surfaces is not an indecomposable curve,

and the cuspidal curve is in most cases, not the complete intersection, but a partial

intersection of the two surfaces. In several cases it thus happens that the cuspidal

P, Q. R
P', 0', R'

Similarly when the equation of the reciprocal surface is obtained by means of a

binary cubic; if the coefficients hereof (functions of course of the coordinates x, y, z, w)

be A, B, G, D, then the surface is

curve is obtained as a curve = 0, without or with further speciality.

having the cuspidal curve

of a thrown out factor.

(AD - BG)'- 4,(AC - B')(BD - O) = 0,

A, B, C

B, C, D
= 0, subject however to modification in the case

Article Nos. 33 and 34. Explanation as to the Sections of the Memoir.

33. As regards the following Sections I to XXIII, it is to be observed that for

the general surface 1 = 12, I do not attempt to form the equation of the reciprocal

surface, and in some of the other cases, II = 12 — G, &c., the equation of the reciprocal

surface is either not obtained in a completely developed form, or it is too complicated

to allow of its being dealt with, for instance so as to put in evidence the nodal

curve of the surface. Portions of the theory given in the latter sections are con-

sequently omitted in the earlier ones, and in particular in the Section I there is

given only the diagram of the 27 lines and the 45 planes (with however developments

as to notation and otherwise which have no place in the subsequent sections), and

with the analytical expressions for the several lines and planes, although from the

' In some easy oases, for instance X'VI=12-4Cj, the equation of the reciprocal surface is obtained other-

wise by a direct elimination.

' The factor is in general a power or product of powers of the linear fonctions which, equated to zero,

give the equations of the planes reciprocal to the several nodes of the surface.
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want of the equation of the reciprocal surface these analytical expressions have no

present application. And so in some of the next following sections, no application is

made of the analytical expressions of the lines and planes.

34. I call to mind that if a line be given as the intersection of the two planes

AX + BY+GZ + DW=0, A'X + B'Y+G'Z + D'W=0,

then the six coordinates of the line are

a, b, c, f, g, h

= Aiy-A'D, BD'-B'D, 01/ -CD, BC'-B'C, CA'-C'A, AB'-A'B,

and that in terms of its six coordinates the line is given as the common intersection

of the four planes

( . h, -g, a $X, Y,Z, W) = 0,

-h, . f, b

g, -/> • c

— a, —b, -c, .

and that (reciprocating as usual in regard to X^+ Y^ + Z'+ W^= 0) the coordinates of

the reciprocal line are (/, g, h, a, b, c) ; that is, this is the common intersection of the

four planes

( . c, -b, f '^x, y, z, w)=0.

-c, . a, g

b, —a, . h

-f, -g> -h, .

It is in some cases more convenient to consider a line as determined as the inter-

section of two planes rather than by means of its six coordinates; thus, for instance,

to speak of the line X = 0, F=0 rather than of the line (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0); and in

some of the sections I have preferred not to give the expressions of the six coordinates

of the several lines.

Article Nos. 35 to 46. § 1 = 12, Equation (Z, Y, Z, F)»= 0.

3.5. There is in the system of the 27 lines and the 45 planes a complicated

and many-sided symmetry which precludes the existence of any unique notation : the

notation can only be obtained by starting from some arrangement which is not unique,

but one of a system of several like arrangements. The notation employed in my
original paper "On the Simple Tangent Planes of Surfaces of the Third Order,"

Gamb. and Dub. Math. Joum. vol. IV. 1849, pp. 118—132, [76], and which is shown in

the right hand and lower margins of the diagram, starts from such an arrangement; but

47—2
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it is 80 complicated that it can hardly be considered as at all putting in evidence

the relations of the lines and planes ; that of Dr Hart (Salmon, " On the Triple

Tangent Planes of a Surface of the Third Order," same volume, pp. 252—260),

depending on an arrangement of the 27 lines according to a cube of 3 each way, is

a singularly elegant one, and will be presently reproduced.

36. But the most convenient one is Schlafli's, starting from a double-sixer; viz.

we can (and that in 36 different ways) select out of the 27 lines two systems each

of six lines, such that no two lines of the same system intersect, but that each line

of the one system intersects all but the corresponding line of the other system ; or,

say, if the lines are

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

r, 2', 3', 4', 5', 6',

then these have the thirty intersections

1', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6'

1

2

3

4

5

6

Any two lines such as 1, 2' lie in a plane which may be called 12'; similarly the

lines 1', 2 lie in a plane which may be called 1'2 ; these two planes meet in a

line 12 ; and any three lines such as 12, 34, 56 meet in pairs, lying in a plane

12.34.56. We have thus the entire system of the 27 lines and 45 planes, as in

effect completely explained by what has been stated, but which is exhibited in full in

the diagram.

37. The diagram of the lines and planes is
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Lines.

Cn»^O3b0HtOdCnrf..CUt9M

1= 12

12'

13'

14'

15'

16'

21'

23'

24'

25'

26'

31'

32'

34'

35'

36'

41'

42'

43'

i

1

45'

46'

61'

62-

53'

64'

56'

61'

62'

63'

64'

66'

12 34 .56

12 36 .46

12 36 .46

13 24 56

13 25 .46

13 26 .46

14 23 .56

14 26 .36

14 26 .35

15 23 .46

16 24 .36

15 26 .34

16 23 .45

16 24 .35

16 25 .34

46x1 = 45

45 45

«l

II

f

z

z

z

e

t

Pi

p

V

e

q

{

y

£

p

y

r

»!

1

Pi

y

r

n

li

1i

m,

q

m
i1

^ o* ^ js-
i»

-'^
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38. It has been mentioned that the number of double-sixers was = 36, these are

as follows:

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 Assumed primitive 1

1', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6'

1, 1', 23, 24, 25, 26 Like arrangements 15

2, 2', 13, 14, 15, 16

1 , 2 , 3 , 56 , 46 , 45 Like arrangements 20

23, 13, 12, 4, 5, 6 36

where, if we take any column }. of two lines, we have the complete number 216 of

pairs of non-intersecting lines (each line meets 10 lines, there are therefore 27 — 1 — 10,

= 16, which it does not meet, and the number of non-intersecting pairs is thus

J. 27. 16 = 216).

39. We can out of the 45 planes select, and that in 120 ways, a trihedral-pair,

that is, two triads of planes, such that the planes of the one triad, intersecting those

of the other triad, give 9 of the 27 lines. Analytically if X = 0, F=0, Z=0 and

U = 0, V=0, W= are the equations of the six planes, then the equation of the

cubic surface is XYZ+kUVW = 0. See as to this post, No. 44.

The trihedral plane pairs are

:

12', 23', 31'

1'2, 2'3, 31 No. is = 20

12', 34', 14.23.56

2'3, 4'1, 12.34.56 =90

14.25.36, 35.16.24, 26.34.15

14.35.26, 25.16.34, 36.24.15 = 10

120

The construction of the last set is most easily effected by the diagram

12 3x456
3 12 5 6 4

2 3 1 6 4 5

II

14 25 36

35 16 24

26 34 15

It is immaterial how the two component triads 123 and 456 are arranged, we obtain

always the same trihedral pair.
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40. Dr Hart arranges the 27 lines, cubically, thus:

Ai B, c, Oi 6i Ci «! /3i 7i

A, B, c. (h h Ca a2 ^2 72

A, B, G, «3 bs Ca "3 /Ss 73

where letters of the same alphabet denote lines in the same plane, if only the letters

are the same or the suffixes the same; thus A^, A.,, A^ lie in a plane AiA^A^;

Ai, Bi, C, lie in a plane AiBfi^. Letters of different alphabets denote lines which meet

according to the Table

Ol

A,

Cs il

-8a

rtj Cl «2 63

«1 P. 73 A 72 «3 yi «. A

Cj a,

A,

K «2 b,

B,

Cl 6, C3 <h

A 7i <h ys «i A «3 A y2

h

^3

<h Cs

^3

62 as 61 C2

^3

72 <H A <»2 /33 yi A ys oi

13, 24, 56

1', 16, 6

3, 35, 5'

where the letter in the centre of the square denotes a line lying in the same plane

with the lines denoted by the letters of each vertical pair in the same square. Thus

Ai lies in the planes AjOypL^, .4 162/82, ^10373 (and in the before-mentioned two planes

A,A.A„ A,Bfi,).

41. I find that one way in which this may be identified with the double-sixer

notation is to represent the above arrangement by

1, 2', 12 3', 4, 34

14, 25, 36 2, 6', 26

4', 5, 45 23, 46, 15

and then the identification may apparently be effected in (720 x 36 =) 25920 ways, viz.

we may first in any way permute the i, j, s, 4-, 5-, g-, by this means not altering

the double-sixer 11 It 5-^, and then upon the arrangements so obtained make any of

the substitutions which permute inter se the 36 double-sixers.

42. The equations of the 45 planes are obtained in my paper last referred to,

viz. taking the equation of the surface to be

W(l, 1, 1, 1, mn+^, nl + -,, lm+^, l + ], m+^ , n + ^lj^X, Y, Z, Wy + kXZY=0,
mn

where k = „ . \, a = Imn -f ,-^
, ^ = Imn

2{p — a) Imn Imn'
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then the equations of the planes are:

Tr=o.

X
I

x=o,

F=0,

z = o,

IX + -+ -+F=0,
VI n

^ +mY+ -+W=0.
I n

X V± + -+ z+w=o,
I m

J +mY+nZ+W=0,

IX + - +nZ+W = 0,m

lX + m7+ ^+W= 0,
n

^ lip-a) + 2mn ^^
P + ^

P+P
n(p-<x) + 2lm ^_^^

p + ff
"^ "'

P + ^

7+^ -_!' W= 0,

P + /3

1/ X 2

Z+!i -s-i^ Tr = 0, [16'=i]
j:> + /3

"

[12'

=

= w]

[23' = 0]

[31' = 6]

[12. 34 . 56 == «]

[42' ==y]

[14' == ^]

[21' = fl

[32' = v]

[13' = n

[41' =f]

[34' =g]

[13. 24.56==h]

[24' = ?]

[14. 25.36 = g]

[43' = E]

[12. 35.46== x]

[52' =y]

[15' = z]

[12. 36.45==^

[62' =y]
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- ,""
, X + ~Y+nZ+ W=0,m {p — a) m

9/ 1

IX-
, ,

7+ iz+Tf=0,
n ip — a) n

]x + mY- j-r^— ,Z+W = 0,
I l{p — a)

/""
. X + m7+ -Z+ W=0,

n {p — a) n

2n1

I l{p-a)

LY + -F-

F+ nZ+W=0,

21 Z+W=0,m m(p — a.)

_^(^-«)z + -^+ nZ+W=0.
2m m

2n n

Vh(^X +mY+ ^-Z+W=0,
2n n

IX + ^Y- %^Z^Z+W=0,
m zm

2X W-J^^+nY+mZ +{mn(p-a)-2l {l-m'-n')) —^

nX _ fi_+ IZ +{nl {p-a)-2m{\-'n?- P)) -^ =
p-a \ \r ^ \ p + P

mX + lY- ^^^=^ +{ Im (p - a) - 2w (l-f'- m')) -—^ =
JO — a

^ p + P

2X 1 „ 1 „ / 1 , , 2 /, 1 1\\ W-^-Y+-Z+(~-(p-a)--jil -„ - -J a =

1 ^ 2F 1 „ /I
, , 2 / 1 1\\ IT

n p-a I \nr' m\ n' l-JJp — p

[56' = 1]

[45' = m]

[64' = n]

[15.26.34=1]

[16.24.35 = m]

[14.25.36 = n]

[65' =1,]

[46' = m,]

[54' = n,]

[16.25.34=1,]

[15. 24. 36 = H,]

[14.26.35 = 5,]

0, [51' = p]

0, [35' =q]

0, [13.25.46 = r]

0, [26' = p]

0, [16.23.45 =q]

1^1,, 2Z /I, ,2/- 1 l\\ TT . ,„„, -,X + jY + h— (;5-a)-- 1 - 77. -„ ^ = 0, [36'=r]m I p-a \lm-' n\ I' m^J/p — p " -'

C. VI. 48
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-P^X^l^ ^^-lmnl]{l-\-\yP-)-~)-^, = 0, [25' = p.]2 n m \l\ m? n^ J
^^ ' vmj p + p ' '^ '

nX-P^ Y + IZ - j^^ {m (1 - n^

-

P) (p -a)- 2nl ) -^ = 0, [36' = q,]

n 2

X
m

linn p-13

mX - ir-P^ Z- ^^ (n (l-l^- mO (p-a)- 2lm ) -^^ = 0, [13 . 26 . 45 = ?,]

43. The coordinates of the 27 lines are then found to be as follows:

(a) (6) («)

1

1

1

1 - j^ m ][n
kl \ m/ \ nj k \ m) \ nj

1 - y\m )(»»--
A; \ ml \ n J

-Tk{''-l){^-\)

lk\ I /\ mj

mkx ml \ nj

I

nky mj\ nj

-i(»-i)('-0

>- l('-0("-il)

1

1

^.(v
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(/) {9) (h)

V

(12= a,)

( 2'=M
( 1 = c)

n

- m

— n

I

m

-I

( 2 =a,)

(23 = K)

(
3' = c,)

1

n

_\
m

1

n

1

I

1

m
1

I

( l'-«a)

( 3 = 63)

(13 = C3)

n

1

in

1

»

I

1

I

(34 =«,)

(24 = 6,)

(14 = c)

48—2
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(a) (b) («)

1

s'

1

2n.(l-l)

-"^^P-'-K'^n.ip-a^

2(1+ ;^-

V

\ n(p- a)J

2„(»-i)

, ^ /, 2lm \
-n(p- a) [I + —: :

I^^ 'V n(p-a)J

V m{p-a)J

\ m{p — a)J

-n{p-o) 1 + — .
' V n{p- a)J

2l{rn-l)

2(1. 2^ ^
\ n(p- a) J

2„.(.-l)

I \ mn (p - a)/

I \ mj

"
\ lm{p- a))

\ mn (p - a)/

OT \ nl(p — a)J

« \ ' lm(p — a)

J

m \ nl(p — a)J

\ hn (p - a.))

-2(1. fl \
\ mn{p- a)/

n \ raj

7>-a/j
^

21 \

I \ mn (p - a)/

26+ ^"^
"l

n \ hn(p- a))
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(/) (9) (h)

1

n

— tn
1

I

1

m

-I

(56 = a,)

( * = 6.)

2(p + P)

m{p — a)

-ip + P)

-iP + P)

2{p + P)
n(j>-a)

l{p-a)

-(P+P)

(35 = as)

(25 = 6e)

(15 = Ce)

P + P

2(p + p)
n{p-a)

2(P + J8)

l(p-a)

p+p

p+p

2{p+fi)
m{p — a)

(46 = a,)

(5=6,)

( 5'=c,)

2n{p-fi)
p-o.

2l{p-p)

p-a

-(p-p)

2m(p-/3)

p-a

(36 = a,)

(26 = 6,)

(16 = c,)

2m(|>-/3)

p-a.

P-P

P-P

2n{p~fi)
p-a

(45 = a,)

(6=6,)

(
6' = c„)
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44. We have X = 0, F = 0, Z=0, Tr = for the equations of the planes

(12. 34. 56 = a;), (42' = y), (14'=^), (12' = m;);

and representing by {=IX + — Y+-Z+W = the equation of any other plane (41' = f)

the equation of the cubic surface may be presented in the several forms

:

= Fgg +kr,ZX.

= Fhh +k^XY,

= wee + k^Tii

= will + kyzx,

= TFrnfiii + kzxy,

= Wnn, + kxyz,

= TTlJ + kyzx,

= TTmim + kzxy,

= Wnin + kxyz,

= TTppi + k^yz,

= Tfqqi 4- kTjzx,

= WrTi + kfxy,

= TFppi + kfy z,

= TFqqi + kTjZX,

= TFrr, +kfxy,

which are the 16 forms containing W, out of the complete system of 120 trihedral-

pair forms.

45. The 27 lines are each of them facultative ; we have therefore 6' = p' = 27

;

i' = 45 ; moreover each of the lines is a double tangent of the spinode curve, and

therefore yS' (= 2p') = 54.

46. The equation of the reciprocal surface is not here investigated ; its form is

where /S = («$a;, y, z, viy, T= {*\x, y, z, wf; wherefore »i' = 12.

The nodal curve is composed of the lines which are the reciprocals of the

original 27 lines (6' =27, t' = 45 ut supra). It may be remarked that the reciprocal
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of a double-sixer is a double-sixer. Hence the 27 lines of the reciprocal surface may

be (and that in 36 different ways) represented by

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

r, 2', .3', i', 5', 6'

12, 13, ....56,

where 12 is now the line joining the points 12' and 1'2 ; and so for the other lines.

The lines 12, 34, 56 meet in a point 12.34.56; the 30 points 12', 1'2 ... 56', 5'6, and

the fifteen points 12 . 34 . 56 make up the 45 points t'.

The above equation, S" -T- = 0, shows that the cuspidal curve is a complete inter-

section 6x4: c' = 24.

Section II = 12 -(7,,

Article Nos. 47 to 59. Equation W{a, b, c, f, g, h\X, Y, Zy+2kXYZ=0.

47. It may be remarked that the system of lines and planes is at once deduced

from that belonging to 1 = 12, by supposing that in the double-sixer the corresponding

lines 1 and 1', &c. severally coincide; the line 12, instead of being given as the inter-

section of the planes 12', 1'2, is given as the third line in the plane 12, which in

fact represents the coincident planes 12' and 1'2.
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48. The dingram is

[412

S
Lines.

U= 12-C,

12

18

U
16

16

as

M
25

I 26

if^ 34

86

86

46

46

56

12 . 34 . 56

12.35.46

12 . 36 . 45

13 . 24 . 56

13 . 25 . 46

13 . 26 . 45

14 . 23 . 56

14.25.36

14.26.35

15.23.46

15.24.36

15.26.34

16 . 23 . 45

16.24.35

16 . 25 . 34

15x2=30

ISl

X

II

>-'

ta

15x1 = 15

30 45

K

ETtS

Biradial planes, through
each pair of rays.

...J

il«
• t3 o

Planes each containing
three mere lines.
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49. Putting the equation of the surface in the form

W{1, 1, 1, 1 +
I

where for shortness

o = mn — I,

p = nl — m,

y = lm —n,

S = Imn — 1,

p = Imn,

then taking X = as the equation of the plane [12],

[•34], Z=0 as that of the plane [56], the equations of

found to be

P
XYZ=Q,

F=0 as that of the plane

the 30 distinct planes are

Z=0, [12]

F=0, [34]

Z =0, [56]

m X + l Y+ Z = 0, [23]

m-'X + l Y+Z=0, [24]

m X + l-'Y+Z = 0, [13]

m-'X + l-'Y+Z = 0, [14]

X + n Y+m Z = 0, [45]

X + n-'Y+m Z = 0, [46]

X + n Y+ m-'Z=0, [35]

X+n-'Y+m-'Z = 0, [36]

n X+Y+l Z=0, [16]

n-'X+Y+l Z = 0, [15]

n X+Y+l-' Z = Q, [26]

n-^X+Y+l-'Z=0, [25]

TF = 0, [12.34.56]

X + PyW=0, [12.36.45]

X-ah F= 0, [12.35.46]

Y + ay W = 0, [16.25.34]

Y-^B W = 0, [15 . 26 . 34]

Z +a^ W=0, [14.23.56]

Z-yS W=0, [13.24.56]

TnnX + nl Y+lm Z + a^yBW=Q, [16.23.45]

pX + n Y+m Z + ^yB W=0, [13.26.45]

nX+p Y+l Z + yaS W=0, [16.24.35]

mX + l Y + p Z + a^B F = 0, [15.23.46]

X + lmY+ln Z -^yS W^O, [15.24.36]

ImX + Y+mnZ-yaB W=0, [13.25.46]

nlX + mn Y+ Z-apB W = 0, [14 . 26 . 3.5]

IX +m Y+n Z-OL^y F=0, [14.25.36]

C. VI. 49
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50. And the coordinates of the 21 distinct lines are

[412

(«) (ft) («) (/) (9) (A) whence equations may be taken to be

I

m
n

1

-1

-1

1

1

-1

(1) X=0, Y+ IZ =

(3) r=0, Z +mX=0

(5) Z=0, X+ nY=0

1

-1

-1

1

1

-1

(2) x=o, F+ nz=o
(4) 7 = 0, ^ + m-'^=0

(6) Z = 0, X+ n-'Y=0

1

n

m

n

1

I

m

I

1

I

ya

I

m

m

n

11

ya

(45) 2:+ nr+TOZ=0, X+PyW=0

(16) r+ i.^+M^=0, 7+yalF=0

(23) Z + mX+ IY=0, Z + apW=0

1

n

1

m

1

1

I

m

1

I

1

1

P
I

yS

m

1_
myS

1

nal

n

(46) X+ n-'r + ni.Z'=0, X-aSW=0

(26) r+ r'z + MX=o, r-^8ir=o

(24) Z+m-'X+ IY=0, Z-ySW=0

1

1

n

m

n

1

1

I

1

m

I

1

z

1

lyS

1

wiaS

m
78

n
aS

1

n/38

(35) j:+ nr+»i-iz=o, x-a8jr=o

(15) Y+ lZ+n-'X = 0, Y-PSW=0

(13) ^+mx + r'y=o, z-y8r=o

1

1

n

m

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

wya

1

n;8y

1

nya

(36) X+ n-'Y+m-'Z=0, X + PyW=0

(25) Y+ I-'Z+n-^X=0, Y+yaW=0

(14) ^ + »r'X+ r'r=o, .z- + a^ir=o

1

1

1

(12) X = 0, W =

(34) r = o, w=o

(56) ^ = 0, ir=o
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51. The six nodal rays are not, the fifteen mere lines are, facultative. Hence

6' = p' = 15; t' = 15.

52. Resuming the equation W(a, b, c, f, g, h\X, Y, Zf+2kXYZ = 0, the equation

of the Hessian surface is found to be

KW'{a, b, c,f,g, A^X, F, Zy

+ 2kW{(a, b, c,f, g, h\X, 7, Zf{FX+GY+HZ)-^KXYZ]
- le { a'X* + b'Y*+ c'Z* - 2bc Y'Z^ - 2caZ^X^ - 2abX^P

- iXYZ [{af+gh) X + {bg + hf) Y+{ch +fg) Z]] = 0,

where

{A, B, C, F, G, H)={bc-f\ ca-g\ ah-h\ gh-af, hf-bg,fg-ch),

K = abc- ap - bg" - ch? + 2fgh.

The Hessian and the cubic intersect in an indecomposable curve, which is the spinode

curve; that is, spinode curve is a complete intersection 3x4; a' =\2.

The equations of the spinode curve may be written in the simplified form

W{a, b, c,f, g, h\X, Y, Zy + 2TcXYZ=^0,

-8KXYZW
{

+ 8kXYZ (afX + bgY + chZ)

- h? [a^X' + 6»F* + &Z' - 26cF^Z' - 2ca.?=Z= - 2a6Z='F'} = ;

and it appears hereby that the node 0, is a sixfold point on the curve, the tangents

of the curve in fact coinciding with the six rays.

Each of the \h lines touches the spinode curve twice; in fact, for the line 12

we have X = 0, W =0: and substituting in the equations of the spinode curve, we have

(6F'-c^') = 0; that is, we have the two points of contact X = 0, F=0, Y'Jb=±Z'Jc.

Hence y8' = 30.

Reciprocal Surface.

53. The equation is found by equating to zero the discriminant of the ternary

cubic function

(Xx+ Yy + Zz){a, b, c, f, g, h\X, F, Zf-2kwXYZ,

viz. the discriminant contains the factor w^ which is to be thrown out, thus reducing

the order to n' = 10.

The ternary cubic, multiplying by 3 to avoid fractions, is

X\ Y^ , Z^ , SY'Z , SZ'X , SX'Y , 3YZ' , SZX' , 3XY' , 6XYZ,

Sax, Zby, Scz, bz + 2fy, ex + 2gz, ay + 2hx, cy + 2fz, az + 2gx, bx + 2hy, fx + gy + hz — ho.

49—2
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Write as before (A, B, C, F, 0, H) for the inverse coefficients {A = be —/", &c.), and

K = abc — of* — bg*— ch*+ 2/gh ; and moreover

«I>=(^, B, C. F, G, H^x,y,zr,

P =Ax + Hy + Oz,

Q =Hx + Bi/ + Fz,

R = Gx + Fy + Gz,

t =fx + gy + hz,

U = afyz + bgzx + chxy,

V = 2Kxyz — aPyz — bQzx — cRxy

= - a Hy'z - b Fz'x - c Gsfiy

- a Gyz'' - b Eza? - c Fxy'

+ (- abc - ap - hg-" - ch? + ^fgh) xyz,

'W={A, B, G, F, G, E\ayz, bzx, cxyf,

L = hFuf - 2ktw - <i>,

M=kwU+V,
N = 2kabc xyzw + W

:

54. Then the invariants of the ternary cubic are

8 = L'- 12kwM,

T=D- ISkwLM

-

54/tWi\^

;

and the required equation of the reciprocal surface is

j^, [{D - \2kiuMy - (X» - l&kwLM- 5^kWNy] = 0,

viz. this is

0= DN = {lcW-2ktw-f^y{2kahcxyzw+W)

+ L'M^ + (fcW - 2ktw - a>)= {kwU+ Vf
- ISkwLMN - ISkw {khu^ - 2ktw -(^)(kwU+V) (2kabc xyzw + W)
- IGkwM" - lGkw{kwU+ V)'

- 21k?w^N^ - 27khu^ {2kabc xyzw + Wf,

which, arranged in powers of kw, is as follows; viz. we have

Coeff. (kwy = 2abc ooyz,

(kwY = 2abc xyz (- 6i) + W
+ U\

(kwy = 2abc xyz (-3^ + 12t')+W (- 6t)

+ U''(-U) + 2UV
— SGabcxyzU,
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{kw)* = 2a6c xyz (12<$ - 8i') + TF (- 3* + llt^)

+ U"- (- 2<I' + 4<0 + 2 f7F (- 4i) + F=

- 36a6cxyzV-18UW+ 12ahc xyztU

(kwy = 2abc xyz (3<I)2 - \W^) + W {12t^ - 8f)

+ UHt(i> + 2 UV{- 2* + 4<=) + V" (- 4«)

-18VW+12abcayztV+SQtUW-SQabcxyz^U
- 48 [T^F

-108a6ca;3/aF,

„ (iw)^ = 2a6c ajy^r (- 6«<I>=) + Tf (3*^ - 1 2«=*)

+ [r^*= + 2 £/'F(4«<I>) + F^ (- 21) + 4<^)

+ 36«FTf - 36a6ca;2/^*F- 18*C7'Tr

-48CF^
- 27 T^^

„ {kwy = 2abc xyz (- «I") + Tf (- 6«4>)''

+ 2?7F4)^+F=(4<D)

-18<DFTr

-16F^

„ (An«)»= TT (-<!>»)

+ F^1>=

;

but I have not carried the ultimate reduction further than in Schlafli, viz. I give

only the terms in {hwy, {kwf, (kwy, and (kwy.

5.5. I present the result as follows; the coefficients deducible from those which

precede, by mere cyclical permutations of the letters a, b, c and /, g, h, are indicated

by („).

= (kwy . 2abc xyz

+ (kwy

fx^ z's? ^t 3?yz oc^z xy:?

d?bc + 1 iJ »» abcf- 14

gcbh + 4
tj JJ

^^ y"^ :^3? 2^a^ ^y» ^f a?yz xiyz aiy^r^ xyH'' ^yz' ar^y^s;

\-(kwy. a'bcg-e
a\/h+ 2

a?bch-%
a%/g + 2

J) >) )» »»
ab\^ - 6

abcf"' + 42

6'V + 2

6c%' + 2

6c/^A - 24

») »> a%cf -32
abcfgh+ 64
ft6/^^ -24
ac/A" -24
o/Vi + 8

J)

1

+ (;1ot)» . -K {(A, B, C, F, 0, H^x, y, zyf (cy^ - 2fyz + 6^") (az'' - 2gzx + bx"") (ha? -2hxy + af).
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56. In explanation of the discussion of the reciprocal surface, it is convenient to

remark that we have

Reciprocal plane is w = 0.

Conic of contact is

(A, B, C, F, G, H^x, y, ^)» = 0, w = 0.

Lines are tangents of this conic from points

(y=0, ^ = 0), (^ = 0, a; = 0), (a;=0, y = 0)

respectively, viz. equations are

lu = 0, cxf - 2fyz + bz"" = 0,

w = 0, az^ — 2gzx + car* = 0,

w = 0, bx'- 2hxy + ay^ = 0.

Node 0,, Z = 0, F=0, Z= 0.

Tangent cone is

(a, b, c,f,g, h^X, 7,Zy = 0.

Nodal rays are sections of cone by planes

X = 0, F=0, Z=0 respectively, viz. equa-

tions of the rays are

Z = 0, bY' + 2fYZ + cZ^ = 0,

F = 0, cZ" + 2gZX + aX^ = 0,

Z =0, aX^ + 2hXY+ 6F» = 0.

57. The equation shows that the section by the plane w = is made up of the

conic (.4, B, C, F, 0, H^x, y, z)'' = 0, twice, and of the six lines, tangents to this conic,

viz. the lines

w = 0, cy^ - 2fyz + bz"" = 0,

w = 0, az^ — 2gzx + ex? = 0,

w = 0, bx"- 2hxy + ay» = 0,

each once ; the lines in question (reciprocals of the nodal rays) are thus mere scrolar

lines on the reciprocal surface.

58. I do not attempt to put in evidence the nodal curve of the surface ; by

what precedes it is made up of 15 lines, intersecting 3 together in 15 points; and

if we denote the six tangents of the conic just referred to by

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

then the fifteen lines are respectively lines passing through the intersections of eaich

pair of these tangents; viz. through the intersection of the tangents 1 and 2, we have

a line 12; and so in other cases; that is, the 15 lines are 12, 13 56. The lines

12 and 34 meet ; and the lines 12, 34, 56 meet in a point ; we have thus the 15

points 12.34.56, triple points of the nodal curve.

59. As regards the cuspidal curve, the equation of the surface may be written

(Z" - l2kwM) (4M'' + ZLN) - (LM+ dkwNf
= 3 {DM' + L'N - ISkwLMN - lUwM' - 211<Fw'N-') = 0,

and we thus have
47lf= + 3XiV = 0,

LM + 9A;M;iV^=0,

D -l2kwM=0,
or, what is the same thing.

=L , 12M, - 9N

kw, L , M
(equivalent to two equations) for the equations of the cuspidal curve. Attending to

the second and third equations, the cuspidal curve may be considered as the residual

intersection of the quartic and quintic surfaces L*—12kwM=0, LM+9kwN'=0, which

partially intersect in the conic w = 0, Z = ; or say it is a curve 4x5 — 2; c' = 18.
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Section 111 = 12-53.

Article Nos. 60 to 7 2. Equation 2W(X+Y+Z)(IX + m7+nZ) + 2kXYZ= 0.

60. The system of lines and planes is at once deduced from that belonging to

II = 12 — C,, by supposing the tangent cone to reduce itself to the pair of biplanes

;

3 of the planes (a) of II = 1 2 — Co thus coming to coincide with the one biplane, and

three of them with the other biplane.

61. The diagram is

Lines.

CiCrti^o»cnrf*-asoi Od 0( IJ^ 09 bS h-^

ni=i2 -B3
5'

SI

CD
X

II

X
w
II

123

456

14

2x6=12
. . . Biplanes.

,

•

15

i

•

• •

16 m

•

• •

24 • •

1 25

26

9x3=27
•

•

•

•

• •

Biradial planes each con-
taining a ray 1, 2, or 3

of the one biplane, and
a ray 4, 5, or 6 of the
other biplane.

34 •

•

•

36
:

.' • •

36

•
.

• •

14 . 25 . 36 • • •

14.26.35 • • •

15.26.34

15.24.86

6x1= 6

•

• •
Planes each containing

three mere lines.

16.24.35 • •

16.25.84 17 45 • • •

Mere

lines,

in

each

biradial

plane,

one.

Bays

1,

2,

3
and

4,

5,

6,

in

the

two

biplanes

respectively.
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62. Taking X+Y+Z= for the biplane that contains the rays 1, 2, 3, and

lX + mY+nZ = for that which contains the rays 4, 5, 6, we may take X = 0, F=0,
Z=0 for the equations of the planes [14], [25], [36] respectively; and then writing

for shortness

m — n, n — l, l — m = \, fi, v,

and assuming, as we may do, k = \/j,v, so that the equation of the surface is

W(X+Y+Z){lX +mY+ nZ) + («i - n) (w - 1) {l-m)XYZ= 0,

the equations of the 17 distinct planes are

Z = 0, [14]

F = 0, [25]

Z =0, [36]

X+ F+ Z=Q, [123]

lX + mY+nZ=0, [456]

IX + nY + nZ=0, [16]

IX+ nY + nZ = 0, [16]

lX + mY+ IZ^O, [25]

nX + mY + 7iZ==0, [26]

mX + mY + nZ = 0, [35]

IX + lY+nZ = 0, [36]

W = 0, [14.25.36]

W+ IXX = 0. [14.26.35]

Tr+m/iF=0, [16,25.34]

W+ nvZ=0, [15.24.36]

ImX + mnY+ nlZ+W = 0, [15 . 26 , 34]

nlX +lmY-¥ mnZ - F= 0, [16 . 24 , 35]
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63. And the coordinates of the fifteen distinct lines are

393

{a) {b} (c) (/) {9) (h) whence equations may be written

-1 1 (1) X = Q, Y+Z =

1 - 1 (2) Y=0, Z + X =

-1 1 (3) Z = 0, z+y = o

— n m (4) X=0, mT+nZ=0
n -I (5) Y=0, nZ + IX =0

- m I (6) Z=0, IX +mY=0

1 (14) x = o, r=o
1 (25) r = o, ir=o

1
•

(36) Z=Q, W=0

I n n n^v — nlv (15) lX+nY+nZ = 0, W+nvZ=0
I m m - rri^fi. Imfi (16) IX+mY+mZ = 0, W+mii.Y=0

I m I ,r-k — Imfi. (26) lX+mY+ IZ = 0, W+lkX^O
n m n mnv - r?v (24) nX+mY+nZ ^0, W+nvZ=0

m in n — mrhfL toV (34) mX+mY+ nZ=0, W+m,ji.Y=0

I I n 7d\ -P\ (35) IX+ lY+nZ=0, W + lXX =

64. The rays are not, the mere lines are, facultative ; hence b' = p' = d: <' = 6.

65.^ The equation of the Hessian surface is

-W(X+ Y+Z){IX + mY+nZ)i^vX + vXY+ X/iZ)

- k (PX* + m-Y* + n'Z* - 2mnY^Z"- - 2nlZ'X' - 2lviX''Y')

+ kXYZ {(P + ^Im + 3Zn + mn)Z + (m»+ 3m« + 3mi + nl) F+ {rf + 3?iZ + 3nwi + hi) Z\ = 0.

The Hessian and cubic surfaces intersect in an indecomposable curve, which is the

spinode curve; that is, spinode curve is a complete intersection 3x4; o-' = 12.

The equations may be written in the simplified form

W{X+Y+Z){lX + mY+ nZ) + kXYZ = 0,

PX* ¥m^Y* + n^Z* - 2mn Y^Z- - 2nlZ'X-' - 2lmXn''-

-iXYZ{l{m + n)X + m{n + l)Y+n{l + m)Z]=0.

We may also obtain the equation

/."(X+Y + Z) (IX +mY+ 7iZ) {IX^ + mY' + nZ'- (m + n) YZ- (71 + l)ZX-{l + m)XY}

+ V Y'Z'+ fi'Z^X'+ v'X'Y'-2XYZ (fivX + i>XY+Xia.Z) = 0,

c. VI. 50
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which shows that there is at Bj an eightfold point, the tangents being given by

(X-i-Y+Z){lX + m7 + nZ) = 0.

(X", fi\ v", -fiv, -v\, -Xfi^YZ, ZX, XYf = 0.

Each of the facultative lines is a double tangent of the spinode curve ; whence /3' = 18.

Reciprocal Surface.

66. The equation may be deduced from that for 11=12 — (7j, viz. writing

(a. h, c, f, g, h^X, Y, Z)' = 2(X+Y+Z) (IX + mY+nZ),

that is

(a, b, c, f, g, h) = (21, 2m, 2n, m + n, n + l, 1 + m),

we have

(A, B, C, F, 0, H) = -(X\ ^\ v\ ^^v , vX
, V ); ^ = 0.

Writing also

\, /i, v = m — n, n — l, I — m as before,

\a; + fiy + vz = a,

Imn xyz = 6,

l(m+ n)yz + in (n + I) zx + n (I + m) xy = v,

tX.yz+ rrifi zx + nv xy = yfr,

(m + n)x+ (n+ l)y + (1 + m) z = t,

we have

and then

U=2v, F=2o^|r, TF = -4>p,

L = J{^tvf^ - 2ktw + 0^, M=2 (kwv + o-\/r), iV = 4 (Umnkxyzw - yjr'')
;

80 that the equation is

= L'N = 4 (JtW - 2kiut + (r'Y (iktud - yfr')

+ L'M' + 4 (Jdhv' - 2kwt + (tJ (kwv + (rfy

- ISkwLMN - 144 kw (i^vf - 2kwt + tr') (kwv + <n^) (kwd - i/r")

-16^w Jf» -128 kw (kwv + ay}ry

- 27ifc=w= N" - 432 k'w' (kwO - yjr^)

;

or reducing the first two terms so as to throw out from the whole equation the

factor kw, the equation is

4i» {0L + (u» -yfr3)kw+ 2i|r (tyfr + vff)} - ISLMN - 16M' - 27kivN' =
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or, what is the same thing, it is

{k^v/^ - 2ktvt + a^y [IcWO + kw{- 2td +v'- f") + a^d + 2<rwi/r + 2tf^}

- S2(hvv + a-^y

- 108A-W (4>kwe - yjr'y = 0.

67. This is

{kwy . e

+ {kwy .-\]r--Gtd + 1/2

+ (kwy . <r» . 3^ + 0-f . 2u + 1^2 . 6« + 12t-0 - ^tv" - Uidu

+ (kwy . - 2<r^= + a'- {2v^ - 10<(9) + a^r {- 8tv - 144(9) + -^(- 12t^ + S6v)

- 8f6 + 4<V + 28Stvd - 32i;» - 1728^

+ {kwy. <r*.3^ + ffY-4v + o-S/r2.12< + tn^'.37

+ (r'iUPd - itv- - lUev) + ffyfr (+ 8t^v + 28816 - 96i;=) + ylr"- (8t' - 72tv + 8640)

+ (kw) . - (tY" + o^ (- Qte 4- v^) + <r>ylr(- 8tv - 1446^)

+ <r^ (- 8t - 901/) + <7^' . - 72 + 1^\ - 108

+ (kwy . o^ (d, 2v, 2t, 4,\<T, ^y = 0,

which, reducing the last term, is

(kwy Inirucyz

— 4ff'X/ii' (y — z)(z — x) (x — y) (ny — mz) (Iz — nx) (mx — ly) = 0.

68. I verify the last term in the particular case = as follows : the coefficient

of ff* is

(O, 2n(l + m)xy, 2 (m + n) a; + 2 (n + I) y, ^"^Q^ + i^y, nvxyy,

which is

= 2v?va?y'^ {(I + m) (Kx + fiyy + [{m + n)x + (n + l) y] (vXx + fivy) + 2nv'xy}

= 2n'vofiy' {[(I + m)\ + (m. + n) v] \af

+ [2{l + m) X/jk + (m + n) ij,v + (n + I) vX + 2nv\ xy

Jr[{l + m)fi.-\-{n + l)v'\ti.y%

which, substituting for \, /i, v their values m — n, n-l, I- m, is

= 2n'vafy' . - 2\^ (x - y) (mx — ly)
;

or for z = the coefficient of a^ is

= — 4\/ti' n'ar'y'' (x - y) (mx - ly),

agreeing with the general value

— 4X/ii' (y — z)(z — x) (x — y) (ny — mz) (Iz — nx) (Ix — my).

50—2
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69. In the discussion of the equation it is convenient to write down the relations

of the two surfapes, thus

:

Cubic surface.

J5„ A' = 0, F= 0, Z=
Biplanes X+ Y+ Z =

lX + viY+nZ=0,

intersecting in edge.

S

Reciprocal surface.

Plane w = 0,

Points in w = 0, viz.

x = y —z and x : y : z = l : m, '. n,

in line {m — n)x + {n — V)y + {l — m)z=0,

that is, Xx-^- n,y-\-vz = 0, or o- = 0.

Lines in plane w = 0, and through first

point, viz.

y — z = 0, z — x=0, x — y = 0;

lines through second point, viz.

ny — mz = 0, nz — lx = 0, Ix — my = 0.

Rays in first biplane,

Z = 0, Y+Z = 0; F = 0, Z+Z = 0,

Z=0, X+F = 0;

rays in second biplane,

X=Q,mY+ nZ=0; Y=(i, nZ+lX= 0,

Z =0, lX + mY=0.

70. The equation puts in evidence the section by the plane w = 0, viz. this is

the line o- = (reciprocal of the edge) three times, and the six lines (reciprocals of

the rays) each once. Observe that the edge is not a line on the cubic; but its

reciprocal is a line, and that an oscular line on the reciprocal surface ; the six lines

(reciprocals of the rays) are mere scrolar lines on the reciprocal surface ; they pass,

three of them, through the point x = y = z, and the other three through the point

X : y : z = 1 : m : n; that is, they are six tangents of the point-pair (reciprocal of the

pair of biplanes) formed by these two points.

71. I do not attempt to put in evidence the nodal curve on the surface; by

what precedes it consists of 9 lines, reciprocals of the mere lines. If we denote by

1, 2, 3 and 4, 5, 6 the lines which pass through the points x = 0, y = 0, z = and

through the point x : y : z=l : m : n respectively, then these intersect in the nine

points 14, 15, 16, 24, 25, 26, 34, 35, 36; and through each of these there passes a

nodal line which may be represented by the same symbol ; that is, we have the nodal

lines 14, 36. Two lines such as 14, 25 meet; and three lines such as 14, 25, 36

meet in a point ; we have thus the six points 14 . 25 . 36 &c. triple points on the

nodal curve ; as before, 6' = 9, ^ = 6.

72. The cuspidal curve is given by the equations

](hu^ - 2kwt + (t', 24!{kwv + (7y}f), -ZQ{Umnkxyzw -^) =0.

hw , k'W - 2kwt + er, 2 {kwv + o-f)

Writing down the two equations,

(kW - 2kwt + a''f - 2^kw {huv + <r^) = 0,

(^%;2 - 2kwt + er*) {kwv + cn/r) + 18m> {Imnk xyzw - yjr') = 0,

these aie respectively of the orders 4 and 5 ; but they intersect in the line w = 0,

<7 = taken four times, or say, the cuspidal curve is a partial intersection 4.5 — 4;

c' = 16.
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Section IV = 12 - 20..

Article Nos. 73 to 84. EquatioQ WXZ + Y' (yZ + BW) + (a, b, c, d$Z, Yy = 0.

73. The diagram of the lines is

ce to to I-* i-> h->
t^ ri^ Cc> t«k. 03 to Lines.
•^ t^ f-* to ^^ w

IV= 12-2Cj.

60 ca rfi to rf^ tf^ K^eobst^^-eotot-' cn o

J::;i
^ 00 M H-

csl j( X X X
h-i ts H* lb-

It II II II

bsi H*
-a' OS o H-' ri^

[0] 1x2= 2
. . . Plane touching along

11'

• axis.

• •

• •

Planes through axis,
22'

4x4= 16
•

each containing a
ray of the one node

33' • •

• •
and a ray of the
other node.

44'

12

• • •

•

•

• •

13
• •

14
•

a •

„• 23
•

• •

i 24
• •

04 •

34

12x2=24

• • • Biradial planes, each
containing two rays

of the one node or

two rays of the other1'2' • .

node.

1'3'

•

•

1'4' • •

2'3'

•

• •

2'4'
•

•

3'4'

12.34

• •

• • ,

13.24
Planes each contain

3x1= 3 • • •
ingthree mere lines.

14.23 20 45 • • •

111 11^

1,1 wto

(DBS
EI * ft

>
5 m
S'c-

• 3

n> B
(0

O T © 7 »

^ 83

^ o o
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74. Writing X (a, h, c, d^X, Yf-yB V* = -y8 {f,X - Y){f,X- Y){f,X - Y){f,X - Y),

the 20 planes are

z = o. [0]

X-/,F=0, [11']

X-/,F=0, [22-]

X-/.F=0, [33']

X-fJ=^0, [44']

S{z-(f, + f;)7}-f,f,^ =0, [12]

i[X-(J, + QY]-i,UZ =0, [13]

S{X-(f, + f,)F}-f.nZ =0, [14]

h{X-(i,-^U)Y}-U,Z =0, [23]

S{X-(f, + OF}-f,f,^ =0, [24]

8{Z-(f3 + f,)F}-f3f,^ =0, [34]

7{Z-(f, + QF}-f,f,F = 0, [1'2']

-y{Z-(f, + f,)F)-f.f,F=0, [1'3']

7{X-(f, + f,)F}-f,t;Tf = 0, [1'4']

7{Z-(f, + Qr}-f,f3F = 0, [2'3']

y[X-{U + U)Y]-UUW=0, [2'4']

7{Z-(f3 + f,)F}-f,f4F = 0, [3'4']

-^KfA^fiJ^^'^-^^^^
STr=o, [12 . 34]

-^Kf73 + i)^ + ^^ + '^^ + 8Tr = 0, [13 . 24]

-7Sf/,+/,)z+c;3/ + 7Z + aF=o, [14 . 23]

75. And the 16 lines are

(«) (6) (c) (/) {9) (h) whence equations may be written

1 (0) x=o, r=o
8 -y d (5) X=0, dY +yZ+iW =

f>' f. -S (1) x-f,r=o, sr + f,^=o

f,' f. -8 (2)

f,' fa -S (3)

f.' U -8 (4)
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(a) (6) (c) (/) (9) (/.)

fi -fl= y (1') X-f,r=0, yF+faTr=0

f. -f.= y (2')

fa -i.' ' y (3')

*^ -f,= y (4')

8

f.f. KrO
/I 1\ y

faf4

1 /I i\ 1 /I i\

faf4U''V fifAfa^fJ
(12 .

3'4')*

8

Va K^r.)
y 1 /I 1\ 1 /I 1\

(13.2'4') „

8

fA »a^y -nrfi)
y 1 /I 1\ 1 /I 1\

(U.2'3') „

8

f/a '(rs)
y

f:f4

1/1 In 1/1 1\

f,fAf/fJ aU'^fJ (23. IT) „

8

K^r^)
y

fifa

1/1 1\ 1 /I 1\

f,£,Vf/V W4\f/fa>'
(24.1'3')„

8

^f4 K^J.)
k

y 1 /I IN 1 /I 1\
(34.1-2') „

•equations are

B{X- (f, +Q Y] - fJ,Z =0, y{X- {i, +Q 7) - U(, W= 0,

[and similarly for each of the remaining five lines].

76. To verify the equations of the line 12 .
3'4', observe that the two equations give

,z+sif=,a{z(1.4-4)-F(J +14 +
J)}.

ZW = Jy. {X - (f, + f,) YX - (f3 + f,) Y\ :

I1I2I3I4

the equation of the surface, multiplying by X and observing that — 7S = afifjf8^,

becomes

X'ZW+XY^{r^Z+ iW) + r^iY*-.f.AX-i,Y){X-i^){X-UY){X-UY)^0;
I1I2I3I4

and substituting the values just obtained, this is

Z' [X - (f. + f,) 7] [X - ({, + Q 7] +ZP [X (f,f, + f3f4) - 7(f,fJ3 + f,f,f4 + flfaf4 + fj3f4)]

+ f,f,f3f47,-(Z-f,7)(J5:-f,7)(Z-f3 7)(Z-f,7) = 0,

which is in fact an identity.

77. The facultative lines ai'e the transversal and the six mere lines ; b' = p' = 7

;

r=s.
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78. The equation of the Hessian surface is found to be

(7^+ SW)XZW+ Y^yZ- SF)»+ 3 (cX + dY) XZW + l2ySXY'{aX + bY)

-iyZ+ BW) (3aZ' + 9bX'-Y + 6cX F»)

- 9X^ {(ac - ¥) X' + (ad -bc)XY+ (bd - c') Y'} = 0.

79. Combining with the foregoing the equation of the surface

XZW+Y'-(yZ+SW) + {a, b, c, d$X. F)' = 0,

it appears that these have along the line X = 0, F= the common tangent plane

X = 0, or, what is the same thing, that they meet in the line X = 0, Y—0 (the axis)

twice, and in a residual curve of the tenth order, which is the spinode cui-ve ; the

equations may be presented in the somewhat more simple form

XZW+Y^{yZ+ BW) + (a, b, c, d^X, F)» = 0,

-4fyBY°ZW-'i{yZ+BW)(a, b, c, d$Z, Yy+l2yBXY'-{aX + bY)

+ X* (- 12ac + 9b') - 3d (4aZ'F+ GbX'Y' + icX Y' + dY*) = 0,

which, however, still contain the line X = 0, F=0 twice. The spinode curve, as just

mentioned, is of the tenth order; that is, we have <7'=10.

Each of the 6 mere lines is a double tangent to the spinode curve, but the

transversal is only a single tangent: to show this, observe that the equations of the

transversal are X = 0, yZ+BW + dY=0; substituting in the equations of the curve

the first equation, that of the cubic surface is of course satisfied identically; for the

second equation, writing Z = 0, this becomes Y^-4:yBZW-4dY(yZ+BW)-3(^Y'}=0;
or writing herein dY=-(yZ+BW), it becomes Y^yZ-SWy = 0. The value Y^ =
gives X = 0, F=0, yZ+BW = 0, viz. this is a point on the axis X = 0, F=0 not

belonging to the spinode curve; the value (yZ — BWf = gives a point of contact

X = 0, yZ+BW+ dY=0, yZ—BW={); and the transversal is thus a single tangent.

Hence the number of contacts is 2.6 + 1, =13; that is, we have ;3'=13.

Reciprocal Surface.

80. The equation is found bj- equating to zero the discriminant of the binary

quartic

{xX'- + yXY-(Bz + yw)Y'} + iZw[X(a, b, c, d$Z, Yf-yBY*}.

or say this is (*^X, Y)*, where the coefficients are

Gaf + 24azw,

3xy + ISbzw,

y' — 2 (Bz + yw) x + 12czw,

— S{Bz + yw) y + Qdzw,

&{Bz — yw)\
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81. Forming the invariants, these are

J/ = A= + 24 Uzw + 14V^V,
- J"= A' + 36A Uzw 4-216 Vz-'w^ + 8641/^^,

where
A = y- + 4 {^z + 7w) X,

U= 278is= + 2a (S^ - yw)^ + 3% (S^r + ^w) + c [y^ - 2 (S^ + 7M;) «] - rfa;^,

F= (- 8ac + 96^) (8^ - 7w)^

+ (2c^ - 6d) [y= - 2 (S^ + yw) a;]

+ (— 4«d + 66c) y (Sz + yw)

— led xy

+ d?a?

+ 478 (2c«= - ^bxy + ay%

11 = c- — id,

V = ad- - 2bcd + 20^,

and the equation is

432~V ^^^' "*" ^* ^^^ "*" 1'*V'^^')' - (A' + 36A Uzw + 216 VzW- + 8641/^^)=} = 0;

or, expanding, this is I

AV-A»F+A=f/"2

+ 4zw( -A'v+UA'Ufi-dAUV+SU")
+ 36zHv-( 4Ay-4Atri; +16[/>-3F2)

+ 8642V ( 4J/'/i='- Vv)

+ n2HzHu*{ 4^-^-r^) = 0,

where observe that the value of

4/i' -v", = 4 (6d - c»)' - (ac?= - Sbcd + 2c')^ is =-d' (a'd' + 4ac^ + iU'd - SbV - Qabcd).

82. It is convenient to modify the form of the equation as follows; write

U,= U+ SaySzw, Fj = F+ (- Sac + 96^) yBzw,

so that

A = y- + 4 {hz + yw) X,

Ui = - 2yhu? + 2a {hz + 7w)= + 36?/ {hz + 7W) + c [y^ - 2 (8^; + yiv) x] - dxy,

F, = (- 8«c + 96=) {hz + ywf
+ (2c= - bd) [y - 2 (S^' + yiu) x]

+ (— 4iad + 66c) y {hz + yw)

— 2cdxy

+ dV
+ 478 (2c:c= - 36a;y + ay%

/j.= C-— bd,

v= ad'- 2bcd + 2<f,

c. VI. 51
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A, Ui, F, being, it will be observed, functions of x, y, Bz + yw. The transformed

equation is

A» (AV - A F, + IT,') + azw = 0,

where the term ft may be calculated without difficulty : the first term of this is

= [f + 4,(Bz + yw) a;}". 47»S» [x + {,y - {."{Sz + yw)] ..[x + {,y- U^{Bz + rw)],

the developed expressions of J(AV — AFj 4- f7,') and of 'fS' into the product of the

linear factors being in fact each

= X* .'fB' + x>y .dyB + x'yK - ScyB + xy" . SbyB + y*.-ayB

+ [a? (- d? - QcyB) + ci?y {Zed + ^hyB) + xy^ (- Zbd - ^ayB) +y . ad](Bz + yw)

+ [a? (Qc' - 66d - 207) + xy (3ad - 96c) + 2/' . 3ac] {Bz + ywf

+ [x (6ac - 96=) + y . 3a6] {Bz + ywf

\-a?B*.{Bz+ ywy.

The form puts in evidence the section by the plane w = 0, which is the reciprocal of

the node D, viz. this is a conic (the reciprocal of the tangent cone) twice, and four

lines, the reciprocals of the nodal rays, each once. And similarly for the section by

the plane z = 0.

83. The nodal curve is made up of the lines which are the reciprocals of the

six mere lines and the transversal ; viz. we have three pairs of lines and a seventh

line, the lines of each pair intersecting at a point of the seventh line, and these

three points being the triple points of the nodal curve ; i' = 3 as before.

84. The equations of the cuspidal curve are at once reduced to the form

A'' +24 Uzw + 1 i^^^.zw^^ = 0,

\U + (18F- 12yitA)zw + 72w"-w- = 0,

which are two quartic surfaces having in common the conies z = 0, A = 0, and w = 0,

A = ; or we may say that the cuspidal curve is a curve 4.4 — 2 — 2; that is c' = 12.
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Section Y = \2-B^.

Article Nos. 85 to 94. Equation WXZJr{X + Z){Y'' - aX^ -hZ-') = 0.

85. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines.
to tC t-i h-i

V=12-Bi.

bo •^ "^ -r;
to H- to h- a^ 09

lil t;^ 1^ M M
o' X X X X

H- »Ci^ K* oa
II II II II

CCI H*
-ql rf>^ OS l-» a>

12 • •

Biplanes containing

1*2* 2x12=24 '
rays 1, 2 and 1', 2'

• • •
respectively.

, • • Plane touchingalong
Ix 8= 3 . edge and contain-

11'

• ingthe transversal.

•

•

•

. 12'

•

• •

"I Biradial planes each

Oh

•
containing a ray

21'
4x 4= 16

"
of the one and a

• • •
ray of the other

•
biplane.

22' •

•

•

•

«

11'. 23' 2x 1= 2 • • •

Planes each through
the transversal.

12' . 31' 9 45 • " •

r
Bays

tW(ive 1"
^^ o .

f
^15'"

fi-
«

s

§•-.
S H^ § B

s''*- |f
•§ a'

1? 11Ta p n>

86. The planes are X = 0, [12]

Z = 0, [1'2']

X + Z = 0, [0]

-Z\/a+F-ZV6 = 0, [11']

X^a+Y-Z^b = Q, [12']

-Z\/a+F+.^V6 = 0, [21']

ZVE+F+ZV6 = 0, [22']

V^(Z + .?)+F = 0, [11'.22']

-2Vf76(Z + -?)+Tf = 0, [12'. 21'].

51—2
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87. And the lines are

a b c f y A equations may be written

1 (3) x=o, z=o

1 1 (4) x + z = o, w=o

V6 1 (1) X^O, 7-^V6 =

-V6 1 (2) x^-0, r+z\/b = o

1 Va (!') z = Q, -^v^ + y.-.o

1 - Va (2') Z=0, X^a+T^O
1

1

1

v^
1

\/ab

1

1

2

2

2( Va-Vft)

2 (- V^ - Vi)

- 2

- 2

(11')

(12')

but for the other lines the

coordinate expressions are

the more convenient.

1

n/6

1 1
2 2( •Ja + '^/b) - 2 (21')

1

s/b

1 1

2 2 (- Va + Vi) - 2 (22')

88. The four mere lines and the transversal are each facultative ; the edge is

also facultative, counting twice ;
p' = b' = 7, t' = S.

That the edge is as stated a facultative line counting twice, I discovered, and

accept, d posteriori, from the circumstance that on the reciprocal surface the reciprocal

of the edge is (as will be shown) a tacnodal line, that is, a double line with

coincident tangent planes, counting twice as a nodal line. Reverting to the cubic

surface, I notice that the section by an arbitrary plane through the edge consists of

the edge and of a conic touching the edge at the biplanar point ; by what precedes

it appears that the arbitrary plane is to be considered, and that twice, as a node-

couple plane of the surface: I do not attempt to further explain this.

89. Hessian surface. The equation is

(X + Z)XZW + (X-ZyY' + (X + Z)(3a, -a, -b, 36l^Z, Zy = 0.

Combining with the equation

XZW+ (X + Z)(Y'-aX^- hZ") = 0,

and observing that from the two equations we deduce

- XZY^ + {X->rZ) {aX^+ hZ^) = 0,

it appears that the complete intersection of the Hessian and the surfixce is made up
of the line X = Q, Z= (the edge) twice (that is, the two surfaces touch along the

edge), and of a curve of the tenth order, which is the spinode curve ; c' = 10.
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The equations of the spinode curve may be presented in the form

11

XZ, aZ= + hZ'' - Y-, aX^ + bZ' =
;

! X + Z, w , P
it is a curve 3.4 — 2, the partial intersection of a quartic and a cubic surface which

touch along a line.

The binode is on the spinode curve a singular point; through it we have two

branches represented in the vicinity thereof by the equations

respectively.

90. The edge counted once is regarded as a double tangent of the spinode

curve (I do not understand this, there is apparently a higher tangency) ; each of the

four mere lines is a double tangent; the transversal is a single tangent; hence

/9' = 2.2 + 2.4 + l, =13.

Reciprocal Surface.

91. The equation is found by equating to zero the discriminant of the binary

quartic

fX^Z^ + 4fw(Xx + Zz) XZ(X + Z) + 4w^ (aX' + bZ') (X + Zf,

viz. multiplying by 6 to avoid fractions, and calling the function {*\X, Zy, the coeffi-

cients are

24aw»,

6w (x + 2aw),

2/2 + 4 (*• + ^•) w + 4 (a + b) w"-,

6w (z + 26?«),

24W;
and then writing

we find

and then the equation is

1

L = if \- 4 (a; + ^) w + 4 (« + 6) w'^,

M = 4 {a;z + 2 (ba> + az) w],

N = l^abif - bx^ - ay\

^I = L"--\2w^M,

-J=D- ISw^LM- 5'iw*N,

{(L' - l2w'My - {D - ISw'LM - oifiu'Nf} = 0,

VIZ. it 18

108w«'

L'N + L-M' - l^vfLMN- 16wW» - llw'N"- = 0.
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92. This, completely developed, is

6'kii'.ah{a + bf{(a + b)f-(x-z)'}

+ S2w'.2ab(S(a + b)[{a-2b)x + {-2a + b)z]y' ^

\+ {x - zY [(- 3a + 5b)x+ (5a - 36) z]j

+ IGiv* f Ub {a' - lab + 6») y*

+ [b (Oa'+ 26a6 -b')!?- 26a6 {a Jr b) xz -ir a (- d"+ 26ai + 96") «'] y=

, + (a; - ^)'' [6 (- 12a + 6) ar"+ 22a6a;z + a (a - 126) ^']

+ Su/* '' 3a6[(2a-6)a; + (-a+26)2]y«

- + [6 (- 2a + 56) a;' + 6 (3a - 26) ar'^: + a (- 2a + 36) xz^ + a (5a - 26) 2^] y*

.^-^ipo-zf [- 26a:» + baf'z + axz'^ - 2ay']

+ 4w'' / 3a6(a + 6)2/«

.+ [6 (9a - 26) ar' + 8a6a;2+ a (- 2a + 96) z"^] y*

j

+ 2 [- 66a;* + ba^z - (a + 6) a;V + axz? - 6az*] y»

i+ ^ajV (a; - zf

' 2ab(x + z)y'

- [Sbofi+ 2ba^z + 2axz + 3a2'] y*

[+ ia^z^{x + z)f

+ y*(ay^-af)(cy"--z') = 0,

where we see that the section by the plane w = (reciprocal of B^) is made up of

the line w = 0, y=0 (reciprocal of the edge) four times, and of the lines to = 0,

ay' — a:^ = ; w = 0, by- — z^ = (reciprocals of the rays) each once.

93. The surtieice contains the line y = 0, w = (reciprocal of the edge) ; and if we
attend only to the terms of the lowest order in y, w, viz.

a?z^[lQ(x-z'f\u- + ^(x + z)yhv + y*],

which terms equated to zero give

+ 2w

w = — \ r.
(VarfVi)'^'

we see that the line in question {y = 0, %v = 0) is a tacnodal line on the surface, the

tacnodal plane being w — 0, a fixed plane fw all points of the line: it has already

been seen that this plane meets the surface in the line taken 4 times; every other

plane through the line meets the surface in the line taken twice. We have in what

precedes the a posteriori proof that in the cubic surface the edge is a facultative line

to be counted twice.

94. Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be written

(i« - UiifM) (4if= + SLN) - (LM + diu^N)"= 0,
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and we thus have

or, what is the same thing,
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LM+ w=iV=0,

407

L, 12M, -9N =0

tv'-, L

,

M
for the equation of the cuspidal curve. Attending to the second and third equations,

these are quartics having in common w^ = 0, L= 0, that is, the line y = 0, w = four

times; or the cuspidal curve is a partial intersection 4x4 — 4: c' = 12.

Section VI = 12 - £, - C,.

Article Nos. 95 to 102. Equation WZZ+Y'^Z+ia, b, c, d\X, 7)'=0.

95. The diagram of the lines and planes is

B,-C,.

to

CO

Lines.

Il^ CO ts A. CO bS M o

VI=12-
mi

SI

CO
X

II

00

CO

X
ts

II

CO

X
CO

II

!0

X
CO

II

CO

X

II

OS

1x6= 6
1

• Biplane touching along axis, and
containing transversal ray.

00 1x6= 6 Other biplane.

22-

83'

44'

** 12

13

14

2'3'

2-4'

8'4'

3x6= 18

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Planes each through the axis and
containing a ray of the binode
and a ray of the cnicnode.

8x3= 9

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
Biradial planes of the binode,

each containing ray of axial
biplane and a ray of other bi-

plane.

8x2= 6

11 45

«

•

•

•

.

• •

. ..

Biradial planes of the cnicnode.

r

1 •S'sT

i

1
o
o

f

Biplanar

ray

of

axial

biplane,

being

a

transversal

ray.

>
a 2.
o »

2 2.
" D

ft)

1
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96. Writing (a, b, c, d$Z, Yf— d id,X - Y) {e,X - Y)(0,X-Y), the planes are

X = 0,

Z =0,
•

0,X-Y=O,
0,X-Y = O.

0,X -Y=0,

d(eJ^-Y)-Z = {),

d(d,X-Y)-Z = 0,

die,X-Y)-Z = 0,

X0A-Y(0, + 0,)-W = O,

X0A-Y{0^ + 0,)- F = 0,

X0A-Y{e, + 0,)-W = O,

[0]

[00]

[22']

[33']

[44']

[12]

[13]

[14]

[2'3']

[2'4']

[3'4']

97. And the lines are

a b c / 9 h equations may be written

1 (0) X = 0, Y=0
-1 d (1) X=0, dY + Z=-0

1 e. (2) 6JC-Y=0, Z=0
1 e. (3) e,x-Y = o, Z =

1 0. (4) e,x- Y^o, z--^o

6. -1 V (2') 6JC- r = o, 6^^x+ )r=o

e. -1 0.' (3') 6,X- r=0, 6.iX+ w=o
O4 -1 «/ (4') e,x - r = 0, e^^x + ir = o

-dOt

-de,

-de.

d

d

d

1

1

1

-{e, + e,)

-eA
-eA

d{6A-6A~0A)

d(6A-0A-eA)

d(eA-eA-OA)

(12.

(13

(U

but for the remaining lines

2'4') the coordinate expressions

^ are more convenient.

li
The mere lines are each of them facultative ; 6' = /a' = 3 ; t' = 0.

98. Hessian surface. The equation is

{Z^^{cX-{-dY)][XZW-\-Y'Z + {a, h, c, df^X, Yy\

-4,Z{a, b, c, d^X, Yf

- 3 (4ac - 36s ad, bd, cd, d-'$^X, i'y = ;

and it is thence easy to see that the complete intersection is made up of the line

X = 0, Y=0 (the axis) three times, and of a clirve of the ninth order, which is the

spinode curve; a' = 9.

I
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99. The equations of the spinode curve may be written in the simplified form

XZW+y'Z+ (a, b, c. d^X, 17 = 0,

4^ (a, b, c, d^X, Yy + 3(4ac-3¥, ad, bd, cd, d'^X, Yy=0,

the line X = 0, Y=0 here appearing as a triple line on the second surface ; the

curve is a partial intersection, 3x4 — 3.

The node C, is a triple point on the curve, the tangents being the nodal rays.

The node B3 is a quintuple point, one tangent being X = 0, 3dY+'iZ=0, and the

other tangents being given by Z= 0, (4ac - Sb", ad, bd, cd, d^\X, Yy = 0.

Each of the facultative lines is a double tangent to the curve, or we have /S' = 6.

Reciprocal Surface.

100. Comparing the equation of the cubic surface with that for IV = 12 — iC^,

it appears that the equation of VI = 1 2 — i?3 — C.^ is obtained by substituting in that

equation the values 8 = 0, 7=1. But instead of making this substitution in the final

formula, it is convenient to make it in the binary quartic {*^X, Y)*, thus in fact

working out the reciprocal surface by means of the function

{xX^ \-yXY-w yy + AzwX (a, b, c, d$Z, Y)\

the coefficients whereof (multiplying by 6 to avoid fi-actions) are

Qa? +24-aziu,

3xy + ISbziv,

y"- — 2anv + \2czw,

— 3yw + 6dzw,

Gw".

We find

where

The equation is

^I = L'-12ztuM,

-J=D- ISzwLM - oiz-tv-N,

L =y^ + 6{x+ 3cz) w,

M = 2dxy + 6 {2cx — by+ 2bdz) w — iiaw^,

N = - id^ar - 8d {3bx - 2ay + 2adz) tu-l2 (3¥ - iac) w\

\Q%z!'vu'
\(L- - \2zwMf - (Z» - l8zwLM - o4:zV-N'y} = 0,

VIZ. it IS

L' {LN+M-) - ISzivLMN - WzwM^ - 27z^w^'N' = 0,

where however LN + M' contains the factor w, = wP suppose ; the equation thus is

L'P - ISzLMN- 16zM' - 27zhuN' = 0.

Write
A=ix+'i 2cz,

B = 6cx- 3by + 6bdz - 2aw,

C = dbdx - 'iudy + 'kid'z + 3 (36- - 4ac) w,

C. VI. 52
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L == y-+ Aw,

ilf= 2dxij + 2Bw,

P = -{-{fJrAw) (4dV + ^Cw) + {2dxy + 2Bwy]

= - 4 [Gif - IBdxy + Ad?a? + w {AC- £•)},

or the equation is

4Z» {Cy^ - Wdxy + Ad?af -ir w {AC - B^] + ISzLMN + 1 QzM^ + 2TzhuN^ = 0.

101. Consider the section by the plane w = 0, we have L = y^, M = 2dxy, jy= — 4dV,

and the equation becomes 4iy* {Cy" - 2Bda;y + AcPaf) + {128 -m =)- IGcPx'fz = ; which

substituting for A, B, G the values

A = ix + \2cz,

B = 6cx- Sby + Qbdz,

C = 6bdx — iudy + ^ad-z,

becomes \&dy'{y — dz){da? — ^ca?y-\-^cxy'^ — ay') = Q; which is in fact the line w = 0, y =
(reciprocal of the edge) three times, and the lines w = 0, {y — dz) {d, —c, b, — d^x, yf =
(reciprocals of the biplanar rays) each once. Observe that the edge {X = 0, Z=0) is

not a line of the cubic surface, but the reciprocal line y = 0, w = presents itself as

an oscular line of the reciprocal surface.

form

102. The equations of the cuspidal curve are in the first instance obtained in the

Consider the two equations

L, M, sx
;,
= o.

12zw, L, -4M
[

L" -\2zwM = 0,

LM+ 9zwN = 0,

each of the fourth order, but which are satisfied by zw = 0, Z = ; that is, by

(w = 0, y" = 0), {z = 0, y^ + ixw — 0). The line (w = 0, y = 0) however presents itself in

the intersection of the two surfaces, not twice only, but 4 times. To show this,

observe that the line in question is a nodal line on the surface L^ — 12ztuM = ; in

fact, attending only to the terms of the second order in y, w, we find

{(4a; + Uczf - lUcxz - Uibdz'] w- - 2idxzyw = 0,

giving the two sheets

[{^x + \2czf-\4iAicxz-14i^bdz^\w-2^dxzy =0 and w=0;

in regard to the last-mentioned sheet the form in the vicinity thereof is given by

10= Ai^, viz. we have approximately L = y^, M=2dxy, and thence y* — \2z . Ay .2dxy = Q,

that is, A = ^,— or w = , >,- jf ; the line is thus a flecnodal line on the surface
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L^ — 12z2v3I = 0. Next as regards the surface ii/ + 9^z<;iV = ; the line y = 0, w = is

a simple line on the surface, the terms of the lowest oi-der being 9zw (— 4rf-a'^) = ;

that is, we have w = 0, and for a next approximation w = Aif, viz. L = y^, M= — 2dxy,

N = -4:d:^a?, and therefore -2d(m^ + 9z . Ay^{- '^d?x') = 0, that is, A = — '-^ , or

w = — , y'; there is thus a threefold intersection with one sheet and a simple

intersection with the other sheet of the surface L-—\2zwM=(i. The surfaces intersect,

as has been mentioned in the conic ^ = 0, y- + ianu = ; or we have the line y = 0,

w = four times, the conic once, and a residual cuspidal curve of the order

4.4-4-2, = 10 ; that is, c' = 10.

Section VII = 12-fi5.

Article Nos. 103 to 116. Equation WXZ+ Y^Z + YX^ -Z' = 0.

103. The diagram of lines and planes (') is

Lines.

711= 12-5,.

ca w H* o

05| ',. ^5 cc t-t h-

X X X X

1.- en en o
II II II II

SI ts o «n o

01
1x15=15 •

•

Torsal biplane.

00 • •

12*

1x20=20
•

Ordinary biplane.

• •

i

2x 5 = 10
18'

t

• •

Planes each containing

a mere line.

4 45

1-2.
C3 O
9 3.

1

2 2,

i

a.

' The marginal symbols in the preceding diagrams constitute a real notation of the lines and planes

;

but here, and still more so in some of the following diagrams, they are mere marks of reference, showing

which are the lines and planes to which the several equations respectively belong.

52—2
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. The planes are The lines are

Z =0, [10] Z = 0, Z = 0, (0)

X = 0, [00] 7 = 0, Z=0, (1)

Y + Z = 0, [12'] X = 0, Y+ Z = 0, (2')

Y-Z = 0, [13'] X=0, Y-Z^O, (3')

X-W=0, Y + Z^O, (12')

. Z+Tf=0, Y-Z=0, (13').

105. The two mere lines are facultative, and the edge is also facultative
;

/>' = 6' = 3
;

tf = 0.

106. Hessian surface. The equation is

Z (WXZ + Y'Z+ YX" - Z') - 4X^YZ + X' + iZ* = 0.

The complete intersection with the surface is thus given by the equations

WXZ + Y'Z + YX' - Z» = 0, - 4X'YZ + X* + iZ* = 0,

which is made up of the line X = 0, Z=0 (the edge) four times and a curve of the

eighth order. To see this, observe that the last-mentioned surfaces have in common
the line X = 0, Z =0, which is on the first surface a torsal line (equation in vicinity

being Z = — -yX-), and on the second surface a triple line (equations in vicinity being11 11
Z=yX'' and X' = yZ'). But Z=-yX^ touches Z=yX\ and the line counts thus

(2 + 2=) 4 times.

107. I say that the complete intersection is the line (X = 0, Z =0) three times

together with a spinode curve made up of this same line once and of the curve of

the eighth order ; and that thus <r' = 9.

The discussion of the reciprocal surface in fact shows that the reciprocal of the

edge is a singular line thereof, counting once as a nodal and twice as a cuspidal line

thereof; the cuspidal tangent planes are the reciprocals of the several points of the

edge, and the edge is thus part of the spinode curve. The reasoning may appear to

show that the edge should be counted twice, but it must be counted once only,

making the order = 9 as mentioned.

108. I find that the octic component of the spinode curve is a unicureal curve,

the equations of which may be written

X : Y : Z : Tf =16^ : 4^ + 16^" : 16^ : -.5-8^-16^;

the values of 6 at the binode £, are ^ = 0, 6= cc , and we thus obtain in the neigh-

bourhood thereof the two branches

Y_ ,(Zy x_./zy ,x_fZ\i y_ (Zy
w-~''[w)' w-'^Kw) ^'''^w~[w)' w~~[w)-
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109. Each of the lines (X-Tf=0, Y+Z^O) and {X+W=0, Y-Z = 0) is a

double tangent of the spinode octic; in fact for the first of these lines we have

IQe^ + 8^ + 16^^ + 5 = 0, 16^= + 16^^ + 4^ = 0,

that is,

(26^- + 1 )- (id' - 40- + o) = 0, iB (2^- + 1)- = 0,

so that the line touches at the two points given by 2^-+ 1 = 0; and similarly the

other line touches at the two points given by 20- —1 = 0.

The edge X = 0, Z=0 has apparently a higher contact with the spinode octic,

viz. the equations X = 0, Z=0 are satisfied by = twice, 0=ao five times; but it

must be reckoned only as a double tangent. Hence ^8' = 2 . 2 + 2, =6.

Reciprocal Surface.

110. The equation is obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of the binary

quartic

Z^ (yZ- wXy- + iwZ' (wZ' + zZX + .'cX%

viz. calling this (*$X, Zy, the coefficients (multiplying by 6) are

{6ttf, —Syw, y^ + 4ono, Qzw, 24^');

and then writing >.

L — y'^ + AfXiu,

M =-2y2- i^w\

iV=-422+ IGoow,

we have

^/ = Z=-12wW,

-J^l?- \%vfiLM - o4,w*N,

and the equation is, as in former cases,

D {LN+ M') - IStu'LMN - I6iv-M^ - i1w*N'' = ;

but LN+ M^ and therefore the whole equation divides by w, and we thus obtain

\&L- (- xz" + y^x+ tv {yz + 'kc') + ufl) - 18wLMN - 16wM' - 27'iir'N'' = ;

or, completely developed, this is

w'. 64

+ «;» . 32 ( 3yz - 'Lv')

+ iu*. 16.2; ( oy' + i)s^)

+ «</". ( y* + SOy'z' + 1 GO^^^a.-^ -27z* + 64.1-')

+ w^ 4r (IIfz + 12yV - iiyz" - 4!zV)

+ w. ^U 2/'^ + IS/*" - 2/^ - 82'^)

+ !/*^( f- Z-) = 0.
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111. To transform the equation so as to put in evidence the nodal curve,

I collect the terms according to their degrees in (y, z) and {x, w); viz. the equation

thus becomes

64a-%» - llSa?vf + 64w'

+ z-{ - IQxHif^ + 144a,'w<)

+ zy{ 160ar^+ mtifi)

+ if ( 4Sa^w^ + ^Oxw*)

+ z* . - 27tt-»

4- z^y . — SGanv*

+ zy.- 8a^ + 30w^

+ zy^ . 44an<'^

+ y* . 12aHu + iif

+ zi'y' . — w

+ zy . — X

+ zy^ .w

+ y^ .X = ;

and if for a moment we write 2 = a + 7, y = a — y and collect, ultimately replacing

a, 7 by their values ^(z + y), k{z — y), the equation can be expressed in the form

64Mr'(a;''-w7

+ Svf {z +yy(x + w )• (a; + 3w)

+ 8'ur'(z -yf{x -wy(x-3w)

— 32w' {z" - y") {a? -'U?)x

+ ^ {z +yy{x +wf
— w {z -\-yy'{z — y){x-^w) (3a; + 7w)

+ ^ {z"- yj (1 1«^ - 27w=)

— w (^ + 1/ ) (a; — y)' (x — w) (3a; — 7w)

+ :Jw (^ - y y (« - ?<;)=

— y^ {z' — 3/^) (2iy + xy) = 0,

and observing that we have

zw + xy= -z(x — w) + x(z + y)

= z ('<• + w) - a; (« - 2/),

we see that every term of the equation is at least of the second order in ^ + y and

x — w conjointly ; and also at least of the second order in z — y and x + w conjointly

;
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that is, the surface has the nodal lines (2 + y = 0, a; — w = 0) and {z — y = (i, « + w = 0),

which are the reciprocals of the lines 12' and 13' respectively. The nodal curve is

made up of these two lines and of the line y = 0, w = (reciprocal of edge), as will

presently appear; so that we have 6' = 3.

112. The equations of the cuspidal curve are

Z2-12wW = 0,

UP + -^LN = 0.

Attending to the two equations

L- - 12u/'M= y* + 8fxw + 16«=W^ + 2iyzw' + 48w^ = 0,

LM + div'N = fz + lifv? + ^yzw + (8 - 72 =) - 64«itf' + IS^^w^ = 0,

these surfaces are each of the order 4, and the order of their intersection is =16.

But the two surfaces contain in common the line (y = 0, w = 0) 7 times ; in fact on

the first surface this is a cusp-nodal line ^ono + 2/^ -I- Ay^ = ; and on the second

surface it is a nodal line w {^xy + X^zw) = ; the sheet w = is more accurately

\xw + y^ + By' . . . = ; whence in tfce intersection with the first surface the line counts

5 times in respect of the first sheet and 2 times in respect of the second sheet

;

together (5 + 2=) 7 times, and the residual curve is of the order (16 — 7=) 9.

113. I say that the cuspidal curve is made up of this curve of the 9th order,

and of the line y = 0, vj = (reciprocal of the edge) once ; so that c' = 10. In fact,

considering the line in question y = 0, 10 = in relation to the surface, the equation

of the surface (attending only to the lowest terms in y, w) may be written

-xz''{y"- + ^wf + w{-'fz'') + 'ufi{-^Qxyz') + kc.=0,

giving in the vicinity of the line

^xw + y- = Ay"-

,

and then

-^^M» + ^(i-ff) = 0,

i

that is, .4= = — 2 ^ or 4a?w \-y^ = 'J — 2. - y'
; wherefore the line is a cusp-nodal line,

x^ X

counting once as a nodal and once as a cuspidal line ; and so giving the foregoing

results b' = 3, c' = 10.

114. I revert to the equation which exhibits the nodal lines {x — w = 0, y + z = Q),

{x + w = 0, y — z = 0) for the purpose of showing that they have respectively no pinch-

points ; that is, that in regard to each of them we have j' = 0. In fact for the first
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of these lines, neglecting the terms which contain x — w, y + z conjointly in an order

above the second, the equation may be written

64i«' (x + wf (x — wf
+ Hmt" (a; + wf {x + 3w) (z + y )'

+ 8w'^{z-yy{x- Sw) (x -wf
— 32w* {z —y) {x-'r w)x (x — w) (z + y)

+ ^w {z-yf (liar* - 27m;') {z + yf

— lu {z —yf (3a; — 7w) (a; ~w){z + y)

+ \w {z —yf (x — wf

+ y>2 (z -y) (x-w)(z +y)
— fx {z-y) (z + yf = 0,

(A, B, C\x-w, z + yf=Q,

where, collecting the terms and reducing the values by means of the equations

a; — •!« = 0, z + y = 0, or say by writing x = w, — y = e, we have

A = 64ti^ (x + wf = 2o6w'

+ 8w'' (z - yf (x - S^v) - Mw^z-

+ l^if (z — yf + 4'WZ*

= 4w(z»-8w7,

B = -S2{z-y)(x + w)xiv- =-128w*z

-w(z-yf{Sx-7iu) + Slw^z"

+ fz(z-y) - 2z'

= - 2z (z" - 8w^f,

G= Hw^{x + iv'){x + Sw) = 128w»

+ ^v{z-yf (llaf- 27 w-') - S2w'z'

— xy^ (z — y) + 2wz*

— xy' (z — y) + 2tvz*

2w(z'-8w^f.

Hence the condition 4J.C — i^- = of a pinch-point is (z-—8w-f = 0, so that the pinch-

points (if any) would be at the points x — w = 0, y + z = 0, z^ — 8iif = ; or say at x, y, z, w
= 1, -2V2, 2V2, 1. But these values give L, M, N = 12, 12, -16; values which

satisfy the equations L'' - l2iv''M= 0, LM+9w-N'= 0, iM''+3LN = 0, and as the points

in question are obviously not on the line y = 0, w = 0, they lie on the ninthic

component of the cuspidal curve, being in fact points /9', and not pinch-points.

The line y=0, w = qua nodal line would have every point a pinch-point, but

being part of the cuspidal curve, no point thereof is regarded as a pinch-point ; that

is, in regard to this line also we have / = 0. And therefore for the entire nodal curve

/ = 0.

i
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115. The cuspidal iiinthic curve is a unicursal curve, the equations of which can

be very readily obtained by considering it as the reciprocal of the spinode torse ; we
in fact have

X : y : z : w =ZW+2XY : 2YZ + X'^ : WX + V-SZ' : ZX,

or substituting for X, Y, Z, W their values (=16^-, 4(9 + 16^', Wff>, -5-8^-16^)
and omitting a common factor 16^, we find for the cuspidal curve

X : y : z : w = 30 + 24^ -16^ : 24^ + 32^ : -4-4861^ : 16^

(values which verify the equation Xx + Yy + Zz-^ Ww — 0) ; the spinode curve being

thus of the order =9 as mentioned.

For 6 = QC we have the singular point {y = 0, z = 0, w = 0) (reciprocal of torsal

biplane), and in the vicinity thereof x : y : z : w=l : — 20~^
:
30~'

: — &~', therefore

©'—! ©=-«©•

For 6 = we have the singular point x = 0, y = 0, w = (reciprocal of the other

biplane), and in the vicinity thereof x : y : z : w= — ^0 : —Qff' : 1 :
— 4^, therefore

!=-*©'• ?=*©•

116. The section of the surface by the plane 2 = is an interesting curve.

Writing z = in the equation of the surface, I find that the resulting equation may
be written

(64m;», 144a;w^ 'w'+76x^+xy'''$w^ + 27a:f, y^-32xwy = 0,

where observe that

6'ki}' (w» + 76xhv + xy^) - {72xw''f = 64w' [w (tv^ + 27a^) + x(y'- 32xw)]

;

so that the curve has the four cusps w" + 21a? = 0, y'^— 32*w = ; the plane z =
intersects the cuspidal ninthic curve in the point {y = Q, z = 0, w = 0) counting 5 times,

and in the last-mentioned four points: in fact, writing in the equations of the ninthic

curve z = 0, that is 1 + 12^ = 0, we find x, y, w = ^0, ^^0"; 160', and thence

iv' + 27a? = s^0' (1 + 12^) = 0, y'- 32xw = 0.

The curve has also nodes at the points (y = 0, x + 'w = 0; y = 0, x — w = 0), viz.

these are the intersections of the plane ^ = with the nodal lines (y — z = 0, x + w = 0)

and (y + z = 0, x — w = 0), and it has at the point (y = 0, w = 0) (intersection of its

plane with the cusp-nodal line y = 0, w = 0, and quintic intersection with the cuspidal

ninthic) a singular point = 2 cusps + 7 nodes ; hence the curve has cusps = (4 + 2 =) 6
;

nodes (2 -I- 7 =) 9 ; or 2 nodes + 3 cusps = 36 ; class = 6, as it should be.

c. VI. 53
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Sectiou VIII = 12 - SC,.

Article Nos. 117 to 125. Equation Y'+Y{X +Z+W) + 4>aXZW = 0.

117. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines .

Vm=12-3C5.

OS Ol rf.. CC (« c ?ci aci -31 «0 OC -J

H-,
tsl Ci w QO

X X X
1

1

to H* 1^

1

11 II II

1 tel I-- h-
I

-jl to w bs

7 • •

Planes each touching

8 3x2= 6
• • . aloug an axis and
• containing the corre-

9

12

•

•

' • sponding transversal, i

• •

•
Biradial planes each

34 3x2= 6
•

containing two rays

of the same node.
56

S 13

•

•

• • •

• •

S 24
• •

m

16 . • • Planes each containing

26
6x4=24

•

• •

an axis, and two rays

through the terminal
nodes respectively.

46 • • •

35 • •

789

• •

1x8= 8
Plane through the three

789

• axes.

1x1= 1 • • •

Plane through the three

14 45
transversals.

JP
H s-£ e4- ^ o

? ta

en W (-1 ii i
sg !»

a- Sf- |;
3_

B S- **. ?
3' 5' o

B
^ tf 00

^f
&

CD^tp s
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118. Take mi, m^ as the roots of the equation (m--iy = 4am, so that m, + m^ = 2 + 4a,

77li7n2=l, then the planes are

Z=0,

F=0,

Z=0,

Y+Z+X = 0,

Y+X+W = 0,

Y+Z+ W = 0,

r=(m,-l)Z,

Y=(m,-l)X,

Y=(m^-l)Z,

Y = {m^-l)Z,

Y = (m,-l)W,

Y=(m,-l)W,

Y=0.

[ 7]

[ «]

[ 9]

[ 12]

[34]

[56]

[ 13]

[24]

[ 16]

[25]

[46]

[35]

[789]

Y+X+Z+W= 0, [789]

119. And the lines are

a b C / 9 h equations may be written

1 (7) 2r = 0, 7=0
1 (8) z = 0, r = o

1 (9) r=o, 7=0

1 1 1 (7) Y+z + x=o, r=o
1 -

1

1 (8) 7+Z+Tr = 0, Z =0

1 -1 1 (9) Y + Z + W=0, X=0
1

1
1

»»2 — 1
(1) Y^{m,-l)X =^{in„-l)Z

TOj- 1

1
1

1

(2) Y=(m^-l)X=(vi,-l)Z
nij— 1 TOj- 1

-1
1

W»j — 1

1

(3) Y = (m,-l)W = {m,-l}X
7»2 - 1

-1
1 1

(4) 7=(m,-l) W=(m,-l)X
Wi — 1

1
1

1

mj— I
(5) Y = (m^-l)Z ={m,-l) W

Wj - 1

•

1
1

1

(6) Y=(m^-l)Z =(ot,-1) W
TO, — 1 mj — 1

53—2
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120. The three transversals are each facultative; p' = 6' = 3; t' = 0.

121. Hessian surface. The equation is

4<iXZW{SY+X + Z+W)+7^X^-{-Z^+ W'-2XZ-2XW-2ZW) = 0.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the lines (F=0,
X = 0), (F=0, Z=0), (F = 0, TF=0) (the axes) each twice, and of a sextic curve which

is the spinode curve ; <r' = 6.

The spinode curve is a complete intersection 2 x .3 ; the equations may in fact be

written

F» + Y'iX + Z+ W) + iaXZW = 0,

3F» + 4F {X + Z+ W) + 'i(XZ+XW + ZW) = 0-

the nodes D, C, A are nodes (double points) of the curve, the tangents at each node

being the nodal rays.

Each of the transversals is a single tangent of the spinode curve ; in fact for

the transversal Y + Z + X ~0, TF = 0, these equations of coui-se satisfy the equation of

the cubic surface ; and substituting in the equation of the Hessian, we have
Y'(X-Zy = 0. But Y +Z+X = 0, W = 0, F = is a point on the axis W=0, F=0,
not belonging to the spinode curve; we have only the point of contact Y+X + Z = 0,

W=0, X-Z = 0. Hence /8' = 3.

Reciprocal Surface.

122. The equation is found by means of the binary cubic,

aT(T-yUy + iT-xU)iT-zU)iT-wU),

viz. writing for shortness

/3 = X + z + w,

y = xz + xw + ziu,

B =xzw\

this is a binary cubic (*$r, Uy, the coefficients whereof are

3(a+l), -2ay-0, ay' + y, -:iB,

and the equation is hence found to be

4ay(f-^y' + yy-B)

+ a" {(127 -^)y*- (8/87 + 368) (/» + (30^8 + Sy-) f - SQyBy + 278')

+ 2a {(ey - /3V - 9/3S) y- + {U/3'B - 2/3^ - I878) y+ 27* + 278^ - 9^yB}

- (/3»7^ + 1 8/978 - 4^^S - 47^ - 278=) = ;
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or substituting for ^, 7, 8 in the first and last lines their values

{=x + z + tv, XZ + xiu + zw, xzw),
this is

4ay (i/ -oc){y- z) {y - w)

+ a^ {(I27 -^)if- (8^87 + 368) f + (30/3S + 8-f)f - S6yBy + 27S»}

+ 2a {{Grf - /?V - 9/SS) y'' + {Ufi'S - -I^y' - I878) y + '2rf + 278^ - 9^78}

- (« - zf (x - w)" (2: - wy = 0.

123. The nodal carve is made up of the lines (y = x = z), {y = x = w), (y = z=w),
reciprocals of the three transversals.

To show this I remark that, writing

/8' = (« - 2/) + (^ - y) + (w - y),

y' =(x-y)(z-y) + {x-y)(io- y) + (z-y)(w-y),

B' ={x-y){z-y){w-y),

the equation of the surface may be written

4ay iy -x)(y- z) {y - w)

+ a» \f (1 2/9'S' - 7'^) + a; . 187'S' + 27S'=)

+ 2a {y (- 6/3''8' + l^'y"" + Siyl') + 27'' + 278'^ - 9/9'7'8'j

-{x-zy{x- wj- (z - wy = 0,

whence observing that y is of the order 1 and S' of the order 2 in (a; — y), (z — y)
conjointly, each term of the equation is at least of the second order in (x~y), (z — y)
conjointly; or we have y = x = z, a nodal line; and similarly the other two lines are

nodal lines.

124. The foregoing transformed equation is most readily obtained by reverting to

the cubic in T, U, viz. writing p = x — y, r = z — y, s = w — y, and therefore x = y + p,

z = y-\-r, w = y + s, the cubic function (putting therein T= V+yll) becomes

a(r-\-yU)V' + (V-pU)(V-rU){V-8U);

writing ff,y', S' = p + r + s, pr-\-ps + rs, prs, the coefficients are (3 (a + l), ay- y8', 7', — 38'),

and the equation of the surface is thus obtained in the form

27(a + l)»8'^

+ 18(a + l)(ay-/3')7'S'

+ 4(a + l)7''

- ^{ay-^'fh'

- {ay-^yy''=0,

which, arranging in powers of a, and reversing the sign, is the foregoing transformed

result.
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125. The cuspidal curve is given by the equations

3(a + l), -2ay-0, af+y]=0,
-2ay-0, af-+y, -St'

or say by the equations

that is

and

S(a + l)iay- + y)-{2ay + ^y = 0,

a(a-3)^» + 4a/3?/-3(a -(-1)7=0,

-S(a+l)S + (2ay + 0)iaf + y)=O,

consequently c' = 6. It is to be added that the cuspidal curve is a complete inter-

section, 2x3.

Section IX = 12 - 2B,.

Article Nos. 126 to 136. Equation WXZ + (a, b, c, d^X, Yf = 0.

126. The diagram of the lines and planes is
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127. Writing (a, b, c, d^X, Yy = -d (f,X - Y) (f,X - Y) (f.X -Y), the planes are

X=0, [0]

Z =0, [7]

W = 0, [ 8]

/,X-Y=0, [14]

/,X-Y=0, [25]

/,Z-F=0, [36];
and the lines are

X = 0, 7=0, (0)

f,X-Y=0, Z =0, (1)

/oX-F=0, Z =0, (2)

/3X-7 = 0, Z =0, (3)

/.Z-F=0, Tr=0, (4)

/,X-F=0, F = 0, (5)

/,Z-F=0, TF = 0, (6).

128. There is no facultative line; ^' = 6' = 0, i' = 0; and hence also yS' = 0.

129. Hessian surface. The equation is

X\ZW{cX^-dY)-%X{ao-h\ ad -be, bd-d'\X, F)»} = 0,

so that the Hessian breaks up into the plane X = (axial or common biplane) and

into a cubic surface.

The complete intersection of the Hessian with the cubic surface is made up of

the line X = Q), F=0 (the axis) four times; and of a system of four conies, which is

the spinode curve ; c' = 8.

In fact combining the equations

WXZ+{a, b, c, d^X, Yy =
and

ZW{cX + dY)-3X(aG-¥, ad -be, bd-c'\X, Yy = 0,

these intersect in the axis once, and in a curve of the eighth order which breaks up

into four conies; for we can from the two equations deduce

(a, b, c, d\X, Yy{cX + dY) + 3X^{ac-¥, ad -be, bd-e\X, F)= = 0,

that is

(4ac-36», ad, bd, cd, d'^X, F)* = 0,

a system of four planes each intersecting the cubic XZW-\-{a, b, c, d^X, F)'=0 in

the axis and a conic; whence, as above, spinode curve is four conies.

It is easy to see that the tangent planes along any conic on the surface pass

through a point, and form therefore a quadric cone ; hence in particular the spinode

torse is made up of the quadric cones which touch the surface along the four conies

respectively.
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Reciprocal Surface.

130. The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

X(a;X + yYy + iz7v(a, b. c, d^X, Yf,

viz. calling this (*$X, Yy the coefficients are

{^ + 12azw, 2xy+12bzw, y'' + 12czw, 12dzto).

The equation is found to be
^

432 (d'd' - 6abcd + 4ac' + 4>b'd - Sb-c') z^iifi

+ 216 [{ad^ - 36cd + 2c') x^+ (- 2acd + 46»d- 26c») xy + (- ahd + 2ac' - ¥c) j/'] zhifl

+ 9 [M^a* - 12cda?y + ( 106d + Sc") a^y^- (4ad + 86c) xy^ + (4ac - h') y*] zw

- y> {da? - Sca^y + Sbxy"- - af) = 0.

The section by the plane tu = (reciprocal of Bi — D) is the line w = 0, ,y=0 (reciprocal

of edge) three times, and the lines w = 0, dx' — 3cafy + obxy- — ay' = (reciprocals of the

biplanar rays). And similarly for the section by the plane z = (reciprocal of B^ = C).

The section by the plane y = is made up of the lines (y = 0, 2 = 0), (y = 0, w = 0)

each once, and of two conies, y = 0,

16 (a'd- - 6abcd + iac' +iM - 36»c') 2V
+ 8 (ad- - Sbcd + 2c') a?zw

+ #a;* = 0.

131. There is not any nodal curve; b' = 0.

132. Cuspidal curve. The equations may be written

^x- + \2azw, 2xy + \2bziv, y^ + 12c2m; |;
= 0.

2xy + \2bzw, y^-'r\2cziv, \2dziu

Forming the equations

{bd-d').\^^zhff-^2{dxy-cf).\2zw -y* = 0,

(ad - be) . liizhi/' + (Sdx" - 2cxy - bf) .\2zw - 2xf = 0,

these are two quartic surfaces having in common the lines (y = 0, w = 0), (3/ = 0, = 0):

attending to the line (y = 0, z= 0), this is on the second surface an oscular line,

2= J

—

y; on the first surface it is a nodal line, the one tangent plane being

6 (bd — c^)w.z-\- dxz .y = 0, the other tangent plane being z = 0, but the line being in

regard to this sheet an oscular line, z = ^tj— 2/*- Hence in the intersection of the

two surfaces the line counts (1+3=) 4 times; similarly the line y = 0, w = counts

(1+3=) four times; and there is a residual intersection of the oitier (16 — 4 — 4=) 8,

which is the cuspidal curve ; c' = 8.
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133. The cuspidal curve is a system of four conies; in fact from the preceding

equations written in the forms

(bd - c=, 2 {dxy - cy% - y*\\2zw, \)-=0,

(ad - be, Sdoc^ - 2cxy - by'', - 2xy'\lizw, 1)" = 0,

eliminating zw, we obtain

{^{bd-&), ^

2 (- ad- - dbcd + 4c'),

6 (acd + 6^d - 26c=), ^x, yy = 0,

6 (be — ad) b,

a'd-lp,

which shows that the cuspidal curve lies in four planes, and it hence consists of four

conies ; these are of course the reciprocals of the quadric cones which touch the cubic

surface along the four conies which make up the spinode curve.

134. The equation of the surface, attending only to the terms of the second order

in y, z, w, is 27dVzw = ; it thus appears that the point y = 0, z=0, w=0 (reciprocal

of the plane X =0) (which is oscular along the axis joining the two binodes, or

55-axiB) is a binode on the reciprocal surface, the biplanes being z=0, w = 0, viz. these

are the planes reciprocal to the binodes (Z=0, F=0, W=0) and (Z = 0, Y = 0, Z=0)
of the cubic surface; we have thus B' =\.

It is proper to remark that the binode y = 0, 2=0, w = is not on the cuspidal

curve, as its being so would probably imply a higher singularity.

135. A simple case, presenting the same singularities as the general one, is when

a=d, b = c = 0: to diminish the numerical coefficients assume a = d = ^, the cubic

surface is thus 12XZW + X^+ Y'=0, and the equation of the reciprocal surface,

multiplying it by 4, becomes

z'vj'

+ Gafzhu"-

+ (daf" - 12ofiy) zw

— 4^ (a^ — y') = 0,

viz. this is the surface

4,y<>

— 4,y'x {a? + '&ZW)

+ zw {^x? + zwf =

considered in the Memoir " On the Theory of Reciprocal Surfaces." The cuspidal curve

is, as there shown, composed of the four conies y = 0, 3a;' + ^w = and y^ — Ix^ = 0,

«"— 2W = 0; and it is there shown that the two points (a.' = 0, 2/ = 0, ^ = 0), (a; = 0, 3/
= 0, w=0),

each reckoned eight times, are to be considered as off-points of the reciprocal surface.

c. VI. 54
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136. The like investigation applies to the general surface, and we have thus

^ = 16; the points in question are still the points {x = 0,y = 0,z = 0), (a; = 0, y = 0, «; = 0);

viz. these are the points of intersection of the surface by the line (a; = 0, y = 0), which

points are also the common points of intersection of the four conies which compose

the cuspidal curve, that is, they are quadruple points on the cuspidal curve ; it does

not appear that the points are on this account, viz. quA quadruple points of the

cuspidal curve, off-points of the surface, nor does this even show that the points should

be reckoned each eight times. As already remarked, the singularity requires a more

complete investigation.
'

^

Section X = 12 -B^-C^.

Article Nos. 137 to 143. Equation WXZ + (X + Z)(Y^ - X'-) = 0.

137. The diagram of the lines and planes is
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138. The planes are and the lines are

X =0, [0] Z = 0, F=0, (0)

Z =0, [3] X = 0, Z =0, (S)

X -Y=0, [11'] X-Y=0, Z =0, (1)

Z+F= 0, [22'] X+Y=^0,Z=0, (2)

Tr = 0, [31 Z-F = 0, W = 0, (lO

Z+Z=0, [1'2'] Z + F = 0. Tf = 0, (2')

X + Z = 0, TF=0, (12).

139. The facultative lines are the edge counting twice, and the mere line

;

p = b' = S; t' = l.

140. Hessian surface. The equation is

X(X + Z) (ZW+3X' -XZ)+ F=(Z -Z)= = 0.

The complete intersection with the surface consists of the line (X = 0, F= 0), the

axis, foui- times ; the line (X = 0, Z = 0), the edge, twice ; and a sextic curve, which

is the spinode curve ; c' = 6.

Writing the equations of the. surface and the Hessian in the form

X (ZW + F») - Z» + Z(Y'-X^) = 0,

XiX + Z)(ZW+Y') + (Z-SX){-X' + Z{Y-'-X')}=0,

we see that the equations of the spinode curve may be written

ZW+Y^ = 0,

- X'< + Z(Y^-X^) = 0,

viz. the curve is a complete intersection, 2x3.

There is at £« a triple point ^ — ~\=arj > w~~\Wi ' ^"^^ ^^ ^- ^ 'double point,

the tangents coinciding with the nodal rays W = 0, F- — X- = 0.

The edge and the mere line are each of them single tangents of the spinode

curve. But the edge counting twice in the nodal curve, its contact with the spinode

curve will also count twice, that is, we have /3' = 2.1 + 1, =3.

Reciprocal Surface.

141. The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

4w'Z (,X + Zy + 4>wZ (X + Z) {xX + zZ) + fXZ^ ;

or calling this {*\X, Zf, the coefficients are

(12w'-, 8w'' + 4wa;, 4w" + 4wa.' + 4w0 + 2/\ 12w0),

54—2
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and thence the equation is found to be

Wtv'ly'-iic-zy]

+ IGw' [(2a; - oz) f-'2{x- 1z) (a; - zY\

+ 8w»iy + (d^-a;0+62')y''-2ar'(a;-^)^]

+ 4w[(2a; + 3^)2/^-2ar'(a; + ^)y']

where the section by the plane w = (reciprocal of binode) is y* (y' — a:*) = 0, viz. this

is the line w = 0, y = (reciprocal of the edge) four times, and the lines w = 0, y' — ar' =
(reciprocals of the biplanar rays).

The section by the plane ^ = is found to be
(%i^

— a?){y^-\-\xw-¥^iv?f=^, viz. this

is the two lines z = ^, y'' — ar" = (reciprocals of the nodal rays), and the conic ^ = 0,

y^ + 4a;w + ^vfi = (reciprocal of the nodal cone WX + F'' — X^ = 0) twice.

142. Nodal curve. The equation shows that the line y = 0, a;— 2 = (reciprocal of

the line TT = 0, X + -? = 0) is a nodal line on the surface.

It also shows that the line y = 0, w = (reciprocal of the edge) is a tacnodal line

(= 2 nodal lines) on the surface ; in fact attending only to the lowest terms in y, w,

we have

- of [16 (x - zy 10' + 8 (x + z) wy" + y*] = 0,

that i.9,

VX f \z

two values, w = Ay^, w = By", which indicates a tacnodal line.

The nodal curve is thus made up of the line y =0, x — z=0 once, and the line

y=0, w = twice ; 6' = 3.

143. Cuspidal curve. The equations

12i<;", 8w^ + 4<wx, ^w- + ^wx + 4w2 + y'

SmC + 4M'a;, 4w' + iwx +^z + y", 12wz

give

(4w + 2a;)» - 3 (4^ + Amix + ^z + f)=0,
- ^(iw"z + (2w + x) (4u;» + 4wa; + 4w^ + y) = 0,

or, as these are more simply written,

iv?+ 4wa;-12w2 + 4iF'-3y'=0,

8«;»+ 12M;»a! - 28w»2 + w {4>x' + 'ixz+ 2y») + xy* = 0,

so that the cuspidal curve is a complete intersection 2x3; c' = 6.

=
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Section XI =12 -5,.

Article Nos. 144 to 149. Equation WXZ+ Y^Z + X^-Z' = 0.

144. The diagi-am of the lines and planes is
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where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins of the diagram.

14-5. The edge is a facultative line counting three times ; this will appear from

the discussion of the reciprocal surface. Therefore p'=6' = 3; t' = l.

146. Hessian surface. This is

Z (WXZ + Y'Z - 3Z^ - SZ') = 0,

breaking up into Z = 0, the oscular biplane, and into a cubic surface (itself a surface

XI = 12 — Bf). The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the

line X = 0, Z=0 (the edge) six times, and of a residual sextic (= 3 conies), which is

the spinode curve ; c' = 6.

The equations of the sextic are in fact XZ+Y^ = 0, X' + Z' = 0, so that this con-

sists of three conies, each in a plane passing through the edge.

The edge touches each of the three conies at the point X =0, Z=0, F=0; but

it must be reckoned as a single tangent of the spinode curve, and then counting it

three times, /8' = 3.
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Reciprocal Surface.

147. The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

(12w', ^zw, y»+4aw, -\1v^\Z, Xf,
viz. it is

432w»

4- 72w'a(4aw + y»)

— 64w'2'

+ (4an<; + y')»

- z- {ixtv + y=)' = 0,

or, completely developed, it is

m;«.432

+ vj* . 288xz

+ u^.72fz + 64'0if-Qiz'

+ w . 12an/* - Hanfz^

+ y*{f-z"-) = 0;

the section by the plane w = (reciprocal of B,) is w = 0, y = (reciprocal of edge) four

times, together with w = 0, y- — z''=0, reciprocals of the two rays.

148. The nodal curve is the line y = 0, w = (reciprocal of edge counting

as three lines); ')' = 3. In fact the form of the surface in the vicinity is given by

w = — j-y-±l\/-^'!f, viz. there are two sheets osculating along the line in question,

that is intersecting in this line taken three times.

149. For the cuspidal curve we have

12w', izw, y" + ixw = 0,

4iZiv, y^ + ^xw, — 12m;^

givmg
12a!W + ^y- -^z^ = 0,

Z&tif + A^vxz + y^z — f);

or multiplying the first by 3z and subtracting the second, we have lOSw" + 4^" = 0.

Hence the equations are

n^ + 27w' = 0,

12a!M; + 32/='-43'' = 0,

viz. the cuspidal curve is made up of three conies lying in planes through the line

2 = 0, w = 0.

The curve may be put in evidence by writing the equation of the surface in the

form

{^y^+oz^ + \2xiu, 242, IG'gS/- 42» + 12a?M;, z> \-2'Jw'f = 0,

where
16 (3y» + bz^ + I2xtu) - 144^' =16 (Sy" - 4^» + 12a?M;).
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Section XII = 12- f^e-

Article Nos. 150 to 156. Equation W{X + Y + Zf+ XYZ=0.

150. The diagram of the lines and planes is
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151. The planes are The lines are

X +Y+Z = 0, [0] X = 0, Y+Z = 0, (1)

X =0, [1] F = 0, Z +X = 0, (2)

F=0, [2] Z=Q, X + Y=0, (3)

Z =0, [3] x = o, W=0, (1')

w=o, [1'2'3'] F = 0, W = 0,

Z = {), W = 0,

(2')

(3').

152. The three mere lines are each facultative : p =b' =3; t' = l

163. Hessian surface. The equation is

(X + Y+ Z)'{X'+ Y' + Z^- 2YZ-2ZX - 2XY) = 0,

viz. the surface consists of the uniplane X + Y+ Z = twice, and of a quadric cone

having its vertex at t7„ and touching each of the planes X = 0, F= 0, Z=0.
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The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the rays each twice

and of a residual sextic, which is the spinode curve ; «' = 6.

The equations of the spinode curve are

W(X+Y + Z)'' + XYZ=0,
X^+Y' + Z^-2YZ- 2ZX - 2XY = 0.

viz. the curve is a complete intersection, 2x3.

Each of the mere lines is a single tangent (as at once appears by writing for

instance Tf = 0, X = 0, which gives (7-^)^ = 0); that is, /3' = 3.

Reciprocal Surface.

154. The equation is found by means of the binary cubic

4!(T-a;U)(T-yU)(T-zU) + wT'U,
viz. Avriting for shortness

^ = x + y + z,

y =yz + ZX + xy,

S =xyz,

then the cubic function is

(12, tv - 4/3, 47, - 126$^, U)\

and the equation of the reciprocal surface is found to be

432 B-'

+ 64 y

+ 72 (w- 4^8)78

- (w - 4/3)'^ 7'' = ;

expanding, this is

vj'. — B

+ 8w .-6/3=8 + /37= + 978

+ 16 (4/3'8-/3»7=- 18/878 + 4y + 2782) = 0;

or substituting for /S, 7, 8 in the first and last lines, this is

iif . — xyz

+ w^ (12/38-7')

+ Biw .- 6/3*8 + /87= + 97S

+ \<a{y-zY{z-xy{x-yf^Q

(where /3, 7, i=x-\-y-\-z, yz + zx + xy, xyz). The section by the plane w=0 (reciprocal

of the unode) is made up of the lines w = 0, y — z=0; w = 0, 2 — a; = 0; w = 0, a;— y =
(reciprocals of the rays) each twice.

155. The nodal curve is at once seen to consist of the lines (y = 0, = 0), (^ = 0, x=0),
(a; = 0, y = 0), reciprocals of the facultative lines ; in fact, in regard to (y, z) conjointly

7 is of the order 1, and 8 is of the order ,2; hence every term of the equation is

of the order 2 in y, z; and the like as to the other two lines: 6' = 3 as above.
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I

156. For the cu.spidal curve we have

12 , W-4;S,

w — 4,8,

4-y

47 ,
- 12S

= 0,

or say

487- (w- 4/3)^ = 0,

36S + 7(w-4/3) =0,

whence the cuspidal curve is a complete intersection 2x3; c' = 6.

Section XIII = 12 - 5, - 20.^.

Article Nos. 157 to 164. Equation WXZ +Y'{7 + X + Z) = 0.

157. The diagram of the lines and planes is

Lines.

to »f^ CO » I-' OS en

Xin-12-B3--2C„.
1

to to h- ts
X X X X X
H* to CO ift. cs

II II II II 11

toi h-
-3| H- kC^ G3 rf^ bs

1 • • •

2
2x 6=12 { •

• , ,
Biplanes.

056

• •

T + 12-12
• • •

Plane through the three

•
axes.

. •

6

2x 6=12

* •
Planes each through an

axis joining the binode
• •

with a onicnode.
S ^ •

J
•

O4
Plane through the axis

84 Ix 4= 4 • • •
joining the two onic-

12

nodes.

Ix 8= 3
• •

Planes through the bi-

planar rays.

Ix 2= 2 • • • Plane touching along the
• axis which joins the

8 45 two cniouodes.

V^ a tt > >
P **c SO o"e s- B g
CO 3§ m a.!:. g,-""

5 CT! g*
B 5 5» m " !- 5-

« i

^ ra r.i B
05 S^^

Ss 0.-
r

B B
5.-

B
2 °

I's- 1^0.3 ." (T
trcr
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Z = 0, F = 0, (5)

Z =0, Y =0, (6)

Y =0. W = 0, (0)

X =0, Y+Z =--0, (1)

Z = 0, Y+X == 0, (2)

W=Y=-Z, (3)

W=Y=-X, (4)
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158. The planes are The lines are

X=0. [1]

Z =0, [2]

F = 0, [056]

F + Z = 0, [5]

Y+Z =0, [6]

Y-W=0. [34]

X + Y+Z = 0, [12]

W = 0, [0] W=0; X+Y+Z = 0, (012)

159. The transversal is facultative
;

p' = b' = 1, t' = 0.

160. The Hessian surface is

WXZ(SY +X + Z)+Y^(Z-Xy = 0.

The complete intersection with the surface is made up of the line F= 0, X =
(C£-axis) three times; the line F = 0, Z=0 (Cfi-axis) three times; line F= 0, W=0
((7(7-axis) twice, and of a residual quartic, which is the spinode curve ; a-' = 4.

161. Representing the two equations by U=0, H — 0, we have

(3Y+X + Z) U-H= FH3F= + 4FZ + 4FZ + 4X^), = MY^ suppose,
and

27 {X + Z) U+ 9H=9WXZ(SY+ 4Z + 4Z) + 36 F^ (Z^+ XZ + Z^) + 27 F» (X + Z);

but

(- 9 (Z + Z) F+ 16XZ) M =

UX^Z^+ 28YXZ {X + Z)-Y^ (36Z^ + 2SXZ+ .36Z») - 27 F' (Z + Z),

whence

11 {X + Z) U+9H + {-dXY-9ZY+\&XZ)M

= .^Z {12F= + 28FZ + Z + 64ZZ + 9F(3F+ 4Z + 4.^)1

;

or, as this may also be written,

27F»(Z + .^)i7 +9Y^H

+ (- 9FZ- 9FZ+ UXZ) (3F+ X + Z)U + {QYXVZ - UXZ) H.

that is,

{- 9F(Z + Z)= + 48FZ^+ 16ZZ(Z + Z)]U + {9F» + 9FZ + Z- IQXZ} H
= Y^ZX 112F» + 28F(-^ + Z) + 64Z.? + 9 TT (3F+ 4Z + 4Z)} = 0;

and we thus obtain the equation of the residual quartic, or spinode curve, in the form

3F=+ 4F(Z + Z)+ 4:XZ = 0,

12F» + 28F(Z + Z) + 64Z.?+ 9Tr(3F+ 4Z + 4Z) = 0.
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The spinode curve is thus a complete intersection, 2x2; and since the first surface

is a cone having its vertex on the second surface, we see moreover that the spinode

curve is a nodal quadriquadric. Instead of the last equation we may write more

simply

^Y(X + Z) + 16XZ+3W(3Y+4X + 4:Z) = 0.

The equations of the transversal are W=0,X+Y+Z=O, and substituting in

the equations of the spinode curve we obtain from each equation {X — Zf= 0, that is,

the transversal is a single tangent of the spinode curve ;
/3' = 1.

Reciprocal Surface.

162. The equation of the cubic is derived from that belonging to ^"1 = 12 — ^g— Cj

by writing therein a = 6 = 0, c = ^, d = \. Making this change in the formulae for the

reciprocal surface of the case just referred to, we have

L = 2/^ + 4 (« + 2) w,

M=2x{y-\-2,w),

iV = -4a^,

P = \Qx'{y + w - X- z);

and substituting in the equation

L-F + HzM' - 9zLMN- 27zHvN-' = 0,

the equation divides by a;"; or throwing this out, the equation is

(y" + 4!xiv + izwy (y + w—x — z)

- ^vz (y + 2w)»

+ 9xz (y^ + 4aw + izw) {y + 2w)

- 21a?zHi] = ;

reducing, this is

vf .\& {x - zy

-\-'W- ( y''{x->r z)

- + 2y (ar" - 4!XZ + z^)

^+ {x + z) {2x -z){-x + 2z))

+ w f y*

+ 8f{x + z)

-2y^'isi^+2Sxz + 4!z')

+ S6xyz (:c + z)

^
- 21a?z^

+ f{y-x){y-z) = 0.

55—2
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The section by the plane w = (reciprocal of B,) is w = 0, y = (the edge) three

times ; and w = 0, tj — x = 0; w = 0, y — z = (reciprocals of the CB-&xes).

163. Nodal curve. This is the line y = x = z; wherefore b' = l. To put the line

in evidence, write for a moment x = y + a, z = y + y, then the equation is readily con-

verted into

w' . 16 (a - yf

+ iifi (-y(a.--4:ay+y^)
|

t+ (a + 7) (2a -7) (-a + 27)1

+ «; [' rf(a.''-10ay + rf)>.

j-18ya7(a + 7)

l-27«V

+ y'ay = 0,

which, each term being at lea-st of the second order in a, y(=x-y, z — y), exhibits the

nodal line in question.

164. Cuspidal curve. Multiplying by 27, the equation may be written

(7y — Sx— Sz-ow, —y + 6w, - iu$jy^ + 16yw — 12xw - 12zw + 16vf,

- 20y + 2'iyx + 24?/0 - 27*2 - 8yw + IQw'^y = 0,

where

4w(7y-Sx- 3z-ow) + {-y + eiw)- = y- + l6yw-12(x + z)w + lQvf';

and we have thus in evidence the cuspidal curve,

y^ + IQyw - 12 (x + z)w + lev/' = 0,

- 20y^ + 24y (x + z)- 21xz - 8yw + lew/" = 0,

which is a complete intersection, 2x2, or quadriquadric curve ; c' = 4,
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Section X1V=U-B,-C,.

Article Nos. 165 to 171. Equation WXZ + Y"-Z+ YX' = 0.

165. The diagi-am of the lines and planes is

N >. >-^

11
II II II tr"

d

s^ >-5 N >r!
SB

II
II II ap

cc tc 1-

ri^l H* h- h-t t^

XIV= 12-B5-C2. X X X X

(S Ot

II II II II

tei

Planes are

Id o\

Z=0 12 1x15=15 ' Torsal biplane.

• . .

X=0 01 1x20=20
• •

•

Ordinary biplane.

. •

y=o 023 1x10=10

3 45

Plane througb axis

the two rays.

and

Q a H >
% s-E t

M

a ^
5

ray

in

iplane.

where the equations of the planes and lines are shown in the margins.

166. The edge is a facultative line, as will appear from the discussion of the

reciprocal surface : p' = 6' = 1 ;
<' = 0.

167. Hessian surface. The equation is

WXl"" + Y"-Z^ - 3X»YZ+ X' = 0.

The complete intersection with the surface is made up of the line X=0, F=0
(the axis) five times, the line X=0, Z=(i (the edge) four times, and a skew cubic,

the equations of which may be written

X, Y, Tr|| = 0.

4Z, X, - 5F
I

In fact from the equations tr=0, i? = we deduce H - ZU= X^ {X"" ^- ^YZ) = \ and

if in Z7= we write Z= = 4F^, it becomes Z{XW +hY^) = (i\ and then iu oJJ=^,
writing .5 F' = — X IF, we have

.=)TfZZ+Z(-ZTF) + .5Z^F = Z(.5ZF + 4ZF) = 0.
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1G8. I say that the spinode curve is made up of the edge X = 0, Z=0 once,

and of the cubic curve ; and therefore a = 4.

In fact in the reciprocal surface the cuspidal curve is made up of the skew cubic,

and of a line the reciprocal of the axis, being a cusp-nodal line, and so counting

once as part of the cuspidal curve: the pencil of planes through the line is thus

part of the cuspidal torse; and reverting to the original cubic surface, we have the

axis as part of the spinode curve : I assume that it counts mice.

The edge is a single tangent of the spinode curve; /3' = 1.

Reciprocal Surface.

169. The equation is obtained by means of the binarj' cubic

4wZ= {Xx + Zz) + X( YZ - wXy,

or, as this may be written,

(3w», -2yw, y- + 4:xiv, 12«w$X, Zf.

The equation is in the first instance obtained in the form

IQHufz-

- S2w*fz

+ S6iv*yz {y^ + ixw)

+ w^ (y' + 'kewy

- ivY iy- + 4aw)» = ;

but the last two terms being together = 4w'a; (j/" -H 4a;M/)', the whole divides by 4itf',

and it then becomes

- Sivy'z

+ dtvyz (y^ + 4fxw)

+ X (y» + ^xwf - ;

or, expanding, it is

vf . 21 z-'

+ w'.36a;y«+16a!»

+ w . 'fz^- 8a^y-

+ aY = 0.

The section by the plane w = (reciprocal of Bf) is ?t; = 0, y = (reciprocal of

edge) four times, together with w = 0, a; = (reciprocal of biplanar ray).

The section by the plane z = (reciprocal of (7j) is x (y" + 4aw)° = 0, viz. this is

z = 0, y" + ^xw = (reciprocal of nodal cone) twice, together with z = 0, x = (reciprocal

of nodal ray).

170. Nodal curve. This is the line w = 0, y = 0, reciprocal of edge. The equation

in the vicinity is y= — j-^w

±

— ^—^ wf , showing that the line is a cusp-nodal

line counting once in the nodal and once in the cuspidal curve : wherefore b' = 1.
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171. Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be written

{x, — y, 3w5l2a;w — y'\ 9zw + Sxy)^ = 0,

where 4a; . ^lu — y'= 12xw — y\ This exhibits the cuspidal curve \2xw — y^ = 0, dzw + 8xy = 0,

breaking up into the line w = 0, y = (reciprocal of edge) and a skew cubic ; the line

is really part of the cuspidal curve, or c' = 4.

The equations of the cuspidal cubic may be written in the more complete form

12a;, y, z ' =0.

y, w, -8x
\

Section XV = 12-U,.

Article Nos. 172 to 176. Equation WX^+ XZ' + Y''Z=0.

172. The diagram of the lines and planes is

i

N >1 '•<

II II II

p p p
=! Nl ^
ll" 11

II

o o o

ea ta n-

S'

s

s

XV= 12-

Flanes are

Ur. col H" M
X X

M O
II II

SI H- S

X

II

OS

X=0 21

Z=0 23

1x40= 40

•

•

•

Uniplane.

Ix 5= 5

3 45

Plane touching along
the single ray.

Mere

line.

Single

ray.

St

1
1

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

173. The mere line is facultative: p' = b'=l; t' = 0.

174. The Hessian surface is

X^XZ- F=) = 0,

viz. this is the uniplane X = twice, and a quadric cone having its vertex at U,.
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The complete intersection with the surface is made up of X = 0, ¥=0 (torsal

ray) six times ; X = 0, Z = (single ray) twice ; and of a residual quartic, which is

the spinode curve ; a' = 4.

The equations of the spinode curve are XZ—Y^ = 0, XW + 2Z'—0; the first

surface is a cone having its vertex on the second surface ; and the curve is thus a

nodal quadriquadric.

The mere line is a single tangent of the spinode curve; /S'=l.

Reciprocal Surface.

175. The equation is obtained by means of the binary cubic

(- Zy\ 2yz, 4aw, Qyw^X, \y,

viz. throwing out the factor y, the equation is

w" (- 64a;') + w (- IQx^z^ + l^xy^z + 27y*) + liiy-z" = 0.

The section by the plane w = (reciprocal of f/^) is w = 0, 2 = (reciprocal of

torsal ray) three times, and w = 0, y = (reciprocal of single ray) twice.

Nodal curve. This is the line a; = 0, y=0, reciprocal of the mere line : b' = 1.

Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be written

(64a,', -162, -3w\z' + Sx>v, dy^ + 4>zxy = 0,

where
4 . 64a; (- 3w) - 2562= = - 256 (z^ + Sa^v).

This exhibits the cuspidal curve z^ + Sxw = 0, 9y^ + 4-zx = 0, where the surfaces are

each of them cones; the vertex of the second cone is on the first cone, and the two

cones have at this point a common tangent plane; the curve is thus a cuspidal

quadriquadric.

176. {The equation

(64a;, - I62, - :iv/$z- + Sxw, 9y- + iizxf =

resembles that of a quintic torse, viz. the equation of a quintic torse is

( X, - 42, 82v^z--2wx, y--2zxy = 0,

which equation, writing 9y for y, — 2x for x, and fjf for w, becomes

(- 2a;, - 42, 6w\z- + Sxro, 9y- + izxY = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

( X, 22, - Siv^z" + Sx^v, 9y- + 4izx)- = ;

and developing, this is

+ of . — 2z'hv

+ X .— ISy^zw + 2*

- 27y*w + 2y-z'' = 0,

which, however, differs from the equation of the reciprocal surface, not only in the

numerical coefficients, but by the presence of a term xz*.}
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Section XVI = 12 - ^C,.

Article No. 177 to 180. Equation W(XY+ XZ+ YZ) + XYZ=0.

177. The diagram of the lines and planes is

^ >< >i !-: >; >i "-^ < tsi

+ + + II II II II II
II

a is; -^ p p p p p o
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o II
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II II

o o
II

o II gO ft.

+ + +
^ ^ ^ m

II II IIo o o

(-> H* t-*

»C- Ctt to

CO Id OS CO to bO t-* h-* H-

XVI= 12-4aj.

W rf*' tf» )«.. *. CO |«^ W to

X
OS
X

H-

1

*.

II II

bSj to
Planes are

z+w=o
*al CO If*.

12 •

Y+W=0 18
I

• • •

Y+Z=0 14
6x2=:12

• Planes each touching along
an axis, and containing

x+w=o 23 • a transversal.

x+z=o 24 • • •

X+Y=0

x=o

34

1
: : :

y =0 2
4x8=:32 • • • Planes each through three

axes.Z =0 8
• •

w=o 4
• • •

X+Y+Z+W==0 1234

« • "

1x1 = 1 • •

Plane through the three

il 45 • • •
transversals.

H >

l? =

1.1-1 f$
^| cr

M N, «
n^ » - &

3§ B" o
s"sJ <n

s-sr
tr

•s p^
* g *
o . o

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

C. VI. 56
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178. The transversals are each facultative : p' = 6' = 3 ; t' = 1.

179. Hessian surface. The equation is

^XYZW-(X+T+Z+ W){WX7+WXZ+ WYZ+X7Z) = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

Z» (YZ + YW+ ZW)

+ Y^ZW +ZX +WX)

+ Z' {WX + WY+XY)
+ W>{XY+XZ + YZ) = 0.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of the six axes each

twice, and there is no spinode curve ; a' = 0, whence also /S' = 0.

Reciprocal Surface.

180. The equation is immediately obtained in the irrational form

v'i + V«/ + VJ + Vw = 0,

or rationalizing, it is

(of + y' + z- + v^ - 2yz — 2zx — 2xy — 2xw - 2yw — 2zwf— Q^yzw = ;

80 that this is in fact Steiner's quartic surface.

Nodal curve. This consists of the lines x — y = 0, 2— ?w = 0; x — z = 0, y — w = 0;

x— w = 0, y — z = 0; so that b' = 3.

To put any one of these, for instance the line x — y = 0, z— w = 0, in evidence, we
may write the equation of the surface in the form

that is

or finally

[(x - yy + {z-wy-2(x + y) (z + w)f - 64an/zw = 0,

{(x - yf + (^ - w)»} [{x - yy + {z-wy-4>{x + y) {z + w)}

+ 4 [(a; + yy {z + wy- 16xyzw] = 0,

{(w - yy + (z- wy\ {(x - yy +iz- wy - 4 (« + y) (^ + w)}

+ 4 {(« - yy (z - wy + ixy (z - wy + ^zw (x - yy] = 0,

where each term is at least of the second order in x — y, z — w.

There is no cuspidal curve; c' = 0.
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Section XVII = 12 - 2B, - C,.

Article Nos. 181 to 185. Equation WXZ+ XY'+Y'=0.

181. The diagram of the lines and planes is

S N ^, >< i<

II II II II II
ri

p o op P 5'

>< N! ^ N --5 ^
+ + II

II II 3
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binodes.
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•

•

•

«

•

• •

•

Bemainlng biplanes, one
for each binode.

1x18=18 • • • Plane through the three

axes.

Ix 9= 9

5 45
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joining the two binodes.

Biplanar
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one

for
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binode.

Axes

each

through

the

cnicnode

and

a

binode.

CD a

2"

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

182. There is no facultative line ; b' =p' = 0, t' = 0.

183. The Hessian surface is

X{WXZ+SYZW + XY-) = 0,

viz. this breaks up into X = (the common biplane), and into a cubic surface.

56—2
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The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of X=0, F=0
(BB-axis) four times, of Y=0, Z=0 and F = 0, W= (GB-a.xes) each three times; and

of a residual conic, which is the spinode curve ; o-' = 2. The equations of the spinode

curve are Y^ — 'SZW = 0, 4,X + SY=0; viz. it lies in a plane passing through the

BB-&xi8 ; since there is no facultative line, /3' = 0.

Reciprocal Surface.

184. The equation is found to be

(yi + 4,zii,y _ xy^ - SGxyzw + 2Ta?zw = 0,

or say this is

16^W + (8y= - 36a;y + 27a^) zw +f{y-x) = 0.

The section by plane w = (reciprocal of B3 = D) is w = 0, y^{y— x) = 0, viz. this is

the line m; = 0, 2/ = (reciprocal of edge) three times, and the line w = 0, y — x =

(reciprocal of ray) once ; and the like as to section by plane z = 0.

The section by plane x = (reciprocal of 0^= A) is x = 0, (y" + 4izwy = 0, viz. this

is the conic (reciprocal of nodal cone) twice.

There is no nodal curve ; b' = 0.

185. Cuspidal curve. The equation of the surface may be written

(1, - y, aztvfy- - I2zw, 9x - 8y)- = 0,

where ^ .1 .Szw — y^ = — (y^—12zw); and there is thus a cuspidal conic y^—l2zw = 0,

9x — 8y = 0: wherefore c' = 2.

Attending only to the terms of the second order in y, z, w, the equation becomes

x'zw = ; that is, the point y=0, z = 0, M) = (reciprocal of the common biplane) is a

binode of the surface ; or there is the singularity B' =1.
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Section XVIII = 12 - JS, - 2C.,.

Article Nos. 186 to 189. Equation WXZ +Y'{X + Z) = Q.

186. The diagram of the lines and planes are
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6 45

•

•

• • Plane touching along axis through
the two cnicnodes and containing
the mere line.

Mere

line,

being

also

a

trans-

versal.

t
2.

f

w
g-

Axes,

each

through

the

binode

and

a

cnicnode.

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

187. The mere line is facultative; the edge is also facultative counting twice (this

will appear from the discussion of the reciprocal surface) : h' = p =Z, t' =\.
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188. The Hessian surface is

(X + Z) WXZ+ (X-Zy Y* = 0.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is Y=0, Z=0 and Y=0, X =
(the GB-axes) each four times; F=0, W==0 (£5-axia) twice; and X = 0, Z=0 (the

edge) twice. There is no spinode curve, o-' = ; wherefore also /9' = 0.

Reciprocal Surface.

189. The equation is obtained from the binary quadric ^w(X + Z)(Xx + Zz) + y'XZ,

or say

(8wx, 4!w{iv + z) + f, 8wz^X, Zf.

The equation is thus

{y' + 4^wx + 4:wzy — Q^itfixz = 0,

or in an irrational form

iy + 2 4wx + 2 Vw2 = 0.

The section by the plane w = (reciprocal of B^ is w; = 0, y = (reciprocal of edge)

four times.

The section by the plane ^ = (reciprocal of Oa = (7) is ^ = 0, y'' + ^wx = (reciprocal

of nodal cone) twice ; and similarly for the section by a; = (reciprocal of (7j = A\

Nodal curve. Writing the equation in the form

y^->r%u]y^{z-\-x)-^\^vfi{x-zy = <d,

we have a nodal line y—0, x — z = 0, reciprocal of the mere line

:

and writing the equation in the form

w=— ,^'—,^ f,
^(Vxt^zf

we have y = 0, w = (reciprocal of edge), a tacnodal line counting as two lines ; b' = 3.

There is no cuspidal curve ; c' = 0.
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Section XIX = 12 -B,- C„.

Article Nos. 190 to 193. Equation WXZ + Y'Z + X' = 0.

190. The diagram of the lines and planes is

N ^ ._

II II ^o O 3
- g

N Ni »
II s

XIX=12 -B,-C,.

o o

nsl h- h-»

X X
H-* »-»

en t)0

II II

Planes are
to, h'

to

. . .

Z=0 1x15 = 15
•

Oscular biplane.

x=o 1x30=30

"2 45

•

•

Ordinary biplane.

(
H >
t p a.

o

fi'
a

i.^'
S"

O K*-

a o-

E.
5 »
re o-

5'

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

191. The axis is a facultative line counting three times (as will appear from the

reciprocal surface); p' = b' = 3, t' = l.

192. The Hessian surface is

Z(WXZ+ Y"-Z -3X') = 0,

viz. this is the oscular biplane Z — and a cubic surface.

The complete intersection with the cubic surface is made up of X =0, Z =0
(the edge) six times, and X=0, Y=0 (the axis) six times. There is no spinode curve,

<r' = ; whence also /8' = 0.

Reciprocal Surface.

193. The equation is at once found to be

64!zv^ + (y^ + 4tayw'f = 0.
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The section by the plane w = (reciprocal of B^ is w = 0, y = (reciprocal of

edge) four times. The section by the plane z = (reciprocal of Cj) is ^ = 0, y^ + 4aw =
(reciprocal of nodal cone) twice.

Nodal curve. The equation gives

1 i'Jz .

showing that the line w = 0, y = (reciprocal of edge) is an oscnodal line counting as

three lines ;
6' = 3.

There is no cuspidal curve ; c' = 0.

Section XX = 12-U'8.

Article Nos. 194 to 197. Equation X^W -{ XZ-'-tr P = 0.

194. The diagram of the lines and planes is

II

p i

II

X

o

XX=12-trj.

t-*

t-^

iS

II

Plane is -4l IS

X=0

1x45 = 45

~1 45

Uniplane.

H
3.

"E.

5

where the equations of the line and plane are shown in the margins.

195. There is no facultative line; b' = p' = 0, t' = 0.

196. The Hessian surface is X'F=0, viz. this is the uniplane X =0, three times,

and the plane F = through the i-ay. The complete intersection with the cubic

surface is made up of X = 0, Y -0 (the ray) ten times, and of a residual conic, which

is the spinode curve ; a =2.

The equations of the spinode conic are r=0, XW + Z^ = (), viz. the plane of the

conic passes through the ray. Since there is no facultative line, /9' = 0.
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Reciprocal Surface.

197. The equation is at once found to be

27 {z'- + 'ixwy - QM'y = 0.

The section by the plane w = (reciprocal of the Unode) is w = 0, ^ = (reciprocal

of ray) four times.

There is no nodal curve ;
6' = 0. But there is a cuspidal conic, y = 0, z^ + 4a?w = 0.

The point y = 0, z = 0, w=0 (reciprocal of the uniplane X = 0) is a point which

must be considered as uniting the singularities B'=l, x' = 2-

I give in an Annex a further investigation in reference to this case of the cubic

surface.

Section XXI =12-3^3 •

Article Nos. 198 to 201. Equation WXZ + F' = 0.

198. The diagram of the lines and planes is

I

II II II 1
P P p 1

a N ^ S
II

II II s

XXI =

Planes are

I2-3B3.
3x9=27

3

87

r=o

X=0 1

Z= (i 2

jr=o 3

1x27= 27 ...
1

• • •

Common biplane containing
the three axes.

3x6 =18

i 45

• « •

•

Remaining biplanes, one for

each binode.

Axes

each

joiniug

two

binodes.

where the equations of the lines and planes are shown in the margins.

199. There is no facultative line; p'=h' = 0, t' = 0.

200. The Hessian surface is X YZW = 0, the common biplane and the other

biplanes each once. The complete intersection with the surface consists of the axes

each four times; there is no spinode curve, a' — O; whence also /3'=0.

c. VI. 57
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Reciprocal Surface.

201. This is 27a;zw — y' — O, viz. it is a cubic surface of the form XXI = 12 — SjBj.

There is no nodal curve, b' = 0, and no cuspidal curve, c' = 0. Moreover B' = 3.

Article No. 202. Synopsis for the foregoing sections.

202. I annex the following synopsis, for the several cases, of the facultative lines

(or node-couple curve) and of the spinode curve of the cubic surface ; also of the

nodal curve and the cuspidal curve of the reciprocal surface. It is to be observed

that in designating a curve, for instance, as 18 = 4 x 5 - 2, this means that it is a

curve of the order 18, the partial intersection of a quartic surface and a quintic

surface, but without any explanation of the nature of the common curve 2 which

causes the reduction, viz. without explaining whether this is a conic or a pair of lines,

and so in other caf>es ; this may be seen by reference to the proper section of the

Memoir.

Facaltative lines. Nodal curve. Spinode curve. Cnspidal curve.

1= 12 27 27 12= 3x4 24 = 6x4

II = 12-Cj 15 16 12 = 3x4 18= 4x5-2

III= 12-iJ, 9 9 12 = 3x4 16 =4x5-4

IV= 12-2Cj 7 7 10= 3x4-2 12 =4x4-2-2

V=12-B4 7= 5 + edge twice 7= 5 + rec. of edge twice,

rec. of edge tacnodal
10 = 3x4-2 12 = 4x4-4

VI= 12-£3-C3 3 3 9=3x4-3 10=4x4-4-2

VII = 12-5, 3= 2 + edge 3= 2 + rec. of edge,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal
9= edge + unicursal

8-thic

10= rec. of edge +
nnicursal 9-thic,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal

Vm=12-8Ca 3 8 6=2x3 6=2x8

IX= 12-2^3 none none 8= 4 conies 8= 4 conies

X=12-Bj-Cj 3 = 1 + edge twice 3= 1 + rec. of edge twice,

rec. of edge is tacnodal
6= 2x3 6= 2x3

XI = 12-B8 3 = edge 3 times 3= rec. of edge 3 times,

rec. of edge is oscnodal
6 = 3 conies 6 = 3 conies

XII= 12 -U, 3 3 6=2x3 6=2x3

XIII = 12-iJ3-2C3 1 1 4= 2x2, nodal qua-
driquadric

4=2x2 quadriquadric

XIV= 12-JB5-Cj l=edge l = rec. of edge,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal
4 = 3 + edge 4= 3 + rec. of edge,

rec. of edge is cuspnodal

XV=12-l/j 1 1 4=2x2, nodal qua-

driquadric

4 = 2x2 cuspidal qua-
driquadric

XVI= 12 -40, S 8 none none

XVII = 12-2B3-Cj none none 2 = conic 2= conic

XVin= 12- Bj-2Cj 8 = 1+ edge twice 1 + rec. of edge twice,

rec. of edge tacnodal

none none

XIX= 12-B,-C, 3= axis 3 times 3= rec. of axis 3 times,

rec. of axis oscnodal

none none

XX = 12-i;, none none 2= conic 2= conic

XXI= 12-3B, none none none none

I pass now to the two cases of cubic scrolls.
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Ai-ticle No. 203. Section XXII =S(1, 1). Equation X'W+Y'Z=0.

203. As this is a scroll there is here no question of the 27 lines and 45 planes;

there is a nodal line X = 0, Y=0, (b = l) and a single directrix line, Z=0, W=0.

The Hessian surface is X^Y^ = 0; the complete intersection with the cubic surface

is made up of X = 0, Y=0 (the nodal line) eight times, and of the lines X = 0, Z = 0,

and Y=0, W = 0, each twice.

The reciprocal surface is a^z — yhu = 0; viz. this is a like scroll, XXII = (Si(l, 1);

c'=0, b'=l.

Article No. 204. Section XXIII = 5(171). Equation X {XW+ YZ) +Y'=0.

204. This is also a scroll ; there is a nodal line X = 0, Y=0, and a single directrix

line united therewith.

The Hessian surface is X* = 0; the complete intersection with the cubic surface is

X = 0, F = (the nodal line) twelve times.

The reciprocal surface is w(xw + yz) — z' = 0; viz. this is a like scroll, XXIII = »Si(l, 1);

c' = 0, b'= 1.

Annex containing Additional Hesearches in regard to the case XX = 12— f^s; equation

WX^ + XZ'+Y' = 0.

Let the surface be touched by the line (a, h, c, /, g, h), that is, the line the

equations whereof are

( 0, h, -g, a $Z, F, Z Tf) = 0.

I

-h, 0, /, b

g, -f, 0, c
i

-a, -b, - c,
i

Writing the equation in the form cW . cX- + X {cZf + c^Y^ = 0, and substituting for

cW, cZ their values in terms of X, F, we have

(-gX +/F) cZ= + X{aX + bYf + c'Y' = 0,

that is

( a- - eg , 2ab + c/, 6=, c^'JZ, Yf = 0,

or say

{3 (a'' -eg), 2ab + cf, b\ 3c%X, F> = 0,

viz. the condition of contact is obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of the

cubic function. We have thus

27c* {a;' - cgf

+ Wia'-cg)
+ ic-(2ab + cfy
- b*(2ab + cfy
- ISb'c' (a" - eg) (2a6 + cf) = 0,

57—2
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viz. this is

+ 27 a'c'

- 4a'6'

+ 30 a'b'c/

- 54 aV^

+ 36 (tb'cg

+ 24 abc'p

+ 4 6"^

- ity^

+ 18 b'c^/g

+ 27 c*g^

+ 4cy» = 0,

which is the condition in order that the line (a, b, c, /, g, h) may touch the surface

X*W -^ XZ^+Y^=0; and if we unite thereto the conditions that the line shall pass

through a given point (a, /S, 7, S), we have in effect the equation of the circumscribed

cone, vertex (a, /S, 7, 8).

Writing (/, g, h, a, b, c) in place of (a, b, c, f, g, h), we obtain

27/*
- 4/y
+ SQ/yha

- 54/*6

+ SGfg'hb

+ 2*fgh^a^

+ ig^c

- \g*a?

+ 18 g^h^b

+ 27 h*/''

+ 4/i'a» =

as the condition that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) shall touch the reciprocal surface

27 (4 a?w + z^y + 64 2/*w = ;

and if we consider a, b, c, f, g, h as standing for

yy - fiz, az — yx, /3a: — ay, Sx — aw, Sy — 0w, Bz - yw.
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values which satisfy the relation

(0, h, -g, a $«, /3, y, 8)=0,

-h, 0, / b

g, -f, 0, c

— a, — b, - c,

then the equation in (a, b, c, f, g, h) is that of the circumscribed cone, vertex

(a, j8, 7, S) ; the order being (as it should be) a' = 6.

The cuspidal conic is y = 0, 4^xw + ^^ = 0, and we at once obtain a' — 4>cg = as

the condition that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) shall pass through the cuspidal cone.

Hence attributing to (a, b, c, f, g, h) the foregoing values, we have

a" -4!cg =

for the equation of the cone, vertex (a, /S, y, 8), which passes through the cuspidal

conic ; this is of course a quadric cone, c' = 2. I proceed to determine the intersections

of the two cones.

Representing by = the foregoing equation of the circumscribed cone, and putting

for shortness *

X^27h^(p-bh)-2fi2fg+ah),

I find that we have identically
'

(S) _ (f^ _ bk) X+(g*- 4aA' - 8fgh') (a= - 'icg) - {S2fg^h + Uagh') (af+ bg + ch) = 0:

whence in virtue of the relation af+bg + ch=0, we see that the equations = 0,

a^ — icg = 0, are equivalent to

{p -bh)X = 0, a? -% = 0,

or the twelve lines of intersection break up into the two systems

p-bh = 0, a" - icg = 0,

and

(Z=) 'nhHp-bh)~'2.f{2fg-\-ah) = 0, a--^cg = 0.

To determine the lines in question, observe that we have

( 0, h, -g, a\a, 0, y, S)=0;

-h, 0, /, 6
j

ff, -f, 0, c

— a, —b, —c,
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and we can by the first three of these express a, b, c linearly in terms of /, g, h

;

the equations p-hh = 0, a*-'icg = 0, 27h^(/*-bh)-2g'' {2fg + alt) =0 become thus

homogeneous equations in (/, g, h); the equations may in fact be written

8» (a" - 4icg) = (7^ + 4a3) g'^ + 0^h^ - 20ygli - 40Shf= 0,

B {r--bh) = Bp-ah' + yh/^0,

SX = 27A» (Bf - aA> + yhf) + 2g^ (/3A» - ygh - 2Bfg) = 0,

viz. interpreting (/, g, h) as coordinates in piano, the first equation represents a conic,

the second a pair of lines, and the third a quartic.

We have identically

{2/3S/- (y + 4ai5) g + ^yh}' - 4/3»S (Bf- - oJi- + yhf)

= {'f+ 4aS) {(7= + 4a8) g'' + /S^/*^ - 2^ygh - \^Bh.f] ;

and it thus appears that the two conies touch at the points given by the equations

Bp-<xh? + yhf=Q,

2/S8/- (r + 4a8) ^r + ^37/; = :

we have moreover

- (7= + 4aS) (/9A» - ygh - 2Bfg) = 4/9S (S/« -ah^ + yhf)

+ (- 28/- yh) [2/9S/- {rf + 4aS)^ + ^yh],

hence at the last-mentioned two points — ;SA* + ygh + 2Bfg is = ; and the quartic X =
thus passes through these two points.

The conic {a? — cg) = and the quartic X — intersect besides (as is evident) in

the point g = 0, h = reckoning as two points, since it is a node of the quartic ; and

they must consequently intersect in four more points: to obtain these in the most

simple manner, write for a moment

n=-(r + *aB)g' + ^h°-,

then we have identically

W^Bg" (Bp -ah' + yhf) - n« = - [(y + 4aS) g^ + ff'h^] + 4/S»p' (yh + 2Bfy,

= - ((7= + 4aS) sr= + /3»/t= - 2^ygh - 2^Bfg] [{-f + 4a8) g°- + ^-h^ + 2^ygh + 4/88/^},

= _ S (a=- ^cg) [irf + 4aS) f + ^h^ + 2^ygh + 40Bfg} ;

and moreover

2/3 (y9/i' - 28/(7 - ygh) - ft - (y + 4a8) g^ + ^h^ - 2^ygh - 4^Bfg =B(a^- icg).

Hence when a' — ^cg = 0, we have

«/._aA» + 7//= j^„ ^h^-2Bfg-ygh=^^^;
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and substituting these values in the equation X = 0, it becomes

27h'

455

16/3^8 + ^^ -2/3 "'

viz. multiplying by 16/8^8, and omitting the factor D,, this is

lG0Sg^ - 27 (rf+ 4ag) ^r* + 27^-h* = 0,

or finally

a pencil of four lines, each passing through the point g = 0, A = 0, and therefore inter-

secting the conic

(7== + 4a8) g- + /3* - 20ygh - 'i^SJif=

at that point and at one other point ; and we have thus four points of intersection,

which are the required four points.

Recapitulating, the conic «'- — -icg = meets the sextic (/^ — bh) X = in the two

points

fSp-ah''+yhf=0,

\ 2^hf- {rf + iaB)g + ayh =

each three times, in the point g— 0, h = twice, and in the four points

jl608g* - 27 (7- + 4aS) g-h' + 27^'h* = 0,

[(rf+ 4aS) g^ + a^h' - 2/3ygh - i^Bhf=

each once. Or reverting to the proper significations of (a, h, c, /, g, h), instead of

point.s we have 2 lines each three times, a line twice, and 4 lines each once ; the

line g = 0, h = 0, that is, g = 0, h=0, a = 0, being, it will be observed, the line

^ = - = ^ drawn from (a, /3, 7, S) to the point y = 0, z = 0, w = 0, which is the
p y o

reciprocal of the uniplane X = 0: the twelve lines are the a'c lines of intersection of

the circumscribed cone a with the cuspidal cone c', viz. a'c' = [a'c'] + S(r' + x' ]
[a'c'] = 4

referring to the last-mentioned four lines ; ct' = 2 to the tvv^o lines ; and x =^ *o ^^^

line g = 0, h = 0, a = 0, which it thus appears must in the present case be reckoned

twice.
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413.

A MEMOIR ON ABSTRACT GEOMETRY.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLX. (for

the year 1870), pp. 51—63. Received October 14,—Read December 16, 1869.]

I SUBMIT to the Society the present exposition of some of the elementary principles

of an Absti-act «i-dimensional Geometry. The science presents itself in two ways,—as a

legitimate extension of the ordinary two- and three-dimensional geometries ; and as a

need in these geometries and in analysis generally. In fact whenever we ai'e concerned

with quantities connected together in any manner, and which are, or are considered as

variable or determinable, then the nature of the relation between the quantities is

frequently rendered more intelligible by regarding them (if only two or three in number)

as the coordinates of a point in a plane or in space : for more than three quantities

there is, from the greater complexity of the case, the greater need of such a repre-

sentation ; but this can only be obtained by means of the notion of a space of the

proper dimensionality ; and to use such representation, we require the geometry of such

space. An important instance in plane geometry has actually presented itself in the

question of the determination of the number of the curves which satisfy given con-

ditions : the conditions imply relations between the coefficients in the equation of the

curve; and for the better understaiading of these i-elations it was expedient to consider

the coefficients as the coordinates of a point in a space of the proper dimensionality.

A fundamental notion in the general theory presents itself, slightly in plane geometry,

but already very prominently in solid geometry; viz. we have here the difficulty as to

the form of the equations of a curve in space, or (to speak more accurately) as to the

expression by means of equations of the twofold relation between the coordinates of a

point of such cui-ve. The notion in question is that of a i-fold relation,—as dis-

tinguished from any system of equations (or onefold relations) serving for the expression

of it, and as giving rise to the problem how to express such relation by means of

a system of equations (or onefold relations). Applying to the case of solid geometry
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my conclusion in the general theory, it may be mentioned that I regard the twofold

relation of a curve in space as being completely and precisely expressed by means of

a system of equations (P=0, Q = 0, ... 2^=0), when no one of the functions P, Q,...T

is a linear function, with constant or variable integral coefficients, of the others of

them, and when every surface whatever which passes through the curve has its equation

expressible in the form U = AP + BQ ... + XT, with constant or variable integral

coefficients. A, B, ... K. It is hardly necessary to remark that all the functions and

coefficients are taken to be rational functions of the coordinates, and that the word

integral has reference to the coordinates.

Article Nos. 1 to 36. General Explanations ; Relation, Locus, &c.

1. Any m quantities may be represented by means of m+1 quantities as the

ratios of m of these to the remaining (m + l)th quantity, and thus in place of the

absolute values of the m C(uantities we may consider the ratios of ?« + 1 quantities.

2. It is to be noticed that we are throughout concerned with the ratios of the

m +1 quantities, not with the absolute values ; this being understood, any mention of

the ratios is in general unnecessary; thus I shall speak of a relation between the

m+1 quantities, meaning thereby a relation as regards the ratios of the quantities

;

and 80 in other cases. It may also be noticed that in many instances a limiting or

extreme case is sometimes included, sometimes not included, under a general expression

;

the general expression is intended to include whatever, having regard to the subject-

matter and context, can be included under it.

3. Postulate. We may conceive between the m + 1 quantities a relation{^).

4. A relation is either regular, that is, it has a definite manifoldness, or, say, it

is a i-fold relation ; or else it is irregular, that is, composed of relations not all of

the same manifoldness. As to the word " composed," see post. No. 14.

5. The ratios are determined (not in general uniquely) by means of a m-fold relation
;

and a relation cannot really be more than m-fold. But the notion of a more than

-m-fold relation has nevertheless to be considered. A relation may be, either in mere

appearance or else according to a provisional conception thereof, more than m-fold, and

be really m-fold or less than m-fold. Thus a relation expressed by m 4- 1 or more

' The whole diflSculty of the subject is (so to speak) in the analytical representation of a relation

;

without solving it, the theories of the text cannot be exhibited analytically with equivalent generality ; and
I have lor this reason presented them in an abstract form without analytical expression or commentary.

But it is perfectly easy to obtain analytical illustrations; a onefold relation is expressed by an equation P= 0;

and (although a i-fold relation is not in general expressible by k equations) any k independent equations

P=0, Q = 0, &e. constitute a A-fold relation. Thus, No. 4, an instance of an irregular relation is J/P=0,
iIQ= 0, viz. this is satisfied by the satisfaction either of the onefold relation J)/=0, or of the twofold

relation P=0, Q = 0. And post, Nos. 14 and 21, the relation composed of the two onefold relations P=0 and

Q= is the onefold relation PQ = Q; the relation aggregated of the same two relations is the twofold relation

^=0, g=o.

c. VI, 58
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equations is in general and primd facie more than m-fold; but if the equations are

not independent, and equivalent to m or fewer equations, then the relation will be

m-fold or less than m-fold. Or the given relation may depend on parameters, and so

long as these are arbitrary be really more than 7?i-fold ; but the parameters may have

to be, and be accordingly, so determined that the relation shall be «i-fold or less than

m-fold. A more than m-fold relation is said to be superdeterminate.

6. A system of any number of onefold relations, whether independent or dependent,

and if more than ni of them, whether compatible or incompatible, is termed a ' Plexus,'

viz. if the number of onefold relations be = 6, then the plexus is ^-fold. A ^-fold

plexus constitutes a relation which is at most ^-fold, but which may be less than

^-fold.

7. Every relation whatever is expressible, and that precisely, by means of a plexus

;

but for the expression of a i-fold relation we may require a more than i-fold plexus.

8. Postulate. We may conceive a «t-dimensional space, the indetermination of the

ratios of m + 1 coordinates, and locus in quo of the point, the unique determination of

these ratios. More generally we may conceive any number of spaces, each of its own

dimensionality, and existing apart by itself

9. Conversely, any m + 1 quantities may be taken as the coordinates of a point in

a m-dimensional space.

10. The m -I- 1 coordinates may have a A;-fold relation ; it appears (ante, No. 5)

that the case k > m, or where the relation is more than m-fold, is not altogether

excluded ; but this is not now under consideration. The two limiting cases k = and

k = m will be presently mentioned ; the remaining case is A; > < 711 ; the system of

points the coordinates of which satisfy such a relation constitutes a k-iold or (m — k)-

dimensional locus. And k is the manifoldness, m — k the dimensionality, of the locus.

11. If k = m, that is, if the ratios are determined, we have the point-system,

which, if the determination be unique, is a single point. The expression " a locus

"

may extend to include the point-system, and therefore also the point. If k = 0, that is,

if the coordinates are not connected by any relation, we have the original m-dimensional

space.

12. We may say that the ?»-dimensional space is the locus in quo not only of

the points in such space, but of the locus determined by any relation whatever between

the coordinates ; and in like manner that any {m — A;)dimensional locus in such space

is a (m — A;)dimensional space, a locus in quo of the points thereof, and of every locus

determined by a relation between the coordinates, implying the i-fold relation which

corresponds to the (m — fc)dimensional locus.

IS. There is not any locus corresponding to a relation which is really more than

m-fold ; hence in speaking of the locus corresponding to a given relation, we either

assume that the relation is not more than m-fold, or we mean the locus, if any,

corresponding to such relation.
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14. Any two or more relations may be composed together, and they are then

factors of a single composite relation ; viz. the composite relation is a relation satisfied

if, and not satisfied unless, some one of the component relations be satisfied.

1.5. The foregoing notion of composition is, it will be noticed, altogether different

from that which would at first suggest itself The definition is defective as not

explaining the composition of a relation any number of times with itself, or elevation

thereof to power; which however must be admitted as part of the notion of composition.

16. A A;-fold relation which is not satisfied by any other &-fold relation, and

which is not a power, is a prime relation. A relation which is not prime is composite,

viz. it is a relation composed of prime factors each taken once or any other number of

times ; in particular, it may be the power of a single prime factor. Any prime factor

is single or multiple according as it occurs once or a greater number of times.

17. A relation which is either prime, or else composed of prime factors each of

the same manifoldness, is a regular relation ; a A;-fold relation is ex vi termini regular.

An irregular relation is a composite relation the prime factors whereof are not all of

the same manifoldness.

18. A prime /---fold relation cannot be implied in any prime &-fold relation different

from itself But a prime ^•-fold relation may be implied in a prime more-than-A;-fold

relation,—or in a composite relation, regular or irregular, each factor whereof is more

than ^--fold ; and so also a composite relation, regular or irregular, each factor whereof

is at most A;-fold, may be implied in a composite relation, regular or irregular, each

factor whereof is more than i-fold. In a somewhat different sense, each factor of a

composite relation implies the composite relation.

19. A composite relation is satisfied if any particular one of the component relations

is satisfied ; but in order to exclude this case we may speak of a composite relation as

being .satisfied distributively ; viz. this will be the case if, in order to the satisfaction of

the composite relation, it is necessary to consider all the factors thereof, or, what is the

same thing, when the reduced relation obtained by the omission of any one factor what-

ever is not always satisfied. And when the composite relation is satisfied distributively,

the several factors thereof are satisfied alternatively ; viz. there is no one which is

throughout unsatisfied.

20. A composite onefold relation is never distributively implied in a prime /fc-fold

relation—that is, a prime i-fold relation implies only a prime onefold relation', or at

least only implies a composite onefold relation improperly, in the sense that it implies

a certain prime factor of such composite onefold relation. Conversely, every ^•-fold rela-

tion which implies distributively a composite onefold relation is composite.

21. Any two or more relations may be aggregated together into, and they are then

constituents of a single aggregate relation ; viz. the aggregate relation is only satisfied

when all the constituent relations are satisfied. The aggregate relation implies each of

the constituent relations.

58—2
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22. There is no meaning in aggregating a relation with itself; such aggregation

only occurs accidentally when two relations aggregated together become one and the

same relation ; and the aggregate of a relation with itself is nothing else than the

original relation.

23. A onefold relation is not an aggregate, but is its own sole constituent ; a

more than onefold relation may always be considered as an aggregate of two or more

constituent relations. The constituent relations determine, they in fact constitute, the

aggregate relation ; but the aggregate relation does not in any wise determine the con-

stituent relations. Any relation implied in a given relation may be considered as a

constituent of such given relation.

24 The aggregate of a i-fold and a Z-fold relation is in general and at most a

{k + Z)fold relation ; when it is a {k + l)fo\d relation, the constituent relations are

independent, but otherwise, viz. if the aggregate relation is, or has for factor, a less

than (k + l)fo\d equation, the constituent relations are dependent or interconnected.

25. Passing from relations to loci, we may say that the composition of relations

corresponds to the congregation of loci, and the aggregation of relations to the intei--

section of loci.

26. For, first, the locus (if any) corresponding to a given composite relation is

the congregate of the loci corresponding to the several prime factors of the given

relation, the locus corresponding to a single factor being taken once, and the locus

corresponding to a multiple factor being taken a number of times equal to the

multiplicity of the factor.

27. And, secondly, the locus (if any) corresponding to a given aggregate relation

is the locus common to and contained in each of the loci corresponding to the several

constituent relations respectively ; or, what is the same thing, it is the intersection of

these several loci.

28. It may be remarked that a A;-fold locus and a Z-fold locus where k + 1 >m
(or where the aggregate relation is more than m-fold) have not in general any common
locus.

29. Any onefold relation implied in a given k-fold relation is said to be in

involution with the A-fold relation, and so in a system of onefold relations, if any

relation be implied in the other relations, or, what is the same thing, in the relation

aggregated of the other relations, then the system is said to be in involution ; a system

not in involution is said to be asyzygetic.

30. Consider a given ^-fold relation, and, in conjunction therewith, a system of any

number of onefold relations each implied in the given A-fold relation. We may omit

from the system any relation implied in the remaining relations, and so successively

until we arrive at an asyzygetic system. Consider now any other onefold relation

implied in the given i-fold relation ; this is either implied in the system of onefold

relations, and it is then to be rejected, or if it is not implied in the system, it is to
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be added on to and made part of the system. It may happen that, in the system

thus obtained, some one relation of the original system is implied in the remaining

relations of the new system ; but if this is so the implied relation is to be rejected

;

the new system will in this case contain only as many relations as the original system,

and in any case the new system will be asyzygetic. Treating in the same manner

every other onefold relation implied in the given A;-fold relation, we ultimately arrive

at an asyzygetic system of onefold relations, such that every onefold relation implied

in the given i--fold relation is implied in the asyzygetic system. The number of onefold

relations will be at least equal to k (for if this were not so we should have the given

A;-fold relation as an aggregate of less than k onefold relations) ; but it may be greater

than k, and it does not appear that there is any [assignable] superior limit to the

number of onefold relations of the asyzygetic system.

31. The system of onefold relations is a precise equivalent of the given ^-fold

relation. Every set of values of the coordinates which satisfies the given A;-fold relation

satisfies the system of onefold relations ; and reciprocally every set of values which

satisfies the system of onefold relations satisfies the given k-io\A relation. But if we

omit any one or more of the onefold relations, then the reduced system so obtained is

not a precise equivalent of the given i-fold relation ; viz. there exist sets of values

satisfying the reduced system, but not satisfying the given i-fold relation.

32. In fact consider a i-fold relation the aggregate of less than all of the onefold

relations of the asyzygetic system, and in connexion therewith an omitted onefold

relation ; this omitted relation is not implied in the aggregate, and it constitutes with

the aggregate not & {k + l)fold, but only a A;-fold relation. This happens as follows,

viz. the omitted relation is a factor of a composite onefold relation distributively implied

in the aggregate ; hence the aggregate is composite, and it implies distributively a

composite onefold relation composed of the omitted relation and of an associated onefold

relation ; that is, the aggregate will be satisfied by values which satisfy the omitted

relation, and also by values which (not satisfying the omitted relation) satisfy the

associated relation just referred to.

33. Selecting at pleasure any k of the onefold relations of the asyzygetic system,

being such that the aggregate of the k relations is a A;-fold relation, we have a com-

posite A;-fold relation wherein each of the remaining onefold relations is alternatively

implied ; viz. each remaining onefold relation is a factor of a composite onefold relation

implied distributively in the composite k-iolA relation. Hence considering the k + \

onefold relations, viz. any k-\- \ relations of the asyzygetic system, each one of these is

implied alternatively in the aggregate of the remaining k relations ; and we may say

that the A; + 1 onefold relations are in convolution.

34. More generally any i + 1 or more, or all the relations of the asyzygetic system

are in convolution, that is, any relation of the system is alternatively implied in the

aggregate of the remaining relations, or indeed in the aggregate of any k relations

(not being themselves in convolution) of the remaining relations of the asyzygetic
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system. It may be added that, besides the relations of the system, there is not any

onefold relation alternatively implied in the asyzygetic system.

35. The foregoing theory has been stated without any limitation as to the value

of it, and it has I think a meaning even when k is >m; but the ordinary case is kip-m.

Considering the theory as applying to this case, I remark that the last proposition, viz.

that no reduced system is a precise equivalent of the given A;-fold relation, is generally

true only on the assumption of the existence or quasi-existence of sets of values

satisfying a more than m-fold relation. For let A; be > to, and, on the contrary, assume,

as we usually do, that it is not in general possible to satisfy a more than w-fold relation

between the coordinates ; the number of relations in the system may be >m + 1 ; and if

this is so, then selecting any ?)i + 1 relations of the system, it may very well happen

that the given A;-fold relation is not satisfied by any sets of values other than those

which satisfy the to + 1 relations,—that is, that the to + 1 relations are a precise

equivalent of the given /t-fold relation. But even in this case the consideration of the

entire system of the onefold relations is not the less advantageous ; and I say in

general that the given A-fold relation has for its precise and complete equivalent the

asyzygetic system of onefold relations.

36. {In illustration of the foregoing Nos. 29 to 35, I remark that, for the functions

or equations P=0, Q = 0, R = 0, &c., if we have identically AP + BQ+ GR+ ... =0, where

the factors A, B, C,... are integral functions of the coordinates, and where some one of

these factors, say, .4, is a constant (or if we please =1), then the system of functions

or equations is in involution; or, to speak more accurately, the function or equation

P = is in involution with the remaining functions or equations Q = 0, R = (),—
But when the factors A, B, C, ... are no one of them constant, then we have a con-

volution. If P = is in involution with the remaining equations Q = 0, R — 0, ... ,

then P = is implied in these equations, and the relations (Q = 0, P = 0, ...) and

(P = 0, Q=0, R = 0,...) are equivalent to each other. But in the case of a convolution

where

AP + BQ^CR + ... = 0,

then the relation the equations Q = 0, P = 0, ... imply AP = 0, that is, J =0 or else

P = 0; or, what is the same thing, the relation (Q= 0, R = 0,...) is a relation composed

of the two relations (^=0, Q=0, R=0,...) and (P = 0, Q = 0, R=0,...). In the

Wold relation expressed by the more than k equations (P = 0, Q = 0, P = 0, ...), selecting

any k of these equations which are not in convolution, and uniting thereto any one of

the remaining equations, we have a convolution of k + 1 equations ; and when a A;-fold

relation is precisely expressed by means of a system of k or more equations (P = 0,

Q=0, ...), then every equation 11 = implied in the given relation, or, what is the

same thing, the equation of any onefold locus passing through the locus given by

the k-io\d relation is in involution with the equations P = 0, Q = 0, ... , that is, we

have identically D, = AP+ BQ + CR+ ... , A, B, C, ... being integral functions of the

coordinates.)
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Article Nos. 37 to 42. Omal Relation ; Order.

37. A A;- fold relation may be linear or omal. If k = m, the corresponding locus

is a point ; if A; < m the locus is a k-{o\d, or (m — A;)dimeDsional omaloid ; the expression

omaloid used absolutely denotes the onefold or (m — l)dimensional omaloid ; the point

may be considered as a m-fold omaloid.

38. A m-fold relation which is not linear or omal is of necessity composite, com-

posed of a certain number M of m-fold linear or omal relations ; viz. the m-fold locus

corresponding to the m-fold relation is a point-system of M points, each of which may
be considered as given by a separate m-fold linear or omal relation ; each which relation

is a factor of the original m-fold relation. The given m-fold relation, and the point-

system corresponding thereto, are respectively said to be of the order M.

39. The order of a point-system of M points is thus = M, but it is of course

to be borne in mind that the points may be single or multiple points; and that if

the system consists of a point taken a times, another point taken /3 times, &c., then

the number of points and therefore the order M of the system is considered to be

= a+/3 + ....

40. If to a given A;-fold relation {k < m) we unite an absolutely arbitrary

(m — k)fold linear relation, so as to obtain for the aggregate a m-fold relation, then

the order M of this m-fold relation (or, what is the same thing, the number M of

points in the corresponding point-system) is said to be the order of the given A;-fold

relation. The notion of order does not apply to a more than m-fold relation.

41. The foregoing definition of order may be more compendiously expressed as

follows : viz.

Given between the m + 1 coordinates a relation which is at most m-fold

;

then if

it is not m-fold, join to it an arbitrary linear relation so as to render it m-fold;

we have a m-fold relation giving a point-system ; and the order of the given relation

is equal to the number of points of the point-system.

42. The relation aggregated of two or more given relations, when the notion of

order applies to the aggregate relation, that is, when it is not more than m-fold, is

of an order equal to the product of the orders of the constituent relations ; or, say,

the orders of the given relations being fi, /a',..., the order of the aggregate relation

is = fifi...

.

Article Nos. 43 and 44. Parametric Relations.

43. We have considered so far relations which involve only the coordinates {w, y, ...)(');

the coefficients are purely numerical, or, if literal, they are absolute constants, which

either do or do not satisfy certain conditions ; if they do not, the relation assumed in

the first instance to be A;-fold is really A;-fold, or, as we may express it, the relation is

' The only eiception is ante. No. 5, where, in illustration of the notion of a more than m-fold relation,

mention is made of "parameters."
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really as well as formally i-fold ; if they do satisfy certain relations in virtue whereof

the formally A-fold relation is really less than Wold, say, it is (A; — OfoW. then the relation

is in fact to be considered ab initio as a (A; — l){o\d relation : there is no question of

a relation being in general fc-fold and becoming less than A;-fold, or suffering any other

modification in its form ; and the notion of a more than m-fold relation is in the

preceding theory meaningless.

44. But a relation between the coordinates (x, y,...) may involve parameters, and

so long as these remain arbitrary it may be really as well as formally t-fold ; but when

the parameters satisfy certain conditions, it may become {k — i)fold, or may suffer some

other modification in its form. And we have to consider the theorj' of a relation

between the coordinates {x, y, ...), involving besides parameters which may satisfy certain

conditions, or, say simply, a relation involving variable parameters. If the number of

the parameters be m', then these parameters may be regarded as the ratios of m'

quantities to a remaining m' + 1 th quantity, and the relation may be considered as

involving homogeneously the m' + 1 parameters {x, y , . . ). And these may, if we please,

be regarded as coordinates of a point in their own m'-dimensional space, or we have

to consider relations between the m+1 coordinates {x, y,...) and the m! + \ (parameters

or) coordinates {x', y',...). It is to be added that a relation may involve distinct sets

of parameters, say, we have besides the original set of parameters, a set of »/t" +

1

parameters (x", y", ...) involved homogeneously. But this is a generalization the

necessity for which has hardly arisen.

Article Nos. 45 to 55. Quantics, Notation, &c.

45. A homogeneous function of the coordinates (x, y, ...) is represented by a

notation such as

(*$«. y. ••)'•'

(where (») indicates the coefiicients and ( • ) the degree), and it is said to be a

quantic; and in reference to the quantic the quantities or coordinates {x, y, ...) are

also termed faci.ents. More generally a quantic involving two or more sets of coordi-

nates, or facients, is represented by the similar notation

{*~^x, y, ...)'•>(*', y', ...)< = !....

46. The quantic is unipartite, bipartite, tripartite, &c., according as the number of

sets is one, two, three, &c. ; and with respect to any set of coordinates, it is binary,

ternary, quaternary, ... (rw + l)ary, according as the number of the coordinates is two,

three, four, or m+1; and it is linear, quadric, cubic, quartic, ... , according as the

degree in regard to the coordinates in question is 1, 2, 3, 4,....

47. A quantic involving two or more sets of coordinates, and linear in regard to

each of them, is said to be tantipartite ; or, in particular, when there are only two

sets, it is said to be lineo-linear ; we may even e.Ktend the epithet lineo-linear to the

case of any number of sets.
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48. Instead of the general notation

we may write

(a, ...][«•, y,...y(x', y',...y,...,

where the coefficients are now indicated by (a,...), and the degrees are fi, /it',...

49. In the cases where the particular values of the coefficients have to be attended

to, we write down the entire series of coefficients, or at least refer thereto by the

notation (a,...); and it is to be undei-stood that the coefficients expressed or referred

to are each to be multiplied by the appropriate numerical coefficient, viz. for the term

sCy^ ... x''^'y'^'... this numerical coefficient is

50. It is sometimes convenient not to introduce these numerical multipliers, and

we then use the notation

(a,...Jw, y,...Y{x, y',...y'...,

or

(a,...lx,y,...yix',y',...y....

In particular (a, b, c'^x, yf, (a, b, c, d\x, yf &c. denote respectively

aa? + 2bxy + of,

ao? + Zbo^y + Zcxy"" + df,

&c.;

but (a, b, c§ix, yY, (a, b, c, d^x, y)-, &c. denote

aa? + hxy + cy^,

aa? + bafiy + cxy'' + dy,

&c.,

and so (a, b, c, f, g, h'^x, y, zf and (a, b, c, /, g, h\x, y, zf denote respectively

cuje' + by^-\- cz^ + 2/yz + 2gzx + 2hxy,
and

aa^+by^+ cz^ + fyz + gzx + hxy.

51. To show which are the coefficients that belong to the several terms respectively,

it is obviously proper that the quantic should be once written out at full length

;

thus, in speaking of a ternary cubic function, we say let U=(a,..-^x, y, zf

= (a, h, c, /, g, h, i, j, k, l\x, y, zf

= aa? ^-by' + cz^

+ 3 {fyH + gz^x + ha?y + lyz'^ +jza^ + kxy'^)

+ Qlxyz,

and the like in other cases.

c. VI. 59
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52. A onefold relation between the coordinates is expressible by means of an

equation of the form

(«$«;, y,...)i-'=0.

53. The expression " an equation " used without explanation may be taken to mean

an equation of the form in question, viz. the equation obtained by putting a quantic

equal to zero ; the quantic is said to be the nilfactum of the equation. We may
consequently say simply that a onefold relation between the coordinates is always

expressible by an equation.

54. It is frequently convenient to denote the quantic or nilfactum by a single

letter, and to use a locution such as "the equation U={*^x, y..,)'''=0," which really

means that the single letter U stands for the quantic (•$ar, y, ...)'•', so .that we are

afterwards at liberty to write ?7=0 as an abbreviated expression for (*5«, y, ...)" = 0.

We may also speak of the equation or function U=0, meaning thereby the equation

U=0, or the function U.

55. A A;-fold relation between the coordinates is (as has been shown) equivalent

to a system of k or more onefold relations ; each of these is expressible by an equation

U=0, and the A;-fold relation is thus expressible by a system of k or more such

equations. Representing by {(0)) the system of functions which are the nilfacta of

these equations respectively, the ^-fold relations may be represented thus, (( U)) = ; or

more completely, the relation being k-fold, and the number of equations being =s, by

the notation

{(U)s){k-Md) = 0.

We may also speak of the system or relation (( U)) = 0, meaning thereby the system of

functions (( U)), or the relation (( U)) = 0.

Article Nos. 56 to 62. Resultant, Discriminant, &c.

56. In the case k>m, a given i-fold relation between the m + 1 coordinates

{x, y,...) and the parameters (*•', y',-.-) leads to a (A; — m)fold relation between the

parameters. This is termed the resultant relation of the given i'-fold relation, or when

the additional specification is necessary, the resultant relation obtained by elimination

of the coordinates (oc, y,...).

•

67. Consider a i-fold relation between the m + 1 coordinates (x, y, ...) and the

m' + l coordinates (x', y',...). If k'^p-m, then, considering the (a;, y,...) as coordinates

and the {of, i/, ...) as parameters, we have corresponding to the given relation a i-fold

locus in the m-space; and so if kl^rn', then, considering the (x, y',...) as coordinates,

but the (x, y,...) as parameters, we have corresponding to the given relation a A-fold

locus in the m'-space.
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58. If k > m, but if the (k — TO)fold resultant relation is satisfied, then the given

^-fold relation becomes a ?H-fold linear relation between the coordinates {x, y, ...),. and

is consequently satisfied by a single set of values of the coordinates. Hence, considering

the given A;-fold relation as implying the (k — m)fold resultant relation, the i-fold relation

will represent a single point in the 7?i-space, say, the common point.

59. A m-fold relation, or the locus, or point-system thereby represented, may have a

double or nodal point, viz. two of the points of the point-system may be coincident.

More generally a A.--fold relation (k :^ m), or the locus thereby represented, may have a

double or nodal point ; for let the relation if less than ??t-fold be made m-fold by

adjoining to it a linear (m — A;)fold relation satisfied by the coordinates of the point

in question but otherwise arbitrary, then, if the point in question be a double or nodal

point of the m-fold relation, or of the point-system thereby represented, the point is

said to be a double or nodal point of the original A;-fold relation, or of the locus

thereby represented.

60. A given-fold relation (k :^ m) between the m -I- 1 coordinates, or the locus

thereby represented, has not in general a nodal point. But if the relation involve the

m'-f-l parameters (x', y',...), then, if a certain onefold relation be satisfied between the

parameters, there will be a nodal point. The onefold relation between the parameters

is the discriminant relation of the given A;-fold relation.

61. In the case in question, k 1^ m, the discriminant relation is the resultant

relation of a {m + l)io\d relation which is the aggregate of the given k-iold relation

with a certain relation called the Jacohian relation, or when the distinction is required,

the Jacobian relation in regard to the {x, y, ...).

62. Consider a ^--fold relation (k :^ m,
1f> m') between the m + 1 coordinates (x, y, ...)

and the m'-t-l coordinates (x', y',...). It has been seen that to a given set of values of

the (x', y',...) or, say, to a given point in the m'-space, there corresponds a k-io\6. locus

in the m-space, and that to a given set of values of the {x, y, ...), or to a given

point in the »K-space, there corresponds a k-io\A locus in the m'-space. The ^-fold

locus in the m'-space may have a nodal point ; this will be the case if there is

satisfied between the (x, y, ...) a certain one-fold relation, the discriminant relation of

the given A;-fold relation in regard to the (x', y', ...). This onefold relation represents

in the m-space a onefold locus, the envelope of the i-fold loci in the «i-space corre-

sponding to the several points of the m'-space. The property of the envelope is that

to each point thereof there corresponds in the 7?t'-space a A;-fold locus having a nodal

point.

Article Nos. 63—69. Consecutive Pmnts ; Tangent Omals.

63. As the notions of proximity and remoteness have been thus far altogether

ignored, it seems necessary to make the following

Postulate. We may conceive a point consecutive (or indefinitely near) to a given

point.

59—2
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64. If the coordinates of the given point are (z, y, ...). those of the consecutive

point may be assumed to be (x+hx, y + By,...), where Bx, Sy, ... are indefinitely small

in regard to (x, y, ...).

65. It may be remarked that, taking the coordinates to be {x + X, y+Y,...), there

is no obligation to have (X, F, ...) indefinitely small; in fact whatever the magnitudes

of these quantities are, if only X : Y:...=x : y:..., then the point {x + X, y+Y,...)

will be the very same with the original point, and it is therefore clear that a con-

secutive point may be represented in the same manner with magnitudes, however

large, oi X, Y, ... But we may assume them indefinitely small, that is, the ratios

x+ Bx : y+ By,... , where Bx, By, ... are indefinitely small in regard to (x, y, . . .), will

represent any set of ratios indefinitely near to the ratios {x : y,--.).

The foregoing quantities (Bx, By, ...) are termed the increments.

66. Consider a fe-fold relation between the »« + 1 coordinates {x, y,...), k:!^in; the

increments (Bx, By, .

.

.) are connected by a linear k-told relation.

The linear A-fold relation is satisfied if we assume the increments proportional to the

coordinates—this is, in fact, assuming that the point remains unaltered. We may write

(Bx, By, ...) = (x, y, ...), since in such an equation only the ratios are attended to. But

it may be preferable to write (Bx, By,...) = \(x, y,...). In particular if A; = to, then the

increments are connected by a linear m-fold relation ; that is, the ratio of the increments

is uniquely determined ; and as the relation is satisfied by taking the increments

proportional to the coordinates, it is clear that the values which the linear m-fold relation

gives for the increments are in fact proportional to the coordinates: viz. there is not

in this case any consecutive point.

67. Considering the A;-fold relation as belonging to a A;-fold locus in the m-space, so

that (x, y,...) are the coordinates of a point on this locus, then if in the linear A-fold

relation between the increments these increments are replaced by the coordinates (x, y, ...)

of a point in the w-space, then considering the original coordinates (x, y,...) as para-

meters, the locus of the point (x, y, ...) is a A;-fold omal locus: it is to be observed

that, by what precedes, the linear fc-fold relation is satisfied by writing therein the

values X : y,... =x : y, ... , that is, the A;-fold omal locus passes through the original

point (x, y,...); the A-fold omal locus is said to be the tangent-omal of the original

jfc-fold locus at the point (x, y, ...), which point is said to be the point of contact.

68. If in the original A;-fold locus we replace (x, y,...) by (x, y, ...), and combine

therewith the A;-fold linear relation, we have between the coordinates (x, y, ...) a 2A-fold

relation (containing as parameters the coordinates (x, y, ...)); these parameters satisfy

the original A:-fold relation, and in virtue hereof the 2k-{o\A relation (whether 2k is

or is not greater than m) is satisfied by the values x, y,...=x : y : ...; and not only

so, but the point in question is a nodal or double point on the 2A;-fold locua It

also follows that the tangent-omal locus, considering in the i-fold linear relation

(x, y,...) as parameters satisfying the original ^-fold relation, has for its envelope the

A;-fold locus.
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69. We thus arrive at the notion of the double generation of a A-fold locus, viz.

such locus is the locus of the points, or, say, of the ineunt-points thereof; and it is

also the envelope of the tangent-omals thereof. We have thus a theory of duality;

I do not at present attempt to develope the theory, but it is necessary to refer to

it, in order to remark that this theory is essential to the systematic development of

a m-dimensional geometry ; the original classification of loci as onefold, twofold, . .

.

(to— l)fold is incomplete, and must be supplemented with the loci reciprocally connected

with these loci respectively. And moreover the theory of the singularities of a locus

can only be systematically established by means of the same theory of duality ; the

singularities in regard to the ineunt-point must be treated of in connexion with the

singularities in regard to the tangent-omal. These theories (that is, the classification

of loci, and the establishment and discussion of the singularities of each kind of locus),

vast as their extent is, should in the logical order precede that for which other reasons

it may be expedient next to consider, the theory of Transformation, as depending on

relations involving simultaneously the m + 1 coordinates (x, y, ...) and the m' + 1

coordinates {of y, .

.

.).
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S

414.

ON POLYZOMAL CURVES, OTHERWISE THE CURVES

[From the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxv. (1868),

pp. 1—110. Read 16th December 1867.]

If U, V, &c., are rational and integral functions (*^oc, y, zy, all of the same

degree r, in regard to the coordinates (x, y, z), then Vi7+^^+&c. is a polyzome,

and the curve VC + VF+fec. = a polyzomal curve. Each of the curves 'JU—d,

VF'=0, &c. (or say the curves U= 0, V=0, &c.) is, on account of its relation of

circumscription to the curve v {7+ VF+ &c. =0, considered as a girdle thereto (^(Sfia),

and we have thence the term " zome " and the derived expressions " polyzome,"

"zomal," &c. If the number of the zomes VfT, VF, &c. be =v, then we have a

iz-zome, and corresponding thereto a i/-zomal curve; the curves f7=0, F= 0, &c., are

the zomal curves or zomals thereof The cases ^=1, v = 2, are not, for their own
sake, worthy of consideration ; it is in general assumed that v is = 3 at least. It is

sometimes convenient to write the general equation in the form V/{7'+&c. = 0, where I,

&c. are constants. The Memoir contains researches in regard to the general y-zomal

curve ; the branches thereof, the order of the curve, its singularities, cla.'ss, &c. ; also

in regard to the v-zomal curve 'Jl (0 + L<P) + &c. = 0, where the zomal curves + Z* = 0,

all pass through the points of intersection of the same two curves = 0, ^ = of

the orders r and r — s respectively ; included herein we have the theory of the

depression of oi-der as arising from the ideal factor or factors of a branch or branches.

A general theorem is given of "the decomposition of a tetrazomal curve," viz. if the

equation of the curve be '^lU + '^mV+^/nW+ VpT=0; then if U, F, W, T are in

involution, that is, connected by an identical equation SiU+hV+cW + AT=0, and if

I, m, n, p, satisfy the condition -+-c H '^ — ^' *^® tetrazomal curve breaks up into
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two trizomal curves, each expressible by means of any three of the four functions

U, V, W, T; for example, in the form Vf'iJ+ VmT + VjoT = 0. If, in this theorem,

we take p=0, then the original curve is the trizomal "JlU + 'JmV+'JnW =0, T is

any function = — -^ (a{7+ bF'+cW), where, considering ^, m, m as given, a, b, c are

quantities subject only to the condition - + ^ + - = 0, and we have the theorem of
a b c

" the variable zomal of a trizomal curve," viz. the equation of the trizomal

vii7 + vmF+VraTr=0, may be expressed by means of any two of the three functions

U, V, W, and of a function T determined as above, for example in the form

yfU + Vm'V+ \n'T = ; whence also it may be expressed in terms of three new
functions T, determined as above. This theorem, which occupies a prominent position

in the whole theory, was suggested to me by Mr Casey's theorem, presently referred

to, for the construction of a bicircular quartic as the envelope of a variable circle.

In the K-zomal curve Vi (© + L(i>) + &c. = 0, if = be a conic, 4> = a line,

the zomals + i$ = 0, &c. are conies passing through the same two points = 0,

^ = 0, and there is no real loss of generality in taking these to be the circular points

at infinity—that is, in taking the conies to be circles. Doing this, and using a special

notation 21° = for the equation of a circle having its centre at a given point A,
and similarly 21 = for the equation of an evanescent cii'cle, or say of the point A,

we have the v-zomal curve Vi2l° + &c. = 0, and the more special form V/2t + &c. = 0.

As regards the last-mentioned curve, VZ2l + &c. = 0, the point A to which the equation

2( = belongs, is a focus of the curve, viz. in the case v = S, it is an ordinary focus,

and in the case v > 3, it is a special kind of focus, which, if the term were required,

might be called a foco-focus; the Memoir contains an explanation of the general

theory of the foci of plane curves. For v = 3, the equation s/M + Vto33 + Vw@ = is

really equivalent to the apparently more general form ^^21° + Vm93° + VnS° = 0. In fact,

this last is in general a bicircular quartic, and, in regard to it, the before-mentioned

theorem of the variable zomal becomes Mr Casey's theorem, that " the bicircular quartic

(and, as a particular case thereof, the circular cubic) is the envelope of a variable

circle having its centre on a given conic and cutting at right angles a given

circle." This theorem is a sufficient basis for the complete theory of the trizomal

curve VZ2r + "JmW + VnS^ = ; and it is thereby very easily seen that the curve

"JlW + Vm8° -t- Vw^° = can be represented by an equation \/VW + 'Jm"$i' + '^nW = 0.

But for V >3 this is not so, and the curve vl% + &c. = is only a particular form of

the curve v'i2l° -J- &c. = ; and the discussion of this general form is scarcely more

difficult than that of the special form Vi2l + &c. = 0, included therein. The investi-

gations in relation to the theory of foci, and in particular to that of the foci of the

circular cubic and bicircular quartic, precede in the Memoir the theories of the trizomal

curve Vm" -I- Vm35° -I- Vwg" = 0, and the tetrazomal curve 'JlW + 'JmW + VwS" -f- V^^ = 0,

to which the concluding portions relate. I have accordingly divided the Memoir into

four parts, viz. these are—Part I., On Polyzomal Curves in general; Part II., Subsidiary
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Investigations; Part III., On the Theory of Foci; and Part IV., On the Trizomal and

Tetrazomal Curves where the zomals are circles. There is, however, some necessary

intennixture of the theories treated of, and the arrangement will appear more in

detail from the headings of the several articles. The paragraphs are numbered con-

tinuously through the Memoir. There are four Annexes, relating to questions which it

seemed to me moi'e convenient to treat of thus separately.

It is right that I should explain the very great extent to which, in the com-

position of the present Memoir, I am indebted to Mr Casey's researches. His Paper
" On the Equations and Properties (1) of the System of Circles touching three circles

in a plane
; (2) of the System of Spheres touching four spheres in space

; (3) of the

System of Circles touching three circles on a sphere
; (4) on the System of Conies

inscribed in a conic and touching three inscribed conies in a plane," was read to the

Royal Irish Academy, April 9, 1866, and is published in their " Proceedings." The

fundamental theorem for the equation of the pairs of circles touching three given

circles was, previous to the publication of the paper, mentioned to me by Dr Salmon,

and I communicated it to Professor Cremona, suggesting to him the problem solved

in his letter of March 3, 1866, as mentioned in my paper, "Investigations in connexion

with Casey's Equation," Quarterly Math. Joum. vol. vill. 1867, pp. 334—341, [395], and

as also appears, Annex No. lY of the present Memoir.

In connexion with this theorem, I communicated to Mr Casey, in March or

Ajwil 1867, the theorem No. 164 of the present Memoir, that for any three given

cii-cles, centres A, B, G, the equation BG'JW + GA'JW + AB\^W = (where BC, GA,

AB, denote the mutual distances of the points A, B, G) belongs to a Cartesian.

Mr Casey, in a letter to me dated 30th April, 1867, informed me of his own mode

of viewing the question as follows :
—

" The general equation of the second order

(a, b, c, /, g, A$«, /S, 7)^ = 0, where a, /3, 7 are circles, is a bicircular quartic. If we

take the equation (a, h, c, /, g, AJ\, /i, v)- = in tangential cooi-dinates (that is, when
X,

fj,,
V are perpendiculai-s let fall from the centres of a, /9, 7 on any line), it denotes

a conic; denoting this conic by F, and the circle which cuts a, /8, 7 orthogonally by

J, I proved that, if a variable circle moves with its centre on F, and if it cuts /
orthogonally, its envelope will be the bicircular quartic whose equation is that written

down above
;

" and among other consequences, he mentions that the foci of F are the

double foci of the quartic, and the points in which J cuts F single foci of the quartic,

and also the theorem which I had sent him as to the Cartesian, and he refere to

his Memoir on Bicircular Quartics as then nearly finished. An Abstract of the

Memoir as read before the Royal Irish Academy, 10th February, 1867, and published

in their Proceedings, pp. 44, 45, contains the theorems mentioned in the letter of

30th April, and some other theorems. It is not necessary that I should particularly

explain in what manner the present Memoir has been, in the course of writing it,

added to or altered in consequence of the information which I have thus had of

Mr Casey's researches; it is enough to say that I have freely availed myself of such

information, and that there is no question as to Mr Casey's priority in anything which

there may be in common in his memoir on Bicircular Quartics and in the present

Memoir.
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Part I. (Nos. 1 to 55).—On Polyzomal Curves in General.

Article Nos. 1 to 4. Definition and Preliminary Remarks.

1. As already mentioned, U, V, &c. denote rational and integral functions (*$«, y, zY,

all of the same degree r in the coordinates (x, y, z), and the equation

VF+^^+&c. =

then belongs to a polyzomal curve, viz., if the number of the zomes vCf, vF, &c. is

= V, then we have a i^-zomal curve. The radicals, or any of them, may contain rational

factors, or be of the form PVQ; but in speaking of the curve as a v-zomal, it is

assumed that any two terms, such as P VQ + P' vQ, involving the same radical VQ,

are united into a single term, so that the number of distinct radicals is always = v

;

in particular (r being even), it is assumed that there is only one rational term P.

But the ordinary case, and that which is almost exclusively attended to, is that in

which the radicals vfT, vV, &c. are distinct irreducible radicals without rational factors.

2. The curves U = F = 0, &c. are said to be the zomal curves, or simply the

zomals of the polyzomal curve V [/ + V F + &c. = ; more strictly, the term zomal would

be applied to the functions U, V, &c. It is to be noticed, that although the form

V'[7 + VF+&C. =0 is equally general with the form Vi[/'+ VmF+ &c. = (in fact, in

the former case, the functions U, V, &c. are considered as implicitly containing the

constant factors I, m, &c., which are expressed in the latter case), yet it is frequently

convenient to express these factors, and thus write the equation in the form V^f/'+ VmF+&c.
For instance, in speaking of any given curves ^7=0, F=0, &c., we are apt, disregarding

the constant factors which they may involve, to consider U, V, &c. as given functions

;

but in this case the general equation of the polyzomal with the zomals ^7=0, F=0,

&c., is of course '/lU + 'JmV + &c. = 0.

3. Anticipating in regard to the cases ^=1, v=% the remark which will be

presently made in regard to the j^-zomal, that v i7 + v'F+ &c. = is the curve represented

by the rationalised form of this equation, the monozomal curve Vi7=0 is merely the

curve U=0, viz., this is any curve whatever ^7=0 of the order r; and similarly, the

bizomal curve V (7 + '/V = is merely the curve U — F = 0, viz. this is any curve

whatever 11 = 0, of the order r; the zomal curves U=0, F = 0, taken separately, are

not curves standing in any special relation to the curve in question = 0, but f7=0
may be any curve whatever of the order r, and then F = is a curve of the same

order r, in involution with the two curves fl = 0, [7=0; we may, in fact, write the

equation il = under the bizomal form v'[7 + Vfl + [7 = 0. In the case r even, we

may, however, notice the bizomal curve P + v U = (P a rational function of the degree

^); the rational equation is here fl=[7 — P^=0, that is U=n + P^, viz., P is any

curve whatever of the order ^r, and U = is a curve of the order r, touching the

given curve fl = at each of its ^r* intersections with the curve P = 0. I further

c. VI. 60
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remark that the order of the v-zomal curve vF+&c. = is =2'~'r; this is right in

the case of the bizomal curve V?7+VK=0, the order being =r, but it fails for the

monozomal curve VC'"=0, the order being in this case r, instead of ^r, as given by

the formula. The two unimportant and somewhat exceptional cases v=l, v=2, are

thus disposed of, and in all that follows (except in so far as this is in fact applicable

to the cases just referred to), v may be taken to be =3 at least.

4. It is to be throughout understood that by the curve ^^7"+ v^F+fea = is

meant the curve represented by the rationalised equation

Norm (VI7+ VF + &c.) = 0,

viz. the Norm is obtained by attributing to all but one of the zomes ^U, '/V, &c.,

each of the two signs + , — , and multiplying together the several resulting values of

the polyzome; in the case of a j/-zomal curve, the number of factors is thus =2'~'r

(whence, as each factor is of the degree ^r, the order of the curve is 2""' • ^r,

= 2''~^r, as mentioned above). I expressly mention that, as regards the polyzomal curve,

we are not in any wise concerned with the signs of the radicals, which signs are and

remain essentially indeterminate; the equation Vf7+ VF+ &c. = 0, is a mere symbol for

the rationalised equation, Norm (Vt/'+ VF+ &c.)= 0.

Article Nos. 5 to 12. The Branches of a Polyzomal Curve.

5. But we may in a different point of view attend to the signs of the radicals

;

if for all values of the coordinates we take the symbol J „ , and consider JU, JV,

&c. as signifying determinately, say the positive values of V [/', V F, &c. ; then each of

the several equations ± JU ± JV + &c. = 0, or, fixing at pleasure one of the signs,

suppose that prefixed to JU, then each of the several equations jU ±JV ±&!ic. = 0,

will belong to a branch of the polyzomal curve : a v-zomal curve has thus 2*"'

branches corresponding to the 2""' values respectively of the polyzome. The separation

of the branches depends on the precise fixation of the significations of JU, JV, &c.,

and in regard hereto some further explanation is necessary.

6. When U is real and positive, JU may be taken to be, in the ordinary sense,

the positive value of V{7, and so when U is real and negative, JU may be taken

to be =i into the positive value of V— IT; and the like as regards JV, &c. The

functions U, F, &c. are assumed to be real functions of the coordinates ; hence, for

any real values of the coordinates, U, V, &c. are real positive or negative quantities,

and the significations of JU, JV, &c. are completely determined.

7. But the coordinates may be imaginary. In this case the functions U, V, &c.

will for any given values of the coordinates acquire each of them a determinate, in

general imaginary, value. If for all real values whatever of a, /9, we select once for
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all one of the two opposite values of ^/a + ^i, calling it the positive value, and

representing it by ^a + /3i, then, for any particular values of the coordinates, U being

= a + /3t, the value of JU may be taken to be =J(z + ^i; and the like as regards

JV, &c. JU, JV, &c. have thus each of them a determinate signification for any

values whatever, real or imaginary, of the coordinates. The coordinates of a given

point on the curve Vf/'+\^+ &c. = 0, will in general satisfy only one of the equations

•J U ±JV ± &c. = ; that is, the point will belong to one (but in general only one) of

the 2""' branches of the curve ; the entii-e series of points the coordinates of which

satisfy any one of the 2""' equations, will constitute the branch corresponding to that

equation.

8. The signification to be attached to the expression Ja + ^i should agree with

that previously attached to the like symbol in the case of a positive or negative

real quantity ; and it should, as far as possible, be subject to the condition of

continuity, viz., as a + /3t passes continuously to a' + /3'i, so Va + ^i should pass con-

tinuously to Va' + ^'i ; but (as is known) it is not possible to satisfy universally this

condition of continuity; viz., if for facility of explanation we consider (a, yS) as the

coordinates of a point in a plane, and imagine this point to describe a closed curve

surrounding the origin or point (0, 0), then it is not possible so to define Va + /3i

that this quantity, varying continuously as the point moves along the curve, shall,

when the point has made a complete circuit, resume its original value. The signi-

fication to be attached to Va + ^i is thus in some measure arbitrary, and it would

appear that the division of the curve into branches is affected by a corresponding

arbitrariness, but this arbitrariness relates only to the imaginary branches of the curve

:

the notion of a real branch is perfectly definite.

9. It would seem that a branch may be impossible for any series whatever of

points real or imaginary. Thus, in the bizomal curve V J/^
-|- VF = 0, the branch

ifU^^ V=0 is impossible. In fact, for any point whatever, real or imaginary, of the

curve, we have U=V, and therefore vC/'=vF; the point thus belongs to the other

branch ViT'— VF=0, not to the branch V[7+VF=0; the only points belonging to

the last-mentioned branch are the isolated points for which simultaneously \/U=0,

VF=0; viz., the points of intersection of the two curves U=0, V=0.

10. It is not clear to me whether the case is the same in regard to the branch

VU+^V + '^W = of a trizomal curve. In fact, for each point of the curve

VF+ VF-l- VTf = we have (U-V- Wy=4<VW, and therefore, U-V-W=± 2VF\/Tf

;

there may very well be points for which the sign is -|- ; that is, points for which

U=^V+ W +2y/VjW, and for these points we have ± JU= 'JV+ \/W ; for real values

of the coordinates the sign on the left hand must be -I- (for otherwise the two sides

60—2
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would have opposite signs), but there is no apparent reason, or at least no obviously

apparent reason, why this should be so for imaginary values of the coordinates, and

if the sign be in fact — , then the point will belong to the branch '^U'+'^y+'^W = 0.

11. But the branch in question is clearly impossible for any series of real points;

so that, leaving it an open question whether the epithet "impossible" is to be under-

stood to mean impossible for any series of real points (that is, as a mere synonym of

imaginary), or whether it is to mean impossible for any series of points, real or

imaginary, whatever, I say that in a i/-zomal curve some of the branches are or may

be impossible, and that there is at least one impossible branch, viz., the branch

VF+VT+fec. =0.

12. For the purpose of referring to any branch of a polyzomal curve it will be

convenient to consider V[/" as signifying determinately +^U, or else —"JU; and the

like as regards VF, &c., but without any identity or relation between the signs pre-

fixed to the ^U, VF, &c., respectively; the equation V[/'+ VF-H&c. =0, so understood,

will denote determinately some one (that is, any one at pleasure) of the equations

V i/ + v^ + &c. = 0, and it will thus be the equation of some one (that is, any one at

pleasure) of the branches of the polyzomal curve — all risk of ambiguity which might

otherwise exist will be removed if we speak either of the curve '•JU + ^V, &c. = 0, or

else of the branch VCf-t- VF-I-&C. = 0. Observe that by the foregoing convention, when

only one branch is considered, we avoid the necessity of any employment of the sign +,

or of the sign — ; but when two or more branches are considered in connection with

each other, it is necessary to employ the sign — with one or more of the radicals

Vj7, VF, &c. ; thus in the trizomal curve '\IU-'r'JV+'^W = 0, we may have to consider

the branches ^U +'JV+'JW =Q, V[/'+VF-V'F"=0; viz., either of these equations

apart from the other denotes any one branch at pleasure of the curve, but when

the branch represented by the one equation is fixed, then the branch represented by

the other equation is also fixed.

Article Nos. 13 to 17. The Points cominon to Two Branches of a Polyzomal Curve.

13. I consider the points which are situate simultaneously on two branches of

the iz-zomal curve V t/ + V F + &c. = 0. The equations of the two branches may be taken

to be

VT7 + &c. -I- (Vlf + &c.) = 0,

Vi7-i-&c.-(VF-)-&c.) = o,

viz., fixing the significations of VCT, VF, VF", &c. in such wise that in the equation

of one branch these shall each of them have the sign +, we may take wU, &c. to

be those radicals which, in the equation of the other branch, have the sign -I-, and
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\W, &c. to be those radicals which have the sign —
. The foregoing equations break

up into the more simple equations

VF+ &c. = 0, VF+&c. = 0,

which are the equations of certain branches of the curves V f/^+ &c. = 0, and VlT+ Ac. = 0,

respectively, and conversely each of the intersections of these two curves is a point

situate simultaneously on some two branches of the original i^-zomal curve V?7+ \fV+&c. = 0.

Hence, partitioning in any manner the ii-zome vCf+VF+&c. into an a-zome, \/i/=&c.

and a /9-zome vW + &c. {a + = v), and writing down the equations

VI7+&C. = 0, VF+&c. =

of an a-zomal curve and a /S-zomal curve respectively, each of the intersections of

these two curves is a point situate simultaneously on two branches of the v-zomal

curve ; and the points situate simultaneously on two branches of the i^-zomal curve

are the points of intersection of the several pairs of an a-zomal curve and a /3-zomal

curve, which can be formed by any bipartition of the v-zome.

14. There are two cases to be considered :—First, when the parts are 1, v — 1 (i* — 1 is > 1,

except in the case v = 2, which may be excluded from consideration), or say when the

v-zome is partitioned into a zome and antizome. Secondly, when the parts a, y8, are

each >1 (this implies i/ = 4 at least), or say when the I'-zome is partitioned into a

pair of coviplevie)itary parazomes.

15. To fix the ideas, take the tetrazomal curve V f/" + VF+ V If + Vr = 0, and

consider first a point for which V{/'=0, VFf VlT-f Vr= 0. The Norm is the product

of (2'=) 8 factors; selecting hereout the factors

VF+VF+VF+Vr,

Vf?-VF-VF'-Vr,
let the product of these

be called F, and the product of the remaining six factors be called G; the rationalised

equation of the curve is therefore FG = 0. The derived equation is OdF -\- FdG = ;

at the point in question VI7=0, VF-I- VTT + Vr'= 0; G and dG are each of them
finite (that is, they neither vanish nor become infinite), but we have

F=0, dF=dU-('/V + '^W+'Jf){dV^VV + dW^'^W+dT^^T), =dU,

and the derived equation is thus GdU=0, or simply dU=0. It thus appears that

the point in question is an ordinary point on the tetrazomal curve ; and, further, that

the tetrazomal curve is at this point touched by the zomal curve U =0. And similarly,

each of the points of intersection of the two curves VC/'=0, VF+ VTT-I- V2' = 0, is an

ordinary point on the tetrazomal curve ; and the tetrazomal curve is at each of these

points touched by the zomal curve U=0.
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16. Consider, secondly, a point for which ^JU+^/Y=0, v'ir + vT=0; to form the

Norm, taking in this case the two factors

VF+VF+VF+vT,

let their product

= (VU- + VFy - (VF + ^/fy

be called F, and the product of the remaining six factors be called G ; the rationalised

equation is FG = 0, and the derived equation is FdG + GdF = 0. At the point in

question G and dG are each of them finite (that is, they neither vanish nor become

infinite), but we have

F=:0, dF={'^U+'/l^(dU-^VU + dV^'JV)-{'/W+ '/T)(dW^\/W+dT^^/T), =0,

that is, the derived equation becomes identically = 0; the point in question is thus

a singular point, and it is easy to see that it is in fact a node, or ordinary double

point, on the tetrazomal curve. And similarly, each of the points of intersection of

the two curves V[/'+v'F=0, yW+'^T=0 is a node on the tetrazomal curve.

17. The proofs in the foregoing two examples respectively are quite general, and

we may, in regard to a v-zomal curve, enunciate the results as follows, viz., in a

iz-zomal curve, the points situate simultaneously on two branches are either the inter-

sections of a zomal curve and its antizomal curve, or else they are the intersections

of a pair of complementary parazomal curves. In the former case, the points in

question are ordinary points on the I'-zomal, but they are points of contact of the

v-zomal with the zomal ; it may be added, that the intersections of the zomal and

antizomal, each reckoned twice, are all the intersections of the i^-zomal and zomal.

In the latter case, the points in question are nodes of the j^-zomal; it may be added,

that the v-zomal has not, in general, any nodes other than the points which are thus

the intersections of a pair of complementary parazomals, and that it has not in general

any cusps.

Article Nos. 18 to 21. Singularities of a v-zomal Curve.

18. It has been already shown that the order of the i/-zomal curve is = 2""' r.

Considering the case where v is =3 at least, the curve, as we have just seen, has

contacts with each of the zomal curves, and it has also nodes. I proceed to determine

the number of these contacts and nodes respectively.

19. Consider first the zomal curve f7=0, and its antizomal VF+VW+&c. = 0,

these are curves of the orders r and 2''~'r respectively, and they intersect therefore

in 2*"' r" points. Hence the i'-zomal touches the zomal in 2"^' r* points, and reckoning

each of these twice, the number of intersections is = 2*"^ r", viz., these are all the

intersections of the v-zomal with the zomal U=0. The number of contacts of the

v-zomal with the several zomals U = 0, V=0, &c., is of course = 2*^' r'v.
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20. Considering next a pair of complementary parazomal curves, an a-zomal and

a ;S-zomal respectively (a + ^= v), these are of the orders 2"~^ r and 2^~^ r respectively,

and they intersect therefore in 2''+^~'' r^ = 2"^* r^ points, nodes of the i^-zomal. This

number is independent of the particular partition (a, /3), and the v-zomal has thus

this same number, 2"^* r^, of nodes in respect of each pair of complementary parazomals

;

hence the total number of nodes is =2''~*1^ into the number of pairs of complementary

parazomals. For the partition (a, /S) the number of pairs is = [v]" -=- [a]" [^]^, or when
a = /8, which of course implies v even, it is one-half of this ; extending the summation

from a = 2 to a = i/ — 2, each pair is obtained twice, and the number of pairs is thus

= iS{M''-^ W'L/S?!; the sum extended from a = to a = v is (1 + 1)^ =2", but we

thus include the terms 1, v, v, 1, which are together = 21/ + 2, hence the correct value

of the sum is = 2" — 21/ — 2, and the number of pairs is the half of this = 1"'^ — v—\.

Hence the number of nodes of the iz-zomal curve is =(2*^' — v— 1) 2''~^r^

21. The i;-zomal is thus a curve of the order 2''^r, with (2"-'- 1* - l)2''-'r»

nodes, but without cusps ; the class is therefore

= 2r-^ r [(i/ + 1) r - 2],

and the deficiency is

= 2-^ r [(«/ + 1) r- - 6] + 1.

These are the general expressidns, but even when the zomal curves U=0, V=0, &c.,

are given, then writing the equation of the i/-zomal under the form 'JlU+ '^mV+ &c. = 0,

the constants I : m : &c., may be so determined as to give rise to nodes or cusps

which do not occur in the general case ; the formulae will also undergo modification

in the particular cases next referred to.

Article Nos. 22 to 27. Special Case where all the Zomals have a Gommmi Point or

Points.

22. Consider the case where the zomals U=0, V=0 have all of them any

number, say k, of common intersections—these may be referred to simply as the common
points. Each common point is a 2''~^-tuple point on the j'-zomal curve ; it is on each

zomal an ordinary point, and on each antizomal a 2'^'-tuple point, and on any a-zomal

parazomal a 2''~^-tuple point. Hence, considering first the intersections of any zomal

with its antizomal, the common point reckons as 2""' intersections, and the k common
points reckon as 2'^'k intersections ; the number of the remaining intersections is

therefore = 2"-' (r' — k), and the zomal touches the i^-zomal in each of these points.

The intersections of the zomal with the iz-zomal are the A;-common points, each of

them a 2''~^-tuple point on the i/-zomal, and therefore reckoning together as 2"-"^;

intersections ; and the 2"^^ (r' — k) points of contact, each reckoning twice, and therefore

together as 2—^ (»•''- A;) intersections {^'-'k + 2''-''{r^ -k) = 2''-^r'', =r.2'^V); the total

number of contacts with the zomals U=0, F=0, &c., is thus = 2'"'^ {r^ — k) v.
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23. Secondly, considering any pair of complemeutary parazomals, an a-zomal and

a /8-zomal, each of the common points, being a 2''~^-tuple point and a 2^~'-tuple point

on the two curves respectively, counts as 2"''"^~*, = 2"^^ intersections, and the k common
points count as 2''~*k intersections ; the number of the remaining intersections is there-

fore = 2""* (r* — k), each of which is a node on the K-zomal curve ; and we have thus

in all 2-* (2-^' -v-l)(r^-k) nodes.

24. There are, besides, the k common points, each of them a 2""*-tuple point

on the v-zomal, and therefore each reckoning as ^2'~'(2'~* — 1),
=2**"' — 2""' double

points, or together as (2''"'~' — 2""^) k double points. Reserving the term node for the

above-mentioned nodes or proper double points, and considering, therefore, the double

points (dps.) as made up of the nodes and of the 2'~^-tuple points, the total number

of dps. is thus

2'-*(2-'-v-l)(r'~k) +(2'"'-'' -2-')'^,

= 2-^ (2-1 -p-l) r'+liv + l) 2--« - 2-'} k
;

or finally this is

= 2-" {(2-' - 1/ - 1) r" -f (v-1)];

so that there is a gain = 2—"' {i> — l)k in the number of dps. arising from the k

common points. There is, of coui-se, in the class a diminution equal to twice this

number, or 2'^'{v — l}k; and in the deficiency a diminution equal to this number, or

2--*(v-l)k.

25. The zomal curves ^7=0, F = 0, &c., may all of them pass through the same

v' points ; we have then k = r', and the expression for the number of dps. is

= (22—1> _ 2'^') r», viz., this is =^2--^ (2''-» - 1) j-^. But in this case the dps. are nothing

else than the r" common points, each of them a 2—"-tuple point, the i/-zomal curve

in fact breaking up into a system of 2""" curves of the order ?•, each passing through

the r^ common points. This is easily verified, for if = 0, 4> = are some two curves

of the order r, then, in the present case, the zomal curves are curves in involution

with these curves ; that is, they are curves of the form l& + l'<P = 0, m@ -I- m'<t> = 0, &c.,

and the equation of the i/-zomal curve is

Vi0 + l'<p + Vm0 -t- m'<t> + &c. = 0.

The rationalised equation is obviously an equation of the degree 2—* in ©, <i>, giving

therefore a constant value for the ratio @ : tJ> ; calling this q, or writing & = q<t>, we
have

^Iq + 1' + •Jmq \- m + &c. = 0,

viz., the rationalised equation is an equation of the degree 2—" in q, and gives there-

fore 2—" values of q. And the i/-zomal curve thus breaks up into a system of 2'"'

curves each of the form — 51* = 0, that is, each of them in involution with the

curves = 0, <!> = 0. The equation in q may have a multiple root or roots, and the

system of curves so contain repetitions of the same curve or curves; an instance of

this (in relation to the trizomal curve) will present itself in the sequel ; but I do not

at present stop to consider the question.
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26. A more important case is when the zomal curves are each of them in

invohition with the same two given curves, one of them of the order r, the other of

an inferior order. Let = be a curve of the order r, <I> = a curve of an inferior

order r — s; L = 0, M = 0, &c., curves of the order s ; then the case in question is

when the zomal curves are of the form + L^ = 0, + M<^ = 0, &c., the equation of

the iz-zomal is

VZ (0 + i*) + Vwi (0 + i/*) + &c. = 0,

where I, m, &c. are constants. This is the most convenient form for the equation, and

by considering the functions L, M, &c. as containing implicitly the factors l~^, in~^, &c.

respectively, we may take it to include the form Vi0 + L<i> + Vm0 + i/<l> + &c. = 0,

which last has the advantage of being immediately applicable to the case where any

one or more of the constants I, m, &c. may be = 0.

27. In the case now under consideration we have the r(r — s) points of inter-

section of the curves = 0, <1> = as common points of all the zomals. Hence, putting

in the foregoing formula k = r (r — s), we have a v-zomal curve of the order 2''"^r,

having with each zomal 2'^^rs contacts, or with all the zomals 2"^rsv contacts, having

a node at each of the 2'^*rs intersections (not being common points = 0, <I> = 0)

of each pair of complementary parazomals ; that is, together 2''~* (2""^ — p—l)rs nodes,

and having, besides, at each of the r(r—s) common points, a 2'^''-tuple point, counting

as 2^""' — 2"^' dps., together as ' (2*~' — 2""^) r(r — s) dps. ; whence, taking account of the

nodes, the total number of dps. is = 2-^ r [(2'~i -2)r-(v-l) s].

Article Nos. 28 to 37. Depression of Order of the v-zomcd Curve from the Ideal Factor

of a Branch or Branches.

28. In the case of the r (r — s) coTnmon points as thus far considered, the order

of the v-zomal curve has remained throughout = 2''~*r, but the order admits of

depression, viz., the constants I, m, &c., and those of the functions L, M, &c., may be

such that the Norm contains the factor $"; the I'-zomal curve then contains as part

of itself (<I>'° = 0) the curve ^ = taken w times, and this being so, if we discard

the factor in question, and consider the residual curve as being the i/-zomal, the order

of the jz-zomal will be = 2'^r— <» (r — s).

29. To explain how such a factor <&" presents itself, consider the polyzome

V/ (0 + Z<t) + &c., or, what is the same thing, VrV0 + L<b + &c., belonging to any

particular branch of the curve, we may, it is clear, take V0 + Z^, &c. each in a fixed

signification as equivalent to V© + L^, &c., respectively, and the particular branch will

then be determined by means of the significations attached to Vi, Vm, &c. Expanding

the several radicals, the polyzome is

VrlV© + i Z -^ - iD-^ + &c.,l + &c.

;

1 - v© ©V© J

c. VI. 61
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or, what is the samo thing, it is

V^ (V7+ &c.) + * -J. (Z V7 + &c.) - 4-^ (L' Vi"+ &c.) + &c.

which expansion may contain the factor ^, or a higher power of 4>. For instance, if

we have vT+ &c. = 0, the expansion will then contain the factor 4> ; and if we also

have ZV7+&C. = (observe this implies as many equations as there are asyzygetic

terms in the whole series of functions L, M, &c. ; thus, if L, M, &c., are each of them

of the form aP + hQ + cR, with the same values of P, Q, R, but with different values

of the coefficients a, b, c, then it implies the three equations a Vi + &c. = 0, 1"^ + &c. = 0,

c Vr+ &c. = ; and so in other cases), if I say Z VI+ &c. be also = 0, then the

expansion will contain the factor <i>^, and so on ; the most general supposition being,

that the expansion contains as factor a certain power 'P" of $. Imagine each of the

polyzomes expanded in this manner, and let certain of the expansions contain the

factors <&", <1>^, &c., respectively. The produce of the expansions is identically equal to

the product of the unexpanded polyzomes—that is, it is equal to the Norm; hence,

if a + /S + &c. = «D, the Norm will contain the factor <$>".

30. It has been mentioned that the form ^/l(& + L^) is considered as including the

form Vi0 + Z4>, that is, when 1 = 0, the form VZ<E>. If in the equation of the v-zomal curve

there is any such term—for instance, if the equation be VZ$ + Vto(@ + M^) + &c. = 0,

the radical VZ^ contains the factor 4)* ; but if Z contains as factor an odd or an

even power of <I>, then VZ$ will contain the factor <I>" where a is either an integer,

or an integer + J. Consider the polyzome VZ<I> + Vm (8 + M^) + &c., belonging to any

particular branch of the curve ; the radical VZ«1> contains, as just mentioned, the factor

^', and if the remaining terms Vm(<^ + Jf*) + &c., are such that the expansion

contains as factor the same or any higher power of <I>, then the expansion of the

polyzome VZ<I> + Vw (0 + M^) + &c., belonging to the particular branch will contain the

factor <I>" ; and similarly we may have branches containing the factors «I>', 4>^, &c.,

whence, as before, if « = a + /3 + &c., the Norm will contain the factor <i>" ; the only

difference is, that now a, /9, &c., instead of being of necessity all integers, are each

of them an integer, or an integer 4-^; of course, in the latter case the integer may
be zero, or the index be =^. It is clear that co must be an integer, and it is, in

fact, easy to see that the fractional indices occur in pairs ; for observe that a being

fractional, the expansion of Vm (© +Jif^) + &c., will contain not 4>", but a higher power,

^+9, where a+ q is an integer; whence each of the polyzomes VZ* ± (V»i(0 +M^) + &c.)

will contain the factor 4>*.

31. Observe that in every case the factor <I>" presents itself as a factor of the

expansion of the polyzome corresponding to a particular branch of the curve ; the

polyzome itself does not contain the factor 4>", and we cannot in anywise say that the

corresponding branch contains as factor the curve 4>" = ; but we may, with great

propriety of expression, say that the branch ideally contains the curve <&" = ; and this
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being so, the general theorem is, that if we have branches ideally containing the curves

<I>"=0, <I>^ = 0, &c. respectively, then the v-zomal curve contains not ideally but actually

the factor <l>" = (aj = a +/3 + &c.), the order of the i/-zomal being thus reduced from

2'~^?- to 2'"^r — co{r — s); and conversely, that any such reduction in the order of the

K-zomal arises from the factors <I>" = 0, ^ = 0, &c., ideally contained in the several

branches of the v-zomal.

32. It is worth while to explain the notion of an ideal factor somewhat more

generally; an irrational function, taking the irrationalities thereof in a determinate

manner, may be such that, as well the function itself as all its differential coefficients

up to the order a — 1, vanish when a certain parameter ^ contained in the function

is put =
; this is only saying, in other words, that the function expanded in ascending

powers of <I> contains no power lower than <J>'* ; and, in this case, we say that the

irrational function contains ideally the factor <!>''. The rationalised expression, or Norm,

in virtue of the irrational function (taken determinately as above) thus ideally con-

taining $", will actually contain the factor <&" ; and if any other values of the

irrational function contain respectively ^, &c., then the Norm will contain the factor

33. A branch ideally containing <J>" = may for shortness be called integral or

fractional, according as the index a is an integer or a fraction ; by what precedes

the fractional branches present themselves in pairs. If for a moment we consider

integral branches only, then if the r-zomal contain $ = 0, this can happen in one way

only, there must be some one branch ideally containing $=0; but if the i^-zomal

contain ^^ = 0, then this may happen in two ways,—either there is a single branch

ideally containing <t>^ = 0, or else there are two branches, each of them ideally con-

taining <J> = 0. And generally, if the iz-zomal contain tt" = 0, then forming any partition

(o = a + + &c. (the parts being integral), this may arise from there being branches

ideally containing <I>° =0, ^^ = 0, &c. respectively. The like remarks apply to the case

where we attend also to fractional branches,—thus, if the I'-zomal contain <I>=0, this

may arise (not only, as above mentioned, from a branch ideally containing <I> = 0, but

also) from a pair of branches, each ideally containing <!>* = 0. And so in general, if

the j/-zomal contain <I>" = 0, the partition o) = a + /3 + &c. is to be made with the parts

integral or fractional (= | or integer + 1^ as above), but with the fractional terms in

pairs ; and then the factor <1>" = may arise from branches ideally containing <I>° = 0,

<I>^ = 0, &c. respectively.

34. Any zomal, antizomal, or parazomal of a j/-zomal curve, Vi (0 + X$) + &c. = 0,

is a polyzomal curve (including in the term a monozomal curve) of the same form

as the I'-zomal ; and may in like manner contain 4> = 0, or more generally, 4>" = 0,

viz., if o) =a + /3 + &c. be any partition of to as above, this will be the case if the

zomal, antizomal, or parazomal has branches ideally containing <!>" = 0, ^^ = 0, &c.

respectively. It is to be observed that if a zomal, antizomal, or parazomal contain

<1> = 0, or any higher power <&" = 0, this does not in anywise imply that the zomal

contains even ^ = 0. But if (attending only to the most simple case) a zomal and its

antizomal, or a pair of complementary parazomals, each contain <I> = inseparably (that

61—2
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is, through a single branch ideally containing * = 0), then the i/-zomal will have two

branches, each ideally containing <I> = 0, and it will thus contain 4>' = 0. In fact, if in

the zomal and antizomal, or in the complementary parazomals, the branches which

ideally contain = are

'/Z(0 + i*) + &c.=O, V« (0 + iV*) 4- &c. =

respectively (for a zomal, the +&c. should be omitted, and the first equation be written

"Jl (0 + Z*) = O), then in the v-zomal there will be the two branches

(V/(0 + ZO) + &c.) ± (Vw(0 + iV(I)) + &c.) = 0,

each ideally containing <I> = 0.

Conversely, if a y-zomal contain <!>' = by reason that it has two branches each

ideally containing <I> = 0, then either a zomal and its antizomal will each of them, or

else a pair of complementary parazomals will each of them, inseparably contain <I> = 0.

35. Reverting to the case of the v-zomal curve

^/Z (0 + X*) + Vm (0 + M^) + &c. = 0.

which does not contain 4> = 0, each of the r{r—s) common points = 0, <1> = is a

2'~'-tuple point on the v-zomal ; each of these counts therefore for 2"^^ intersections

of the r-zomal with the curve <I>=0, and we have thus the complete number
2>^2 ^ ^^ _ 5) of intersections of the two carves, viz., the curve <I> = meets the i^-zomal

in the r{r — s) common points, each of them a 2''~^-tuple point on the v-zomal, and

in no other point.

36. But if the v-zomal contains 4>" = 0, then each of the r{r — s) common points

is still a 2''~''-tuple point on the aggregate curve ; the aggregate curve therefore

passes 2""' times through each common point; but among these passages are included

(o passages of the curve <1> = through the common point. The residual curve—say

the r-zoraal—passes therefore only 2"-^ — &> times through the common point ; that is,

each of the r {r — s) common points is a (2"'"^ — w) tuple point on the i/-zomal The

curve <l> = meets the r-zomal in [2'^'' r — a> {r — s)] {r — s) points, viz., these include

the r(r — s) common points, each of them a (2""^ — w) tuple point on the v-zomal, and

therefore counting together as (2""^ — m)r{r— s) intersections ; there remain consequently

0) s (r - s) other intersections of the curve = with the v-zomal.

37. In the case where the r-zomal contains the factor <I>" = 0, then throughout

excluding from consideration the r{r — s) common points = 0, $ = 0, the remaining

intersections of any zomal with its antizomal are points of contact of the zomal with

the r-zomal, and the remaining intersections of each pair of complementary parazomals

are nodes of the r-zomal, it being understood that if any zomal, antizomal, or parazomal

contain a power of = 0, such powers of 4> = are to be discarded, ami only the

residual curves attended to. The number of contacts and of nodes may in any

particular case be investigated without difficulty, and some instances will present

themselves in the sequel, but on account of the different ways in which the factor
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•J)" = may present itself, ideally in a single branch, or in several branches, and the

consequent occurrence in the latter case of powers of <1> = in certain of the zomals,

antizomals, or parazomals, the cases to be considered would be very numerous, and

there is no reason to believe that the results could be presented in any moderately

concise form ; I therefore abstain from entering on the question.

Article Nos. 38 and 39. On the Trizomal Curve and the Tetrazomal Curve.

38. The trizomal curve

N/f7+VF+VF=

has for its rationalised form of equation

U^+V^+W-2VW-2WU-2UV=0;

or as this may also be written,

(1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1)(C^, V, wy = o;

and we may from this rational equation verify the general results applicable to the

case in hand, viz., that the trizomal is a curve of the order 2r, and that

U =0, at each of its r^ intersections with V — W = 0,

F=0, „ „ W-V ^0,

W=0, „ „ U-V=0,

respectively touch the trizomal. There are not, in general, any nodes or cusps, and

the order being =2r, the class is =2r(2?— 1).

39. The tetrazomal curve

has for its rationalised form of equation

([/=+ F=+ W + T^ -2UV-2UW-2UT- -IVW-2VT - 2WTy - eiUVWT =0,

and we may hereby verify the fundamental properties, viz., that the tetrazomal is a

curve of the order 4r, touched by each of the zomals U=0, F=0, W=0, T=0 in

2?^ points, viz., by U=0 at its intersections with V f/+ V TT + VT = 0, that is,

V^+W''+T'-2VW-2VT-2WT=0; (and the like as regards the other zomals), and

having Sr^' nodes, viz., these are the intersections of (V[/'+VF=0, VTr+Vr=0),
(VF + V1F = 0, V'F+V'r=0), (Vf7 + Vr=0, v/F+v'Tf = 0), or, what is the same thing,

the intersections of (f/"- F= 0, W -T=0), (U- W =0, V- T=0), {U -T=0, F-TF= 0).

There are not in general any cusps, and the class is thus =4/-(4r — 1) — 6)-^, = 10/-^— 4r.
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Article Noa 40 aad 41. On the Intersection of two v-Zomals having the same

Zomal Curves.

40. Without going into any detail, I may notice the question of the intersection of

two iz-zomals which have the same zomal curves—say the two trizomals v {7+ v F+ v ir= 0,

ViZ7+ VmF+ VnTr = 0, or two similarly related tetrazomals. For the trizomals, writing

the equations under the form

>JU + s/V+ 'JW = Q, -Jl\/U+'Jm'JV+'Jn'JW = Q,

then, when these equations are considered as existing simultaneously, we may, without

loss of generality, attribute to the radicals VfT, VF, 'JW, the same values in the two

equations respectively; but doing so, we must in the second equation successively

attribute to all but one of the i-adicals V^ Vm, vn, each of its two opposite values.

For the intersections of the two curves we have thus

'/U : VF : ^W='</m—^n : '^n-'Jl : ^l - Vm,

viz., this is one of a system of four equations, obtained from it by changes of sign,

say in the radicals Vm and \^«. Each of the four equations gives a set of r^ points;

we have thus the complete number, = 4?^, of the points of intersection of the two

curves.

41. But take, in like manner, two tetrazomal curves; writing their equations in

the form

V774. VF+ \/TF+ \/T = 0,

^UU+ ^m \/F+ Vn VF + V^ Vr = 0,

then Vf/", VF, VIT, "JT may be considered as having the same values in the two

equations respectively, but we must in the second equation attribute successively, say

to V»w, Vn, Vp, each of their two opposite values. For the intersections of the two

curves we have

(Vm - VI) VF + (V»i - Vi ) VF + (V^- vr ) Vr= 0,

(Vr- Vm) V^ . + (Vn - Vm) VF + (V^ - Vm) VF= 0,

viz., this is one of a system of eight similar pairs of equations, obtained therefrom by

changes of sign of the radicals Vm, Vn, Vp. The equations represent each of them a

trizomal curve, of the order 2r; the two curves intersect therefore in 4r^ points, and

if each of these was a point of intersection of the two tetrazomals, we should have

in all 8 X 4r' = 32?^ intersections. But the tetrazomals are each of them a curve of

the order 4r, and they intersect therefore in only 16r- points. The explanation is,

that not all the 4r^ points, but only 2r'^ of them are intersections of the tetrazomals.

In fact, to find all the intersections of the two trizomals, it is necessary in their two

equations to attribute oppo.site signs to one of the radicals VlT, VT; we obtain 2/-'

intersections from the equations as they stand, the remaining 2r'^ intersections from the

two equations after we have in the second equation reversed the sign, say of VT.
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Now, from the two equations as they stand we can pass back to the two tetrazomal

equations, and the first-mentioned 2r^ points are thus points of intersection of the

two tetrazomal curves—from the two equations after" such reversal of the sign of

VY, we cannot pass back to the two tetrazomal equations, and the last-mentioned 2r^

points are thus not points of intersection of the two tetrazomal curves. The number

of intersections of the two curves is thus 8 x 2r^, = 16r=, as it should be.

Article Nos. 42 to 45. The Theorem of the Decomposition of a Tetrazomal Curve.

42. I consider the tetrazomal curve-

V^ -f VmF -f- VnF + Vpl* = 0,

where the zomal curves are in involution,—that is, where we have an identical relation,

s,U+ hV+ cW+ dr = 0;

and I proceed to show that if I, m, n, p satisfy the relation

I

+
m n

- +
c

P.
0,

a b c d

the curve breaks up into two trizomals. In fact, writing the equation under the form

(VZF+ -JmV + V/TFy -pT=Q,

and substituting for T its value, in terms of U, V, W, this is

(W -l-pa) U + (md -irph)V + (rid -\-pc) W

+ 2 'JmnA VFW + 2 Vrild 'JWU+ 2 Vimd ^^^V=0
;

or, considering the left-hand side as a quadric function of (Vff, VF, VF), the condition

for its breaking up into factors is

lA+pB., = 0,

that is

or finally, the condition is

d ^Im, d ^In

dVml, mA+ph, d'/nm

d V^ , d "^nm, nd + pc

p' (Ibcd + mcda, + ndah +pa,hc) = 0,

I m
a b

n

c

P = 0.

43. Multiplying by Id + pa,, and observing that in virtue of the relation we have

{Id + pa.) (md + ph) = hnd' pn

,

{Id + pa,) (nd +pc) = Ind' —v- pm,
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the equation becomes

or as this is more conveniently written

[Wi+^) vir+ \/mP + Vn^y =^ f(b v»Tr- cvmry

,

an equation breaking up into two equations, which may be represented by

where

^^^-^U^, . ^f^=^U'7i

Vm, = Vm-y^^fbVn , Vm, = Vm +y^ |b V^

where, in the expressions for "/i, &c., the signs of the radicals

may be taken determinately in any way whatever at pleasure ; the only effect of an

alteration of sign would in some cases be to interchange the values of (V i^Vmi, vni)

with those of (Vij, Vm^, Vn,). The tetrazomal curve thus breaks up into two trizomals.

44. It is to be noticed that we have

a"^b"^c" &dH'^^d

m a np
^

b
"^

cd T
n a mp
c bd I

that is

-M)(^"+M)^

and that similarly we have

a b c

[» + ^» + ^ = 0.
a b c
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The meaning is, that, taking the trizomal curve -JlJI+ 'Jm^V+ "Jnjf =0, this regarded as a

tetrazomal curve, V^ CT+ VmT^ + Vn, Tf + VOT= 0, satisfies the condition ~ + T""*"'^"''d~^''

and the like as to the trizomal curve VliU+'J'nuV+vnsW^O.

45. The equation by which the decomposition was effected is, it is clear, one of

twelve equivalent equations ; four of these are

{''^^r

(»

Wi

Vm

,- hiVm + •

a V;,

(^ V,m

Vn , ){,v. VF, Vf, Vry=

Vre , '/p
)(

J
' U VpW d VnrY,

cda ?« \ -^ /

1- cm 1—

b vn )( • )•=

i ^/i(dV,r-aV,£r)-

. Vp +
d«W

c Vp/ \

and the others may be deduced from these by a cyclical permutation of {U, V, W),

(a, b, c), {I, m, n), leaving T, d, p unaltered.

Article Nos. 46 to 51. Application to the Trizomal; the Theorem of the Variable Zomal.

46. I take the last equation written under the form

(a ^^liaj- b ^ivf
=
^^^ Nj^tJ+ ^7"^+ {p

+ ^") Vr)'

,

which, putting therein p = Q, is

{&^mU-h'^lVf==— nT,

which is in fact the trizomal curve,

c. VI. 62
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viz., the trizomal curve "JlU +'^mV + '/nW = 0,—if a, b, c be any quantities connected

by the equation
I m 71 .
- + T- + - = 0,
a b

(the ratios a, b, c thus involving a single arbitrary parameter); and if we take T a

function such that a,U+hV+ cW+ dT =0; that is, T=0, any one of the series of

curves atr+bF+cTr=0, in involution with the given curves U=0, F=0, W=0,—
has its equation expressible in the form

,^mU-h^lV+Aj^^nT = 0;

that is, we have the ciirve T=0 (the equation whereof contains a variable parameter)

as a zomal of the given trizomal curve '^lU + ^/mV+'\/nW=0; and we have thus

from the theorem of the decomposition of a tetrazomal deduced the theorem of the

variable zomal of a trizomal. The analytical investigation is somewhat simplified by

assuming p = ab initio, and it may be as well to repeat it in this form.

47. Starting, then, with the trizomal curve

and writing

aU+ hV+ cir + dT=0

as the definition of T, the coefficients being connected by

the equation gives

I m n ^
- + T- + - = 0,
a b c

IU+ mV + '2'^lmUV-uW = 0;

or substituting in this equation for W its value in terms of U, V, T, we have

(aw + (il)U-¥ (bn + cm) F+ 2c 'JlmUV+ d/iT = 0,

which by the given relation between a, b, c, is converted into

that is

viz., this is

or finally

-^mU--lV+2c-JlmUV+AnT = Q;
b a

&^U + hHV- 2ab ^ImUV =^ riT,
c

(aVmtr-bVf7)» =^nT,

, ^mU- b V77+ /y/— nT=^ 0.
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48. The result just obtained of course implies that when as above

aU + hV+cW+dT=0, - + '^ + '-=0,
a b c

the trizomal curve •JlU+\mV + 'JnW =0 can be expressed by means of any three of

the four zoraals JJ, V, W, T, and we may at once write down the four forms

In ll Inv

~V(^ ' •
' Va» ' "VaL

/m _ /7Vv ' Va' '

/7d /md /nd
Vabc' Vabc' Vabc'

the last of which is the original equation v'i[/'+ v^toF+ VnH^= 0. It may be added

that if the first equation be represented by VwiiF+ Vn,TF+ Vpi2'=0,—that is, if we

have \

Ibe

abc

Vm, = /y/^„ A = -Vb^, ^a = V^^,
and therefore

1 "l J^l _ '' ('' "* 'A _ A
I c d bc\a b c/' '

or if the second equation be represented by 'Jl^U 'r'^niW + 'JpiT = 0,—that is, if we

have

A = -/y/|. ^«« = \/~'' ^i'-V^c-

and therefore

a c d

or if the third equation be represented by '^lall+'/maV+VpaT^O,—that is, if we

have

^^3 = \/bl' ^'»= = -Va»' ^' =V^'
and therefore

a b d

62—2
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then the equation of the trizomal may also be expressed in the forms

[414

( . , Vm. ,
v«.

, Vp, ){^/u, vf, vif, vr) = o,
I

-vs;.
. , Via-' -V b^

-^. W^' ^
,— /n,bd /m,cd

-^^" Vac •
-y-

ab •

V bd ' ^ '
•

' V ab

V TT- "V ac '
^^"

•

49. These equations may, however, be expressed in a much more elegant form.

Write

and

sbd

ac

,_ a v=_ ^

^"(/378)' (78a)' """(Sa/S)' ° (a/37)'

where, for shortness, (/97S) = (/3 - 7) (7 - S) (S - /3), &c.
;

(a, ^, 7) being arbitrary quantities

:

or, what is the same thing,

a : b : c : d = a'(;97S) : -b'(7Sa) : c'(8ajS) : -d'{oi^y).

AR.mim ft

I : m : n =pa'(/3-7)' = o-b'(7-a)^ : Tc'(a-;8)>;

then the equation - + ^ + - = takes the form
^ a b c

p(^-y)(a-S) + a{y-a)(0-S) + T{a-^)(y-S),
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and the four forms of the equation are found to be

( . , Vt(S-7), ^^^(/S-S), Vp(7-^))('/a7F, ^/bT, Vc'lf, v'dT) = 0,

V7(7-8), . , Vp(S-a), \/CT(a-7)

\^(S-/8), Vp(a-S), . , VT(/3-a)

Vp(;8-7). V^(7-a), VT(a-^),

viz., these are the equivalent forms of the original equation assumed to be

(/9 - 7) Vpa'lr+ (7 - a) Vtrb'F + (a - /3) Vt^^= 0.

50. I remark that the theorem of the variable zoraal may be obtained as a

transformation theorem—viz., comparing the equation "JlU+^mV A- s/nW=0 with the

equation Via; + "Jmy + Vn^ = ; this last belongs to a conic touched by the three lines

x = 0, y = 0, z—0; the equation of the same conic must, it is clear, be expressible in

a similar form by means of any other three tangents thereof, but the equation of any

tangent of the conic is ajc + hy + cz = 0, where a, b, c are any quantities satisfying the

condition - + -r- + - = ; whence, writing ax + by + cz + div = 0, we may introduce w =
£1 C

along with any two of the original zomals x=0, y = 0, 2 = 0, or, instead of them, any

three functions of the form w; and then the mere change of x, y, z, w into U, V, W, T
gives the theorem. But it is as easy to conduct the analysis with {U, V, W, T) as

with {x, y, z, w), and, so conducted, it is really the same analysis as that whereby the

theorem is established avte, No. 47.

•51. It is worth while to exhibit the equation of the curve

VnF+Vmy+V?TF = o,'

in a form containing three new zomals. Observe that the equation - + ^ + - = is

satisfied by a = i^^, b = in^Q, c = nd^, if only + (^ + ;^ = ; or say, if Q = a' — a",

<f)=^a" — a, x~^''~ "'"• '^^® equation

X V(a - a') (fl
- a") lU+{a'- a") (a''^a)mV+ (a" - a) (a"^^liW

^li'J{b-b')(h-b")lU+{b'-h"){b' -b)mV-^{b"-b)(b" -h')nW

+ V V(c -c'){c- c") IU+ (c' - c")(c' - c)m,V+ (c"-c) (c"-c')nF=

is consequently an equation involving three zomals of the proper form ; and we can deter-

mine X, /ii, V in suchwise as to identify this with the original equation '/TU -'r'^mV+^InW,

viz., writing successively {7=0, F = 0, TT = 0, we find

{a! - a") \ + {b' - b") /* + (c' - c") v = 0,

(a" -a )X + (b"-b )/x + (c"-c ) v = 0,

{a -a')\ + {b -b')fi + (c -c')v = 0,
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equations which are, as they should be, equivalent to two equations only, and which

give

X : fi : V = 1. 1, 1 :

b. b', b"

c, c'. c"

1. 1, 1

c, c', c"

a, a, a"

1,1,1
a , a', n

b, b', b"

and the equation, with these values of X, fi, v substituted therein, is in fact the

equation of the trizomal curve 'JlU + ^mV +'^nW = in terms of three new zomals.

It is easy to return to the forms involving one new zomal and any two of the

original three zomals.

Article No. .52. Remark as to the Tetrazomal Curve.

52. I return for a moment to the case of the tetrazomal curve, in order to show

that there is not, in regard to it in general, any theorem such as that of the variable

zomal. Considering the form VZa: + Vmy + V/i^: + Vpw = (the coordinates x, y, z, w are

of course connected by a linear equation, but nothing turns upon this), the curve is

here a quartic touched twice by each of the lines x=0, y = 0, z = 0, w = (viz., each

of these is a double tangent of the curve), and having besides the three nodes

{x=y, z = w), {x = z, y = iv), (x = tv, y = z). But a quartic curve with three nodes, or

trinodal quartic, has only four double tangents—that is, besides the lines x = 0, y = 0,

z = 0, vj = 0, there is no line ax + ^y + 'yz + Sw = which is a double tangent of the

curve; and writing U, V, W, T in place of x, y, z, w, then if U, V, W, T are

connected by a linear equation (and, a fortiori, if they are not so connected), there is

not any curve all + ^V+yW + ST=0 which is related to the curve in the same way

with the lines U=0, V—0, 1^= 0, T=0; or say there is not (besides the curves

U=0, V=0, F = 0, T=0), any other zomal aU+ ^V+yW+BT=0, of the tetrazomal

curve. The proof does not show that for special forms of U, V, W, T there may

not be zomals, not of the above form aU+ ^V+yW + BT =0, but belonging to a

separate system. An instance of this will be mentioned in the sequel.

Article Nos. 53 to 56. The Theorem of the Variable Zomdl of a Trizomal Curve resumed.

53. I resume the foregoing theorem of the variable zomal of the trizomal curve

V777 + Vmr+ VwTr= 0. The variable zomal 7=0 is the curve af7'4-bF+cW=0, where

a, b, c are connected by the equation -+ v- + - = ; that is, it belongs to a single
3) D C

series of curves selected in a certain manner out of the double series &U+hV+cW=0
(a double series, as containing the tiuo variable parameters a : b : c). These are the

whole series of curves in involution with the given curves U= 0, F=0, W=0, or being

such that the Jacobian of any three of them is identical with the Jacobian of the three

given curves; in particular, the Jacobian of any one of the curves a?7+ bF+cTr= 0,
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and of two of the three given curves, is identical with the Jacobian of the three given

curves. I call to mind that, by the Jacobian of the curves U=0, V=0, W=0, is

meant the curve

j(U r, w) = ^^^' ^- ^K ^^^' '^«^' ^'^ ' =
d{x,y, Z)

^^y^ ^^^y^ ^^y

d:cW, dyW, d,W

viz., the curve obtained by equating to zero the Jacobian or functional determinant

of the functions U, V, W. Some properties of the Jacobian, which are material as to

what follows, are mentioned in the Annex No. I.

For the complete statement of the theorem of the variable zomal, it would be

necessary to interpret geometrically the condition - + v- + - = 0, thereby showing how
& u c

the single series of the variable zomal is selected out of the double series of the

curves ai7"+bF+cW= in involution with the given curves. Such a geometrical

interpretation of the condition may be sought for as follows, but it is only in a

particular case, as afterwards mentioned, that a convenient geometrical interpretation is

thereby obtained.

54. Consider the fixed line €l=px + qy + rz = 0, and let it be proposed to find

the locus of the {r—Vf pole* of the line n = in regard to the series of curves

aJr+bF+cTr = 0, where -4-^+^ = 0. Take {x, y, z) as the coordinates of any one
di D C

of the poles in question, then in order that {x, y, z) may belong to one of the

(r— 1)' poles of the line D,=px + qy + rz = in regard to the curve a,U+hV+cW=0,
we must have

4(af/"+bF+cTf) : dy{a.U -^hV + cW) : d,{a,U + hV + cW)=p : q : r;

or, what is the same thing,

= d«n : dyil : d^il;

and these equations give without difficulty

a : b : c = J{V, W, n) : J{W, U, H) : J {U, V, fi),

whence, substituting in the equation - + t- + - = 0, we have
3t D C

I m ^^ _(\
j(V, w, n)'^j(W, u, n)^j(fi,~Frn)~

as the locus of the (r—iy poles in question. Each of the Jacobians is a function

of the order 2r — 2, and the order of the locus is thus = 4r — 4. As the given curves

U=0, V=0, ^" = belong to the single series of curves, it is clear that the locus

passes through the 3(r— 1)" points which are the (r — iy poles of the fixed line in

regard to the curves U =0, V=0, W =0 respectively.
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55. In the case where the given trizomal is

vz(0+z<i>) + V>«(0 + jf*) + Vw(e+iy^4>) = 0,

» = r-l, that is, where the zomals + Z* = O, + ilf4> = O, + iV^<I> = O are each of

them curves of the order »•, passing through the r intersections of the line <1> =
with the curve = 0, then, taking this line <I> = for the fixed line fl = 0, we have

if, for shortness, {M, N}='J(M-N, 0, ^)+^J(M, N, *), and the like as to the other

two Jacobians, so that, attaching the analogous significations to [N, L} and {L, M}, the

equation of the locus is

where observe that each of the curves {M, N} — 0, {N, L]=0, {L, M} = is a curve

of the order 2r — .3 ; the order of the locus is thus = 4r — 6, and (as before) this

locus passes through the 3 (r — 1)' points which are the (r — 1)* poles of the line <1> =
in regard to the curves + L<S> = 0, + il/* = 0, +N^ = respectively.

56. In the case /• = 2, the trizomal is

VZ (0 + i4>) + Vm (0 + Mt&) + Vn (0 + N<P) = 0,

where the zomals are the conies + Z* = 0, + M<E> = 0, + N<t> = 0, each passing

through the same two points = 0, <I> = ; the locus of the pole of the line <I> = 0,

in regard to the variable zomal, is the conic

I m n _

viz., {M, N} = 0, {N, L] = 0, [L, M] = 0, are here the lines passing through the poles

of the line ^ = in regard to the second and third, the third and fii-st, and the first

and second of the given conies respectively : treating /, m, n as arbitrary, the locus is

clearly any conic through the poles of the line ^ = in regard to the three conies

respectively. The Jacobian of the three given conies is a conic related in a special

manner to the three given conies, and which might be called the Jacobian conic

thereof, and it would be easy to give a complete eaunciation of the theorem for the

case in hand. (See as to this, Annex No. I, above referred to.) But if, in accordance

with the plan adopted in the remainder of the memoir, we at once assume that the

points = 0, $ = are the circular points at infinity, then the theorem can be

enunciated under a more simple form—viz., if W = 0, 33° = 0, 6' = are the equations

of any three circles, then in the trizomal

v/r + V^^°

+

VjTT = 0,

the variable zomal is any circle whatever of the series of circles cutting at right

angles the orthotomic circle of the three given circles, and having its centre on a

certain conic which passes through the centres of the given circles. Moreover, if the
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coefficients I, m, n are not given in the first instance, but are regarded as arbitrary,

then the last-mentioned conic is any conic whatever through the three centres, and

there belongs to such conic and the series of zomals derived therefrom as above, a

trizomal curve v'M" + VmW + VjiS" = 0. This is obviously the theorem, that if a

variable circle has its centre on a given conic, and cuts at right angles a given circle,

then the envelope of the variable circle is a trizomal curve V^8l° + VmS" + VmS°,

where 21° = 0, 33" = 0, S° = are any three circles, positions of the variable circle, and

I, m, n are constant quantities depending on the selected three circles.

Part II. (Nos. 57 to 104). Subsidiary Investigations.

Article Nos. 57 and 58. Preliminary Remarks.

57. We have just been led to consider the conies which pass through two given

points. There is no real loss of generality in taking these to be the circular points

at infinity, or say the points /, J—viz., every theorem which in anywise explicitly or

implicitly relates to these two points, may, without the necessity of any change in the

statement thereof, be understood as a theorem relating instead to any two points P, Q.

I call to mind that a circle is a conic passing through the two points /, J, and

that lines at right angles to each other are lines harmonically related to the pair of

lines from then- intersection to the points /, J respectively, so that when (/, J) are

replaced by any two given points whatever, the expression a circle must be understood

to mean a conic passing through the two given points ; and in speaking of lines at

right angles to each other, it must be understood that we mean lines harmonically

related to the pair of lines from their intersection to the two given points respectively.

For instance, the theorem that the Jacobian of any three circles is their orthotomie

circle, will mean that the Jacobian of any three conies which each of them passes

through the two given points is the orthotomie conic through the same two points,

that is, the conic such that at each of its intersections with any one of the three

conies, the two tangents are harmonically related to the pair of lines from this inter-

section to the two given points respectively. Such extended interpretation of any

theorem is applicable even to the theorems which involve distances or angles—viz., the

terms " distance " and " angle " have a determinate signification when interpreted in

reference (not to the circular points at infinity, but instead thereof) to any two given

points whatever (see as to this my " Sixth Memoir on Quantics," Nos. 220, et seq.).

Phil. Tran*., vol. CXLix. (1859), pp. 61—90; see p. 86
; [158]. And this being so, the theorem

can, without change in the statement thereof, be understood as referring to the two

given points.

58. I say then that any theorem (refen-ing explicitly or implicitly) to the circular

points at infinity /, /, may be understood as a theorem referring instead to any two

given points. We might of course give the theorems in the first instance in terms

explicitly referring to the two given points—(viz., instead of a circle, speak of a conic

through the two given points, and so in other instances) ; but, as just explained, this

is not really more general, and the theorems would be given in a less concise and

C. VI. 63
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familiar form. It would not, on the face of the investigations, be apparent that in

treating of the polyzomal curves

-Jl (6 +X<F) + V»?7(e + i/*) + &c. = 0,

(0 = a conic, <I> = a line, as above), that we were really treating of the curves the

zomals whereof are circles, and therein of the theories of foci and focofoci as about

to be explained. And for these reasons I shall consider the two points = 0, <I> = 0,

to be the circular points at infinity /, J, and in the investigations, &c., make use of

the terms circle, right angles, &c., which, in their ordinary significations, have implicit

reference to these two points.

The present Part does not explicitly relate to the theory of polyzomal curves, but

contains a series of researches, partly analytical and partly geometrical, which will be

made use of in the following Parts III. and IV. of the Memoir.

Article Nos. 59 to 62. The Circular Points at Infinity; Rectangular and Circular

Coordinates.

59. The coordinates made use of (except in the cases where the general trilinear

coordinates (x, y, z), or any other coordinates, are explicitly referred to), will be either

the ordinary rectangular coordinates x, y, or else, as we may term them, the circular

coordinates ^, t}(=x + iy, x — iy respectively, i = v — 1 as usual), but in either case I

shall introduce for homogeneity the coordinate z, it being understood that this

coordinate is in fact = 1, and that it may be retained or replaced by this its value,

in different investigations or stages of the same investigation, as may for the time

being be most convenient. In more concise terms, we may say that the coordinates

are either the rectangular coordinates x, y, and z (=1), or else the circular coordinates

f, 77, and z (= 1). The equation of the line infinity is z = Q; the points /, J are given

by the equations {x + iy=0, z — 0) and {x — iy = 0, z = 0), or, what is the same thing,

by the equations (f = 0, z = Qi) and (?; = 0, a = 0) respectively ; or in the rectangular

coordinates the coordinates of these points are (— i, 1, 0) and (i, 1, 0) respectively, and

in the circular coordinates they are (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) respectively. It is, of course,

only for points at infinity that the coordinate ^ is = (and observe that for any such

point the x and y or f and t) coordinates may be regarded as finite) ; for every point

whatever not at infinity the cooi'dinate z is, as stated above, = 1.

60. Consider a point A, whose coordinates (rectangular) are (a, a', 1) and (circular)

(a, a', 1), viz., a = a + a'i, a' = a — a'i ; then the equations of the lines through A to

the points /, J, are

x — az + i(y — a'z) = 0, x—az — i{y — a'z) =

respectively, or they are

^ — az = , r) — a'z =

respectively. These equations, if (a, a') or (a, a') are arbitrary, will, it is clear, be the

equations of any two lines through the points /, J, respectively.
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61. We have from either of the equations in (oc, y, z)

{x - azf + {y - a'zf = 0,

that is, the distance from each other of any two points {x, y, 1), and {a, a', 1) in a

line through / or J is =0. And in particular, if z=0, then a? + y^ = 0; that is, the

distance of the point (a, a', 1) from / or J" is in each case = 0.

62. Consider for a moment any three points P, Q, A; the perpendicular distance

of P from QA is = 2 triangle PQA -i- distance QA ; if Q be any point on the line

through A to either of the points /, J, and in particular if Q be either of the points

I, J, then the triangle PQA is finite, but the distance QA is =0: that is, the

perpendicular distance of P from the line through A to either of the points /, J,

that is, from any line through either of these points, is = oo . But, as just stated, the

triangle PQA is finite, or say the triangles PIA, PJA are each finite; viz., the

coordinates (rectangular) of P, A being {x, y, z=\), (a, a', 1) or (circular) (^, rj, 2=1),
(a, a', 1), the expressions for the doubles of these triangles respectively are

x, y. z

i, 1,

a, a'. 1

If!, V' z

i, 1,

a, a, 1

that is, they are (rectangular coordinates) x — az + i(y — a'z), x — az — i (y — a'z), or

(circular coordinates) ^ — az, tj — a'z.

Representing the double areas by PIA, PJA, respectively, and the squared distance

of the points A, P, by 21, we have

—

^ = {x-azy + {y- a'z)-

= (f - az) iv - a'z), = PIA . PJA.

\

Article No. 63. Antipoints ; Definition and Fundamental Properties.

63. Two pairs of points {A, B) and {A^, B^) which are such that the lines

AB, A,Bi bisect each other at right angles in a point in such wise that

0A = OB = iOAi = iOBi, are said to be antipoints, each of the other. In rectangular

coordinates, taking the coordinates of (AB,) to be (a, 0, 1) and (—a, 0, 1), those of

{Ai, B,) will be (0, ai, 1) and (0, —ai, 1) respectively, whence joining the points (A, B)

with the points (/, J), the points Ai, 5, are given as the intersections of the lines

AI and BJ, and of the lines AJ and BI respectively. Or, what is the same thing,

in any quadrilateral wherein /, / are opposite angles, the remaining pairs (A, B) and

{Ai, Bi) are antipoints each of the other.

64. In circular coordinates, if the coordinates of A are (a, a', 1), and those of B
are (/3, /3', 1), then the equations of

AI, AJ are ^ — az =0, t] — a'z =0,

BI, BJ „ ^-/3z=0, 7,- 13' z = 0,

63—2
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whence the equations of

A J, AjJ are ^ — oj =0, r)-^z = 0,

BJ, B,J „ ^-Bz = 0, v-a'z = 0.

65. Considering any point P the coordinates of which are f, rj, z (=1), let

21, 33, 2(i, S3i be its squaied distances from the points A, B, A„ J5, respectively; then

by what precedes
21 ={^-az){v-ct'z),

33 ={^-0z)(v-B'z).

2(, =(f-a0)(^-/3'^),

8, = (?-/9^)(7,-a'z),

and thence
21. 35 = 21,. 35,;

that is, the product of the squared distances of a point P from any two points A, B,

is equal to the product of the squared distances of the same point P from the two

antipoints .4,, 5,. This theorem, which was, I believe, first given by me in the

Educational Times (see reprint, vol. vi. 1866, p. 81), is an important one in the theory

of foci. It is to be further noticed that we have

2l + g3_2l,-g5,=(a-/3)(a'-y3')^^ =Kz'- = K,

if K, ={a-a')(B-B'), be the squared distance of the points A, B, =- squared distance

of points Ai, J5,.

Article No. 66. Antipoints of a Circle.

66. A similar notion to that of two pairs of antipoints is as follows, viz., if

from the centre of a circle perpendicular to its plane and in opposite senses, we

measure off two distances each =i into the radius, the extremities of these distances

are antipoints of the circle. It is clear that the antipoints of the circle and the

extremities of any diameter thereof are (in the plane of these four points) pairs of

antipoints. It is to be added that each antipoint is the centre of a sphere radius

zero, or say of a cone sphere, passing through the circle : the circle is thus the iuter-

section of the two cone spheres having their centres at the two antipoints respectively.

Article No. 67. Ajitipoints in relation to a Pair of Orthotomic Circles.

67. It is a well-known property that if any circle pass through the points (A, B),

and any other circle through the antipoints (J.,, £,), then these two circles cut at

right angles. Conversely if a circle pass through the points A, B, then all the ortho-

tomic circles which have their centres on the line AB pass through the antipoints

.4,, 5,. In particular, if on AB as diameter we describe a circle and on .4,5, as

diameter a circle, then these two circles—being, it is clear, concentric circles with their

radii in the ratio 1 : i, and as concentric circles touching each other at the points

(/, /)—cut each other at right angles; or say they are concentric orthotomic circles.
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Ai-ticle Nos. 68 to 71. Forms of the Equation of a Circle.

68. In rectangular coordinates the equation of a circle, coordinates of centre

(a, a', 1) and radius =o", is

W = {x- azf + {y- a'zf - a"-'z^ = ;

and in circular coordinates, the coordinates of the centre being (o, a', 1), and radius

= a" as before, the equation is

W = {^-OLz) (v- a'z) - a'-'z' = 0.

69. I observe in passing, that the origin being at the centre and the radius

being = 1, then writing also z=\, the equation of the circle is fi; = 1, that is the

circular coordinates of any point of the circle, expressed by means of a variable para-

meter d, are \Q, -p., 1
j

,

70. Consider a current point P, the coordinates of which (rectangular) are

X, y, z(= 1), and (circular) are f, t/, z{= 1), then the foregoing expression

W={x- az)" + (y- a'zy - a"''z^

= {^-az){-n-a'z)-a"H-'

denotes, it is clear, the square of the tangential distance of the point P from the

circle 21° = 0.

71. But there is another interpretation of this same function 21°, viz., writing

therein z = \, and then

W = {x-a)- + {y-dr + {a"iy,

we see that 21° is the squared distance of P from either of the antipoints of the

circle (points lying, it will be recollected, out of the plane of the circle), and we have

thus the theorem that the square of the tangential distance of any point P from the

circle is equal to the square of its distance from either antipoint of the circle.

Article Nos. 72 to 77. On a System of Sixteen Points.

72. Take (A, B, G, D) any four concyclic points, and let the antipoints of

{B, C). {A, D) be (5„ C), {A„ A),

(C, A), {B, D) „ (C„ A,), (B„ A),

(A, B), (G, D) „ {A„ B,), (Gs, A),

then each of the three new sets (Ai, A. Ci, A). (-^2. A, A. A), {A3, B,, G3, A) will

be a set of four concyclic points.

73. Let be the centre of the circle through (A, B, G, D), say of the circle 0,

and then, the lines BG, AD meeting in B, the lines GA, BD in S, and the lines

AD, GD in T, let each of these points be made the centre of a circle orthotomic

to 0, viz., let these new circles be called the circles R, S, T respectively.
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As regards the circle R, since its centre lies in BG, the circle passes through

{Bi, C,); and since the centre lies in AD, the circle passes through (^,, A), that is,

the four points (Aj, 5,, C„ Z>,) lie in the circle R. Similarly (A^, B„ C,, A) He in

the circle S, and {A„ B„ C„ A) in the circle T.

74. The points R, S, T are conjugate points in relation to the circle ; that is,

ST, TR, RS are the polars of jR, S, T respectively in regard to this circle; and they

are, consequently, at right angles to the lines OR, OS, OT respectively; viz., the four

centres 0, R, S, T are such that the line joining any two of them cuts at right

angles the line joining the other two of them, and we see that the relation between

the four sets is in fact a symmetrical one ; this is most easily seen by consideration

of the circular points at infinity /, J, the four sets of points may be arranged thus

:

A , A^, A.,, A,,

B-i, B , Bi, B.,

Ca, Ci , G , Gs

,

A, A, A, D
,

in such wise that any four of them in the same vertical line pass through /, and

any four in the same horizontal line pass through J; and this being so, starting for

instance with {A,, A, C^s, A) we have antipoints

of(A>C,), (A„ B,) are (A,0,), (4„ A),

„ (^3, ^3), (A, A) „ (C,, A,), (A, A),

„ (A,, A), (C3. A) „ {A, B), (CD),

and similarly if we start from (Ai, A. (^i, A) or (^2, A. Cs, A)-

75. I return for a moment to the construction of (.4,, A. f'l. A)> these are

points on the circle R, and (A. A) are the antipoints of (B, G); that is, they are

the intersections of the circle R by the line at right angles to BG from its middle

point, or, what is the same thing, by the perpendicular on BG from 0. Similarly

(.4,, A) ai-e the antipoints of {A, D); that is, they ai-e the intersections of the

circle R by the perpendicular on AD from 0. And the like as to {A,, A. A. A)
and {A3, A. A. A) respectively.

7G. Hence, starting with the points A, B, C, D on the circle 0, and constructing

as above the circles P, Q, R, and constructing also the perpendiculars from on the

six chords AB, AG, &c.,

the perpendiculaiB on BG, AD meet cii'cle R in (A, G^), {A,, A).

GA, BD „ „ S „ (A, A,), (A, A).

AB, GD „ „ T „ (A3, A), (A. A),

so that the whole system is given by means of the circles P, Q, R, and the six

perpendiculars.
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77. If to fix the ideas (A, B, G, D) are real points taken in order on the real

circle 0, then the points R, S, T are each of them real ; but R and T lie outside,

S inside the circle 0. The circles R and T are consequently real, but the circle S

imaginary, viz., its radius is =z into a real quantity; the imaginary points {Ai, B^, C^, D^)

are thus given as the intersections of a real circle by a pair of real lines, and the

like as to the imaginary points {A^, B3, C3, D3) ; but the imaginary points {A2, B^, C„, D^
are only given as the intersections of an imaginary circle (centre real and radius a

pure imaginary) by a pair of real lines. The points ((X, .^2) qua antipoints of {G, A)

are easily constructed as the intersections of a real circle by a real line, and the like

as to the points (S.>, D.^ qua antipoints of (5, D), but the construction for the two

pairs of points cannot be effected by means of the same real circle.

Article Nos. 78 to 80. Property in regard to Four Gonfocal Gonics.

78. All the conies which pass through the four concyclic points A, B, G, D, have

their axes in fixed directions ; but three such conies are the line-pairs (BG, AD),

{CA, BD), and {AB, GD), whence the directions of the axes are those of the bisectors

of the angles formed by any one of these pairs of lines; hence, in particular, con-

sidering either axis of a conic through the four points, the lines AB and GD are

equally IncliDed on opposite sides to this axis, and this leads to the theorem that

the antipoints (.4,, B3)(C3, D^) are in a conic confocal to the given conic through

{A, B, C, D); whence, also, considering any given conic whatever through (A, B, G, D),

the points {A^, £,, (7,, D^, {A^, B,, Oj, Dj), (A^, B^, G3, D3) lie severally in three conies,

each of them confocal with the given conic.

79. To prove this, consider any two confocal conies, say an ellipse and a hyper-

bola, and let F be one of their four intersections; join F with the common centre 0,

and let OT, ON be parallel to the tangent and normal respectively of the ellipse at

the point F. OF, OT are in direction conjugate axes of the ellipse, and OF, ON
are in direction conjugate axes of the hyperbola ; and if they are also the axes in

magnitude, that is, if the points T, N are the intersections of OT with the ellipse and

of ON with the hj-perbola respectively, then it is easy to show that OT' + ON'= 0.

And this being so, imagine on the ellipse any two points A, B such that the chord

AB is parallel to OT, that is conjugate to OF; AB is bisected by OF, say in a

point K, or we have parallel to OT the seraichords or ordinates KA = KB ; and we

may, perpendicularly to this or parallel to ON, draw through K in the hyperbola a

chord .4,53, which chord will be bisected in K, or we shall have KA3 = KB3. Hence

KA, KA3 are in the ellipse and the hyperbola respectively ordinates conjugate to the

same diameter OF, and the semi-diameters conjugate to OF being OT, ON respectively,

we have KA^ (= KB") : KA,' (= KB,') = OT' : ON', this is, KA' = KB' = - KA3' = - KB,'
;

or {A3, B3) will be the antipoints of {A, B).

80. Conversely, if in the ellipse we have the two points (A, B), then drawing

the diameter OF conjugate to AB, and through its extremity F, the confocal hyper-

bola, then the antipoints (A,, B,) will lie on the hyperbola. And similarly, if on the
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ellipse we have the two points (C, D), then drawing the diameter OG conjugate to

CD, and through its extremity G a confocal hyperbola, the antipoints (Cj, Dj) will

lie on the hyperbola. Suppose {A, B, C, D) are concyclic, tiien, as noticed, AB and

CD will be equally inclined on opposite sides to the transverse axis of the ellipse

—

the conjugate diameters OF, OG will therefore be equally inclined on opposite sides

of the transverse axis—and the points F and G will therefore be situate symmetrically

on opposite sides of the transverse axis, that is, the points F and G will respectively

determine the same confocal hyperbola, and we have thus the required theorem, viz., if

{A, B, C, D) are any four concyclic points on an ellipse, or say on a conic, and if

(.^3, Bi) are the antipoints of {A, B), and (C3, i>,) the antipoints of (C, D), then

(.43, ^3, (a,, 2)3) will lie on a conic confocal with the given conic.

Article Nos. 81 to 85. System of the Sixteen Points, the Axial Case.

81. The theorems hold good when the four points A, B, C, D are in a line ; the

antipoints (Bj, 6'i) of (B, G), &c., are in this case situate symmetrically on opposite

sides of the line, so that it is evident at sight that we have {A^, B^, (7,, Z),),

(^2, Bi, C3, Di), {A3, Bs, C,, D3), each set in a circle ; and that the centres R, S, T
of these circles lie in the line. The construction for the general case becomes, however,

indeterminate, and must therefore be varied. If in the general case we take any circle

through (B, C), and any circle through {A, D), then the circle R cuts at right angles

these two circles, and has, consequently, its centre R in the radical axis of the two

circles; whence, when the four points are in a line, taking any circle through {B, G),

or in particular the circle on BC as diameter, and any circle through (A, D), or

in particular the circle on AD as diameter,—the radical axis of these two cii-cles

intersects the line in the required centre R, and the circle R is the circle with this

centre cutting at right angles the two circles respectively; the circles S and T are, of

course, obtained by the like construction in regard to the combinations (C, A ; B, D)

and (A, B; G, D), respectively. It may be added, that we have

R\ I • R
' extremities

S /- centre and i of diameter S
yr

I

(of cil'cles m
sibiconjugate points of involutions

B, C; A, D,

C, A; B, D,

[A, B; C, D,

and that (as in the general case) the circles R, S, T intersect each pair of them at

right angles ; and they are evidently each intersected at right angles by the line

ABCD (or axis of the figure), which replaces the circle in the general case.

82. If the points A, B, G, D are taken in order on the line, then the points

R, S, T are all real, viz., the point R is situate, on one side or the other, outside

AD, but the points S and T are each of them situate between B and C; the circles

.ft and T are real, but the circle S hsis its radius a pure imaginary quantity.

83. If one of the four points, suppose D, is at infinity on the line, then the

antipoints of {A, D), of {B, D), and of (C, D) are each of them the two points (/, J).
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It would at first sight appear that the only conditions for the circles R, S, T were

the conditions of passing through the antipoints of {B, C), of (G, A), and of {A, B}

respectively, and that these circles thus became indeterminate; but in fact the definition

of the circles is then as follows, viz., R has its centre at A, and passes through the

antipoints of {B, C): (whence squared radius = AB . AC). And similarly, /S has its

centre at B, and passes through antipoints of (G, A), (squared radius =BA.BG); and

T has its centre at G, and passes through antipoints of {A, B), (squared radius

= GA . GB) ; these three circles cut each other at right angles. As before, A, B, G
being in order on the line, the circles R, T are real, but the circle S has its radius a

pure imaginary quantity.

84. That the circles are as just mentioned appears as follows: taking the line

as axis of uc, and a, b, c, d for the x coordinates of the four points respectively, then

the coordinates of A^, D^ are

\{a + (t), ±\i{a-d);

whence, m being arbitrary, the general equation of a circle through Ai, D^ is

af + y'- Imxz + [m (« + d) - ad] z^ = 0,

writing herein

this becomes

viz., for d = 00 it is

{x-azf + y^-k^z^ = 0,

which is a circle having A for its centre, and its radius an arbitrary quantity k. If

the circle passes through the antipoints of B, G, the coordinates of these are

^(b+c), ±^iib-c},
and we find

k' = [^{b + c)-a]'-i{b-cy = (a-b)(a-c).

8.5. Reverting to the general case of four points A, B, G, D on a, line, the

theorem as to the confocal conies holds good under the form that, drawing any conic

whatever through (.4,, £,, <7,, D,), the points (.42, 5,, G^, Dj), and (.43, B,, G^, A) lie

in confocal conies, these conies have their centre on the line, and axes in the direction

of and perpendicular to the line. When i) is at infinity, the confocal conies become

any three concentric circles through {B„ Gi), (G^, A^, and {A,, B^) respectively.

Article Nos. 86 to 91. The Involution of Four Gircles.

86. Consider any four points A, B, G, D, the centres of circles denoted by these

same letters, and let 21°, W, 6°, 3)" signify as usual, viz., if (in orthogonal coordinates)

(a, a, 1) are the coordinates of the centre, and a" the radius of the circle A, then

a' stands for (x-azy+(y-a'zy-a"'z\ and the like for W, 6°, 2)°. Write also

a : b : c : d = BGD : - GDA : DAB : - ABG,

C. VI. 64

r= + y^-'2 (a - ^j xz+L^'-kf-^'^ ^^ = 0,
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so that

d. d', 1 :
— a. a', 1

a, a', 1 b. v. 1

b, V, 1 c, c', 1

•where BCD, &c., are the triangles formed by the points (S, C, D), &c. ; the anal)rtical

expressions are

b : c : d = b, b', 1 : — c, c', 1

c, c', 1 d, d', 1

d, d', 1 a, a', 1

a+b+c+d=0,
&a + b6 + cc +dd = 0,

aa' + b6' + cc' + dd' = 0;

this being so, it is clear that we have

ar + b53° + cr + d2)° =

z' [a (a" + a'» - a"') + h{¥ + fe'» - b"") + c (c= + c'^ - c"») + d(d' + d'' - d"»)] = Kz', = K,

a constant.

87. I am not aware that in the general case there is any convenient expression

for this constant K; it is =0 when the four circles have the same orthotomic circle

;

in fact, taking as origin the centre of the orthotomic circle, and its radius to be = 1,

we have
a'' + a''-a"^ = l, &c.,

whence
Z = a + b + c + d = ;

that is, if the circles A, B, C, D have the same orthotomic circle, then 21°, 33°, (5°, D°,

a, b, c, d, signifying as above, we have

a2l° + bg3° + cr+dl)° = 0,

and, in particular, if the circles reduce themselves to the points A, B, C, D respectively,

then (writing as usual 21, 33, g, 2) in place of 21°, 33°, 6°, 2)°) if the four points

A, B, C, D are on a circle, we have

a2l + b33 + cS + d'D = 0.

88. This last theorem may be regarded as a particular case of the theorem

a,n + h^+c(i + d1)=Kz' = K,

viz., the four circles reducing themselves to the points A, B, G, D, we can find for

the constant K an expression which will of course vanish when the points are on a

circle. For this purpose, let the lines BG, AD meet in R, the lines GA, BD in 8,

and the lines AB, GD in T ; we may, to fix the ideas, consider ABGD as forming

a convex quadrilateral, R and T will then be the exterior centres, 8 the interior

centre; a, b, c, d, may be taken equal to BGD, -GDA, DAB, —ABG, where the areas

BGD, &a, are each taken positively. The expression a9l + b33 + c6 + d!D has the same
value, whatever is the position of the point P (x, y, ^ = 1); taking this point at R,

and writing for a moment

RA = a, RB = 0, RG = y, RD = S,
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= J 2^ sin ii (/37 - aS) (7 - /9) (S - a),

BCD = {RCD - RBD) = ^jBZ) {RC - RB) sin R = (y-^)S sin R,

with similar expressions for the other triangles; and we thus have

a^{'y — ^)B\

-3HB -a)7
aSl + bqS + cS + d!D = i^= . sin ii J

-8n7-/3)«,

that is, replacing a, y8, 7, 8, by their values, and writing also z=l, we have

a2l + bS + eg + d2) = i sin ii . (RB .RG-RA. RD) BC.AD,

where ^ an R. BC.AD is in fact the area of the quadrilateral ABGD; we have thus

a% + h^ + c{i + d'S^ = (RB.RO-RA.RD)a
= (SG.SA -SB .SD)D

= {TA.TB-TG .TD)U

where it is to be observed that <Si-4, SG being measured in opposite directions from

8, must be considered, one as positive, the other as negative, and the like as regards

SB, SD. This expression for tbe value of the constant is due to Mr Crofton. In the

particular case where A, B, G, D, are on a circle, we have as before

a2( + b33+ce + dS) = 0.

89. If the four points A, B, G, D, are on a circle, then, taking as origin the

centre of this circle and its radius as unity, the circular coordinates of the four points

will be

(«.^.i), (a^.i). (7,^,1), (8.^1).

the corresponding forms of 21°, &c., being

W={^-az){ri-^^- a"^z\ &c.

the expressions for a, b, c, d, observing that we have

/8, /9-',

7. 7"'.

1

1

1

^7S

S, 8->, 1

1. /3, ^
1, 7. 7"

1, S, 8'

"/378
(/378), &c.

if 0878), &c. denote (/8 - 7) (7 - 8) (8 - /3), &c., become

a : b : c : d = 0(^878) : - ^{yha) : 7(8a/9) : -Sia^y),

which are convenient formulae for the case in question.

64—2
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90. If the points A, B, C, D, are on a line, then taking this line for the axis of

x, we may write 21' = (x — azy 4- y' - a"''2^, &c. It is to be remarked here that we can,

without any relation whatever between the radii of the circles, satisfy the equation

ar + b33°+cr + d!D° = 0;

in fact this will be the case if we have

a +b +c +d =0,

aa +hb +cc + dd =0,

a (a» - a"') + h(¥- b"') + c (c» - c"^) + d(d'- d"") = 0,

equations which determine the ratios a : b : c : d. In the case where the circles reduce

themselves to the points A, B, C, D, these equations become

a +b +c +d =0,

&a +hb + cc + dd = 0,

aa= + hb^ + cc= + d# = 0,

giving

a : b : c : d = (bed) : — (cda) : (dab) : — (abc)
;

if for shortness (bed), &c. stand for (b — c) (c — d) (d — b), &c. ; and for these values, we
have

a2l +b33 +cg +dD =0.

91. A very noticeable case is when the four circles are such that the foregoing

values of (a, b, c, d) also satisfy the equation

a2l° + b35° + cS° + dD° =0;

the condition for this is obviously

fM"' + U"' + cc"'+dd"' =0;

or, as it may also be written,

(a-b)(a-c)(a-d) (b-c)(b-d)(b-a) (c-d)(c-a)(c-b)'^(d-a)(d-b)(d-c) '

Article No. 92. On a Locus connected with the foregoing Properties.

92. If, as above, A, B, C, D are any four points, and 21, 33, @, 3) are the

squared distances of a current point P from the four points respectively, then the

locus of the foci of the conies which pass through the four points is the teti-azomal

curve _
a V2f+ b VS + c a/S + d V^ = 0.

In fact the sum a2l + bS3 + cS + d3) has, it has been seen, a constant value for all

positions of the point P ; taking P to be the other focus, its squared distances are

(k — ^Ay, &c., whence for the first-mentioned focus we have

a2l + b53 + cS + d!D = &(k-'^^y + h(k - \/S)» + c (ib - Vg)» + d (k

-

"/;£)=

;
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or recollecting that a + b + c + d = 0, it follows that we have for the locus in question

a VSl + b VS + c V@ + d V'D = ; this locus will be discussed in the sequel. I remark

here, that in the case where the four points are on a circle, then (as mentioned above),

the axes of the several conies are in the same fixed directions ; there are thus two sets

of foci, those on the axis in one direction, and those on the axis in the other direction

;

it might therefore be anticipated, and it will appear, that in this case the tetrazomal

breaks up into two trizomal curves.

Article Noa 93 to 98. FormuUe as to the two Sets (A, B, G, D), and {A^, j5j, 0^, A),

each of four Goncyclic Points.

93. Consider the four points A, B, G, D on a circle, then taking, as before, their

circular coordinates to be (a, a', 1), (/3, /3', 1), (7, 7', 1), (8, 8', 1), the condition that

the points may be on a circle is

1, a, a', aa' =0,

1. 7. 7'. 77'

1, s, a', S8'

viz., this equation may be written

(i8-7)(a-8) : (7 -«)(/9 -«) : (a-/8)(7-8)

= (^-7')(«'-S') : W-a'){^-h') : (a' - ^') (V - «')

;

or if, for shortness, we take

a = 0-y, f=<x-B, a' = ^-y, /' = a'-S',

6=7-a, g = 0-B, b'=y'-a', ^ = &-S,
c = a-/S, h = y-B, c'=a:-^, h' = y'-S',

and consequently

then the equation is

af+bg + ch=^0, a'f + b'ff' + c'h' = i),

a =g-h, a' =g'-h',

b =h-f, b' =h'-f',

c =/-5'. C =f'-9',
a +b +c =0, a' +b' +c' =0,

af:bg:ch= a'/' : b'g' : c'h'.

94. Let a, b, c, d, denote as before (a : b : c : d=BGD : - GDA : DAB : -ABG),
then we have

d = A /S', 1 :
-

7. 7', 1

8, 8', 1

7. 7> 1

8, 8', 1

a, a', 1

8, 8', 1

a, a', 1

A /8', 1

a, «', 1

0, /3', 1

7. 7'. 1
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a= . , ah'-a'h, a^-a'g, gh'-g'h,

h = bh'-b'h, . , b/'-b'f, hf'-h'f.

c=cy'-c>, cf'-c'f, . , fg'-fg.

d = cb'—c'b, ac'—a'c, ba' — b'a, . ,

viz., the expressions in the same horizontal line are equal, and a, b, c, d are pro-

portional to the expressions in the four lines respectively.

95. I say that we have

viz., this will be the case if

«ra = ^'b = ^'c=-^^'d,
ah bh a/ ah

bc'& = hg'd,

ac'h = hf'd,

a'bc=fg'd,

and selecting the convenient expressions for a, b, c, d, these equations become

be' {gh' -g'h) = g'h (cb' -c'b),

ac'{hf'-h'f)=fh{ac'-a'c),

a'b(fg'-f'g)=fg'{ba'-b'a).

viz., these equations are respectively bgc'h' = b'g'ch, cha'f = c'h'af, afb'^ = o-'/'bg, and are

consequently satisfied. It thus appears that the equation

d

I m 11

+ b
+ -

a c

is transformable into

ah oh af ab

which is of course one of a system of similar forms.

c'f' c'g' a'f f'g'

96. Take (il,. A) the antipoints of (A, D); (B„ C,) the antipoints of {B, C)\

or say that the circular coordinates of Ai, £,, C,, D^ are (a, S', 1), (y3, 7', 1), (7, /9', 1),

(S, a', 1) respectively; the points A^, B^, C„ A are, as above mentioned, on a circle,

the condition that this may be so being in fact

1, a, «', aS' =0,

1, A 7', ySy

1. 7. ^'. 7/8'

1, 8, a'. Sa'

af : bg : ch = a'f : b'g' : c'h'.

equivalent to
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97. Let (ai, bj, c,, di) be the corresponding quantities to (a, b, c, d), viz,,

a, : bi : Ci : di = 5i(7iA : — CiA-^, : A-^iA : -A^Bfi,; we have

ai : bi : Ci : d, = A 7, 1 :
-

7. ^'. 1 :
S, a', 1 :

- a, S', 1

7> /8'. 1 B, 0', 1 a, 8'. 1 yS, 7', 1

S, a', 1 a, 8', 1 ^, y, 1 7. /3'. 1

giving rise to a similar set of forms

a, = . , —ac' + ha', a'g + b'a, — c'g — h'h,

\ = -c'h- g'h, . , -f'b - g'f, -f'h + c'f,

C = 6'c + h'g, -f'c + h'f, . , f'g + g'f,

dj = g'c + h'h, — h'a + a'c, — a'b — g'a, . ,

and leading to

a'c'^~ c'g'^' o:f'^~ a'g'^"

so that the equation

is transformable into

a, bi
+

Ci

Pi -
d,

= 0,

cf 1 ' eg a/" fff n
ac eg aj ag

98. Let A, B, C, D, be, as above, points on a circle; {A^, A) and (5,, (7,) the

antipoints of {A, D), (B, C) respectively. Write

2l=(^-az)(7;-a'^), f&,=(^-az)(r,-8'z),

35 = (^ - ^z) iv
- 18'0). S3, = (^ - /3^) (^ - iz ),

6=(?-7^)('7-7'^). S. =(f-7^)('?-/3'4

2) = (f-8^)(^-8'4 'D, = (r-S^)('?-a'0;

then we have identically

(S-a)(S'-a')S3 =(/3-S)(,8'-5')2l + (^-a)(^'-a')2)-(/3-S)(^'-a')2l,-(y8-a)(^'-S')3)„

(S - a) (S' - a') S = (7 - S) (7' - S') 21 + (7 - «) (7 - «') 3) -(7 -8)(7' -«')2li-(7 -«)(7' -S')25„

(S-a)(S'-aOa5. = (/3-S)(7'-S')2t + (/8-«)(7'-«')2)-(/3-S)(7'-a')2l,-(^-a)(7'-S')5)„

(S_a)(S'-a')6. =(7 -S)(/3'-S')2t + (7 -a)(^'-a')2)-(7-8)08'-a')Sl:-(7-a)(/S'-S')2)u

or, in the foregoing notation,

//33 = gg'% + cc'D + gd^, + c^-'S),,

//6 = hh:%. + 66'2) - hh'%^ - bh'^„

ff^i = gh'^ - cb'S) - gb'iU + cA'D,,

//6, = A^'Sl - 6c'D + Ac'2l, - hg"S:>,.
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Article No8. 99 to 104. Further Properties in relation to the same Sets

{A, B, C, D) and (A„ B„ C„ A).

99. It is to be shown that in virtue of these equations, and if moreover - + irH 1-3 = 0,abed
then it is possible to find li, mj, n^, p,, such that we have identically

-M + m53 + n6 - pD + Z,2I, - m,SB, - ni6. + p,!D, = 0.

This equation \vill in fact be identically true if only

—ffl+gg'in + hh'n . — gh'm^ — g'htu = 0,

' cc'm + hh'n —ffj> • + ci'nj, + hc'ui = 0,

gc'tn — hh'n + ff'li + gh'nii — hc'n, = 0,

cg'm — hh'n . + c/i'm, + hg'jii +Xfpi = 0.

From the first and second equations eliminating m, or «, , the other of these quantities

disappears of itself, and we thus obtain two equations which must be equivalent to

a single one, viz,, we have

bc'ffl + c'g'afm + bh a'f'n + g'h/f'p = 0.

b'cffl + cga'f'm + h'h'afn + gh'ffp = ;

which equations may also be written

c'f' c'g' a'f f'g' ^

ah oh af ao ^

a'h'^^b'h''"^a'f'''^a'b'P-^'

and it thus appears that the equations are equivalent to each other, and to the

assumed relation

L + ^^ + -^p 0.abed
100. Similarly, from the third and fourth equations eliminating m or n, the other

of these quantities disappears of itself, and we find

'^U'ffl'i - cga'frth + afc'g'ih - dgffp, = 0,

hKffU - ufb'h'm, + hha'fX - h'hffp, = 0,

equations which may be written

cf , eg af fa

ac eg af ga^

f'h' b'h' a'f b'g

ah bg af ab
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where we see that the two equations are equivalent to each other and to the

equation

= 0.h.+'^ + ^+P}..
ai bj Ci dj

It thus appears that the quantities li, m^, Ui, pi, must satisfy this last equation. It

is to be observed that the first and second equations being, as we have seen, equivalent

to a single equation, either of the quantities vii, «i, may be assumed at pleasure, but

the other is then determined ; the thii-d and fourth equations then give ^i , pi ; and the

quantities li, nh, «i, Pi, so obtained, satisfy identically the equation — + t-H 1-^^ = 0.

&l Dj Ci Qi

101. Now writing

and

we find

j^Zj =-g (c'm + b'nii) + h (b'n + c'rh),

ffPi = - c {g'm - h'm,) + b {h'n - g'tii),

ffp = c (c'm + 6'7na) + 6 (6'n + c'wi),

ffl = g{g'm-h'm,)+h(h'n-g'ni),

that is

f'P (^Pi -lp)=- (bg + ch) [(c'm + b'mj) (h'n - g'n,) + {g'm - h'm^) {b'n + c'nO],

= {hg + ch) {b'^ + c'h' ) {miU^ — mn),

= aa'Jf' {m^ni — mn),

ff {hpi — Ip) = eta' (mi^ti — mn)

viz., this equation is satisfied identically by the values of l^, m,, n,, p, determined as

above.

102. Hence if mini = mn, we have also liPi=lp, and we can determine mj, n^, so

that TWin, shall =mn, viz., in the first or second of the four equations (these two being

equivalent to each other, as already mentioned), writing m, = On, and therefore "i = ^ m,

we have

—^l + gg'm + hh'n — gh'nO — g'hm ^ = 0,

cc'm + bb'n -ffp + cb'n0 + bc'm ^ = 0,
o

which are, in fact, the same quadric equation in 0, viz., we have

-^l + gg'm + hh'n _ _g^ _ _9^
cc'm + bb'n —ffp ~ cb'

~
be'

The final result is that there are two sets of values of Zj, m,,, ni, pi, each satisfying

the identity

-m + m33 + n(E-p'S> + 1,% - m,SBi - n.S. + /jjS), = 0,

c. VI. 65
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and for each of which we have

a, bi Or d,
«- r-

103. Consider, in particular, the case where ^ = ; the relation

here becomes

The equation in is

viz., this is

giving

or else

abed
, oo' a'h

(cc'm + Wn) + ch'n0^ + hc'm = 0,

{c0-irc'm){h'n0 + h) = Q,

. b hn cm
e = -- , m, = -- , «x = -y.

._ c'm _ e'm _ Vn

on c

Since in the present case hpi = 0, we have either ii = 0, or else pi = 0, and as might

be anticipated, the two values of correspond to these two cases respectively, viz.,

proceeding to find the values of ij, p^, the completed systems are

n h
J

a ( , ,,, \ hn cm _
=— , ti = T—f, \ccm — obn\, wii = , "i = ~ t" > /'i = ">

a dm „ „ y dm , h'n , a! ( , ,,, \
^ = -j,^, ^1 = , m\ = --^, jii = -y, pi = ^,j^\ccm-bbnj,

so that for the first system we have

a, bi Ci

and for the second system

"^^ + — +^ = 0, m\n\ = mn, -M + m^ + nd _p\3), + m\55, + n\S,.
b, Ci d,

104. The whole of the foregoing investigation would have assumed a more simple

form if the circular coordinates had been taken with reference to the centre of the

circle ABGD as origin, and the radius of this circle been put = 1 ; we should then

have 01=-, &c., and consequently

«'=-i«'
^'=-^^'

''=-h'' ^'=-h-^' ^=-A^' ^'^^-^B^''

but the symmetrical relation of the cii-cles ABCD and A^BfiiDi would not have been

so clearly shown.
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I will however give the investigation in this simplified foiTn, for the identity

— Z2l + m55 + nS = — Zj2l + m^ + n^ ; viz., in this case we have

a B(y-a){a-B) 7 (a -/3)(a -7)
'

and the identity to be satisfied is

writing ^=az, r) = -^z, we find nii, and writing ^ = az, tj = -z, we find Wi, and it is

P y
then easy to obtain the value of li, viz., the results are

I, _ m (g - ^)(/3 - 7) n (^ - 7)(7- a) ^__„7j^ „_ ^a-/3
8~y8 (7-a)(a-S)'^7(a-/3)(a-8)' ^'~ 'a-^' ^~ '"7-a'

and therefore mi«, = ?nn; it may be added that we have

_^_^7 /Wi Wi\

8~a-8 1,7"^8/''

viz., this is the form assumed by the equation — + t— + — = 0.
&! Dj Ci

Part III. (Nos. 105 to 157). On the Theory of Foci.

Article Nos. 105 to 110. Eocplanation of the General Theory.

105. If from a focus of a conic we draw two tangents to the curve, these pass

respectively through the two circular points at infinity, and we have thence the

generalised definition of a focus as established by Plucker, viz., in any curve a

focus is a point such that the lines joining it with the two circular points at infinity

are respectively tangents to the curve; or, what is the same thing, if from each of

the circular points at infinity, say from the points /, J, tangents are drawn to the

curve, the intersections of each tangent from the one point with each tangent from

the other point are the foci of the curve. A curve of the class n has thus in

general n' foci. It is to be added that, as in the conic the line joining the points

of contact of the two tangents from a focus is the directrix corresponding to that

focus, so in general the line joining the points of contact of the tangents from the

focus through the points /, / respectively is the directrix corresponding to the focus

in question.

65— 2
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106. A circular point at infinity / or J, may be an ordinary or a singular

point on the curve, and the tangent at this point then counts, or, in the case of

a multiple point, the tangents at this point count a certain number of times, say

q times, among the tangents which can be drawn to the curve from the point; the

number of the remaining tangents is thus =n — q. In particular, if the circular point

at infinity be an ordinary point, then the tangent counts twice, or we have 9 = 2; if

it be a node, each of the tangents counts twice, or g = 4 ; if it be a cusp, the tangent

counts three times, or q = 'i. Similarly, if the other circular point an infinity be an

ordinary or a singular point on the curve, the tangent or tangents there count a certain

number of times, say q[ times, among the tangents to the curve from this point

;

the number of the remaining tangents is thus = n — 5'. And if as usual we disregard

the tangents at the two points /, J respectively, and attend only to the remaining

tangents, the number of the foci is =(n — q) (n — q').

107. Among the tangents from the point / or J there may be a tangent which,

either from its being a multiple tangent (that is, a tangent having ordinary contact

at two or more distinct points), or from being an osculating tangent at one or more

points, counts a certain number of times, say r, among the tangents from the point

in question. Similarly, if among the tangents from the other point J or /, there is

a tangent which counts / times, then the foci are made up as follows, viz. we have

Intersections of the two singular tangents counting as , r'r foci.

Intersections of the first singular tangent with each of

the ordinary tangents from the other circular point at

infinity, as (n — 9' — /) r „

Do. for second singular tangent, {n—q—r)r'„

Intersections of the ordinary tangents . . . . {n — q — r){n — q' — r') „

Giving together the {n — q) {n — q') foci

:

and the like observation applies to the more general case where the tangents from

each of the points /, J include more than one singular tangent.

108. There is yet another case to be considered ; the line infinity may be an

ordinary or a singular tangent to the curve : assuming that it counts s times among
the tangents from either of the circular points at infinity, the numbers of the

remaining tangents are n — q — s, n—q' — s from the two points /, J respectively, and

the number of foci is =(n— q — s)(n — q' — s).

109. In the case of a real curve the two points /, / are related in the same

manner to the curve, and we have therefore q = q' ; the singular tangents (if any)

from the two points respectively being the same as well in character as in number.

Writing n — q — s = n—q' — s, =p, and not for the present attending to the case of

singular tangents, I shall assume that the number of tangents to the curve from each

of the two points is =p; the number of foci is thus = p' ; and to each focus there

corresponds a directrix, viz., this is the line through the points of contact of the

tangents from the focus to the two points /, J respectively.
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110. Consider any two foci A, B not in lined with either of the points /, J,

then joining these with the points /, /, and taking ^i, Bi the intersections of AI, BJ
and of A J, BI i^A^, B^ being therefore by a foregoing definition the antipoints of {A, B)),

then Ai, B^ are, it is clear, foci of the curve. We may out of the p' foci select, and

that in 1.2..p different ways, a system of p foci such that no two of them lie

in lined with either of the points /, J; and this being so, taking the antipoints of

each of the \p{p — V) pairs out of the p foci, we have, inclusively of the p foci, in

all p+2.\p{p—V), that is p"^ foci, the entire system of foci.

Article Nos. Ill to 117. On the Foci of Conies.

111. A conic is a curve of the class 2, and the number of foci is thus =4.

Taking as foci any two points A, B, the remaining two foci will be the antipoints

Ai, Bi. In order that a given point A may be a focus, the conic must touch the

lines AI, AJ; similarly, in order that a gjiven point B may be a focus, the conic

must touch the lines BI, BJ; the equation of a conic having the given points A, B
for foci contains therefore a single arbitrary parameter.

112. In the case, however, of the parabola the curve touches the line infinity;

there is consequently from each of the points /, J only a single tangent to the

curve, and consequently only one focus : the parabola having a given point A for its

focus is a conic touching the line infinity and the lines AI, AJ, or say the three

sides of the triangle AIJ; its equation contains therefore two arbitrary parameters.

113. Returning to the general conic, there are certain trizomal forms of the focal

equation, not of any great interest, but which may be mentioned. Using circular

coordinates, and taking (a, a', 1) and (/8, /3', 1) for the coordinates of the given foci

A, B respectively, the conic touches the lines ^ — az = 0, rj — a.'z = 0, ^ — ^2=0,
f) — ^z = ; the equation of a conic touching the first three lines is

V^ (I - OLz) + -JmiJ^-^z) + Vw (t; - aiz) = 0,

where I, m, n are arbitrary, and it is easy to obtain, in order that the conic may
touch the fourth line t) — ffz = 0, the condition

n = -^--^,{m-l).

114. In fact, n having this value, the equation gives

l{!i-az) + m{^-^z) + 2^lm{^-az){^-^z) = -^^,~^^{m-l){r,-^'z+{^'-a')z),

and taking over the term

& -a

this gives

{m-l){^-a')z, =(0-a)(m-l)z,

l(^-^z) + m(^-az)+2\/lm(^-az)(^-^z) = -^-^,{m-l){r,-^'z).
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which puts in evidence the tangent rj — ffz. It is easy to see that the equation may

be written in any one of the four forms

Vi (f-az) + -JiM^M + /^-^^^^{rn-t)(:n-o^z) = 0,

-//(,- a'^)+ Vm(^- /3'^) + z^-1^ (m - (^ - o^ ) = 0,

Vt^Tc^^::^)+ vT(^^r^)
+^-1^ ^' (m - (? - /3z) = 0,

viz., in forms containing any three of the four radicals Vf — az, Vf— yS^, "Jrj — a'z,

"Ji) — /8'^. The conic is thus expressed as a trizomal curve, the zomals being each a

line, viz., they are any three out of the four focal tangents; the order of the curve,

as deduced from the general- expression 2''~^r, is = 2 ; so that there is here no depression

of order.

115. But the ordinary form of the focal equation is a more interesting one ; viz.,

?(, SB being as usual the squared distances of the current point fi'om the two given

foci respectively, say

then 2a being an aibitrary parameter, the equation is

2a5 + VI+VS=0,

viz., the equation is here that of a trizomal curve, the zomals being curves of the

second order, that is, the zomals are (^'' = 0) the line infinity twice, and the line-pairs

AI, AJ and BI, BJ respectively: the general expression 2''~^r gives therefore the oi-der

= 4 ; but in the present case there are two branches, viz., the branches

2a^ + V3l-\/S=0, 2a^-V2J + V8 = 0,

each ideally containing {z = 0) the line infinity ; the curve contains therefore (2'^ = 0)

the line infinity twice, and omitting this factor the order is = 2, as it should be.

116. To express the equation by means of the other two foci A^, iJ,, writing the

equation under the form

2l + 33 + 2VsIS-4aV = 0,

and then if 21,, S5, ai-e the squared distances of the current point from Ai, B^

respectively, we have {ante. No. 65),

2133 = 21,33,,

Sl + 33-2r,-33, = ;t«S
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where k is the squared distance of the foci A, B, =4<a^^ suppose: whence putting

a*(l — e^) = 6-, the equation becomes

2lj + 58a + 2 "^Wi -^b'z- = 0,

that is

which is the required new form. It is hardly necessary to remark that the equation

2az+ ^2(4-^33 = 0, putting therein z = l, and expressing 91, 33 in rectangular coordinates

measured along the axes, is the ordinary focal equation 2a = V(a; — oeY +y^ + ^^(« + aef + y^.

117. I remark that the equation 2a^+ ^21+ V33 =0 gives rise to ia^z'- + 91-S +4a^'v/?I=0,

but here 21 — 33 = — iaexz, so that the equation contains z = 0, and omitting this it

becomes {az—ea;) + '/M= 0, a bizomal form, being a curve of the order = 2, as it should

be; this is in fact the ordinary equation in regard to a focus and its directrix.

Article Nos. 118 to 123. Theorem of the Variable Zomal as applied to a Conic.

118. The equation 2kz + VW + '^^'^ = is in like manner that of a conic; in

fact, this would be a curve of the order := 4, but there are as before the two branches

2i-z + V2r - \^° = 0, 2kz-'JW + '/W' = 0, each ideally containing {z = 0) the line infinity,

and the order is thus reduced to be =2. Each of the circles W = 0, 33° = is a

circle having double contact with the conic (this of course implies that the centre of

the circle is on an axis of the conic). We may if we please start fi-om the form

24^ + ^21+^33=0, and then by means of the theorem of the variable zomal introduce

into the equation one, two, or three such circles.

119. It is in this point of view that I will consider the question, viz., adapting

the formula to the case of the ellipse, and starting from the form

2az + V(a; - aezf + y^ + '^(x+ aezy +f = 0,

the equation of the variable zomal or circle of double contact may be taken to be

4aV {x - aezf + y^ (x + aez^ +y' ^^2+ T^T^ + 1+^^ ^'

where ^ is an arbitrary parameter ; writing for greater simplicity z = l, and reducing,

the equation is

(x-qaey+f-=^b''(l-q'').

120. If 5<1, then writing 5'=sin^, we obtain the ellipse

as the envelope of the variable circle

{x - ae sin Of + y"-=b' cos^ 0,
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viz., of a circle having its centre on the major axis at a distance =ac sin ^ from the

centre, and its radius = b cos 6. (I notice, in passing, that this gives in practice a

very convenient graphical construction of the ellipse.) It may be remarked that for

= ± 8in~'e, the circle becomes

/ b' V 6*

(-±(a-f))-Hy' = 5.

viz., this is the circle of curvature at one or other of the extremities of the major

axis ; as passes from to ± sin~'e we have a series of real circles, which, by their

continued intersection, generate the ellipse ; as d increases from 6= ± sin~' e to ± 90°,

the circles continue real, but the consecutive circles no longer intersect in any real

point,—and ultimately for 6—± 90°, the circles become evanescent at the two foci

respectively.

121. In the case </ > 1, we have a real representation of

(x-qaey + y' + ly'iq^-l),

as the squared distance of the point (x, y) from a point {X, 0, Z) out of the plane

of the figure, viz., putting this = (a; — Xf +y^ + Z^,

we have
qae = X, Z^=:¥{q--1),

whence
<X

or, what is the same thing.

a" - b' y
= 1;

that is, the locus is the focal hyperbola, viz., a hyperbola in the plane of za;, having

its vertices at the foci, and its foci at the vertices of the ellipse.

122. If instead of the form first considered, we start from the trizomal form

2bz + y/ar' + (y- aeiz)' + '/af + (y+ aeizf = 0,

then we have the zomal or circle of double contact under the form

!e' + (:y-qaeif=^a?{l-q^);

or putting herein q = — i tan ^, this is

a? + {y — ae tan ^f = a? sec' <^

;

so that we have the ellipse as the envelope of a variable circle having its centre

on the minor axis of the ellipse, distance from the centre = ae tan
<f>,

and radius

= asec^. This is, in fact, Gergonne's theorem, according to which the ellipse is

the secondary caustic or orthogonal trajectory of rays issuing from a point and

refiw5ted at a right line into a rarer medium. It is to be remarked that for

tan ^ = ± Y > ^^^ equation of the circle is

^-(y±(»-?>y-f.
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viz., this is the circle of curvature at one or other extremity of the minor axis; from

<f>
= i) to (j}= ± tan~'

-J-
, the intersections of the consecutive circles are real, and give

the entire real ellipse ; from <j)=± tan~' -r to = ± 90", the circles are still real, but

the intersections of consecutive circles are imaginary.

123. If in the equation of the generating circle we interchange x, y, a, b, the

equation becomes

(x — aei tan <f>y + y° = h- sec-
(f>,

which is (as it should be) equivalent to the former equation

{x - ae sin ey + y^ = h' cos 6,

the identity being established by means of the equation

cos 6 = r , and therefore sva.d = i tan <fc, tan 6 = 1 sin <f),

cos <^
^ ^

which is Jacobi's imaginary transformation in the theory of Elliptic Functions.

Article Nos. 124 to 126. Fpd of the Circular Cubic and the Bidrcular Quartic.

124. For a cubic curve, the class is in general =6, and the number of the

foci is = 36. But a specially interesting case is that of a circular cubic, viz., a cubic

f»assing through each of the circular points at infinity. Here, at each of the cii'cular

points at infinity, the tangent at this point reckons twice among the tangents to the

curve from the point ; the number of the remaining tangents is thus = 4, and the

number of the foci is = 16. If from any two points whatever on the curve tangents

be drawn to the curve, then the two pencils of tangents are, and that in four

different ways, homologous to each other, viz., if the tangents of the first pencil are

(1, 2, 3, 4), and those of the second pencil, taken in a proper order, are (1', 2', 3', 4'),

then we have (1, 2, 3, 4) homologous with each of the arrangements (1', 2', 3', 4'),

(2', 1', 4', 3'), (3', 4', 1', 2'), (4', 3', 2', 1'). And in each case the intersections of the

four corresponding tangents lie on a conic passing through the two given points on

the curve (').

' It may be remarked that if the equation of the first pencil of lines be

(x - ay) {x -by)(x- cy) (x - dy)=0,

and that of the second pencil

{z-aw){z-bw){z-cw)(z—dw)=0,

then the equations of four conies are
xw-yz=0,

(a + d-b-c)xz + (bc-ad) {xic+yz) + {ad{b+ c)-bc {a+ d))yiB=0,

{b+ d-c--a)zz + {ca-bd){xw+yz) + {bd(e+a)-ea{b + d))yw=0,

{c + d - a - b)xz + {ab - cd) {xiB +yz)+ {cd {a+ b) - ab (c+ d))ytc=0.

c. VI. 66
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125. Hence taking the points on the curve to be the circular points at infinity,

we have the sixteen foci lying in fours upon four different circles—that is, we have

four tetrads of concyclic focL Let any one of these tetrads be A, B, C, D, then if

Antipoints of (B, C)(A, D) are (JS,, C,), U,, A),

(0, A)(B, D) „ (0,, A,), (B,, A),

(A,B){C, D) „ {A„ A), (C,, A),

the four tetrads of concyclic foci are

A, B, C, D;

Ai, Bi, u,, A;

^2, ijj, Oj, X^j

;

As, B3, C3, A-

It is to be observed that ii A, B, C, 1) are any four points on a circle, then ifj as

above, we pair these in any manner, and take the antipoints of each pair, the four

antipoints lie on a circle, and thus the original system A, B, C, D, of four points on

a circle, leads to the remaining three systems of four points on a circle. The theory

is in fact that already discussed ante, No. 72 e< seq.

126. The preceding theory applies without alteration to the bicircular quartic,

viz., the quartic curve which has a node at each of the circular points at infinity.

The class is here =8, but among the tangents from a node each of the two tangents

at the node is to be reckoned twice, and the number of the remaining tangents is

= 4: the number of foci is =16. And, by the general theorem that in a binodal

quartic the pencils of tangents from the two nodes respectively ai'e homologous, the

sixteen foci are related to each other precisely in the manner of the foci of the

circular cubic. The latter is in fact a particular case of the former, viz., the bicircular

quartic may break up into the line infinity, and a circular cubic.

Article Nos. 127 to 129. Centre of the Circular Cubic, and Nodo-Foci, <Sec. of the

Bicircular Quartic.

127. The tangents at I, J have not been recognised as tangents from /, /, giving

by their intersection a focus, but it is necessary in the theory to pay attention to the

tangents in question. It is clear that these tangents are in fact asymptotes—viz., in

the case of the circular cubic they are the two imaginary asymptotes of the curve,

and in the case of a bicircular quartic, the two pairs of imaginary parallel asymptotes;

but it is convenient to speak of them as the tangents at /, J.

128. In the case of a circular cubic, the tangents at / and / meet in a point

which I call the centre of the curve, viz., this is the intersection of the two imaginary

asymptotes.
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129. In the case of a bicircular quartic, the two tangents at / and the two

tangents at ./ meet in four points, which (although not recognising them as foci) I

call the nodo-foci ; these lie in pairs on two lines, diagonals of the quadrilateral formed

by the four tangents (the third diagonal is of course the line IJ), which diagonals

I call the " nodal axes
;

" and the point of intersection of the two nodal axes is the

"centre" of the curve. The nodo-foci are four points, two of them real, the other two

imaginary, viz., they are two pairs of antipoints, the lines through the two pairs

respectively being, of course, the nodal axes; these are consequently real lines bisecting

each other at right angles in the centre (with the relation 1 : i between the distances).

The centre may also be defined as the intersection of the harmonic of IJ in regard

to the tangents at /, and the harmonic of this same line in regard to the tangents

at J. Speaking of the tangents as asymptotes, the nodo-foci are the angles of the

rhombus formed by the two pairs of parallel asymptotes; the nodal axes are the

diagonals of this rhombus, and the centre is the point of intersection of the two

diagonals; as such it is also the intersection of the two lines drawn parallel to and

midway between the lines forming each pair of parallel asymptotes.

Article No. 130. Circular Cubic and Bicircular Quartic ; the Aodal or Symmetrical

Case.

130. In a circular cubic jor bicircular quartic, the pencil of the tangents from

/ and that of the tangents through J, considered as corresponding to each other in

some one of the four arrangements, may be such that the line IJ considered as

belonging to the two pencils respectively shall correspond to itself, and when this is

so, the four foci, A, B, C, D, which are the intersections of the corresponding tangents

in question, will lie in a line (viz., the conic which exists in the general case will

break up into a line-pair consisting of the line TJ and another line). The line in

question may be called the focal axis; it will presently be shown that in the case of

the citcular cubic it passes through the centre, and that in the case of the bicircular

quartic it not only passes through the centre, but coincides with one or other of the

nodal axes, viz., with that passing through the real or the imaginary nodo-foci; that

is, the curve may have on the focal axis two real or else two imaginary nodo-foci.

The focal axis contains, as has been mentioned, four foci—the remaining twelve foci

are situate symmetrically, six on each side of the focal axis, the arrangement of the

sixteen foci being as mentioned ante, No. 81 et seq. ; the focal axis is in fact an

axis of symmetry of the curve, and if preferred it may be named the axis of symmetry,

transverse axis, or simply the axis. And the curve (circular cubic, or bicircular quartic)

is in this case a " symmetrical " or " axial " curve.

Article Nos. 131 to 140. Circular Cubic and Bicircular Quartic: Singular Forms.

131. The circular cubic may have a node or a cusp. If this were at one of the

points /, J the cui-ve would be imaginary, and I do not attend to the case ; and for

the same reason, for the bicircular quartic I do not attend to the case where one of

66—2
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the points /, / is a cusp. There remain then for the circular cubic and for the

bicircular quartic the cases where there is a node or a cusp at a real point of the

curve; and for the bicircular quartic the case where each of the points /, J is a

cusp—in general the curve has no other node or cusp, but it may besides have a

node or cusp at a real point thereof.

132. I consider first the case of the bicircular quartic where each of the points

I, J \8 a. cusp. The curve is in this case of necessity symmetrical ()—it is in fact

a Cartesian; viz., the Cartesian may be taken by definition to be a quartic curve

having a cusp at each of the circular points at infinity. But in this case, as dis-

tinguished from the general case of the bicircular quartic, there is an essential

degeneration of all the focal properties, and it is necessary to explain what these

become. The centre is evidently the intersection of the cuspidal tangents; the nodo-

foci (so far as they can be said to exist) coalesce with the centre, and they do not

in so coalescing determine any definite directions for the nodal axes; that is, there

are no nodal axes, and the only theorem in regard to the focal axis or axis of

symmetry is, that it passes through the centre. Of the four tangents through the

point /, one has come to coincide with the line IJ; and similarly, of the four

tangents through the point J oue has come to coincide with the line JI: there

remain only three tangents through / and three tangents through /, and these by

their intersections determine nine foci—viz., three foci A, B, G on the axis, and besides

(jB,, Ci) the antipoints of (B, C): (Cj, A^ the antipoints of (G, A) and {A^, jBj) the

antipoints of (-4, B).

133. The remaining seven foci have disappeared, viz., we may consider that one

of them has gone off to infinity on the focal axis, and that three pairs of foci have

come to coincide with the points /, J respectively. The circle (as in the general

case of a symmetrical quartic) has become a line, the focal axis ; the circles R, S, T
(contrary to what might at first sight appear) continue to be determinate circles, viz.,

these have their centres at A, B, G respectively, and pass through the points (5,, C,),

(Cj, Ai), and {A^, B^) respectively, see ante, No. 83. But on each of these cii-cles we

have not more than two proper foci, and it is only on the axis as representing the

circle that we have three proper foci, the axial foci A, B, G: in regard hereto it

is to be remarked that the equation of the curve can be expressed not only by

means of these three foci in the form Vi'2l + VmS + V w(J = ; but by means of any

two of them in the form ViJl + Vm33 +K =0, where iT is a constant, or, what is the

same thing (z being introduced for homogeneity in the expressions of 2( and 33

respectively), in the form VM + VmS + Kz- = 0.

134. Using for the moment the expression "twisted" as opposed to symmetrical

—

1 It will appear, poit Nos. 161—164, that if starting with three given points as the foci of a bicircular

quartic, we impose the condition that the nodes at I, J shall be each of them a cusp, then either the

qoartic will be the circle through the three points taken twice, in which case the assumed focal property of

the given three points disappears altogether, or else the three points must be in lined, and thus the curve be

symmetrical, that is, a Cartesian.
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(viz., the curve is twisted when there is not any axis of symmetry, but the foci lie

only on circles)—then the classification is

Circular Cubics, twisted,

„ „ symmetrical,

Bicircular Quartics, twisted,

("Ordinary,

„ „ symmetrical, -!
. .

I^Bicuspidal = Cartesian,

and each of these kinds may be general, nodal, or cuspidal—viz., for the two last

mentioned kinds there may be a node or a cusp at a real point of the curve.

1.S5. In the case of a node, say the point N ; first if the curve (circular cubic

or bicircular quartic) be twisted—then of the four foci A, B, C, D we have two,

suppose B and G, coinciding with N ; and the sixteen foci are as follows, viz.

B ,G , A , D ase N, N, A, D;

B„ (7„ At, A „ N, N, Antipoints of (A, D);

Ci, A J, Bi, Dj „ Antipoints of (iV, A), Antipoints of (iV, B) ;

A3, B3, O3, A ,. Do. do.

viz., we have the points (A, D) each once, the node N four times, the antipoints of

(A, D) once, and the antipoints of (N, A) and of (N, D), each pair twice. But

properly there are only four foci, viz., the points A, D and their antipoints. The

circle subsists as in the general case, and so does the circle R(BG, AD), viz., this

has for centre the intersection of the line AB by the tangent at N to the circle 0,

and it passes through the point N, of course cutting the circle at right angles

:

the circles S and T each reduce themselves each to the point iV considered as an

evanescent circle, or what is the same thing to the line-pair N'T, NJ.

136. The case is nearly the same if the curve be symmetrical, but in the case

of the bicircular quartic excluding the Cartesian : viz., we have on the axis the foci

B, G coinciding at N, and the other two foci A, B\ the sixteen foci are as above

—

and the circle R is determined by the proper construction as applied to the case in

hand, viz., the centre R is the intersection of the axis by the radical axis of the

point N (considered as an evanescent circle) and the circle on AB as diameter ; that

is RN^ = RA . RB. And the circles S and T reduce themselves each to the point N
considered as an evanescent circle.

137, Next if we have a cusp, say the point K: first if the curve (circular cubic

or bicircular quartic) be twisted—then of the four foci A, B, G, B, three, suppose

A, B, G, coincide with K; and the sixteen foci are as follows, viz.,

B , G , A , B are K, K, K, B,

B,, C,, At, A „ K, K, Antipoints of {K, B),

C,, A„, A, A „ Do. do.

A%, A. Gi, A ,. Do. do.
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viz., we have the point D once, the point K nine times, and the antipoints of K, D
three times. But properly the point D is the only focus. The circle is, it would

appear, any circle through K, D, but possibly the particular circle which touches the

cuspidal tangent may be a better representative of the circle of the general case

—

the circles R, S, T reduce themselves each to the point K considered as an evanescent

point.

138. The like is the case if the curve be symmetrical, but in the case of the

bicircular quartic excluding the Cartesian ; the circle is here the axis, which is in

fact the cuspidal tangent. %

139. For the Cartesian, if there is a node N; then of the three foci A, B, C,

two, suppose B and C, coincide with N; the nine foci are A once, iV four times, and

the antipoints of N, A twice : but properly the point A is the only focus. And if

there be a cusp K; then all the three foci A, B, G coincide with K\ and the nine

foci are K nine times; but in fact there is no proper focus.

140. A circular cubic cannot have two nodes unless it break up into a line and

circle ; and similarly a bicircular quartic cannot have two nodes (exclusive of course

of the points /, J) unless it break up into two circles; the last-mentioned case will

be considered in the sequel in reference to the problem of tactions.

Article No. 141. As to the Analytical Theory for tlie Circular Cubic and the Bicircular

Quartic respectively.

141. It may be remarked in regard to the analytical theory about to be given,

that although the investigation is very similar for the circular cubic and for the

bicircular quartic, yet the former cannot be deduced from the latter case. In fact if

for the bicircular quartic, using a form somewhat more general than that which is

ultimately adopted, we suppose that for the two nodes respectively (f = 0, 2 = 0) and

(»; = 0, 2 = 0), then if l^ + mz=Q, l'^ + m'z=0, nr}+pz = 0, n'r}+p'z=0 are the tangents

at the two nodes respectively, the equation will be

(if + mz) (l'^ + m'z) iwi) -ifpz) (n'r) +p'z) + ez"^ + 2^(a^+ btj) + c^* = 0,

and if (in order to make this equation divisible by z, and the curve so to break up
into the line z = and a cubic) we write 1 = or n = 0, then the curve will indeed

break up as required, but we shall have, not the general cubic through the two points

(f= 0, z = 0), (t; = 0, z = 0), but in each case a nodal cubic, viz., if 1 = there will be

a node at the point (»; = 0, 2=0), and if n = a node at the point (f = 0, 2=0).

Article Nos. 142 to 144. Analytical Theory for the Circular Cubic.

142. I consider then the two cases separately; and first the circular cubic. The
equation may be taken to be

f»7 (pf + (jv) + ez^ + z- (nf + 677 + C2) = 0,
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or, what is the same thing,

^V (P^ + 9V + ez) + z^ (af + 6j7 + cz) = 0,

viz. (f, r\, z) being any coordinates whatever, this is the general equation of a cubic

passing through the points (^ = 0, z = 0), (»? = 0, z = 0), and at these points touched by

the lines f = 0, r) = respectively. And if (f, rj, z=l) be circular coordinates, then we

have the general equation of a circular cubic having the lines f = 0, ?; = for its

asymptotes, or say the point f = 0, i; = for its centre ; the equation of the remaining

asymptote is evidently p^ + qij + ez = ; to make the curve real we must have (p, q)

and (a, b) conjugate imaginaries, e and c real.

143. Taking in any case the points /, / to be the points ^ = 0, z = and t? = 0,

z — respectively, for the equation of a tangent from / write p^= dz; then we have

07} {6z + qr} + ez) + z (adz + hprj + cpz) = 0,

that is ,

z^ (aO + cp) + nz{0"- + eO + bp) + r)-.qe = 0,

and the line will be a tangent if only

(ff' + ee + bpy-4qd(ad + cp) = 0.

that is, the four tangents from / are the lines p^=9z, where is any root of this

equation ; similarly the four tangents from J are the lines qrj = <f)Z, where
<f)

is any

root of the equation

{<(>' +e(f> + aqf - 4!p<f> {b4> + cq) = 0.

Writing the two equations under the forms

f6,

3e,
I

e» + 26p-4ag , (^0, iy = 0,

Sebp — 6cpq,

6bfp\

f6.

3e,

e' + 2aq-4:bp
, (l^, iy = 0,

3eaq — Qcpq,

the equations have the same invariants; viz., for the first equation the invariants are

easily found to be

/= 3(e=-46p-4a^)' + 72(ce-2a6)pg',

/= _ (e^-4,bp- 4>aqy - 36 (ce - 2ab)pq (^-ibp- ^aq) - 21 6 c>Y.

and then by symmetry the other equation has the same invariants. The absolute

invariant /' -^ J'' has therefore the same value in the two equations ; that is, the

equations are linearly transformable the one into the other, which is the before-

mentioned theorem that the two pencils are homographic.

144, The two equations will be satisfied by =
<f),

if only bp = aq; that is, if

p = T, 9 — J.) putting for convenience r in place of e, the equation of the curve is then

Sv («^ +br] + ez) + kz^ (a| + 6i? + cz) = 0.
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In this case the pencils of tangents are a^=k0z, hi) = k6z, where 6 is determined by

a quartic equation, or taking the corresponding lines (which by their intersections

determine the foci A, B, C, D) to he (a^^kd^z, bn^kQ^z), &c., these four points lie in

the line o^ -hi} = 0, which is a Hue through the centre of the curve, or point f = 0,

j; = : the formulfe just obtained belong therefore to the symmetrical case of the

circular cubic. Passing to rectangular coordinates, writing z=^\, and taking y = for

the equation of the axis, it is easy to see that the equation may be written

{a? + y'){x-a)-\-k{x-h) = Q;

or, changing the origin and constants,

xr^ + {x — a) (x — 6) (ar— c) = 0.

Article Nos. 145 to 149. Analytical Theory for the Bidrcular Quartic.

145. The equation for the bicircular quartic may be taken to be

k {^- - oez") (rf - ^-z") + ez-'^T, + !^{ai + h7)) + cz' = 0,

viz, (f, 17, z) being any coordinates whatever, this is the equation of a quartic curve

having a node at each of the points (f = 0, z= 0) and (17 = 0, ^ = 0) : the equations of

the two tangents at the one node are f — 02 = 0, ^ + az = ; and those of the two

tangents at the other node are tj — ^z = 0, 7] + ^z = 0; f = is thus the hai-monic of

the line z = in regard to the tangents at (f=0, z = 0), and 1^ = is the hannonic

of the same line z=0 in regard to the tangents at (17 = 0, ^=0). If (f, 77, ^=1) be

circular coordinates, then we have the general equation of the bicircular quartic having

the lines ^ + az = 0, ^— az = for one pair, and the lines T) — fiz = 0, 17 + y3^ = for the

other pair of parallel asymptotes; and therefore the point f = 0, 77 = for centre, and

the lines ySf — «»; = 0, y3f+ a?; = for nodal axes. In order that the curve may be real

we must have (a, /3), (a, b) conjugate imaginaries, k, e, c real The points (f = 0, z = 0)

and (t; = 0, z=0) are as before the points /, /. If a = 0, the node at I becomes a

cusp, and so if /3 = 0, the node at J becomes a cusp ; the form thus includes the case

of a bicuspidal or Cartesian curve.

146. To find the tangents fi-om /, writing in the equation of the curve ^=dsLz

we have

ka^ (6^-1) (if- ^^) + eadrtz + z (aaBz + 617) + c^» = ;

that is

v^ .ka?(e-'-l),

+ ijz . ea0 + b,

+ z- .- ka?^ (^ - 1) + aa0 + c = 0,

and the condition of tangency is

4A; (^ - 1) {ka*^ (&'-l)- aaO -c] + (e0 + ^)' = ;
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viz., the tangents from / are f = doiz, where is any root of this equation. Similarly,

if we have

U (^'- 1) [kcL^^ {cj>^ -l)-b^4>-c} + (e<t> + IJ
= 0,

the tangents from J are t) = (jy^z, where <^ is any root of this equation.

147. The two equations may be written

' 24Pa=;8^,

— Gkaa,

- 8k^a-^-- 4ic + e-,

I
(10. iY = o,

'a
6aa + 3e -

24:}c'a'^- + 2ikc + 6

24i-2a^/3=,

- 8itV/3=- 'ikc + e',

6kb^ +3e

24i!;=a='/3= + 24A;c + 6

which equations have the same invariants; in fact for the first equation the invariants

are found to be as follows, viz., if for shortness (7= — 8^'V;8^— 4^:0 + 6", then

/ = olQta^^ + oTdk'ca'^- + UW (w'a' + b'^) + 72kab + SC^.

J=C {576ifc*a*(S* + 5lQl<?c«e^ + 144A;= (aV + b^^) + 36i-ea/3 - O]

- d,Uk^eaboe^ - 216^-=e= {a^a? + 6^/3^) - 216^W^>^

and then by symmetry the other equation has the same invariants. The absolute

invariant I'-i-J^ has thus the same value in the two equations, that is, the equations

are linearly transformable the one into the other, which is the before-mentioned

theorem that the pencils are homographic.

148. The equations will be satisfied hy d=<f) ii only aa = 6/3, that is, if a, b = ni^, ma;

or by 6 = —
(f)

if only aa = — 6/3, that is, if a, b = m^, — ma. : the equation of the curve

is in these two cases respectively

A (f - aV) in' - /3-^=) + ez^^tj + mz> (^^ + arj) + cz*==0,

k{^- a'z^) {rf - ^'z"-) + ez'^ri + mz' (/3f
- av) + cz* = 0.

If to fix the ideas we attend to the first case, then the equation in 6 is

''

24^WiS^,
"*

- eknia^,

- 8A;V/3=- 4^-c + e^ M- iy=0;

6kma^ + Sine,

2ik'a'l^ + 2'ikc + 6m'
^

and we may take as corresponding tangents through the two nodes respectively ^ = 0az,

t} = 6^z; the foci A, B, C, D, which are the intersections of the pairs of lines (^=^102,

C. VI. 67
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ri = ffifiz), &c., lie, it is clear, in the line /9f — «>; = 0, which is one of the nodal axes

of the curve. Similarly, in the second case, if be determined by the foregoing

equation, we may take as corresponding tangents through the two nodes respectively

^ = 6oLz, i) = — 0^z; the foci {A, B, G, D), which are the intersections of the pairs of

lines (^ = dioz, t) = — di^z), &c., lie in the line ^^ + ai) = 0, which is the other of the

nodal axes of the curve. In either case the foci A, B, G, D lie in a line, that is,

we have the curve symmetrical; and, as we have just seen, the focal axis, or axis of

symmetry, is one or other of the nodal axes.

149. In the case of the Cartesian, or when a = 0, /8 = 0, viz., the equation aa = 6y9

is satisfied identically, and this seems to show that the Cartesian is symmetrical ; it

is to be observed, however, that for a = 0, /3 = the foregoing formulae fail, and it is

proper to repeat the investig<ation for the special case in question. Writing = 0, /3 = 0,

the equation of the curve is

ifV + ez'^ + ^5 (o^ + 617) + c^^ = 0,

and then, taking f = 6hz for the equation of the tangent from I, we have

+ 7)z.h{ed+ 1)

+ «' . ub6 + c = 0,

and the condition of tangency is

4>ke'(ahe + c)-(e0 + lf = O;

viz., we have here a cubic equation. Similarly, if we have jj = 0az for the equation

of a tangent from J, then

4A;<^» {ab4> + c) - (e^ + 1)^ = 0.

Hence being determined by the cubic equation as above, we may take ^ = 0, and

consequently the equations of the corresponding tangents will be ^=0bz, r] = 0az, viz.,

the foci A, B, G will be given as the intersections of the pairs of lines {'^=0J)z,

11 = Oioz), &c. The foci lie therefore in the line af — 6?; = ; or the curve is symmetrical,

the focal axis, or axis of symmetry, passing through the centre.

Article Nos, 150 to 158. On the Property that tlie Points of Contact of the Tangents

from a Pair of Goncyclic Foci lie in a Gircle.

150. We have seen that the sixteen foci form four concyclic sets {A, B, C, D),

{Ai, J5,, (7,, A), (^a, -Ba, Gt, A), {A3, B3, G3, A), that is, A, B, G, D are in a circle.

We may, if we please, say that any one focus is concyclic—viz., it lies in a circle with

three other foci ; but any two foci taken at random are not concyclic ; it is only a pair

such as {A, B) taken out of a set of four concyclic foci which are concyclic, viz.,

there exist two other foci lying with them in a circle. The number of such pairs

is, it is clear = 24, Let A, B be any two concyclic foci, I say that the points of

contact of the tangents A I, AJ, BI, BJ, lie in a circle.
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151. Consider the case of the bicircular quartic, and take as before (f = 0, z = 0),

and (i; = 0, 2 = 0) for the coordinates of the points /, J respectively. Let the two

tangents from the focus A be ^— az = 0, r) — a'z = 0, say for shortness p = 0, p' = 0,

then the equation of the curve is expressible in the form pp'U=V''Q), where U=0,
V = are each of them a circle, viz., U and V are each of them a quadric function

containing the terms z-, zrj, z^, and ^. Taking an indeterminate coefficient X, the

equation may be written

pp'{U + 2\V+ \V) = (V+ XppJ,

and then \ may be so determined that [/+ 2\F+X^j3p' = 0, shall be a 0-circle, or

pair of lines through / and /. It is easy to see that we have thus for \ a cubic

equation, that is, there are three values of \, for each of which the function

U + 2XV + X'pp' assumes the form (^— ^z)(i] — ^'z), ==qq' suppose: taking any one of

these, and changing the value of 1^ so as that we may have V in place of V+Xpp',

the equation is pp'qq' + V^, where V=0 is as before a circle, the equation shows that

the points of contact of the tangents p = 0, ^ = 0, q = 0, q' = lie in this circle F= 0.

The circumstance that X is determined by a cubic equation would suggest that the

focus ^ = 0, q' = is one of the three foci B, C, D concyclic with A ; but this is

the very thing which we wish to prove, and the investigation, though somewhat long,

is an interesting one.

152, Starting from the forni pp'qq = V-, then introducing as before an arbitrary

coefficient X, the equation may be written

pp' {qq' + 2XV+ X'jyp') = {V+ Xpp'f,

and we may determine X so that qq' + 2XV + X^pp' = shall be a pair of lines.

Writing V= H^r)- Lrjz — L'^z + Mz'', and substituting for pp' and qq' their values

(^-az)(T] - a'z) and (^ — ^z)(t] - ^'z), the equation in question is

(1 + 2XH + \0 ^7? - (/3 + 2XL + XH) T)z - (/3' + 2XL' + X'a') ^z + {/3/3' + 2XM + X'aa') z' = 0,

and the required condition is

(1 + 2XH+ \») (/3^' + 2XM + X'olJ) = (/S + 2XL + X=a) (^8' + 2XL' + Va')

;

or reducing, this is

(2M+ 2H^^' - 2i'/3 - 2X/3)

+ \ ((a - ^) (a' - /3') + ^HM- iLL')

+ V(21/ + 2Ha«' - 2L'a - 2La') = 0,

viz., X is determined by a quadric equation. Calling its roots \i, and X^, the foregoing

equation, substituting therein successively these values, becomes {^—yz){ri — y'z)=0, and

(f — Bz) (r) — B'z) = respectively, say rr = and ss' = 0.

' Thin investigation is similar to that in Salmon's Higher Plane Curves, p. 196, in regard to the double

tangents of a quartic curve.

67—2
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153. We have to show that the four foci (p = 0, p' = 0), (q = 0. ?' = 0), (r=0,

r'=0), (s = 0, «'=0) are a set of concyclic foci; that is, that the lines p = 0, q = 0,

r= 0, s = correspond homographically to the lines p' = 0, 3' = 0, r' = 0, «' = ; or, what

is the same thing, that we have

1, a, a', aa' =0,

1. /8, ^', /3^

1. 7. 7'. 77'

1, S, S', 8S'

or, as it will be convenient to write this equation,

a — /3 y — B _ a — S y3 —

7

154. We have

'^ ~
1 + 2i/\, + X,»

i + 2/fx,+v' n-2zrxs+v

The expressions of a — S, &c., are severally fractions, the denominators of which disappear

from the equation ; the numerators are

for a - 8, = a (1 + 2\,H + V) - (/3 + 2\Jj + a\%

= a-^+2X,(aH-L);

for /3 - 7, = /3 (1 + 2\H

+

V) - (yS + 2\,Z + aV),

= X,(2(^ff-Z)(a-^)};

, for 7 - 8, = (/3 + 2Z;\, + a3i,0 (1 + 2H\, + V)
- (/9 + 2Z\3 + aV) (1 + 2H\ + V).

= (a' - ^') {2.Er=a^ - 2HL (a + ^) + 2Z= + ^ (a - /3)'j

;

and it hence easily appears that the equation to be verified is

2g'a/3-2g£ (a + /3) + 2£' + ^(a-j8)'' _ a -^+2(aH -L)\, 2{^ H-L)-(<x -^)X,
2H'a'^-2HL'{a'+^')+2L'^+U<=^' - ^'f~ 0^- ^' + 2i(x'H - L')\,' 2 0'H - L')-{a' - ^)X,'

155. This is

F - C A' + F\ + 0% + D'W

'

if for shortness

^= 2(a-^){^H-L) , A'= 2(a'-/3')(/3'5--i') ,

5 = - (a-/3)'
,
E = - {a'-^y

G= i(aH-L)(^H-L), C = i {a!H - U) {&H - L'),

D = -2(a-fi)(aH-L) ,
D' = -2(a: - ^)(a'H - L')

,

and the equation then is

AF - A'B + GA' - Cil - (X, + X,) (fiC - B'G) + \,X, (CZy - (7'i) - (fii)' - £'i))).
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156. Calculating AB' - A'B, CA'-C'A, CD' -CD, BD'-B'D, these are at once

seen to divide by {{a^' — a'^)H+ L{a.' — /S') — L'(a — /3)} ; we have, moreover,

BG'-FC=-^{a- 0y (a'H - L') (0'H- Z') + 4 (a' - /SJ {olH- L) {^H- L),

= - {(aa' - y3/3')H - L{ol' - ^)- L'
{ol- ^)] [a0 - a'^) H + L{ol'- /3') - Z' (a - ^)],

viz., this also contains the same factor ; and omitting it, the equation is found to be

{(a - ^) (a' - ^') - 4 {PH - L) (/3'F - L')
}

-2{(ac^-^^)H -X(a'-/3') - Z' (a - /3) }
(X, + \,)

+ {-(a-^)(a'-^')+i(an-L){c^H-L')}\\, =0;

viz., substituting for Xj + Xa and XjX, their values, this is

{(a - ^) (a' -^ - 4 (0H - L) (^'H - L')] (M + Hao! - La' - L'a)

- {(aa' - ^^') H-L{d- ^)] {(« - ^) (a' - ^') +mm - 4:LL'}

+ {- (a - ;9) (a' - ;8') + 4 (aH- L) {a'H - L')} [M+ H^^ - Z/3' - L'^] = 0,

which should be identically true. Multiplying by H, and writing in the form

{(a-^)(a'-^)-4>(^H-L)(^'H-L') ]{HM- LL' + {<xH- L)io^H -L') )

- {(aH - L) (a'H - L') - (fiH- I) (^H - L')] {(a - /3)(a'- ^8') + 4 (HM- LL') )

+ {-(a- P)(ci - ^) + ^(oH - L)(a'H - L')]{HM - LL' + (^H - L)(^'H - L')) = 0,

we at once see that this is so, and the theorem is thus proved, viz., that the equation

being pp'qq' = V^, the foci (p = 0, p =0) and (q =0, q' = 0) are concyclic.

1.57, By what precedes, X being a root of the foregoing quadric equation, we may
write

gg' + 2XF + X^p/ = /fV/,

where the focus r = 0, r' = is concyclic with the other two foci ; but from the

equation of the curve V=^pp'qq, that is we have

qq' + 2X 'Jp^ijq + Vpp' = Kr/,

or, what is the same thing,

X Vpp' + "Jqq' + K -Jrr' = 0,

viz., this is a form of the equation of the curve; substituting for p, p', q, q', r, r'

their values, writing also

U=(^-az)(v-a'z),

^=(^-Miv-^'^},

(^=(^-yz)(v-y'z),

and changing the constants X, K (viz. X : 1 : ir='v'^ : Vm : Vw) the equation is
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viz., we have the theorem that for a bicirciilar quartic if (^-az = 0, i)-a.'z = 0),

(f-/8^ = 0, i;-y9'2 = 0, (^-yz = 0), rf — '/z = 0) be any three concyclic foci, then the

equation is as just mentioned ; that is, the curve is a trizonial curve, the zomals

being the three given foci regarded as O-circles. The same theorem holds in regard

to the circular cubic, and a similar demonstration would apply to this case.

158. It may be noticed that we might, without proving as above that the two

foci {p = 0, p' = 0), iq =0, C[ = 0) were concyclic, have passed at once from the form

pp'qq = F», to the form X. 'Jpp + ^qq'+ K ^rr' = (or ViSl = Vto33 = VnS = 0), and then

by the application of the theorem of the variable zomal (thereby establishing the

existence of a fourth focus concyclic with the three) have shown that the original

two foci were concyclic. But it seemed the more orderly course to effect the demon-

stration without the aid furnished by the reduction of the equation to the trizomal

form.

Part IV, (Nos. 159 to 206). On Trizomal and Tetrazomal Curves where the Zomals

ARE Circles.

Article Nos. 159 to 165. The Trizomal Curve—The Tangents at I, J, dv.

159. I consider the trizomal

VM° + V^" + V»^ = 0,

where A, B, being the centres of three given circles, 81°, &c. denote as before, viz.,

in rectangular and in circular coordinates respectively, we have

21° = (« - azy + (y- a'zf - a"-z-, = {^ - az) (v - a'z ) - a"^z\

W = {x-hzy+{y- b'zy - 6"=^^ = (f - ^z) {r, - ^z) - h"^z\

(S° = (a; - czy + (2/
- c'zf - c'V, = (^ - yz) (ri - y'z) - c"-z''

.

By what precedes, the curve is of the oi'der =4, touching each of the given circles

twice, and having a double point, or node, at each of the points /, J; that is, it is

a bicircular quartic: but if for any determinate values of the radicals 'JT, Vm, Vn,

we have

Vr -I- Vj?i + Vjj = 0,

then there is a branch

v72l° + V^^° + \/^° = 0,

containing (^=0) the line infinity; and the order is here =3: viz., the curve here

^jasses through each of the points I, J and through another point at infinity (that is,

there is an asymptote), and is thus a circular cubic.

160. I commence by investigating the equations of the nodal tangents at the

points /, J respectively; using for this purpose the circular coordinates (f, r), z = l),

it is to be observed that, in the rationalised equation, for finding the tangents at

(f = 0, z = 0) we have only to attend to the terms of the second order in (f, z), and
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similarly for finding the tangents at (t; = 0, z — 0) we have only to attend to the terras

of the second order in (?;, z). But it is easy to see that any term involving a", h",

or c" will be of the third order at least in (f, z), and similarly of the third order at

least in (77, z)\ hence for finding the tangents we may reject the terms in question,

or, what is the same thing, we may write a", h", c" each = 0, thus reducing the three

circles to their respective centres. The equation thus becomes

^l{^-iz){ri-OLZ) + ^m(^-0z){Ti-^'z) + Vw (f - 7^) (7? - 7'^) = 0.

For finding the tangents at (f = 0, z = 0) we have in the rationalised equation to

attend only to the terms of the second order in (f, z); and it is easy to see that

any term involving o', ^', 7' will be of the third order at least in (^, z), that is,

we may reduce a, jS', 7' each to zero ; the irrational equation then becomes divisible

by v^, and throwing out this factor, it is

Vi(f-ot2) + Ai (f - ^z) + ^nlf^z) = 0,

viz., this equation which evidently belongs to a pair of lines passing through the point

(f = 0, = 0) gives the tangents at the point in question ; and similarly the tangents

at the point (1; = 0, ^ = 0) are given by the equation

Vl(r) — ci'z) + Vto (t) - ffz) + "Jn (rj - y'z) — 0.

161. To complete the solution, attending to the tangents at (^ = 0, «=0), and

putting for shortness

X = I — m — n,

fjL = — I + m —n,

V = — I — m +n,

A = l^ + m^ + ri'- 2mn - 2nl — 2lm,

the rationalised equation is easily found to be

f .A

— 2^z (IXa + nifi^ + nvy)

+ z" ipo? + ?/j''/3- + nY - 2m>i;S7 - 2nVia. - 2lma^) = ;

and it is to be noticed that in the case of the circular cubic or when V^+Vm+V^=0,
then A = 0, so that the equation contains the factor z, and throwing this out, the

equation gives a single line, which is in fact the tangent of the circular cubic.

162. Returning to the bicircular quartic, we may seek for the condition in order

that the node may be a cusp: the required condition is obviously

A {l^afi + m"^ + nY - 2»i/i,^7 - 2nlyx - 2lma^) - (IXa + wi/i/S + nvyY = 0,

or observing that

A — \'- = — 4m?i, &c.

A + fiv = — 2l\, &c.

this is

la? + m^ + ny" + \^y + fiya + va^ = 0,
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or substituting for \, fi, v, their values, it is

f(a-/3)(a-7) + 7w(;8-7)(/8-a) + ra(7-a)(7-/9) = 0,

or, as it is more simply written,

+ +_— = 0.
^ — y y — a a — ^

163. If the node at (v = 0, z = 0) be also a cusp, then we have in like manner

Now observing that

(7-a)(a'-/9')-(7'-a')(«-/3), = a, a', 1

ff, ^'. 1

7. 7'. 1

= (a-^)(/S'-7')-(«''-/3')(/3-7).

= (/3-7)(7'-«')-(/9'-7')(7-«).

= n suppose : the two equations give

I : m: n = fi (;8 - 7) (/3' - 7') : H (7 - a) (7' - a') : fi (a - /3) (a - y3')

;

or if fl is not = 0, then

I :m:n= W - y) (&' - y) : (y - a)(7' - «') : (« - ^) (a'-^).

164. If

n =

or, what is the same thing, if

a, a', 1

0, /3', 1

7. 7 . 1

a, a', 1

b, b', 1

c, c', 1

. =0,

= 0,

the centres A, B, C are in a line ; taking it as the axis of x, we have a = a' = a,

fi = ^ = b, 7 = 7' = c; and the conditions for the cusps at /, / respectively reduce

themselves to the single condition

I m n
0,b—c c—a a—b

80 that this condition being satisfied, the curve

Vf {(« -azy + y» -"a'V) + Vm {(x-bzf+f- 6'V} + Vnr{(a;-cz)' + y'-c'V} =

is a Cartesian; viz., given any three circles with their centres on a line, there are

a singly infinite series of Cartesians, each touched by the three circles respectively;
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I

the line of centres is the axis of the curve, but the centres A, B, are not the foci,

except in the case a" = 0, b" = 0, c" = 0, where the circles vanish. The condition for

I, m, n is satisfied if I : m : n = {b — c)- : (c — ay : (a — by ; these values, writing

Vl : Vm : 'Jn = b — c : c — a : a — b, give not only Vr+ Vm + Vn = 0, but also

a Vr+ b Vm + c Vn = ; these are the conditions for a branch containing (z" = 0) the

line infinity twice; the equation

(b - c) ^/(x-azy + y'--a"^z^ + (c - a) -J(x - bzy + f - b"^z^ + (a-b) V(a; - czy + y^ - c"'z^ = 0,

is thus that of a conic, and if a" = 0, b" = 0, c" = 0, then the curve reduces itself to

y- = 0, the axis twice.

165. If fl is not = 0, then we have

I :m: n = (^-y){0' -j) : (7-a)(7'-a') : (a - ^) (a' - /3'),

viz., I, m, n are as the squared distances BC, CA^, AB', say as f- : g'^ : h?; or when

the centres of the given circles A, B, G are not in a line, then /, g, h being the

distances BG, GA, AB oi these centres from each other, we have, touching each of

the given circles twice, the single Cartesian

which, in the particular case where the radii a", b", c" are each =0, becomes

/VST +(7V» +AVg =0,

viz., this is the circle through the points A, B, G, say the circle ABC, twice.

Article Nos. 166 to 169. Investigation of the Foci of a Gonic represented by

an Equation in Areal Coordinates.

166. I premise as follows: Let A, B, G be any given points, and in regard to

the triangle ABC let the areal coordinates of a cuiTent point P be u, v, w; that is,

writing PBC, &c., for the areas of these triangles, take the coordinates to be

u : V : w =FBC : PGA : PAB,

or, what is the same thing in the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z= 1), if

(a, a', 1), (6, b', 1), (c, c, I),

be the coordinates of A, B, C respectively, take

u : V : w = X, y. z
j

:

b, b', 1

c, c, 1
-

i

X, y > z

c, c', 1

a, a, 1

«, y< z

a, a, 1

h. v, 1

C. VI. 68
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^, v> ^ :

/9, ^'. 1

7. 7. 1
!

I V, z :

7. 7. 1

a, a'. 1

or in the circular coordinates (f, ri, z = l), if (a, o', 1), (/3, ^, 1), (7, 7', 1) be the

coordinates of the three points respectively, then

u:v:w= f, V, ' • I. ^7. ^ = f> 'J. '

a, a', 1

A ^', 1

167. For the point / we have (f, r], z) = (0, 1, 0), and hence if its areal

coordinates be («,, i»o, w,), we have

Uo : Vo : 100 = -y ' 7"* = *-A
and hence also, (u, v, w) referring to the current point P, we find

«oW - w.t) = (7 - a ) [(«' - /9') (? - az) - (a - yS) (.; - a'^)]

-(a-y9)[(7'-«')(f-«^)-(7-«)('?-«'^)]. =n(f-a2),

if

n = (7-a)(a'-/9')-(a-/3)(7'-a'), = a, a', 1

ys, /S'. 1

7. 7. 1

whence

and in precisely the same manner, if u^, v^, w^ refer to the point /, then

zt„' : V : w„' = /9'-7' : y'-a : a' - /9',

VaW — Wt'v : w„'u — wtio : u^'v - uvo =7] — a'z : r) — 0'z : i) — y'z.

168. Consider the conic

(a, b, c,f, g, h\u, v, wy = 0,

where u, v, w are any trilinear coordinates whatever; and take the inverse coefficients

to be (.4, B, G, F, G, H) {A=hc-p, &c.), then for any given point the coordinates of

which are (mo. ^oi Wo), the equation of the tangents from this point to the conic is,

as is well known,

(J., B, C, F, 0, H'^VoW — WoV, WoU — VoW, Uf,v — v^uy = ;

consequently for the conic

(a, b, c, /, g, h'^u, v, wf = 0,

where (w, v, w) are areal coordinates referring, as above, to any three given points

A, B, G, the equation of the pair of tangents from the point / to the conic is

(A. B, G, F, G, El^ -az, ^-0z,^- yzf = 0,

and that of the pair of tangents from J is

(.1, B. G, F, G, H^n-a'z, v-0% v-y'^y = 0,

these two line-pairs intersecting, of course, in the foci of the conic.
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169. In particular, if the conic is a conic passing through the points A, B, G,

then taking its equation to be

Ivw + mwu + nuv = 0,

the inverse coefficients are as (l^, m", if, — 2mn, — 2nl, — 2lm), and we have for the

equations of the two line-pairs

Vr(f -az) + Vm i^-^z) + Vw (I - 7^ ) = 0,

Vi {rf — a'z) + Vm {tj — ^'z) + Vn (t; — r^'z) = 0.

Article No. 170. The Theorem of the Variable Zomal.

170. Consider the four circles

21° = 0. 33° = 0, g" = 0, 2)° = (21° = {m- azf + {y- a'z^ - a"^z\ &c.),

which have a common orthotomic circle; so that as before

ar-l-b33°-l-cr-l-d2)° = 0.

where
a : b : c : d = BCD : - GDA : DAB : - ABG.

I consider the first three circles, as given, and the fourth circle as a variable circle

cutting at right angles the orthotomic circle of the three given circles; this being

so, attending only to the ratios a ; b : c, we may write

a : b : c = DBG : DGA : DAB,

that is, (a, b, c) are proportional to the areal coordinates of the centre of the variable

circle in regard to the triangle ABG.

171. Suppose that the centre of the variable circle is situate on a given conic,

then expressing the equation of this conic in areal coordinates in regard to the

triangle ABG, we have between (a, b, c) the equation obtained by substituting these

values for the coordinates in the equation of the conic; that is, the equation of the

variable circle is

ar + b53'^ + cr =0,

where (a, b, c) are connected by an equation

(a, b, c, f, g, h'^a., h, cf = 0.

Hence {A, B, G, F, G, H) being the inverse coefficients, the equation of the envelope

of the variable circle is

(A, B, G, F, 0, H-^iV, 33°, 67=0,

and, in particular, if the conic be a conic pa.ssing through the points A, B, G, and

such that its equation in the areal coordinates (m, v, w) in regard to the triangle

ABC is

Ivw + mwu + n%v — 0,

68—2

\
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then the equation of the envelope is

(l\ m\ n\ - mn, - nl, - lm'$^ 21", 33", 6°)= = ;

that is, it is

(1, 1,1,- 1, - 1,-1 $m°. mW, ne7 = o,

or, what is the same thing, it is

\/m° + Vm55° + '/nM" = 0.

172. It has been seen that the equations of the nodal tangents at the points

J, J respectively are respectively

V/ (f - ai) + Vm (f - /3« ) + Vn(f -^z) = 0,

VZ {ri - dz) + Vm {-q - ffz) + Vw (t; - y'^) = 0,

and that these are the equations of the tangents to the conic Ivw + mww + nuv =
from the points /, J respectively. We have thus Casey's theorem for the generation

of the bicircular quartic as follows:—The envelope of a variable circle which cuts at

right angles the orthotomic circle of three given circles 21° = 0, 33° = 0, S° = 0, and has

its centre on the conic Ivw + mwu + rtuv = which passes through the centres of the

three given circles is the bicircular quartic, or trizomal

VZlT + Vj^° + V»^° = 0,

which has its nodo-foci coincident with the foci of the conic.

173. To complete the analytical theory, it is proper to express the equation of

the orthotomic circle by means of the areal coordinates («, v, w). Writing for shortness

a' + a'» - a"» = a\ &c., and therefore

then if as before

' = a? + y' — 2axz — 2a'yz — dz-, &c.,

X, y. z

h, h', 1

0, c', 1

«, y> z :

c, , 1

a, a!, 1

u : V : w= X, y, z : x, v, z : x, y, z

a, a, 1

b, b', 1

and therefore

X : y : z = au + bv + cw : a'u + b'v + c'w : ii + v + w,

the equation of the orthotomic circle is

x — az, y — a'z, ax + a'y — dz = 0,

x — bz, y — b'z, hx +b'y — l}z

x — cz, y — c'z, ex + c'y — a'z

viz., throwing out the factor z, this is

u (aas + a'y— dz) + v(bx + b'y — Vz) + w (ft-c + c'y — c'z) = 0,
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or, what is the same thing, it is

(a« + bv + cw)x + {a'u + h'v + c'w) y - (a'u + Vv + dw) z =0,
viz., it is

{au + bv + cwf +{a'u + b'v + c'w)- -{a'u + b''v + c'w)(u, + v + w) = 0,

that is, substituting for a\ b\ c their vahies, it is

a'V + 6'V + c"hu^

+ (6"i. + c"2 -(b-cy-{b'- cj ) vw

+ {c"^ + a"^ - (c - of - (c' - aj ) wu

+ (a"2 + 6"» -{a-bf-{a'- bj )uv = 0,

and it may be observed that using for a moment a, /3, y to denote the angles at

which the three circles taken in pairs respectively intersect, then we have 2b"c" cos a

= b"'- + c"'- — (b — cy — {b' — c'y, &c., and the equation of the orthotomic circle thus is

(1, 1, 1, coso, cos/8, cosy'^a"u, b"v, c"wf = 0.

174. We have in the foregoing enunciation of the theorem made use of the

three given circles A, B, C, but it is clear that these are in fact any three circles

in the series of the variable ciiple, and that the theorem may be otherwise stated

thus

:

The envelope of a variable circle which has its centre in a given conic, and cuts

at right angles a given circle, is a bicircular quartic, such that its uodo-foci are the

foci of the conic.

Article Nos. 175 to 177. Properties depending on tJie relation between the Conic and Circle.

175. I refer to the conic of the theorem simply as the conic, and to the fixed

circle simply as the circle, or when any ambiguity might otherwise arise, then as the

orthotomic circle. This being so, I consider the effect in regard to the trizomal curve,

of the various special relations which may exist between the circle and the conic.

If the conic touch the circle, the curve has a node at the point of contact.

If the conic has with the circle a contact of the second order, the curve has a

cusp at the point of contact.

If the centre of the circle lie on an axis of the conic, then the four intersections

lie in pairs symmetrically in regard to this axis, or the curve has this axis as an

axis of symmetry.

If the conic has double contact with the circle (this implies that the centre of

the circle is situate on an axis of the conic) the curve has a node at each of the

points of contact, viz., it breaks up into two circles intersecting in these two points.
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The centres of the two circles respectively are the two foci of the conic, which foci

lie on the axis in question. Observe that in the general case there are at each of

the circular points at infinity two tangents, without any correspondence of the tangents

of the one pair singly to those of the other pair, and there are thus four inter-

sections, the four foci of the conic; in the present case, where the curve is a pair

of circles, the two tangents to the same circle correspond to each other, and intersect

in the two foci on the axis in question. The other two foci, or antipoints of these,

are each of them the intersection of a tangent of the one circle by a tangent of

the other circle.

If the conic has with the circle a contact of the third order (this implies that

the circle is a circle of maximum or minimum curvature, at the extremity of an axis

of the conic), then the curve has at this point a tacnode, viz., it breaks up into two

circles touching each other and the conic at the point in question, and having their

centres at the two foci situate on that axis of the conic respectively.

176. If the conic is a parabola, then the curve is a circular cubic having the

four intersections of the parabola and circle for a set of concyclic foci, and having

the focus of the parabola for centre. The like particular cases arise, viz..

If the circle touch the parabola, the curve has a node at the point of contact.

If the circle has, with the parabola, a contact of the second order, the curve has

a cusp at the point of contact.

If the centre of the circle is situate on the axis of the parabola, then the four

intersections are situate in pairs symmetrically in regard to this axis, and the curve

ha.s this axis for an axis of symmetry.

If the circle has double contact with the parabola (which, of course, implies that

the centre lies on the axis), then the curve has a node at each of the points of

contact, viz., the curve breaks up into a line and circle intersecting at the two points

of contact, and the circle has its centre at the focus of the parabola.

If the circle has with the parabola a contact of the third order (this implies

that the circle is the circle of maximum curvature, touching the parabola at its

vertex), then the curve has a tacnode, viz., it breaks up into a line and circle touching

each other and the parabola at the vertex, that is, the line is the tangent to the

parabola at its vertex, and the circle is the circle having the focus of the parabola

for its centre, and passing through the vertex, or what is the same thing, having its

radius = ^ of the semi-latus rectum of the parabola.

177. If the conic be a circle, then the curve is a bicirciilar quartic such that its

four nodo-foci coincide together at the centre of the circle ; viz., the curve is a

Cartesian having the centre of the conic for its cuspo-focus, that is, for the intersection

of the cuspidal tangents of the Cartesian. The intersections of the conic with the

other circle, or say with the orthotoraic circle, are a pair of non-axial foci of the

Cartesian; viz., the antipoints of these are two of the axial focL The third axial

focus is the centre of the orthotoraic circle.
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Article No. 178. Case of Double Contact, Casey's Equxition in the Problem of Tactions.

178. In the case where the conic has double contact with the orthotomic circle,

then (as we have seen) the envelope of the variable circle is a pair of circles, each

touching the variable circle ; or, if we start with three given circles and a conic

through their centres, then the envelope is a pair of circles, each of them touching

each of the three given circles ; that is, we have a solution of the problem of

tactions. Multiplying by 2, the equation found ante, No. 173, for the variable circle,

and then for the moment representing it by (a, b, c, f, g, \i^u, v, wf = ; then

attributing any signs at pleasure to the radicals Va, vb, vc, the equation of a conic

through the centres of the given circles, and having double contact with the ortho-

tomic circle, will be

(a, b, c, f, g, h'^u, V, luf — (m Va + vVb + w Vc)^ = 0,

viz., representing this equation as before by

Ivw + mwu 'rnuv = 0,

we have

I : m : n = {— Vbc : g — Vca : h — Vab,

that is, substituting for a, b, c, f, g, h their values, and taking, for instance, a, b, c

= a"V2, 6"V2, c"V2, we find

I : m : n= {b" - c"f -{b - cf -{b' - cj

: (c" - a'J - (c - ay - (c' - aj .

: (a"-b"y-(a-by-ia'-b'y,

that is, I, m, n are as the squares of the tangential distances (direct) of the three

circles taken in pairs, and this being so, the ecjuation of a pair of circles touching

each of the three given circles is ^/lW + Vm58° -I- VwS" = 0. It is clear that, instead

of taking the three direct tangential distances, we may take one direct tangential

distance and two inveree tangential distances, viz., the tangential distances corresponding

to any three centres of similitude which lie in a line ; we have thus in all the

equations of four pairs of circles, viz., of the eight circles which touch the three

given circles. This is Casey's theorem in the problem of tactions.

Article No. 179. The Intersections of the Conic and Orthotomic Circle are a set of four
Concyclic Foci.

179. The conic of centres intersects the orthotomic circle in four points, and for

each of these the radius of the variable circle is = 0, that is, the points in question

are a set of four concyclic foci (A, B, C. D) of the curve. Regarding the foci as given,

the circle which contains them is of course the orthotomic circle ; and there are a

singly infinite series of curves, viz., these correspond to the singly infinite series of

conies which can be drawn through the given foci. As for a given curve there are
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four sets of concyclic foci, there are four different constructions for the curve, viz., the

orthotomic circle may be any one of the four circles 0, R, 8, T, which contain the four

sets of concyclic foci respectively ; and the conic of centres is a conic through the

corresponding set of four concyclic foci. We have thus four conies, but the foci of each

of them coincide with the nodo-foci of the curve, that is, the conies are confocal; that

such confocal conies exist has been shown, ante, Nos. 78 to 80.

Article Nos. 180 and 181. Remark as to the Construction of the Symmetrical Curve.

180. It is to be observed that in applying as above the theorem of the variable

zomal to the construction of a symmetrical curve, the orthotomic circle made use of

was one of the circles R, S, T, not the circle 0, which is in this case the axis; in

fact, we should then have the conic and the orthotomic circle each of them coinciding

with the axis. And the vaiiable circle, qua circle having its centre on the axis, cuts

the axis at right angles whatever the radius may be ; that is, the variable circle is

no longer sufficiently determined by the theorem. The curve may nevertheless be

constructed as the envelope of a variable circle having its centre on the axis ; viz.,

writing 21° = {x — azf+ y' — a"'z^, &c., and starting with the form

^21° + Vm©" + VnS° = 0,

then recurring to the demonstration of the theorem {ante. No. 47), the equation of

the variable circle is a2l° + bS3° + c6° = 0, where a, b, c are any quantities satisfying

- + T- + - =0, or, what is the same thing, taking q an arbitrary parameter, and writing
£k D C

- = l + o, ^=l — q, - — —2, the equation of the variable circle is
a ^ b c

Zr+--^TO<8"-inr =0.
1+9 l-q

Compare Nos. 118—123 for the like mode of construction of a conic; but it is proper

to consider this in a somewhat different form.

181. Assume that the equation of the variable circle is

3)° = (a; - dzf +f- d"^z^ = ;

we have therefore identically

ar + b5B" + cr+d2)°=0,
viz., this gives

a +b +c = — d
,

aa + bJ + cc= — dd,

a (a» - a'") + b (6^ - h"^) + c (c= - c"») = - d (d» - d"%

and from these equations we obtain a, b, c equal respectively to given multiples of d
;

substituting these values in the equation - + -j-+- = 0, d divides out, and we have an
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equation involving the parameters of the given circles, and also d, d", the parameters of

the variable circle ; viz., an equation determining d", the radius of the variable cii'cle,

in terms of d, the coordinate of its centre. I consider in particular the case where

the given circles are points ; that is, where the given equation is

The equations here are

a +b +c= — d,

aa + b6 + cc = — dd,

&a? 4W + cc^ = - d (d= - d"%

and from these we obtain

a (a - 6) (a - c) = - d ((d - h) (d-c)- d"')

h(b-c)(b-a) = -d{{d- c) (d-a)- d"')

c (c -a)(c - 6) = - d {{d-a)(d-b)-d"'),

so that the equation - + t- + - = becomes^ a b c

J(a — b) (a — c) m(b — c)(b — a) n(c — a)(c — b) _
1* / -7 -\ /J T\ ^fVo I /I __\ / _? 7\ _7//o

"»
{d -b){d-c)- d"" ^{(^-c){d-a)- d'" ^(d-a){d-b)- d"'

or, as this is more conveniently written,

I _1_
b-c (d-b){d-c)-d"^ ' c-a {d-c){d-a)-d"^' a-b (d - a) {d - b) - d""

m
Jffn I ~~ = 0,

viz., considering d, d" as the abscissa and ordinate of a point on a curve, and repre-

senting them by x, y respectively, the equation of this curve is

J: \ +^?^ I + ^^ I =0
b — c {x — b) (x — c) — y^ c — a {x—c){x — a) — y^ c — a(x — a)(x — b)—y' '

which is a certain quartic curve; and we have the original curve

V72f4VwS + V'ng=0,

as the envelope of a variable circle having for its diameter the double ordinate of

this quartic curve.

Write for shortness i^ , ,
-—r = L, M, N respectively, then the equation

of the quartic curve may be written

1L [{x-af {x -b){x-c)- y^{x - a){2x -b-c) + y'] = 0,

viz., this is

C. VI.

2i/ [x (x — a){x — b) (x — c)

- f {20^ -(a + b + c)x + {ab + uc + be)) + y*

— a(x — a){x — b){x-c) + y^ (ax + be}] = 0,

69
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or what is the same thing, the equation is

(L +M+ N)[x(x- a) (w - b) {x - c) - f {2a:!' - (a + b+ c) x+ ah + ac + bc) + y*]

- {La ¥Mb+ Nc) (x - a) (x -b)(x- c)

+ i/'{(La + Mb + Nc)x + Lbc+ Mca + Nab] =0.

In the pai'ticular case where L + M+N' = 0, that is, where

I m n -

r + + r = 0,0—c c—a a—o

the quartic curve becomes a cubic, viz., putting for shortness

_ 5, _ Lbc + Mca + Nab~
La + MbT^Nc~ '

the equation of the cubic is

_ {x-a)(x-b){x-c)
y
~

x-h

viz., this is a cubic curve having three real asymptotes, and a diameter at right

angles to one of the asymptotes, and at tiie inclinations + 4.5°, — 4.5° to the other

two asymptotes respectively—say that it is a " rectangular " cubic. The relation

H H , = implies that the curve Vi2l + Vm33 + VnS = is a Cartesian, and
h—c c—a a—b
we have thus the theorem that the envelope of a variable circle having for diameter

the double ordinate of a rectangular cubic is a Cartesian.

I remark that using a particular origin, and writing the equation of the rectangular

2A
cubic in the form y^ = a? — 2mx + a+ - , the equation of the variable circle is

X

(x-dy + y^ = (P-2md+a + -^ ,

that is

2A
of + y" - a- 2d (x - m) -

-J
= 0,

where d is the variable parameter. Forming the derived equation in regard to d, we

have
A

and thence

If! 42
{af + y*-ay = ~~ = 16A (x - m),

that is, the equation of the envelope is (a? + y — a)* = 164 {x — m) = 0, which is a

known form of the equation of a Cartesian.
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Article Nos. 182 and 183. Focal Formulce for the General Curve.

182. Considering any three circles centres A, B, G, and taking Sl°, &c., to denote

as usual, let the equation of the curve be

Vm" + Vt^ + V»ir = ;

then considering a fourth circle, centre D, a position of the variable circle, and having

therefore the same orthotomic circle with the given circles, so that as before

a?r + bS3'' + cr + d2)° = 0,

the formulae No. 47 (changing only U, V, W, T into 21°, 33°, 6°, 2)°) are at once

applicable to express the equation of the curve in terms of any three of the four circles

A, B, G, D.

In particular, the circles may reduce themselves to the four points A, B, C, D, a.

set of concyclic foci, and here, the equation being originally given in the form

V72r+ VtwS + V?ig = 0,

the same formulae are applicable to express the equation in terms of any three of

the four foci.

183. It is to be observed that in this case if the positions of the four foci are

given by means of the circular jcoordinates (a, - , 1 ), &c., which refer to the centre of

the circle ABGD as origin, and with the radius of this circle taken as unity, then

the values of a, b, c, d {ante, No. 90), are given in the form adapted to the formula?

of No. 49, viz., we have

a : b : c : d = a (^378) : - yS (780) : 7 (8a/8) : - S (a/37),

where {^yh) = (/8 - 7) (7 — 8) (S - /3), &c. The relation - + ^ + - = 0, putting therein
£b D C

I : m : n = pa(^ — yf : a^(y — af : T7 (a — ^f, (or, what is the same thing, taking the

equation of the curve to be given in the foi'm (/9-7)Vpo2l+ (7 — a) Vtr/SS +(a — /3)V't7S = 0),

D6C0tI16S

p(/3- 7) (a -a) + cr(7-a)(/3-S) + T(a-/3>(7-a) = 0,

viz., this equation, considering p, a, t, a, /3, 7 as given, determines the position of the

fourth focus D, or when A, B, C, D are given, it is the relation which must exist

between p, a, r; and the four forms of the equation are

( . , Vt (S - 7), \^ (^ - S ), Vp (7 - yS) ) (VaSr, \//333, V^, V82)) = 0,

Vt(7-S), . , Vp(8-a), Vcr(a-7)

V;(8-/3), Vp(a-S), . , VT(/S-a)

Vp(/3-7), Vff(7-a), '/T(a-/3),

viz., the curve is represented by means of any one of these four equations involving

each of them three out of the four given foci A, B, G, D.

69—2
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Article Nos. 184 and 185. (7ase of the Circular Cvbic.

184. In the caae of a circular cubic, we must have

p(/3-7)(a-8) + «r(7-a)(;S-S) + T(a-y9)(7-S) = 0,

'/ap(0-y) +V/So-(7-a) +^/yT(a-^) =0,

which, when the foci A, B, C, D are given, determine the values of p : o- : t in order

that the curve may be a circular cubic. We see at once that there are two sets of

values, and consequently two circular cubics having each of them the given points

A, B, C, D for a set of concyclic foci. The two systems may be written

Vp : V<r : Vt = VaS - V/Sy : Vy36 - s/ya : VyS — "Ja^,

viz., it being understood that VaS means •s/a.^S, &c, then, according as VS has one

or other of its two opposite values, we have one or other of the two systems of

values of p : o- : T. To verify this, observe that writing the equation under the form

^/ap : s/^ : sfyr= a VS - Va;87 : /9 VS — Va/37 : 7 ^/8 — '^a/37,

the second equation is verified ; and that writing them under the form

p : a : T = -(/3 + 7)(a + S) + J/ : -(7 + a)(/3 + 8) + Jf : - (a + /8) (7 + S) + ilf,

where

il/ = (87 + aS + 7a + /38 + a/9 + 7S - 2Vais7S,

the second equation is also verified.

185. If we assume for a moment a = cos a + i sin a = e*", &c., viz., if a, b, c, d be

the inclinations to any fixed line of the radii through A, B, C, D respectively, then we
have

VaS -f 'JBy = e}W+*+''+<')» Sgim+d-b--c)i ^ g-i ia+d-b-c)i'>

\/^(^_y) = gi(o+ft+c)i |gj((>-<!|i _g-i(fr-«)i I

and thence

Va^(ff-y) : V/8o- (7-0) : V^ (a - /9) = cos } (a + rf - 6 - c) sin ^ (6 - c)

: cos ^ (b + d — c — a)sm ^{c — a)

: cos \{c +d — a — b)sm^(a—b);
or else

= sin J (a + d - 6 - c) sin J (6 — c

)

: sin J (6 + d — c — a) sin ^ (c — a)

: sin J (c + d — a — 6) sin J^ (a — 6).

Putting in these formulae,

{(a — b-c) = A, then we have B — C=^(b—c),

i{b-c-a) = B, „ C - ^ = i (c - a),

i(c-a-b) = C. „ A-B=^(a-b),
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and for either set of values the verification of the relation

"Jap (y3 - 7) + V^S^ (y _ a) + V-^ (a - /3) = 0,

will depend on the two identical equations

sin A sin {B.-G) + sin B sin (G-A) + sin C sin (A- B) = 0,

cos 4 sin (jB - (7) + cos B sin (0 - ^) + cos G sin{A - B) = :

although the foregoing solution for the case of a circular cubic is the most elegant

one, I will presently return to the question and give the solution in a different form.

Article No. 186. Focal Formulce for the Symmetrical Curve,

186. In the symmetrical case, where the foci A, B, C, D are on a line, then if,

as usual, a, b, c, d denote the distances from a fixed point, we have the expressions

of (a, b, c, d) in a form adapted to the formulae of No. 49, viz.,

a : b : c : d = (6 - c){c-d){d-h) .-{c-d){d-a){a-c) : {d-a){a-h)(h-d) : - {a-b){b-c){c-a),

80 that, assuming

the equation

I : m : n = p{b-cy : a(c-af : T(a-by,

I m n .-+,+- = 0,
a b c

becomes
p{b-c){a-d) + cr{c-a){b-d) + T{a-b){c-d) = 0,

and the equation of the curve may be presented under any one of the four forms

( . , Vt (d - c), V^ (6 - d), ^/p(c-b) ) (\'% V33, \/g, n/^) = 0.

Vt (c - d), . , '/p{d- a), VcT (a - c)

v^(d-6), -/^(a-d), . ,
VT(6-a)

"Jp {b -c ),
Vo- (c - a), Vt {a - b),

Article No. 187. Case of the Symmetrical Circular Cubic.

187. For a circular cubic we must have

p{h-c){a-d) + a-{c-a){b-d)->rT{a-b){c-d) = 0,

'Jp(b — c) +'/a-{c — a) + Vt (a - 6) =0.

These equations give Vp : Vo- : Vt = 1 : 1 : 1 (values which obviously satisfy the two

equations), or else

Vp : Vo- : '^p = a + d — b—c : b + d — c — a : c + d—a — b.
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In fact, these values obviously satisfy the second equation ; and to see that they

satisfy the first equation, we have only to write them under the form

p : <r : t =M- ^{h + c){a + d) : 3/- 4 (c + a){6 + rf) : ilf-4 (a + 6)(c + d),

where M={a-^h-\-c-'r df. The first set gives for the curve

(6-c)V2l + (c-a)V8 + (a-6)V6 = 0,

but this contains the line z = not once only, but twice; it in fact is (y» = 0), the

axis taken twice; the only proper cubic with the foci A, B, C, D in lined is therefore

(6_c)(a + d-6-c)V2r + (c-a)(6 + d-c-a)VS + (a-6)(c + d-a-6)v'S = 0,

the equation of which is, of course, expressible in each of the other three forms.

Article Nos. 188 to 192. Case of the General Circular Cubit.

188. Returning to the general case of the circular cubic, the lines BG, AD meet

in R, and if we denote by a,, 6,, c,, d^, the distances from R of the four points

respectively, so that ftjCi = Oidi = rad. ^R, then observing that a, b, c, d are proportional

to the triangles BCD, CDA, DAB, ABC, with signs such that a + b + c + d = 0, we find

a : b : c : d = — c^i (6i — Ci) : Ci (ai — d,) : — &, (tii — c^) : a^ {bi — Cj)

;

and this being so, the equations - + t- + - = 0, "^11 + Vm + Vji = 0, give two systems of
9* D C

values of 'Jl : Vm : V?i, viz., these are

Vi : Vm : Vn= 6i — Ci : Ci — a^ : «! — 6i

,

and
= bi — Ci : Ci + tti : — ttj — 6].

(To verify this, observe that for the first set we have

i.m^n^ (6. - Ci)° ^
(Ci-ch)' ^ (ai-b^y

a b c —di{bi — Ci) Cj (oi - c^) - 6, (a, - dj)
'

— d, Oi — di \biCi

d. ^a^-diU )'
'

and the like as regards the second set.)
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189. These values of V7 : Vm : Vm give the equations of the two circular cubics

with the foci {A, B, G, D), the equation of each of them under a fourfold form,

viz., we have

( . , d,-c,, b,-d„ c, -6i )(V2l, VaS, Vg, V^) =

Cj "•
(fcj

,

• J
ftj •" Ctj J Ctj Cj

di — bi, a^ — di, . , bi — Oi (fii-st curve),

bi-Ci, Ci - Oi , Ui-bi,
and

( . , -Ci-d,, d, + b,, -6, +c, )(V^, -^S, ^S. ^^) =

rfi + Ci, . , ai — dj, Ci — Oj

— 6i— di, di—Oi, . , Oi + bi (second curve).

bi-Ci, -Ci H-Oi, - Oi-fi,,

190. Similarly OA and £i) meet in S, and if we denote by a.2, b-,, c.,, d., the

distances from S of the four points respectively, so that c.ji.i = b.idi = Tad.hS (observe

that if as usual A, B, C, D are taken in order on the circle 0, then A, G are on

opposite sides of S, and similarly B, D are on opposite sides of 8, so that taking

«5, b., positive c,, dj will be negative), we have

a : b : c : d = Cs (62 — dj) : d-^iCi — a.,) : — flj (b-i — da) : — 62 (Cj — a^),

and then the equations - + t- + " "= ^> ^^+ ^"^ + "^'^ = ^' ^^® satisfied by the two sets
Br D C

of values

and
Vi : V?;t : Vn= 62 — Ca : C2 — tta : a, — ^3,

= — 62 — 03 : Cj — a2 : 02 + 62,

and we have the equations of the same two cubic curves, each equation under a

fourfold form, viz., these are

(

and

, -c2 + d2, -d, + b,, -62+C2 )(V2l, VS, Vg, V35) =

(first curve),

. , c, + d2, - d2 + 62 , -b,-c, ) (VSI, Vg3, Vg, VD) =

^ (Xj ^2 > • ) "'2 1 ^2 J ^2 ~~ ^^

Cj-d,, ) dj — 0.2

,

-02 + 02

— 63 + dj, as - dj,
) -02+62

6j - C2

,

C2 - a„, 02 - 62

,

.

— 63 + dj, — do — Oa, . ,

62 + C2 , — Cs+Oa, — O2 — 62.

O2+ 62 (second curve).

191. And again AB and GD meet in y, and denoting by 03, 63, Cj, d, the

distances from T of the four points respectively, so that 0363 = Csd^ = rad. T, we have

a : b : c : d = 63 (Ca - dj) : -a, (Ca -d,) :
- d., (o^ - 63) : C3 (03 - 63)

;
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and the equations - + ^ + - = 0, ^l-^-^Jm + 'Jn.^^O, then give for -JT, Vm, Vn two sets

of values, viz., these are

vT : Vm : v'm = 6, — c, : C3 - a, : a, — ij,

and
= 63 + 03 : - C3 — Oj : Oj - &3

;

and we again obtain the equations of the two cubics, each equation under a fourfold

form, viz., these are

( . , -c,+d„ -d, + h, C3-63 )(V21, V5B, Vi, VS) = 0,

— d, + c,

,

. , — rts + t4. CI3 — C3

— bt + d^.—di + as, . , bi-tti

hs—Ca, Cs—Os, tta — 63 ,

and

( . , C3-d3, d, + b,, -C3-63 )(^/2r, VS3, VS, V^) = 0.

da — C,, . , — rts — ds, Qi + C3

— bs — ds, ds + Us, . , h — a,

O3 + C3 , C3 fits , ffls O3
, .

192. The three systems have been obtained independently, but they may of

course be derived each from any other of them : to show how this is, recollecting that

we have

EA, RB, RC, RD = au 6„ c„ d,,

-S^, SB, SC, SD =a„ b,, - c,, - d,,

TA, TB, TC, TD=a,, b,, c„ d,;

then to compare

the similar triangles

and the similar triangles

(oi, 6,, Ci, di) and (oj, 62, Cj, da);

SBC give 61 — Ci : — Co : 62

,

SAD =a, — di : — dj : a^,

RAG give a^—c^: Ci : a,,

RBD =b,-d, : d, : br,

using these equations to determine the ratios of a.^, b.^, c.^, d^ we have

' = -T- , or djttj — d^Ci — cJ)o + Cidn_ = ;

that is

62 — dj di

6.{-Cx + d,^}+C2{-d, + c,^^J = 0;
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h (- biCi + c^ + Oidi - di") + Ca (- 61 di + Cidi + a^d — Cidi) = 0,

553

or the equation gives hi+^Ci=Q, or say 60 : C2 = 6i : — (^1, and this with ~—-5- = -=2 = — '

gives all the ratios, or we have

Oj : 62 : Cj : rfa = ^1 (^ — <^i) : ^1 (&i — Ci) = — <^i (c^i — <^) = — <^: Q>\ — Ci).

We have then for example

b^ — Cs : 62 — 02 : Cj — 62 = ^1 — Ci • Ci — a, : Oj — 61 ; &c.,

showing the identity of the forms in (oj, Jj, Ci, dj) and (aa, 62. Cj, ^2)-

Article No. 193. Transformation to a New Set of Concyclic Fod,

193. Consider the equation

which refers to the foci A, B, G, and taking D the fourth concyclic focus, let {Ai, D^)

be the antipoints of (^1, D) and (B^, Cj) the antipoints of (B, G); so that (^1, Bi, G^, B^)

are another set of concyclic foci. We have 33i . Si = 33 . K, and it appears, ante No. 104,

that we can find i,, mj, n^, such that identically

-m +mS +nS = -^2li + mi33. + «i(Si

and that ?»,7i, = mn. The equation of the curve gives

-m + mS + ng + 2 -Jmr^^ = 0,

- i,Sl, +wi,S3: + WiSh- 2 VmiHiSiS, = 0,

V^+ VtWiS, + VwiC = 0,

we have therefore

that is,

viz., this is the equation of the curve expressed in terms of the concyclic foci

^1. -Bi. C'j.

Article No. 194. The Tetrazomal Gurve, Decomposable or Indecomposable.

194. I consider the tetrazomal curve

Vzr +w^° + Vr^° +v^ = 0,

where the zomals are circles described about any given points A, B, G, D as centres.

c. VI. 70
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There is not, in general, any identical equation a2l° + b53° + cS" + d3)° = 0, but

when such relation exists, and when we have also - +7-H h^ = 0, then the curveabed
breaks up into two trizomals. When the conditions in question do not subsist, the

curve is indecomposable. But there may exist between I, m, n, p relations in virtue

of which a branch or branches ideally contain {z^ = 0) the line infinity a certain number
of times, and which thus cause a depression in the order of the curve. The several

cases are as follows

:

Article No. 195. Cases of the Indecomposable Curve.

195. I. The general case ; I, m, n, p not subjected to any condition. The curve

is here of the order = 8 ; it has a quadruple point at each of the points /, J (and

there is consequently no other point at infinity) ; it is touched four times by each of

the circles A, B, G, D; and it has six nodes, viz., these are the intersections of the

pairs of circles

-j^^ + -JnW = 0, vzr + VpD° = 0,

Vt^" +Vir =0, Vm©'° + V^3)° = 0,

the number of dps. is 6 + 2.6, =18, and there are no cusps, hence the class is =20,

and the deficiency is = 3.

II. We may have

Vr+ Vm + Vn+>Jp = 0;

there is in this case a single branch ideally containing (^^ = 0) the line infinity; the

order is =7. Each of the points /, J^ is a triple point, there is consequently one other

point at infinity ; viz., this is a real point, or the curve has a real asymptote. There

Are 6 nodes as before; dps. are 6 + 2.3, =12; class = 18, deficiency =3.

III. We may have

Vr+V'm = 0, */n + '/p = 0;

there are then two branches each ideally containing (z = 0) the line infinity ; the order

is =6. Each of the points /, </ is a double point, and there are therefore two more

points at infinity. These may be real or imaginary ; viz., the curve may have

(besides the asymptotes at /, J) two real or imaginary asymptotes. The circles

Vi8l + Vm53 = 0, VnS + VpJ) = 0, each contain (z = 0) the line infinity, or they reduce

themselves to two lines, so that in place of two nodes we have a single node at the

intersection of these lines ; number of nodes is = 5. Hence dps. are 5+2.1, =7. Class

= 16, deficiency = 3.

IV. We may have

Vr : Vm : VTi : \/p = a, : h : c : d:
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there is here a single branch containing {z^ = 0) the line infinity twice ; the order is

= 6. Each of the points /, J^ is a double point, and there are therefore two more

points at infinity, that is (besides the asymptotes at /, J), there are two (real or

imaginary) asymptotes. The number of nodes, as in the general case, is = 6. Hence

dps. are 6+2.1, =8; class is =14; deficiency =2.

I notice the included particular case where the circles reduce themselves to their

centres ; viz., we have here the curve

aV«+bVS + cVS + d'/^ = 0,

which (see ante No. 93) is in fact the curve which is the locus of the foci of the

conies which pass through the four points A, B, G, D. It is at present assumed that

the four points are not a circle ; this case will be considered post No. 199. If we

have BC, AD meeting in R; GA, BD in 6', and AB, GD in T, then these points

jR, S, T are three of the six nodes. In fact, writing down the equations of the two

circles _ _
bV^+cVg = 0, aV'2r+dV^ = 0,

and observing that when the current point is taken at jR, we have 33 : S = RB^ : R(fi

= {BADy : {CADy= c' : h\ and similarly SI : 1) = RA" : Ii& = {ABG)' : {DBG)' = d' : a.',

we see that each of the two circles passes through the point R, or this point is a

node. Similarly, the points S and T are each of them a node.

V. If

Vi = Vm = Vn = '/p,

there are here three branches, each ideally containing {z = 0) the line infinity ; the

order is thus = 5. Each of the points /, J is an ordinary point on the curve ; there

are besides at infinity three points, all real, or one real and two imaginary; that is

(besides the asymptotes at /, J) there are three asymptotes, all real, or one real and

two imaginary. Each of the circles VSl + V33 = 0, &c., contains the line infinity, and is

thus reduced to a line ; the number of nodes is therefore = 3. Hence also, dps. = 3

;

class = 14 ; deficiency = 3.

Article No. 196. Cases of the Indecomposable Gurve, the Centres being in a Line.

196. There are some peculiaiities in the case where the centres A, B, G, D are

on a line ; taking as usual (a, b, c, d) for the ^-coordinates or distances of the four

centres from a fixed point on the line, I enumerate the cases as follows:

I. No relation between I, nil, n, p; corresponds to I. supra.

II. Vi + Vm + V« + Vp = ; corresponds to II. supra,

III. Vr+VTO = 0, Vn + yp = 0; corresponds to III. supra.

70—2
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IV. Vr+ •Jm + V» + /p = 0, a Vr+ h Vm + cVra + dVp = 0; corresponds to IV. supra,

viz., there is a branch ideally containing (z^ = 0) the line infinity twice. But, observe

that whereas in IV. supra, in order that this might be so, it was necessary to impose

on I, m, n, p three conditions giving the definite systems of values vT : Vm : V« : Vp
= a : b : c : d, in the present case only two conditions are imposed, so that a single

arbitrary parameter is left.

V. Vi= *Jm = 'Jn = ^/p; corresponds to V. supra.

VI. Vr+ >Jvi — 0, V» + Vp = 0, a'/l + b Vm + c Vn + d Vp = 0, or what is the

same thing, VT : Vm :Vn : »/p = c — d: d — c:b — a: a — b; the equation is thus

(c-d)(V2l°-VS'°)-(a-6)(V2r-V8'°) = 0. There is here one branch ideally containing

(z» = 0) the line infinity twice, and another branch ideally containing (z = 0) the line

infinity once ; order is = 5. Each of the points /, J is an oi-dinary point on the

curve, the remaining points at infinity are a node (21° = 35°, S° = 3)°), as presently

mentioned, counting as three points, viz., one branch has for its tangent the line

infinity, and the other branch has for its tangent a line perpendicular to the axis;

or what is the same thing, there is a hyperbolic branch having an asymptote perpen-

dicular to the axis, and a parabolic branch ultimately perpendicular to the axis. The

number of nodes is =5, viz., there is the node 21° = 33°, S° = 3)° just referred to; and

the two pairs of nodes {(c- d) ^W -(a-b)^/W = 0, -(c-d)^W° +{a-b)'^W = 0) and

(c-d)V2r + (a-6)V^° = 0, (c-rf)\/5r + (a-6)Vg^ = 0), each pair symmetrically situate

in regard to the axis. Hence also dps. = 5 ; class = 10 ; deficiency = 1.

And there is apparently a seventh case, which, however, I exclude from the present

investigation, viz., this would be if we had

1 , ){^l, Vm, Vn, Vp) = 0,1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,

a
, b

, c , d
,

a^ b\ c\ d^

a"\ b"\ o"\ d"».

that is, a, b, c, d denoting as before, if we had

Vi : Vm : Vn : ViJ = a : b : c : d, and ao"» + b6"» + cc'"^ + dd"» = 0.

For observe that in this case we have

ar + bS5° + ca° + dS)° = 0, and ^ + ^ + !* + ? = 0;abed
that is, the supposition in question belongs to the decomposable case.

Article No. 197. The Decomposahle Curve.

197. We have next to consider the decomposable case, viz., when we have

ar + b53° + cS° + dS)° = 0;
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see ante, Nos. 87 et seq.—it there appears that (unless the centres A, B, C, D are in

a line) the condition signifies that the four circles have a j;ommon orthotomic circle

;

and when we have also

^ + - + - + 2 = 0.abed
The formulae for the decomposition are given ante, Nos. 42 et seq. Writing therein

81°, 33", (5°, 3)° in place of U, V, W, T respectively, it thereby appears that the tetra-

zomal curve Vi2l° + Vto33° + V»i@° + VpD^ = 0, breaks up into the two trizomal curves

where
A2l° + Vm,S° + Ag° = 0, 'JkW + Vw,33° + V/i,g° = 0,

and where we have

^1 wi, n, - L vu n.,
- + -r-' + - = 0, -- + —- + --=0.
a b c a b c

Article Nos. 198 to 203. Cases of the Decomposable Curve, Centres not in a line.

198. I assume, in the first instance, that the centres of the cii-cles are not in a

line; we have the following cases:

I. No further relation between I, m, n, p; the order of the tetrazomal is = 8

;

the ordei* of each of the trizomals is =4, that is each of them is a bicircular quartic.

II. \l + Vm + '/n + '^p = ; the order of the tetrazomal is = 7, that of one of

the trizomals must be = 3.

To verify this, observe that we have

Vi, + Vwii + Vw, = VT+ Vm + Vw + T^y "^
vlV Fd ^°^ ~ ^ ^'*^'

or substituting for Vi + Vwi + Vw the value — Vp, this is

= T^T ja Vp - d V[+^~ (c V»i - b Vn)l

,

dV^

and similarly for V/, + Vtw, + Vn!|, the only change being in the sign of the radical

/ad
a/ y- . But from the two conditions satisfied by I, m, n, p it is easy to deduce

(a Vp - d Vf)2 -^ (c Vm - b ^n)- = 0,
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and hence one or other of the two functions

VTJ^+ Vmi + Vt^, 'Jlt + 'Jmt+'Jnt is =0;

that is, one of the trizomal curves is a cubic.

III. Vr+ 'Jp = 0, Vm + v'w = ; order of the tetrazomal is = 6 ; and hence order

of each of the trizomals is = 3. To verify this, observe that here

'(^^)-(^^».
I ad

which since a+b + c + d = 0, gives — = r- ; so that, properly fixing the sign of the

radical, we may write VT+ a/ r- Vw* = 0. We have then

V^'= ^^"^ ^l V^, + V»^ = y/^^^ (b + c) Vm

;

/ad
which last equation, using A/ i^ to denote as above, but properly selecting the signi-

fication of ±, may be written

Vmi + V«i = + —T— a/ r- Vm.

Hence

•^i T (Vmi + Vtj^) = - |(a + d) Vi + (b + c) /^^ 'Jm\

viz., VZ] + (Vwi+ VtIi) with a properly selected signification of the sign + is = ; and

similarly Vij + (vrnj + Vn^) with a properly selected signification of the sign + is =
;

that is, each of the trizomals is a cubic.

199. IV. 'JT : Vm :Vn:V5 = a:b:c:d (values which, be it observed, satisfy

7 AM
1ft 1) \

of themselves the above assumed equation -+y-H '"h"^)' *'^® order of the tetra-

zomal is = 6 ; and the order of each of the trizomals is here again = 3. We in fact

have V^ = a -I- d, Vmj -(- 'Jn^ = b -H c, and therefore VZ, -|- Vm, + Vw, = ; and similarly

V'^-l- V»re3+ v«3 = 0; that is, each of the trizomals is a cubic.

I attend, in particular, to the case where the four circles reduce themselves to

the points A, B, C, D\ these four points are then in a circle; and the curve under

consideration is

aV2i + bVS-l-cVg-»-dV^ = 0;
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in the general case where the points A, B, G, D are not on a circle, this is, as has

been seen, a sextic curve, the locus of the foci of the conies which pass through

the four given points; in the case where the points are in a circle then the sextic

breaks up into two cubics (viz., observing that the curve under consideration is

VZ8l + \/m33 + Vw(S + Vp!D = 0, where vT : V»i : Vw : Vp = a : b : c : d, these values do

of themselves satisfy the condition of decomposability -+t-H ^a~^^' ^^^^ ^^' *^®

locus of the foci of the conies which pass through four points on a circle is composed

of two circular cubics, each of them having the four points for a set of concyclic

foci. It is easy to see why the sextic, thus defined as a locus of foci, must break

up into two cubics; in fact, as we have seen, the conies which pass through the four

concyclic points A, B, G, D have their axes in two fixed directions ; there is con-

sequently a locus of the foci situate on the axes which are in one of the fixed

directions, and a separate locus of the foci situate on the axes which lie in the other

of the fixed directions ; viz., each of these loci is a circular cubic.

200. Adopting the notation of No. 188, or writing

RA = a^, RB = bi, RG=Cu RD = d^,

(and therefore hiCi = Oicii) we have

a : b : c : d = — di (6, — Ci) : c, (oj — d,) : — 6] (oj — dj) : Oj (6i — Cj).

Moreover

Vii = a + d

I
VTOl = b +y

V^j = a + d.

bed

a
v;w. Vbed

a '

bed

a '

and we have

bed

a

and thence

r- /bed ,- ll
vni = c -y— , V?ij = c + y

= (aj — d,)^ ,'
' = a^ (oj — di)^ a/— = — ct, (aj — di) suppose

;

ctj V a

A =(ai-da)( t»i-Ci)

Vmo = (Oi — di) ( c-^-\-a^

Vwj =(ai-di)(-ai-6i),

that is

Vi; = (a, - d,) (6, - cO,

"Jm^ = (oi - d,) (Ci - ffli),

Vw^ =(ai-di)(a,-6i).

V^i : Vwii : Vrti = 6i — C] : c^ — a^: a^ — bi,

Vij : Vm2 : Vn^ = 6i — c, : c, + ftj : — «i — bi,

agreeing with the formulae No. 188.

The tetrazomal curve

- dj (6, - C) '^21 + c, (a, - d,) V^- 6i (oi - di) v'S + a, (6, - c) V^ =
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is thus decomposed into the two trizomals

(6, - c) V2f+ (c, - a,) V© + (a, - 6.) Vg = 0,

(6, - C) V?l + (c + oi) VS - (a, + 6,) VS = 0.

201. Observe that the tetrazomal equation is a consequence of either of the

trizomal equations; taking for instance the first trizomal equation, this gives the

tetrazomal equation, and consequently any combination of the trizomal equation and

the tetrazomal equation is satisfied if only the trizomal equation is satisfied. Multiply

the trizomal equation by — Oj + ci, and add it to the tetrazomal equation ; the resulting

equation contains the factor Oj, and omitting this, it is

(6i - c,) (- ^/^r + V^) + (a, - di) (VSB - VS) = 0,

where observe that 6i — Ci is the distance BC, and a^ — di the distance AB. But in

like manner multiplying the second trizomal equation by —Oi+di, and adding it to

the original tetrazomal equation, the resulting equation, omitting the factor a^, is

(6i - cO (- V2l + V^) - (a. - d,) (VS - Vg) = ;

viz., it is in fact the same tetrazomal equation as was obtained by means of the first

trizomal equation.

The new tetrazomal equation, say

(bi - Ci) (- V2r+ VS) + (Oi - di) (VS - VS) = 0,

is thus equivalent to the original tetrazomal equation; observe that it is an equation

of the form VM + Vm33 + VnS + VpdD = 0, where

VZ = — (6, — Ci), V'm = aj — d], V?i = (ai — c^), "^p^bi-Ci,

and where consequently •Jl + Vp = 0, Vm + Vw=0, that is an equation of the form

(198) III., decomposable, as it should be, into the equations of two circular cubics.

Writing _ _
-Vsi+v^ . Va3-Vg .—

z.
—:?— ~ " ~k

—T~ ~ "'
Oj — Oti Oi~ <h

where 5 is an arbitrary parameter, the curve is obtained as the locus of the inter-

sections of two similar conies having respectively the foci (A, D) and the foci {B, G)

(see Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, p. 174): whence we have the theorem, that if

A, B, G, D are any four points on a circle, the two circular cubics which are the

locus of the foci of the conies which pass through the four points A, B, C, D, are

also the locus of the intersections of the similar conies, which have for their foci

(A, D) and {B, G) respectively ; and of the similar conies with the foci {B, D) and

(C, A) respectively; and of the similar conies with the foci (0, D) and {A, B) respectively.

202. V. Vr= Vm = */n= Vp. The order of the tetrazomal is = 5, whence those

of the trizomals should be = 3 and = 2 respectively. To verify this observe that the
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equation -+t-H f"j=0 gives - + rH h t = 0, and combining with a + b + c + d = 0,

these are only satisfied by one of the systems (a + b = 0, c + d = 0), (a + c = 0, b + d = 0),

(a + d = 0, b + c = 0). Selecting to fix the ideas the first of these, or writing

(a, b, c, d) = (a, -a, c, -c),

80 that we have identically

a(^°-5°)+c(C"-i)°) = 0,

an equation which signifies that the radical axis of the circles A, B is also the

radical axis of the circles C, D; then, writing as we may do, a/c-j l{~\/~i)~~'
we have

v^=i_?, vr. =1-^

Vwi = 1 + -

,

Vmj = 1 - -
,

c c

Vil^ = 1 + 1 , = 2, V?! = 1 - 1, = 0.

Here V^ + Vwii — Vt^ = 0, which gives one of the trizomals a cubic, viz., this is the

trizomal

(l _ ^\ vsr + (l +3 ^®° + 2 Vg° = 0.

The other trizomal reduces itself to the bizomal V2l° + ^33° = 0, which regarded as a

trizomal, or written under the form (VST + VS°)' = 0, is the line 2l°-33° = twice, viz.,

this is the radical axis of the circles A^, B^ twice; and the order is thus =2. By
what precedes, the line in question is in fact the common radical axis of the circles

A, B and of the circles C, B.

Article Nos. 203 to 205. Cases of the Decomposable Curve, the Centres in a Line.

203. We have yet to consider the decomposable case when the centres A, B, C, B
are on a line ; the equation a2l° + b33° + cS° + d2)° = here subsists universally, what-

ever be the radii a", b", c", d". We establish as before the relation -+t-H 1-^ = 0.abed
The cases are as follows:

I. No further relation between I, m, n, p; order of tetrazomal = 8, of trizomals

4 and 4.

II. Vi + Vm + Vn + Vp = ; order of tetrazomal = 7 ; of trizomals = 4 and 3 ; same

as II. supra.

III. Vi + Vp = 0, Vm + Vn = ; order of tetrazomal = 6 ; of trizomals 3 and 3

;

same as III. supra.

C. VI. 71
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204. IV. 'JT+ "Jm + >/» + \^ = 0, aVi + b 'Jm + cV'w + dV^ = 0; order of tetrazomal

= 6 ; this is a remarkable case, the orders of the trizomals are either 3, 3 or else 4, 2.

To explain how this is, it is to be noticed that in the absence of any special

relation between the radii, the above conditions combined with - + ^H "j = ^ give
3i D C Q

Vi : Vm : Vn : yp = a : b : c : d('); when I, m, n, p have these values, the case is

the same as IV. sujtra, and the orders of the trizomals are 3, 3. But if the radii

of the circles satisfy the condition

= 0,1 , 1 . 1 ,
1

a , b
.

c
, d

a\ b' , c=
,

d'

a"\ 6"^ c"\ d"*

then the two conditions satisfy of themselves the remaining condition - + t-H 1-^ = 0,

and the ratios 'Jl : 'Jm : "^n : '/p instead of being determinate as above, depend on an

arbitrary parameter.

We have

^='^^"'+a:^' ^^=^"^-Vb^7^'^"' ^«>^'^+\/bed!«^"^'

and between I, in, n, p only the relations

Vr+ Vtw + V« + Vp = 0, a Vi + b "Jm \-c'Jn+ d'Jp^O.

We find first

vT^ + sfrrh + V»^ = "^1 + ^™ + '^

!^?{a^^-\/bcd(^^^-°^"^>

"~v?{5^'^^'~^^^^~v£^^^~°^"*T

' Writing ar", y^, z', w" in place of s/l, 'Jm, •Jn, 'Jp, we have to find x, y, z, w from the conditions

X + y + z + w= 0,

ax + by +CZ +dw= 0.

y to»

7 + 'b+^+T=°'

where the constants are connected by the relation

aa + 6b +C0 +dd=0.

It readily appears that the line represented by the first two equations touches the quadric surface in the point

X : y : z : ic ^& : h I : d, so that these are in general the only values of v J : -Jm : >Jn : ^p. In the case next

referred to in the text the line lies in the surface, and the values are not determined.
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and then

whence

and we have thus

and similarly

ON POLYZOMAL CURVES.

(d - a) VI = (6 - d) Vm + (c - d) Vti,

{d — a)^p = {a — h) 'Jm + {a — c) '•In, -

d Vi — a V^ = T-— (b V?i — c Vto),

VUV^ +V^=^^(J^-y^)(bV«-cVm);

563

(observe that in the case not under consideration b Vw — c Vwi = 0, and therefore

V^i + 'Jmx + Vni = 0, VL + Vm,, + Vtij = 0).

In the present case we have

a :b:c: d = (6-c)(c-d)(d-6) .-{c-d){d-a){a-c)
:
(d-a){a-b){b-d) : -{a-b){b-c)(c-a),

and thence
ad _ (6 - cf
hc~{d-ay'

so that only one of the two sums V/i + Vm^ + Vnj, '/J^+'/mi+^rii is =0, viz., assuming

/ad ^ b-c
V be << - a

'

we have vTj^+ Vm, + Vn, = 0.

We have then also

a'^i + b Vwii + c Vwi = a Vr+ 6 Vm + c Vw

" ~
!r la

^'^'^ '^^~ aa V^) -y ^j (6b V»T- cc Vm)|

;

but we find

and thence

dd Vi — aa V« = -,— (6b Vn — cc Vm),^ a —

a

aV/, + 6Vm, + cVw,= ^t (t^ - A/|-j(6b Vn-cc Vm), =0,

in virtue of \/i—=-, • Hence V?, : V?/i, : Vwj, =6— c : c — a : a — 6, or the corre-V be a —a
sponding trizomal is a conic, but the other trizomal is a quartic.

71—2
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205. V. '/l = ^m =^=^; order of tetrazomal is =5; orders of trizomals =3, 2;

same as V. supra.

VI. V^+ Vj9 = 0, Vm + 'v/»i = 0, a'/l + b •Jm + cVK + dVp = 0; order of tetrazomal

= 5 ; orders of trizomals are 3, 2.

We have here

Vwti = Vm + a/ j—t b Vm,

V^ = Vm +y^o/m,

or writing the values of Vm,, V>ii in the form

4m^ = Vm + a/ r- -7 \^m,

then observing that as before i = ^ m, if to fix the ideas we assume V'i^= a/ ?— V?/i, the

equations are

*J\ = ^^-3— Vi and similarly ^\ = a "^^

Vn^ = _ Vm 4- -T Vi, Viij = Vm -^"^t

whence

Vi^ + Vrn^ + Vt^i = 0, V4 - '\^»»2 - '^«2 = 0.

We have moreover

/r aa + dd /,

a

6 Vwh + c V»^ = (6 - c) Vm +—j— "V^

and thence _
a'/Ti + b Vm^ + c Vn^ = (a - d) V[+ (6 - c) V«i == 0,

so that

V^ : Vm^ : Vw^ = 6 — c : c — a : a — b;

the corresponding tiizomal is thus a conic, and it has been seen that the other

tiizomal is a cubic.
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VII. If we have 1,1,1,1 = 0, and ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) {-Jl, Vm, Vh, V'p)= 0,

a , b , c , d

a? ,¥ , ti' , d?

a"\ h"\ c"^ d"=

a , b , c , d

a^ , b\ c' , d^

a"', b"\ c"^ d"'

the tetrazomal has a branch ideally containing (a^ = 0) the line infinity 3 times ; order

is = 5 ; orders of the trizomals are 3, 2. We have here

and thence

which give

Moreover

and similarly

whence in virtue of

Vi : Vto : Vre : Vp = a : b : c : d,

V^=a+d ,VZ^=a + d

Vmi = b-A/ ,
Vm2 = b + A/^.

/— /bed /— /bed

vX + ^Wi + 'V''»h = 0, V^ + V^ + V?^ = 0.

a V^ + 6 Vrol + c Vwi = a (a + d) + 6b + cc

= {a-d)d-{b-c)^^

a V^ + 6 Vrwj+ c Vm^ = d
j
(a - d) + (6- c) a/ -^ [

;

ad ^ (6^ c)''

bc~(d-a>''

a

one of the two expressions is = ; and the trizomals are thus a conic and a cubic.

Article No. 206. The Decomposable Curve; Transformation to a different set of

Concyclic Foci.

206. Consider the decomposable case of

V/91 + \/w33 + VnS + \/p3) = ;

viz., the points A, B, C, D lie here in a circle, and we have -+-r- + - + T=0abed
Taking (Ai, D,) the antipoints of (^4, D); (£,, C,) the antipoints of (B, C); then
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2I,D, = 211), 95,S, = 93S (No. 65) and referring to the formulae, ante, Nos. 100 et seq.,

it appears that we can find Ij, vii, n,, pi such that identically

-m +m58 H-nS -;)'D = - i,2l, + m,©, + nig, -^!D„

and moreover that lp = liPi, mn = min,.

The equation of the curve gives

-m 4-m33 +ng -p'S) -I'Jlp'^ +2v'^^a' =0,

which may consequently be written

- ZiSli -f miSi+ n^S. - p,3)i - 2 A^2l,2)i + 2 V7n,n,Sigj = ;

viz., this is

^k% + Vni.SBi + Vn^i + Vp^i = ;

that is, the two trizomals expressed by the original tetrazomal equation involving the

set of concyclic foci {A, B, C, D) are thus expressed by a new tetrazomal equation

involving the different set of concyclic foci {A^, B^, G^, D^); and we might of course

in like manner express the equation in terms of the other two sets of concyclic foci

{Ai, Bi, Cj, A) and {A^, B^, Oj, B,) respectively. It might have been anticipated that

such a transformation existed, for we could as regards each of the component trizomals

separately pass from the original set to a different set of concyclic foci, and the two

trizomal equations thus obtained would, it might be presumed, be capable of composition

into a single tetrazomal equation ; but the direct transformation of the tetrazomal

equation is not on this account less interesting.

Annex I. On the Theory of the Jacobian.

Consider any three curves U=0, V=0, ^^=0, of the same order r, then writing

j^^ ^^ ^^ d{U, V, W) ^ d^U, d^V, d^Wl,
d{x, y, z)

^^jj^ ^^y^ ^^^

d^U, d,V, d,W

we have the Jacobian curve J(?7, V, W) = 0, of the order 3»- — 3.

A fundamental property is that if the curves U=Q, F=0, W = have any

common point, this is a point on the Jacobian, and not only so, but it is a node, or

double point, that is, for the point in question we have J=0, and we have also

d^=0, dyJ = 0, dj=0.

It follows that for the three curves Z0 + L^ = 0, m@ + 3I<P = 0, n& + N<^ =
(8 = of the order r - a', 4> = of the order r-s, 1 = 0, ?/t = 0, n = each of the

order s', L = 0, M —0, N = each of the order s) which have in common the
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(r — s') (r — s) points of intersection of the curves © = 0, <l> = 0, each of these points is

a node on the Jacobian, and hence that the Jacobian must be of the form

J{m + L^, m@ + M^, n© + N<i>) = A%^ + 2£@* + C^' = 0,

where obviously the degrees of A, B, C must be r + 2s —3, r + s + s' — 3, r + 2s — 3

respectively. In the particular ca.se where s' = 0, that is where I, m, n are constants,

we have .4=0; the Jacobian curve then contains as a factor (<1> = 0), and throwing

this out, the curve is B% + C<I> = 0, viz., this is a curve of the order 2?' + s — 3

passing through each of r{r — s) points of intersection of the curves = 0, <I> = 0.

In particular, if r = 2, s = 1, that is, if the curves are the conies © + i<I> = 0,

© + M^ = 0, © +N^ = 0, passing through the two points of intersection of the conic

© = by the line 4> = 0, then the Jacobian is a conic passing through these same

two points, viz., its equation is of the form © + fl<I> = 0. This intersects any one of

the given conies, say © + L<P = in the points © = 0, <I> = 0, and in two other points

© + fi*f* = 0, n — i = ; at each of the last-mentioned points, the tangents to the two

curves, and the lines drawn to the two points © = 0, <I> = 0, form a harmonic pencil.

Although this is, in fact, the known theorem that the Jacobian of three circles

is their orthotomic circle, yet it is, I think, worth while to give a demonstration of

the theorem as above stated in reference to the conies through two given points.

Taking (z = 0, x = 0), (z = 0, y = 0) for the two given points © = 0, = 0, the

general equation of a conic through the two points is a quadric equation containing

terms in z', zx, zy, xy; taking any two such conies

cai' + 'Ifyz + 2gzx + 2hxy = 0,

Gz" + 2Fyz + 2Gzx + iHxy = 0,

these intersect in the two points (« = 0, z = 0), (y = 0, ^ = 0) and in two other points

;

let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of either of the last-mentioned points, and take (X, Y, Z)

as current coordinates, the equations of the lines to the fixed points and of the two

tangents are

Xz-Zx = 0, Yz-Zy =0,

{hy +gz)(Xz-Zx) + {hx +fz){Yz-Zy) = 0,

(Hy + Gz) (Xz - Zx) + (Hx + Fz) ( Yz - Zy) = 0,

whence the condition for the harmonic relation is

that is

(hy + gz) {Hx + Fz) -h {hx +fz) {Hy + Oz) = 0,

{/G + gF) z- + {hF +fH) yz + {gH+ hG) zx + 2hHxy = 0,

but from the equations of the two conies multiplying by ^H, J/i and adding, we have

i (cH + hC) z' + {hF+fH) yz + {gH + hG) zx + 2hHxy = ;

viz., the condition is thus reduced to

cH+hG-2{fG+gF)=0,
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80 that this condition being satisfied for one of the points in question, it will be

satisfied for the other of them. Now for the three conies

cz^ +2/ yz -^-Ig zx V'i-h, xy = 0,

c'z^ + 2/' yz + Ig'zx + llion) = 0,

c'V + If'yz + y'zx + IK'mi = 0,

forming the Jacobian, and throwing out the factor z, we may write the equation in

the form
Qz^ + iFyz + ^Qzx + 2i7a^ = 0,

where the values are

0=g(Jd' -f'c') + g' (/"c -/c" ) + 5r" (/c' -f'c),

S = gW" - h"f) + g' {h"f - hf") + g" (hf - h'f),

2F=h ifc" -f'c) + h' (f'c -fc" ) + h" (fc -fc ),

2G=h (c'g" - c"g' ) + h' (c"g - eg" ) + h" (eg' -c'g);

and we thence obtain

cH + hC = - (fg' -fg) (c"h - ch") + (f'g -fg") (ch' - c'h)

= 2(fG+gF),

viz., the condition is satisfied in regard to the Jacobian and the first of the three

conies; and it is therefore also satisfied in regard to the Jacobian and the other two

conies respectively.

I do not know any general theorem in regard to the Jacobian which gives the

foregoing theorem of the orthotomic circle. It may be remarked that the use in the

Memoir of the theorem of the orthotomic circle is not so great as would at first

sight appear: it fixes the ideas to speak of the orthotomic circle of three given circles

rather than of their Jacobian, but we are concerned mth the orthotomic circle less as

the circle which cuts at right angles the given circles than as a circle standing in

a known relation to the given circles.

Annex II. On Casey'.s Theorem for the Circle which touches three given Circles.

The following two problems are identical:

1. To find a circle touching three given circles.

2. To find a cone-sphere (sphere the radius of which is =0) passing through

three given points in space.

In fact, in the first problem if we use z to denote a given constant (which may
be = 0), then taking a, a' and i (z — a") for the coordinates of the centre and for the

radius of one of the given circles; and similarly 6, b', i(z — b"); c, c', i(z — c") for the
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other two given circles ; and S, S', i {z — S") for the required circle ; the equations of

the given circles will be

(a; - ay + (y- aj + {z- a"r = 0,

{x -by + {y-b'y + (z- h"f = 0,

(a: - c)= + (y - c' )- + (^ - c" y = 0,

and that of the required circle will be

{x - sy +{y- sy + {z- s")- = 0.

In order that this may touch the given circles, the distances of its centre from the

centres of the given circles must be i {S" - a"), i (S" - b"), i {S" - c") respectively ; the

conditions of contact then are

(S - ay + {S' - a'y + {S" - a"y = 0,

(s-by + {S'-b'y + {S"-b"y = o,

(S- cy + (S' -c'y+ (S" - c" )- = 0,

or we have from these equations to determine »Si, 8', S". But taking (a, a', a"),

(6, b', b"), (c, c', c") for the coordinates of three given points in space, and (>Si, S', S")

for the coordinates of the centre of the cone-sphere through these points, we have the

very same equations for the determination of (8, 8', 8"), and the identity of the two

problems thus appears.

I will presently give the direct analytical solution of this system of equations.

But to obtain a solution in the form required, I remark that the equation of the

cone-sphere in question is nothing else than the relation that exists between the

coordinates of any four points on a cone-sphere ; to find this, consider any five points in

space, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; and let 12, &c. denote the distances between the points 1 and 2, &c.

;

then we have between the distances of the five points the relation

0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 =0;

0, 12', 13', 14' 15'

21', 0, 23', 24', 25'

31', 32', 0, 3?, 35

—2 —2 —

2

—

2

41, 42, 43, 0, 45

51', 52', 53', 54,

whence taking 5 to be the centre of the cone-sphere through the points 1, 2, 3, 4,

we have 15 = 25 = 35 = 45 = ; and the equation becomes

0:

21'

2

31

—2
41

C. VI.

12, 13, 14

0, 23', 24'

32 , ,

—2 —

2

42 , 43

,

34

0,

72
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which is the relation between the distances of any four points on a cone-sphere; this

€quation may be written under the irrational form

23.14 + 31.24 + 12.34 = 0.

Taking (a, a', a"), (6, h', b"), (c, c', c"), {x, y, z) for the coordinates of the four points

respectively, we have

23 = V(6 - c)" + (6' - cj + (6" - c'7, 14 = V(a; - o)' + (y

-

aJ-\-{z - ay,

31 = V(c - a)» + (c' - a')» + (c" - a'f, 24 = V(a; - 6)' + (y - 67 + (« - ft")*,

l2 = V(a - 6)» + (a' - 6')' + («" - h")\ 34 = ^(5; -cf + {y- cJ + (z- c"f,

or the symbols having these significations, we have

23.14 + .31. 24 + 12.34=0

for the equation of the cone-sphere through the three points ; or rather (since the

rational equation is of the order 4 in the coordinates (a;, y, z)\ this is the equation

of the pair of cone-spheres through the three given points ; and similarly it is in

the first problem the equation of a pair of circles each touching the three given circles

respectively.

In the first problem the radii of the given circles were i{z — a"), i{z — b"), i (z — c")

respectively; denoting these radii by a, /3, 7, or taking the equations of the given

circles to be
(a: - of + {y- aj - a"- = 0,

(x-bf + {y-by-^' = 0,

(x-cy+iy-c'Y-y'=0,
the sjonbols then are

23 = V(6-c)^+(6'-c')'-(/S-7)=, 14 = "/(a; - a)' + (y- aj - a»,

3l = V(c-a)» + (c'-a')»-(7-a)S 2i = '^(x-bf + {y -bj - ^,

12 = ^(a - 6)» + (a' - 6')» - (a - /3)», 34 = V(a; - cf + iy -c'f- 'f,

and the equation of the pair of circles is as before

23. 14 + .SI. 24+ 12. 34 = 0;

where it is to be noticed that 23, 31, 12 are the tangential distances of the circles

2 and 3, 3 and 1, 1 and 2 respectively; viz., if a, 13, 7 are the radii taken positively,

then these are the direct tangential distances. By taking the radii positively or

negatively at pleasure, we obtain in all four equations—the tangential distances being

all direct as above, or else any one is direct, and the other two are inverse; we have

thus the four pairs of tangent circles.

The cone-spheres which pass through a given circle are the two spheres which

have their centres in the two antipoints of the given circle ; and it is easy to see

that the foregoing investigation gives the following (imaginary) construction of the
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tangent circles; viz., given any three circles A, B, G in the same plane, to draw the

tangent circles. Taking the antipoints of the three circles, then selecting any three

antipoints (one for each cii-cle) so as to form a triad, we have in all four complementary

paii-s of triads. Through a triad, and through the complementary triad draw two

circles, these are situate symmetrically on opposite sides of the plane ; and combining

each antipoint of the first circle with the symmetrically situated antipoint of the second

circle, we have two pairs of points, the points of each pair being symmetrically situate

in regard to the plane, and having therefore an anticircle in this plane ; these two

anticircles are a pair of tangent circles ; and the four pairs of complementary triads

give in this manner the four pairs of tangent circles.

I return to the equations

(x-S)' + (y - sy +(z - sy = 0,

(a-S)' +(a'-SJ + (a"-S'y = 0,

(b - sy + {b' - sy + {b" - sy - o,

(c - sf + (c' - sy + (c" - sy = ;

by eliminating (S, S', S") from these equations we shall obtain the equation of

the pair of cone-spheres through the points (a, a', a"), (b, b', b"), (c, c', c"). Write

x — 8, y — S', z — S" = X, Y, Z, then we have X"^ -^-Y'^ \- Z^^Q, and, putting for shortness

%={^-xy +(a'-7/)^ +(a"-^)^

35 = (6 _ a,)2 + (6' _ yy + (6" - zy,

CJ=(c-«)= +(c'-2/)" +(c"-^n

then, by means of the equation just obtained, the other three equations become

2l+2[(a-a;)Z + (a'-y)F+(a"-2)-^ = 0,

33 + 2 [(6 - a;)Z + (6'- 2/) F+ (6" - ^r) .?] = 0,

g + 2 [(c -a;)Z + (c' -y) F+ (c"-^) ^ = 0.

These last equations give

X -Y : Z= X2l +/i33 +1/ g

: \'2l +Ai'33 H-i/'g

: \"2l+/'8-l-i'"g,
where

X = 6'c" - b"d + (c' -b')z- (c" - 6")
y,

/i = c'a!' - cV + (a' - c' ) ^ - (a" - c" ) y,

V = a'6" - d'b' + (6' - a' ) 2 - (6" - a") y,

\' =b"c -be" +{c" -b")x-{c -b )z,

/J, =c a —ca +{a —c )x — {a — c )z,

v' = ii'b - ab" + {b" - a") x-{b -a )z,

X"=bc' -b'c +(c -b )y-{c'-b')x,

fi"=ca' —c'a +(a —c )y — {a'—c')x,

v" = ab' —a'b +(b —a)y — (b'—a')x;

72—2
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«nd the result of the elimination then is

(X2l + /t® + v6 )> + (X'?l + m'93 + v'(Ey+ (\"2l + /'SB + i/"g)» = 0.

But substituting for SI, S3, S their values, and writing, for shortness,

- i = b'c" - h"c' + c'a" - c"a' + ah" - a"b,

-j =b"c -bc" + c"a -ca" + a"b -a h",

— A s= ic' —b'c +0 a' — c'a + a b' — a'b,

A = o {b'c" - b"o) + a' (b"c - be") + a" (be' - b'c),

-p = (b'c" - b"c') (a» + a'» + a"') + (c'a" - c"a') (b'^ + b'^ + 6"') + (a'b" - a"h') (d" + c'» + c"%

-q = (b"c - be" ) (a' + a'' + a"") + (c"a - ca" ) (6» + 6'» + 6"') + (a"b - ab" ) (c» + c'> + c">),

-r = (be' - b'c ) (a" + a'« + a"') + (ca' - c'a ) (V + 6'" + b"') + (ab' -ah' )(<? + c' + c"'),

-I =(c -b )(a^ + a'^ + a"'') + (a -c )(b' + b'^ + b"') + ( b -a )(c' + c'' + c"%

-m = (c' -b' )(a' + a'» + a"») + ( a' -c' )(b' + b'' + b"^) + ( b' -a' ) (c^ + c'^ + c"»).

-n =(c" -b" ) (a- + a'' + a"") + ( a" - c" ) (6' + b'^- + h"') + (
6" - a" ) ((? + c'» + c"'),

we find

XSl + ^S + i/g

= - i («^ + y^ -f 2'')

+ 2z (a^ + y2 + z^) — 2x (ix +jy + kz) — 2Ax + ny — im — p,

with similar expressions for \'3l + /x'35 + v'd, \"2l + /*"© + i/"S, and the result is

{i (a^ + y^ + z^) — 2x (ix +jy + kz) — 2Ax+ ny — mz - p}-

+ [j(a^ + y''+ z')-2y(ix+jy + kz)- nx -2Ay+ Iz -qY
+ \k(!i? + 'f-\-z^)-2z(ix-\-jy + kz)+ mx- ly -2Az-r}^ = 0,

viz., this is

(af'+ y'> + z^y(i'+j'' + k^)

+ (ar"+ y= + z^) {4A (ix +jy + kz) + 2 {i (ny - mz) +j (Iz -nx)-\-k (mx - ly))

+ 4A= - 2 (ip-irjq + kr) + (l^ + m« + n=)}

- (Ix + my +my + 4 (ix +jy + kz) (px + qy + rz)

+ 4A (px + qy + rz)-2 {p (ny - mz) + q(lz-nx) + r (mx - ly))

+ p'4f/ + r= = 0,

viz., this is in the rational form the equation of the pair of cone-spheres. The
function on the left-hand side must, it is clear, be save to a numerical factor the
norm of

'^(b-cy + (b' -c-y + (b" -c"y . '/(x - ay+ (y- a'y + (z- a"y

+ '>/(c-ay + (c' -a'y + (c" -a"y.V(x-by + (y-b'y + (z-b"y

+ V(a-by + (a' -b'y+ (a" -b"y. V(^^^» +^-c'> +(z- c" y,
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the numerical factor of the expression in question is in fact = — 4, that is, the

norm is

= --i(x' + y^ + z^y (i^ +f + Ic') + &c.

;

so that attending ouly to the highest powers in (x, y, z) we ought to have

Norm {V(6'^)>+(6'-c')»+(6''-OHV(c-a)^+(c'-a')-H(c''-a'0-'+V(a-6)H(^"6')^+(a''-6'7}

= -4(i>+j^+A;2).

It is easy to see that the norm is in fact composed of the terms

2 (6' - c')M (^ - ^y - (c - of - (« - h)%

+ 2 (c' - aiy {- (6 - cf + (c - ay - (a - 6)-^!,

+ 2 (a - yy {- (6 - cf - (c - of + (a - i)^}.

and of the similar terms (a, h, c), {a", h", c"), and in {a', b', c'), {a", b", c") ; the above

written terms are = — 4 into

(b' -cy(a-b){a-c) + {c'-a'y(b-c){b-a) + {a'-b'y{c-a){c-b),

which is

= a'' {b - cy + V (c - ay + c'^ (a - 6)='

+ 26'c' (a - 6) (c - a) + 2c'a' (6 - c) (a - 6) + 2a'6' (c - a) (6 - c),

= {a' (6 - c) + 6' (c-a)-^ c (a - b)}'

and the value of the norm is thus = — ^{i^+j'^ + k-), as it should be.

Anne:x hi. On the Norm of (b - c) VST + (c-a) Vs^ + (a-b) VS^, when the Centres

are in a Line.

The norm of VU + '/V+'/W is

= (1, 1, 1, -1,-1, -i~$_u, V, wy,

whence that of Vl7+ U' + VV+V + \/W+ W is

= (1, 1, 1, -1,-1, -iiu, V, wy
+ (1, 1, 1, -1,-1, -iW' ^'' ^y
+ 2(1, 1, 1, -1,-1, -\\U, V, WIU', V, W),

where the last term is = 2 into

U'iU-V- W)+V'(-U+ V- W)+W'i- U-V+W);

and the norm of '•/U+U'+U" + VFTF'T'F" + 'JW+ W~+W"^ Is obviously composed

in a similar manner.
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Now, applying the formula to obtain the norm of

(b - c) '/a^d^a + (c- a) Vb^+^+ /3 + (a-b) V^+T+y,

the expression contains six terms, two of which are at once seen to vanish ; and

writing for shortness („) in place of (1, 1, 1, - 1, - 1, - 1) the remaining terms are

(„){(b-cya,(c-ar$, (a-bfy)"-

+ 2 („) ((6 - cy a, (c - ay /8, (a - by r^\{b - c)^ a\ (c - ay ¥. (a - by c=)

+ 20 („) {{b - cy a, (c - ay ^, (a - by ylib - cy
,
(c - ay

,
{a - by )

+ 20 („) {(b - cya\ (c - ay b\ (a - 6)= c%{b - cy
,
(c - ay , (a-by )

;

the first of these terms requires no reduction ; the second, omitting the factor 2, is

(b-cya[ {b-cya'-(c-ayb'-(a-byc^]

+ (c -ay^[-(b-cy a°+(c- ay ¥-(a- by c']

+ {a- by y[-(b- cy a'-(c- ay b^' + ia- by c']

;

which is

= 2 (a - 6) (6 - c) (c - a) [bc(b - c) a + ca(c-a) ^ + ab (a - b) y].

Similarly the third term, omitting the factor 20, is

(b -cya[ (b- cy - (c - ay - (a - by]

+ (c - ay /S [- (6 - cy + (c - ay - (a - by]

+ (a- by y[-(b- cy - (c - ay + (a- by],

which is

= 2 (a - 6) (6 - c) (c - a) [(6 - c) a + (c - a) /3 + (a - 6) 7],

and for the last term, omitting the factor 20, this may be deduced therefrom by writing

(a', 6^ d') in place of (a, ^8, 7), viz., it is

= -2(a-by{b-cy{c-ay.

Hence, restoring the omitted factors, and collecting, we find

Norm {(b -c)'^a^ + + a+ (c-a) •^F+JTB + (a-b) >/^F+^}

= (6 - cy a» + (c - ay /3= + (a - 6)* 7= - 2 (c - ay (a -by^y- 2(a-by(b-cyya-2(b-cy(c-ayal3

+ 40(a-b) {b-c) {c-a)[ {b-c)a+ (c-a)/3+ {a-b)y]

+ 4 (a — b) (b — c) (c — a) [be (b ~c) a+ ca(c - a) + ab{a-b) y]

-4>0{a-by(b-cyic-ay.
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Hence, first writing a- x, h — x, c- oo in place of a, h, c ; then y' for 6, and

{— a"', — 6"^ — c"^) for (a, /8, 7) ; and finally introducing z for homogeneity, we find

Norm {(6-c) 'J{x - azf + if- a"= 2- + {c- a) 'J'+ (a - b) 'J ',} = z" into

z-" ((6 - c)* a"^ + (c - of h'" + (a - 6)* c"*

- 2 (c - a)'' (a - 6)= 6"= c"^ - 2 (a - 6)^ (6 - cf c"= a"^ - 2 (6 - cj (c - a)» a"" 6"^)

- 41/=' (6 - c) (c - a) (a - 6) [ (6 - c ) a"-' + (c - a) 6"-^ + (a - 6) c"^]

-4 (6-c)(c-a)(a-&){ (6 - c) a"H02 6c -^^a;(& +c) + ar')

+ (c - a) 6"- (2;^ ca - za; (c + a) + ar")

+ (a - 6) c"'' {f 06 - 2a; (a + 6) + ar^)}

-4y (6-c)''(c-a)=(a-6)2,

so that the equation (6 — c) V^ + (c - a) ^33° 4- (a — 6) VS" = 0, in its rationalised form,

contains (z"^ = 0) the line infinity twice, and the curve is thus a conic. If a"^ = h'"^ = c"^ = ^"^

then the expression of the norm is

= z^ into - 4 (a - hf (b - cf (c - of (y^ - k"' z%

viz., when the three circles have each of them the same radius A;", the curve is the

pair of parallel lines y"^ — k"^ 2" = Q ; and in particular when k" = 0, or the circles reduce

themselves each to a point, then the curve is y"- = 0, the axis twice.

Annex IV. On the Trizomal Curves ^lU-\-^mV+^nW=0, which have a Cusp, or

two Nodes.

The trizomal curve 'JlU+\mV+\nW=0, has not in general any nodes or cusps:

in the particular case where the zomal curves are circles, we have however seen how
the ratios I : m : n may be determined so that the curve shall acquire a node, two

nodes, or a cusp ; viz., regarding a, b, c as current areal coordinates, we have here a

conic - + -r- + - = 0, the locus of the centres of the variable circle, and the solution
a b c

depends on establishing a relation between this conic and the orthotomic circle or Jacobian

of the three given circles. I have in my paper " Investigations in connection with

Casey's Equation," Quart. Math. Jour. vol. viii. (1867), pp. 334—342, [39.5] given, after

Professor Cremona, a solution of the general question to find the number of the curves

^lU+*JmV+'JnW=0, which have a cusp, or which have two nodes, and I will here

reproduce the leading points of the investigation. I remark, that although one of the

loci involved in it is the same a.s that occurring in the case of the three circles

(viz., we have in each case the Jacobian of the given curves), the other two loci

2 and A, which present themselves, seem to have no relation to the conic of centres

which is made use of in the particular case.
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Wc have the curves U=-0, V=0, W=0, each of the same order r; and con-

sidering a point the coordinates whereof are (l, m, n), we regard as corresponding to

this point the curve '^lt7+ '/mV+ "JjiW^O, say for shortness, the curve fl, being as

above a curve of the order 2r, having r" contacts with each of the given curves

U = 0, V = 0, W=0. As long as the point {I, m, n) is arbitrary, the curve Q has not

any node, and in order that this curve may have a node, it is necessary that the

point {I, m, n) shall lie on a certain curve A ; this being so, the node will, it is easy

to see, lie on the curve J, the Jacobian of the three given curves; and the curves

J and A will correspond to each other point to point, viz., taking for (I, m, n) any

point whatever on the curve A, the curve D, will have a node at some one point

of J; and conversely, in order that the curve fl may be a curve having a node at

a given point of J, the point (I, m, n) must be at some one point of the curve A.

The curve A has, however, nodes and cusps; each node of A corresponds to two points

of J, viz., for {I, m, n) at a node of A, the curve JQ is a binodal curve having a node

at each of the corresponding points of J; each cusp of A corresponds to two

coincident points of J, viz. for (I, m, n) at a cusp of A, the curve ft has a node at

the corresponding point of J. The number of the binodal curves ft is thus equal to

the number of the nodes of A, and the number of the cuspidal curves ft is equal to

the number of the cusps of A ; and the question is to find the Pluckerian numbers of

the curve A. This Professor Cremona accomplished in a very ingenious manner, by

bringing the curve A into connexion with another curve S (viz., 2 is the locus of

the nodes of those curves lU+mV+nW= which have a node), and the result arrived

at is that for the curve A

Order = 3(r--l)(3r- 2),

Class = 6(r--ly.

Nodes = Hr-- 1) (27r= - 63r= + 22r + 16),

Cusps = 3(r--l)(7r- 8),

Double tangents = Hr--l)(12r> -36r»+19r-|-16),

Inflexions ^ 12 (r

-

-l)(r-2i);

so that, finally, the number of the cuspidal curves '^Ul+ 'JmV+ ^/nW=0, is found to be

= 3(r- — l)(7r — 8), and the number of the binodal curves of the same form is found

to be =f (r— l)(27r^— 63r'+22r+lC). When the given curves are conies, or for r = 2,

these numbers are = 18 and 36 respectively ; but the formulae are not applicable to

the case where the conies have a point or points of intersection in common ; nor,

consequently, to the case of the three circles.
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415.

CORKECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE MEMOIR ON THE
THEORY OF RECIPROCAL SURFACES {Phil. Tram. vol. clix.

1869, [411]).

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLXli. (for the

year 1872), pp. 83—87. Received July 22,—Read November 16, 1871.]

I

1. I AM indebted to Dr Zeuthen for the remark that although the "off-points"

and " oflF-planes," as explained in the memoir, are real singularities, they are not the

singularities to which the 0, ff of the formulae refer. The most convenient way of

correcting this is to retain all the formulae with 6, 6' as they stand, but to ^vrite

oj, a for the number of "off-points" and "off-planes" respectively; viz, we thus have

ft), off-points,

0, unexplained singular points,

and
to', off-planes,

0', unexplained singular planes,

the fonnulse as they stand, taking account of the unexplained singularities and 0",

but not taking any account at all of the off-points and off-planes eo, co'. The extended

formulae in which these are taken into account are:

a{n-2) = K-B + p + 2(7 + Sa),

b(n-2)= p+20+3y+St,

c (n - 2) = 2(7 -f 4/S + 7 + ^ 4- ft),

a(n-2){n-S) = 2(8-C-Ra)) + S{ac-3a--x- 3ft)) + 2(ab- 2p -j),

6(n-2)(n-3)= ^k + (ab-2p-j) + S ibc-30 -2y-i).

c (w - 2) (n - 3) = 6/( + (ac - 3o- - X - 3ft)) -I- 2 {be - 3/S - 27 - i),

which replace Salmon's original formulae (A) and (B).

c. VI. 73
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2. In the formulae

J = 6> _ i _ 2jfc - 37 - 6«,

r = c» - c - 2A - 3/S,

it is assumed that the nodal curve has no actual multiple points other than the

t triple points, and no stationary points other than the 7 points which lie on the

cuspidal curve; and similarly that the cuspidal curve has no actual multiple points,

and no stationary points other than the /3 points which lie on the nodal curve ; and

this being so, q is the class of the nodal curve and r that of the cuspidal curve.

But we may take the formula; as universally true ; viz. q may be considered as

standing for b' — b — 2k — Sy — 6t, and r as standing for c^ — c — 2A — 3/3 ; only then q

and r are not in all cases the classes of the two curves respectively.

3. In the foi-mulae No. 6 et seq., introducing the new singularity «, we have as

follows

:

(a-b-c)(n-2) = (/c-5-(9 + 2«)-6/9-47-3«,

(a-2b-Sc)(n-2)(n-S) = 2{B-G-Sa))-8k-18h-12(bc-S^-2y-i);

and substituting these in n' = a(a — 1) — 2b — 3c, and writing for n' its value

= a{a — \) — 2B — 3K, we have, as in the memoir,

n' = n(n-iy-n(7b + 12c) + U' + 8b + 9c= + 15c

- 8i - 8A + 18j8 + 127 + I2i - 9t

-2(7-35-3(9;

viz. there is no term in w. •

Writing (w — 2) (n — 3) = a + 26 + 3c + (— 4n + 6) in the equations which contain

(n — 2) (n — 3), these become

a (- 471 + 6) = 2 (S - 0) - a--ip -9a- 2j - 3^ - low,

6 (- 4« + 6) = 4i - 26> - 9/3 - 67 - Si - 2p -j,

c (- 4n + 6) = 6h -3<f -6^ - 4>y -2i- So- - x- 3w,

(Salmon's equations (C)) ; and adding to each equation four times the corresponding

equation with the factor (n — 2), these become

a' - 2a = 2 (S - (7) + 4 («-£) - o--2j-3x-3a.,

26» - 26 = 4A; - /3 + 67 + 12< - 3i + 2p -j,

Sc^-2c =6h + 10/8 + ie- 2i + .5o- - x + w.

Writing in the first of these a= — 2a = »i' + 2S + 3«-a, and reducing the other two

by means of the values of q, r, the equations become

n'-a = -20-iB + K-a-2j-3x-3co,

29 + /3 + 3i+j=2/j,

3r + c + 2t + X = ^<^ + /3 + "^^ + '»•
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The reciprocal of the first of these is

0-'= a-n + K'-2j'-:ix'-^C' - 45'- 3a)';

viz. writing a = n{n-l) — 2b — Sc, and k = 3n.(7i— 2)— 66 — 8c, this is

o-' = 4w(?j-2)-86-llc-2/-3x'-2C-4F-3a)';

and it thus appears that the order a-' of the spiaode curve is reduced by 3 for each

off-plane co'.

4. As to the other two equations, writing for p, a- their values, these become

j + 6t + 3i + 5/3 + 67 = 6 (2re - 4) - 2q,

2^ + 3a) + 4i + 18/3 + 07 = c (on - 12) - 6r + 3^,

equations which admit of a geometrical interpretation. In fact, when there is only a

nodal curve, the first equation is

j + 6t = b{2n- i)-2q,

which we may verify when the nodal curve is a complete intersection, P = 0, Q = 0;

for if the equation of the surface is (A, B, G^P, Qy = 0, where the degrees of

A, B, C, P, Q are n — 2f, n —f— g, n — 2g, f, g respectively, then the pinch-points are

given by the equations P = 0, Q = 0, AC—& = (), and the number j of pinch-points

is thus

=fg {2n - 2/^ 2g), = {2n - ^)fg - 2fg {f+ g-2);

but for the curve P = 0, Q = we have t = 0, and its order and class are b =fg,

q =fg {/+ g — 2), or the formula is thus verified.

Similarly, when there is only a cuspidal curve, the second equation is

2x + S<o = c (5n - 12) -6r + 3^,

which may be verified when the cuspidal curve is a complete intersection, P = 0, Q = ;

the equation of the surface is here (A, B, C\P, Qf = 0, where AG-B' = MP + NQ,

and the points ^, a> are given as the intersections of the curve with the surface

(A. B, CfN, -Mf = 0.

Now AC-B" vanishing for P = 0, Q = we must have A=Aa? + A', B = Aa^ + B',

C=A^ + C, where A', F, C vanish for P = 0, Q = 0; and thence M=AM' + M",

N=\N' + N", where M'\ N" vanish for P=0, Q = 0. The equation

{A, B, C^^N, -My = 0,

writing therein P = 0, Q = 0, thus becomes A' (N'a — M'^f = ; and its intersections with

the curve P = 0, Q = are the points P = 0, Q = 0, A = each three times, and the

points P = 0, Q = 0, N'a — M'a = each twice ; viz. they are the points 2% -f- 3a).

But if the degree of A is = \, then the degrees of N', M', d^, a^, ^ are 2w - 3/- 25r - \,

2n-2/-3^-X, n-2/-\, n-f-g-\, n-2g-X, whence the degree of A^{N'ol-M'^)

is =571 — 0/*- e^f, and the number of points is =fg{on — 6f—6g), viz. this is

=fgi5n-12)-6/g(f+g-2).

or it is = c(5« — 12)— 6r; so that d being =0, the equation is verified.

73—2
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5. It was also pointed out to me by Dr Zeuthen that in the value of 24ft given

in No. 10 the term involving x should be — 6^ instead of + 6^, and that in consequence

the coefficients of ^ are erroneous in several others of the formulae. Correcting these,

and at the same time introducing the terms in «a, and writing down also the terms

in ^ as they stand, we have
4/1 =...- 2x+ Sd- 3w,

24>t =.,.- 6x+ 96- 9(0,

2a = ... - e- to,

8/0 =...+ 6x- 96+ 9w,

8k =...- 6x+l7^-25«,
2S =...+ 6^- 9e+\5w,

8w' = . . . - 30x + 21^ - 45a),

c' = ...-12x + 10^-20q).

The equations of No. 11, used afterwards, No. 53, should thus be

4i + 6r= ( 5ft-12)c-18/3-57-2x + 30-3a>,

- 24< - 85 + 18r = (- 8n + 16) 6 + (15w - 36) c - 34yS + Oy + 4j -Qx + 96-9(o;

and from these I deduce

44g' +^r = (44?i-88)6 + (-L|5w-63)c-^§A/S-S|^7-132<-87i-22j-^X + ¥^-

6. In No. 32 we have (without alteration) ^=16; but in the application (Nos. 40

and 41) to the surface FP^ + GR-Q' = we have 6 = 0, and there are to —fpq ofif-points,

F=0, P = (i, Q = 0, and x = 9P1 close-points, G = 0, P = 0, Q = 0. The new equations

involving to are thus satisfied.

7. I have ascertained that the value of /9' obtained, Nos. 51 to 64 of the memoir,

is inconsistent with that obtained in the "Addition" by consideration of the deficiency,

and that it is in fact incorrect. The reason is that, although, as stated No. 53, the

values of two of the coefficients D, E may be assumed at pleasure, they cannot, in

conjunction with a given system of values of A, B, C, be thus assumed at pleasure

;

viz. A, B, C being =110, 272, 44 respectively, the values of D, E are really deter-

minate. I have no direct investigation, but by working back from the formula in the

Addition I find that we must have Z) = a71, J? = 315; the values of the remaining

coefficients then are

F=^, G = -^, H = -^^, / = -198;
or the formula is

;S' = 2ra(w-2)(llji-24)

-(110w-272)6+44^

+ i|fi /3 + ii^Y 4. 198 e

— KG —gB —xi —\j —fix ~^6 —/(o

- h'C -g'R - x'i' - XJ - /i'x' - vd" -f'w ;

but I have not as yet any means of determining the coefficients /, /' of the terms

in (0, a.
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From the several cases of a cubic surface we obtain as in the memoir; but

applying to the same surfaces the reciprocal equation for yS, instead of the results of

the memoir, we find

h! =- 4,

5r'+16i/=-198,

g'+ 2/i= 45,

9+9' = 18,

\ =5
(so that now \ + \' = — 2, as is also given by the cubic scroll). And combining the

two sets of results, we have

h = 24,

X =5,
/* = ^ + h9>

h' =-4,

^ = 18 -Sr,

V =- 7,

\
"' = I-tVs';

bat the coefficients g, x, x, f, f are still undetermined. To make the result agree

with that of the Addition, I assume a; = — 86, x = — \, ^^ = + 28 ; whence we have

/3'=2n(w-2)(lbi-24)

-(110w-272)6 + 44^

-(^«-315)c + ^r-

+ H^/3 + ^Li^7+198«

-24C-285 + 86t-oj -^x + ^^-f'^
+ 46' +105'+ i' + 1j'+ 8x'- ^6' -fa';

and if we substitute herein the foregoing value of 44^ + -'^ r, we obtain

/S' = 2ji(?i-2)(lln-24)

+ (- 66w + 184) h

+ (- 93w + 252) c

+ 153/3 + 937 + 66<

- 240 - 285 - i - 21] - 38^ +^6-/01
+ 4C" + 105' + t'+ 7j'+ Hx- \e'-f'm',

which, except as to the terms in ta, co', the coefficients of which are not determined,

agrees with the value given in the Addition.

Dr Zeuthen considers that in general i' = i; I presume this is so, but have not

verified it.
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416.

ON THE THEORY OF RECIPROCAL SURFACES.

[Published as an Addition by Prof. Cayley in Dr Salmon's Treatise on the Analytic

Geometry of Three Diinensions, 4th Ed. (8vo. Dublin, 1882), pp. 592—604.]

620. In further developing the theory of reciprocal surfaces it has been found

necessary to take account of other singularities, some of which are as yet only imperfectly

understood. It will be convenient to give the following complete list of the quantities

which present themselves

:

71, order of the surface.

a, order of the tangent cone drawn from any point to the surface.

B, number of nodal edges of the cone.

K, number of its cuspidal edges.

p, class of nodal torse.

a, class of cuspidal torse.

b, order of nodal curve.

k, number of its apparent double points.

/, number of its actual double points,

t, number of its triple points.

j, number of its pinch-points.

q, its class.

c, order of cuspidal curve.

h, number of its apparent double points.
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6, number of its points of an unexplained singularity.

X, number of its close-points.

to, number of its off-points.

r, its class.

/8, number of intersections of nodal and cuspidal curves, stationary points on cuspidal

curve.

7, number of intersections, stationary points on nodal curve.

i, number of intersections, not stationary points on either curve.

C, number of cnicnodes of surface.

B, number of binodes.

And corresponding reciprocally to these

:

n', class of surface.

a', class of section by arbitrary plane.

S', number of double tangents of section.

«', number of its inflexions.

p', order of node-couple curve,

<t', order of spinode curve. :

b', class of node-couple torse.

k', number of its apparent double planes.

f, ntimber of its actual double planes.

If, number of its triple planes,

_;', number of its pinch-planes.

^, its order.

c', class of spinode torse.

h', number of its apparent double planes.

ff, number of its planes of a certain unexplained singularity,

y^, number of its close-planes.

«', number of its off-planes.

/, its order.

/9', number of common planes of node-couple and spinode torse, stationary planes of

spinode toree.

y', number of common planes, stationary planes of node-couple torse.

»', number of common planes, not stationary planes of either torse.

(7, number of cnictropes of surface.

B, number of its bitropes.

In all 46 quantities.
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621. In part explanation, observe that the definitions of p and tr agree with those

given, Art. 609 : the nodal torse is the torse enveloped by the tangent planes along

the nodal curve ; if the nodal curve meets the curve of contact a, then a tangent plane

of the nodal torse passes through the arbitrary point, that is, p will be the number

of these planes which pass through the arbitrary point, viz. the class of the torse. So

also the cuspidal torse is the torse enveloped by the tangent planes along the cuspidal

curve ; and cr will be the number of these tangent planes which pass through the

arbitrary point, viz. it will be the class of the torse. Again, as regards p' and <t' : the

node-couple torse is the envelope of the bitangent planes of the surface, and the node-

coupie curve is the locus of the points of contact of these planes; similarly, the

spinode torse is the envelope of the parabolic planes of the surface, and the spinode

curve is the locus of the points of contact of these planes; viz. it is the curve UH
of intersection of the surface and its Hessian ; the two curves are the reciprocals of

the nodal and cuspidal torses respectively, and the definitions of p', a' correspond to

those of p and a.

622. In regard to the nodal curve b, we consider k the number of its apparent

double points (excluding actual double points)
; / the number of its actual double

points (each of these is a point of contact of two sheets of the surface, and there is

thus at the point a single tangent plane, viz. this is a plane /', and we thus have

/' =/) ; t the number of its triple points ; and j the number of its pinch-points

—

these last are not singular points .of the nodal curve per se, but are singular in regard

to the curve as nodal curve of the surface ; viz. a pinch-point is a point at which

the two tangent planes are coincident. The curve is considered as not having any

stationary points other than the points y, which lie also on the cuspidal curve; and

the expression for the class consequently is q = b'- — b — 2k — 2f—Sy — 6t.

623. In regard to the cuspidal curve c we consider h the number of its apparent

double points ; and upon the curve, not singular points in regard to the curve per se,

but only in regard to it as cuspidal curve of the surface, certain points in number

0, X' «» respectively. The curve is considered as not having any actual double or other

multiple points, and as not having any stationary points except the points /S, which

lie also on the nodal curve ; and thus the expression for the class is r = c' — c—2h— 3/9.

624. The points 7 are points where the cuspidal curve with the two sheets (or

say rather half-sheets) belonging to it are intersected by another sheet of the surface;

the curve of intersection with such other sheet belonging to the nodal curve of the

surface has evidently a stationary (cuspidal) point at the point of intersection.

As to the points /3, to facilitate the conception, imagine the cuspidal curve to be

a semi-cubical parabola, and the nodal curve a right line (not in the plane of the

curve) passing through the cusp; then intersecting the two curves by a series of

parallel planes, any plane which is, sjiy, above the cusp, meets the parabola in two

real points and the line in one real point, and the section of the surface is a curve

with two real cusps and a real node; as the plane approaches the cusp, these
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approach together, and, when the plane passes through the cusp, unite into a singular

point in the nature of a triple point (= node + two cusps) ; and when the plane passes

below the cusp, the two cusps of the section become imaginary, and the nodal line

changes from crunodal to acnodal.

625. At a point i the nodal curve crosses the cuspidal curve, being on the side

away from the two half-sheets of the surface acnodal, and on the side of the two

half-sheets crunodal, viz. the two half-sheets intersect each other along this portion of

the nodal curve. There is at the point a single tangent plane, which is a plane i' ;

.

and we thus have i = i'.

626. As already mentioned, a cnicnode C is a point where, instead of a tangent

plane, we have a tangent quadricone ; and at a binode B the quadricone degenerates

into a pair of planes. A cnictrope C is a plane touching the surface along a conic

;

in the case of a bitrope B', the conic degenerates into a flat conic or pair of points.

627. In the original formulae for a{n— 2), b (w — 2), c{n — 2), we have to write k. — B
instead of k, and the formulae are further modified by reason of the singularities d

and ft). So in the original formulae for a (n — 2) (n — 3), 6 (w — 2) {n — 3), c (w — 2) (n — ^),

we have instead of S to write B — G — Sco; and to substitute new expressions for

[ab], [ac], [be], viz. these are

[ab] = ab-2p -j,

[ac] = ac—'6a— X — (i>,

[be] =bc-3^-2y-i.

The whole series of equations thus is

(1) a' = a.

(2)- /'=/.

(S) i' = i.

(4) a =n (n-l)-2b- 3c.

(5) «' = 3n (n - 2) - 66 - 8c.

(6) S' = Jn(ft-2)(n''-9)-(n»-n-6)(26-t-3c) + 2&(6-l)-f-66c + fc(c-l).

(7) a{n-2) = K-B + p+2a- + 2a).

(8) b(n-2)= p + 2^ + 3y + St.

(9) c(w-2)= 2a- + 4-0+ y + e + co.

(10) a{n-2){n-'3) = 2i8-C-So)) + S(ac-Sa--x-3(o) + 2(ab-2p-j ).

(11) 6(n-2)(n-3) = 4i -I- (ab-2p-j ) + 3(bc-3^-2y-i).

(12) c(n-2)(n-3) = 6A + {ac - 3<t -x-3o}) + 2 (be- 3^ -2y -i).

(13) q = b'-b-2k-2f-3y-Gt.

(14) r = c'-c-2h-3^.

C. VI. 74
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Also, reciprocal to these

(15) a'= n'(n'-l)-2b'-3c'.

(16) K = 3«' (n' - 2) - 66' - 8c'.

(17) 8 =K («' - 2) (n'' - 9) - (n'» - w' - 6) (26' + 3c') + 26' (6' - 1) + 66'c' + fc' (c' - 1).

(18) a'{n'-2) = K'-F + p' + 2a'+Sa>'.

(19) 6'(n'-2)= p'+2^ + Sy'+Stf.

(20) c'(w'-2)= 2<r' + 4/3'+ 7+ ^ + 0)'.

(21) a' (n' - 2) (w' - 3) = 2 (B' - C - 3a)') + 3 (a'c' - 3<t' - x'
- 3o)') + 2 (a'6' - 2p' -/).

(22) 6'(n'-2)(«'-3)= 4A;' + (a'b' -2p' -f) + S (b'c' - S^ - 2y' - i').

(23) c' (n' - 2) (n' - 3) = 6h' + (a'c' - 3o-' - x' - 3©') + 2 (6'c' - 3/3' - 27' - 1').

(24) 5' = 6'^-6'-2yfc'-2/'-37'-6t'.

(25) r' = c'^-c'-2A'-3/3',

together with one other independent relation, in all 26 relations between the 46 quantities.

628. The new relation may be presented under several different forms, equivalent

to each other in virtue of the foregoing 25 relations; these are

(26) 2(w-l)(n-2)(«-3)-12(/i-3)(6 + c)+6^+6r + 24< + 42/3 + 307-f^ = 2;

(27) 26w-12c-4C-105 + /S-7j-8x+.16'-4m =2,

in each of which two equations 2 is used to denote the same function of the accented

letters that the left-hand side is of the unaccented letters.

(28) ^ +W= 2n{n-2){lln--24:)

+ (-6671+184) 6

+ (-93re + 252)c

+ 22(2/9 + 37 + 30

+ 27(4/3 + 7 + ^)

+ 13+^6
- 24C - 285 - 27j - 38^ - 73a)

+ 40' + 105'+ 7/+ 8x' - 4a)'.

Or, reciprocally,

(29) /S + i^= 2n,'(n'-2)(ll»i'-24)

+ (-66n' + 184)6'

+ (_93n' + 252)c'

+ 22 (2/3' + 37' + 3(')

+ 27 (4/3' + 7' + ^ )

+ /3' + i^'

- 24C' - 285' - 27/ - 38^' - 73a>'

+ 4(7 + 105 + 7j + 8x - 4a).
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The foregoing equation (26) in fact expresses that the surface and its reciprocal have

the same deficiency ; viz. the expression for the deficiency is

(30) Deficiency = ^ (n -l)(n-2)(n-S)-(n- 3)(b + c) + ^(q + r)+2t+i^ +^ + i-i0,

= ^(n'-l)(n'-2)(«'-3)- &c.

629. The equation (28) (due to Prof. Cayley) is the correct form of an expression

for /S', first obtained by him (with some errors in the numerical coefficients) from

independent considerations, but which is best obtained by means of the equation (26)

;

and (27) is a relation presenting itself in the investigation. In fact, considering a as

standing for its value n(n—l) — 2b—3c, we have from the first 25 equations

6

+ 2

-2
-4
-6

+ 2

-3
-2

Sn — c— K

a{n - 2) - K + B - p - 2a- - Sm

6(?i-2)-p-2y8-37-3i

c (n - 2) - 2<7 - 4/3 - 7 - - o)

n + a; - o- - 20 - 45 - 2j - 3x - 3c

2g-2p + /3+j

3r- + c-5(7-jS-4^ + x-a>

= 2

= 2

= 2

= 2

= 2

= 2

and multiplying these equations by the numbers set opposite to them respectively, and

adding, we find

- 2n» + 12m»+ 4n + 6 (12n - 36) + c (12n - 48)

_ 6^ - 6r - 40 - 105 - 41/8 - 3O7 - 24< - 7j - 8x -i- 20 ~ 4ia> ^2,

and adding thereto (26) we have the equation (27) ; and from this (28), or by a like

process, (29), is obtained Avithout much difficulty. As to the 8 2-equations or symmetries,

observe that the first, third, fourth, and fifth are in fact included among the original

equations (for an expression which vanishes is in fact = 2) ; we have from them

moreover 3n — c = 3a' — k, and thence 3n — c — k = 3o' — k — k, which is = 2, or we have

thus the second equation ; but the sixth, seventh, and eighth equations have yet to

be obtained.

630. The equations (15), (16), (17) give

n'= a (a - 1) - 2S - 3/e,

c' = 3a (a - 2) - 68 - 8*:,

5' = ^a(a-2)(a='-9)-(a=-a-6)(2S + 3/«r) + 28(S-l)+6S« + |«(«-l);

from (7), (8), (9) we have

(^a- b- c){n-2) = K-B - 6^- 47 - 3« - (9 + 2a>,

(a - 26 - 3c) (»i - 2) (n - 3) = 2 (S - 0) - 8k - 18h - 66c + 18/3 + I27 + Qi - 6a),

74—2
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and substituting these values for k and S, and for a its value = n (n — 1 ) - 26 — 3c

we obtain the values of «', c', b' ; viz. the value of n' is

n' = n (n - 1)» - n (76 + 12c) + 46' + 86 + 9c'^ + 15c

-%k- 18^ + 18/S + 127 + 12t - 9<

-20-35-3<?.

Observe that the effect of a cnicnode C is to reduce the class by 2, and that of a

binode B to reduce it by 3.

631. We have

(n - 2)(n - 3)= n" - n +(- 4w + 6) = a + 26 + 3c + (- 4w + 6),

and making this substitution in the equations (10), (11), (12), which contain (n — 2) (»i — 3),

these become

a(- 4n + 6) = 2 (8 - (7) - a»-4/3 - 9o- - 2j- 3x - loo),

6 (- 4re + 6) = 4A; - 26^ - 9/3 - 67 - 3i - 2p -j,

c(-4:n + 6)=6h- Sc' - 6/3 - 47 - 2i -Sa-x- 3ft),

(the foregoing equations (C) Salmon p. 586) ; and adding to each equation four times

the corresponding equation with the factor (n — 2), these become

a''-2a=2(S-C)+4>{K-B)-c7-2j-Sx-Sa>,

2¥-2b=4>k-^ + 6y + 12t -Si + 2p -j,

Sd'-2c = 6h+lO0 + 4>d-2i+5a-x + <o.

Writing in the first of these a^—2a = n' +2S + 3k— a, and reducing the other two by
means of the values of q, r, the equations become

,j' _ a = - 2C - 45 + /c - <r - 2j - 3x - 3a>,

25 + /3+3i+j =2p,

3r + c + 2i + X = 5o- + /8 + 40 + 0),

which give at once the last three of the 8 S-equations.

The reciprocal of the first of these is

o-' = a - » + x' - 2/ - 3x' - 20' - 4£' - 3a)',

or writing herein a = ra(ra — 1) — 26- 3c and «' = 3w(n — 2) — 66— 8c, this is

«r' = 4re (n - 2) - 86 - 1 Ic - 2/ - 3^' - 2C" - 45' - So)',

giving the order of the spinode curve ; viz. for a surface of the order n without

singularities this is = 4ra (n — 2), the product of the oi-ders of the sur&ce and its Hessian.
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632. Instead of obtaining the second and third equations as above, we may to

the value of b (— 4n + 6) add twice the value of b(n — 2); and to twice the value of

c (— 4?i + 6) add three times the value of c (n — 2), thus obtaining equations free from

p and a respectively ; these equations are

6(-2w + 2) = 4k-2b'-5^-3i + 6t-j,

c(-5n + 6) =12h-6c^-5y-4d-2x+Se-3a),

equations which, introducing therein the values of q and r, may also be written

b{2n- 4) =2q+ 5/3 + 67 + 6f + 3i+ j + 4/,

c(5w-12)+3^ = 6r + 18/3+57 +4d+2x + 3co.

Considering as given, n the order of the surface ; the nodal curve with its singularities

b, k, f, t; the cuspidal curve and its singularities c, h ; and the quantities /3, 7, i which

relate to the intersections of the nodal and cuspidal curves; the first of the two

equations gives j, the number of pinch-points, being singularities of the nodal curve

quoad the surface ; and the second equation establishes a relation between 6, )(,> '". the

numbers of singular points of the cuspidal curve quoad the surface.

In the case of a nodal curve only, if this be a complete intersection P = 0, (2 = 0,

the equation of the surface is {A, B, C^P, Qy=0, and the first equation is

b(-2n + 2) = ik - 26= + 6t -j
;

or, assuming t = 0, sa,y j = 2 (n — I) b — 2b'' + 4!k, which may be verified; and so in the

case of a cuspidal curve only, when this is a complete intersection P = 0, Q = 0, the

equation of the surface is (A, B, G^P, Q)' = 0, where AG-& = MP + NQ; and the

second equation is

c (- 5w + 6) = \2h - 6c' -2x + 'id

-

3&),

or, say

2x + 3a) = (5?i - 6) c - 60" + 12A + 30,

which may also be verified.

633. We may in the first instance out of the 46 quantities consider as given

the 14 quantities

n; b, k, f, t; c, h, e, X ; Z^. 7- i
\

G, B,

then of the 26 relations, 17 determine the 17 quantities

a, 8 , K
, p , a

; j, q ; r, co ;

n ; a, t), K \ , j , c ', t,

and there remain the 9 equations

(18), (19), (20), (21), (22), (23). (24), (2-5), (28),

connecting the 15 quantities

p', <t'; k', t',3', i\ h', d', x',
0,', /•'; /3', 7'; C, B'.
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Taking then further as given the 5 quantities /, j^', o)', C, R,

equations (18) and (21) give p', a,

equation (19) gives 2y8' + 87' + 3(',

., (20) „ 4/9'+ 7'+ &,

.. (28) „ ^^\e\

80 that taking also i! as given, these last three equations determine /3', 7', & \ and

finally

equation (22) gives V,

(23) „ K,

(24) „ ((,

(25) „ T',

viz. taking as given in all 20 quantities, the remaining 26 will be determined.

634. In the case of the general surface of the order n, without singularities, we
have as follows

:

n = n,

a = n (n — 1),

S =in{n-l)(n-2){n-S),

K = n(M-l)(n-2),

n'= n{n—iy,

a' = n(n— 1),

B' =^n(n- 2) {n^ - 9),

*:' = 3n (w - 2),

b' =^(n-l)(n- 2) (n' -n^ + n- 12),

^' = ^n(TO-2)(n'»-6w» + 16/i»-54?i,' + 164««-288n.' + 547/i*-10.58«'+1068n2-1214j» + 1464),

t' =^ (n - 2) (71' - 4n« + 7«» - 45«* + 114n' - lUn' + 54>8n - 960),

f/= n(n-2)(n-3)(n''+2n-4),

p'= n(n-2)(n'-n^ + n-12),

c' = 471 (w — 1) (?i — 2),

/t' = in (w - 2) {I6n* - 64m? + SOn^ - 108n + 1.56),

r' = 2n(n-2)(3n-4),

<r'=4w(n-2),

/3'=2n(7i-2)(lln-24),

7' = 4» (n - 2) (n - 3) (n» - Sn + 16),

the remaining quantities vanishing.
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635. The question of singularities has been considered under a more general point

of view by Zeuthen, in the memoir "Recherche des singularit^s qui ont rapport k une

droite multiple d'une surface," Math. Annalen, t. IV. pp. 1—20, 1871. He attributes to

the surface:

A number of singular points, viz. points at any one of which the tangents form

a cone of the order fi, and class v, with y + tj double lines, of which y are tangents

to branches of the nodal curve through the point, and z + ^ stationary lines, whereof

z are tangents to branches of the cuspidal curve through the point, and with u double

planes and v stationary planes; moreover, these points have only the properties which

are the most general in the case of a surface regarded as a locus of points ; and S
denotes a sum extending to all such points. {The foregoing general definition includes the

cnicnodes {im= v = 2,y = 7] = z = ^= u=v = 0\ and [also, but not properly] the binodes (/u, = 2,

»7 = 1, i' = y = &c. =0), [it includes also the off-points {fji = v = Z, z = v = l, y z= rj = {= 0)].\

And, further, a number of singular planes, viz. planes any one of which touches

along a curve of the class fi' and order v, with y' + r( double tangents, of which y
are generating lines of the node-couple torse, 2' -»- f' stationary tangents, of which z' are

generating lines of the spinode torse, w' double points and v' cusps ; it is, moreover,

supposed that these planes have only the properties which are the most general in

the case of a surface regarded as an envelope of its tangent planes; and S' denotes

a sum extending to all such planes. [The definition includes the cnictropes (/i' = / = 2,

y = V = '2^ = ?' = m' = 'y' = 0)> and [also, but not properly] the bitropes (//.' = 2, V = 1.

V =if = &c. = 0), [it includes also the off-planes {jj! = i/' = 3, z =v' = 1, y' = 17' = ^' = 0)].)

636. This being so, and writing

x = v + '2.r, + 3?, x'=v' + 27/' -I- 3?',

the equations (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), contain in respect of the new singularities

additional terms, viz. these are

a(n-2)=...-|-S[a;(/^-2)-77-2?],

6(«-2)=... + S[t/(^-2)],

c(7i-2) = ...-|-2[2(m-2)],

«(n - 2) (71-3) = ... -I- 2 [«(- 4ai + 7) -t- 277 -f 4?],

6 (71 - 2) (?i - 3) = . . . + S [2/
(- 4/ti + 8)] - 2' (4«t' -f- St.'),

c (n - 2)(7i - 3)= ... + S [^ (- 4/t + 9)] -2' (21)'),

and there are of course the reciprocal terms in the reciprocal equations (18), (19), (20),

(21), (22), (23). These formulie are given without demonstration in the memoir just

referred to: the principal object of the memoir, as shown by its title, is the consider-

ation not of such singular points and planes, but of the multiple right lines of a

surface; and in regard to the.se, the memoir should be consulted.
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384. The conclusion arrived at Nos. 27—30 that the transformed curve of the

order D + 1 depends upon 4i) — 6 parameters is at variance with Riemann's theorem

according to which the number of parameters is 3p — 3, {p Riemann =D Cayley), =3i) — 3,

and this last is the correct value. My erroneous conclusion is referred to in the

preface to Clebsch and Gordan's Theoiie der Abel'schen Functionen (Leipzig, 1866),

" Unter den von Riemann behandelten Theilen der Theorie haben wir die Frage nach

der Anzahl der Moduln einer Klasse von Abel'schen Functionen ausschliessen zu mlissen

geglaubt. Diese Frage ist durch die scharfsinnigen Betrachtungen des Herru Cayley

Gegenstand der Controverse geworden : sie ist iiberhaupt wohl zunachst nur durch tiefe

algebraische Untersuchungen endgultig zu entscheiden, fiir deren Schwierigkeiten die gegen-

wartig bekannten Methoden nicht mehr auszureichen scheineu." In the case B (or p) = 3,

my value is 10, Riemann's is 9 : that the latter is correct was shown by a direct

proof in the paper Brill, " Note beziiglich der Zahl der Moduln einer Klasse von

algebraischen Gleichungen," Math. Ann., t. i. (1869), pp. 401—406 : the explanation of

my error is given in the paper, Cayley, " Note on the Theory of Invariants," Math.

Atm., t. III. (1871), pp. 268—271.

400. The question here considered, viz., the expression of a binary sextic / in

the form v' — u^, v and u a cubic and a quadric respectively, forms the basis of

the very interesting investigations contained in the Memoir, Clebsch " Zur Theorie

der binaren Formen sechster Ordnung und zur Dreitheilung der hyperelliptischen

Functionen," Gott. Abh., t. xiv. (1869), pp. 1

—

hd. Considering / as a given sextic it is

remarked that the number of solutions, or what is the same thing the number of

the functions u or v, although at first sight = 45, is really = 40 ; supposing that there

is a given solution u, v, or that the sextic function is in the first instance given in

the form if — ii', then if any other solution is u', v\ we have v"^ —v? = v"^ — u'^, where

v', u' are functions to be determined : there are in all 39 solutions, a set of 27 and a set

of 12 solutions: viz. writing the equation in the iorm (v+v'){v-v')=(u—u'){u—eu'){u—e'u'),

e an imaginary cube root of unity, then either the v + v' and the v — v' contain each

of them as a factor one of the quadric functions xi —u', u — eu, u — ehi (which gives

the set of 27 solutions) or else the v + v' and the v — v' are each of them the product

of three linear factors of the quadric functions respectively (which gives the set of 12

C. VI. 75
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solutions). It may be added that the 27 solutions form 9 groups of .3 each and that

these 9 groups depend upon Hesse's equation of the order 9 for the determination of

the inflexions of a cubic curve ; and that the 12 solutions are determined by an

equation of the order 12 which is the known resolvent of this order arising from

Hesse's equation and is solved by means of a quartic equation with a quadrinvariant

= 0. As appears by the title of the memoir, the question is connected with that of

the trisection of the hyperelliptic functions.

401, 403. On the subject of Pascal's theorem, see Veronese, " Nuove teoremi suU'

hexagrammum mysticum," R. Accad. dei Lined (1876—77), pp. 7—61 ; Miss Christine

Liidd (Mrs Franklin), " The Pascal Hexagiam," .4»ier. Math. Jour., t. ii. (1879), pp. 1—12,

and Veronese, " Interpretations geora^triques de la th^orie des substitutions de n lettres,

particuliferement pour n = 3, 4, 5, en relation avec les groupes de I'Hexagramme Mysti-

que," Ann. di Matem., t. xi. 1882—83, pp. 93—236. See also Richmond, " A Sym-
metrical System of Equations of the Lines on a Cubic Surface which has a Conical

Point," Quart. Math. Join:, t. XXII. (1889), pp. 170—179, where the author discusses a

perfectly symmetrical system of the lines on the cubic surface and deduces from them

equations of the lines relating to a Pascal's hexagon : there are of course through the

conical point 6 lines lying on a quadric cone and these by their intersections with the

plane give the six points of the hexagon : the interest of the paper consists as well

in the connexion established between the two theories as in the perfectly symmetrical

form given to the equations.

406, 407. A correction was made by Halphen to the fundamental theorem of

Chasles that the number of the conies (X, iZ) is = a/x + ^v, he finds that a diminution

is in some cases required, and thus that the general form is. Number of conies

{X, iZ) = afi + fiv — r : see Halphen's two Notes, Comptes Rendus, 4 Sep. and 13 Nov.,

1876, t. Lxxxiii. pp. 537 and 886, and his papers " Sur la theorie des caract^ristiques

pour les coniques," Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, t. IX. (1877—1878), pp. 149—170, and " Sur

les nombres des coniques qui dans un plan satisfont k cinq conditions projectives et

independantes entre elles," Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, t. X. (1878—79), pp. 76—87 : also

Zeuthen's paper " Sur la revision de la theorie des caracteristiques de M. Study,"

Math. Ann., t. XXXVII. (1890), pp. 461—464, where the point is brought out very clearly

and tersely.

The correction rests upon a more complete development of the notion of the

line-pair-point, viz. this degenerate form of conic seems at first sight to depend upon

three parameters only, the two parameters which determine the position of the coincident

lines, and a third parameter which determines the position therein of the coincident

points: but there is really a fourth parameter. [Compare herewith the point-pair, or

indefinitely thin conic, which working with point-coordinates presents itself in the first

instance as a coincident line-pair depending on two parameters only, but which really

depends also on the two parameters which determine the position therein of the vertices.}

As to the fourth parameter of the line-pair-point the most simple definition is a

metrical one ; taking the semiaxes of the degenerate conic to be a and b (a = 0, b = 0)

then we have two positive integers p and q prime to each other such that the ratio
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o^ : 6« is finite ; and this being so the fractional or it may be integer number p : q
is the fourth parameter in question. But it is preferable to adopt Halphen's purely

descriptive definition, viz. we consider a conic 1° in reference to three given points

y, z, t OQ a, given line, and take x, x for the intersections of the conic with the

line : we take a = (y, z, t, x) — (y, z, t, x') for the difference of the corresponding anhar-

monic ratios of the three points with the points x, x' respectively; and 2° we consider

the conic in reference to three given lines Y, Z, T through a given point and take X, X'

for the tangents from the given point to the conic; we take 6=(F, Z, T, X)—{Y, Z. T, X')

for the difference of the corresponding anharmonic ratios of the three lines with the

lines X, X' respectively ( observe that these values are a = -, -. : , and^ •' \ z — x.z-xz — y.z-t
X — X' Y — T \

b = y
—y „—Y'

"^ 7

—

Y y
—

Tp )
• Here when the conic is a line-pair-point, x = x' and

X = X', where a = and 6 = 0, but we have as before the integers p and q such that

a* : 6» is finite, and we have thus the fourth parameter p : q.

Halphen's correction is now as follows, starting from the formula number of conies

{X, 4!Z) = a/j, + 0v, we may have among the a/i + ^v conies line-pair-points any one of

which if we disregard altogether the fourth parameter is a conic satisfying the five

conditions, but which unless the fourth parameter thereof has its proper value is an

improper solution of the problem and as such it has to be rejected : if the number

of such solutions is = F, then there is this number to be subtracted, and the formula

becomes, Number of conies (X, 4iZ) = afju + ^v—T.

It may be asked in what way the fourth parameter comes into the question at

all : as an illustration suppose that a, b denoting the semiaxes of a conic, or else the

above mentioned descriptively defined quantities, then p, q, k denoting given quantities

(p and q positive integers prime to each other) the condition X may be that the

conic shall be such that a** -^ 6' = A- ; this implies a^ : bi finite, and hence clearly if the

system of conies (X, 4Z) contains line-pair-points, no such line-pair-poiut can be a

proper solution unless this relation a^ -i-b'' = k is satisfied.

412. Zeuthen's Memoir of 1876 presently referred to contains applications to the

theory of Cubic Surfaces, the numerical results given in the table p. 539 agree for

the most part with those of the Memoir 412, see p. 363, but for the surfaces III, VI, IX

and XII discrepancies occur in the values of r and h' relating to the spinode develope.

As to this observe that Zeuthen's h', or say h' includes actual as well as apparent

double planes, and we have r' = c'^ — c— 2/t' — 3/3', my K relates to apparent double

planes only, but as I assume that there are no actual double planes the formula is

r' = c'* — c'— 2/(' — 3^', and as the values of c' and /3' agree we have in fact in each of

the four cases r + 2/t' (Cayley) = r + 2/i' (Zeuthen). The values found are

III VI IX XII III VI IX XII

Cayley n 72 24 12 6 ¥ 42 24 32 9

Zeuthen n 84 30 24 7 r 18 12 8 7

75—

2
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and assuming the coirectuess of Zeuthen's values it would seem to follow that the

four forms of surface have

12, 6, 12, 1

actual double planes respectively.

413. In the equation No. 36, n=AF + BQ + CR + .. = 0, it is implicitly assumed

that the number of terms P, Q, R,.. is finite, viz. the implied theorem is that any

given t-fold relation whatever {k of course a finite number) there is always a finite

number of functions P, Q, R,... such that every onefold relation included in the i-fold

relation is of the form in question fl, =AP + BQ+GR+..., =0: this seems self-

evident enough, but I never succeeded in finding a proof: a proof of the theorem has

however been obtained by Hilbert, see his papei-s "Zur Theorie der algebraischen

Gebilden (Erste Note)," Gott. Nachr. No. 16, (1888), pp. 450—457.

411, 41-5, 416. The firet and second of these papere precede in date Zeuthen's

Memoir of 1871 referred to in 416, but I ought in that paper to have referred also

to his later Memoir, " Revision et extension des formulas numeriques de la theorie

des surfaces r^ciproques," Math. Ann. t. x. (1876), pp. 446— 546. I compare the

notations as follows, viz. for the unaccented letters we have

Cayley.

n, a, 8, K, p, <T

b, q, k, t, 7

c, r, h, /3, d, (o

3' X
G. B

23 letters in all.

Zeuthen.

ft, a, B, K, p, a

b, q, k, t, y; s

c, r, h, fi ; m

h X

B, U,0

f, i d, g, e

27 letters in alL

Here for Zeuthen's k, h, I have written k, h, viz. these numbers represent the

Pliickeriau equivalents of the number of double points for the nodal and cuspidal curves

respectively. Zeuthen considers also the general node, say (£(fi, v, y + 7), z + f, u, v),

see 416, this includes the cnicnode G and off-point to, and accordingly he includes

under it and takes no special notice of these singularities, but it does not properly

include, and he takes special notice of, the binode B; it does not extend to the

case where the tangent cone breaks up into cones each or any of them more than

once repeated, and accordingly not to the case of a unode U where the tangent

cone is a pair of coincident planes. He introduces this singularity, and also the

singularity of the osculating point which is understood rather more easily by means

of the reciprocal singularity of the osculating plane 0', this is a tangent plane

meeting the surface in a curve having the point of contact for a triple point; and he

disregards my unexplained singularity 0. The letters s, m do not denote singularities

;

s is the class of the envelope of the osculating planes of the nodal curve, m the
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class of the envelope of the osculating planes of the cuspidal curve. Finally d denotes

the number of stationary points (cusps) of the nodal curve, exclusive of the points 7

which lie on the cuspidal curve ; and g and e denote, g the number of ordinary

actual double points of the cuspidal curve, e the number of stationary points (cusps)

of the same curve, exclusive of the points /3 which lie on the nodal curve.

Moreover with Zeuthen, the nodal curve has

3< +/+ 30' + 1' double points

(^ = i + 3«+/+30' + 2', if k denotes, as with me, the number of apparent double points

of the curve), and it has

7 + rf + S' stationary points.

The cuspidal curve has ^

g + ^X+ 12B' + [/' + 40' + 2 + 2' double points

(h=h + g + 6x' + 125' + U' + 40' + 2 + 2', if A denotes, as with me, the number of

apparent double points of the curve), and it has

,8 + 6 + 20' stationary points

and the nodal and cuspidal curves intersect in

3/3 + 27 + i + 120' + 2 + 2' points
;

where I have written 2 and 2' to denote sums (different in the different equations)

determined by Zeuthen, and depending on the singularities K and S' respectively.

For comparison of my formulae with Zeuthen's it is thus proper in my formulae to

write = 0, a) = 0, = (but in the first instance I retain 6) and in his formulae to

write £/ = 0, = 0, d = 0, g = 0, e = 0, 2 = 0, 2' = 0. Doing this the last mentioned

formulae give as with me '3t+f double points and 7 stationary points for the nodal

curve, but they give for the cuspidal curve Qx' + ^^^' (instead of 0) double points and

)8 stationary points ; and the two curves intersect (as with me) in 3/3 + 2y + i points.

There is a real discrepancy in the number 6x' + 12/3' of double points on the cuspidal

curve.
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I compare his (6 + 26 + 1 =) 33 relations

:

(1) a = a. d=:d

.

/=/'• 9-9'-

i = i'. h = K.

(6) n(w-l)=a + 26 +3c.

(7) a(a-l) = n + 28' + 3/«;'.

(8) c - /c' = 3 (« - a).

(9) 6(6-l) = g+2Jt + 37 + 3a! + S'.

(10) \^{h - q) = y + d - s + 1' , determines s].

(11) c(c-l) = r + 2i^ + 3y8 + 60' + 3e.

(12) [3(c-r)=/3 + e-m + 20' + 2', determines m].

(13) a(w-2) = /c-5 + p + 2o- +2.

(14) 6(n-2) = p + 2y3 + 37 + 3< +90' + S.

(15) c («-2) = 2o- + 4/3 + 7 + 8x'+165'+120' + S.

(16) a {n - 2) (« - 3) = 2 (8 - 3C7) + 3 (ac - 3a- - x) + 2 (a6 - 2p - j).

(17) 6 (n - 2) (n - 3) = 4 (i - 3< -/) + {ab - 2p -j) + 3(bc-S^-2y- i) + 390' + 2 + S'.

(18) c(H-2)(n-3) = 6(^-6x'-12£'-tr'-40'-c^) + (ac-3o--x) + 2(6c-3/3-27-i).

-30O' + 2 + 2'.

with the like reciprocal equations (6) to (18)

;

(19) a+m-r-0- 4/ - 3^' - 14?/' + 2'

= 0-' + m' - / - /3' - 4j - 3x - 141/" + 2.

where k —
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and my (3+22 + 1 =) 26 relations as follows

;

(1) a = a'.

(2) /=/'. •

(3) i =1.

(4) a = n (ft -1)- 26 -:3c.

(5) /e' = .3?i(n-2)-66-8c.

(6) S' = in(M-2)(«'-9)-&c.

(A) (13) q=b'-b-2k- If- 37 - U.

(B) (14) r =c=-c-2A-3/3.

i

(C) (7) a(n-2) = A;-£ + p + 2<T + 3a,.

(D) (8) 6(tt-2) = p + 2(8+.37 + .3i.

(E) (9) c(n-2) = 2o- + 4jS+7 + + aj.

(F) (10) a(ft-2)(»-.3) = 2(8-0-.3«) + 3(ac-3<7-x-3ft)) + 2(a6-2/3-j
).

(G) (11) 6(«-2)(n-.3)= 4^• + (ab-2p-j ) + S(bc -2^-2y -i).

(H) (12) c(n-2)(ft-3)= 6A + (ac-3o--x - 3a))+ 2(6c - 3/3- 27- i),

with the like reciprocal equations (4) to (14);

(I) (26) 2(« - l)(w - 2)(n - 3) - 12 (ji - 3)(6 + c) + 6(? + 6r + 2U + 42/3 + 3O7 -
f ^

.

= 2(n' - l)(re' - 2)(n' - 3) - 12 («' - 3)(6' +c') + 6f/ + 6?-' + 24*' + 42/3' + .3O7' - f
6''.

k + Sf+3t + S0' + -E.

h+ff + 6x' + 12i?' + f^' + 40' + S + 2'.
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Substituting for k; h their values we have instead of (A), (fi), (C), (D) the

equations

{A') b^-b =q + 2k + 2/+6t+ 60' + 3y+ SB + l + T.

(/?') <^-c =r + 2h + 2g + 12x' + 2iB' + 2U' + \W + 3fi + Se + l + l'.

{G') 6 (n - 2) (n - 3) = 4A; + 270' + {ab- 2p -j) + 3 {be - 3/9 - 27 - i) + S + S'.

(fT) c(n-2)(n-3) = 6A-300' + (ac-3(r-x) + 2(6c-3^-27-i) + 2 + 2'.

Writing as before C=0, <» = 0; U=0, = 0, d = 0, ^ = 0, e = 0, and neglecting the

terms in 2, 2', the two equations (iS^) become

Zeuthen c (»i - 2) = 2o- + 4/9 + 7 + 8^' + 165',

Cayley c (n - 2) = 2o- + 4/9 + 7 + ^,

which can be made to agree by writing ^ = 8;^' + 165'. But we have

Zeuthen (F) c"--c =r- + 2/iH-3;S+ 12^'+ 245,

Cayley (5) c'-c =r + 2h+S^,

values which differ by the terms 12;^' + 245', or if has the value just written down,

the term |5.

I refrain from a comparison of the two equations (I.), and of the expressions for

the deficiency given by these two equations respectively—but I notice here the

expression for the deficiency obtained by Zeuthen in the last section (XIV.) of his

Memoir, viz. this is

24 (D + 1) = c' - 12« + 24w + ^S + 3»- - 15c + 2o- + 6^ + 12x' + 6g + 9e

+ 8B+2iB' + 18U+6U'+60'

+ 2 (3»' + 3^ + 81, + 13?) + 2' (6?).

The problem is a very difficult one, and it cannot be held that as yet a complete

solution has been obtained. Take in plane geometry the question of reciprocal curves

:

here, using throughout point-coordinates, we start with a curve represented by the general

equation (x, y, «)" = 0, such a curve has only isolated singularities, viz. the line-singularities

of the inflexion and the double tangent, we know the expression in point-coordinates of

any such singularity (inflexion or double tangent as the case may be), viz. we can at

once write down the equation of a curve of the order n having a given stationary

tangent and point of contact therewith, or a given double tangent and two points of

contact therewith. Returning to the general curve {x, y, z)" = 0, we know that the

reciprocal curve has other isolated .singularities, viz. the point-singularities which corre-

spond to these, the double point (or node) and the stationary point (or cusp), and we
know the expression of any such singularity (node or cusp as the case may be), viz.

we can at once write down the equation of a curve of the order n having at a given

point a node with given tangents, or a cusp with given tangent. And then starting

afresh with a curve of the order n having a node or a cusp we obtain the effect
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thereof as regards the line-singularities of the inflexion and the double tangent. We
are thus led to consider as ordinary singularities in the theory the above-mentioned

four singularities of the inflexion, the double tangent, the node and the cusp: and we
know further that any other singularity whatever of a plane curve is compounded in

a definite manner of a certain number of some or all of these singularities.

But in the theory of surfaces, starting in like manner with the general equation

(x, y, z, w)" = 0, such a surface has torse-singularities, the node-couple torse, and the

spinode-torse ; each of these is in general an indecomposable torse of a certain kind

(but there is the new cause of complication that it may break into two or more

separate torses), but we do not know the analytical expression of these singularities,

nor consequently the analytical expression of the curve-singularities which correspond

to them, the nodal curve and the cuspidal curve. Thus if we attempt to start with

a surface {x, y, z, w)" = having a nodal curve, we can indeed write down the equation

in its most general form, viz. if the nodal curve has for its complete expression the k

equations P = 0, Q = 0, R = Q, &c. (viz. if the curve is such that every surface whatever

through the curve is of the form fl, =AP + BQ+GR + ..., =0) then the most general

equation of the surface having this curve for a nodal curve is {A, B, G, ^P, Q, R, ...)^ = 0,

but this form is far too complicated to be worked with ; and if for simplicity we take

the nodal curve to be a complete intersection P = 0, Q = 0, and consequently the

equation of the surface to be (A, B, G\P, Q)" = 0, then it is by no means clear that

we do not in this way introduqe limitations extraneous to the general theory. The

same difiiculty applies of course, and with yet greater force, to the cuspidal curve

;

and even if we could deal separately with the cases of a surface having a given

nodal curve, and a given cuspidal curve, this would in no wise solve the problem for

the more general case of a surface having a given nodal curve and a given cuspidal

curve. It is to be added that the general surface of the order ?i has no plane- or

point-singularities, and thus that such singularities (which correspond most nearly to

the singularities considered in the theory of reciprocal curves) present themselves in

the theory of reciprocal surfaces as extraordinary singularities.

END OF VOL. VI.
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